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Lambert Peanut Butter Equipment
Lambert Peanut Butter Machinery excels because it is scientifically,

yet simply constructed. Because it is complete in every detail.

Because it is substantial. The Lambert Machine Company is the

only concern that manufactures complete peanut butter plants.

Lambert peanut equipment consists of suitable peanut roasting

apparatus, peanut blancher, picking and stoning machinery, one or

more peanut butter mills, complete with automatic salter, auxiliary

machinery (elevators, conveyors, storage bins, feed hoppers) and

approved power transmission, such as will render the plant as nearly

automatic as possible.

Plans designed according to requirements. Specifications and

estimates furnished.

V
Peanut Butter Mill No. 8

LambertMachine l!o.Marthall,Midi)
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WHO'S WHO IN THE TRADE

LEWIS SHERMAN
Treasurer of the National Coffee Roasters’ Association and

President of the Jewett & Sherman Company, Milwaukee

See page 49
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One of the Earliest Engravings Used to Illustrate the Story of Tea in Europe
From. “China, Monumentis qua sacris qua profanis illustrata,” by Athanasius Kircher, 1667

A Seventeenth Century Dutch Illustration of a Tea Garden and Early Picking Methods

From Nieuhof in “Beschryving van t’ Gesandschap der Nederlandsche Oost-Indische Compagnie der Grooten
Tartarischen Cham,” 1666

RARE ENGRAVINGS USED IN EARLY ^EUROPEAN BOOKS ON TEA



A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF TEA
No. 3—INTRODUCTION OF TEA INTO CONTINENTAL EUROPE

<1 This is the third of a series of historical sketches which trace the

story of tea from the days of mythology in the Far East to its intro-

duction into the homes of the Western World. <j!The researches go

back to original sources and reveal the development of culture, prepa-

ration and brewing methods. <JThe pictures are from rare engravings,

paintings and water colors, and show the oldtime manners and customs.

r

I 'HE earliest notice concerning tea thus far

discovered in Western literature appears to

be in an Arabian compilation, principally from two

writers and travelers dating from about 850 and

857. It was translated into French by Eusebius

Renaudet. The passage as it appears in the

Chinese Repository I, 12, runs as follows :

“The Emperor also reserves to himself the

revenues which arise from the salt mines and

from a certain herb which they drink with hot

water, and of which great quantities are sold in

all the cities to the amount of great sums. They
call it sah, and it is a shrub more bushy than the

pomegranate tree and of a more taking smell, but

it has a kind of bitterness with it. Their way is

to boil water, which they pour upon this leaf, and

this drink cures all sorts of diseases.”

Tea in Early European Literature

In strictly European literature the earliest re-

port concerning tea is probably in Giov. Battista

Ramusio's account of his' conversation with Hajji

Mahomed, or, as he calls him, Chaggi Memet.

This conversation was published in Venice about

1550, and is translated in “Hakluyt,” Vol. 36,

“Cathay and the Way Thither,” where it is given

as follows

:

“He told me that over all the country of

Cathay they make use of another plant, or rather

c-f its leaves. This is called by those people

Chiai Catai, and grows in the district of Cathay,

which is called Cacianfu. This is commonly used

and much esteemed over all those countries.

They take of that herb, whether dry or fresh,

and boil it well in water. One or two cups of this

decoction taken on an empty stomach removes

fever, headache, stomachache, pain in the side or

in the joints, and it should be taken as hot as

you can bear it. He said besides that it was good

for no end of other ailments which he could not

then remember, but gout was one of them. And
if it happens that one feels incommoded in the

stomach from having eaten too much, one has

but to take a little of this decoction, and in a

short time all will be digested. And it is so highly

valued and esteemed that every one going on a

journey takes it with him, and those people would

gladly give a sack of rhubarb for an ounce of

Chiai Catai.”

In the latter half of the sixteenth century

European references to tea became fairly com-

mon. Louis Almeida, a missionary, wrote of it

being used in Japan in 1565. Riccius mentioned

it in 1578 (Bk. 1, ch. 7) ;
Maffeus, the Portuguese

writer, in 1558 (Bk. 7, p. 108, and Bk. 12, p.

242) ;
while it is included in Bauhin’s “Plan-

tOTum,” which was published in 1597.

First Portuguese and German Records

The Portuguese were certainly familiar with

tea in the East about the middle of the sixteenth

century. This is indicated by Maffeus, and also

by the fact that in 1558 tea was mentioned as one

of the articles in which the Portuguese had the

privilege of trading. They probably sent small

lots of it to Portugal, but seem to have made no

serious attempt to introduce it into the rest of

Europe.

In 1610 tea had traveled at least as far as the

Dutch settlements in Bantam in the East Indies,

where it was said that the Dutch inhabitants

purchased tea from the Chinese merchants in the

market. It is probable that specimens of it were

sent from the East India trading posts to Hol-

land. In 1638 Albert von Mandelslohe wrote

that tea drinking was common in Surat, India.

Simon Paulli, in his “Commentarius de Abusu

Tabaci—et Herbae Thee,” which was published

at Rostock, Germany, in 1635, includes two very

interesting plates of tea pots, tea furnaces, and

other paraphernalia for making the beverage.

These utensils are Chinese, but he writes as if

he had examined them personally in Europe. For

example, he says that one would compare the
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porcelain tea pots with Sicilian ware. He also

gives an illustration of the tea leaf, carefully

explaining that it had been “crushed in the zeal

of those studying pharmaceutical arts.” This

brings up the very important subject that small

quantities of tea might have been brought into

Europe by the doctors and pharmacists before it

came into common use, as had been done in the

case of sugar.

The First Tea in France and Holland

Meyers’ “Konversation Lexikon” makes an un-

Early Fortable Tea Making Furnaces

From Simon Paulli’s work on tea and tobacco, first pub-

lished at Rostock, Germany, 1635

supported statement that tea was brought to Paris

as early as 1635, and Commissioner Delamarre,

in his “Traite de la Police,” III, 797, also says,

without giving authority, that tea began to be

used in Paris in 1636. Alfred Franklin, however,

in his “La Vie Privee” doubts this, and declares

that the first mention he can find of its use in

Paris is in 1648, in a letter of Gui Patin concern-

ing a subject for a thesis given out by Morriset.

This was, “Does Chinese Tea Increase Mental-

ity?” Patin also said that the Cardinal Mazarin

“took tea to protect himself against the gout.”

It was probably in the same year that Alexander

de Rhodes wrote “The Dutch carry tea from

China to Paris, and sell it there for 30 francs a

pound.”

The fact is that tea was probably known in the

Netherlands before it was in Paris, although

the present date which we have noted is earlier

than any as yet discovered in the Netherlands. A
letter of January 2, 1637, from the directors of the

Netherlands East India Company to the Gov-

ernor-General of Netherlands East India, implied

that tea was already known in Holland as fol-

lows : “As the tea begins to come into use with

some people we expect some jars of Chinese as

well as Japanese tea with all ships.”

Tea Made an Article of Commerce

In 1667 the Governor-General of Netherlands

East India wrote, “A considerable quantity of tea

has been forced upon our agents in Hoccien,

much against their wishes, and as we did not

know what to do with so great a quantity here in

this land, we have decided to send a good part of

it to the Fatherland.”

Another passage in the Toung Pao Archives,

1900, from which these quotations are taken,

proves that the Dutch East India Company defi-

nitely made tea an article of commerce on April

6, 1685, by the following notice: “The tea which

is now imported in so large quantities by pri-

vate persons, and is presented to some people, as

also to gentlemen of merit and honor, and such

in so large boxes, bottles and canisters that it

passes all measure, we have resolved that hence-

forth it will be considered as an article of com-

merce, especially reserved to the company alone.

* * * For this reason we have decided to in-

crease the demand to 20,coo pounds. * * *”

The Introduction Into Russia

There seems to be a fixed date for the intro-

duction of tea into Russia. In 1638 the Russian

ambassadors to the court of the Great Kahn were

introduced at a reception where tea was served,

and appeared to enjoy the beverage. On their

departure for their return journey, the Khan sent

by them as presents to the Czar, much against

their protestations,' several packages of precious

Chinese Tea Making Outfits Imported Into

Europe

From “Commentarius de Abusu Tabaci-et Herbae Thee/’

by Simon Paulli, 1635

tea. This was tried in the imperial court, ac-

cording to the “Staats und Gesellschafts Lexi-

kon” (XX, 426), and upon being approved of

became thereafter an article of commerce with

China.



TEA AND COFFEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES

<JHow the Renaissance of Tea and Coffee is being brought about, as

Illustrated by the Latest Developments in Advertising, Merchandising

and the Making and Serving of Our Most Popular Beverages.

TEA AND COFFEE IN THE NEWS

Fact and Fancy, Comment Wise and Frivolous,

Gleaned from the Press of

the Country

S
IGNS of the times indicate an increasing

interest in tea and coffee among writers , and

editors in all parts of the country. Here fol-

low some of the more notable items appearing in

the news during the month :

Coffee Houses to Succeed Saloons

Dr. William Norman Guthrie, rector of St.

Mark’s Church-in-the-Bouwerie, Second avenue

and Tenth street, New York, and Eric Wilder,

his lay associate, are convinced that they have

found an adequate and attractive successor to the

saloon in the form of a chain of coffee and soft

drink palaces.

Several of the saloons in the neighborhood of

the church have been inspected with a view of

using them, with little change in the fixtures.

“A saloon is so attractive because it is so well

furnished, with its finely done woodwork and

large mirrors,’ said Mr. Wilder. “Most men
doubtless compare the splendor of the saloons

with their own cheerless, poorly furnished homes
and spend their time in the so-called ginmills.

“By our plan we would serve the best coffee

and the finest sandwiches in the city. The brass

and mahogany fixtures, the blazing lights and even

the sawdust-covered floors of the saloon would
be retained.”

—“New York Tribune.”

More About Saloon Substitutes

Every city and town in the United States has

within its power a way of offering the proper

substitute to the workingman for his lost “club.”

It is simple, inexpensive, and would be popular.

Otherwise it would be ineffective.

This substitute is the community room (or

rooms). In all districts there should be rooms,

large, well lighted and warm, liberally supplied

with all the daily papers and current magazines
(minimizing the “highbrows”), and with such
games as checkers, chess, cards, puzzles, etc.

;

then there is an adjunct coffee and cocoa of good
quality at cost (perhaps soda in summer), sup-

plemented by some rolls. Let those who come
smoke all they want, talk within reason, and bar

no man unless he is quarrelsome or unnecessarily

dirty.

Perhaps, as in Chicago, where municipal play-

grounds have been managed by the men them-
selves with splendid success, the men could man-
age them better than outsiders.—Harold Chan-
ning in the “New York Times.”

King Coffee May Rise When Barleycorn Dies

The price of coffee, which has increased almost

150 per cent in the last year, is likely to continue
skyward with the advent of prohibition, in the

opinion of coffee merchants. The reaction of a

lack of alcoholic stimulants in countries that have
adopted prohibition has been in some cases a 50
per cent increase in coffee consumption, and such
an enlarged demand here, in the present state of

the coffee market would send prices further up.

—

“New York Tribune.”

Tea and Coffee in the Schools

Reports given last night at the monthly meeting
of the Orange (N. J.) Board of Education,
showed that upon investigation in five schools

in the city 34 per cent of the children had either

tea or coffee with bread for their morning meal.

President Sidney M. Colgate declared that the

children should be given milk or chocolate instead,

and upon his suggestion a circular giving the

advice will be prepared in both English and
Italian, and will be given to the children monthly
with report cards to be taken to parents.—Newark,
N. J., “Evening News.”

Kansas City Coffee Humor
The classic sign in a Western dance hall warn-

ing patrons “not to shoot the pianist ; he’s doing
the best he knows how,” is rivaled by a placard
in a Kansas City restaurant which reads :

“Don’t make fun of our coffee. You may be
old and weak yourself some day.”

—
“Philadelphia

Public Ledger.”

Dutch Coffee Houses
The Dutch coffee house is, unlike many institu-

tions of that name, a place where coffee is con-
sumed. The Dutch are consistent about their

coffee houses. They are built and used for coffee
drinking, and if Dutchmen are found in them
eating tripe, or one o-f those mainstays of Dutch
fare such as cheese or black bread, that is merely
because they have temporarily stopped drinking
coffee to give the hostess of the inn time to re-

plenish the supply.

Besides the interesting fact that coffee is served
in the Dutch “koffij huis,” it is often observed
feelingly by travelers fresh from some nearby
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at 11

With twinkling ice in
long glass.

A treat on the beach or
in the busy work of
shop, office or home.

Stimulates, refreshes,
soothes, cools. Does
you a world of good.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

at 12

Makes a simple lunch;
So complete—and satis-

fying.

Picks you right up

—

lightens the whole
day’s program;

Stimulates—yet whole-
some.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

at lO
A. M. or P. M.
For a mid-morning

pick-up, or bed-time
sleep-bringer.

Does both—because it

soothes, refreshes.

Always delicious — and
always good for you!

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

at 9
A woman’s breakfast.

A luxury that never
cloys;

Always delicious and
puts you in tune with
the day.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

TEA ADS FOR
By Walter Chester, Food Advertising

\V 7 H ETHER tea is to be advertised by the co-

** operative activities of the tea trade as a

whole, or by individual firms, the important factor

in the merchandising plan is the dealer. An
essential thing is to have the dealer tie-up to

general tea advertising through his own local

advertising medium.

This material may be furnished free to the

dealer in the form of proofs or plates, with the

idea that the dealer will then make use of the ma-
terial in his own advertising space, or in such

other ways as he sees fit, at his own expense.

Successful concerns in many other lines, as well

as in the tea trade, have found it' profitable to

make arrangements with dealers whereby a quar-

ter or a half, or other agreed upon portion of the

space used or expense incurred by the dealer, is

shared by the packer or wholesaler who supplies

him.

With the idea of encouraging this sort of work

The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal (believing

the writer qualified, because of his position as

at 8
A man’s breakfast

—

soothing, delightful!

Starts him right with
the day—satisfied and
happy!

See that it is well made
and served — every
morning.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

Adds zest and fullness

—

Gives flavor and fra-
grance

—

Provides fitting embel-
lishment

—

To any menu however
elaborate or simple.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.
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at 1

For the business man’s
lunch;

Stimulates — refreshes—cheers;

Does not burdenT the
stomach;

For business efficiency.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

When shopping:

A pleasant diversion!

And really refreshing!

So good—so wholesome

—

so entirely appropri-
ate.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

THE RETAILER
Specialist, The Erickson Company, New York

food advertising specialist of The Erickson Com-
pany) has arranged with him to prepare a series

of designs for tea and coffee similar in nature to

those which appear around the margin of these

two pages.

The designs may be used in a number of ways,

including

:

1. Newspaper advertising.

2. Car card advertising.

3. Window display.

4. Counter display.

5. Placards for wagons.

6. Cards or blotters, for mailing or enclosure

in correspondence or monthly bills.

Used one each day, this set of twelve provides

enough copy to last the retailer for two weeks.

Used by weeks it will last him three months.

Plates of the series, any size, may be made from

the original drawings. Packers and dealers are

invited to communicate with the Retail Aid De-

partment of this paper.

Many business offices
stop work for 10 min-
utes at 3 for tea and
cakes.

It puts pep into them
for a strong finish of
the day’s work.

A growing custom.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

at 4
For the afternoon caller.

Well made—well served
> —with toast or cakes;

The sign of a discrimi-
nating hostess.

And a real treat!

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time.

A fitting finale for a
leasant dinner at
ome.

Iced in Summer, hot
in Winter—always the
“cup that cheers.’’

Refreshing, stimulating,
wholesome.

(Dealer’s Name)

Tea time is all the time

Tea-taking time the
world over.

Why?
Because tea-taking

lends itself so well to
social amenities.

Refreshing — stimulat-
ing— yet wholesome.

(Dealer’s Name)
Tea time is all the time.
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land that the Dutch coffee is the real thing. Cof-
fee is to Holland what tea is to England, with
the difference that anything pronounced tea will

pass with the Englishman, if he feels in need of
tea, whereas the Hollander is at all times expertly
critical of the flavor of his coffee.

The Dutchman sitting near the fireplace in his

favorite “koffij huis” divides his attention between
numerous cups of steaming coffee and his pipe or
cigar. After all, there is a limit to the amount of
steaming coffee he can consume, but the joys of
a pipe smoked in the restful atmosphere of the
coffee house may be prolonged until the fire goes
out and the house is closed for the night.

—

“Springfield Republican.”

Says Cheap Coffee is Made feom Dandelion
Much of the “surpassing” cheap brand coffee is

made from dandelion root, according to Prof.
William Trelease, of the department of botany
at the University of Illinois. Dandelions, he
points out, belong to the chicory family, and the
root is used to adulterate coffee much as is

chicory. It is also used to adulterate chicory.

—

“Indianapolis News.”

WHAT DEALERS SAY

Catch Phrases and Arguments Used by Some
Advertisers of Tea and Coffee

HE following catch phrases and arguments

have been recently used to advantage by tea

and coffee men, in newspaper and magazine ad-

vertisements, circulars and other publicity me-

diums :

> HERE’S A COFFEE you cannot buy in bulk.

Its reputation must be safeguarded. Be assured

of coffee satisfaction by using Hotel Astor Coffee,

which makes a brew that for fragrance, richness

and smoothness is unequaled. Truly named “New
York’s Old Favorite.”—B. Fischer & Co., New
York.

ARE YOU SACRIFICING coffee flavor for

price? Lower coffee prices do not. mean a saving.

Real coffee economy lies in strength and flavor.

—

M. J. Brandenstein & Co., Portland, Ore.

“RICH AND MELLOW”—Always a Treat.

Chocolate cream coffee, piping hot and fragrant,

brings a new joy to the breakfast table. Its flavor

is “rich and mellow.”—Western Grocer Company,

Marshalltown, la.

A TIMELY COFFEE SUGGESTION—Why
not supply your coffee needs from St. Louis—the

great coffee center of the United States? More
than twenty large coffee importing and roasting

establishments are operating out of St. Louis, and

all are desirous to serve you. Your needs can be

nicely taken care of by any one of our St. Louis

concerns; quality, price, service will be found the

best. We take pleasure in saying a good word for

our competitors; orders placed with them will be

in good hands
;
however, will thank you to keep in

mind particularly Edw. W'esten Tea & Spice Com-
pany, St. Louis, Mo.

FAMOUS FOR A GENERATION—Maxwell
House coffee, “good to the last drop.”—Cheek-

Neal Coffee Company, Houston, Tex.

COFFEE, the Delightful Economical Drink

—

Delicious—always tempting—the flavor and aroma
of a cup of good coffee is conducive to good

humor, good health and good fellowship.—W. G.

Reynolds & Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

A NAME THAT SPELLS SATISFACTION
—For the better part of a century French Market

Coffee has lent flavor to life in New Orleans.

Millions of people here and elsewhere have come

to know the joys of that matchless old secret

blend.—New Orleans Coffee Company, New Or-

leans.

A FROSTY GLASS OF TETLEY’S—A tall,

frosty glass of Tetley’s iced tea—it puts new life

into you on scorching summer days. It’s the

easiest cold drink to make—and truly wholesome.

—Jos. Tetley & Co., Inc., New York.

AT HOME IN THE MORNING—The time of

all times when the coffee must be right.—Chase &
Sanborn, Boston.

START THE DAY RIGHT—Good coffee for

breakfast is as important for the “human engine”

as good oil and good gasoline is for your auto-

mobile—Without it it’s impossible to get a good

start.—Huey & Mathews, Pittsburgh, Pa.

TIME TO DRINK WHITE HOUSE COF-
FEE—We are advising our trade not to commit

themselves on coffee sales except under the condi-

tion that we have accepted all orders since June

19, viz.: subject to price at time of shipment.

Present indications are that those prices will be

from 4 to 8 cents per pound higher than our price

list effective to-day (June 24).—Dwinell-Wright

Company, Boston, Mass.

COFFEE IMPORTER SUES BANK
August Stumpp, of August Stumpp & Co., cof-

fee importers, 66 Beaver street, New York, has

sued the Farmers Loan & Trust Company to re-

cover $5,oco lost through payment of a check

alleged to have been forged by one of Stumpp &

Co.’s bookkeepers and paid by one of the bank’s

tellers. The bookkeeper has disappeared. Mr.

Stumpp’s case was presented by Duer, Strong &
Whitehead, the trust company being represented

by Geller, Rolston & Horan.
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FACTS ABOUT COFFEE’S ADVANCE

Speculation in Brazil Responsible for a Sensa-

tional Increase in Prices—Some Trade

and Editorial Reactions

SO much of a contradictory and misleading

nature has been published about the recent

sensational rise in the coffee prices that the

editors have been at some pains to make a thor-

ough investigation into the matter and present

herewith the results.

Briefly, speculation by certain American and

Brazilian coffee men, taking advantage of a com-

bination of favorable “bull” circumstances, has

forced up the price of coffee to levels unreached

since 1871. A comparison of the wholesale price

of green Santos 4 coffee in 250-bag lots to roast-

ers for the past year shows that the price has

been advanced about 170 per cent, rising from

iiYa cents on June 30, 1918, to 30TA cents on the

corresponding day of 1919. Of this increase

some 130 per cent came after the signing of the

armistice with Germany and the removal of the

governmental control by the Food Administration.

How this advance has affected wholesale, re-

tail and consumer prices since October 1, 1918,

and a digest of trade and editorial reactions,

follows

:

COST TO ROASTERS
Comparative Wholesale Green Coffee Prices

(In 250-Bag Lots or More)
October 1,1918, June 30, 1919,

Cents Cents
Santos 4s 13 'A 30A
Rio 7s 9A 23
Maracaibo 12A 26
Bogota (common) ioy2 26
Oaxaca (common) 12y2 27

Guatemala (common) .

.

10A 23

These costs to wholesalers caused the follow-

ing changes in prices charged by jobbers to the

retail distributing trade

:

COST TO DEALERS
Green Coffee Prices to Retailers

(In Bag Lots of 130 Pounds Each)

October 1,1918, June 30, 1919,
Cents Cents

Santos 4s 14 *27A
Rio 7s 11 24
Maracaibo 15 J4 28y2
Bogota 16^ 30 A
Guatemala 15 l/2 31

The following table shows how the dealer in

various sections of the country passed the in-

creased cost on to the consumer

:

CHICAGO
Comparative Prices of Leader Brands

October, 1918, June 30, 1919,
Cents Cents

Grocer 45 55
Chain Store 25 39

37

ST. LOUIS

Grocer

October, 1918,
Cents
28

June 30, 1919,
Cents
48

Chain Store . . . 28 42

Grocer

NEW ORLEANS
October, 1918,

Cents
25

June 30, 1919,
Cents
45

Chain Store . .

.

30 47A

Grocer

WASHINGTON
October, 1918,

Cents
48

June 30, 1919,
Cents
60

Chain Store . . . 28 35

Grocer

NEW YORK
October, 1918,

Cents
30

June 30, 1919,
Cents
50

Chain Store . . . 21 39

The influence of these advancing costs as re-

flected in the news of the day and editorial com-

ment is all too plain in the following digest.

Julius Chambers vs. Ross Weir
In his syndicated “Walks and Talks” articles,

as they appeared in the “Brooklyn Daily Eagle”

of June 20 and June 25, Julius Chambers seemed

t'o sum up all the harsh things printed about the

rise in coffee prices when he said in effect that

coffee interests are “profiteering,” and proposed

that the Federal Government take over the

handling of coffee, and tea also. Mr. Chambers

charged that there are millions of pounds of

coffee surreptitiously stored in the warehouses of

this country, claiming that a customs inspector

assured him that several hundred thousand bags

are cached in Baltimore, with about a third more
hidden in Philadelphia and a smaller store in

New York. He quotes numerous statistics of

coffee imports, and comments on them in this

fashion : “All figures go to show that there is no

shortage of coffee in the world and no excuse

for its unexampled rise in price.”

Ross W'. Weir, chairman of the Joint Coffee

Trade Committee, replied to Mr. Chambers in a

letter to the “Eagle” dated June 25, in which he

said

:

Editor, Brooklyn Daily Eagle

:

As one who may claim to know something about
coffee, T have read with amazement a recent

article about coffee prices written for the “Eagle”
by Julius Chambers. Mr. Chambers ignores the

fact that higher coffee prices are due largely to

the same fundamental causes that have raised

the cost of everything else we eat and drink.

Two years ago critics of Mr. Chambers’ type
were writing the same things about meat, eggs,
vegetables, sugar, milk and virtually every other
article of food, and calling the dealers in these
staples profiteers, highwaymen, etc. Now these
writers have turned their abuse upon the coffee

trade because it is only lately that the price of

THE TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL
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coffee has followed the prices of other food prod-
ucts in their upward course.

All during the war coffee was almost the only
staple food article that remained stationary in

price. There was a good reason for this, of

course, in the fact that the South American coffee

growers were' cut off from European market’s, and
the United States consumers got the benefit.

Now the markets of Europe are open again to

Brazil, Colombia and Venezuela, and other coffee-

growing countries, and it is not surprising that

increased demand has led the South American
planters to raise prices.

Most of the outcry against the high price of

coffee comes from short-sighted persons who fail

to take into account the fact that coffee is entirely

an imported article. A large proportion of the

population of Brazil, for example, depends upon
the coffee crop for a living. Coffee is the sole

source of revenue which enables them to pur-

chase innumerable articles which must be bought
in the United States. Almost without exception
these goods have increased in cost to the Bra-
zilians, some of them 200 or 300 per cent above
prices before the war. If the Brazilian planter

has to sell 100 bags of coffee to buy a certain piece

of agricultural machinery which he could get two
or three years ago at the price of 50 bags of
coffee, can you blame him for charging more for

his coffee? This is the natural law of interna-

tional exchange.
Of course, there are other reasons for the high

price of coffee, among them weather conditions,

the greatly increased labor wage in Brazil, the

tremendous rise in freight rates and all costs con-
nected with transporting goods. The coffee crop
of Sao Paulo, the great coffee-growing State of

Brazil, which is being harvested now, the 1919-

1920 crop is reported to be not over 5,000,000

bags, while a normal crop for that State is 10,-

000,000 bags. This shortage is due to an unprece-
dented frost in June, 1918. This frost affected not
only the present crop but will affect the future

crops for the next two or three years. Many of

the coffee trees were blasted so that they had to

be cut right off down to the ground.
But even at 50 cents a pound, which is about

the average price the New York City consumer
has to pay for coffee of medium grade, it cannot
be said that the increase works a tremendous
hardship. The pound of coffee at 50 cents will

produce from thirty to forty cups, according to

the method of brewing. At a cent and a half a cup

it is ridiculous to speak of 50-cent coffee as a

national calamity. Coffee is still the cheapest

thing on the breakfast table.

It is misleading and unfair to blame the coffee

merchants of this country for conditions over

which they have no control, and which are even

more unwelcome to them than they are to the

consumer. Ask any importer, jobber, roaster, or

retail seller of coffee how he likes the present

price of coffee, and he will tell you that it is

seriously interfering with his business. It is a

well-known principle that it is harder to make a

profit on a high market than a low market.

As for Mr. Chambers’ charges that millions

of pounds of coffee that have lain in storage for

years in this country are now being sold for

several hundred per cent profit; this is too ab-
surd to notice were it not for the fact that it has
been printed in a leading family newspaper like
the “Eagle.”
During the war the Government took control

of the coffee trade and compelled importers and
dealers to give strict account of their stocks. This
control made hoarding and profiteering impos-
sible. Since the Government restrictions were
lifted coffee importations have not kept up with
consumption, largely on account of the difficulties
in transportation and the shortage of ships. The
people of the United States use about 1,000,000,000
pounds a year, and to supply this demand im-
portation must proceed at the rate of 600,000
bags a month.
The ancient statistics which Mr. Chambers

quotes from reports a year to a year and a half
old are absolutely without significance in rela-
tion to the present situation. Had he wished to
make a sincere investigation he could have ob-
tained the latest figures without difficulty at the
New York Coffee Exchange, or in the office of
any large coffee dealer.

To sum up : There are a number of good and
legitimate reasons why coffee has increased in
price. For the most part they are the same rea-
sons that are behind the greater cost of every-
thing we eat and wear.

Ross W. Weir, Chairman,
Joint Coffee Trade Committee.

74 Wall St., Manhattan, June 25, 1919.

A Typical Editorial Reaction

The following editorial from the “Cincinnati

Enquirer” may be regarded as typical. Because
the same editorial appeared in other papers, some
members of the trade suggested that there might
be a cereal coffee propaganda responsible for it,

although such a suggestion is not complimentary
to a paper of the standing of the “Cincinnati

Enquirer,” which would hardly lend its editorial

columns to an enterprise of this character:

“There no longer remains any doubt about the
intention of the South American coffee producers
to collect, if possible, the deferred profits upon
the crops they raised during the war, but sold
only in part. During hostilities the United States
was the principal customer for the coffee market.
This country consumes the most of the fragrant
berry, Germany next and then France, with Rus-
sia close up and England fourteenth in the list.

“Germany was cut off, Russia was almost so
and France reduced her consumption, while Eng-
land excluded coffee altogether, turning to tea
more than ever. In a silly way the Brazilian
farmers, aided by their Government and the New
York speculators, tried to recoup their dimin-
ished fortunes through increasing the prices in

this country. This performance the Government
quickly ended by closing the Coffee Exchange
and ended stock jobbery.
“Now that the world market is about to re-

open, and before a sale has been made, intima-
tions come that there is to be a shortage here

;

that the bids elsewhere are higher ; that freight
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rates are advancing; that the frost has nipped

the early crop, and more of the usual stuff that

precedes an advance in prices. The price of coffee

is already high enough under the conditions. It

has always been higher in the United States than

elsewhere, even though on the free list here, while

in countries like Germany there was a tariff of

7 cents a pound.
‘‘There is a simple way to meet this coming

raid, for it is best to speak plainly of the move-
ment. It is for the American householder to re-

fuse to buy the articles until the producers act

with some show of reason. Only the extravagant

will indulge themselves in the brew at the prices

proposed. In doing so they will make the lot

of the others harder. Therefore the counter-

movement should be as nearly general as possible.

It is interesting to note at this time that the

Federal Government is just now moving to

escheat the immense estate of the world's coffee

king, Herman Sielcken, long a resident of New
York, but a German enemy alien, who died re-

cently in Baden-Baden, and left huge bequests to

his native city and German relatives. His lucra-

tive employment of plucking complaisant Ameri-
cans seems to have been bequeathed to others.”

Pertinent Newspaper Items

The following newspaper items will serve to

illustrate how the coffee advance has been break-

ing into the news.

The “New York Times” published the follow-

ing item under the heading “Lays Coffee Rise to

Pool”

:

“Commissioner of Public Markets Jonathan C.

Day said last night that he was not at all sur-

prised at the advance in price of coffee when in-

formed that there was an increase yesterday of

7 cents a pound. ‘Mercantile manipulation is re-

sponsible,’ said Dr. Day, who went on to explain

that he received several ‘tips’ two months ago that

an organization to control the price of coffee was
being formed, and that he was advised that if he

wanted to save money for the consumers it was
his opportunity to buy a large supply.

“Owing to the fact that the Legislature abol-

ished the State Food Commission, under authority

of which the Mayor’s War Board purchased
foodstuffs to be sold at cost to the consumer, Dr.

Day said that he was not interested in the pur-

chase of coffee. He gave to the District At-
torney’s office, he said, the benefit of the infor-

mation he received.”

The effect of high prices on consumers in Brazil

is shown in this news dispatch dated Rio de

Janeiro, July 1

:

“Demonstrations here to-day defeated an effort

by the proprietors of coffee houses to double the

price of the national drink, coffee. Patrons en-

tered the cafes, took the coffee and then refused
to pay more than the old price of 100 reis (nor-
mally 5 cents) for a small cup. The proprietors
finally announced a return to the old price.”

Other leading newspaper storms of the month,

inspired by the high coffee prices, are indicated by

these headlines that have appeared in various sec-

tions of the country

:

“No Prospect for Cheaper Coffee; Frost Dam-
age to Crop in Brazil Will Keep Prices Up, Say

Chicago Dealers”
—“High Cost of Coffee Due

Principally to Brazil Government; Supply Being

Held for Advance in Prices; U. S. Not Getting

Usual Cargoes”—“Coffee Price Expected to Con-

tinue Going Up
;
Blight (sic) of Brazil Crop and

Foreign Buying Said to Have Caused Advance”

—

“‘Coffee and’ is Going Up; Failure of Brazilian

Crop is Given as Reason for Price Jump”

—

“American Coffee Cup Raid; His (Sielcken’s)

Lucrative Employment of Plucking Complaisant

Americans Seems to Have Been Bequeathed to

Others”—“Another Paternalism Outbreak
;

Re-

formers Want the Government to Throttle the

Rise in Coffee Prices”
—“That Coffee Deal; Cof-

fee Supply Has Passed Into Hands of Some
Three Men in the East”

—
“Dollar Coffee is De-

clared in Sight”
—“The Coffee Boost; People Are

Asking Why the Price of Coffee has Gone Sky-

rocketing of Late, and With Reason.”

How One Dealer Explains the Advance

Consumers naturally have been inquiring of

dealers for the reason for the sensational advance

in coffee prices, and one of the leading chain-

store systems operating in the East now has on

display in its stores a large placard bearing these

statements

:

“Small crop in South America
;
crop greatly

damaged by frost; increased labor cost; coffee did
not advance during the war on account of large

supplies in producing countries and no demand
outside of the United States

;
it is only natural

now that coffee should reach a level with other
food products.”

Consumer Prices in Brazil

Late in June a Brazilian steamship captain ar-

riving in New York was quoted by several New
York papers as saying, “There are thousands of

bags of good coffee on the dock waiting for ves-

sels to bring them to the United States. The best

grade of coffee is selling at the equivalent of two

pounds for 25 cents, while the coffee you get here

is retailing in Brazil at less than 10 cents a pound.

There is no need of you Americans paying 55

cents a pound for good coffee if you will send the

ships to Brazil to bring it to New York.”

An agent of the steamship line with which the

captain is connected stated in the press that the

captain had been misquoted, claiming the captain

told the reporters that coffee was selling at about

2,500 reis per kilo, which equals about 33 cents
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in United States currency, and that the mistake

was probably made in translating Brazilian money
terms into American.

Theodor Langgaard de Menezes, commercial

secretary to the Brazilian Embassy, and repre-

sentative in this country for Brazilian interests

behind the coffee publicity campaign, also denied

the captain’s alleged statement in a letter, in which

he said

:

“A good grade of green Rio- coffee, according
to my latest information, sells in Rio Janeiro,

wholesale, at about 25 cents a pound. Add to this

the cost of roasting and merchandising, and you
have a price to the consumer, I should say, of

about 40 cents.

“It is unfortunate that a story should have
gained currency that may stir up hard feeling in

this country against the coffee growers o-f Brazil.

In these days, when all good people are doing their

utmost to bring about peaceful relations between
the republics of North and South America it

would be an international misfortune if the coffee

drinkers of the United States got the idea that we
Brazilians were making them pay an exorbitant
price for our principal article of export.

“The liking for coffee is a strong bond between
Brazil and the United States. This country uses

more than one billion pounds a year, and two-
thirds of this supply comes from Brazil.”

TRADE MARKS IN BRAZIL

An International Registration Office is Expected

to Be Opened Soon in Rio de Janeiro

T3LANS are under way which it is believed will

* lead to the establishment in the near future of

an International Trade Mark Registration Bureau

at Rio de Janeiro, which will be of great service

in the promotion of Pan-American commerce,

according to an announcement by John Barrett,

Director-General of the Pan-American Union.

J. T. Newton, United States Commissioner

of Patents, has informed the Director-General

that as a result of the interest aroused at the

recent Second Pan-American Commercial Con-

ference in the question of trade marks and their

protection, the diplomatic representatives in

Washington of South American countries have

been invited to meet soon for the purpose of dis-

cussing the opening of this bureau.

The purpose is to enable merchants and manu-

facturers to deposit their trade marks in the coun-

tries which constitute the Pan-American Union

and secure extensions through the international

bureau of the protection given at home. The

bureau at Rio de Janeiro would do for the United

States and South America what the bureau al-

ready established at Havana is doing for the

North American republics.

WHY JAPAN TEAS ARE HIGH

The Increase in Prices is Laid to Advanced
Labor Costs, Larger Domestic Consump-

tion and Short Crops—United States

Tea Propaganda Also Blamed

[special correspondence]

Shidzuoka, May 22, 1919.

TT'EA buyers in America should not revile unduly

the present poor, yet high-priced, first-crop

Japan teas before they have carefully waded
through the evidence attesting justifiable reasons

for increased cost of production of tea in Japan,

and everywhere else in the Orient.

Manufacturers all over the world who need

cheap labor have found it more expedient to

bring capital, material and skilled experience to

the home of cheap labor, than to import the alien

labor to their c-wn domain at the risk* of social,

racial and political turbulence. Thus many new
industries have found their way into Japan, af-

fording employment to the abundant labor that

has heretofore been poorly paid, and wages all

over the country have had to be adjusted to the

new demands for labor in order to keep sufficient

hands at work on their old jobs of furnishing

boxes, mats, charcoal, transportation, and a thou-

sand other essentials in the preparation of tea,

besides the mere picking and firing and packing

of the tea ready for export.

This rise in the earning capacity of labor is

revealed in a rise in the plane of living and an

enormous increase in the home consumption of

tea. This condition alone would have advanced

the f. o. b. cost of Japan tea this season over

last, without the added factor of unfavorable

weather and a shop crop of choice teas. More-

over, your National Tea Propaganda Campaign

argument and appeal has led some of the Jap-

anese to imagine that' the consumption of Japan

teas in the United States will be trebled in one

year.

That the cost of producing Japan teas will ever

go back to the basis of two years ago is a de-

lusive “pipe dream,” and that similar conditions

to enhance the cost of production are coming

about in other tea-growing countries is a safe bet

at even odds. Japan being more wideawake and

progressive, responds more quickly to new condi-

tions than other tea countries, that is all
;

but,

being mercurially sanguine, is apt to overdo it at

times, and this may be one of them, perhaps.

O. A. Poole.
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COFFEE IN FRANCE IN 1916-18

While Stocks Are Not Subnormal in Havre,

Prices Are About Four Times

Dearer Than in 1914

[from a staff correspondent]

Paris, May 31, 1919.

A CCORDING to documents issued by the

** French commercial authorities, the importa-

tions and exportations of coffee in France for the

years 1916, 1917 and 1918 for home consumption

and the quantities in tons delivered for consump-

tion were as follows

:

Importations

From 1916 1917 1918
Holland 40 94 1

England 15,478 5,002 5,307
British Indies 34,851 20,262 12,090
Venezuela 78,209 88,647

1,268,157
36,548

Brazil 1,151,663 1,034,289
Haiti 126,484 84,883 74,619
Porto Rico 11,112 8,721 8,465
Guadeloupe 8,476

246
4,049 6,426

Reunion 105 18
Other countries 102,958 156,984 178,695

Total in beans and
pellicles 1,529,517 1,636,884 1,356,458

Roasted and ground coffee 81 24 32

Grand1 total 1,529,598 1,636,908 1,356,490

Exportations

Coffee in beans and pellicles . . . . 201 117 432
Roasted and ground coffee . .

.

. . 117 77 67

Total . . 318 194 499

It should be remembered that in 1918 the pov-

ernment imposed restrictions which considerably

reduced shipments from abroad
; in fact, these

declined from 1,845,625 tons in 1916 to 1,620,179

tons in 1917, and to 615,351 tons only in 1918.

Notwithstanding, the quantities delivered for con-

sumption did not decline. On the contrary it is

to be supposed that if these had not been forcibly

restricted, they would certainly have exceeded the

figure of the preceding years. In any case it is

clear that the invisible supplies of France were

reduced to their simplest expression, consequently

it must be allowed that on January 1, 1919, the

requirements of France were very great.

On the other side, since the signing of the

armistice, and particularly since the beginning of

the year, because of the demobilization, the re-

quirements of the army have considerably de-

creased. Under these conditions one may, it ap-

pears, estimate the actual consumption of France

at 2,250,000 sacks. But it might be that it will

grow more rapidly than before, not only because

of the modification that has taken place in the

situation of our country, but also as a result of the

system of living which is not now what it was

before the war.

In fine, we are not enlightening commerce when
we tell it that there will be a great demand, and

that it will certainly be necessary to allow for a

great deficit that may occur in the Santos harvest.

Generally we must not exaggerate the importance

of the advices on this point, for they remind us

of those which were received before the war, and

were very frequently followed by offers from

Brazil.

At Havre coffee is far from being scarce; still,

it should be observed that the article is four

times dearer than it was at the beginning of the

war. In order to justify this extraordinary rise

numerous reasons are given. Thus they say that

the Santos harvest that once yielded as much as

15,000,000 sacks only yields 4,000,000 sacks now,

and even less
;
that is to say, that what is only a

prophecy is accepted as an established fact. There

is talk also of depreciation in silver.

But sufficient allowance is perhaps not made for

the possible competition of other producing coun-

tries, competition all the easier as higher prices

will be paid. Further, a more arbitrary system is

being spoken of which may put a stop suddenly

and without notice to the importation of coffee.

However, along with these views we may place

those of the ministers, tending to show that all

business will be completely liberated from official

shackles by June 1. It is clear that the restric-

tions that have been endured during the war can-

not be borne indefinitely. Francois.

COFFEE MEN AT PESSOA DINNER
While the coffee trade’s plans for a banquet to

Dr. Epitacio Pessoa, President of Brazil, to be

given during his recent visit to the United States

on his way to Brazil from the Peace Conference

at Paris, fell through, several prominent members

of the New York green coffee trade were guests

at the dinner held on June 25 by the Mayor’s com-

mittee. They were : T. J. Woods, of Woods,

Ehrhard & Co.
;
Victor A. Cahill, of Arnold,

Dorr & Co. ; Charles S. Meehan, of P. C. Meehan

& Co.
;
G. E. Kruse, of Jones Bros. Tea Company;

Otto J. Delfs, of M. Levy’s Sons, and Walter D.

Stuart, of George H. McFadden & Bro.

UNITED STATES COCOA CONSUMPTION
Americans are the lightest drinkers of cocoa

of any civilized people, says “Delineator,” which

claims we average only one cup apiece every fort-

night, and that only 15 per cent of the people

in the United States ever drink cocoa.
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COFFEE MONOPOLY IN ITALY

An Official Decree Reserves the Right of Im-

porting to the Government With Certain

Specied Exceptions

[from a staff correspondent]

Rome, June 2, 1919.

'T’HE fiscal policy of the Italian Government

bears more and mere towards general

monopolization. It is announced that the Rome
Central Customs Authority has worked out a sys-

tem of monopolizing coffee and its substitutes,

tea, sugar, explosives, electric lamps, petroleum,

benzine, paraffin, heavy and light mineral oils,

excepting lubricating oils, and the residues of dis-

tillation.

The application of the first commercial monop-

oly, that of coffee and substitutes, has since

created a considerable stir amongst the Italian

shopkeepers. According to the decree of

monopolization, the Government reserves the

right as to importation, but allows to private in-

dividuals the liberty of importing and re-export-

ing abroad, or, in alternating case, selling to the

Government the coffee they may Tiave bought

or acquired.

The Government will buy the coffee arriving

before July 1 at 550 lire ($104.50) per quintal,

and the coffee that may arrive after July 6 at

470 lire ($89.30) in store, which constitutes a re-

duction on the previous prices of 100 lire and 120

lire ($19.00 and $22.80), respectively, and it will

sell to the coffee consortium, or syndicate, at 900

lire ($171) per quintal, free of duty, thus abolish-

ing the consumers’ tax of 50 lire ($9.50), which

will remain included jn the tax due to the Gov-

ernment, and which the consortium will incur for

its own account.

The price of sale, minimum, will remain fixed

at 1,200 lire ($228) for Santos brand, crude.

Freedom is allowed as to roasting. The con-

sortium will remain in existence until six months

after peace is signed, whereafter there will be

created an institution in Rome of the type of the

consortium.

There has also been a question of some re-

duction in price for retail sale, but the Minister

of Meda, under the present Treasury conditions,

has not found it possible to be able to renounce

even a small portion of the amount that the

monopoly will bring to the Treasury. Since the

consumption of coffee runs at present at about

400,000 quintals per annum, and the State will

realize in the difference between the price of pur-

chase and the price of sale about 430 lire ($81.70)

per quintal, it is understood that the monopoly in

coffee should yield about 160,000,000 lire ($30,-

400,000) per annum. It is the intention of the

Government not to engage a staff over and above

that which will be engaged in the general man-
agement for commercial monopolies, which will

add about 350,000 lire ($66,500) per annum on

balance, and such staff will attend to all the new
monopolies and not deal only with coffee. The
cost of carrying on the department will be quite

low. R. T.

GUADELOUPE’S VANILLA CROP FAIR
[special correspondence]

Basse Terre, Guadeloupe, F. W. I., May 22,

1919.—It is estimated by reliable buyers that the

crop of vanilla which was harvested and cured

during the past winter and spring amounted to

about 40,000 pounds. Of this total, which is less

than the average production, more than 23,000

pounds have already been shipped to the United

States, and it is probable that most of the re-

mainder will be sent to New York before the end

of the summer. There is a tendency on the part

of a few of the shippers to hold the vanilla until

late in the season, as they think that national pro-

hibition will cause a great demand for ice cream

and candies, which, in turn, will increase the price

of vanilla. H. T. W.

DR. PESSOA VISITS COFFEE MEN
Dr. Epitacio Pessoa, President of Brazil, visited

the New York headquarters of the Joint Coffee

Trade Publicity Committee and the Sociedade

Promotora da Defesa do Cafe on July 3, and

showed keen interest in the progress of the coffee

publicity campaign. Dr. Pessoa’s call was unex-

pected. He was greeted by Theodor de Menezes,

of the Sociedade, and G. W. Toms, of the N. C.

R. A., but there was not time to call together a

representative group of coffee men from the trade. .

Before Dr. Pessoa’s arrival in this country the

New York coffee trade planned a dinner to him.

A date had been set and invitations sent out, but

owing to an unforeseen change in the Brazilian

President’s plans the dinner was called off.

CANADIAN TEA DUTY MAY BE CUT
The terms of Canada’s new financial budget

now before the people for approval propose to

reduce import duty on tea grown in British pos-

sessions to 3 cents a pound.
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THE TRADE ORACLE

Sundry Observations and Moral Musings on

Men and Matters of Current

Trade Interest

“I am Sir Oracle,

And' when I ope
1 my lips let no dog bark!

A LREADY a train of evils has followed in the

wake' of those ill-advised efforts to play up

the frost damage and all the other bull arguments

designed to boost the price of coffee. In some

sections coffee consumption is falling off and the

business in coffee substitutes is booming, and, as

usual, the authors are now busy denying they said

it or were misquoted. The Joint Coffee Trade Com-

mittee’s press agent, in making correction of the

Brazil sea captain’s statement expressing his hor-

ror at the price of coffee in America as compared

with Brazil, says, “Although we have no fear that

you were misled by the interview,” etc. And

that’s not at all what he means, because, as a

matter of fact, if he knows anything at all about

this and a score of other cases like it, he knows

full well that editors and readers were misled,

and are going to continue to be misled until some

real intelligence is displayed in the matter of

“telling the truth about coffee.” Flattering Brazil,

playing into the hands of the speculators, hiding

one’s head in the sand, isn’t going to get us

anywhere.

De Menezes to the Rescue

Theodor Langgaard de Menezes, commercial

secretary of the Brazilian Embassy, and special

agent of the Brazil coffee interests supplying the

wherewithal to prosecute the million dollar cof-

fee advertising campaign, was quick to utilize the

machinery of the Joint Coffee Trade Committee to

come to the rescue of his principals on charges of

profiteering in coffee. “It is unfortunate,” says

Mr. de Menezes, “that a story should have gained

currency that may stir up hard feeling in this

country against the coffee growers in Brazil.”

True enough from Mr. de Menezes’ point of view,

but looking at it from an angle of the American

dealer and consumer, it’s a horse of another

color. Mr. de Menezes says, “It would be an

international misfortune if the coffee drinkers

of the United States got the idea that we Bra-

zilians were making them pay an exorbitant

price.”

Whisper, Mr. de Menezes, they’ve already got

it, and all the million dollars of your principals

cannot remove it ! Right or wrong, the American

people today believe the speculators in Brazil are

directly responsible for the fancy prices they are

being forced to pay for their most popular

beverage. And, in my opinion, the leaders of

the trade here are not altogether blameless, be-

cause, wittingly or unwittingly, they have aided in

spreading the bull propaganda that has encour-

aged the speculator in the belief that the sky was

the limit. And what a boomerang it has turned

out to be!

Coffee Prices and Coffee Publicity

Consider the anomalous position in which the

Joint Coffee Trade Committee now finds itself.

Having accepted a million dollar retainer from

the Brazilian planter it must defend him against

all criticism, whether justified or not. Starting

out to increase the consumption of coffee through

advertising its virtues, it seems to be chiefly

engaged, at present, with explaining away the high

prices demanded by the Brazilian planter and ex-

porter. And what’s worse, in my opinion, it

has enlisted the National Coffee Roasters’ Asso-

ciation in the same cause. Not that it' isn’t right

and proper for roasters and dealers to make the

consumer some explanation of the advance (pro-

viding they hew close to the facts), that’s quite

all right. Only it strikes me it is not the func-

tion of any coffee trade publicity committee or

trade association to mix in with coffee prices.

It’s a dangerous thing to monkey with. I have

all along understood that it was the business of

the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee to

advertise coffee, not to explain prices. Of course,

I realize that you can’t increase the consumption

of coffee by raising the price, and that may be

why the Brazilian interests have been requested

to stop the screwing process (because if con-

tinued it is sure to defeat the whole idea of the

propaganda)
; but what I can’t understand is why

men like Mr. Weir and Mr. Brand feel called

upon in their official capacities to write letters to

the press or give out interviews on coffee prices.

As individuals, of course, they have the inalienable

right of every American to talk their heads off if

they feel so inclined. But their chief business,

as I see it (so long as they hold organization

offices), is to handle all trade questions in an im-

personal way. Mr. Weir’s business, as chairman

of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, is

to advertise coffee, and Mr. Brand’s to promote

the best interests of the coffee trade, and not to

associate themselves with the price question—un-

less it be to see that it is kept as low as is con-

sistent with fair profits and square dealing.

W’hat Weir Said to Chambers
Just the same I must admit that was a skillful
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and a convincing reply that Mr. Weir made to

Julius Chambers, even though he cavalierly ignores

that such a thing as speculation exists in the

coffee situation. If was good stuff, and Julius

certainly invited it. I don’t follow Mr. Weir,

however, when he says, “It is unfair to blame

the coffee merchants of this country for conditions

over which they have no control, and which are

even more unwelcome to them than they are to

the consumer.” Does he mean to suggest that

the coffee merchants can’t smash unnecessary

speculation in Brazil if they want to? And they

are to blame, if for any reason they cannot longer

say to Brazil, “We are your best customer, you

must treat us fairly. There must be no unreason-

able speculation in coffee if you expect our people

to continue to use it in a constantly growing

volume. Thus far, far enough to cover the legiti-

mate added costs of the business, you may go,

but no further.”

Handing One to Mr. Brand

As for Mr. Brand, who is certainly a more
signal success as an organizer than as an ex-

ponent of higher coffee prices, listen to the im-

pression one of his recent public addresses has

made on the editor of the “New Orleans Item” :

COFFEE IS NO NOVELTY
The president' of the National Coffee Roasters’

Association takes a hopeful view of the future of

coffee under prohibition. “Drug stores and soft

drink stands are installing coffee urns,” he said.

The soldiers have learned to appreciate coffee “at

its true worth.” The planters of Sao Paulo are

about to spend a million in advertising.

Coffee, one might’ remark, is pretty well intro-

duced in the United States already. If the planters

and dealers desire to extend its use, their first

step should be to restore the reasonable prices at

which it was formerly sold. People are not going
to pay any price demanded for substitutes for

banned beverages simply to avoid the necessity of

drinking water.

My point is that the National Coffee Roasters’

Association, the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity

Committee, any trade organization, has a duty

to perform in the present crisis. The best inter-

ests of the trade and the best interests of the

public are joined in the matter of increase in the

price of coffee. As Laura A. Cauble, New York’s

Deputy Commissioner of Public Markets, ably

points out, “Since coffee is not a food, but a

delicious, dependable drink, the homes of the

country will be greatly disturbed over any un-

necessary charge at this period of high prices.

If there is a real need for an increase in the price

of coffee the women of Greater New York would

like to know it.”

Absolutely. Now let the N. C. R. A. examine

into the situation and see what can be done to cor-

rect it, for it needs correcting, as the examination

recently completed by this paper shows clearly

enough. There are three big coffee men in New
York who could throw much light on the purely

speculative features if they could be induced to

talk. As for the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity

Committee, what’s to prevent this body, repre-

sentative, as it is, of both the green and roasted

coffee interests of the United States, saying to

Brazil and the speculators, Brazilian and Ameri-

can, “Stop! You are killing your golden goose

with these inflated values, and we are being dis-

credited among our own people !” And if they

still persist, then say to them, in the words of the

sad-eyed heroine of that pathetic, easy-virtue

ballad, “Here, take back your gold, for gold can

never win me,” and hand ’em back the million

dollars. Why not?

The Dangers of a Coffee Boycott

W. H. Aborn, of New York, has suggested a

sixty-day boycott on the use of coffee by con-

sumers “as the best weapon the public could pos-

sibly use to topple over quickly the paper house

that the Brazilian speculator is toying with.”

Now, I regard Mr. Aborn’s mind as one of the

sanest, clearest thinking in the business, and I

admire his fine moral courage (the same applies

to the other Aborn, too), so I am not sorry to dis-

agree with him in this suggestion. From a trade

point of view at least it would be a mistake. As

one of our contributing editors remarked when

he heard, it, “Why, that idea might have come

from Mr. Roastem.” Many people who might

stop using coffee might get weaned away to tea

or some other likely beverage. The danger lies

in that, granting it to be practical (which it

isn’t, because you could never get all the people

to do it), if once people got the idea that they

could get along without coffee for sixty days why

not get along without it altogether and so save

a lot more money for W. S. S.

Knocking the Publicity Out of the Joint

Committee

By the bye, have you noticed that it’s no longer

the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, but

rather the Joint Coffee Trade Committee? Why
the change? Anything the matter with the pub-

licity idea? It’s what we are after, isn’t it?

High Coffee and Social Unrest

Another reason why every discouragement

should be given the practice, all too common, re-
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cently, of coffee men giving interviews and writing

letters to the press on such subjects as frost

damage, higher exchange, the possibility of still

higher coffee prices, etc., is that it is calculated

to cause uneasiness in the public mind and prove

particularly disturbing in times of social unrest

such as we are experiencing at present.

Some Things President Pessoa Missed

Now that President Pessoa has sailed away

from our shores it may not be out of order to

recount some of the things he missed. First', there

was the dinner which the coffee men wanted to

give him but didn't—owing, it is said, to the fact

that the better judgment of the State Department

prevailed over that of the trade leaders in the

movement. The State Department had the vision

to see what the newspapers and the coffee con-

sumers would think of such a demonstration with

coffee climbing higher by the minute. It’s an-

other case where the man close to a proposition

hasn’t the right perspective.

Then there was the letter written by an N. C.

R. A. member to Secretary Coste, suggesting that

President Pessoa give the American coffee trade

a three months’ outing at Atlantic City at the

expense of the Brazil Government, and that dur-

ing the party President Pessoa should “present

Distinguished Service Medals and such emolu-

ments as his rich and grateful country can con-

vey to the officials governing our war-time coffee

imports, whose policies have made our Pan-

American brethren rich beyond the dreams of

avarice.”

This facetious roaster added, “If any Bolshe-

vist consumer or pauperized coffee roaster demurs

I am sure they can be silenced by simply para-

phasing wandering Woodrow, ‘We are too proud

to kick.’
”

I suspect that this man’s politics are anti-

Democratic. Possibly he believes in making the

world safe for Republicans.

Hunting George W. Lawrence's Goat
The Fishback Company, of Indianapolis, in its

daily newspaper ads is telling customers that the

late head of the Coffee Section of the United

States Food Administration is an outstanding

figure in the group of bulls. After criticising him
for his interview on the frost in Brazil on his

recent return from a trip to that country, the

Fishback Company adds that “he is the repre-

sentative of a company of foreigners who are the

largest exporters of coffee from Brazil” (adv.

for Neumann Gepp & Co.), “and that his people

and the ‘group’ acting with Brazil Government

officials could cause the condition that now exists.

President Brand, of the coffee roasters’ asso-

ciation, partially blames the Coffee Section of the

Food Administration for the present high price

of coffee, and numerous coffee roaster members,

taking their cue from this, are peddling the idea

among consumers.

Frankly, I do not think it fair to blame Mr.

Lawrence or his associates in this fashion. Thus

far I haven’t seen that Mr. Lawrence has digni-

fied the charges by answering them, and I am not

at all certain that he will thank me for doing so.

I think the Coffee Section handled its coffee

problems with good judgment, and nothing but

praise is due the gentlemen who labored so earn-

estly to give their country their best in its hour

of need. I happen to know that Mr. Lawrence

was not taken on his tour of the frost-bitten dis-

tricts in Sao Paulo by Brazilians, as has been

charged, but that he made the tour on his own
initiative and for his own guidance. Also, it is a

matter of common trade knowledge that Mr.

Lawrence’s firm has been one of the freest and

most active sellers of Santos since the first of

March, having had offers daily and doing busi-

ness always at market quotations. Again, if it

hadn’t been for the firm stand taken by Mr.

Hoover early last year, acting, as I am informed,

on the advice of his colleagues in the Coffee Sec-

tion, practically no coffee would have been

brought to the United States from Brazil, and it

was only because of his insistence, in the face of

great opposition,, that vessels for coffee were

finally allotted by the Shipping Board. And
when was the visible supply as small as it has

been recently, months after all the rules and regu-

lations governing coffee were rescinded? Pic^

t’ure, if you will, the howl of protest that would

have gone up from the trade and consumers if

the coffee men had been treated as were the

brewers, for example, who were practically put

out of business.

I have spoken.

How About a Coffee Tariff?

Henry W. Burmester, of San Francisco, forty-

four years in the coffee trade, points out that

“the politicians told the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of Congress that if a tax of 10 cents a

pound on tea and a tax of 5 cents a pound on

coffee were levied it would be too heavy a tax

on ‘The Poorman’s Beverages.’ What has hap-

pened since? Brazil has raised the price of her

principal commodity—coffee—15 cents a pound

since last November, which will amount in one

year to $250,000,000, as the annual per capita
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consumption of coffee is now about 15 pounds.

Brazil offers as an excuse 'frost last August.’

Japan has raised the price of tea 20 cents a

pound in the last two years. This will give Japan

about $25,000,000, so that the ‘Plain People’s

Drinks,’ coffee and tea, will cost $275,000,000

more per year than the four-year period of the

European war prices. If the Ways and Means
Committee should decide to tax importations of

coffee 15 cents a pound and tea 20 cents a pound,

this revenue of $275,000,000 will go into Uncle

Sam’s Treasury, and not into the coffers of

Brazil and Japan, as both of these countries will

drop the prices back to pre-war conditions, now
that peace is here. Why should we let them
collect this tax? We need it, as we are going

dry for keeps next January.”

You said something there, Henry, even if your

consumption figure is a bit high. Will Hawaiian,

Philippine and Porto Rican coffee men please

write? Sir Oracle.

THE COST OF ROASTING COFFEE
The following handy schedule showing the

roasting cost that must be added to the price of

the green coffee to obtain a selling price is being

distributed by J. Aron & Co., Inc., New York:

Green
Coffee at

|

Will Cost

|
Roasted

Green
Coffee at

|

Will Cost

|

Roasted
Green

Coffee at
|
Will Cost

|
Roasted

20J4 25 27 33 3354 41
20 2554 27 54 3354 34 4154
203/4 255/ 2754 335/ 3454 4154
21 257/ 2754 34 3454 42
21/4 2654 28 3454 3454 4254
21/2 2654 2854 3454 35 4254
21/4 2654 2854 34Z4 3554 42%
22 2754 2854 3554 3554 4354
22/4 2754 29 3554 3554 4354
22/ 275/ 2954 3554 36 4354
223/4 28 2954 36 3654 44
23 2854 2954 3654 3654 4454
23/ 2854 30 3654 3654 4454
23/ 2854 30 54 3654 37 45
23/ 2954 3054 3754 3754 4554
24 2954 3054 3754 3754 45/
24J4 2954 31 3754 .3754 457/
2454 30 3154 3854 38 46/s
243/ 3054 3154 3854 3854 4654
25 3054 3154 3§54 3854 4654
2554 31 32 39 3854 47

2554 3154 3254 3954 39 4754
25^4 3154 3254 3954 3954 4754
26 3154 3254 3954 3954 48
2654 3254 33 4054 3954 4854
2654 3254 33 54 4054 40 4854
2654 3254 3354 4054

Above figures include 54 cent per pound for roasting.

Prices are based on 16 per cent shrinkage.

CANADA MAY REDUCE COFFEE TAX
Canada’s new financial budget, which is to be

voted on soon in a general election, proposes the

reduction of the duty on coffee imports to 5 cents

a pound.

FOR MORE COFFEE SHIPS

Joint Trade Committee Writes Shipping Board
of Need for Increased Freight Service

With South America

D OSS W. WEIR, chairman of the Joint Coffee

Trade Committee, in a letter dated June 11,

congratulated the United States Shipping Board
on the prospects of increased freight and pas-

senger service between North and South Am-
erica, as announced by E. N. Hurley, chairman
of the Board, at the recent Pan-American Con-
ference, and urged the speedy establishment of

new ship lines. A digest of Chairman Hurley’s

address appeared in the June issue of this paper.

Pointing out that coffee constitutes a greater

proportion of the tonnage from Brazil and Co-

lombia to the United States than any other one

product, Mr. Weir added that there is every

reason to believe that the consumption of coffee

here will steadily increase.

In regard to the advance in coffee prices Mr.

Weir wrote the following:

“While present prices are, in a measure, due
to natural and unavoidable reasons—among them
the greatly diminished purchasing value of the
dollar, which has affected other food products to

an even greater extent—inadequate shipping
facilities present one of the important causes
which wise provisions of your Board can remedy.

“Price averages of imports and exports fluc-

tuate together. While coffee, which is entirely an
imported article, costs us more than before the
war, Brazil and Colombia, two of our best
foreign customers, are paying nearly three times
as much for what they buy from us. It is in-

evitable that the planters of these countries,

being forced to pay more for machinery, textiles

and other manufactured goods in the United
States, must charge more for their staple crop.

“While coffee is one of the cheapest articles

that come to- our tables—a cup, even at present
prices, costs only about one cent and a half—any
condition that adversely affects a national neces-
sity is a national calamity.”

SIX MORE SHIPS FOR BRAZIL RUN
Supplementing his announcement at the Second

Panama-American Conference that the Govern-

ment was planning to turn over several former

German ships to- the South American and West
Indian trade, which was reported in this paper in

June, Chairman Edward N. Hurley, of the Ship-

ping Board, later stated that six passenger vessels

are now being overhauled preparatory to going

into service between New York and Brazil. More
ships are expected to be released in the near

future for the South American run.
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TEA IN ITALY

The Market is Still Overstocked and Prices Are
High—How Tea is Sold and

Consumed

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C, June 28, 1919.

A REPORT from Milan relative to the tea mar-

ket in Italy says in part:

“At present the Italian market is quite over-

stocked with tea, due to large quantities having

remained on hand at the cessation of hostilities.

Prices, however, are still high, wholesalers quot-

ing- from lire 25 to 30 per kilo (1.02 pounds) for

loose tea, but up in 5-, 10-, 25- or 30-kilo wooden

boxes, and from lire 30 to 45 for tea packed for

the retail trade in paper bags, cardboard boxes,

tin foil packges, or tin can weighing 50, 100, 200

or 250 grams.

“Tea is usually received in Italy loose, the

packing for the retail trade being usually executed

in Genoa or Milan. The grades in demand are

the Chinese, being the cheapest. It is most used

here in the winter months
;
there is practically

no demand in the summer.

“The best system of securing business is to ap-

point a regular resident agent, supplying him

with stocks, so he may be able to fill orders

promptly.” Lamm.

COFFEE MAN DINES EX-SOLDIERS

S. A. Schonbrunn, of S. A. Schonbrunn & Co.,

New York, coffee roaster and jobber, tendered a

dinner at Murray’s Restaurant, New York, on

June 14, to three of his personal friends in the

trade who recently returned from service over-

seas. The guests of honor were Thomas Meehan,

of P. C. Meehan & Co. ;
Louis Fetzeberger, of

C. E. Bickford & Co., and Mortimer Runkel, of

Sprague & Rhodes. The latter was unable to be

present owing to the sudden death of his father

the day previous.

In addition to Mr. Schonbrunn ahd the guests

of honor there were present : A. de Pear and

A. D. Potter, S. A. Schonbrunn & Co.
;
Herbert

Schwartz, T. Barbour Brown & Co.
;
Victor A.

Cahill, Arnold, Dorr & Co.
;
Stephen Baker, J.

Aron & Co.; Daniel M. Enright; F. Ehrhard and
T. J. Woods, Woods, Ehrhard & Co.; Frank Clin-

ton, Seeman Bros
;
A. Owen, of Williams, Rus-

sell & Co.
;
Louis Seitz and W. J. Donohue, W. J.

Donohue & Co.

VALORIZATION’S END NEAR

Sao Paulo’s Secretary of Treasury Says Loans
Will Be Liquidated Soon, When Germany

Pays for Coffee Seized During War

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., June 30, 1919.

A VERY interesting report has just reached

Washington relative to the settlement of

the valorization of coffee in Sao Paulo. The
report is in the nature of an interview with Dr.

Cardoso de Almeida, Secretary of the Treasury

of the State of Sao Paulo, who said that when the

German Government fulfills the conditions which

have been imposed upon her by the Peace Con-

ference and pays the $15,000,000 which represents

the coffee belonging to the State of Sao Paulo

that the German Government confiscated at the

beginning of the war, the coffee valorization will

be terminated.

In an interview the Secretary said that the

State of Sao Paulo had to contract during the

administration of Tibirica five external loans,

which were guaranteed with a surtax of 5 francs

per bag on all coffee available. At the end of

1915 these five loans, although somewhat reduced,

still amounted to £12,447,271.

Dr. Almeida declared that these loans have been

reduced to about £5,000,000, and will suffer an-

other reduction of £2,000,000 by the end of this

semester, thus leaving a balance of £3,000,000.

To meet this last balance the present administra-

tion of Sao Paulo, in accord with the decision of

the Peace Conference, will receive from Germany
for Brazilian coffee stored in the warehouses of

Bleischroeder approximately £3,000,000. The pay-

ment of this last amount will mean the settlement

of the valorization of coffee in Sao Paulo and

leave a net balance of £5,000,000 in favor of the

State as well as the complete abolition of the

surtax of 5 francs.

In addition to the above amount is the net gain

of £4,500,000 in the sale of this coffee owned by

the State, purchased from Santos and Rio de

Janeiro ; also about 35,000 contes of reis ($8,750,-

000) which is due the State Treasury from the

local bank. In all, the State will have approxi-

mately $50,000,000, a sufficient amount to liquidate

its debt if so desired.

In regard to a recent loan made by the Federal

Union to the State of Sao Paulo for the protec-

tion of the coffee industry, Dr. Almeida declared

that this had been done on account of the closing

of important coffee markets and the lack of trans-
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portation, both of which would have spelled ruin

for the industry had not the Government inter-

vened by withdrawing from the market a certain

quantity of coffee to prevent its depreciation.

To effect this it was necessary to obtain from the

Federal Government no :ooo :ooo$ooo ($27,500,-

000) for the purchase of coffee in the markets of

Santos and Rio de Janeiro.

The above venture proved very successful, in

spite of the lack of good will on the part of many
people, according to Dr. Almeida. First, it pro-

tected the coffee plantations, the main source of

the wealth of the nation
;
second, it produced a

profit for the Federal Government. According to

the present quotation of coffee, with a tendency

to rise, the coffee stock is worth about 270:000:-

coo$ooo. Out of the loan of no :ooo :ooo$ooo the

Federal Government should receive about 190:-

000 :ooo$ooo. Lamm.

WHY GERMANY BARS TEA AND COFFEE
[special correspondence]

Paris, June 3, 1919.—The German food admin-

istration has given out a statement explaining why
the import of tea, coffee and other articles of more

or less necessity is not permitted. First of all

Germany needs essential foodstuffs, such as flour

and meat, especially fat. All the money available

is to be used for the purchase of essential food.

In addition is given this reason : Should Germany
permit the import of high-priced non-essentials,

as tea and coffee are classified by the German
authorities, the balance of trade against Germany
would become worse, and it is bad enough now.

The trade balance, so enormously unfavorable

to Germany, is demonetizing the German mark,

and is playing havoc with the rate of exchange.

Heavy imports of non-essentials, the German

authorities hold, will still more depreciate the

mark, and thus at the same time increase the price

of food automatically. Under the circumstances

the Government deems it wise to continue the ban

on all imports, at least for the time being.

G. S.

GERMAN TEA UNION ACTIVE
[special correspondence]

London, June 3, 1919.—At the request of the

German Tea Traders’ Union, the National Office

for Colonial Wares has opened a branch tea office

in Hamburg. The importation of tea, in fixed

amounts, will be entrusted to those dealers whose

pre-war imports were not less than 5,000 kg.,

provided the necessary foreign credit can be ob-

tained. B. B..T.

July, 1919

ASKS JOBBERS TO BACK COFFEE

President of N. C. R. A. Explains Purposes
and Operation of the National Coffee

Campaign to Wholesale Grocers

and Asks Them to Co-operate

A T the recent convention of the National

Wholesale Grocers’ Association in Cincin-

nati, Carl W. Brand, president of the National

Coffee Roasters’ Association, delivered a speech

on the purposes and operation of the national

coffee publicity campaign. Telling the jobbers

that they are the “big brothers” to the N. C. R. A.
President Brand asked for their co-operation in

making the coffee campaign just as important as

other food product propagandas that have been
carried on recently with great success.

Not all wholesale grocers appreciate the im-

portance of coffee, declared Mr. Brand. He
added

:

“Some have needlessly allowed the coffee busi-
ness to slip away from them, overlooking the fact
that coffee ranks second in importance among
grocery staples. Probably this very attitude of
indifference on the part of your sales manager,
naturally reflected in your sales force, has much
to do with the decline in coffee distribution
through the retail grocer. Let me then point out
that the National Advertising Campaign affords
you the opportunity to correct this slight and
justifies you in giving coffee some extra atten-
tion. I am most anxious to have your co-opera-
tion in this particular matter, for I realize that
your salesmen call on the retail grocer more fre-
quently than any other, and hence have far greater
opportunity to influence him and to point out his
best' interests.”

Mr. Brand declared that the advertising cam-
paign would fail of its purpose if not accompanied
by a merchandising campaign that is as thorough

as the advertising itself. Saying that advertising

only paves the way to selling, the speaker con-

tinued :

“It is the gaining of a consumer good will that
should result, and if reasonably well done does
result in a constant mutual desire of a consumer
to buy and of a seller to sell. It gives the seller

not less to do but more to do, and, of course,
makes it more profitable for him to make that
greater effort. It gives the seller’s salesmen not
less to do but more to do, and if they do that
more they make themselves more valuable to

themselves and to the house they serve. You
gentlemen who have your individual brands of
coffee, and who work your individual territory so
closely, are the ones that are going to get the
concrete, tangible benefits of this campaign, if you
determine to have them. You are the ones who
are in the best position to awaken in the retailer

a renewed interest in coffee sales, to show him
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the importance of this campaign, and to enthuse

him to that degree of action which will supply the

necessary connection with the increased consumer
demand resulting from this publicity.”

The relationship of prohibition to the coffee

campaign was pointed out to the jobbers by Mr.

Brand. He also said :

“Civic organizations, churches, social organiza-

tions are thinking and talking about the establish-

ment of social centers where coffee is served,

coffee shops, etc. Drug stores and soft drink

establishments are installing coffee urns. Surely

all of this agitation will result in greatly increased

consumption, and the retailer as well as the

wholesaler should look to it to secure a full share

of the business.”

Regarding the plans of the Joint Coffee Trade

Publicity Committee, he said

:

“I want now to point out the extent to which

this campaign may be brought', which is just an-

other way of saying I want to tell you some of

the things the committee in charge of the adver-

tising campaign has under consideration. It has

no other thought than to make it a progressive

and growing campaign. It is planning the pro-

duction of an educational and interesting film, and

thorough circulation of this film throughout the

country, not only at the leading picture show

houses, but also in private and public schools, col-

leges, universities, public libraries, etc. Thus it

would reach a different and additional class of

consumers, probably a much larger class than are

reached by printed advertisements, and the coffee

story would be told then in a most effective way.

Plans are also under consideration for reaching

the doctors of the country, the trained nurses,

the domestic science teachers, women’s clubs, food

clubs, etc. Our newspaper selections have a circu-

lation of about fifteen million, our magazines

about sixteen million. How many the picture

shows and other proposed media will add I cannot

even estimate. Just think of the possibilities em-
bodied in these plans.

“It takes money to put these plans through, a

very large amount of money, but if this amount
can be equitably distributed the proportion of cost

to the individual will be really nominal. I know
it will be interesting for you to know that the

entire sum provided by the Brazilian planters

figures only 1/66 of a cent per pound of coffee,

and that the basis of subscription asked by the

committee from the United States distributors,

one-fourth of 1 per cent per year of the capital

invested in coffee business, figures out probably

even less per pound.
“I do most earnestly hope that all distributors

of coffee in the United States will unite in this

undertaking in order to make the very most of

this campaign on behalf of this important grocery
item. I hope that every one, member or non-
member, so long as he is a distributor of coffee,

will assist in developing this opportunity to the

very fullest extent, and I want again to call at-

tention to the fact that in order to bring this

about the co-operation of every individual is abso-

lutely necessary.

May I then close by stating that this campaign

is national, that is, in behalf of all coffee, that its

broad purpose is to increase coffee consumption.
Every distributor of coffee will benefit by it. The
committee in charge believes that the coffee trade

is composed of men who fully subscribe to the

idea of ‘fair play,’ and, therefore, that none will

accept benefits without also accepting a full share
of responsibility.”

WHO’S WHO IN THE TRADE

An Appreciation of Lewis Sherman, Treasurer

of the National Coffee Roasters’

Association

I EWIS SHERMAN is one of the few coffee

men bearing the title of civil engineer. When
he entered the University of Wisconsin in 1903

there was a dearth of engineering talent, and so,

lured on by the anticipated exceptional financial

rewards, he elected to take this course. Upon
graduation, however, engineers were a drug on

the market, and he then decided to cast his lot

with his father, who was head of the Jewett &
Sherman Company, Milwaukee, one of the leading

coffee roasting firms of the Middle West.

It was in 1907 that Lewis Sherman made his

start in the coffee business. To-day he is president

and treasurer of the Jewett & Sherman Company,

which gives indications of doing a volume of

business during 1919 fully three times as great

as in the year Mr. Sherman started with the

company.

Mr. Sherman has always been active in associa-

tion work. He helped organize the Wisconsin

branch of the National Coffee Roasters’ Associa-

tion, and was president of this local body. At

the last convention of the national body he was
elected treasurer of the organization. He has

been a regular attendant at trade conventions ever

since the national association was formed, and

has a wide acquaintance among the men of his

craft.

Although holding many responsible offices, Mr.

Sherman is still a young man. He was born in

Milwaukee in the year 1886. For five years he

has been a member of the board of directors of

the Rotary Club of Milwaukee. He is a thirty-

second degree Mason and a Shriner.

THE COFFEE OUR ARMY USED
[from A STAFF CORRESPONDENT]

Washington, D. C, July 1, 1919.—The value

of the coffee and substitutes shipped abroad to

the American Expeditionary Force from April

7, 1917, to May 1, 1919, was $14,873,000, according

to a statement issued by the War Department.
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GROCERY TRADE DIGEST

•I The most important news happenings

of the month boiled down for busy readers.

RETAIL GROCERS MEET

The Twenty-Second Annual Convention Was
Attended by the Smallest Number of

Delegates in Recent Years.

HrHE expected wrangle over the presidency of

the National Association of Retail Grocers

failed to materialize at this year’s convention,

the twenty-second annual meeting, held at Salt

Lake City, June 24-26. John A. Ulmer, Toledo,

Ohio, was elected president, to succeed John H.

Schaefer, with S. I. Spinney, vice-president, John

H. Spears, treasurer, Philip Depuy, trustee for

three years, and Francis E. Kemper one year.

This year’s attendance was noticeably the smal-

lest in many years.

Among the more important resolutions adopted

were those aiming to list packers selling to “ene-

mies” of the independent grocer, instructing the

president and executive committee to be ready

to confer with American Specialty Manufac-

turers’ Association and the National Wholesale

Grocers’ Association for the purpose of bring-

ing about a better buying system for retailers

;

urging the restoration of cash discounts
;
con-

demning gift enterprises; promising support of

price maintenance
;

favoring uniform national

legislation on weights, with 100 pounds as the

unit
;
criticising slack filled cartons

;
congratulat-

ing newspapers refusing mail order advertising;

disapproving the selling of hotels, restaurants,

boarding houses and consumers by wholesalers.

The resolution to change the name of the asso-

ciation by adding the word “merchants” was

tabled, as was the one offered by Frank B. Con-

nolly of San Francisco condemning preferred

treatment of certain buyers and advising recogni-

tion of co-operative wholesale grocery houses.

Coffee Roaster Talks to Grocers

One of the principal addresses at the conven-

tion was made by F. P. Atha, president of the

newly organized Southwestern Division of the

N. C. R. A., and vice-president of J. A. Folger &
Co., Kansas City. Mr. Atha appeared instead of

President Brand of the national organization, who

just finished his extended trip to the Pacific

Coast and was unable to be present.

Mr. Atha told the grocers that they and the

coffee roasters had many interests in common,
and that they should co-operate in solving their

problems, chief among which is the matter of

short terms and credits. After an interesting talk

he said that “the merchant who operates his busi-

ness as close to a cash basis as possible is the

merchant that need have no fear of his com-
petitor.”

A goodly part of the speech was devoted to ex-

planation of the coffee publicity campaign. In

urging the retailers to get behind the pro-coffee

advertising, Mr. Atha said

:

“Your coffee department pays you, or should
pay you, the biggest profits of any department in

your business. * * * Whether you receive
more benefit from this national advertising cam-
paign than a competitor depends entirely upon
yourself and the attitude you take. No new
methods of selling coffee are necessary—just in-

tensely continue with the old ones. You have
your show windows and your counters. Your
show windows should carry almost permanently
a coffee display, and your best coffee should be
displayed in front of your store. You should
cut out the full-page coffee advertisements ap-
pearing in the national magazines and paste them
on your front window. Why not have signs
printed, reading: ‘We sell the coffee you are
reading about in the daily newspapers.’ The cof-
fee roaster from whom you buy your coffee un-
doubtedly has advertising signs, store hangers,
and will be glad to furnish them to you upon
request. Connect your own coffee advertising
with the national advertising, for the time is now
ripe.”

COLGATE SALES PLAN UPHELD

United States Supreme Court Sustains Decision

of Lower Court and Establishes a

Fundamental Trade Doctrine

I N the case of the United States vs. Colgate &
* Co., the Supreme Court of the United States

handed down on June 2 a unanimous decision in

favor of the defendant, sustaining the decision

of the Federal District Court for the Eastern Dis-

trict of Virginia, that Colgate & Co. were not

violating the Sherman Law, as charged, by re-

fusing to sell to dealers whose resale prices were

unfair. By this plan no price agreements were

demanded, but the company refused to sell its

goods to dealers whose selling methods were held

to be injurious to the trade.

In rendering the decision the Supreme Court

established this fundamental doctrine of trade

:

“In the absence of any purpose to create or

maintain a monopoly, the Sherman Act does not

restrict the long recognized right of a trader or
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manufacturer engaged in an entirely private busi-

ness, freely to exercise his own independent dis-

cretion as to the parties with whom he will deal.

And, of course, he may announce in advance the

circumstances under which he will refuse to sell.”

In commenting on the case, Charles W. Dunn,

general counsel for the American Specialty Manu-

facturers’ Association, says

:

“Of course, it follows that any specialty manu-
facturer may hereafter refuse to sell to dealers

who do not observe the fair resale prices suggested

by him without violating the Sherman Act.

Manufacturers are strictly cautioned, however, to

confine their conduct within the precise limitations

of this decision. Resale price-maintenance con-

tracts and agreements are unlawful under the

Sherman Act, and must be avoided under all cir-

cumstances. Under the Sherman Act a manu-
facturer may lawfully quote fair resale prices

and refuse to sell to cutters, but he may not re-

quire or exact resale price-maintenance contracts

or agreements. Indeed, a manufacturer may re-

fuse to sell to any dealer for any reason. For
example, he may refuse to sell to a dealer who
resells to another dealer, because the latter sells

at unfair prices.”

GROCERY NEWS BRIEFLY TOLD

Wheat Again Under Federal License

On or before July 15, 1919, all dealers in wheat,

wheat flour and bakery products, except certain

specified dealers, must obtain a license to do busi-

ness from the United States Wheat Director,

Julius Barnes, Washington, D. C., according to a

proclamation issued by President Wilson. Those

dealers exempt from this order are bakers and

manufacturers of bakery products who use less

than fifty barrels per month
;
retailers and farm-

ers or co-operative associations of farmers, with

respect to the products of land owned, leased or

cultivated by them, and common carriers, as to

operations necessary to the business of common
carriers.

Macaroni Makers’ Convention

At the sixteenth annual convention of the Na-

tional Association of Macaroni and Noodle Manu-
facturers, held June 10-12 in St. Louis, it was de-

cided to spend about $45,000 in a five weeks’ na-

tional advertising campaign to popularize maca-

roni, noodles and related products. In the election

of officers James T. Williams, Minneapolis, was

elected president in recognition of the hard work

he put in in the interest of the industry during

the war
;
B. F. Heustis, Harbor Beach, Mich., was

made first vice-president; S. Savarese, Baltimore,

second vice-president; Fred Becker, Cleveland,

SI

treasurer, and M. J. Donna, Springfield, 111 ., sec-

retary. The executive committee is F. W. Foulds,

Chicago; C. F. Miller, Jr., Jersey City, and Joseph

Freschi, St. Louis.

Wholesale Grocery Costs

According to a recent investigation made by

Secretary Foster, of the New York Wholesale

Grocers’ Association, the average cost of carrying

on a wholesale grocery business in 1918 ranged

from 7.55 per cent to 11.38 per cent, with a mean
of 8.528 per cent. The average selling expense

was given as 2.267 per cent; receiving and ship-

ping as 1.588 per cent; buying, .345 per cent;

general management and office, 1.698 per cent;

fixed charges and upkeep, 2.368 per cent
;
miscel-

laneous, .1638; bad debts, .2784 per cent.

A World-Wide Chain Store System

The United Retail Stores Corporation has been

organized by George J. Whelan, of the United

Cigar Stores, and James B. Duke, of tobacco

fame, to build up a chain of manufacturing busi-

nesses and retail stores throughout the world.

General offices have been established at 51 1 Fifth

avenue, New York, with Mr. Whelan president

and W. R. Perkins, vice-president. The board

of directors consists of the three men named
above and Sidney S. Whelan.

Unfair Export Methods Alleged

The first complaint against an American manu-
facturer for unfair methods of competition in

export trade has been issued by the Federal Trade
Commission against the Nestle’s Food Company,
New York. The complaint alleges that the com-
pany used labels on its cans of condensed niilk

which led Mexican purchasers to believe that the

milk had been manufactured in Europe instead of

the United States.

St. Louis Store Adopts Four-Square Plan

The J. F. Conrad Grocer Company, St. Louis,

one of the largest retail stores in the city, has

adopted the four-scjuare plan of selling service on

the same basis as merchandise. Unlike the regu-

lar service store, the company will charge for any

service rendered, such as delivery and credits,

while the cash customer carrying home her pur-

chases will pay simply for the merchandise. The
Conrad service charges show a range of 4 per

cent between cash and carry and charge and de-

livery.
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Labor Unions Endorse Co-operative Stores

A dispatch from Chicago states that labor

unions are taking an active part in the compaign

directed by the National Co-operative Association

to- raise $100,000 for the establishment of a whole-

sale store to supply existing co-operative grocery

stores, and aid in organization of a chain of new
stores in Chicago and vicinity.

Food Prices During May
The Department of Labor reports that in May,

1919, the cost of twenty-two articles of food, com-

bined for the United States as a whole, was 17

per cent higher than in May, 1918, and 92 per cent

higher than in May, 1913.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
•I Subscribers and advertisers may con-

sult this bureau without charge except that

postage for reply must accompany all in-

quiries; there are no fees for trade-mark

searches.

Address all communications to Patent and Trade
Mark Service, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

PATENT OFFICE RECORD

Patents Granted, Trade Mark Applications,

Certificates Issued and Labels and Prints

Registered During the Month

Cal. (1,305,822.) A coffee pot comprising a con-
tainer, a pocket formed interiorly of said con-
tainer for the reception of coffee, said pocket hav-
ing a perforated bottom, a screen cover hingedly
secured to the upper end of the pocket for swing-
ing to either side of the center of the coffee pot
to divide the same into two variable sized cham-
bers, and means arranged exclusively within one
chamber for maintaining a circulation of water
through said screen and the perforated bottom
formed in the pocket for the reception of the
coffee. (Illustrated.)

Coffee Percolator—John S. Dunlap, Chicago.

(1,306,415.) A percolator comprising a cup, and
a pair of percolator members supported in the cup
in spaced relation to each other and provided with
conical projections on their opposing faces, said

projections having inwardly tapered openings in

their apexes. (Illustrated.)

Grinding Mill—Charles Morgan, assignor to

Arcade Manufacturing Company, both of Free-
port, 111

. (1,306,610.) The combination with a

casing and a grinding disk fixed thereto and hav-
ing a large central opening, of a shaft extending
through said opening and provided with a circum-
ferential shoulder and with two sets of rigid

radially projecting lugs in different planes trans-

verse to the shaft, a co-acting grinding disk upon
the shaft, having on one face a central projection

abutting said shoulder and engaging one set of

lugs to prevent rotation with respect to the shaft,

and having on the opposite face a corresponding
recess, and a shaft-encircling sleeve grooved to

slide over the outer set of lugs upon the shaft,

resting against the bottom of said recess, and
adapted to rotate and thus engage behind said

lugs. (Illustrated.)

[staff correspondence]

Washington, D. C, June 26, 1919.

I I ERE follows a complete record of the latest

A * activities of the United States Patent Office,

in so far as they apply to the tea, coffee, spice and

general grocery trades

:

Patents Granted

Coffee Pot—Cresten Torben Madsen, Oakland,

TRADE MARKS PENDING
The following marks have been favorably acted

upon. Any person who believes he would be

damaged by the registration of a mark may within

thirty days enter opposition to prevent the pro-

posed registration. All inquiries should be ad-

dressed to The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

79 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

/,30S7?Z2.
/,3o 6,6/0

Inventions Patented During the Month
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Trade Marks Pending

Week Ending May 13, 1919

“Havsum.” (115,032.) Waples-Platter Grocer
Company, Denison, Tex. For coffee.

“Concho.” (115,034.) Waples-Platter Grocer
Company, Denison, Tex. For canned goods.

“Hilvilla.” (116,159.) Hills Bros., San Fran-
cisco. For tea.

“Luz.” (116,511.) G. Amsinck & Co., San
Francisco. For coffee.

Week Ending May 20, 1919

“Pride of Aurora.” (11,833.) F. E. Royston
& Co., Inc., Aurora, 111. For tea, coffee, spices

and other products.
“Py-E-Ta.” (116,696.) Wolverine Spice Com-

pany, Grand Rapids, Mich. For a filling for pies,

puddings and desserts.

Week Ending May 27, 1919

“Voltex.” (109,441.) Landers, Frary & Clark,
New Britain, Conn. For electrically heated coffee

percolators, coffee machines, tea ball teapots,

samavars, etc.

“Peco.” (111,529.) O. W. Peirce Company,
La Fayette, Ind. For tea, canned fruits and vege-
tables and other grocery items.

“Kash-Karry” in a design. (114,406.) J. M.
Simmons, Denver, Col. For coffee, canned goods.

Week Ending June 3, 1919

“Kooki Top Krystals.” (116,178.) The Am-
erican Sugar Refining Company, New York. For
sugar.

“Hermitage.” (116,220.) Stoddard, Gilbert &
Co., Inc., New Haven, Conn. For coffee, peanut
butter, mustard, olives, maple syrup and mayon-
naise.

“Nectola.” (116,346.) Nectola Food Products
Company, New York. For food flavoring ex-
tracts and gelatin.

“Ship Brand” and design. (116,603.) Mac-
Andrews & Forbes Company, Camden, N. J. For
coffee.

“Goodynuff.” (116,820.) The Paquin-Snyder
Company, Inc., Jamestown, N. Y. For coffee.

“Pompeian.” (117,275.) Musher & Co., Inc.,

Washington, D. C. For canned fish, dried and
smoked fish.

“Goodwill.” (117,653.) Jas. H. Forbes Tea &
Coffee Company, St. Louis. For coffee.

Week Ending June 10, 1919.

“Havsome.” (11,076.) Stephen L. Bartlett
Company, Boston. For cocoa.

“Wan-Eta.” (116,785.) Massachusetts Choco-
late Company, Boston. For cocoa and chocolate
products.

“Sil-u-ett.” (116,854.) Schoenofen Company,
Chicago. For cocoa and chocolate.

Week Ending June 24, 1919
“Amazing” and bust of child. (117,879.)

Johnson-Earl-Meyers Company, Pittsburgh. For
coffee.

“King Constantine” and figure of king. (118,-

150.) Johnson-Earl-Meyers Company, Pitts-

burgh. For blended and roasted coffee.

“Our Choice” and seated figure of woman.
(118,151.) Johnson-Earl-Meyers Company, Pitts-

burgh. For roasted coffee.

COFFEE EXCHANGE SEATS HIGHER
During June the price of membership in the

New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange advanced

from $5,700 to $6,250, the first sum being paid

by Eugene Nortz, New York, for the seat of

Spencer K. Mulford, Jr., and the last by George

Dyer for the membership held in the name of

Leon Pedron, of Havre. Another sale by James
Phyfe to B. R. Cahn brought $6,050.
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REGARDING COFFEE PRICES
The subject of coffee prices has ceased to be a matter of interest exclusively among

members, of the trade. It has become a topic of general discussion throughout the

country and has led to the publication of numerous special newspaper articles, some of

them bordering on the sensational and embracing numerous inaccuracies. Therefore

an unbiased survey viewing the situation from all sides would not be out of place at

this time.

In justification, it is pointed out that it was not until last spring that coffee prices

began to reflect, to any noteworthy extent, the world-wide inflation which had been

growing almost constantly in practically all other commodity markets since August,

1914. Attention is called to the fact that inflation’s natural sequel—the remarkable
shrinkage in the purchasing power of money—makes it seem no more than just that

coffee planters should receive much more than formerly for their product, just as they

have been forced to pay much more for practically everything that they buy. A great

deal was heard on this score during the first half of 1918, and then came another potent

argument in favor of still higher prices, namely, the severe frost in the Sao Paulo
coffee districts last summer. Numerous claims were made regarding the alarming ex-

tent of the damage, the most extreme being that the Santos crop this year will not

exceed 3,000,000 bags, compared with over 12,000,000 bags last year and nearly

10,000,000 bags the year previous.

On the other hand, as far as inflation is concerned, it is claimed that this argument
has been overplayed. Brazilian coffees have sold at the highest prices since 1870,
while the oldest member of the mild coffee trade cannot recall sales since 1854 at such
high levels as those recently reached. As far as the frost damage is concerned, many
are firmly convinced that the customary exaggeration has been indulged in. They
point out that the belated use of this argument detracts materially from its force,

inasmuch as Brazil was willing to sell last fall, after learning all about the frost, at

prices fully fifty per cent lower than those now demanded. Much has been heard re-

garding the increased cost of producing coffee. Undoubtedly there is some foundation
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for that, but, nevertheless, Santos 4s could have been bought early in 1918 at 10 cents

cost-and-freight, or even lower, this price including a charge of 60 cents for bags and

a freight rate of $3 to $4 - Recently more than 30 cents has been asked for the same

coffee, although bags are now worth only 25 to 27 cents and the freight has fallen to

S1.40. Early in 1918 the Sao Paulo Government bought about 3,000,000 bags at roundly

4$6oo, whereas the latest unofficial quotation was I9$500. When the price was i 6$200

early in June, it was figured that these Government holdings showed a profit of

To a large extent the so-called bull campaign in Brazil was based on the belief

that an enormous Central European demand would develop as soon as pre-war relations

were resumed, and naturally the maintenance of present values depends largely upon

the realization of this hope. According to some authorities, the 1 eutonic nations have

become so accustomed to substitutes during the war that they may decide to dispense

with the real article for some time to come, especially as money is scarce and so many

more essential commodities are urgently needed. Indeed, it is stated that German

food controllers have prohibited coffee imports.

A great deal depends, also, upon the attitude of American buyers. It is rumored

that 1,500,000 bags were bought for July-August shipment from Santos and there are

already over 1,000,000 bags in store here or afloat. This makes a decidedly liberal

prospective supply for the next three months, and during that time importers expect

an extremely slow demand from the country. Warehouse deliveries of all kinds during

the past three months were close to 3,000,000 bags, and hence it is claimed that roasters,

retailers and consumers have ample supplies for two or three months. In fact, it is

stated that some roasters have been free re-sellers of green coffee. Moreover, because

of the difficulty of selling coffee freely at such high prices, the use of adulterants and

fillers is said to be growing rapidly. As a result of the latter developments, it is stated

on good authority that warning has been sent to Brazilian interests active in the

“Million Dollar Coffee Campaign’ to the effect that their efforts to stimulate the con-

sumption of coffee are being nullified to a large extent by the remarkable advance in

cost. Possibly this, backed up by a material shrinkage in the demand, may bring about

a change in the Brazilian attitude.—C. K. T.

EXPLODING NEWSPAPER LIBELS OF TEA AND COFFEE
Now that the war is over, the newspapers must seek some other source for their

sensations. The confusion of tea and coffee with the liquor question offers an oppor-

tunity for which they have been seeking, and in capitalizing it they seem not to

hesitate to stretch the truth even to the point of misquotation. There is the case of

the New York Globe of May 28, 1919, in which Col. Joseph A. Blake was represented

as saying: “Drinking as a concomitant of social intercourse and recreation has existed

since time immemorial. It will be impossible to legislate out of existence this craving

of mankind for a stimulant which enables him to talk better and increases his enjoy-

ment of the companionship of his fellows. Legislation which attempts to do this will

simply substitute more harmful beverages for the less harmful. It will substitute tea

or coffee—both of which have more unfavorable after-effects than alcohol—or, worse
still, the habit-forming drugs. Alcohol in a diluted form, such as light beer and light

wines, is certainly not harmful, and in comparison with its inevitable substitutes may be

regarded, in my opinion, as positively beneficial.”

However, in a communication to the editor, Dr. Blake, instead of confirming this

publication, stated that it was not his belief that tea and coffee are more harmful than
alcohol, but that “My contention was that the moderate use of weak alcohol beverages
is less harmful than an immoderate use of tea and coffee. It may seem unnecessary
to make this statement, but in many countries tea and coffee are continuously drunk
throughout the day, and under these circumstances their use is distinctly harmful, both
upon the digestive tract and the nervous system, and more so than alcohol, as it is used
in France, for example.”

But what ingested materials are not harmful if used to excess? Tea and coffee
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occupy this position no more than do milk and cocoa, and, assuredly, not to the extent

that any alcohol-containing beverage does.

Then there is the alleged interview with Prof. F. M. Roman, of Syracuse Uni-

versity, published in the New York Tribune and as a feature story in the Sunday

American, in which he is quoted as saying: “As soon as a palatable hot drink to take

their place is put on the market, the days of tea and coffee as a national beverage are

numbered. Tobacco, tea and coffee are sores upon the body social. Some day our

education will be so good that we won’t be disfigured by those sores.” Also he is

represented to have revealed the fact that powerful interests, “Big Business,” as soon

as America is made tobaccoless, will vigorously attack tea and coffee. But Mr. Roman
denies that his work has the mercenary taint of financial interests attached to it, that he

ever gave the interview reported, and that he is engaged in any campaign regarding tea

and coffee.

The reason for such publications as quoted may be propaganda on the part of the

liquor interests to cast a foolish light upon any sort of prohibition, but the underlying

and basic cause is not this. For years manufacturers of substances which are called,

but are not even worthy of the name of, “coffee substitutes” have given wide publicity

to the “harmful and disastrous effects of coffee and caffein” without eliciting any more
rebuttal than the protests to be expected in trade journals. The public being subjected

to these misrepresentations, which have stood with no appreciable contradiction, have

absorbed a goodly proportion of them and are inclined to believe them. And now the

coffee interests are advertising, but the people may read these mild statements of the

virtues of coffee and still retain their Postum-injected ideas. What they need is

scientific facts, not evasions or eulogies. Let there be a more positive note in the

National Coffee Advertising, both for the good of the trade and of the public.—C. W. T.

HOW TO EXPLAIN THE ADVANCE IN COFFEE
How should roasters and dealers explain the advance in the price of coffee? We

suggest it to be done truthfully and simply. Roasters might say: Coffees are up and
may' go higher because of the shortage of stocks here and wild speculation in Brazil

—

buy only for immediate needs, as a reaction is not far distant. Dealers might say

:

Coffees are up and may go higher because of a shortage here due to war-time restric-

tions and an orgy of speculation in Brazil. Buy only as you need it
;
coffee prices are

certain to recede, although they will never return to the former low level, as there has

been a natural, normal increase in the cost of production which must be met. Don’t

hoard coffee. It is most satisfying when fresh. Fresh coffee is more important than
fresh bread.—U.

THE EXTRACT MEN’S DILEMMA
The many dolorous notes sounded at the recent annual meeting of the Flavoring

Extract Men’s Association recalls the good advice we gave them a year ago, and which,
had the leaders seen fit to follow it, would have enabled them to avoid much of the

embarrassment of their present position.

The speaker who said it was now too late to advertise—they should have done it

ten years ago—hit the nail on the head. Just the same there is a way to advertise now
to save what’s left of the business. It will be recalled that we urged upon the extract
men the need for a nation-wide educational campaign on the legitimate use of alcoholic

flavoring extracts. The majority of chemists agree that good extracts cannot be made
without alcohol. But how many legislators and how many of their constituents know
this? How many grocers know it? How many distributers of extracts realize that
when they become parties to the abuse of alcoholic extracts they are menacing the life

of the business? The trade and the consumer both need educating.
It isn’t conceivable that Congress will legislate alcoholic flavoring extracts out of

business. And yet, you never can tell. If they do, the consumers will be the losers,

and the trade will have only itself to blame, because it didn’t bestir itself to get its

story across in time.—S.
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Washington State Roasters at Table in Seattle With the Head of the N. C. R. A.

One of the most enthusiastic meetings held during the recent 11,000-mile trip of President Brand to the

Pacific Coast was held at Seattle and was attended by coffee men of that city and Tacoma. A new N. C. R. A.
local branch was formed after the meeting. At the right hand of President (seated at the head of the

table) is F. T. Fischer, of Fischer Bros., Seattle, and president of the local branch.

The Coffee Men Who Attended the N. C. R. A. Meeting at Kansas City, June 2

The gathering at Kansas City brought roasters from Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Iowa and Oklahoma and re-
sulted in the, formation of the “Southwestern Division of the National Coffee Roasters’ Association.” Seated
at Mr. Brand’s left at the far end of the table is F. P. Atha, president of the new local and vice-president of
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City; at the right is J. M. McFadden, of the McFadden Coffee & Spice Co., Du-
buque. Among the others present was H. C. Grote, the Edw. Westen Tea & Spice Co., St. Louis; R. IT
Harvey, the Nave-McCord Mercantile Co., St. Joseph; Frank Ennis, the Ennis-Hanley-Blackburn Coffee Co.,
Kansas City; Tom Hale, the Hale-Halsell Grocer Co., McAlester, Okla., and J. T. Griffin, the Griffin Grocer
Co., McAlester.

PRESIDENT BRAND MEETS WESTERN COFFEE ROASTERS AT LUNCH
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EXTRACT MAKERS IN CONVENTION
<1 The many problems arising out of national prohibition and adverse

state legislation were the chief subjects discussed at the tenth annual

meeting of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Association in New
York, June 18-20. ^ A comprehensive program was proposed for the

ensuing year, which is expected to be the most critical in the history

of the industry. <1 Charles D. Joyce, of Philadelphia, was elected

president.

\T ATIONAL prohibition, as it affects the flavor-

*
ing extract industry, adverse State legisla-

tion and non-alcoholic extracts formed the chief

subjects of discussion at the tenth annual con-

vention of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’

Association, held at the Hotel Commodore, New

York, June 18-20. 'The meeting was the most

important in the history of the organization, and

was attended by approximately 130 members.

CHARLES D. JOYCE L. K. TALMADGE
New president of the Elected secretary for the

Extract Association coming year

In his annual address President F. P. Beers

told the convention that the extract business was

facing the most critical year in its history, and

that unless something were done immediately

national prohibition might wipe out the industry.

This thought seemed to be unanimous, and va-

rious speakers made suggestions that were de-

signed to offset the menace. Chief among these

proposals were an educational advertising cam-

paign to consumers and dealers to be conducted

by the association, a united protest to Congress

against the wording of certain parts of bills that

threatened to prevent the sale of flavoring ex-

tracts, perfumes, toilet waters and proprietary

medicines, and the appointment of a committee

of eighteen members to visit Washington to pro-

tect the trade against harmful legislation.

Protest Against Adverse Legislation

During the convention a telegram to Congress

was prepared and circulated among the members

for approval, after which copies were struck off

for each delegate to send to his Congressman.

The telegram read

:

“We call your attention to the fact that all pro-

hibition bills now before Congress as worded
would destroy our legitimate business of manu-
facturing necessary flavoring extracts, medicinal

and toilet preparations and perfumes. The words
‘non-potable’ and ‘incapable of being used as

beverages,’ or similar words in any bill, would
no-t protect us, because our products, while not

suitable for beverage purposes, are not absolutely

non-potable or incapable of being used as bever-

ages, and cannot be made so without their use-

fulness being destroyed.”

Reports on Legislative Activities

R. H. Bond, of McCormick & Co., Baltimore,

led the discussion of adverse State and national

legislation. Reporting for the legislative com-

mittee, he told of the enormous amount of work

necessary in combating simultaneously inimical

laws in almost every State in the Union, described

the origin of different State bills, the way in

which each was fought, and, when possible, their

final disposition. In summing up State legislation,

Mr. Bond said: “Your committee, however, is

glad to report that the industry, all things con-

sidered, has come through with less injury than

we had any reason to expect.” In regard to

Federal legislation, Mr. Bond stressed the im-

portance of each member using every influence at

command to fight Senate Bills Nos. 6,1 11, 555 and

896, and House Bills Nos. 3,45.1, 5,124 and 3,461,

which are specially menacing to the flavoring ex-

tract and allied interests.

Thomas E. Lannen, attorney for the association,

said that never before was industry in such danger

from radicalism, and that certain lines of trade

were to be destroyed to make way for moral

standards. In reviewing the work of his office,

Attorney Lannen said that during the year 847

bills affecting flavoring extracts had been offered
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in 42 State Legislatures, calling for an unprece-

dented amount of labor on the part of the asso-

ciation to protect its interests. He declared that

the most important' matter facing the industry

to-day is the matter of having the law that Con-

gress will pass to enforce national prohibition so

framed that it will be possible for the flavoring

extract business to exist under its regulations. “I

am not at all discouraged about the situation at

this time,” he said, “and feel that the industry

has a chance to survive.”

Addresses by Trade Authorities

Several interesting and timely papers were read,

most of them dealing with subjects that brought

up lively discussions of alcoholic and non-

alcoholic extracts. Out of these discussions came
a convention resolution that “in the present state

of scientific knowledge it is impossible to make
first-class flavoring extracts suitable for all pur-

poses without the use of alcohol in their manu-
facture, but that we should lend our efforts to-

wards discovering and perfecting methods by

which such satisfactory non-alcoholic extracts

may be produced.”

Dr. B. H. Smith, of the Baker Extract Com-
pany, Springfield, Mass., read a paper entitled

“The Tincture of Vanilla of the National Formu-
lary,” in which he characterized the method given

in the National Formulary as being of far greater

academic than practical value.

In an address entitled “Non-Alcoholic Ex-

tracts,” Dr. G. H. Redmond, of the Sherer-Gillet

Company, Chicago, emphasized the statement that

it is now necessary to experiment with non-

alcoholic extracts even though they are distinctly

not as good as the alcoholic extracts. This paper

was followed by a keen discussion, the outcome

of which was the well-nigh unanimous agree-

ment that alcohol is essential at the present stage

of scientific research to the manufacture of a full

line of satisfactory extracts.

Dr. F. M. Boyles, of McCormick & Co., Balti-

more, read a paper on “The Flavoring Value of

Non-Alcoholic Extracts,” in which he too stated

that “non-alcoholic flavors are not as satisfactory

or as efficient as the alcoholic extracts.”

L. B. Parsons, of Seeman Bros., New York,

offered a resolution that the chemists connected

with the association ascertain if it is possible to

produce first-class non-alcoholic extracts, the ex-

pense to be apportioned among such members as

show their interest by an initial payment of $25

each, and the finding of such a board to be given

only to the members who participate in the ex-

pense. The Bureau of Chemistry’s experts were

not asked to collaborate because any formula

worked out' by Government officials would become
public property. The resolution was adopted.

Attorney Lannen, in his paper on the “Pro-

prietary Stamp Tax on Medicines and Cosmetics,”

stated that there is no tax on flavoring extracts

to be used in cooking or in soda water, and gave

important advice in the matter of taxation in

answer to numerous questions propounded by his

hearers.

An Advertising Campaign Proposed

While association advertising has been much
discussed at past conventions, this year the mem-
bers showed more interest in the matter than

J. EDWARD YOUNG
Who arranged a fine

social program

ever before. J. F. Jacobs, of Jacobs & Co., Clin-

ton, S. C., advertising agents and representing

several religious magazines, gave a talk on “De

fensive Advertising” that was favorably received.

He pointed out that now, if ever, is the time for

FRANK L. BEGGS
Watchdog of the treas-

ury and ex-president

F. A. ROSS
Re-elected treasurer for

the fourth time
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OZONE-VANILLIN
PURER, SURER THAN THE BEAN

There is no test of Vanilla flavoring quality, economy or satis-

faction that is not best and most dependably met by Ozone-

Vanillin.

An ounce of Ozone-Vanillin has the flavoring energy of about

2 x
/z pounds of superior Vanilla beans and by proper manipulation

is soluble in 10% alcohol. The immense saving herein attained

is truly representative of the efficiency principles without which

no manufacturing organization is really complete.

Ozone-Vanillin is absolutely pure, derived solely from selected

vegetable sources by an exclusive Electro-Chemical process

which eliminates every trace of superfluous matter and derives

an aromatic body identical with the Vanillin which would result

from perfect purification of the chief flavoring principle of best

Vanilla beans.

Ozone-Vanillin is utterly uniform in character and results.

Herein lies a significant advantage over Vanilla beans, which,

by their nature, are bound to vary in size, quality and flavoring

value.

Thus Ozone-Vanillin is highly favored by those progressive

manufacturers who realize that there can be no standardization

of the finished product or of ultimate profit unless the flavoring

base be standard in all the essentials of quality, economy and
satisfaction.

UNGERER & CO.
124 West 19th Street NEW YORK

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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the extract industry to begin an educational ad-

vertising campaign in newspapers, general maga-

zines and trade papers. He said such a cam-

paign is the most effective way in which to

counteract adverse legislation and propaganda

against flavoring extracts.

C. F. Sauer, of the C. F. Sauer Company, Rich-

mond, Va., in approving Mr. Jacobs’ remarks,

said that the flavoring extract industry is a legiti-

mate business, and people should be educated

to that fact. “If I thought for a minute,” he said,

“that people were buying my extracts to get

drunk on them, I would get out of the business.”

He also ridiculed the idea of anyone becoming

intoxicated by drinking lemon or similar flavor-

ings.

W. M. McCormick, of McCormick & Co., Balti-

more, frequently called the “father of the associa-

tion,” warned the members of the danger facing

the industry in his paper on the “Future Outlook

of the Flavoring Extract Industry.” He stressed

the importance of stopping the abuse of extracts,

and urged every member to keep a “clean house”

and fight abuse and adverse legislation. He said

that the export business in flavors was increasing,

and that South America offers a good field for

development of trade in extracts.

S. J. Sherer, of the Sherer-Gillett Company,
Chicago, reporting as the national councillor, rec-

ommended the voluntary adoption of a reasonable

number of sizes and styles of bottles in the in-

terest of uniformity and economy. The sizes rec-

ommended are ounce, 1 ounce, 1 ounces, 2

ounces, 3 ounces, 4 ounces, 6 ounces, 8 ounces,

12 ounces, 16 ounces, 32 ounces and 128 ounces.

Because of the effect national prohibition will

have on the flavoring extract industry the con-

vention invited Mr. Davy, counsel of the New
York Anti-Saloon League, to speak. He said

that it was not the intention of his organization

to hurt any legitimate business, and that he would
co-operate with the association in lifting what-
ever burden the bill before Congress placed upon
the extract industry. Later, after a conference
with the executive committee, it was announced
that Mr. Davy had secured assurance from Mr.
Anderson, New York State Superintendent of
the League, that he would submit to the Anti-
Saloon League at its next meeting in Ohio a brief

prepared by Mr. Bond outlining the association’s

position, and that both Mr. Anderson and Mr.
Davy would support the extract industry.

The Election of Officers
At the election of officers for the ensuing year,

Charles D. Joyce, of the A, Colburn Company,

Philadelphia, was chosen president. There had

been some talk of R. E. Heekin, of the Heekin

Spice Company, Cincinnati, succeeding President

Beers, but, it is understood, he declined, accepting

the first vice-presidency, with L. B. Parsons, See-

man Bros., New York, second vice-president;

Gordon M. Day, the Day-Bergwall Company, Mil-

waukee, third vice-president; F. A. Ross, the

Stickney & Poor Spice Company, Charlestown,

Mass., treasurer; L. K. Talmadge, the Baker

Extract Company, Springfield, Mass., secretary.

The newly elected executive committee consists

of retiring President F. P. Beers, the C. L. Cotton

Perfume & Extract Company, Earlville, N. Y.

;

F. L. Beggs, the Styron-Beggs Company, Newark,

Ohio
;
R. H. Bond, McCormick & Co., Baltimore.

George H. Burnett, of the Joseph Burnett Com-

pany, Boston, was named for the executive com-

mittee, but declined the appointment.

Gordon M. Day, of the Day-Bergwall Com-

pany, Milwaukee, reporting as secretary of the

association, said that the following twenty-three

new members had been added during the year

:

Active Members
Burrell Perfume Co., Cleveland.
The E. C. Harley Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Forbes Bros. Tea & Spice Co., St. Louis.
Land & Co., Portland, Ore.
Witsell Bros. Mfg. Co., Memphis, Tenn.
John Sexton & Co., Chicago.
The Marion Food Co., Marion, Ohio.
Morey Mercantile Co., Denver.
F. W. Chamberlin Co., St. Louis.
Hamilton Mfg. Co., Seattle.
Hilker Bletsch Co., Chicago.
Kimball Bros. Co., Enosburg Falls, Vt.
Schlotterbeck & Foss Co., Portland, Me.
Durand & Kasper Co., Chicago.
S. M. Sargeant Co., Worcester, Mass.
E. J. Schmidt & Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Associate Members
Carr, Owens & Co., Baltimore.
Gomez & Sloan, Inc., New York.
Rockhill & Vietor, New York.
Cumberland Glass Mfg. Co., Bridgeton, N. J.
Florasynth Laboratories Co., Inc., New York.
Magnus, Maybee & Reynard, New York.
Charles F'. Oddie, New York.

The Resolutions

Fourteen resolutions were reported by the reso-

lutions committee, which consisted of R. H. Bond,

chairman; Charles D. Joyce, W. H. Hyde, L. B.

Parsons, T. W. Carman and F. S. Rogers. Be-

side the resolutions already mentioned the others

of general interest were those protesting against

any prohibition legislation by Congress which

would harm the flavoring extract or allied indus-

tries
;
urging Congress to revise the customs ad-

ministrative laws
; favoring uniformity of State

food laws
; suggesting a committee of chemists

to investigate methods of analysis for ginger,

vanilla and other extracts
;
thanking the “Ameri-

can Perfumer,” “Simmons’ Spice Mill,” The Tea
and Coffee Trade Journal, and other publica-
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tions for their assistance in the publicity cam-

paign, and appointing the “American Perfumer”

as the official organ for the next year

Four association members died during the past

year—Morris Fox, Washington Burton, Harry R.

Edwards and Sylvester S. West.

Social Features of the Convention

The committee of arrangements, of which J.

Edward Young, of Thurston & Braidich, New
York, was chairman, furnished an enjoyable social

programme, including a theater party at the

Knickerbocker Theater, a motor bus ride to

Sheepshead Bay, a shore dinner at Villepigue’s

Inn, and a banquet at the Hotel Commodore.

The speakers at the banquet, which was voted one

of the most successful in many years, were

Arthur H. Kuhn, formerly counsel for the com-

mittee on public information, who spoke on “The

League of Nations,” and Ellis L. Howland, of the

“Journal of Commerce,” whose subject was “Busi-

ness as a National Asset.”

Sketch of the New President

Charles D. Joyce, the newly elected president,

is head of one of the oldest and best known tea

and spice importing and distributing firms in the

United States. The A. Colburn Company, Phila-

delphia, was established in 1857, and Mr. Joyce has

been with this firm for thirty-five years. Flavor-

ing extracts form an important part of the busi-

ness, and this explains why Mr. Joyce has been

active in the affairs of the extract association

ever since its formation.

Mr. Joyce is firmly of the opinion that the

Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Association

should continue to stand for alcoholic extract's,

being of the opinion that they are the most satis-

factory. He does not believe that the sale of

alcoholic extracts will be prohibited.

OPENS AN EXTRACT LABORATORY
Ungerer & Co., importers of aromatic chemicals

and volatile oils, have opened at' their headquar-

ters at 124 West Nineteenth street, New York,

an analytical laboratory where the firm’s custom-

ers may have special analysis made, without

charge, of raw materials used in the flavoring

extract and allied industries. The laboratory is

fully equipped with the most approved apparatus

and chemicals, and is in charge of Dr. Roddie

Minor, a widely known chemist, who has Dr.

Eugene Charabot, of Paris, and Dr. Phillip Chuit,

of Geneva, Switzerland, as collaborators.

July, 1919

EXTRACT TRADE FACES CRISIS

President Beers Says That Owing to National

Prohibition and Adverse State Legisla-

tion the Situation is Critical*

A FTER stating in his annual address that the
* * association's membership had grown to about

2C0, and reviewing the four executive committee

meetings held during t’he year, as well as the four-

teen bulletins sent out to members, President

F. P. Beers said

:

“With the coming of

national prohibition, in

the critical period of
reconstruction j

u s t'

ahead of us, we shall

have to face and deal

with some of the most
difficult problems af-

fecting our industry if

we are to survive. The
very life of our in-

dustry is now at stake.

We are being attacked
on all sides by a fanat-

ical element, reinforced
by another class under
the guise of reform-
ers, who seek to gain
control and a monop-
oly of the business for

themselves. Let us all

in this supreme hour
measure up to our full statures and work together
as one for the cause.

“Flavoring extracts is not only an essential
business, but a most honorable and legitimate
business, and it has always been so considered.
A prominent Anti-Saloon League official was re-
cently reported as saying that ‘no legitimate in-

dustry need fear,' yet if any one of the numerous
prohibition bills which have been introduced in

the various State Legislatures during the past
few months had been passed without amendment
and the law enforced it would have driven our
industry out of business, in that particular State
at' least.

“That there are some unscrupulous manufac-
turers. as well as dealers, is perhaps undenia-
ble, but they are few and far between. I regret
to say, however, that during the past few months
we have received information to the effect that

Jamaica ginger was being sold and shipped in

large quantities into dry territory by certain

manufacturers. Gentlemen, I want to again warn
you that' it is just these very transactions that are
demoralizing the entire flavoring extract industry,

and if you continue to countenance such trans-
actions, upon the theory or principle that ‘you

might just as well sell it’ as the other fellow,’ you
will wake up some morning and find yourself out
of business.

* Excerpts from an address read at the tenth annual
convention of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Asso-
ciation, New York, June 18, 1919.

F. P. BEERS
Ex-president of the Ex-

tract Asociation
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Oil Lemon Terpeneless

Oil Orange Terpeneless

Iso Eugenol Rectified

Liquid Aubepine

Heliotropine

Oleo Resin Ginger

Oleo Resin Capsicum

W. J. BUSH & CO.
(INCORPORATED)

100 William St. New York
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The Advertising Campaign

“A year ago I stated in my annual address that

I believed the time was ripe for a ‘nation-wide

educational campaign on the legitimate use of

flavoring extract's.’ To-day I reiterate those re-

marks more vigorously than ever, and would

broaden it now to include a campaign of defense.

Other organizations are doing this with marked
success, not only for their defense, but for the

purpose of stimulating their industry. Publicity

is a splendid weapon for offense or defense.

“There is no question but what our association

will have to continue' to watch very closely the

different bills which the prohibition movement
will offer in the various State Legislatures over

the country, and that' our association and every

other association interested should go into the

education process with every State Legislature.

And it is hoped that the Federal laws, when
finally passed and signed by the President’, will

eliminate all dangerous conditions, and make it

clear and concise that alcohol used for legitimate

manufacturing purposes, flavoring extracts and
kindred lines, will not be subject to the same laws

that govern the liquor traffic.”

DEFENSIVE ADVERTISING

A National Propaganda Proposed to Educate

Consumers and Dealers and Offset the

Menace to the Extract Industry*

FAEVOTING the first part of his address to an

analysis of the critical situation in which ex-

tract' manufacturers find themselves, J. F. Jacobs,

of Jacobs & Co., Clinton, S. C., a prominent

Southern advertising agency, then said that the

Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Association

should enter upon a national advertising cam-

paign in defense of their industry. He stated

that “advertising is the doctor of all sick busi-

ness,” and that in his opinion the business could

be saved if the trade would tell consumers and

dealers through newspaper, magazine and trade

paper advertising how essential flavoring extract's

are to the human dietary. He also advocated the

use of the “movies” if the appropriation was large

enough.

“I don't mean to say,” declared Mr. Jacobs,
“that a few cents spent in propaganda in regard
to the facts of the case will convince everybody
in America, because there are 110,000,000 people to

be convinced. If you send salesmen to tell them
it will cost $10,000,000 to inform them.
“There are cheaper ways of doing it than by

personal canvass, and if you will consent to spend-
ing a reasonable amount of money—I am not
going to tell you exactly how much, no mortal
man can—you will find that after you have told

it to a part of the public that part will tell it to

* Excerpts from speech made at the tenth annual
convention of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Asso-
ciation, New York, June 20, 1919.

another part, and after you get the people talking
the editors will talk, and you will have editorials
costing you nothing, which advertises your
proposition. And you will find that at all social

functions the thing will be discussed by intelligent

people, who have read your story, who think that
it is so clever that they will tell their neighbors
and friends, and they will introduce the subject
to everybody they know. You will get into the
vaudeville show, you will be on the front pages of
the newspapers, you will get your propaganda
going, as the old press agents for the circuses used
to do. But you can’t do that right away. You
have to cultivate the American public with the
right kind of story

;
and I want to emphasize the

right kind of story. If you go out and let it be
known that you are trying to save dollars for the
members of this association, it is ‘good night’ for
you; they don’t. care for your dollars, or anything
else that is in the way of moral advance for the
American public. Now, get that clearly in mind.
But if you go out and plead for the American
home, the American table, the American palate,

the American stomach, the American digestion,

and the American good humor—why, you are
going to win, if only you keep at it long enough.

“Well, you say, ‘How much will it cost to do
that?’ Oh, well, a million dollars perhaps, or
twenty thousand perhaps. I don’t know

;
you can

start it—and you might start something that

would just grow on and on, and you might forget
it, and it might become superfluous. I would say
this, gentlemen : That if you are willing to de-

fend yourselves it would be worth while for you
to say, ‘If it costs me 10 per cent' of my business
turnover to save my business—10 per cent per
year—it will be worth while.’

“I say 10 per cent. I don’t advise 10 per cent

;

but if you would start off by saying this associa-

tion will ask its members to go whole-heartedly
into a campaign, appropriating one-half of 1 per

cent of their turnover for the year, with the

understanding that the tax will be 1 pef cent, 2

per cent, or 5 per cent if necessary to do it, and
with the understanding that if one-half of 1 per
cent is too much money, then we will cut it down
to less than that, and return the excess to the

contributor. Not only that, but you might go out

to the manufacturers of syrups, people like Coca-
Cola people and some of the soft-drink manufac-
turers, and say, ‘You have a common cause with

us, help us out.’ Go to the proprietary people.
* * * I believe that you could get big support
from these men. I am sure that the manufac-
turers of perfumes and of toilet articles would be

interested also. Then you will find you can get

all the jobbers behind you. You will find that you
can get the retail houses and even the general

stores behind you. You will be able to work up
an organization movement that will accomplish
something. After your story becomes popularly

known, and every country store merchant knows
what you are talking about, you can write to him
and ask him to write to his Congressman and
Senator, urging this or that thing. You can get

the American public opinion back of you in tre-

mendous pressure upon Congress and upon the

State Legislatures, and you can solve your
problem.”
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GO O D WORK! •«

Due to years of Effort, Careful training, skill and super-
vision. It is so in base^ball. 1 1 is so in making collapsible
tubes. There may be better tubes than Peerless Tubes.
We seldom see them. There are none cleaner. Think
of being able to fill tubes without first cleaning them out.
MAY WE PROVE IT?

37 LOCUST AYE.,

BLOOMFIELD,

N. J.

X X

General Can Company Tin and Fibre
Sixteenth & Canal Sts.

CansChicago, 111.

VANILLAS
of every variety

ESSENTIAL OILS ETHERS

M. L. BARRET r& CO , Importers

Oldest Vanilla Dealers in U. S. A.

233 W. Lake St. Chicago

Creole Tabasco Peppers
Packed in Casks and

Cured in Pure Brine

CREOLE PEPPER CO.
limited

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
P 0. BOX 1 473

Contracts for 1919 Season ,
Now Ready

Vanilla Beans

MEXICAN
BOURBON

SOUTH AMERICAN
TAHITI

“SPANISH STAR” AND
“KING ALPHONSO” brand

OLIVE OILS

RICARDO OOMEZ & DIETLIN CO.
INC.

161 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ABOUT THE ABUSE OF EXTRACTS

Some of the Malpractices in the Trade That

Should Be Abolished—An Opinion on

Non-Alcoholic Flavors*

N the first part of his paper, W'. M. McCormick,

| of McCormick & Co., Baltimore, gave a brief

survey of the conditions menacing the flavoring

extract industry, and then discussed many of the

abuses of extracts, both by the trade and con-

sumers. Some of the high lights of his interesting

address were as follows

:

“There is no use denying the fact that flavoring

extracts have been and are being abused, and

doubtless will be increasingly so unless we exer-

cise the greatest care in their sale, especially in

States where we are compelled to print the alco-

holic content on the label and carton. This in

itself attracts the attention of those who desire

to use extracts illegitimately, and, consequently,

only advertises the fact that they can be used for

beverage purposes, whereas they were manufac-

tured for flavors.

“I know of no way to prevent people from

using these goods improperly other than that the

manufacturers, jobbers and merchants should be

thoroughly impressed with the fact that the days

of the industry are numbered if they sell their

goods to those who will abuse them. We must
devote our time and talents to educating our trade

to the fact that if some concerted effort is not

made to stop the abuse of these goods, it will not

be long before their sale will be prohibited all over

the United States, as already has been done in

some States.

“Manufacturers should not allow their sales-

men to sell by demonstrating the amount of

alcohol in the goods by burning, or in other ways,

as that doesn’t prove their quality, and whether
intentionally or otherwise only calls attention to

their alcoholic content. It is a misrepresentation

and belittles the manufacturer. We are not in

business to sell “booze” but to sell flavoring ex-

tracts, and we must enlighten a manufacturer
whose men may be using such practices.

“In some instances, manufacturers’ salesmen
have been known to show a retailer how easy it

is for him to take a bottle of extract and make a

drink that has a kick in it. A manufacturer who
does this should be reported to the governmental

* Excerpts from an address read at the tenth annual
convention of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’ Asso-
ciation, New York, June 20, 1919.

authorities, for he is trying to cheat the Govern-
ment out of its rightful income on liquor, and,

besides, he is not only cutting his own throat but

stopping the legitimate manufacture of extracts

as well.

“Manufacturers must also be careful about
shipping goods, such as lemon, peppermint, ginger,

etc., in larger quantities than he feels and knows
the merchant can use legitimately, My firm turned
down last year orders totaling several thousand
gross from parties whom we felt had ordered
larger quantities than they should, at the same
time writing a strong letter to each one caution-

ing them against allowing this class of goods to

be sold for improper purposes.

“One of the most flagrant abuses of the busi-

ness among retailers is the following : A cus-
tomer asks for a bottle of extract of vanilla, and
very frequently the retailer delivers a bottle of

compound vanilla, composed of vanillin, coumarin,
etc. The consumer rarely looks at the bottle

and simply takes what the grocer offers. At
times these compound goods are sold at as high
a price as the consumer would have to pay for

pure goods.
“It is our duty to abolish this practice by edu-

cating the grocers and making them realize that

when vanilla extract is called for it must be fur-

nished and not some substitute. Compound ex-
tract does not wear nor improve in trade as does
pure vanilla extract.

Non-Alcoholic Extracts

“There is a demand for non-alcoholic extracts.

I believe the future of these goods is bright, for

certainly they have come to stay at least in some
localities. The quality and other necessary prop-
erties, however, are not yet satisfactory. In fact,

we haven’t yet found an extract on the market
that has the necessary bouquet and flavor that will

produce as good results for all purposes as alco-

holic goods. Alcohol, in extracting flavors from
the fruits, etc., takes up, absorbs and carries

along in solution the ethers, flavors and bouquet in

such a way that no other solvent has yet been able

to equal. Unfortunately, many flavors, such as

strawberry, cannot be concentrated so as to give

the true fruit flavor except by adding artificial

ethers, amyls, etc., and when so treated they be-
come imitation goods.
“None of the so-called alcoholic extracts on the

market that we have examined (some twenty-
five in number) has been found altogether satis-

factory. A word of caution should be spoken
here, inasmuch as these extracts were all marked
non-alcoholic, and yet most of them contained
from 5 to 15 per cent alcohol, which on the face

of it shows that they were misbranded.”

NEW YORK BARING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Corn Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels.
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MAINLY ABOUT PEOPLE

News About Men in the Trade at Work
and at Play

K. F. VAN DEN BERG, special commissioner

of the Colonial Government of the Dutch East

Indies, who has been in the United States since

early May for the purpose of building up trade,

finished his mission and sailed for Java on July

2. During his stay here he investigated condi-

tions in the tea and coffee industry. He antici-

pates a steady increase in the tea and coffee trade

between the United States and the Dutch East

Indies.

HENRY L. BAER, of the New York office of

J. Aron & Co., sailed for Santos, Brazil, on the

S. S. Vauban, June 20. He will remain in South

America for several months, making his head-

quarters at the Santos office of J. Aron & Co.

During the war Mr. Baer was in charge of a

Government licensed coffee roasting plant at

Houston, Tex.

E. J. MARTENS, coffee exporter in Amster-

dam, stopped in New York the latter part of

June on his way back to Holland, which he left

in February for a trip to- coffee-producing coun-

tries in the northern part of South America. Mr.

Martens, who is also consul for Venezuela at

Amsterdam, says that both Colombia and Vene-

zuela lock forward to a good coffee trade this

year.

THOMAS CRANE, formerly vice-president

and general manager of Thomas J. Lipton, Inc.,

New York, left for Europe on July 1 in the

interests of the C. M. Wessels Company, mer-

chandisers of grocery products. Mr. Crane was
recently appointed New York manager of the

Wessels Company.

W. A. POKORNY, with Mitsui & Co., Ltd.,

New York, returned to this country on June 7

after a thirteen months’ trip to the tea-producing

countries to study market conditions. He visited

Japan, China, Formosa, India, Ceylon and Java.

CHARLES R. COFFIN, who was mustered

out of the army the latter of May with the rank

of Lieutenant Colonel, became identified with

the coffee department of W. R. Grace & Co.,

New York, in June. On July 10 he sails for

Santos to take charge of W. R. Grace and Com-
pany’s office in that city.

WILLIAM R. COMERFORD, of Leon Israel

& Bros., New York, returned June 26 from a six

weeks’ combined business and pleasure trip to

the Pacific Coast, accompanied by Mrs. Comer-

ford. He reports that coffee roasters in the West
are doing a big business, some of them working

two shifts of men.

DANIEL M. ENRIGHT, GUS KRUSE, and

THOMAS J. WOOD, New York green coffee

men, left Front street July 2 to witness the Wil-

lard-Dempsey fistic battle in Toledo.

L. BELING, manager of the tea department

of the Handelmaatschappy Transmarina, Inc.

New York, sailed on the New Amsterdam July

2 for Amsterdam, planning to go from there to

England, Ceylon, India and Java. He expects

to be absent from his New York office about eight

months.

INFORMATION FOR BUYERS

Pithy Suggestions as to Where and How
to Buy to the Best Advantage

D UYERS in all branches of the tea, coffee and

grocery business will find it to their advan-

tage to read this department every month. Only

items of legitimate trade news intended to be in-

formative and helpful to buyers, and all care-

fully edited, will be published here.

Round Paper Cans
Coffee packers who are experiencing difficulty

in getting adequate supplies of round spiral paper

cans should find it to their advantage to cor-

respond with the St. Louis Paper Can & Tube

Company, St. Louis. This firm is understood to

be the largest exclusive manufacturer of round

paper cans in the United States, and because of

its large coffee can production is in a position to

W. LEE SIMMONDS & CO.
88 FRONT STREET Coffee Brokers new york

A thoroughly equipped office and efficient staff, together with thirty-one years’ experience
in all branches of the business, are at your service. Correspondence solicited.
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When a Bag is More Than a “Bag”
During the decade that is past it was the growing tendency of packers

to give too little regard to the cost of their food containers. Such a

common, inexpensive article as a mere paper bag received slight consid-

eration as a fancy package.

The increased need of practicing rigid economies, however, has forced

packers to turn now to a less expensive container than they have been

using that will yet perform the principal duties of a true package—

•

that is, keep the commodity intact and clean, and sell itself from the

Retailer’s shelf or counter.

'Che UNION DUPLEX BAG and 'Che UNION DUPLEX SACK are

containers that perform these duties at a low initial cost. They are “bags”

that have been developed into fancy packages by the use of a superior

quality of paper upon which attractive label-designs can be printed by

the best equipped and most skillful bag-printing plant in the country.

They are being used in increasing quantities by hundreds of the most

progressive packers in the country for “putting up” coffee, tea, sugar, rice,

dried fruit, flour, meal, and a long list of other commodities.

We shall be very pleased to show you samples and to have our Art

Department get up, entirely gratuitously, a color-sketch showing how

your label-design will look on 'Che UNION DUPLEX BAG and 'Che

UNION DUPLEX SACK.

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request

)

PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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render the coffee trade exceptional service. The

factory, which covers 80,000 square feet of floor

space, is equipped with every approved automatic

device for making both all-paper and composite

cans for coffee, tea, spice, baking powder and

numerous other products.

Self-Locking Shipping Automatic Case

The manufacturers of the “Metalack” fiber

shipping case believe they have solved the prob-

lem of producing a serviceable fiber or corrugated

shipping case, one that will withstand hard usage

with safety to its contents. The “Metalock” has

several unique features, the most important being

a locking device which permits of sealing the case

by the pressure of the hand, at the same time re-

inforcing the case.

The Locking Device of the “Metalock”

The cases are furnished in collapsible form.

Their advantages, in addition to the self-locking

device, as outlined by the manufacturers, are no

gluing, taping, tying, stitching or nailing is re-

quired. It is also claimed that they are pilfer

proof, sealed against mosture and heat, cannot

bulge open, and save 25 per cent in freight

over wooden boxes as well as 50 per cent in

packing time. They are manufactured by the

Chicago Fibre Shipping Case Company, 1302

West Division street, Chicago.

A Practical Peanut Blancher
A successful peanut products department de-

mands the latest and best labor-saving devices.

Readers handling peanuts in any quantity will

be interested in a brief description of the Frank-
lin auto peanut blancher, which is meeting con-

siderable success in the peanut packing rooms
of numerous firms in the trade. Eleven of these

rfiachines have been sold in Chicago, where they

are manufactured.

The machine is designed to automatically

blanch peanuts for salting and commercial pur-

poses at the approximate rate of 1,000 pounds of

peanuts each ten-hour day with the aid of two
girls. It is claimed that the blancher turns out

85 per cent to 90 per cent whole peanuts, and that

a single unit installation will save the wages of

four employees. For full particulars concerning

this machine address the Franklin Auto Peanut

Blancher Company, 173 North Wells street,

Chicago.

COFFEE FIRM TO ALSO IMPORT TEA
Leon Israel & Bros., one of the leading New

York coffee importing houses, will soon open a

tea department, and is expected to go into the

business of importing teas in a large way. The
firm intends eventually to establish branches

in the Far Eastern producing countries and main-

tain a staff of salesmen in the United States.

Bertram Francis will have charge of the new de-

partment. For thirty-one years Mr. Francis has

been connected with the old tea importing house

of Carter, Macy & Company. He has resigned

his position as manager of the sales and import

departments of that house to take effect July 15.

AMERICAN VANILLA CURER DIES
[special correspondence]

Basse Terre, Guadeloupe, F. W. I., May 22,

1919.—Maurice Fox, an American, who many

years ago started the vanilla industry in Guade-

loupe, and who bought and cured large quantities

of beans each year, died here very early in the

season. The large and valuable property at Basse

Terre, which he used for the preparation of the

vanilla, will probably be sold at auction next Sep-

tember. Persons who may be interested in the

purchase of this real estate should write in French

to Le Curateur aux Successions Vacant'es, Basse

Terre, for further information. H. T. W.

Thos. P. Monahan G. A. Schmidt

MONAHAN BROKERAGE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

DEPENDABLE BROKERS IN COFFEE
506 South 7th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

IF YOU WANT “SERVICE”,—command us.
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Good Will in the Package
What do you lose when a single package of coffee reaches the Retailer in a

broken condition?

The visible monetary loss is considerable and the extra work of handling the

claim, wasted labor, freight charges and many other items, although small in

themselves, increase the expense materially.

But the big loss is your Customer’s Good Will. He condemns your goods, even

though the coffee is of the highest quality, and many times it means the loss

of business because you were not far-sighted enough to realize that the package

is of prime importance.

You will find our Canister the most inexpensive container on the market, as it

has none of the faults of inferior packages and all the advantages of the most

expensive.

Samples will .speak for themselves. We send them free.

THE CANISTER COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY
Sales Office: 21 Battery Place, N. Y. City Factory: Phillipsburg, N. J.

5 lbs !l^L=ss>^m
!| 3 ibs.
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MARKETS OF THE WORLD

Latest News Letters from Staff and Spe-

cial Correspondents in Foreign and

Domestic Trade Centers

OUR LONDON LETTER

The Latest News From Mincing Lane and the

Continental Trade Centers

Office of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

34 Cranbourn Street, London, W. C. 2.

London, June 4, 1919.

rpOUR CENTS a pound has been taken off re-

tail prices in this country by a large number

of important chain-store firms. This still leaves

tea at prices very much above the pre-war level,

there being not much retailed under 56 cents per

pound even now.

Lower prices appear likely. At recent auctions

prices, after having been very firm for some time,

showed irregularity, very large offerings having

just before been made at top figures. Of course,

the cheaper retail prices only concern Empire-

grown leaf.

Up till now the greater weight of supplies of

Empire tea has had no material effect on the

price of the finer descriptions in spite of the re-

cent official announcement of the large quantities

which are to be sold at ballot early this month,

while the catalogue at public auctions will be

maintained on a pretty big scale for some time.

The continuous heavy rate at which the whole-

sale market has been fed has tended to cheapen

the cost of common grades, and the value of the

best descriptions must be reduced eventually.

The whole market is very unsettled, prices for

anything worth under 25 cents per pound show-

ing considerable irregularity, while the rates vary-

ing from 17 cents per pound downward refer to

low inferior grades, for which the demand may
not revive for some time. There is no doubt that

a substantial quantity of tea on which 25 cents per

pound duty has already been paid will not find its

way over the counter for some time after the en-

forcement of the reduced duty.

The supply in bond is 158 million pounds,

against 85 millions a year ago and 78 millions

before the war. Other trades comment on the

special favor shown to importers of tea, but the

large stores thereof at present in England will

enable the authorities to allot an increased ton-

nage during the next six months to other Asiatic

products for which there is in this country a

pressing demand. The fall in the price of com-

mon tea is welcomed. The current blends appear

to give satisfaction where Government tea did

not. Completed returns of imports to the end of

1918 are now allowed to appear with sources of

origin, and the comparison of 1918 with 1913, the

last unbroken pre-war year, shows the following

:

Indian, 1913, 57 per cent; 1918, 75 per cent. Cey-

lon, 1913, 32 per cent; 1918, 20 per cent. All

other countries, including China, 1913, n per

cent; 1918, 5 per cent.

The Coffee and Cocoa Markets

The coffee market continues to be supplied with

fair freedom, but there is no abatement in the

demand. Business in futures has included sales of

Brazilian at $25.50 for September delivery and at

$24.75 for March delivery. Higher qualities,

however, cannot be guaranteed at proportionate

rates. The tone of business is healthy here for

all months up to next spring. The Ceylon Gov-
ernment is credited with special efforts to increase

coffee culture.

Quality that you are sure of

We guarantee our price against decline on orders placed for delivery up
PICKLING
SPICE to August 30th.

Send your order now. In bulk or in attractive packages.

ARCHIBALD & LEWIS COMPANY, Importers and Grinders
18 DESBROSSES STREET Established 1890 NEW YORK
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A new company has been registered under the

title of the British Cocoa & Chocolate Company,

Ltd., with a nominal capital of $12,500,000, in

shares of $5 each, for the primary purpose of

acquiring all the ordinary shares of Cadbury

Bros, and all the “A” and “B” deferred ordinary

shares of J. S. Fry & Sons. Apparently the

uniting of the businesses of the two companies is

to be followed by important developments, for

among the general objects of the new company,

in addition to the manufacture of chocolate and

cocoa, are “the carrying on of business as whole-

sale and retail dealers in foodstuffs and solid

and liquid foodstuffs and provisions of all kinds,

confectioners, grocers, bakers and general pro-

vision merchants, the acquisition and cultivation

of lands and estates, etc.”

Thomas Reece.

ST. LOUIS BOOSTS BRAZIL TRADE
[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, June 30, 1919.—Plans for the or-

ganization of the Brazil Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, with headquarters at St.

Louis, are announced by Sebastiao Sampaio,

Brazilian Consul to the United States at St.

Louis. The purpose of the organization will be

to develop greater trade in all industries between

the United States and Brazil.

Membership is open to individuals, corporations

and associations of commerce anywhere in the

United States. President-elect of Brazil Dr.

Pessoa and Domicio da Gama, Minister of

Foreign Affairs of Brazil, will be made honorary

presidents. The following committee has been

appointed to perfect the organization : F. Ernest

Cramer, chairman of the Foreign Trade Bureau

of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, president

;

Charles Sutter, of the Mississippi Valley Associa-

tion; William Fisher, president of the St. Louis

Coffee Roasters’ Association; James A. Tray

and Dr. Sebastiao Sampaio. Resnick.

EUROPE TAKING CORINTO COFFEE
[ SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE]

Corinto, Nicaragua, April 11, 1919.—The Eu-

ropean demand for coffee caused a decided change

in the Nicaraguan market during the quarter

ended March 31, 1919. London imported 8,915

bags and Havre 45,339 bags, whereas only 8,723

bags of coffee were purchased in the United

States. These are shipments from Corinto, a bag

of coffee averaging 150 pounds in weight.

During the first quarter of 1918, when prac-

tically all the Nicaraguan coffee offered on the

market was absorbed by the United States, 38,342

bags of coffee of 150 pounds each were exported

from Corinto to San Francisco. At that time

coffee was offered locally at prices ranging be-

tween 8 and 12 cents per pound; at present, owing

to the European demand, the price varies from

17 to 20 cents per pound. A. J. M.

CHICAGO NEWS LETTER

Activities of the Trade in the Windy City and

Vicinity as Seen by Our Correspondent

Chicago, June 30, 1919.

A LL the new teas that have come on the Chi-

cago market have been so quickly absorbed

that stocks are not piling up to any extent. With

the best grades holding firm to the unprecedented

high levels established some weeks ago, and costs

on the upward turn, there is some apprehension

about the price situation. Little is offered because

of holding on the part of Japan, and the fact that

natives are now buying heavily. There is still less

tendency to buy here on a rising market, especially

as the feeling is strong that lower price levels will

set in.

SASCO COFFEE COMPANY
Importers
83 Front Street New York

Green Coffee Exclusively.

In Jobbing Lots Only.

ALBERT F. De PEAR, Manager
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depend upon the Jewel Tea Company, Inc., for their supplies of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Cocoa

other food products.
For their higher priced Teas, Coffees, Spices, etc., as illustrated above, they use exclusively

nd

and have contracted with us for their requirements for a period of years.
What better indorsement could we have than the continued re-orders from so large and so

reputable a concern?
Write us for samples of Paraffined or Parchment-lined Containers to meet YOUR requirements.

THE FIBRE CONTAINER CORPORATION
160 WEST FRONT ST., MONROE, MICH.

Here is the “ Metalock” Case.

A pressure of the hand
locks it—it seals

automatically

.

The Only Self-Sealing Collapsible
Fibre Shipping Case Made

THE "METALOCK”
—The New Way to Ship.

—Saves Time and Insures Safety.

—The “Metalock” Case is made in any dimensions that any
other Fibre Case can be made in. It. is the only self-sealing

collapsible Fibre Shipping Case made.

—The angle metal gives the “Metalock” Case ri gidity and
added strength—it is thief

proof—it requires no glu-

ing, taping or trying.

Sample and Prices on Request

THE “METALOCK” COSTS NO
MORE THAN ORDINARY
FIBRE CONTAINERS

(Patented United States and Canada)

Manufactured by

CHICAGO FIBRE SHIPPING
CASE COMPANY

1302 W. Di ision Street, Chicago

Sectional View Showing Cover in
Position Before Locking.

Phone Haymarket 1726 Sectional View Showing Box Locked
Ready j or Shipment.
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A sudden break in the coffee market this week

brought the highest prices ever experienced here.

A subsequent drop from the record point soon fol-

lowed, and the market is now nervous. Shipments

have been slow, but plenty of coffee is coming in

to supply needs, as the tendency to run light on

stocks seems universal. Brazil is “bulling” the

market to such an extent that there is marked

hesitation here at any large buying, and the ma-

jority of dealers are keeping down to minimum
supplies. The general feeling about the price

situation is that extreme conservatism is the only

safe way of getting through this period of un-

certainty.

A rather dull and anxious month has prevailed

in tea and coffee circles in Chicago. At the weekly

meetings of the local branch of the National Cof-

fee Roasters’ Association, the prevailing topic of

discussion has been the complex problem of read-

justment during a period full of uncertainties.

The double situation of advancing overhead ex-

penses and costs for materials has weighed upon

the dealers, who are finding it difficult to ask

prices consistent with market conditions. The
policy of local dealers has been to advance their

prices temperately, averaging their stocks and

feeling out the market step by step. One coffee

roaster declared that the trade is now going

virtually upon a replacement price basis.

Consumption of tea and coffee has decreased

to a great extent in the last two weeks, and the

falling off is believed not to be due entirely to the

season. In the case of coffee, at least, it accom-

panied the climax in price, and may be expected

to continue until new shipments from Brazil lead

to the predicted drop. However, many dealers

declare that this drop cannot be a large one, be-

cause France and England have been buying so

heavily to prepare for the capture of the German
market that there will be an abnormal shortage

of supplies for some time. Moreover, there is

little hope here that Brazil, Japan and the other

producing countries will fail to keep their ideas

high. Until the mid-European trade is adjusted,

and the shipping problem cleared up, there is little

prospect of any material change in the situation.

E. J. C.

THE NEW YORK MARKETS

Special Market Reviews for “The Tea and

Coffee Trade Journal”

New York, July 3, 1919.

I N the market for Brazilian coffee the conditions
* noted during the latter part of May continued

through June. In short, business was almost en-

tirely local in character, interior buyers showing

almost no interest, because of the phenomenal

advance in prices and the difficulty of securing

the varieties desired. Brokers were generally

busy, but almost wholly engaged in “swapping

jackets.” In some cases the same lot of coffee

changed hands several times, so that while the

aggregate of business was large the actual amount

of coffee involved was relatively small.

Because of the remarkable action of futures in

Brazil, as well as in the local market, there was

frequently a great deal of uncertainty and un-

settlement, but as a rule the trend was upward.

Indeed, the highest prices seen since 1870 were

recorded during the last week of the month. At

that time they averaged 3 to 4 cents higher than in

May, but in the closing days of the month a par-

tial recession occurred.

While the remarkably high levels reached were

largely responsible for the general indifference

of buyers, the latter was also traceable in part

to the fact that supplies throughout the country

were ample. Warehouse deliveries of all kinds

during the past three months were close to 2,900,-

oco bags, and hence it is assumed that the “in-
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visible supply” is extremely large. Indeed, it is

asserted that in some cases roasters, retailers and

consumers are stocked up for sixty t'o ninety days,

unusually free buying having been prompted by

predictions that prices for roasted coffee would

go to 50 cents or $1 per pound. In fact, it was
claimed that some roasters with stocks far in

excess of present requirements, and on which

they had good profits, were anxious to secure the

latter by reselling part of their surplus. Evidently

they are convinced that the slackening of demand,

which has already made itself felt in retail circles,

will become much more marked in the near

future, and may continue for two or three months.

It is the natural assumption, of course, that the

higher prices will check consumption. Consum-

ers will either drink less coffee, or they will get

more cups out of each pound. Finding that higher

prices have checked retail sales, it is claimed that

some roasters and distributers are endeavoring

to keep, prices down by a liberal use of fillers.

All this, of course, militates against green coffee

sales, and has had much to do with the more

bearish tendency which developed in the trade,

and especially among the buying element, as

prices were rising to such abnormal levels.

In addition to the supposedly large “invisible

supply,” holders have also been prompted to hold

off by the fact that arrivals were more liberal.

As a consequence the supply of Brazilian coffee in

store or afloat was increased to 1,089,000 bags,

and in addition it was claimed that over 1,500,060

bags had been bought in Santos for July-August

shipment. With this encouragement for holding

off it is argued that buyers here will be able to

remain aloof for a considerable period. Possibly

they may succeed in tiring holders of large stocks

in Brazil. While Brazil is strong financially,

having sold large quantities at the highest prices

ever known, it is thought that a disposition to take

advantage of present attractive prices will become

more general when the new crop movement as-

sumes noteworthy proportions. Possibly they may
be influenced partly by the knowledge that Rio
has an unusually large crop, while the yields in

practically all other quarters, notably Salvador,

Maracaibo and Bogota, - were also unusually lib-

eral. Perhaps the bullish enthusiasm in Brazil

may be modified somewhat by the notice recently

sent to leaders in the “Million Dollar Coffee

Campaign” to the effect that their efforts to stimu-

late coffee consumption are being nullified to a

serious extent by the remarkable advance in

prices.

Boom in Milds Halted

During the early part of the month the market

for mild coffees continued active at steadily ad-

vancing prices. On one occasion an importer

who has been in the business over sixty years

stated that he had made the largest sales and at

the highest prices in his experience. At that time

prices were generally about 5 cents higher than

at the beginning of June. Subsequently a reces-

sion of 2 to 3 cent's occurred as demand became

much less active. This was not surprising in

view of the abnormal price levels and the heavy

distribution, especially in the last six months.

Deliveries during June were over 100,000 bags

smaller than in May, while arrivals were larger.

Hence the country’s stock showed a moderate

increase, but it is still the smallest' in many years,

being slightly more than half what it was a year

ago. The slackening of the demand was also

traceable partly to reports of abundant crops in

many quarters.

Tea Boom Continues

The statement that May was the most satis-

factory month that the tea trade has enjoyed for

several years may be repeated for June. There

has been a brisk distributing demand from all

over the country and an active export business

1
kj
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fix fill
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as well. As supplies are generally small, prices .

have advanced on an average of 3 cents for the

month.

Japan teas have been readily salable at advances

of 3 to 6 cents compared with two months ago,

owing to strength in Japan. The cost price laid

down here will be 10 cents higher than last year,

in spite of lower freight rates. The supply of

basket'-fired teas has been especially small in

Japan. Although it is claimed that the leaf will

produce very poor quality sales have been made at

decidedly high, prices.

The new Formosa season has opened from 20

to 21 cents for standard grades, an advance of

fully ij4 cents over last year, although the quality

is said to be much inferior. As a consequence

good old teas on the spot sold readily at advances

of 2 to 3 cents for the month. Congou teas from

China are quoted at 22 cents for standard grades,

although there are a few teas left in New York
that can be purchased at 18 cent's. The market

is bare of Orange Pekoes and Pekoes, all mod-

erate-priced lots having been cleaned up by ex-

port buyers. The trade at large has been pur-

chasing in Java, and the market has advanced

fully 2 to 3 cents. There has been a large export

demand for green teas, which it has been difficult

to fill as supplies are almost exhausted. Latest

advices were that country green teas are now on

offer in Shanghai. Owing to high exchanges, t'he

laid-down cost will be slightly under last year, in

spite of lower freight rates. Total exports for the

fiscal year are conservatively estimated at 9,000,-

000 pounds, the largest on record.

Spices Firm But Less Active

During the month there has been less animation

in the spice market, which was by no means

strange, considering the great activity in May.

Nevertheless, there has been no recession in

values. The recent urgent buying by domestic

grinders and exporters has led to a striking re-

duction of spot supplies. Nearly all grades are

in small supply, not enough in some cases for

even a moderate demand. Hence holders are

firm, as they expect a large domestic and foreign

distribution during the summer. Although our

prices have risen materially from previous low

levels, this is still the cheapest source of supply,

and Europe is still eager to buy many grades, espe-

cially peppers and tapiocas. There is not much
due to arrive during the coming two months, and

as cabled prices from primary markets have been

advancing steadily no decline here seems probable.

C. K. T.

NEW ORLEANS LETTER

News of the Trade in the “Logical Port” as

Gathered by Our Correspondent

"THE New Orleans coffee trade has been up
A against the speculative futures situation most

of the time in June and the local business has

been very light, as buyers have held off, not know-
ing which way the market would turn.

Spot prices have gone to figures never known
here before

;
and while there has been some re-

cession at' this date, nobody expects any perma-

nent decrease in prices.

The highest figures in spot prices were on June

24, when Bogotas reached 32 and 33 cents. At

the same time Rio 7s were 25^ cents and Santos

3s 30^4 cents. The quotations at top prices were

:

Spot quotations, per pound, Rio No. 3, 29^2

cents
; 4, 29 cent's

; 5, 28L2 cents
; 7, 23% cents

;

Santos, 3, 30^4 cents
; 5, 29J4 cents

; 6, 29^4 cents

;

7, 28J4 cents
;
Victorias, 24^4 cents. Mild coffees,

medium to good Bogota, 32 and 33 cents
;
fair to

choice Cuent'a, 27 and 28^4 cents
;
fancy washed

Guatemala, 31 and 32 cents
;
fair to good, 29L2 and

30 cents; fancy washed Mexican, 31 and 32 cents;

SEALRIGHT = CHARACTER
THE FINEST TYPE OF PAPER CAN FOR HIOHCLASS PRODUCTS

BUILT ON MERIT TO PACK PRODUCTS OF MERIT

THE SEALRIGHT GIVES DISTINCTION

SEALRIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY FULTON, N. Y.
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fair to good, 2934 and 30 cents
;
unwashed, 28J4

and 29 cents
;
Haiti, 2534 and 27 cents

;
Honduras,

28 and 29 cents.

The advancing prices of green coffee have made
the problem of the roasters more difficult. Local

roasters added 2 cents a pound to their prices o-n

June 18. They said that if prices continued to

advance another raise would be required, but

they did not fancy having to make it. However,
it was reported that sales of roasted coffee are

large, and that the public has not complained.

Roasters say they believe that with advanced

wages and incomes people will buy coffee just the

same if the price should go higher. They admit it

will be bad for those whose incomes have not

increased.

The stock of coffee in New Orleans, exclusive

of mild, is reported at 120,266 bags. There is

afloat for this port 312,000 bags.

The Tea Market

Although prices of tea continue to advance

generally all over the country, local dealers stated

prices here are lower than at New York or Chi-

cago, and that many large buyers are taking ad-

vantage and buying spot stock, rather than await

coming imports that may be higher than last

year’s importations. Importers are advising

buyers that prices will advance, and that they will

protect themselves by buying spot stocks. They
speak of a probable acute shortage of tea when
everybody gets to buying, which is what every-

body is doing now in all lines, threatening higher

prices and shortage.

C. W. Pollard has been assigned from the New
York headquarters of Carter, Macy & Co. to the

New Orleans office as a salesman. He learned

the business under Bertram Francis, vice-presi-

dent, in New York City.

The New Orleans coffee trade is planning for

more wharf space, as well as more shipping. The

army had control of a large extent of wharf

space, formerly used for unloading coffee, but

now that the great Government warehouses are

completed and occupied this wharf room is again

available. The coffee trade was somewhat incon-

venienced by being without these fine covered

wharves. One cargo of coffee, brought by the

Panama Maru, was damaged in unloading, re-

sulting in extensive suits against the steamship

company by local importers.

E. K. Pelton, Sr.

TEAS IMPORTED DURING MAY
[special correspondence]

Washington, D. C., June 25, 1919.—Supervis-

ing Tea Examiner Mitchell’s May report of teas

examined, rejected and passed shows a net im-

portation for all districts in the United States of

1,739,413 pounds, with 13,032 pounds rejected as

below the quality standard. The quantities of

each variety passed and rejected are shown in the

following

:

, Variety
Formosa. Oolong

Pounds
Passed

450

Pounds
Rej ected

Foochow Oolong 160
Cnngmi 50
India 72,329
Ceylon 798,156
Java 502,363
Pin" Suev Green . 54 527
Country Green 3,431
Japan 228,557 34
Tapan Tlnst 29,200
Scented' Canton 35,984
Canton Oolong 12,548
Brick Tea 450
Tapan Congou 210

The month’s record of teas passed and rejected

in each inspection district is as follows

:

Pounds Pounds
Passed Rejected

Boston .. 529,016
Chicago 140,198
Honolulu 34,124 20
Puget Sound 166,612
St. Paul 19,420
San Francisco 80,900 12,562
New York 769,143 450

The Scientific knowledge required to make good cans on a “LANGSTON”
unit is embodied in the machinery. You can do the rest.

Let us show
you how to

maKe your can
It’s worth while

write:

Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N. J
,
U.S.A.
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES

Willibald Hoffman, of the John Hoffmann
& Sons Company, Milwaukee, has been elected

president of the Wisconsin Wholesale Grocers’

Association, with James D. Godfrey, first vice-

president; Mitchell Joannes, second vice-presi-

dent
;
Francis E. Dewey, treasurer

;
F. Rickert,

secretary.

Edward H. Lynde has become a stockholder in

the Clark & Mackusick Company, Boston, and

has been made a director.

Samuel A. Tolman, of John A. Tolman & Co.,

wholesale grocers, Chicago, died early in June,

aged 84 years.

Silvestre Aguilar, a large coffee merchant of

Cordova, Vera Cruz, Mexico, stopped at St.

Louis recently while accompanying his brother,

General Candido Aguilar, former Secretary of

Foreign Affairs of Mexico, on a diplomatic mis-

sion for the Carranza Government to Washing-
ton and Paris.

The coffee roasting capacity of the Paxton &
Gallagher plant, Omaha, is being increased by the

installation of another Jubilee roaster of 500

pounds capacity.

B. Fischer & Co., Inc., New York, recently

bought the eight-story building and land adjoin-

ing their present plant on the southeast corner

of Greenwich and North Moore streets, in the

heart of New York’s wholesale grocery district.

The company now owns the entire block front on

Greenwich street. The property was held at

$115,000 by the Trinity Church Corporation. The
building will provide 90,000 additional square feet

of floor space.

The King Koffee Kompany, Indianapolis, re-

cently installed a Karoma roasting outfit from the

Jabez Burns & Sons factory. This machine,

which roasts two bags of coffee at a time, is espe-

cially equipped for gas fuel.

Fire recently damaged the stock of the J. F.

Conrad Grocery Company, St. Louis, Eighth and
Locust street, to the extent of $6,000.

The new Chicago brokerage firm of Young &
Jessen, located at Wabash and South Water
streets, will have a well-equipped office for coffee

testing work. The equipment includes a four-

cylinder Burns roaster, motor-driven grinder,

Tuxedo revolving table, kettle outfit, etc.

J. Aro-n & Co. have purchased the nine-story

office building at 91 Wall street, New York, ad-

joining their present headquarters. Aron & Co.

will not occupy it for some time, because the

present tenant has a long-time lease. The ac-

quisition of this property gives the new owner
extensive frontage on both Wall and Water
streets.

John J. Thaden, who has been located at the

Santos office of J. Aron & Co. for three years,

returned to New York on June 21.

Complete machinery for roasting coffee and

manufacturing peanut butter has recently been

installed by the C. F. Smith Company, the chain-

store concern of Detroit. The entire equipment

was furnished and installed by Jabez Burns &
Sons.

Judge Trieber, in the United States District

Court at St. Louis, recently granted a temporary

injunction in favor of the Jewel Tea Company
of St. Louis against the International Brother-

hood of Teamsters and others at St. Louis to

restrain interference with its business.

Important changes are being made in the plant

of William S. Scull & Co., Camden, N. J. A new
battery of six No. 1 Burns coffee roasters will be

installed, with tiptop flexarm cooler boxes and

various bins, conveyors, etc.

The coffee trade was represented by C? F.

Blanke, of the C. F. Blanke Tea & Coffee Com-
pany, in a recent campaign for a $100,000 fund

PAPER CONTAINERS FOR
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa and Spices

Send for Samples and Particulars

Single Service Package Corporation of America
No. 1 Madison Ave., New York

ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
CINCINNATI, O.
CLEVELAND, O.

Factories
rYonkers, N. Y.
\ Chicago, III.

WAREHOUSES
DETROIT, MICH.
HARTFORD, CONN.
HOUSTON, TEX.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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FRANCIS PEEK & CO., Ltd.
Head Office: 20 Eastcheap, London, E. C.

SINGAPORE JAVA SUMATRA
Laidlaw Batavia, Soerabaja, Bandoeng Medan and

Buildings and Semarang Padang

EXPORTERS of JAVA TEA
and other Dutch East Indian Produce

TIN RUBBER SUGAR
COFFEE RICE TAPIOCA PEPPER CITRONELLA OIL, ETC.

WRITE TO OUR BATAVIA HOUSE AND ASK TO BE PLACED ON
MAIL LIST TO RECEIVE OUR JAVA MONTHLY PRODUCE REPORT

JAVA TEAS OF DIRECT IMPORT
ROWLEY DAVIES & CO., LTD.

BATAVIA, JAVA
OR FENCHURCH HOUSE,
5, FENCHURCH STREET,

LONDON, E. C.

WILL GLADLY SUPPLY ALL INFORMATION

MURAI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
Tea Department

96 FRONT STREET NEW YORK
Successor to

MEIJI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
(Formerly Furuya & Nishimura )

TEAS JAPAN FORMOSA OOLONG INDIA CEYLON JAVA
BEANS, OILS, SPICES, CHILLIES, GINGER

Chicago Branch—Lake-State Building
Montreal Branch—55 St. Francois Xavier St.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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for the St. Louis Convention and Publicity

Bureau.

The coffee-roasting plant of H. J. Hughes
Company, Omaha, will soon be increased in ca-

pacity by the installation of another No. 1 Burns

roaster.

The Piggly-Wiggly Grocery Stores Company,

which is starting a chain of stores in St. Louis,

has leased a four-story warehouse at Ninth

street and Clark avenue. The stores will be in

operation by August 1, according to George B.

Wearen, president of the local company.

The James Van Dyk Company, New York, has

ordered a complete Burns plant for roasting

coffee, including a four-bag Jubilee roaster, tip-

top cooler and stoner and complete connections.

The Climax Coffee & Baking Powder Com-
pany and the Grocers’ Coffee Company, both of

Indianapolis, have been merged in a new cor-

poration known as the Climax Grocers’ Coffee

Company, with $1,000,000 capital. The officers of

the new company are : William N. Gates, presi-

dent; A. Bennett Gates, first vice-president;

Oliver T. Byrum, second vice-president
;
A. G.

Gates, treasurer; W. B. Gates, secretary. The

address of the corporation is 33 South Davidson

street.

Established 1880

C. M. SMITH & SON

Tea Packers
for the Trade

236 Water St. New York
Phone Beekman 7928

“Service is a Science 99

Improved equipment and facilities place
us in a better position than everjbefore to

give the trade the right kind of service.

Packets are unquestionably"? the most
sanitary means of distributing tea and are
popular alike with consumer and dealer,

because more economically and easily han-
dled. Teas packed in tins, lead and cartons,

]/i, 34:> V2 and 1 lb. sizes.

The new plant of F. Bischoff, Inc., at Ballston

Spa, N. Y., will have a battery of four Burns

cocoa roasters, with bucket elevator and drag

conveyor to supply the feed hoppers and complete

apparatus for suction cooling.

The Montreal branch of Thos. J. Lipton has

been moved to 281 Notre Dame street, W. R. C.

Hannan has been appointed manager for Mon-
treal and Quebec Province.

Six new directors have been elected by the

Wholesale Grocers’ Association of St. Louis as

follows : S. P. Goddard, Arthur Reichard, Albert

Landau, E.’ H. Henckler, Victor Rossi and Otto

Wetterau. Hugh H. Mace has been appointed

secretary, with offices in the Mechanics-American

Bank building, succeeding W. F. Gephart', former

food administrator of St. Louis.

A new battery of six No. 1 Burns cocoa roast-

ers is being installed by the Massachusetts Choco-

late Company, Boston, these machines being espe-

cially arranged for gas fuel.

The Cleveland Macaroni Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, has issued $1,000,000 worth of preferred

stock for public sale, the proceeds to be used to

retire the outstanding bonded indebtedness' of

$450,000 and to supply capital for expanding the

facilities of the plant.

Oilunaware
Isthe best
premium
because it

appeals -1-1

irresistibly
to the -*

housewife

Cha/jmodesChinaCo.
Sebrin^P Ohio-1 -*-1
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CARACANDA BROTHERS

Beg to announce that the rapid growth of their import and export business,

together with the development of their Coffee Department, has compelled

them to move their offices to larger quarters.

Availing themselves of this opportunity to express their sincere appreciation

of the confidence hitherto placed in them by their clients and friends,

Caracanda Brothers trust that they will enjoy the same patronage at their

new address:

Woods Ehrhard&Co.

MERCHANTS AND
STEAMSHIP OWNERS

280 BROADWAY
FIFTH FLOOR NEW YORK, N. Y.

GREEN
COFFEE
EVERY
WAY

New York
When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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The Lindberg Grocery Company, Tacoma,
wholesale grc-cers, are entering the Central

Washington field, having opened a branch house

at North Yakima, under the name of the Central

Grocery.

The Boldemann Chocolate Company, San
Francisco, will shortly install another No. 1

Burns roaster.

The Rolla Wholesale Grocery Company of

Rolla, Mo., has been organized, with a capital

of $25,000.

The Canada Nut Company, Vancouver, recently

installed another No. 2 Burns mill for grinding

peanut butter.

The Board of Review of the War Department
has approved the purchase from Ford & Cc-., of

Brooklyn, N. Y., of 1,081,000 pounds of Australian

jam at $64,000.

The Oswego Candy Works, Oswego, N. Y.,

recently installed another No. 1 Burns peanut

roaster.

Caracanda Bros., importers of Mocha coffee,

have moved into new and much larger quarters

at 280 Broadway, New York, occupying an en-

tire floor. This firm now handles every variety

of coffee used by the American trade. About a

year ago P. Titanis became the sole owner of

this business, and since then it has expanded
rapidly, taking in. numerous other lines in addi-

tion to coffee.

One of the latest Burns peanut blanchers, of

metal construction throughout, has recently been

added by Walter J. Hirsch Company, Chicago.

The Sherman Wholesale Grocery Co., Sher-

man, Tex., has been incorporated, with a capital

stock of $50,000. Tom E. Hopson, J. V. Hones
and O. D. Reynolds are the incorporators.

Additional Burns machinery is being installed

by the Beechwood Peanut Butter Company, Pres-

ton, Md., including a flexarm cooler for roasted

peanuts, suction cleaner for cleaning the nuts

after blanching, and 12-foot picking table.

The Miner-Hillard Milling Company, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., founded in 1795, is planning to add a

wholesale grocery department. This firm has

warehouses in Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, Pittston,

Plymouth and Miners Mills.

REEVE & VAN RIPER
WAREHOUSEMEN

Milling, Cleaning, Hulling,rJill Separating and Picking

Packers of Teas
Storage and Weighing

46-48 WATER ST. NEW YORK

EPPENS, SMITH COMPANY
Importers and Jobbers

COFFEES and TEAS
267-269-271 Washington St., 103-105-107 Warren St.,

124 Front St., New York

JAVA and SUMATRA
COFFEES
SPOT AND AFLOAT

Offering some choice lots . Ask for Samples
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COGOLLO
The mark of one of the highest Grade
Coffees Grown in Colombia, S. A.

A coffee noted for its mild and delicious flavor and unsurpassed
fragrancy. Carefully picked, hulled, selected and stored under sani-
tary conditions.

Whether you buy “Cogollo Lavado,” “Cogollo Selecto” or “Cogollo
Especial” you are certain of getting a coffee of uniform quality.
For particulars apply to M. Duran, 198 Broadway, New York.

ORDER BY THE NAME “COGOLLO”

COGOLLO & CO.
Cucuta Coffee Planters

Rep. of
Colombia,

S. A.

COFFEE SKY-HY???
DON’T WORRY—YOU CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM

WITH OUR SCIENTIFICALLY PROCESSED
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, COFFEE FILLERS AND

CHICORY SUBSTITUTES

BEST ON EARTH
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

AMERICAN CEREAL-COFFEE COMPANY
315-317-319 WEST CHICAGO AYE. CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK WEIGHING CO.
SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT

WEIGHING, SAMPLING, COOPERING

AND BOX STRAPPING

ALL WEIGHT RETURNS
CERTIFIED

LET US QUOTE YOU OUR RATES

FULL PARTICULARS

CALL HANOVER 6296 or 4185 OR WRITE

70 WALL STREET

KICK
—that one word

tells the story

A delicious drink

COFFEE-COLA
Exclusive Agencies Now

Being Booked

Liberal Trade Discounts

SOLUBLE COFFEE CO.
OF AMERICA

97 Water St. New York

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal



THE PRACTICAL RETAIL GROCER
^ A department devoted to the discussion of problems which vex retailers;

telling how to arrange, display and sell goods; how to systematize; how to ad-

vertise, how to obtain the maximum efficiency in the grocery business.

STORE LIGHTING EFFICIENCY

Showing the Importance of Better Illumination

and the Types of Lights to Use in

Different Size Stores

By H. T. Spaulding*
Cleveland

No 2. SYSTEMS FOR VARIOUS STORES

T N regard to comfortable vision, indirect and
* semi-indirect' units are more desirable for the

main floors of large stores than are enclosing

units. With strictly indirect systems where

the ceiling acts as the light source and there

is a pronounced downward direction to the

light, the uniformity and diffusion of the illumina-

tion are excellent, glare from the light source

is absent, and reflections from plate-glass and

polished fixtures are avoided; however, shadows,

which, if of the proper density, are a great aid in

judging the shape and proportions of an object,

may be too greatly reduced. The direction of the

light, moreover, tends to make vertical surfaces

appear poorly lighted. Since the illumination of

the room is entirely dependent upon reflected

light from the ceiling, the efficiency of the sys-

tem will be highest if the ceiling is finished in

white.

The luminous-bowl type of indirect unit pro-

duces the same general character of illumination

as that produced by strictly indirect units, but

the auxiliary bowl, being luminous, gives a direct

component, which assists slightly in illuminating

vertical surfaces, and, in the opinion of many,

adds to the decorative value of the installation.

Semi-indirect units of dense or toned glass give

an effect very similar to that given by luminous-

bowl indirect units, but they transmit a higher

percentage of the light, and are, under usual con-

ditions, slightly more efficient. With bowls of

light density the results approach more nearly

those obtained from opal-glass enclosing units

;

* Lighting engineer, National Lamp Works of the
General Electric Company.

contrary to what might be expected, however, the

semi-indirect system is often more efficient, due
to the fact that less light is absorbed by the bowl,

less light is emitted in angles near the horizontal,

and more light is directed to and diffused from
the ceiling at effective angles.

Lighting units of the same general type as are

used on the main floor are suitable for the upper
floors of large stores; often a smaller size of the

same design may be chosen. In some cases a

well-designed direct-lighting system may meet the

requirements satisfactorily. With open reflectors,

bowl-frosted lamps should always be installed,

and the units should be suspended at such a

height that they will be as nearly as possible out-

side the range of ordinary vision. As previously

stated, Mazda lamps of larger than 200 watts

should not be used in open reflectors. Semi-
enclosing units are available, however, which op-

erate on much the same principle as an open

reflector, but are provided with a diffusing glass

bowl below the reflector which screens the lamp
from view. With such units any size of lamp may
be used. Their efficiency compares favorably with

that of the prismatic type of enclosing unit.

Stores of Medium Size

The lighting requirements of stores of medium
size are the same as those cited for large stores,

except that a location amid less impressive sur-

roundings may' decrease the need for purely

decorative features. In this class of store a semi-

indirect system employing some form of inexpen-

sive medium-density bowl will often fully meet

the requirements of a distinctive and economical

installation. A well-designed direct-lighting sys-

tem, such as might be used on the upper floors of

large stores, is very frequently deemed entirely

satisfactory, especially where a semi-enclosing

unit is used.

Small Stores

Efficiency is the first requirement of a lighting

system for the usual small store. A high inten-

sity is necessary for the convenience of custom-
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Uncle Sam’s Wheat Problem
As a war measure the Government guaranteed
a high price for wheat to the farmer. This is

only a small fraction of the toll we have to pay
for doing business in 1919—but we pay it gladly.
Our production of

Shredded Wheat
is now relieved of all restrictions. You can now
supply the normal demand for the world’s stand-
ard whole wheat breakfast cereal. It is the same
Shredded Wheat you have always sold—clean,
pure, wholesome, nutritious—made of the entire
wheat grain, nothing added, nothing taken away.

I
The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

_j
When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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ers and for advertising purposes, but the fixtures

may be of very simple design. Consequently,

direct lighting with open reflectors of the pris-

matic or dense-opal type, or with a good type of

semi-enclosing units, is, as a rule, most applicable,

although often the installation of an inexpensive

semi-direct or enclosing unit is preferable.

Semi-enclosing units possess an advantage over

open reflectors, in that they diffuse the light from

the filament over a comparatively large area

;

hence they may be used with any size of lamp,

and in locations where open reflectors would

cause annoying glare. They possess an advan-

tage over opal enclosing units in that they dis-

tribute light in much the same way as a dense

opal open reflector, and are therefore less de-

pendent for their efficiency upon the finish of the

walls and ceiling.

A common mistake in small store lighting is

the installation of a single row of direct-lighting

reflectors along the center of the store, where at

least two rows of smaller units should be used

to prevent the customer’s shadow from interfering

with his examination of the wares, and to illumi-

nate the shelving or high cases along the side-

walls. A single row of semi-indirect or enclosing

units is, however, frequently satisfactory.

(To be continued)

INVENTORIES GUARD PROFITS

How They Protect the Business Man Against

Serious Losses by Fire, Mistakes

and Dishonesty

By Elliot Church
Auburn, R. I.

YY 7HEN there are no more fires, when no one
* * ever makes a mistake, and when every per-

son is absolutely honest, there will be little need

of inventories. It is to guard against losses due

to these three things that inventories are taken

and used. Without an inventory very consider-

able losses are sure to result from a fire whether

or not the store is adequately insured. As soon

as the property is burned the evidence of value

is also destroyed, unless there is a recent inven-

tory in the safe deposit box at the bank which

you can swear is an accurate record. Such a rec-

ord will save weeks and possibly months in

securing a satisfactory adjustment, and will re-

sult in a considerably larger payment by the fire

insurance companies than would be probable if an

inventory was not at hand.

Of course an inventory that is a year or two

old will not do much good in making loss adjust-

ments after a fire, but if inventories are taken

Open Reflector Lighting System Used in the A. Goodman Grocery Store, Cleveland
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*

“The Colgate Plan”
is completely vindicated

by the unanimous decision

of the United States Supreme Court

The supreme Court of the United States, by a unanimous decision made June
2, 1919, has completely and finally sustained the legality of “THE COLGATE
PLAN” for insuring fair prices. It gives us the greatest possible satisfaction

and pleasure to announce to our customers this important decision in the in-

terests of sound merchandising.

More than forty years ago the Company determined, so far as in its power
lay, to insure a fair and reasonable profit to dealers in its products. The policy

was then adopted, and is still followed, of refusing to sell to those whose resale

prices are unfair. No price agreements are demanded, but no goods are sold

to those whose selling methods are injurious to the trade.

The Supreme Court has now declared that this sound business policy is entirely

lawful, and that we have the right thus to protect our customers against illegiti-

mate and unfair methods of competition. We are gratified that we can continue

to do this in the future as we have in the past.

Mr. Justice McReynolds continues:

“And we must conclude that, as interpreted below, the indictment does not charge Col-
gate & Co. with selling its products to dealers under agreements which obligated the latter

not to resell except at prices fixed by the Company.

“The purpose of the Sherman Act is to prohibit monopolies, contracts
and combinations which probably would unduly interfere with the free
exercise of their rights by those engaged, or who wish to engage, in trade
and commerce—in a word, to preserve the right of freedom of trade.
In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a monopoly

, the
Act does not restrict the long recognized right of trader or manufac-
turer engaged in an entirely private business, freely to exercise his
own independent discretion as to parties with whom he will deal

.

And , of course, he may announce in advance the circumstances under
which he will refuse to sell.”

We take pleasure in informing our trade and other friends ot this important decision.

Established 1806

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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each month they will prove effective, especially if

there are copies covering the past six months or

a year which show the variation in the value of

the stock and fixtures. If there were no other

reason, frequent inventories would be worth all

that they cost as a protection against loss from

fire.

The cause of every business failure can be

traced to mistakes or to acts of dishonesty on

the part of the proprietor or one or more em-

ployes. There is no excuse for dshonesty, but no

one has ever yet been able to avoid making

mistakes.

In order to be effective inventories must be

more than mere lists of stock and fixtures giving

their value. In the first place, the values must

not be too high. Where there is a choice between

two prices it is safest to use the lowest. For

example, if the value of stock has gone up since

the goods were bought, use the purchase rather

than the present price. You may not dispose of

these goods until the price drops again, and any

profit shown by listing them at the advanced

price would then be merely book profits, not real

ones. If the goods are not now worth as much
as they were when they were purchased, value

them at what they are worth to-day. Since the

object of the inventory is to discover the true

status of the business, and not the imaginary

condition, it is better to show the worst instead

of the best. Taking inventory is the only thing

about the business that should be entrusted to a

pessimist. It is the only place where the dark

side has any right to show itself.

Merely listing stock and fixtures serves to point

out some mistakes. If there is too much of any

item on hand it indicates that a mistake has been

made in buying. If the value of the inventoried

goods on hand mounts up anywhere near the total

annual sales it shows that too much stock is being

carried. It shows that a mistake has been made

in buying in such large quantities and more at-

tention should be paid to keeping down the stock

and increasing the rate of turnover.

Mistakes and evidences of any dishonesty that

may be taking place do not show up with any

great degree of clarity until the inventory is

checked against the books. The books show the

value of the stock at the last inventory, they show
the quantity of goods which have been purchased

during the intervening period, and they show
the sales and the gross profits. These records

make it easy to figure out just how much stock

ought to be on hand. If the books and the in-

ventory do not check closely something is wrong.

Either mistakes have been made in the books or

in filling orders, or thefts are taking place in the

store.

With a copy of the previous inventory, a record

of the goods purchased since it was taken, the

sales record and the average gross profit, it will

be possible to arrive at a fairly close check. If

the present inventory is smaller than the previous

one the difference added to the goods purchased

represents the cost of the goods sold during the

period being considered. If the last inventory

was smaller than the new one, then the difference

between the two, subtracted from the goods pur-

chased, shows the cost value of the goods sold.

If the average profit is added to the cost of the

goods, the sum should closely approximate the

sales, or if the average profit is deducted from

the sales the difference should closely approximate

the cost of the goods sold. If there is any very

marked discrepancy there is a leak somewhere.

Of course this method is only approximate,

since average profits are used instead of the

actual ones. If the sales and the purchase records

are classified according to the different margins

of profits more accurate results can be secured.

For example, if the records are kept so that the

amount of the sales on which the profit margin

is 35 per cent can be listed separately, and the

sales on which the profit margin is 30 per cent

can be listed by themselves, and so on for each

different margin, it will be possible to figure out

exactly to a cent just what the inventory should

amount to. If there is any difference greater

than that which must be expected from occasional

mistakes in making change or the shrinkage that

is bound to result from weighing up bulk goods,

there is evidence that there is something wrong.

UllEl

i Empire Hardware Company& STORE FURNISHINGS fSSS^u
SCALES, CANISTERS, SHOW CASES, REFRIGERATORS, Etc.

ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS

|

272-274 West Broadway New York City
Write for complete Catalogue

ESI
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No. E9211

The Little Indicator on the
"UNIVERSAL” COFFEE MILL
Which Means Better Service to

Your Coffee Trade The Trade Mark Known
A. A

Line p> in ing t« • nun b(rs
on ih in i ator #4 -#5-#6 -

#7- #8

UNIVERSAL
in Every Home

UNIVERSAL Coffee Mills are always in demand
because of their added features in mechanical con-
struction.

By turning the knob on the dial you can regulate
the grinders which give the grades desired—coarse,

fine, or pulverized. Also another added feature, the
safety release clutch.

We have a Mill especially adapted for your busi-

ness. Save the salesman’s commission and buy
through your jobber.

Write for Catalog on UNIVERSAL Coffee Mills.

LANDERS, FRARY CLARK
N£W BRITAIN CONN.

Rows and rows of Yuban packages are continually going
on to the shelves of thousands of grocery stores.

At once off they go into the hands of hundreds of thousands
of customers.

These quickly moving packages tell the story of the demand
for Yuban.

You will find that Yuban repeats as no other coffee does.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS
Yuban Coffee Department

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Tkade Journal
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GROCERY SALES STIMULATORS

Wherein a Live Dealer Gives a Few Good
Pointers from His Sales-Building

Experiences

By Walter Engard
London, Ohio

T IERE are some concrete suggestions from the
A A pen of a practical grocer showing how the

dealer can speed up sales. They have all been

worked out successfully.

Beating the Coffee Peddler

A Middle West grocer, located in a town of

5,000 population, waged a successful fight against

a coffee peddler and has practically eliminated

this class of competition. Just a short time ago

he awakened to the fact that he was selling cof-

fee to a very small number of his customers, and

upon investigation found that two peddlers were

making weekly trips to his town and had prac-

tically cornered the coffee business. To win back

this trade the grocer installed a small roaster and

began to roast his own coffee. He then sent a

man out to call upon every housewife of his com-

munity, and to every housewife who would pur-

chase their coffee in ten-pc-und lots and pay for

it with the order he would give them a special

discount of 3 cents a pound and also the privilege

of taking the coffee out as they needed it, a pound

or two at a time, getting it fresh from the roaster.

The plan has met with wonderful success, and

the coffee peddlers have found it rather hard

selling in this man’s town. The grocer has found

it profitable business
;

since adopting this idea

coffee sales have doubled several times and sales

in all other lines have increased materially.

Butter Business on a Profitable Basis

A certain retail grocer located in a country

town and doing a large proportion of his busness

with farmers, from whom he received a large

quantity of butter in exchange for groceries, found

that he was losing considerable money on this

butter owing to the condition and quality of a

great quantity of it. Most of it was fresh and

sweet, but sometimes it lacked color or may not

have been worked sufficiently; in either case it

had to be sold at a great loss. To eliminate this

loss he installed a large butter-mixing machine,

and now works over all the fresh, sweet butter.

After careful preparation he puts up the butter in

a special carton which holds a pound print. On
this carton he has printed his own advertisement,

and by featuring fresh country butter he has

built up a very nice trade, and is making a good

profit. Surplus stock is disposed of at a good

figure in a nearby city.

Popcorn Sale

Why not a popcorn sale? An enterprising

Northern Ohio grocer held a special sale on pop-

corn poppers that resulted in the sale of 240 pop-

pers at a nice profit, and the supply was exhausted

long before the demand was satisfied. On a cer-

tain day this grocer advertised that he would give

one package of popcorn free with each purchase

of a popper at 35 cents.

This was an extra heavy popper of excellent

quality, costing the grocer $2.40 a dozen by buy-

ing them in lots of twenty dozens. He advertised

the sale thoroughly through his local papers, and

also arranged a large window display, accom-

panied by a big, attractive sign calling the

passerby’s attention to his special offer. The sales

force brought the offer to the attention of every

customer who visited the store in person or called

over the telephone. The plan not only resulted

in the sale of 240 poppers but it brought into the

store a large number of new faces and the sales

in all lines were large.
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“Sweeten it with Domino"
Granulated, Tablet, Powdered, Confectioners, Brown,

Golden Syrup.

American Sugar Refining Company

DOMINO
Golden Syrup

all the year ’round

In demand at all seasons on bread, muffins, fruits, fritters and
ice cream.

DOMINO Golden Syrup is a delicious cane flavored syrup, re-

fined under the same conditions as DOMINO Package Sugars.

In sanitary cans—18 oz. and 25 oz.

Economy Plus Service
In filling bags with coffee, tea, or other loose commodities with CHAT1LL0N

Bag Fillers and Scoops the merchant saves many dollars annually. Made of

the best materials—tin or brass, nickel-plated, these bag fillers and scoops are

the best on the market. Attractive—conveniently designed—they constitute a

necessary item of the tea and coffee merchant’s equipment.

Write for Catalog No. 19.

JOHN CHATILLON & SONS
Established 1835

85 CLIFF STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

vVhen Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention the Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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TRADE GETTERS

A Series of Business Winning Plans That Have
Been Tried and Found Successful in

Different Parts of the Country*

By Frank Farrington
Delhi, N. Y.

'
I 'HESE business-getting plans are the result
A of ripe experience in the retail distributing

field. They have been tried out with signal suc-

cess in different parts of the country, and the

writer believes they will be of benefit to our

readers.

Unknown Discount

Advertise a secret discount sale, and make it

plain that everything is to be sold at its regular

price and paid for in cash, whereupon a rebate

slip will be delivered to the customer along with

the goods, the slip being sealed up in an envelope

and attached to the goods at the time the sale

prices are fixed. Upon receiving the envelope the

customer opens it and presents the rebate slip

and gets back a portion of his money. Rebates

may vary, and if a few of them are for a refund

of the whole purchase price, it will give the sale

* Copyright, 1919, by Frank Farrington.

a boost when such goods go out. Good values

should be given so the buyers will not be disap-

pointed. Of course, this is a direct appeal to the

gambling instinct which we all possess. Whether
you offer to guarantee to every purchaser satis-

faction with the net price or not is a matter for

individual judgment.

Candle Burning Offer

Put a large candle in the show window and

offer a prize to the person who guesses nearest

to the number of hours, minutes and seconds it

will burn. It may be lighted at a given hour each

morning and extinguished at closing time, thus

burning only when the public can see it. It will

be desirable to exhibit the candle in advance of

the lighting and have the guesses all in before

lighting it, or at least before it is half burned.

Announce the first lighting of the candle at a cer-

tain hour when the most people are on the streets,

and at the time of lighting it put a large card in

the window, inviting people to come in and reg-

ister their guesses before the opportunity is past.

A variation of the same plan would be the use of

a small lamp instead of a candle, the lamp to

burn as long as the oil lasts. Another scheme

along the same line is to place a large cake of ice

A SUGGESTION
During the vacation months there are big possibilities of in-

creasing your sales on foods and beverages that are used by the

sportsman, afoot and afloat, and the automobilist.

A DISPLAY

COFFEE

Ginger Ale
Cheese in Jars

and other like products on a small table where they can be

handled and looked over will make many a sale. Your cus-

tomers will thank you.

DELICIOUS ICED COFFEE made instantly with

REFINED

Went to War Home Again

Potted Meats Crackers
Sardines
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Baker’s Cocoa

and Chocolate

t
MAKE AND
KEEP GOOD
CUSTOMERS

They are most

reliable goods sold

witha positiveguar-

antee of purity and
Registered . ,

.

,

U.S.Fat. off. superior quality;

put up in conformity with the

Pure Food laws of all the States

;

are readily sold, giving a quick

turnover of stock.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

“The Brand That Brews
the Bus.”

“The

Survival

of the

Fittest”

To no field of endeavor is the old maxim
more directly applicable than to that of mer-
cantile striving. For nearly threescore years,

through fair weather and foul, merchants
have pinned their faith to SEAL BRAND
COFFEE and have successfully weathered
every storm. It is to-day what it was a
half century or more ago—THE LEADING
FINE COFFEE OF THE COUNTRY.

CHASE & SANBORN’S
Seal Brand Coffee

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL

Through 203 newspapers—in 176

cities—we are telling 11,500,000

people that

POMPEIAN
OLIVE OIL

—‘‘always fresh
9

is back again—of the same fine quality

and sweetness as before the War.

Take advantage of this nation-wide

publicity by laying in a stock of

POMPEIAN—so you will be in a

position to supply the demand which

this advertising is sure to create.

Musher and Company
Largest Importers of Olive Oil in America

140 Liberty Street, New York

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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in the window and give the prize for the closest

guess to the time it will take to melt away.

Heart to Heart Advertising

A catchy circular can be made on the following

plan : Get up a folder with a large red heart printed

on the front page, under the heading, “Heart to

Heart Talks,” or the circular may be cut out in

a heart-shape red cover. Heart-shaped ornaments

may be put in the corners of the pages, or a large

heart outlined in red ink occupying the whole page

but not heavy enough to interfere with other mat-

ter superimposed upon it. This should be an ef-

fective advertisement to send to your mailing list

to tell the public about the policy of your store,

your treatment of customers and anything else

that might come within the “Heart to Heart”

scope.

Baking Contest

It' will secure the interest of parents if you

make an offer of a series of prizes for the best

biscuits baked by little girls under the age of 13

or 14 years. Have the biscuits brought to the

store on a certain day, when a well-known and

experienced cook shall be present and make the

awards without knowing the maker of the bis-

cuits. The biscuits might be offered for sale on

the evening of that day, the contest closing at

6 o’clock, the receipts from their sale to go to

some popular local charity.

Boys’ Business Contest

In order to provide a contest of similar interest

for the boys, you can offer prizes to the boys sub-

mitting the best drawn-up set of business papers,

the set to include a check, a receipt, a bill or in-

voice, and a short business letter. The prizes

would naturally be awarded with regard to ac-

curacy, penmanship and understanding of the

principles involved. Some well known and un-

prejudiced man should act as judge.

Want gtobevtteementg

Classified want advertisements under regular heading $3
for twenty-five words or less. Additional words four cents
each. Payable cash with order.

Jfflttfcellaneoua

WANTED—Second-hand coffee mixer, capacity about
2,000 lbs., goodl condition, State full description. Ad-
dress R. B. & Co., care of The Tea and Coffee Trade
Journal.

FOR SALE—One-bag Burns Granulator; reasonable.
Address Stoddard’s Quality Coffee Shop, Rockford, 111.

FOR SALE—One slightly used Dictaphone Outfit; in per-

fect order. Includes one latest model dictating, one
transcribing and one shaving machine; also two dozen
cylinders and other equipment. Will sell for $200,
f.o.b. New York. Would cost $315 new. Address Box
475, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

Telephone
tinkles always

bring GOLD DUST
tinkles. Women
like to remind

grocers that GOLD
DUST belongs on

the list, too.
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The Ideal

Summer Food
Nourishing and strength-giv-

ing, but non-heat producing.

Meat heats the blood. Urge

your customers to substitute

HARVEST Macaroni for

meat—these hot summer days.

The whole family will be

grateful.

If you are not a HARVEST
distributor now, write for our

price—resale price—introduc-

tory measures, or, better still,

send us a trial order for each

of the five HARVEST items

—

Macaroni, Spaghetti, Elbow
(short-cut) Macaroni, Broad
and Fine Egg Noodles—all

made from Durum Semolina,

the best we can buy.

The Foulds-Briggs Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Barred Out!

YES—bar out the animals
and insects! They con-

taminate bulk goods, and hurt

your good name and your
trade.

The Sherer Food Container
is the only best way to keep
your food clean. And your
customers see it is clean with-

out telling them.

Customers like Sherer Counters!

The “Sherer” pays for itself

quickly because it keeps 31

items within almost arms’ reach.

Saves time. Increases the

number of customers you can
wait on.

And then the glass fronts of the 31
drawers let your goods silently ad-
vertise themselves and you!

So bar out animal filth on your by-
the-pound goods, and also make
money by installing right away one
of these counters.

Patented

The World War is over. But keep
up the war against vermin!

ASK FOR CATALOG 37

Sherer - Gillett Company
Patentees and Manufacturers of the

Sherer Sanitary Grocery Display Counter

1707 South Clark St. - Chicago

Canadian Factory and Office Address:

SHERER-GILLETT CO., Ltd. Guelph, Ontario

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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PRICES CURRENT
Wholesale and Retail

As of July 1, 1919

Prices to Wholesalers

Brazil Grades.

GREEN COFFEE
(250 Bags or Over)

Line or Grade Price. Cup Selected Price

Santos 7

.

6 .

5.

4.

3.

2
7.Rio

26%
27
28
29
29%
30
22%

27
28
29
29%
30
30%

(No Rio Cup
Selections)

* No quotations are being made.

Green Coffee, Mild Grades—Line or Grade Prices -

(250 Bags or Over)

Maracaibo

—

Truxillos 26%@ . .

Bocono 27%@27%
Tovar 27%@27%
Merida 27% @28

do washed. . .28%@29%
Cucuta

—

Ordinary 26%@ . .

Fair to good 27 @27%
Prime to choice. .28%@29
do washed . . .28%@29

Laguayra

—

Caracas 26% @27
do washed... .28%@29

%

Porto Cabello.. . .26%@26%

San Salvador— 27%@28
do washed 29 @30

Nicaragua— 27%@27%
do washed 28%@29%

Guatemala Coban

—

Common 24 @25
Fair to good 29 @29%
Prime to choice. . . 30 @30%
do unwashed.. 27 @27%

Puerto Rico

—

Unwashed 28%@29 Vi
Washed 30 @32

Hayti

—

Unwashed 25%@26%

Colombian

—

wasnea
Jamaica

—

VU^o

Ocana .26 @2614 Ordinary . .25 @251
fBucaramanga. .26 @29 G ’d ordinary

—

. 25%@26
fTolima .28 @29 Washed . .27 @28
fBogotas .25 @2914
fMedelin .25 @30 East India

—

fManizales .25 @29% Padang Int . .29 @. .

Mexican

—

Corinche @. .

tCordoba .25 @26 Kroe @..
do washed..

.

• 27%@28% Timor @. .

tCoatepee ,25%@26% Private Estate.

.

@. .

tdo washed. .

.

. 28 14@29% Fancies . .30 @32
tOaxaca .25%@26% Abyssinian @. .

Jdo washed. .

.

.28 @29 Mocha—small.

.

. .39 @40
Costa Rica

—

Liberian

—

Common .24 @25 tStraits . .23 @34
Fair to good .29 @29% tSurinam . .24 @26
Prime to choice. .30 @30% Pamanoekin

—

. .25 @27

t Nominal because of small arrivals,

t Common to fancy.

TEAS
China and Japan—Line Prices

(75 or More Packages of One Number)

Foochow

—

Common 28 @
Fair 29 @
Good 29%@
Superior 30 @
Fine 30%@

Formosa

—

COUNTRY GREEN
Gunpowder

—

Extra @ . .

Firsts 47 @48
Seconds @ . .

Imperial

—

Firsts 46 @50
Seconds @ . .

.

PINGSUEY
Gunpowder

—

Japan

—

Basket fired.. .

.

..34 @50
Pinheads . .48 @50 Pan fired . .25 @50
Extra Firsts. .

.

. .43 @45
Firsts . .38 @42 Congou

—

Seconds . .32 @35 Common .19 @20
Thirds . .26 @27 Good . .24 @25

Imperial

—

Superior . .27 @28
Firsts .40 @41 Fine to finest. .

.

. .40 @45
Seconds 35 @38 Choice to choicestSO @75
Thirds .31 @33

India and Ceylon-—Line Prices
Pekoe Souchong..
Pekoe

..22
. .25

@23
@28

Darjeeling-
Fancy Orange.

.

..90 @1.00
Orange Pekoe. . .

.

. .30 @35 Java

—

Ceylon

—

Pekoe Souchong. .21 @22
Pekoe Souchong. 26 @28 Pekoe . .28 @25
Pekoe . .30 @35 Orange Pekoe.

.

. .28 @35
Orange Pekoe.

.

. .38 @45
B. O. Pekoe. . . . .40 @50

SPICES—First-
Black Peppers

—

Singapore 21 @22
Acheen A @ . .

Acheen B @. .

Acheen C @ . .

Lampong 20 @21
White Peppers

—

Singapore 32%@33
Penang @ . .

Muntok 32%@33
Heavy

—

Aleppy 22 @23
Tellicherry 22%@23

Red Peppers

—

Mombassa 17 @18
Japan 18 @18%

Cloves

—

Zanzibar 32 @..
Amboyna 41 %@42
tPenang @ . .

Pimento 9 @9%

Hand Prices

Saigon rolls 53 @54
China, rolls 22 @23
dosel.bk 12 @12%

Kwangsi 22%@23
Batavia, Ext 22%@24

do short stick . . 21 @22

Cinnamon

—

Ceylon 31 @31%
Ginger

—

Japan 14 @15
Cochin—ABC... .17 @18
doD @..

Lemon 19 @20
African ....15 @16
Jamaica, g’g 17%@17%

Nutmegs

—

75s to 80s 29 @30
105s to 110s 26%@27%
Mace 43 @51

COCOA

—

First-Hand Prices
Accra 18 @19%
St. Thome @..
Bahia 19 @21
Carachs 24% @25
Costa Rica @ ..

Guayaquils

—

Arriba 23 @24%
Machala 22 @221-2

Caraques 22 @22%
Cuban @

Dominica 22 @23
Grenada 24 @24%
Hayti 17 @ 17%
Jamaica 17%@17%
Maracaibo 26 @34
Porto Cabello @25
Para @ . .

Sanchez 18 @1814
Surinam 22 @23
Trinidad 23%@24

Prices to Retailers
COFFEE .

(Bag Lois—130 Pounds)
Kind of Coffee. Green

From To
Roasted.

From To
Santos . . . 25 30 31 37
Santos Peaberry . . . 27 30 30 37
Rio ... 22% 25 27 31
Maracaibo'. . . . 27 30 33 37
* Caracas
Bucaramanga . . . 27 32 33 39
Bogotas
*Mexican

. . . 29 32 36 43

Costa Rica . . . 30 35 37 48
Guatemala . . . 29 33 37 48
*Jamaica

35%Padang ... 29% 48% 45%
•Mocha
•Abyssinian

... 28% 35%Java 34 42%
15 Porto Rico

*No quotations are being made.

Fair 22 @23 Thirds Formosa
Good 25 @26 Young Hyson

—

Foochow
Superior 28 @30 Extra .55 @65 Congou
Fine 34 @36 Firsts @48 Japan P. F

“ B. FFinest 42 @45 Seconds @38
Choioe 57 @62 Thirds @35 India
Choicest.. . . 70 @75 Hyson

—

Ceylon
Fancy . ..1 00@1 20 Seconds . .32 @ Gunpowder. .

.

Thirds @ Young Hy»cm.

TEAS
(Single Package Lots.) From

. 23
. 30
. 21
. IS
. 33
. 28
. 33

23
. 28

To
38
38
S3
38
38
43
48
48
36
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Lambert Peanut Butter Equipment

Lambert Peanut Butter Machinery excels
because it is scientifically, yet simply con-
structed. Because it is complete in every
detail. Because it is substantial. The
Lambert. Machine Company is the only
concern that manufactures complete peanut
butter plants.

Lambert peanut equipment consists
of suitable peanut roasting apparatus,
peanut blancher, picking
and stoning machinery,
one or more peanut but-
ter mills, complete with
automatic salter, auxil-

iary machinery (elevators,

conveyors, storage bins,

feed hoppers) and ap-
proved power transmis-
sion, such as will render
the plant as nearly auto-
matic as possible.

Plans designed accord-
ing to requirements.
Specifications and esti-

mates furnished.

&

J ATT* *f.\V

1
'•o

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journai.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE TRADE

ALBERT J. DANNEMILLER
President of the New York Branch of the National Coffee

Roasters’ Association, a Director of the National Body,
and Treasurer and General Manager of the

Dannemiller Coffee Company, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.
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The Green Dragon^ the Center of Social and Political Life in Boston for 135 Years

This tavern figured in practically all the important national affairs from 1697 to 1832, and according
to Daniel Webster was the “headquarters of the Revolution.”

The Exchange Coffee House, Probably the Largest and Most Costly in the World
Built of stone, marble and brick, it stood seven stories high and cost $500,000. It was patterned

after Lloyds’ of London, and was the center of marine intelligence in Boston.

THE TWO MOST CELEBRATED COFFEEjHOUSES OF EARLY NEW ENGLAND



COFFEE IN COLONIAL NEW ENGLAND
<J This story of coffee’s introduction into New England describes early

Colonial roasting, grinding, brewing and serving methods, and gives

brief glimpses of notable coffee houses in Boston, the social and business

center of the Massachusetts Colony, The illustrations show oldtime

roasters, grinding devices and an historic urn, all antedating the Amer-

ican Revolution and now preserved in private and public collections.

rTHE history of coffee in Colonial New Eng-
*• land is so closely interwoven with the story

of the inns and taverns it is difficult to distinguish

the genuine coffee house, as it was known in

England, from the public house where lodgings

and liquors were to be had. The coffee drink had

strong competition from the heady wines, liquors

and imported teas, and consequently it did not

attain the vogue among the Colonial New Eng-

landers that it did among the Londoners of the

late 17th and early 18th centuries.

Though New England had its coffee houses,

these were actually taverns where coffee was
simply one of the beverages served to patrons.

The majority of the coffee houses were estab-

lished in Boston, the metropolis of the Massa-

chusetts colony, and the social center of New
England. While Plymouth, Salem, Chelsea and

Providence had taverns that served coffee, they

did not achieve the name and fame of some of the

more celebrated coffee houses in Boston.

Coffee is not mentioned in the early New Eng-
land records prior to the year 1670. Naturally

the word is not to be found in the lists of house-

hold goods brought, over in 1620 in the May-
flower, for coffee had not then been introduced

into Western Europe. It is not definitely known
when the first coffee was brought in, but it is

reasonable to suppose that it came as part of the

household supplies of some settler probably

between 1660 and 1670, who had become ac-

quainted with it before leaving England. Or it

may have been introduced by some British officer,

who in London had made the rounds of the more
celebrated coffee houses of the latter half of the

17th century.

Colonial Coffee Roasting and Grinding.

Among the relics handed down from early

Colonial days one can reconstruct a circumstan-

tial picture of how coffee was roasted and ground
for brewing. Coffee pots, coffee dishes and coffee

mugs are frequently mentioned in inventories of

household goods, as are mortars and pestles,

skillets and similar kitchen utensils. It is gen-

erally believed that in the Colonial home the

housekeepers roasted the coffee in long-legged

spiders, skillets or frying pans in the open fires

of the period, and mashed the roasted beans into

“coffee powder” by means of a wooden mortar

and pestle. As new arrivals from England told

how coffee was prepared there, and as iron and

other metals became more common in the colonies,

special contrivances, crude in design but effective

in practice, were evolved for both roasting and

grinding.

In the museums and private collections of

Colonial relics in various parts of New England,

there is a type of coffee roaster which was used

in the open fireplace. It has a sheet iron cylin-

der, measuring about 5 inches in diameter and 6

to 8 inches long, and attached to a 3- or 4-foot

iron handle. Green coffee was put into the

cylinder through a sliding door. Balancing the

roaster over the blaze by resting the handle in

the hook of the usual fireplace crane, the house-

keeper was wont to slowly revolve the cylinder

until the beans had turned the proper color. Prob-

ably the matron was also fortunate enough to

possess a coffee grinder which could be attached

to the wall, or a box-shaped grinder which could

be held in the lap or fastened to the table, and

had a small drawer in the lower compartment into

which the ground coffee fell.

Another coffee roaster relic has a larger cylin-

der than the one mentioned in the foregoing

paragraph. Instead of being attached to a long

iron handle, the cylinder sets under a three-sided

hood, and is revolved by means of a* short handle

sticking out of one side of the hood. Evidently

this type was designed to set on the floor close up

to the fire, or in the smouldering ashes them-

selves, and because of its capacity probably was

used in the inns and coffee houses for roasting

coffee in larger batches than ordinarily required

by the housekeeper.

Still another type which made its appearance

late in the 18th century was the sheet iron roaster,
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consisting of a cylinder suspended at the top of

an iron box-like compartment in which a fire was
built. This, too, was probably designed to roast

coffee in comparatively large quantities.

Early Brewing Methods

There was a wide diversity of opinion in the

early days as to how coffee should be brewed, just

Types of Colonial Coffee Roasters

The cylinder at the top of the picture was revolved by
hand in a fireplace; the skillets were set in the smoulder-
ing ashes.

as there was in all countries when the new drink

first made its appearance. Philippe Sylvestre

Dufour, writing late in the 17th century, relates

that some Arabians and Turks of that period even

boiled the whole coffee bean after roasting, and
it is therefore not surprising to read in a book
by Alice Morse Earle that this custom was prac-

ticed to some extent in the early Colonial days of

New England.

As coffee lovers became more familiar with

their new drink they strove to improve brewing

methods, and advanced step by step from boiling

coarsely “pounded” coffee in water for fifteen

minutes or half an hour to the percolator process,

which the Count of Rumford (Benjamin Thomp-
son) wrote in 1812 had been in use for many years

even then. As for a sweetening agent the Ameri-

can colonist used sugar, when it could be obtained

at reasonable price, or honey, cinnamon, ground

cloves, or, in some instances, ground cardamom
seeds.

Home*and Tavern Coffee Service

As for coffee pots, there are tin and silver types

in a variety of forms. The tin pots were used for

ordinary occasions in the household and coffee-

house taverns, and differed little in shape from

those in use to-day. The silver pots were used

by the wealthier citizens. Coffee urns of con-

siderable value and great beauty were also used

in the 18th century, for that was the heyday of

silversmiths in America and Europe. Many of

the most pretentious coffee services and urns

were brought from England, although Paul

Revere and his contemporaries created some pots

that are considered as fine examples of the silver-

smith’s craft as ever came out of Europe.

The coffee urn used in the Green Dragon
Tavern in Boston is now preserved in the col-

lections of the Bostonian Society. As seen in the

accompanying illustration, the urn is like a silver

ball resting on a base, with a rather curious spigot

coming out from the bottom of the ball. The urn

is of Sheffield ware, and when used in the Green

Dragon its content's were kept hot by means of

a small bar of iron which was heated and sus-

pended in the liquor. The bar was usually set in

a zinc or tin jacket to keep such fireplace ashes

as still adhered to it from coming into contact

with the coffee, which was probably brewed in a

stew kettle before being poured into the urn for

serving.

The First Coffee License in Boston

According to early town records of Boston,

Dorothy Jones was the first to be licensed to sell

“coffee and chuchaletto,” the latter being the 17th

century spelling for chocolate or cocoa. This

An Early Family Coffee Roaster

This machine, known in Holland as a “Coffee Burner,”
was used late in the 18th century in New England. It

hung in the fireplace.

license is dated 1670, and is said to be the first

written reference to coffee in the Massachusetts

Colony. It is not stated whether she was a vender

of coffee drink or “coffee powder,” as ground

coffee was known in the early days.

There is some question as t'o whether Dorothy
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Jones was the first to sell coffee as a beverage

in Boston. Londoners had known and drunk

coffee for eighteen years before Dorothy Jones

got her coffee license. British Government
officials were frequently

taking ship from London
to the Massachusetts Col-

ony, and it is reasonable

to believe that they
brought tidings and sam-

ples of the coffee the Eng-

lish gentry had lately

taken up. No doubt they

also told about the new
style coffee houses that

were becoming popular in

all parts of London. And
it is to be presumed that

their tales caused the land-

lords of the inns and taverns of Colonial Boston

to add coffee to their lists of beverages.

The First “Cof-
fee Grinder”

Mortar and pestle
brought over in the
Mayflower and later

used to make “cof-
fee powder.”

New England's First Coffee House

The name coffee house did not come into use

in New England until late in the 17th century.

Early Colonial records do not make it clear

whether the London Coffee House or the Gut-

teridge was the first to be opened in Boston with

that distinct title. It would appear that the Lon-

don is entitled to the honor, for Samuel Gardner

Drake states in his “History and Antiquities of

the City of Boston,” published in 1854, that “Benj.

Harris sold books there in 1689.” Drake seems

to be the only historian of

early Boston to mention

the London Coffee House.

Granting that the Lon-

don Coffee House was the

first in Boston, then the

Gutteridge Coffee House

was the second. It stood

on the north side of State

street, between Exchange
and Washington streets,

and was named after Rob-
ert Gutteridge, who took

out an innkeeper’s license

in 1691. Twenty-seven

years later his widow,
Mary Gutteridge, peti-

tioned the town for a re-

newal of her late husband’s permit to keep a

public coffee house.

The British Coffee House, which became the

American Coffee House when the Crown officers

Wall Type Cof-
fee Mill

This device was
also used as a spice
grinder in New Eng-
land before the Revo-
lution.

and all things British became obnoxious to the

colonists, also began its career about the time

Gutteridge took out his license. It stood on the

site that is now 66 State street, and became
one of the most widely

known coffee houses in

Colonial New England.

Gf course, there were

several inns and taverns

in existence in Boston

long before coffee and cof-

fee houses came to the

New England metropolis.

Some of these taverns

took up coffee when it be-

came fashionable in the

colony and served it to

those patrons who did not

care for the stronger

drinks.

The earliest known inn was set up by Samuel

Cole in Washington street, midway between

Faneuil Hall and State street. Cole was licensed

as a “comfit maker’’ in 1634, four years after the

founding of Boston, and two years later his inn

was the abiding place of the Indian chief Mian-

tonomah and his dusky retinue who came to

visit Governor Vane. In the following year the

Earl of Marlborough found that Cole’s inn was

so “exceedingly well governed,” and afforded

such desirable privacy, he refused the hospitality

of Governor Winthrop at the Governor’s Mansion.

Another popular inn of the day was the Red
Lyon, which was opened in

1637 by Nicholas Upshall,

the Quaker, who later

was hanged for trying to

bribe a jailer to pass some

food into the jail to two

Quakeresses who were

starving within.

Ship Tavern, erected in

1650 at the corner of

North and Clark streets,

then on the waterfront,

was a haunt of British

Government officials. The
father of Governor
Hutchinson was the first

landlord, to be succeeded

in 1663 by John Vyal.

Here lived the four commissioners who were sent

to these shores by King Charles II to settle the

disputes then beginning between the colonies and

England.

The Green
Dragon Urn
A heated bar of

iron suspended in the
liquor in a zinc or
tin jacket kept the
coffee hot.

An Imported Cof-
fee Mill

An all-metal
grinder made by Ken-
dricks in England and
brought to Colonial
New England.
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Another lodging ' and eating place for the

gentlemen of quality in the first days of Boston

was the Blue Anchor, in Cornhill, which was con-

ducted in 1664 by Robert Turner. Here gathered

members of the Government, visiting officials,

jurists and the clergy, summoned into synod by

the Massachusetts General Court. It' is assumed

that the clergy confined their drinking to coffee

and other moderate beverages, leaving the wines

and liquors to their confreres.

Some Notable Boston Coffee Houses

During the last quarter of the 17th century

quite a number of taverns and inns sprang up.

Among the most notable that have obtained rec-

ognition in Boston’s historical records were the

King’s Head, at the corner of Fleet' and North

streets
;
the Indian Queen, on a passageway lead-

ing from Washington to Hawley street ;
the Sun,

in Faneuil Hall Square, and the Green Dragon,

which became one of the most celebrated coffee-

house taverns.

The King’s Head, opened in 1691, early became

a rendezvous of Crown officers and the citizens

in the higher strata of Colonial society.

The Indian Queen also became a favorite resort

of the Crown officers from Province House.

Started by Nathaniel Bishop about 1673, it stood

for more than 145 years as the Indian Queen, and

then was replaced by the Washington Coffee

House, which became noted throughout New
England as the starting place for the Roxbury

“Hourlies,” the stage coaches that ran every hour

from Boston to nearby Roxbury.

The Sun tavern lived a longer life than any

other Boston inn. Started in 1690 in Faneuil Hall

Square, it was still standing in 1902, according to

Henry R. Blaney, but has since been razed to

make way for a -modern skyscraper.

New England’s Most Famous Coffee House

The Green Dragon, the last of the inns that

were popular at the close of the 17th century,

was the most’ celebrated of Boston’s coffee-house

taverns. It stood on Union street, in the heart

of the town’s business center, for 135 years, from

1697 to 1832, and figured in practically all the

important local and national events during it's

long career. Red-coated British soldiers, Colonial

governors, bewigged Crown officers, earls and

dukes, citizens of high estate, plotting revolution-

ists of lesser degree, conspirators in the Boston

Tea Party, patriot's and generals of the Revolu-

tion—all these were wont to gather at the Green

Dragon to discuss their various interests over

their cups of coffee and stronger drinks. In the

words of Daniel Webster, this famous coffee-

house tavern was the “headquarters of the Revo-

lution.” It was here that Warren, John Adams,

James Otis and Paul Revere met as a “ways and

means committee” to secure freedom for the

American colonies. Here, too, came members

of the Grand Lodge of Masons to hold their

meetings under the guidance of Warren, who was

the first Grand Master of the first Masonic lodge

in Boston. The site of the old tavern, now occu-

pied by a business block, is still the property of

the St. Andrew’s Lodge of Free Masons. The

old tavern was a two-storied brick structure with

a sharply pitched roof. Over its entrance hung

a sign bearing the figure of a green dragon.

Patrons of the Green Dragon and the British

Coffee House were decidedly opposed in their

views on the questions of the day. While the

Green Dragon was the gathering place of the pa-

triotic colonials, the British was the rendezvous

of the loyalists, and frequent were the encounters

between the patrons of the two celebrated

taverns. It’ was in the British Coffee House that

James Otis was so badly pummeled after being

lured there by political enemies that he never

regained his brilliancy as an orator. It was there,

too, that in 1750 some British red coats staged

the first' theatrical entertainment given in Boston,

playing Otway’s “Orphan.” Here, too, the first

organization of citizens to take the name of a

club formed the Merchants’ Club in 1751. The

membership included officers of the King, Colonial

governors and lesser officials, military and naval

leaders, and members of the bar, with a sprinkling

of high ranking citizens who were staunch friends

of the Crown. However, the British became so

generally disliked that just as soon as the King’s

troops evacuated Boston during the Revolution

the name of the coffee house was changed to the

American.

The Bunch of Grapes, which Francis Holmes

presided over as early as 1712, was another hot-

bed of politicians. Like the Green Dragon over

the way, its patrons included unconditional free-

dom seekers, many coming from the British Cof-

fee House when things became too hot for them

in that Tory atmosphere. The Bunch of Grapes

became the center of a stirring celebration in

1776, when a delegate from Philadelphia read the

Declaration of Independence from the balcony

of the inn to the mob assembled in the street

below. So enthusiastic did the Bostonians become

that in the excitement that followed the inn was

nearly destroyed when an enthusia^J: built a

beacon fire too close t'o its walls. Another

anecdote told of the Bunch of Grapes concerns

Governor William Phips, who was noted for his
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irascibility. He had his favorite chair and win-

dow in the inn, and in the accounts of the period

it is written that on any line afternoon his glow-

ering countenance could be seen at the window

by the passersby on State street.

After the beginning of the 18th century the

title of coffee house was applied to a number of

hostelries opened in Boston. One of these was

the Crown, which was opened in the “first house

on Long Wharf” in 1711 by Jonathan Belcher,

who later became Governor of Massachusetts,

and still later of New Jersey. The first landlord

The Crown Coffee House, Boston

One of the first in New England to bear the distinctive

name of coffee house; opened in 1711 and burned down
in 1780 .

of the Crown was Thomas Selby, who by trade

was a periwig maker, but found the selling of

strong drink and coffee probably more profitable.

Selby’s coffee house was also used as an auction

room. The Crown stood until 1780, when it was

destroyed in a fire that swept the Long Wharf.

On its site now stands the Fidelity Trust Com-
pany at 148 State street.

Another early Boston coffee house on State

street was the Royal Exchange. How long it

had been standing before it was first mentioned

in Colonial records in 1711 is unknown. It occu-

pied an ancient two-story building, and was kept

in 1711 by Benjamin Johns. This coffee house

became the starting place for stage coaches run-

ning between Boston and New York, the first

leaving September 7, 1772. In the “Columbian

Centinel” of January t, 1800, appeared an ad-

vertisement in which it was said: “New York

and Providence Mail Stage leaves Major Hatches’

Royal Exchange Coffee House in State Street

every morning at 8 o’clock.”

In the latter half of the 18th century the

North-End Coffee House was celebrated as the

highest class coffee house in Boston. It occupied

the three-storied brick mansion which had been

built about 1740 by Edward Hutchinson, brother

of the noted governor. It stood on the west side

of North street, between Sun Court and Fleet

streets, and was one of the most pretentious of

its kind. An 18th century writer in describing

the coffee house mansion made much of the fact

that it had forty-five windows and was valued at

$4,500, a large sum for those days. During the

Revolution, Capt David Porter, father of Com-
modore Porter, was the landlord, and under him

it became celebrated throughout the city as a

high-grade eating place. The advertisements of

the North-End Coffee House feature its “dinners

and suppers—small and retired rooms for small

company—oyster suppers in the nicest manner.”

A “Skyscraper” Coffee House

The Boston coffee house period reached its

height in 1808, when the doors of the Exchange

Coffee House were thrown open after three years

of building. This structure, situated on Congress

street near State, was the skyscraper of its day,

and probably was the most ambitious coffee house

project the world has known. Built of stone,

marble and brick, it stood seven stories high and

cost a half million dollars. Charles Bulfinch,

America’s most noted architect of that period,

was the designer.

Like Lloyds’ Coffee House in London, the

Exchange was the center of marine intelligence,

and its public rooms were thronged all day and

evening with mariners, naval officers, ship and

insurance brokers, who had come to talk shop or

consult the records of ship arrivals and de-

partures, manifests, charters and other marine

papers. The first floor of the Exchange was de-

voted to trading. On the next floor was the large

dining room, where many sumptuous banquets

were given, no-tably the one to President Monroe

in July, 1817, which was attended by ex-President

John Adams, and many generals, commodores,

governors and judges. The other floors were

given over to living and sleeping rooms, of which

there were more than 200. The Exchange Coffee

House was destroyed by fire in 1818, and on its

site another bearing the same name, but slight

resemblance, was erected.
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SAN FRANCISCO AFTER THE WAR

Why This Port Will Not Drop Back to the

Position it Held Before 1914 as a

Coffee Importing Center

By E, A. Kahl
San Francisco

'
I 'HE relative importance of San Francisco be-
* fore the war and during the war has been

contrasted frequently, and the statement' made (I

think rather thoughtlessly) that San Francisco

would drop back to the position occupied prior to

1914. People who make this statement are either

disregarding or unwilling to give San Francisco

the credit for the work its merchants have done in

Central America prior to and during the war, and

they are also disregarding factors which I will

mention later.

The remarkable growth of San Francisco as a

coffee receiving port during the war was not due

primarily to a lack of outlet for Central American

coffees in other directions, as undoubtedly if the

merchants of New Orleans or New York had

extended the same effort as the San Francisco

merchants in attracting Central American coffees,

a large portion of these varieties would have gone

to those ports instead of San Francisco. In fact,

from a basis of combined water and rail rates,

these ports would have had the advantage over

San Francisco. The reason that this market out-

distanced the Eastern market's in attracting Cen-

tral American varieties was primarily due to the

fact that merchants here who had direct connec-

tions with the growers in Central America adapted

themselves more closely to the method of doing

business in those countries, and this combined

with their intimate knowledge of the qualities of

these coffees resulted in the remarkable situation

where one single port secured at times almost 85

per cent of the total output of the Central Ameri-

can Republics.

Coming to the question as to whether San Fran-

cisco can hold the position thus acquired in its

entirety, the answer would be in the negative.

European markets will undoubtedly obtain their

share of the Central American business, but it is

my prediction that the lion’s share will remain in

San Francisco, as no European market has ever

gone to the length of building for the future that

San Francisco has in the last four years.

American Capital in Central America

American capital has been invested in all four

republics to such an extent that not only German

capital has been displaced but even British and
French capital have felt the growing importance

of American finance. Furthermore, no market
ever has had the opportunity offered this market
during the last four years in getting acquainted

with the product of almost every one of the plan-

tations in Central America, a factor which is of the

utmost importance, as qualities vary from planta-

tion to plantation, and the most intelligent buying

is done by whoever has the best knowledge of the

intrinsic value of the product of a specific planta-

tion. Even Hamburg, prior to the war the most
important market for Central Americans, has not

this advantage to the extent as mentioned above,

and this means that in most instances San Fran-

cisco, through its superior knowledge of the prod-

uct, will have the so-called buying edge, which
is of inestimable value to anyone dealing in Cen-
tral American varieties.

In addition to the foregoing, San Francisco has

built up a reputation with the interior roasters

that is going to be felt in the future. It is often

said that San Francisco merchants are doing busi-

ness in an old-fashioned way, but this old-fash-

ioned way of strictly living up to the spirit of

the contract once signed, has been of great ad-

vantage to the interior buyer during this season

when they could rely on San Francisco importers

executing in full their purchases regardless of.

whether at 11 cents or at 30 cents. Welshing or

indulging in technicalities are practically unknown
in the history of San Francisco, and if expressions

now received from the interior count for any-

thing, San Francisco will not only have the “buy-

ing edge” in Central America, as outlined before,

but in addition will have the “selling edge” in the

interior of the United States. It has estab-j

lished good will in the producing countries at the

same time that it established good will in a

large area of the United States, and with those

factors as a firm basis the San Francisco merchant

can approach the future with a great deal of con-

fidence in the satisfactory continuance of business. 1

The importance of San Francisco relative to the

distribution of Central American coffee in the.

future will not be gauged merely by the receipts

in San Francisco, as it must be borne in mind that

many of the merchants here will sell to other

market's as well as San Francisco according to

demand, and it is practically certain that for many
years to come San Francisco merchants will con-

,

trol about 75 per cent of the Central American

crop regardless of whether the coffee is shipped

to the United States or to European markets.

Prior to 1914 very few of the high-grade va-
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rieties of Central American coffees were sold to

the United States, as the fancy grades brought a

higher price in certain European markets ; but this

feature again, in my opinion, will be eliminated

by a better knowledge of the fancy grades in the

interior of the United States and by the certainty

that the American public will be in a better posi-

tion to pay for the fancy article than any of the

European countries for many years to come. This

will bring the Central American grower still

closer to the consuming channels of the United

States, and further secure the entrenchment of

American interests in those countries.

PERSIA’S TEA TRADE

Some Notes on Imports, Duties, Credits,

Wholesale Prices and Attempts to

Cultivate the Leaf

By Ralph H. Bader
Teheran

TfEA is one of Persia’s principal imports. It is

* the national drink
; a native can live without

meat or vegetables, but he must have seven or

eight cups of tea each day, which, with some fruit

in the summer and a piece of cheese in the

winter, constitutes the principal nourishment for

the poorer classes. Tea is to the Persian what

coffee is to the Turk.

The cultivation of tea has been attempted in

the Province of Gilan, near the Caspian Sea, but

has not been a great success on account of the

poor quality of the local labor. The quality of

the tea produced is, however, good. This source

of supply is small, and, it is said, will probably

not increase to a great extent unless the Govern-

ment takes an active interest in the matter.

The following table shows the value of Persia’s

tea imports during the fiscal years 1916 and 1917,

according to Persian customs statistics :

, Green Tea ^-All Other Sorts-^,

Imported from 1915-16 1916-17 1915-16 1916-17
Afghanistan .... $472 $22,205 $9,486
China 1,655 575,521 593,081
Great Britain $5,459 9 192,571 54,638
India (British).. 152,795 39,990 4,699,578 2,268,400
Netherlands 21,455 18,071 64,872 63,310
Norway 10,486
Oman 691 2,705 3,635 39,328
Russia 623* 125 385,629 1,049,996
Turkey 2,763 3,015
Other countries. . 4 52

Total 181,027 61,027 5,957,260 4,081,306

The import duty on green tea is to krans per

batman (the kran at present is worth $0,179, and

the batman is the equivalent of 6 l/2 pounds)
;
that

on teas of other sorts, 6 krans per batman.

Before the outbreak of hostilities in Europe
tea was imported into Northern Persia through

the Caucasus, but with the closing of the Dar-

danelles it was diverted to the trade routes of the

South. These were closed at times on account

of disturbances, and transport facilities being

totally inadequate the price of tea in Teheran

increased enormously. The wholesale price,

which has been as high as 80 to 100 krans per

batman ($2.20 to $2.75 per pound), is now 45 to

50 krans per batman ($1.24 to $1.38 per pound),

depending on quality. This tea is bought at Bom-
bay for 12 annals to 1 rupee ($0.24 to $0.32) per

pound. Transport charges from Ahwaz to

Teheran are 18 krans per batman.

Before the war credit of three to six months

was sometimes granted the better-known mer-

chants, but little credit is now being extended.

Tea is generally sold by weight and not in pack-

ages. No blending is done here and no special

brand is sold. Brick tea is unknown.

ENEMY COFFEE IN GUATEMALA

How German-Owned Coffee Was Prevented

from Being Shipped Out of the

Country During the War

I TOW Guatemala co-operated with the United
* * States and allied governments to prevent

German owners of coffee from exporting it dur-

ing the war was interestingly told to a representa-

tive of this paper by William A. Deverall, who
recently returned from Guatemala.

During 1918 Mr. Deverall served as special as-

sistant to the United States State Department

and representative of the War Trade Board at

Guatemala City, with the particular duty of super-

vising coffee shipments and restricting the ex-

portation of German-owned stocks. Mr. Deverall

is now located in New York with A. Rosenthal

& Sons, coffee importers.

“Alien property legislation along the lines

adopted in the United States was enacted in

Guatemala in February, 1918,” explained Mr.
Deverall, “and many of the larger German-owned
coffee properties passed under the control of the

alien enemy property custodian of Guatemala,
Daniel B. Hodgson, an American citizen of many
years’ residence in the country.

“President Cabrera gave early assurance to

the American Government that Guatemala’s entry
into the war would not be merely nominal. At his

urgent request the American State Department
sent a representative, Edward Winslow Ames, to

assist in the framing of the alien property law,

and Mr. Ames brought an agent of the Alien
Property Custodian’s office to. assist in the or -

ganization of the necessary department in Guate-
mala for the handling of such matters as would
come under its supervision.

“Unquestionably German investments in Guate-
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mala are larger than elsewhere in Central Am-
erica, and the Guatemalan coffee market has for
years been dominated by German interests. Of
the entire crop, which may be estimated at 800,000
quintals annually, fully 80 per cent was formerly
handled by German houses, and at least 350,000
quintals were grown by German planters. Of this

quantity about' 225,000 quintals were looked upon
as “enemy coffee’’ by the American Government
and its allies. I enjoyed the honor of represent-
ing the War Trade Board in Guatemala for the
purpose of controlling the exportations of coffee

to the United States, to the end that entry of
‘enemy coffee’ into the United States would be
prohibited. I was assigned to the American
Legation, and operated under orders from our
Charge d’Affaires there, in co-operation with our
very efficient consular corps.

“My work was made comparatively easy by the

co-operation of the foreign coffee exporting
houses

;
and it is, in my opinion, a tribute to their

patriotism that I can report ability t'o check and
account for nearly 85 per cent of such ‘enemy
co-ffee.’

“President Estrada Cabrera has devoted his

personal interest to the proper conduct of the

seizure of such German properties as reverted
to the Guatemalan Government by virtue of the

law. This assures the successful operation of the
legislation enacted.

“The effects of the influenza epidemic were
most serious in Guatemala, conservative estimates
placing the losses to the coffee crop at fully 25
per cent. It may be easily calculated that had
Guatemala not suffered to the extent she did from
influenza during last December, January and
February, the entire production would have
shown a ‘banner crop’ for that country. The
lower altitude fincas naturally felt its effects con-

siderably less than did the fincas of higher alti-

tudes, as the former were able to harvest 'their

crops before the epidemic had developed its full

force, while the latter suffered severelv as their

laborers sickened—or fled in terror of the disease

— iust when the picking season had arrived.

“Guatemala should export this year about’ 700,-

roo quintals of all grades, and an extremely small

amount of this coffee will arrive in other than

American ports.

“With regard to the farms that have been taken

over by the Guatemalan Government. I was given

to understand just before leaving that country

that as soon as the actual control of these prop-

erties had been made effective they would be ap-

praised and then offered for sale t'o the highest

bidders.”

AN AUTOMATIC COFFEE MAKER
[special correspondence]

Stockholm, July 3, 1919.—A Swedish pattern

maker has invented a gas st'ove attachment, con-

sisting of an alarm clock, which, instead of ring-

ing, turns on the gas and ignites the flame under a

coffee percolator. Just before the brew is made

the steam generated in the percolator blows a

whistle attached t'o the cover of the coffee maker.

I. T. N.

ANNUAL TEA REPORT

The Kinds and Quantities of Teas Passed and
Rejected During the Fiscal Year

Ending June 30, 1919

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., July 29, 1919.

HE Supervising Tea Examiner’s preliminary
statistical report for the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1919, shows that 1 13,338,535 pounds of

tea were offered for importation into the United
States as compared with 148,684,384 pounds in

1918, 105,981,158 in 1917, and 109,536,526 in 1916.

Of the total offered 1,420,568 pounds were re-

jected, as compared with 2,354,277 pounds in

1918, 954,425 in 1917, and 1,768,573 in 1916. The
report shows rejections made by the Tea Ex-
aminer and not the final rejections by the U. S.

Board of Tea Appeals.

Sixty per cent of the Examiner’s rejections

(939437 pounds) were appealed to the Board by
importers, 898,450 pounds being finally rejected by
the Board and 39,737 pounds admitted, which
brings the total amount finally admitted for

human consumption to 111,957,704 pounds, and
reduces the final rejections to 1,380,831 pounds.
During the fiscal year there were no rejections

for impurities (artificial coloring, facing, etc.;.

This is the first year since the campaign against

artificially colored teas was begun that no teas

containing such impurities sought entrance.

The quantities of each variety passed and re-

jected are given in the following:

Variety
Pounds Pounds
Passed Rejected

Formosa Oolong
Foochow Oolong 2,878

109,365

Congou 2,917
India 725,761
Ceylon 100
Java and Sumatra
Ceylon Green

. .. 25,867,706

... 119 075
284,595

Ping Suey Green 7,125,513 10,765
Country Green 1,642,411 765
Tapan 203,480
Tapan Dust 3,144,657 45,932
Scented Orange Pekoe 23,034
Scented Canton 366,115 400
Canton Oolong 158,801 34,125
Formosa Congou
Japan Congou

3,560
2 280

1,480

China Brick Tea 8,820 523

Total 1,420,568

The year’s record of teas passed and rejected

in each inspection district is as follows

:

Pounds Pounds
Passed Rejected

Boston 6,121,670 10,265
Chicago 8,206,278 936,998
Honolulu 383,346 917
Puget Sound 45,714,828 355,797
St. Paul 1,289,446
San Francisco 15,494,313 34,406
New York 34,708,086 82,185
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According to the report of the Department of

Commerce, 15,114,805 pounds of tea valued at

$5,293,554 were exported to foreign countries

during the fiscal period. Mo-st of these exports

were made since the signing of the armistice.

Lamm.

JAMAICA’S COFFEE TRADE

Factors Figuring in the Rise and Decline of the

Industry—Some Difficulties Which
Planters Now Face

By Stephen A. Hill
Kingston, Jamaica

nr1HE coffee trade of Jamaica, though a cotn-

paratively small item, is not without interest.

The Blue Mountain district has the distinction

of producing the finest and highest priced coffee

in the world, all of which goes to London and

Liverpool, and is used almost exclusively for

blending purposes in the English home trade.

Coffee's Rise and Decline

Coffee was grown in the St. Andrew hills early

in the island’s history, but it seems to have been

introduced as a commercial enterprise by the

French refugees from St. Domingo at the time

of the revolution. The enterprise must have

made rapid progress, for it reached its highest

point in the early years of the 19th century, the

maximum export figures being 27,362,742 pounds

in 1814. The following year the trade suffered

a staggering blow in the disastrous flood and

storm of 1815, which destroyed nearly all the

“works” in the hills, wiped out great areas of

cultivation, and started great gullies and landslips,

which have continued more or less ever since.

The factories were rebuilt on higher ground and

the industry continued on a considerable though

diminishing scale. The gradual exhaustion of all

but the best lands, together with the rise of coffee

production on a much larger scale in other coun-

tries, combined to reduce the Jamaica output to

comparative insignificance about the middle or

latter half of the last century. Production is now
practically confined to a few surviving estates in

the Blue Mountains and a considerable “settler”

or peasant cultivation in the same districts at

lower altitudes, which forms an important item

in the “mixed” cultivation carried on by the

peasantry in all the higher lands of the central

and southern parishes, which have about 1,000

feet elevation.

Formerly there were many coffee estates in the

Manchester and St. Elizabeth Mountains, “Munro
College,” one of the chief boys’ schools in the

island, being an old one. The quality of the

coffee is medium to good. The finest qualities are

the genuine “Blue Mountain” and the settlers’

coffee, which is purchased, cured, manufactured

and shipped by the “Blue Mountain” producers

with their own, all grown at from 2,000 to 4,000

feet elevation.

The proper curing and preparation of high-

grade coffee for market, on which, to a very great

degree, the price depends, is a lengthy and highly

specialized process, and can only be done by those

having having the necessary knowledge, experi-

ence and outfit. Much harm has been done in

the past to the coffee and most other industries

in the island by the Government’s policy in the

matter of produce buying. For the sake of a

little ready revenue in the shape of 40/- licenses,

the Government has encouraged the operations of

a totally irresponsible class of produce dealers,

who ruin the quality of everything they handle,

and very materially lower the gross export value

of the industry, as well as depriving the agri-

cultural population of the money that would be

spent among them by the proper handling of the

product. This has been recognized of late

through the efforts of members of the Agricul-

tural Society, and some improvement is hoped

for from new legislation shortly to be put in

force.

The past fifteen years or so have perhaps been

the worst period of depression in the history of

the Jamaican industry. A depressed market, the

hurricane of 1903, the flood of 1909 (a repetition

of 1815), and a continued period of disaster be-

tween 1912 and 1917, when four hurricanes and

the worst drought on record followed each other

in a five-year spell, war conditions, increased

freight' charges and other expenses, culminating

in the recent embargo imposed by the United

Kingdom, combined to produce a serious situa-

tion. The gloom was relieved only last year by

the shipment of the accumulated crops under

license and their ultimate sale at unprecedented

prices. One estate established the world’s record

of 196/- per cwt. Such figures are, of course,

temporary, but there is reason to hope for good
prices for some time to come, and imperial pref-

erence should materially help the trade.

War’s Effects on the Industry

Coffee was perhaps the last of the island’s in-

dustries to benefit by the war, early conditions

tending rather to depress than enhance values.

In common with all other industries it is now
feeling the scarcity of labor, and has to pay con-

siderably higher rates for what help it can get.

No appreciable development is to be looked for
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from the estates generally, whatever may be done

by individuals here and there, both land and

labor being strictly limited. Such development

as is possible must be sought along the line of

increased “settler” cultivation, assisted by a wise

and helpful system of buying and handling the

produce for export, in which certain estates

favorably situated can co-operate to their own
advantage and that of the industry generally.

The difficulties in the way are scarcity of labor

generally, caused by depression, emigration, and

the tendency of the younger generation to despise

a country life and the quiet pursuits of agri-

culture, and the scarcity of men of all classes

who really know the industry and its local con-

ditions. Scarcely anyone has come into it in the

last twenty years. It is to be hoped that the

raising and prospect of maintenance of values

may to some extent overcome these difficulties

and lead to a revival.

Seeking a Market in the United States

Efforts have been made from time to time to

obtain a footing for the product in America and

Canada, which it might be thought would offer

a ready market for a “de luxe” article of such

quality, but without success. America seems to

have no use for a really high-grade coffee in such

limited quantities, and does not understand (or

did not till the recent rise in values) paying more

than 16 cents a pound for any coffee. This is of

no use to Jamaica, which produces a fancy article

under fancy conditions, and with a very small

output per acre must get a special price for it

to live. If the Jamaica production were on a

larger scale it is possible that “Uncle Sam” might

be interested, and the industry would benefit by

an alternative market, though Jamaica has no

reason to be dissatisfied with its English market

as a rule.

In 1916-17 Jamaica exported 65,956 cwt. of

coffee, valued at fully $850,000, and of this quan-

tity 20,713 cwt. was shipped to the United States.

FOR A COFFEE PRICE INQUIRY
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Aug. 1, 1919.—Representa-

tive Igoe, of Missouri, has introduced a resolu-

tion in the House directing the Federal Trade

Commission to inquire into the high cost of coffee,

and to report to the House “at the earliest date

possible the cause of and necessity for the in-

crease.” The resolution has been referred to the

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

Lamm.

SWISS COFFEE SUBSTITUTES

What the Government Chemist Found Among
the Surrogates Offered for Sale

During the War
[special correspondence]

Basle, Switzerland, June 5, 1919.
rTHE report issued recently by the Govern-

ment’s official chemist on his fight against

coffee substitutes during the war shows the ex-

tent to which some manufacturers went to quench
the thirst of the Swiss people when real coffee

grew scarce.

One firm advertised a product it called “Moc-
cain.” It was said to be just as good as real

coffee, and would yield an excellent brew, very

palatable and digestible, and its aroma was un-

surpassable. It could be made without adding

chicory, and a very small quantity of it would

suffice to fill a regiment of coffee pots. A home
product, made in Switzerland. All this accord-

ing to the label.

The chemist found that this “Moccain” was
composed principally of coffee grounds, to which

was added an extract of licorice and some coffee

aroma. He immediately stopped the sale of this

article, for according to law the use of coffee

grounds in the manufacture of coffee substitutes

is prohibited.

This coffee ground, originally contracted for

the manufacture of “Moccain,” had to be diverted

to other channels, so after the manufacture and

sale of “Moccain” was stopped the following

advertisement appeared in the newspapers

:

“Coffee grounds for sale. Well dried and clean.

Can furnish thousands of kilos every week.”

Another substitute for bean coffee was found

to contain 15 per cent of real coffee and 85 per

cent charred wood. The chips were burned until

they looked like charcoal. They were supposed

to be the roots of horse chestnut, oak and cherry

trees. Before they were exposed to the fire the

roots were supposed to have been soaked in mo-

lasses. But the Government’s chemist would not

stand for this alchemistic concoction and stopped

its manufacture and sale.

Another substitute, widely advertised, was

found to contain nothing but tan bark and the

meal of dried pears. What was advertised as

“Finest Hollandia Chicory-Malt Coffee” contained

neither chicory nor malt, but consisted solely of

horse chestnuts, roasted and ground.

Since a supply of real coffee is now coming in,

all the substitutes, with the exception perhaps of

a few “old reliable” ones, will soon disappear.
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TEA AND COFFEE WAR PRICES

Unlike Other Commodities the Price of These

Beverages Did Not Go Above Pre-

War Level Until 1918

I

N a recently issued War Industries Board bul-

letin on the history of tea, coffee and cocoa

prices during the war, prepared by Lloyd L.

Shaulis, it is pointed out' that prices of these

beverages did not go above pre-war levels until

1918, notwithstanding that practically all other

commodities showed increases soon after the out-

break of hostilities. The bulletin shows price

fluctuations from January, 1913, to December,

1918, and gives a digest of War Trade Board

and Food Administration regulations, tables of

productions, imports, exports and stocks.

Pointing out that' soon after the outbreak of the

war the United States became practically the only

large consumer of coffee and cocoa, the bulletin

states that the signing of the armistice had the

effect of raising coffee from below pre-war level

to 180 per cent above owing to the prospects of a

big European demand. Previous to that time the

market had shown a tendency to advance.

Tea was somewhat different from that of cof-

fee and cocoa. Supplies of tea, as in the case of

coffee and cocoa, tended to accumulate at points

of origin, and prices paid to producers were rela-

tively low. However, the long haul made prices

in these markets under the critical shipping situa-

tion created by the war practically independent of

the prices paid in countries of origin. Freight

rates, marine insurance, and the British surtaxes

were elements of costs in delivery of tea in the

United States and Europe which did not pro-

portionately affect the cost of the shorter trans-

portation of coffee and cocoa. On the other hand,

the demand for tea was not restricted to the

same extent as was the demand for coffee and

cocoa. Central Europe, which was practically

closed during the war, normally absorbed but a

small portion of the world’s tea production. The
main tea-consuming centers were in the market

for tea during, as previous to, the war. On the

whole, the production of tea during the war seems

to have been about normal. Demand likewise re-

mained about the same. Adequate supplies in

Europe and America, however, were jeopardized

by the war, which fact became the controlling

,
factor in tea prices.

From January, 1913, onward coffee prices

showed a wavering course. Santos 4s started the

period at 13.15 cents a pound, sagged to 8.85 in
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September, 1915, and rose to 22.25 in December,

1918; Bogotas started at 14.14 cents, sank to

10.66 cents in September, 1917, and then advanced

to 23.67 cents in December, 1918.

Tea prices reached their lowest tide in the

summer months of 1915 and 1916, but rose rapidly

through 1917 and 1918. Ping Suey, Gunpowder,

started 1913 at 29 cents, reached 22 cents in the

summers of 1915 and 1916, and rose to 52.20 cents

in November, 1918. Ping Suey, Imperial, started

at 24.68 cents, stayed around that level until the

first quarter of 1917, and then advanced to 50.50

cents in November, 1918. Country Green Gun-

powder began at 30.52 cents, sagged to 27.50, and

ended the period at 47.50. Ceylon, Pekoe, started

at 15.49 cents, its lowest price during the period,

ending at 37 cents. Formosa also showed its

lowest level at the beginning of 1913, rising gradu-

ally to 32.50 in November, 1918.

Cocoa, Bahia, began the period at 14.28 cents,

sagged to 10.63 cents in October, 1914, rose to its

highest level of 19.50 cents in November, 1915,

and dropping off to 15.75 cents in December, 1918.

All during this period cocoa prices showed de-

cided fluctuations.

RETAILERS COLD TO COFFEE DRIVE
[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, July 29, 1919.—B. H. Johnson, pub-

licity chairman of the local branch of the National

Coffee Roasters’ Association, reported at a recent

meeting that little is being done by retailers here

to take advantage of the national coffee adver-

tising campaign. Mr. Johnson urged the re-

tailers to tie up with the campaign by using color

posters and store advertising. A. T. P.

COCA COLA COMPANY SOLD?
A late dispatch from Atlanta, Ga., says the

Anheuser Busch Company has bought the nanie,

trade mark, formula, contracts and good will

of the Coca Cola Company, of Atlanta. The
purchase involves about $25,000,000, and also in-

cludes the plants and real estate used by the com-

pany for manufacturing purposes. Later it was
declared in New York that the report was prema-

ture and that the deal had not been closed.

LIPTON SHOWS BIG EARNINGS
Lipton, Ltd., Sir Thomas Lipton’s big tea

house in England, reports earnings of more than

$2,500,000 for the year 1918, which is about

$1,500,000 more than shown for 1917. Dividends

of 12^ per cent were declared on $1,210,000 of

divisible profits.
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THE TRADE ORACLE

Sundry Observations and Moral Musings on

Men and Matters of Current

Trade Interest

“I am Sir Oracle,

And when I ope ’ my lips let no dog hark!”

A PROPOS of the high cost of coffee, it

is interesting to note that Fischer’s New
York restaurant, which makes a specialty of

charging customers the actual cost of the food,

plus a fixed charge for service, etc., figures the

cost of an 8-ounce cup of coffee at 1 cent as

against 3 cents for a cup of Postum.

That Coffee “Trust” and the Propaganda

Among other wild stories of the month I came

across one charging that there is a coffee trust,

and that the Brazil planters are being taxed to

advertise coffee in America as a part of the trust’s

scheme to jack up the price of coffee. It is being

pointed out' that although the planters are being

taxed they are getting back the tax many times

over by the higher prices realized because of their

refusal to dispose of their present stocks at a

fair profit; in other words, the American con-

sumer is really paying the cost of the coffee ad-

vertising campaign.

My understanding is that many of the planters

in Sao Paulo are contributing 100 reis per bag

(equal at to-day’s rate of exchange to about .0290

cent) towards a fund to extol the merits of coffee

to the American public. If they had an average

crop for the coming year (say 10,000,000 bags)

this would amount to a very nice sum. With,

say, three and one-half to four million bags, the

total amount is seriously reduced. This, tax, or

contribution, covers all the coffee that the planter

ships down to the seaport. This coffee, however,

does not all go to America. Europe for the past

few months has taken many hundreds of thou-

sands more bags of coffee than the States have

and at decidedly higher prices. Consequently, I

can hardly see how the American consumer is

absorbing the entire cost of the advertising cam-

paign.

How One Coffee Jobber Does It

This is how Arnold & Aborn, New York, are

telling their customers the truth about coffee’s

advance

:

The sensational advance in the coffee market
which has been rising extremely every, day repre-

sents a wild speculation in Brazil.

We consider the market has reached a danger-
ous basis, and we are advising customers not to
buy ahead, as a violent reaction is possible.

Our customers are receiving the benefit of our
old stocks, but our costs now are greatly.advanced
and much higher prices are necessary.
We feel sure you will appreciate the modera-

tion of our price policy and understand that we
are giving your interests every possible protec-
tion under the extraordinary conditions prevailing.

All of which is deserving of emulation by others

in the coffee business.

The Profit in Cereal Coffee Substitutes

My good friend the mathematical barber, re-

cently exploded after this fashion between the

haircut and the shave : “Why don’t you coffee

men get busy and tell the public about the profit-

eering going on in the cereal substitute game?
Now the Government price on wheat is $2.26 a

bushel. Figuring 60 pounds to the bushel, that’s

4 cents a pound. Allow 1 cent for shrinkage,

that’s 5 cents. With a liberal allowance for

molasses and overhead the finished product costs

these gentry not over 7 cents a pound—and they

sell it for 50 cents to the poor boobs who fall for

their patent medicine advertising. Say, how do
they get that way?”

Soluble Coffee vs. the Old-Fashioned Kind

Because of the many strange claims that are

being made for certain of the new soluble coffees

on the market, I begin to fear for the future of

the coffee roasting business. If we are to believe

the Baker Importing Company’s advertising, for

example, the old coffee pot must go and the trade

is about to be revolutionized, for, says Baker,

“After having made coffee in the cup this new,

efficient and economical way, you will say good-

bye to your coffee pot forever.”

One of the newer concerns to enter the soluble

coffee business claims that it uses only real Mocha
and Java, and that it carries over into the cup

the characteristics of the original product. In

one of its circulars it makes this statement : “By
an absolutely new and exclusive process we are

able to produce a SOLUBLE coffee that retains

all the original flavor and aroma of fresh roasted

coffee.”

Being resolved to make a thorough examination

into several soluble coffees and the claims made
for them, our research bureau has been submitting

them to various tests, and a certain well-known

coffee expert, whose opinions are held in high

regard by the trade throughout the United States,

was invited to try a sample of the above-men-
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tioned product, and asked the following ques-

tions concerning it: "Is a solution of this soluble

coffee a duplicate of coffee made in a percolator

or pot? Does it suggest the flavor of a mixture

of real Mocha and Java? How does the body and

flavor compare with those of regularly made
coffee?” His answers are such a joy that I have

secured the Editor's permission to publish them

in full. And this is what he said

:

“I have drawn the sample of soluble coffee, and
in my judgment it cannot be compared with coffee

except by a comedian. Its only trace of the aro-

matic principle of coffee is on the label. Any
mention of it in connection with Java and Mocha
coffee, or any other variety of coffee, is a vaude-
ville joke of the slap-stick grade.

“The body, full color and aroma of coffee, when
drawn in the comparative proportions mentioned
by you, are present in the soluble sample in name
only. It reminds one of coffee about as much as

crematory ashes reminds one of a living human
soul and body.

“I notice the label reads differently from the

circular text you mention. I consider the label the

more correct, as its reads, 'Our exclusive and
original process retains the flavor and aroma of

fresh roasted coffee.’ As the flavor and aroma
are entirely absent from the finished product, they

have doubtless been ‘retained by the process’ and
have departed with it.

“I believe no way has been discovered of manu-
facturing a soluble coffee product without de-

stroying the aromatic principle.

“Absurd claims for the soluble process are just

one more play upon the ignorance and mistraining

of the public in coffee brewing. Like other falla-

cies, which coffee has ever been the victim of, it

is a remedy worse than the evil it pretends to cure.

“Like an advertised quack medicine, full of

promise but empty of accomplishment, it is an
apparent short-cut which completely fails and
but lengthens the road of progress toward that

perfect cup of coffee which lies at the fingers’ end
of every housewife who will discover and use
correct brewing principles, about as simple, quick

and convenient as the soluble theory itself.”

Now, I hold no brief for soluble coffees as

against the other, the old-fashioned, old reliable

kind, but I’ve been wondering if my friend the

coffee expert isn’t just a little intolerant in his

criticism. I have a feeling that a cup of soluble

coffee given to a person with no explanation of

its nature would come closer to suggesting coffee

to him than would a bagful of crematory ashes

suggest a living body and soul, no matter what his

aesthetic tendencies and mystical abilities might

be.

Constructive Thoughts for W. H. Aborn

The Editor has just handed me the following

“package” from W. H. Aborn, the w. k. coffee

broker, whose 60-day boycott corn I stepped on,

ever so lightly, in our last issue

:

New York, July 22 , 1919.

Editor The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
*

• Dear Sir :

Sir Oracle is afraid of barking dogs, hence he
is yellow, for somewhere I have read “Barking
dogs never bite.” Why does not the Oracle de-
velop a constructive offset to my boycott proposi-
tion? Neither he, she or it in the whole article

of three and over pages of copy offers a sug-
gestion to meet the present crisis in coffee prices.

The Brazilians are so drunk with success they
can see neither end of their rainbow, nothing but
the span of beautifully inflated prices. A coffee
bean is fast becoming a nugget of gold in their

eyes, and in their orgy of gambling will push their

great product out of the reach of the great mass
of their fellow men. What argument could the
world advance to the Brazilian that would be
convincing as to the unwisdom of their present
course? Finely spun theories of morals or ethics

would have as much effect in stopping them in

their present debauch as a daffodil held in front
of a raging bull. “Force, force, more force,” is

the only thing the human mind can grasp when in

its greed it believes it controls a situation. Let
the people of this country drop coffee as they dis-

carded the automobile on the gasless Sundays,
or wheat ©r meat or sugar, now all sacred to the
memory of Herbert Hoover.
We are still hyper suggestible. Set in motion

propaganda that the Brazilian is acting the part

of highwayman, that a hold-up of world dimen-
sion is staged and being enacted, then see how
quickly the American people will respond, even
as in the days of yore. “Bad for trade?” Good
for the trade, you mean. Let every user of coffee

abstain from the use of his or her favorite beverage
for a period of sixty days, and if there is any
virtue in coffee the martyrship of abstinence will

quickly bring it out. The way to infuse a greater
respect for coffee is to dissociate it from its pres-
ent too great familiarity. A voluntary relinquish-

ment for a period of time would simply mean
that in the end our appreciation of it would create
in each consumer an improved perspective as to

the beauty and sacredness of his cup of coffee.

There can be no injustice in the economic world
without retribution. To smash the Brazilian ring
before it smashes itself, would be almost a human
act, not for love of the Brazilian but in behalf of
the great staple that brings good cheer to so

much of humanity. “Ye men of little faith” will

see tea, cocoa and other drinks supplanting the
great leader ; but to those strong in the faith that
coffee is King, will always be kingly, worry not
at all. They know upon what their faith is

founded, and just as a father would fight to save
his child, so the American people would answer
to the call, through sacrifice, to save their great
delight—a good cup of coffee.

W. H. Aborn.

You gotta hand it to W. H. He said a mouthful

in that letter and no mistake. He has me right

on the charge that I offered no constructive sug-
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gestion as to how best to handle this high-price

problem. I’ll admit that almost any corrective

will be good, not bad for the trade, in the last

analysis; but' how best to go about it? Aye,

there’s the rub. However, even at the risk o-f

being accused of offering some half-baked ideas

on the subject, here are a few constructive

thoughts for Mr. Aborn and others who are

genuinely concerned about this crisis to mull over

:

1. If you are a member of the N. C. R. A. ask

it if there isn’t something which it can do as an

association to stop this orgy of speculation.

2. If you are a coffee roaster go to your green

coffee supply house and urge it to bring Brazil

to its senses. If enough roasters protested the

green coffee men would do something. All the

speculation is not in Brazil.

3. If you are a green coffee man point out to

your Brazil connections the foolhardiness of

further coffee advances.

4. If you are a contributor to the funds of the

Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, suggest

to it that the possible benefits from the pro-coffee

advertising campaign are being . nullified by the

high prices, and that it owes it to the American

trade and the consumer to bring coffee back to a

sane level.

5. If no relief is to be had from these appeals,

and you share the belief of one of my coffee

roaster correspondents in the Middle West that,

while he is in the coffee business and hopes to

make it profitable, he is willing to stand for a

decided slump in the demand during the next six

months, in order to teach a lesson to those re-

sponsible for this advance, then write to your Con-

gressman and demand a Governmental investi-

gation.

Selling Java Teas by Name

I am in receipt of the following communication

from a well-known tea man :

Dear Sir :

Somewhere recently I read an argument for

selling Java teas by name. Is there anything more
patent than that distributors should let the good
ship ‘‘Java Tea” sail under it's own colors? First

of all, as a matter of fairness it must be admitted
that Java 'tea most unquestionably saved the
American tea situation during 1917 and 1918, and
incidentally saved the American consumer mil-

lions of dollars by keeping the retail price of tea

within reasonable bounds.
Secondly. It is equally true that the quality of

the greater portion of Java tea imports compares
more than favorable with India and Ceylon teas

—

so much so that it' sometimes confuses experts to

tell “which is which.”

Thirdly. While other growths (particularly

unfermented and semi-fermented .teas—Japan and
China greens and Formosas) as well as China
Congous are reported by cable to have advanced
to a point approximately 100 per cent above
normal, Javas are still obtainable on the spot'

(and even in Batavia) at only about 25 per cent
above pre-war prices.

While it is fallaciously argued by interested
parties that certain- sections of the U. S. A. re-

quire China greens or Japans or Fomosas, the cold
facts do not support any such contention, because

TherelsaReason
why Cereal Coffee substitutes should not go up in price. They
have always had the price at the top notch.

Listen, 12 pounds of wheat will cost you 40c, and one quart
of molasses will cost you 2Sc, and roast the wheat and glaze it

with the molasses and you will have the best cereal coffee
made and the whole lot don’t cost you but 65c, or less than
per pound.

But it lacks the pep and hasn’t got the good old Java
flavor like the genuine coffee.

SWEET 1

6

COFFEE
has the pep and Java flavor and you don’t have to imagine
that when you drink it, like you do when you drink the
Camouflage Cereal Coffee substitute.

Don’t Be Camouflaged by Coffee Substitutes

Ask your grocer for Sweet 16 Coffee, the Coffee that
keeps you young. For sale at your grocer.

Yours truly,

CHARLEY FRAZEE.
Sweet 16 Coffee u packed by
American ffiria in a Union Shop.

How They Bait- the Substitute Faker in

Pittsburgh

it is strictly a matter of habituation rather than
necessity. Ask any of the expert teamen engaged
in pushing green or Japan teas if they drink the
stuff they sell, and it is safe to say, if the gentle-
men are strictly truthful about it, that they will
reply negatively.

Formosa specialists may drink their own’ kind,
but even in their case only the better grades. It

is safe to assert that no green tea expert drinks
green tea at home. The great' majority of Ameri-
can tea lovers now use the teas that yield the most
for the money—fermented teas—Javas, Indias and
Ceylons, while green teas are consumed by those
whose forbears set the example and not because
the water or climate in their section of the
Country demands it. To the small minority who
really like green tea, we say “follow your bent,”
but to the open-minded we recommend a switch
in taste, or at least a fair trial of Ceylon, India
or Java tea. By using one-half the usual quantity
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of these kinds for a pot, most green tea drinkers
will be agreeably surprised in discovering a more
palatal le and satisfying beverage than was ever

derived from the regular quantity used of green

tea. China green teas and Japan teas may be

admirably suited to the tastes of the natives of

their respective countries of production—may
even have fulfilled the tea requirements of Ameri-
cans of earlier generations, but the time has come
to point out to the distributors and consumer
alike that it is folly to become habit-ridden to the

extent of transgressing the simplest rules of

economy.
The innate “sense of values” common to the

rank and file of American consumers, alone would
seem to dictate a drastic change in tea taste.

Add to this the sober consideration of real tea

quality and we get back to India, Java and Cey-
lon teas as the logical candidates for American
consumers’ favor. The best value shown by any
one of the three will prove an infallible guide to

the distributor. Of these, Javas are the least

known to the consumer. So why not “pat a good
friend on the back”?

(Signed) Thee Verite.

This writer has a novel point of view as regards

green teas, and I am not prepared to subscribe to

it without some real chemical-physical evidence

to carry conviction. But certainly it would seem

that there can be no valid objection to urging

that Java teas be sold as such. Java teas, like

Java coffees, seem destined to add to the fame

of the Dutch East Indies. Sir Oracle.

THOSE COFFEE HOARDING STORIES
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington. D'. C., Aug. 1, 1919.—Wide circu-

lation has recently been given in the daily press

to certain articles, quoting the Latin American

Division of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, as authority for statements in regard

to future coffee prices and the hoarding of an

immense quantity o-f coffee by American house-

wives. Inquiry of the Bureau’s office in Wash-
ington has been answered to the effect that no

official report whatever has been given out by

the Bureau, but that some interesting items sug-

gested to representatives of the press by other

agencies apparently were incorporated with statis-

tics supplied by the Bureau in the course of its

usual service of trade information, and the re-

sultant press dispatches were so worded as to

directly, or. by intimation, attribute to the Bureau

statements for which it disclaims all responsibility.

Lamm.

CACAO IMPORTED FROM PANAMA
During April, 1919, Panama exported 62,335

pounds of cacao to the United States.

WHO’S WHO IN THE TRADE

An Appreciation of Albert J. Dannemiller, a

Director of the N. C. R. A., and Presi-

dent of the New York Branch

A T the recent meeting of the New York branch
* * of the National Coffee Roasters’ Association,

held in July, Albert J. Dannemiller#was re-elected

president of the organization for the ensuing

year. President Dannemiller was returned to

office by virtue of his keen organization ability,

his standing as a coffee roaster and importer, and

his ability to work hard and long for any object

he has in view. These qualities have been recog-

nized for some time by Mr. Dannemiller’s fellows

in the trade, ar.d he was rewarded at the last con-

vention of the National Coffee Roasters’ Asso-

ciation by being chosen a director of the body.

Mr. Dannemiller was raised in a family of cof-

fee wholesalers. His father and three uncles were

the founders of the Dannemiller Grocery Com-
pany, Canton, Ohio, the birthplace of Albert J.

Dannemiller. Naturally the son followed in his

father’s footsteps, joining the business after spend-

ing three years at, the University of Notre Dame
in Indiana. In 1900 the company was transferred

to New York, but was discontinued in 1903. In

the next year the son and father organized the

Dannemiller Coffee Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

of which Albert J. Dannemiller is now treasurer

and general manager and the active head.

The Dannemiller Coffee Company features cof-

fee in bulk, green and roasted, and holds a promi-

nent' position throughout the country. Mr. Dan-

nemiller believes the success of the business has

been due to the policy of frequent turnover of

stock and short profits. Men who know say that

a large measure of the company’s prosperity is

also due to plain, hard work, mentioning that Mr.

Dannemiller is always at his desk at 8 o’clock in

the morning and never leaves before 5 130 or 6

at night.

Mr. Dannemiller celebrated his fortieth birth-

day on June 24 of this year. He lives in Brook-

lyn, N. Y., with his wife and four children, and

is a member of the Crescent and Bay Ridge

Clubs. Motoring and tennis are his hobbies.

COFFEE EXCHANGE SEATS HIGHER
The price of seats on the New York Coffee

and Sugar Exchange continues to advance, reach-

ing $8,600 on July 20. This sum was paid by

Arnold, Dorr & Co., New York, for Charles E.

Bullard’s seat.



TEA AND COFFEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES
<1 How the Renaissance of Tea and Coffee is being brought about, as

Illustrated by the Latest Developments in Advertising, Merchandis'ng

and the Making and Serving of Our Most Popular Beverages.

TEA AND COFFEE IN THE NEWS

Fact and Fancy, Comment Wise and Frivolous,

Gleaned from the Press of

the Country

C 1GNS of the times indicate an increasing

^ interest in tea and coffee among writers and

editors in all parts of the country. Here fol-

low some of the more notable items appearing in

the news during the month

:

Coffee as a Flavor

Now that July i has come and passed, many un-

expected effects of prohibition are in the way of

being discovered where least anticipated. To cite

an instance, the standard flavorings for many
valued dishes have always been wines and cordials.

If the gourmet is still to have his palate tickled,

there must be some substitute discovered that

will really appeal to his taste. One suggested

substitute that' is widely employed in European
countries is coffee, but in order to secure the deli-

cate and peculiar flavor desired, housewives are

warned not to make the mistake of attempting

to obtain strength by long boiling, for that de-

stroys the flavor and wholesomeness entirely.

The briefest contact of the coffee and the boiling

water is sufficient; continued “stewing” brings

out undesirable flavors.—New York “Evening
Post.”

Another Hotel Coffee Room
A coffee room planned after the ones in vogue

in the celebrated hotels in London may be in-

stalled in the bar at the Hotel Belvedere [Balti-

more]. At present the bar will continue selling

beer, but if nothing is done to relieve the situa-

tion, Manager John F. Let'ton may transform the

bar into a coffee room.

.
This will be the first place of its kind to be

established in this country, and it will be con-

ducted for men only. In London these coffee

rooms are very popular meeting places for men.

Meals are served and men are allowed to lounge

about.

—

“Baltimore American.”

Sees Big Future for Soluble Coffee

“With coffee prices bounding upward toward
a high level not yet in sight, and with every

prospect that they will remain up for several

years,” says J. U. Weisels, Eastern representa-

tive of the C F. Blanke Tea & Coffee Company,
of St. Louis, “there is reason to believe that in

less than three years 40 per cent of the coffee
consumed in this country will be of the soluble
variety. I am not speaking of coffee substitutes
or of mixture of coffee essence with other sub-
stances, I mean absolutely pure, clear coffee,

evaporated down to a powder which dissolves
completely upon the addition of boiling water and
which leaves no traces of sediment in the cup.”

—

“Philadelphia Public Ledger.”

Tea and Coffee in “Dry” Hotels
I know that the man who has been in the habit

of taking his afternoon cocktail or highball will

froth at the mouth at the idea of substituting tea.

Some years ago, I believe, a certain mayor of
New York was the butt of endless jokes and
ridicule because he had tea served to him every
afternoon in his office at the City Hall. Times
have changed a good deal since then

;
but they

will change still more in that respect under pro-
hibition. * * *

The point is that when we are forced into a

thing, we accept it, and we sometimes find it un-
expectedly easy, and even pleasant. I think it will

be like that with afternoon tea. People who
know more about it than I do assure me that

hot tea is a great pick-me-up ; that it really is “the

cup that cheers” and does not inebriate. They tell

me that it encourages conversation, and that with

a reserve supply of hot water and some trimmings
of toast and French pastry, it is capable of hold-

ing a group together in animated talk for an hour
or two. I certainly hope so. For it looks now
as if we hotel men have got to “beat our swords
into plowshares,” figuratively speaking. And if

we can do it by turning our bars into tea rooms,
so much the better.

* * * You can’t change human nature: and
a great deal of the frequenting of drinking places

has simply been due to a desire for human com-
panionship. That desire is not going to die out-

now. I said you could not change human nature:

but I think that there will be at least an outward
change in one respect—the talk in the “tea rooms,”
if they come, will be cleaner and better than that

in the bars of the present.

—

E. M. StatJcr. pro-

prietor of the Staffer hotels, writing in the “Am-
erican Magazine.”

Liquor Drinkers Turn to Coffee

Some of the large wholesale tea and coffee mer-
chants in this city were reticent about discussing

the price situation and the probable effect which
prohibition was going to have. Not so with Ed-
ward J. Gillies, head of the Gillies Coffee Com-
pany, of 225 Washington street, who admitted
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that the outlook from the point of view of the

coffee drinker was not of the best.

"Undoubtedly,'’ said Mr. Gillies to-day, "the

coming of prohibition will tend to increase the.

consumption of coffee and tea, especially coffee.

For example, we have among our customers the

Bowery Branch of the Y. M. C. A., a place that

naturally has sheltered some pretty hard drinkers

in its day. Now that the Bowery has gone dry,

the superintendent at the Y. Al. C. A. tells me
there are signs that coffee drinking will be the

next thing. The ex-drinker, he says, takes to

coffee rather than to tea, because he can get a

certain amount of stimulation out of a cup of

coffee which he misses in tea. Accordingly, they

are preparing to serve out more coffee at the

Bowery Y. M. C. A. The same thing is likely to

happen elsewhere.

“Will this mean higher prices for coffee? In

accordance with the law of supply and demand it

will. An increased consumption means an in-

creased demand, but we hear very little about an
increased supply. On the contrary, all signs point

the other way just now.”—New York “Evening
Post.”

About High Prices

The politicians of this country told the Ways
and Means Committee of Congress that if a tax
of 10 cents a pound on tea and a tax of 5 cents a

pound on coffee were levied it would be too heavy
a tax on ‘‘The Poor Man’s Beverages.” What has
happened since? Brazil has raised the price of

her principal commodity—coffee— 15 cents a

pound since last- November, which will amount in

one year to- $250,000,000, as the annual per capita

consumption of coffee is now about fifteen pounds.
Brazil offers as an excuse “frost last August."
Japan has raised the price of tea 20 cents a pound
in the last two years; this will give Japan $25,-

000,000, so that the "Plain People’s Drinks”—
coffee and tea—will cost $275,000,000 more per

year than the four-year period of the European
war prices. If the Ways and Means Congres-
sional Committee should decide to tax importa-
tions of coffee 15 cents a pound and tea 20 cents

a pound, this revenue of $275,000,000 will go into

Uncle Sam’s treasury, and not into the coffers of

Brazil and Japan, as both these countries will

drop the prices back to pre-war conditions, now
that peace will be established. Why should we let

them collect this tax?—Henry Burmester, of the

Ceylon Tea Company, San Francisco, in the "San
Francisco Chronicle.”

Coffee to Relieve Hernia

An ancient remedy for strangulated hernia is

black coffee. There seems no scientific explana-
tion for it, but the "Medical Record” quotes rec-

ords of three cases relieved after the administra-
tion of a cup of black coffee, wiith very little

sugar, every quarter of an hour. In one case the

hernia reduced spontaneously after two cups, an-

other case needed four and the third needed six

cups.
—"New York Sunday World.”

A New Day-and-Night Hotel Coffee Shop
This picture of the new coffee shop of the Rice Hotel, Houston, Tex., furnishes an illustration of how

leading hotels are now featuring their coffee service. Note the urns at strategic positions in the shop. They
are designed especially for this hotel and are self-sterilizing after drawing every five gallons of coffee.
Chocolate and tea urns are also installed. The shop will seat 88 customers, and is kept open day and night
to serve hotel guests, as well as patrons from outside.
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Fortune for Barleycorn's Heir

There will be wealth beyond the dreams of

avarice for the man who can concoct a soft drink

which will have stimulating properties, which will

conduce to conviviality without drunkenness.

There are coffee and tea. of course, among non-

alcoholic stimulants—unless, or until, the pro-

hibitionists make these also wicked outlaws.

—

“New York World.”

WHAT DEALERS SAY

Catch Phrases and Arguments Used by Some
Advertisers of Tea and Coffee

'"THE following catch phrases and arguments

have been recently used to advantage by tea

and coffee men, in newspaper and magazine ad-

vertisements, circulars and other publicity me-

diums :

TREAT YOURSELF TO THE BEST.—You
will remember that pleasant, satisfying taste long

after the price is forgotten. “Suits the taste and

always tastes the same."—Thos. G. McMahon &
Co., Utica, N. Y.

BEFORE AND AFTER July 1, 1919, “Let’s

All Drink Tea.” Deliciously refreshing.—Ridg-

ways, Inc., New York.

YOU’LL DELIGHT in the fare flavor of this

excellent coffee that sells without coupons or pre-

miums.—Merchants Coffee Company of New Or-

leans, Ltd., New Orleans.

“IN THE EVENING.” Physicians will tell

you Tudor Tea is a healthful tea and to enjoy

it to your heart’s content.—Alexander H. Bill

Company, Boston, Mass.

SMACKS OF GOODNESS. How important

to your daily needs is that morning cup of fra-

grant coffee (Rosebud brand).—F. W. Walrath

& Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

THE COFFEE WITH A MILLION
FRIENDS—The Dillworth Co., Pittsburgh.

LITTLE DROPS OF WATER mixed with

Motor brand make the finest cup of coffee in the

land.—Lindley & Co., Sacramento, Cal.

CLEAN! Luzianne is a clean coffee. It is not

touched by hand from the time it is first received

in New Orleans until you serve it on the table.—
The Reily-T° lor Company, New Orleans.

IT’S A WOMAN’S RIGHT to insist that the

coffee she buys should be the best. That is

Guinea Gold.—F. W. Ives & Son, Norwich, Conn.

A REVELATION.! Open two cans of coffee

at the same time—one the old-style can and the

other the modern vacuum can. Smell them both

—the fresh fragrance from the vacuum-packed

Ship Brand
concentrated liquid

Coffee
There is nothing better than iced coffee after a long, hot day. It
drives away that feeling of exhaustion and gives you fresh energy.

Keep a jar of Ship Brand Coffee in your office desk, and at i
o’clock—with the aid of the water cooler—make yourself a glass
of iced coffee. Just add a quarter teaspoonful to a glass of water;
it is wonderfully refreshing.

No other ch'ink^ can take the place of coffee, and no other cofffrc
is as easy to make as Ship Brand Coffee.

Demonstration at Finley Acker Co.'s 12th
& Chestnut Sts. Store today.

Finley Acker Company
12th & Chestnut 12th & Market

121 North 8th

How a Philadelphia Retailer Advertises

Liquid Coffee

coffee cannot do otherwise than win your decision

in its favor. Golden West Coffee is vacuum
packed.— Closset & D'evers, Portland, Ore.

THE COFFEE YOU’LL TALK ABOUT.—
Sanitary Grocery Company, Inc., Washington,
D. C.

IT S 1 HE BEAN. That’s why people who use

Quinby's La Touraine say it’s The Perfect Cof-
fee. —W. S. Quinby Company, Boston.
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TEA IN A DEPARTMENT STORE

A Chicago Manager Finds That Daily After-

noon Tea Service is Greatly Appreciated

by Tired Shoppers

A CCORDING to F. W. Crandall, vice-presi-

dent in charge of Gage Bros. & Co.’s de-

partment store, Chicago, afternoon tea service to

tired shoppers may be rather unusual but it is

decidedly good business, says J. C. Cantwell in a

recent issue of ‘‘System.” The company has es-

tablished a dainty little French room where a

colored maid serves tea and small cakes to patrons

between 3 and 5 every afternoon.

“I got the idea for this service to our cus-

tomers one day when I was out on the floor,” said

Mr. Crandall. “I overheard one woman tell an-
other who just joined her that only a short while

before she became so tired that despite her wish
to finish her buying that day she felt obliged to

go home. However, she went out to a little shop
around the. corner, and after having some tea felt

quite refreshed and ready to complete her buying.

“Then the thought occurred to me that we could
arrange to serve tea daily to our fatigued buyers

—

the service is small, but it undoubtedly pleases

our customers.
“Very often little differences are settled over

the tea cups,” continued Mr. Crandall. “Recently
a woman called, greatly displeased about some
really trivial matter, and said that she wanted to

close her account with us. After a lengthy dis-

cussion, without coming to any conclusion, I

looked at my watch and said, ‘Mrs. Payne, tea is

being served upstairs now. Would you care to

go up?’ With rather a puzzled look on her face,

she said, ‘Why, yes, thanks
;
I should like to.'

“We chatted a little while upstairs, and I told
her how unavoidable differences sometimes arise,

going into an instance or two in some detail.

Soon she was mollified, and before she left our
differences were settled satisfactorily. We still

retain her account.”
And the best testimony to the satisfactory re-

sults received is the fact that plans are under way
to enlarge and remodel the tea shop very soon
after a new and fascinating Oriental design.

HAIL! KING COFFEE!
Dead is Bacchus, God rest his soul

!

Dead are the catches we used to troll

;

Dead the bottle and dead the bowl.

Ding-dong ! Ding-dong

!

Sound the bugle and roll the drum

!

Hail, King Coffee, your hour is come

!

Wreathed with chicory, lads and lassies,

Toast our monarch in demitasses,

Roast him, toast him, sing a glee

!

Mad and merry as Bacchus he.

Bacchus II his name and style,

Merry monarch of Java’s isle,

He shall liven the revel late

;

He shall addle the poet pate

;

Rule the dances of nymph and satyr,

Bubbling lord of the percolator.

Brew his Mocha and quaffing hot,

Burble, bards, of the perkling pot.

—Chicago Tribune.

Serving Tea to Customers in a Large Chicago Department Store
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SPICES AND EXTRACTS
*1 News items of interest to spice im-

porters, grinders and dealers, and to

manufacturers of flavoring extracts, per-

fumes and toilet preparations.

SPICE PRICES DURING THE WAR

Showing the Increases During Six Years, 1913-

1918, and Giving Some of the Main
Factors Behind the Movement

I

'N a history of spice prices during the war, issued

recently by the War Industries Board, the

author, Debora E. Wood, tells of the range of

wholesale prices for eight varieties of crude

spices and condiment's. She also discloses the

chief factors behind the increases.

The investigation shows that the wholesale

price of cassia, China rolls, advanced from 8.3

cents per pound in 1913 to 25.5 cents in Novem-
ber, 1918; cloves from 18.68 cents to 46.75 cents;

ginger, from 7.1 cents to 16.75 cents; nutmegs,

from 13.89 cents to 38 cent's
;
black pepper, Lam-

pong, from 10.3 cents to 24 cents
;
black pepper,

Singapore, from 10.85 cents to' 24.19 cents; red

pepper, 9.28 cents to 15.75 cents. Mace was
priced at 52.17 cents in 1913, reached 63 cents in

March, 1916, and fell to 50 cents by November,

1918. Red pepper and cloves showed, in different

years, greater percentages of increase than any of

the other commodities in the price table. Black

pepper, both Lampong and Singapore, was high-

est in the early summer of 1918, after remaining

low during the first year and a half of the period.

On the outbreak of the war, food in general

was affected more than spices. Early in 1915

prices in the spice industry soared far above those

for food. A high point for spice prices was
reached in the spring of 1916. During the latter

half of 1917 spices lagged behind food, but in

the summer of 1918 spices £gain took the lead.

They closed the six-year period following the

same general trend of price fluctuations as all

commodities.

Factors Influencing Spice Prices

Discussing the factors behind the price move-

ment the bulletin says

:

The European war's effect was immediately felt

in the spice market, and although prices came
down to some extent after their violent advance
early in August, 1914, still a marked upward
trend from this date forward is noticeable. Crop

shortages of various spices, higher marine in-

surance and freight rates, together with increased

domestic consumption caused by a large fruit

crop in 1914, all were factors in making prices

higher the first years of the war. But the chief

factor influencing prices was the reduction in

stocks and supplies in all markets of distribution

the world over. Our foreign trade suffered be-

cause of its dependence upon European banking
centers. Cargoes en route for America via Eu-
rope were stopped or delayed. Merchant vessels

were transformed into auxiliary cruisers, and
there was a scarcity of shipping at po-rts of spice

production. Spice stocks and supplies in the

United States reached their lowest ebb during
1916, and during this critical time most of the

new spice arrivals were being held up at ports
of entry because their inspection proved that they
did not comply with our Federal pure food stand-

ards, as formerly. Finally, it was agreed to- allow
the unclean spices to enter and be cleaned after-

wards, as long as the consignee was not being
defrauded and knew of their inferiority.

The spice markets were further upset by the
break between the United States and the Teutonic
powers early in April, 1917. After the United
States entered the war the outlook of the spice

industry became very dark. Freights advanced
25 to 30 per cent during the summer of 1917.

There was a country-wide movement for preserv-
ing fruits and vegetables which greatly increased
the domestic demand in the fall. The unusual
rise in the Orient of silver exchange in relation

to the gold standard further complicated the situa-

tion at this time. All of these were factors forc-

ing spice prices to reach the highest level of the

six-year period early in the summer of 1918. The
-spice industry felt uncertain as to the effect of
the licensing of imports and exports upon its sup-
plies for 1918. And even after the prospects of

peace became bright there was a markedly cau-
tious policy in buying—a lessened demand—which
was probably the chief factor in gradually reduc-
ing prices during the last half year of the six-

year period.

ALCOHOLIC EXTRACTS ALLOWED

Judiciary Committee Chairman Says Their

Manufacture Will Not Violate

Prohibition Law

[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, July 23, 1919.

A LCOHOL may be used in the manufacture of

^ flavoring extracts without violation of the

national prohibition law, says Congressman Vol-

stead, chairman of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee, in a letter to State Congressman Alex-

ander, of Missouri, in answer to an inquiry pro-

pounded by the Edward Westen Tea & Spice

Company, of this city.

In his letter Congressman Volstead said

:

“I have the letter from the Edward Westen
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Tea & Spice Company, of St. Louis, in reference
to the manufacture of flavoring extracts. The
contention that the prohibition bill will prohibit
the manufacture of flavoring extracts has no
foundation; it expressly authorizes its use for

that purpose, and for other articles enumerated in

the suggested amendment which this company
asks us to support.

“A propaganda is circulating, which is based on
misinformation as to the actual facts. The bill

has been submitted to the Commissioner of In-

ternal Revenue, who has had charge of making
these preparations, and who under the bill will

continue to have charge of. them. I am assured
that no change will be made in the regulations
of the use of alcohol commercially because of the
enactment of this bill into a law. The inclusion

in the bill of the proviso would absolutely destroy
the bill as an enforcement measure, and we would
have ‘medicine’ in the form of whiskey masquerad-
ing in the form of flavoring extracts.”

ABOUT VANILLA TINCTURES

Prominent Chemist Pays His Compliments to

the New Government Formula for

Tincture of Vanilla

It will be noticed that the new method calls for
a preliminary extraction with “alcohol” which
contains not less than 94.9 per cent of alcohol by
volume

;
in other words, “cologne spirits” of com-

merce. Alcohol of this strength removes a resin-
ous extractive from the beans which is precipi-

tated in the form of a persistent cloud when the
menstruum is diluted, and which is not subse-
quently removed by percolation or by any ordinary
method of filtration. This colloidal material adds
nothing to the flavor of the extract, but, on the
other hand, renders it unsightly and unsalable.

Another obvious disadvantage of the proposed
method is the loss of alcohol which its use en-
tails. Vanilla beans of average moisture con-
tent will retain 10 per cent of the alcohol used
when placed upon a filter to drain, which is lost

if the directions are followed to expose the drug
“to the air until all of the alcohol has evaporated.’’

The method would seem to be of greater aca-

demic interest than of practical value, which is

unfortunate, inasmuch as the authorities having
the enforcement of the Food and Drug Laws in

charge naturally attach great importance to

official methods of procedure.

ALCOHOL IN EXTRACT MAKING

NE of the interesting papers read at the re-

cent convention of the Flavoring Extract

Manufacturers’ Association was that dealing with

the tincture of vanilla of the National Formulary.

It was prepared by Dr. Bernard H. Smith, of the

Baker Importing Company, Springfield, Mass.,

who said

:

Tincture of vanilla was discontinued in the

Ninth Edition of the Pharmacopoeia, being trans-

ferred to the Fourth Edition of the National
Formulary. The method of the Eighth Edition
of the Pharmacopoeia called for the use of. 65
per cent alcohol, which is generally recognized
as being higher than is necessary to produce the

best vanilla extract, but otherwise the procedure
was practicable and workable. The same cannot
be said of the substituted method, which is as

follows

:

Tir.cture of Vanilla

(U. S. P. VIII)

Tr. Vanill.

Vanilla, cut into small pieces, 100 grammes. . . . 100 Gm.
Sugar, in coarse granules, 200 grammes 200 Gm.
Alcohol
Diluted alcohol
Water, each, a sufficient quantity

To make 1,000 milliliters 1,000 Mils.

Macerate the vanilla with 500 milliliters of alcohol in

a stoppered container, in a moderately warm place, for
two days with frequent agitation; then transfer it to a

plain filter and reserve the filtered liquid. Spread out the
drug on the filter and expose it to the air until all of the
alcohol has evaporated. Then grind the vanilla and sugar
to a uniform powder, pack this in a percolator and slowly
percolate it with a mixture of the reserved filtrate and
an equal volume of water. When the liquid ceases to

drop continue the percolation slowly, gradually adding
the remainder of the prepared menstruum, and then suf-

ficient diluted alcohol to make the product measure 1,000
milliliters.

A Trade Authority Does Not Approve of Non-
Alcoholic Flavors, as Now Known,

and Tells Why

/"'NPENING his address at the recent conven-

tion of the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers’

Association with the general statement that “non-

alcoholic flavors, as we know them, are not as

satisfactory or efficient as the alcoholic extracts,”

Dr. F. M. Boyles, of McCormick & Co., Baltimore,

•added that “for some purposes it is not possible

to make a satisfactory non-alcoholic flavor
;

for

instance, for the manufacture of soda water and

carbonated beverages in bottles where the finished

product must be clear, the non-alcoholic flavors

are simply not to be considered.” In addition Dr.

Boyle said

:

With reference to the non-alcoholic flavors

made from the essential oils of the citrus group,
various methods have been devised by chemists
and others for manufacturing these flavors and
various mixtures and combinations have been
proposed. In general, these may be divided into

three classes: 1. A solution of the essential oil

in a fixed oil such as cotton seed or peanut oil

;

2, emulsification of the essential oil by means of

a gum and water
; 3, a solution, or rather an inti-

mate mixture of a terpeneless oil with syrup or

invert sugar.

Obviously the first class has very limited uses.

It is not at all suitable for liquid preparations, as

the fixed oils do not mix with the liquids com-
monly occurring in foods, and it is incorporated in
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solids and semi-solids only with very great diffi-

culty and even then imperfectly.

Most of the products of the second class are

difficult to mix evenly with liquid preparations

without special precautions to first thin down the

emulsion by adding water to it in very small

quantities at a time, which means great incon-

venience and trouble to the user, a condition de-

sirable to avoid. This feature is especially true

of those containing large quantities of oil, i. e.,

from 10 to 20 per cent. This is really a most
serious matter, when we consider that these ex-

tracts are used by all kinds of consumers—most
of whom know next to nothing about such things,

and assume that these flavors can be used by
simply mixing the flavor itself with the food to

be flavored, as is done in the case of the alco-

holic extracts. With a thick tenacious emulsion
this practice results in the flavor being unevenly
distributed, with consequent imperfect and un-
satisfactory results.

It may be noted that the addition of from 10

to 20 per cent of alcohol to the thick emulsion
causes them to disintegrate in liquids almost im-
mediately.

The same difficulty obtains in distributing such
an emulsion throughout a semi-solid mass, and
here enters an objection to the high oil content
emulsions, namely, the difficulty of flavoring

evenly a large mass of food product with a small
quantity (a few drops) of a thick emulsion.
Here enters also the same difficulty as noted

by Dr. Herman T. Vult'e, of Columbia University,

in his report to the research committee of this

association on the Navy Department specifications

with reference to the relative merit of vanilla

extract and vanilla sugar, namely, the difficulty to

make an even blend in a batter without much
longer stirring than is sometimes desirable for

such mixtures.
It is doubtful, therefore, if the full flavoring

power of the oil is rendered available in the
emulsions.
The third class, i. c., the mixture of terpeneless

oil and syrup or invert sugar does not meet with
the objections just outlined, but is just as se-

riously deficient as a flavor, in that the trepene-
less oils themselves are vastly inferior both to

the whole oils and to the alcoholic terpeneless
extracts made from the whole oil by shaking out
with dilute alcohol.

It is my firm opinion that it is not possible to

make a terpeneless extract suitable for flavoring
a high-grade product without the use of alcohol,

to the extent of not less than 47 per cent in the
finished extract. By this I mean a really first-

class, economical terpeneless extract.

A fact which is of even more importance than
this is that this class of flavors cannot be diluted

with water without very heavy precipitation of

the terpeneless oil, and so do not meet the most
crucial requirement of terpeneless extracts.

When we come to the flavors made from the

essential oils other than the citrus oils, for in-

stance, cinnamon, wintergVeen, peppermint, etc.,

we find that only the first two classifications hold,

namely, solutions of the essential oils and fixed

oils and emulsification of the essential oils with
gum and water.

The same objections as to the difficulty of mix-
ing, etc., obtain here as obtained with respect to

the citrus oils, and even with more weight in the

case of extracts for the soft drink trade. If the

bottler cannot get an alcoholic extract od sweet
birch, sassafras, etc., what is going to become of

our root beer and sarsaparilla drinks?
When we come to ginger extract and to that

peerless and most popular of all the extracts,

namely, vanilla, we must simply throw up our
hands and say, “It can’t be done

!”

Ginger ale constitutes not less than 65 per cent

of all the carbonated beverages (except Coca-
Cola) sold in this country, and I believe I can
say without fear -of successful contradiction that

all of the really good ginger ales are made from
an alcoholic extract of the ginger root.

Vanilla extract, worthy of the name, I am con-
vinced, cannot be made except by percolation of
the bean with alcohol. It has been my experience
that alcohol is the onlv solvent that will extract
and preserve the delightful and characteristic

flavor of the vanilla bean in all its delicacy and
bouquet. All other solvents with which I am
familiar possess the property of extracting the
undesirable constituents of the bean, such as the
fixed oil, along with the desirable ones, and un-
fortunately it appears to be impossible to separate
the desirable from the undesirable once they are
mixed together outside of the cell of the bean.
Alcohol being the only suitable solvent for these

resins, it must follow that alcohol is indispensable
in vanilla extract.

Finally, unless packed in air-tight and light-

proof packages, such as collapsible tubes, these
non-alcoholic flavors do not keep well unless 10

per cent or more of alcohol is added, when, of
course, they cease to be non-alcoholic.

ROASTERS PROTEST COFFEE DELAYS
The leading coffee roasters of Minnesota re-

cently drew up a resolution protesting against the

delay in shipping coffee from New Orleans to

their cities. It is charged that the delay in getting

coffee aboard .cars in New Orleans has caused

great hardship to the roasters in the Mississippi

Valley, and that unless New Orleans gives more
satisfactory service the Middle West roasters will

be forced to discontinue the use of that city as a

port of entry. It is
- claimed that coffee lays in

New Orleans for months before it is sorted and

shipped.

This resolution was sent to the National Coffee

Roasters’ Association, to several local branches,

to the Governor of Louisiana, the Mayor of New
Orleans and the New Orleans Dock Company.

HEAVY RAINS IN BRAZIL
During June the rainfall in the Brazil coffee-

growing districts was much heavier than usually

experienced. Heavy rains are regarded as greatly

beneficial to coffee crops.
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GROCERY TRADE DIGEST

The most important news happenings

of the month boiled down for busy

readers.

PACKER SELLS GROCERY PLANTS

Wilson & Co. Turns Over Their Grocery
Business to Austin, Nichols & Co.

ZOOMING at a time when the “Big Five” meat

packers were under a heavy barrage of criti-

cism, the report that Wilson & Co. had sold its

grocery packing business to Austin, Nichols &
Co., New York, naturally created considerable

speculation in trade circles. Many wholesale

grocers believed the meat packing concern was

making the move to forestall any legislation or

other activity that might adversely affect its gro-

cery interests. It was rumored that the deal was

simply the forerunner of others of similar nature

that would be announced by other large meat

packing companies. Another story had it that in

effect the transaction meant that Wilson & Co.

and Austin, Nichols & Co. had combined.

Harry Balfe, president of Austin, Nichols &
Co., denied many of the rumors as without foun-

dation in fact. He issued the following statement

on July 19 as giving the correct version of the

transaction

:

Mr. Harry Balfe, the head of Austin, Nichols &
Co., announces that his company has arranged to

acquire all the grocery packing business of Wilson
& Co., the Chicago packers, and its allied com-
panies, including the entire business of the Fame
Canning Company, which operates a number of

important vegetable canning plants in the Middle

West; and also the controlling interest owned by

Wilson & Co. in the Wilson Fisheries Company,
which operates large and important salmon pack-

ing and fish industries on the Pacific Coast and

Alaska.
Mr. Balfe further states that this purchase will

be financed through the sale of stock, and that the

purchase of such stock had been underwritten by

a syndicate headed by the Guaranty Trust' Com-
pany, Chase Securities Corporation, Hallgarten &
Co., and William Salomon & Co.

D'espite President Balfe’s statement, rumors

continued to fly, and many grocery trade men

seemed to feel that the entire situation has not

yet been developed and that more particulars are

yet to come. They would not be surprised to hear

that other large jobbing concerns are planning to

take over the grocery business of at' least three

more of the “Big* Five” meat packing concerns in

Chicago.

Packers' Invasion of the Grocery Field

1 he packers’ invasion of wholesale grocery

and allied fields was again. the subject of a Fed-
eral Trade Commission report to President

Wilson early in July. Reiterating that unless

curbed the meat packers will soon dominate food

distribution, the Commission reported that they

deal in some 775 commodities, largely food prod-

ucts, and threaten the freedom of the market of

the country’s food industries and the by-products

linked with them.

Among the grocery products specified in the

report are coffee, condiments, canned fruits, rice,

breakfast foods, potatoes, beans and practically

all staples handled by wholesale grocers. In fact,

the Commission says the packers’ branch stations

take on the character of wholesale grocery stores.

In regard to the seriousness of the situation

the report said : “Even the oldest and most
strongly established wholesaling houses find that

line after line of their merchandise is being ab-

sorbed by the packers’ branch house system.

First, the packers encroached on the handling of

butter, eggs and cheese, then on canned goods

and on various kinds of package goods, and now
are handling increased quantities of rice, coffee

and other staples.”

It was further stated that “J. Ogden Armour
is also a prominent factor in the American In-

ternational Corporation, with its shipping and

shipbuilding interests, its import and export com-

panies in various lines, its interest in a company
organized to develop cattle raising, meat packing,

quebrache extract and allied businesses in Para-

guay, its control of a large tea importing com-

pany and a sugar machinery corporation, and its

minority stock in the .United Fruit Company.”

GROCERY NEWS BRIEFLY TOLD

Federal Commission Urges Resale Prices

The Federal Trade Commission in a special

report to Congress on July 12 renewed its recom-

mendation made last December that manufac-

turers be permitted by law to fix and maintain

resale prices, subject to review by a disinterested

agency. The Commission says that such a law

would remove present complexity in the business

world, promote the efficiency of manufacturing

and commercial institutions and serve the interest

of the consuming public. Under the Commission

recommendation, manufacturers desiring to fix

and maintain resale prices would file with an

agency, to be designated by Congress, descrip-

tions of their articles, contracts of sale, and the
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price schedules to be maintained. The disinter-

ested agency would be charged with the duty,

“upon complaint of any dealer or consumer or

other party at interest,” to review the terms of

contracts and prices.

Jobbers May Help Beat Chain Stores

Grocery jobbers may help retailers beat chain

store competition without disrupting the old sys-

tem of distribution, says Leon Hattenbach, newly

elected secretary of the National Association of

Retail Grocers. He says this class of compe-

tition is the big issue now before the independent

retailers, and a plan of battle is expected soon to

be announced. It is believed that the line of

action will contain features similar to the Phila-

delphia method, whereby jobbers co-operated

with retailers to meet chain store competition by

giving cut rates on various articles.

Fruit Canners Are Active

In cannery circles one of the important pieces

of trade news recently announced is that Libby,

McNeill & Libby have purchased a three-acre site

at Buena, Wash., in the heart of the peach and

pear district of that State, and will soon erect

a large cannery there. This company already has

a big plant at Yakima.

Another news item that has caused much in-

terest is the expansion of the cannery owned by

the California Italian Products Company at

Tulare, Cal., and recently leased to the California

Co-operative Caneries. Several thousand dol-

lars’ worth of new machinery is to be added.

St. Louis Wants Lower Rail Rates

Wholesale grocers of St. Louis have com-

plained to the Interstate Commerce Commission

about the freight rates between St. Louis and

points in Southern Missouri and Northern Arkan-

sas, saying in effect that the' rates are discrimina-

tory in favor of Memphis jobbers to such an ex-

tent that they are unable to compete on an even

basis with wholesale grocers in Memphis.

Big Food Shipments Go to Germany
A heavy shipment of foodstuffs, including

1,300,000 pounds of beef, 4,000,000 pounds of dry

salt pork, 1,000,000 pounds of bacon and 4,000,000

pounds of lard, consigned to Germany, was re-

ported shipped out early in the week beginning

July 2.

Specialty Firms Join Association

The American Specialty Manufacturers’ Asso-
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ciation announce that the Fruit Puddine Com-
pany, of Baltimore, and the Southern Manufac-

turing Company, of Richmond, Va., have been

admitted as national members of the. association.

Vocational Education for Salesmen

The Federal Board for vocational education

reports receipt of between 12,coo and 15,000 re-

quests for its bulletin on retail selling. Confer-

ences in the Northwest lately have aroused much
interest in the subject and schools and stores are

organizing classes to teach its principles. The
Board reports that the return to peace conditions

has greatly stimulated all commercial enterprises.

To Advertise Prunes and Apricots

The California Prune and Apricot Growers,

Inc., San Jose, Cal., is planning a nation-wide

advertising campaign to exploit its Sunsweet

brand of prunes and apricots. The campaign will

begin simultaneously with the appearance of a

5-pound carton of Sunsweet prunes and an 11-

ounce package of Sunsweet apricots. The ad-

vertising will appear in trade papers, general

magazines and newspapers.

WAGON DISTRIBUTERS TO MEET

A Record Attendance is Expected at the Fourth

Annual Convention of the National Re-
tail Tea and Coffee Merchants

'

I "'HE fourth annual convention of the National
1 Retail Tea and Coffee Merchants’ Associa-

tion, scheduled for September 16-18 at the Statler

Hotel, St. Louis, promises at this time to be the

most largely attended of any held by this organ-

ization. The convention programme is nearly

complete. Advertising for it' has been solicited

along the same lines employed in the two pre-

ceding years.

Reservation for exhibition space from manufac-

turers and jobbers on July 28 was 50 per cent

ahead of last year, with many more firms to be

heard from, according to President C. A. Smith.

He also reports a large increase in membership

since the last convention, and prospects of almost

ico per cent attendance.

The convention will be on a larger scale than

anticipated. The convention committee has been

obliged to change its original plans for three

dining rooms in the Hotel Statler to securing the

entire sixteenth floor. There are two large rooms
on this floor—a huge ball room and an assembly

hall.
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PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
*1 Subscribers and advertisers may con-

sult this bureau without charge except that

postage for reply must accompany all in-

quiries; there are no fees for trade-mark

searches.

Address all communications to Patent and Trade
Mark Service, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

PATENT OFFICE RECORD

Patents Granted, Trade Mark Applications,

Certificates Issued and Labels and Prints

Registered During the Month

[staff correspondence]

Washington, D. C., July 28, 1919.

ITERE follows a complete record of the latest

activities of the United State Patent Office,

in so far as they apply to the tea, coffee, spice and

general grocery trades

:

Patents Granted

Coffee Percolator—Cora M. Downham, Beloit,

Wis. (1,306,688.) A coffee percolator compris-
ing a coffee pot having a hollow base member
mounted in its bottom, a hollow pedestal con-
nected to the said hollow base member and
equipped with a coffee receptacle at its upper end,

the said hollow pedestal establishing communica-
tion between the said base member and the in-

terior of the said receptacle, a perforated cover
mounted upon the top of the said receptacle, the

latter being- disposed approximately midway be-

tween the top and bottom of the said co-ffee pot,

a vertically extended tube carried by the said

cover and in alinement with the said pedestal, the

said pedestal being extended centrally through
the interior of the said receptacle to a point ad-

jacent the said cover.

Bag Holder for Coffee Strainers—Arthur D.
Barker, Yakima, Wash. (1,307,475.) The com-
bination with a door and a doorway, of a rec-

tangular frame pivotally carried by the doorway
adjacent to one edge of the door, said frame
having its long position, the inserted end of the

cylinder being provided with a valve-controlled

opening, a feed pipe detachablv engaged with the

inserted end portion of the cylinder.

Percolator—Henry D. Marcus, Passaic, N. J.

( r
,3°7 ,745 -) A percolator comprising a hollow

cylindrical body having beaded ends and per-

forate parallel walls, a cover engageable there-

with, resilient supports engageable with said

body, adjacent to one of its beaded ends, and
transversely extending elements formed integrally

with the free ends of said supports adapted to be
resiliently engaged with a supporting means.

Percolator—Theodore Abtmeyer, Wilkinsburg,
Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing Company. (1,308,023.) A percolator
embodying a fountain tube and means for holding
said tube in position, a removable heating mem-
ber having an electric heating element of tubular
form disposed in the bottom thereof, said member
being concentrically disposed in and slightly

spaced from said tube, supply conductors for said

element disposed within said heating member, and
a gravity-type valve disposed in the bottom of
said tube.

Adjustable Coffee Percolator—Louis B. Hun-
ing, Philadelphia. (1,309,414.) An adjustable
coffee percolator, embodying, in combination, a

hollow supporting and vapor gathering base, a
longitudinally extensible tube rising from said

base and comprising three telescopic sections, the
lower one of which is attached to said base, a
coffee grounds receptacle consisting of a lower
reticulated section fast upon the next higher sec-

tion of said tube and adjustable up and down
therewith, and an upper section fast on the upper
section of said tube and adjustable up and down
therewith to vary the capacity o-f the receptacle as

a whole, and means for supporting said upper
section of the receptacle on the rim of a coffee

pot.

Percolator—Alfred H. S. Swan, Rochester,
N. Y., assignor to Rochester Stamping Company,
Rochester, N. Y. (1,309,374.) A basket for per-

colators, comprising a perforated container
proper, a supporting and draining tube fixed to

the bottom of the basket, and having a restricted

upper open end projecting above the side wall of

the basket and adapted to hang upon the open end
of the usual fountain tube, said draining tube
being provided with a lateral overflow aperture,

a retainer supported above the contents of the

basket, and having a perforated bottom and pro-

vided with an outer rim rising above the bottom
of the overflow opening, and an inner sleeve

fitting the draining tube and terminating beneath
said opening.

Trade Marks Canceled

This is a record of trade mark registrations

which have been canceled

:

“Old Glory.” (123,409.) The Woolson Spice

Company, Toledo, Ohio. Coffee. First use, May
29, 1918. Registered October 29, 1918.

Trade Marks Registered

This is a record of prints which have been

registered and for which certificates have been

issued

:

“Olympian” and figure of a discus thrower.

(113,676.) The Stowell Coffee Company, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. For coffee.

Registered June 17, 1919.

“La Spermaza” and figures of woman and child.

(115,54254.) Anthony Rubio, New York. For
olive oil. Registered June 24, 1919.
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Trade Marks Pending

“Carmello.” (125,893.) Austin, Nichols &
Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. For certain named
foods. Registered July 8, 1919.

“Hires” and panel, (*25,935.) The Charles E.

Hires Company, Philadelphia. For coffee.

Registered July 15, 1919-

Labels Registered

This is a record of labels which have been reg-

istered and for which certificates have been

issued

:

“Rob Roy.” (21,355.) The Donald Company,
Grand Island, Neb. For coffee.

Registered July 8, 1919-

Prints Registered

Here is a record of prints which have been

registered

:

“Bunte the Quality Cocoa.” (5,125.) Bunte
Bros., Chicago. For cocoa.

Registered July 8, 1919.

TRADE MARKS PENDING
The following marks have been favorably acted

upon. Any person who believes he would be

damaged by the registration of a mark may within

thirty days enter opposition to prevent the pro-

posed registration. All inquiries should be ad-

dressed to The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

79 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Week Ending July i, 1919

“Old Judge” and figure of an owl. (116,720.)

Meyer Bros. Coffee & Spice Company, St. Louis.
Used with teas, coffee, mustard, ground black
pepper and flavoring extract for foods.

Week Ending July 8, 1919

“Mil-Ko-Ko” and rising sun in a design. (113,-

198.) Mil-Ko-Ko Company, St. Paul, Minn.
Used with a preparation in powdered form, com-

posed of milk, sugar and cocoa for making a

beverage food.

“M Cocoa” in heart design. (1 16,280^2. ) C. C.

Mengel & Bro. Company, Inc., Louisville, Kv.
Used with cocoa beans intended for food pur-
poses.

“Faust” and figure. (117,636.) C. F. Blanke
Tea & Coffee Company, St. Louis. Used with
coffee, tea and spices.

“KeeneR.” (118,667.) Howard & Casey Com-
pany, Mount Vernon, 111. Used with coffee.

THE UPLIFT CORNER

Helpful Thoughts and Verses that Make
for Self-Reliance and Freedom, in

Blending Sentiment with

Business

THE BETTER PRAYER
I thank thee, Lord, for strength of arm
To win my bread,

And that beyond my need is meat

For friend unfed.

I thank thee much for bread to live,

I thank thee more for bread to give.

I thank thee, Lord, for snug-thatched' roof

In cold and storm.

And that beyond my need is room
For friend forlorn.

I thank thee much for place to rest,

But more for shelter for my guest.

I thank thee, Lord, for lavish love

On me bestowed.

Enough to share with loveless folk

To ease their load.

Thy love to me I ill could spare,

Yet dearer is the love I share.

—Forbes Magazine.
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FOOD FANATICS AND TEA AND COFFEE
Dr. F. C. Barr, who conducts a ‘‘Health Questions” column in the NCR Nezvs,

Dayton, Ohio, published therein the following, ostensibly taken from Dr. Kellogg’s

book, “l,ooo Health Questions Answered”:
“Doctor Rivers, of Cambridge University, Professor of Experimental Psychology,

has recently published the results of a new series of experiments made by him which
furnish effects of alcohol, tobacco, tea and coffee upon strength and endurance, both

mental and muscular. * * * The effects of tea and coffee were found to be de-

cidedly poisonous. Says Dr. Rivers : ‘Caffein, the active principle of coffee and tea,

may be legitimately spoken of as an accelerator of fatigue.’ On this account Dr.
Rivers condemns tea and coffee as dangerous in cases of prolonged exertion, and
especially in neurasthenia, in which there is a chronic ‘enhanced tendency to fatigue.’

This is especially important for neurasthenics, who are decidedly prone to the use of
tea and coffee on account of the temporary agreeable effects of these drugs in obliterat-

ing the sense of fatigue, one of the chief distresses of neurasthenics.”

The tendency of the food fanatic to play fast and loose with facts is in full evi-

dence in the above opinion, so much so in fact that we are sorry to see Dr. Barr use
such a work as his authority. The complete text of Dr. W. FI. R. Rivers’ conclusion
given on page 50 of his book, “The Influence of Alcohol and Other Drugs on Fatigue,” is

:

“The general practical conclusion to be drawn from the experiments which I have
recorded, and from those of previous workers, is that caffein increases the capacity for
both muscular and mental work, this stimulating action persisting for a considerable
time after the substance has been taken without there being any evidence, with moder-
ate doses, of reaction leading to diminished capacity for work, the substance thus really
diminishing and not merely obscuring the effects of fatigue. The results of one experi-
ment, however, point unmistakably to the conclusion that, when taken in excess, the
stimulating action may be so transitory and followed by so great a decrease that it mav
legitimately be spoken of as an accelerator of fatigue. * * * The experiment sug-
gests strongly that caffein is a dangerous remedy as a stimulant in cases of prolonged
fatigue, or of that enhanced tendency to fatigue which is characteristic of neurasthenia.”

That overstimulation, just as wrell as overeating or intemperance of any sort, is a
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bad thing is generally admitted. Caffein undoubtedly stimulates, but beneficially and

with no "deleterious after-effects (as has been conclusively proven by Hollingworth)

when used in moderation. The safe limit of consumption of tea and coffee varies with

the individual, but it is seldom exceeded by the average person in their daily usage.

This quotation from the NCR News is only another example of the effects of the

Battle Creek type of philosophy and science, which aims by misquotation and twisting

of facts to harm coffee. Let us meet their inaccuracies with facts, then let the public

choose for themselves.—C. W. T.

GREEN COFFEE STILL IMPROVES WITH AGE
Julius Chambers, F. R. G. S., in the Brooklyn Eagle of June 20, 1919, has put too

much faith in the sagacity of the grocery store salesman, who, in answer to his inquiry

regarding the deterioration of green coffee, said that, contrary to the statements of the

brokers, coffee does deteriorate upon standing unroasted. “Warehouses are notoriously

hot in the summer, and the drying process is not good for any tree-grown product. Of
course it deteriorates. Coffee from long storage that we are selling at 50 cents cost

perhaps 16 to 18 cents net, by the bag. It isn’t actually worth 12 cents to-day.” If it be

true that a slight drying is bad for any tree-grown product, how. does it happen that

certain winter fruits, such as the Ben Davis apple and some varieties of pears, are.

much better after a period of storage than when picked? But from the coffee stand-

point alone, it is a well-known fact among the trade that green coffee undergoes a

decided improvement upon standing, during which time certain enzymatic changes
occur in conjunction with the loss of moisture, with a great resultant improvement in

the coffee. If it were not for the large amount of capital which would be tied up and
the danger of losses due to a fluctuating market, many roasters would keep all of their

stock in storage for several years before roasting. It is this very “drying out” during
storage which makes those rare yellow Javas that have been so long on the seas as
much prized as a gem. It is to be feared that Mr. Chambers went to a poor source for

his information. Green coffee still improves with age, Mr. Chambers notwithstanding.

INVITING CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY ON COFFEE
The supineness of the coffee men toward the present price situation is inviting

Congressional inquiry, and we were not surprised to learn that Representative Igoe of
Missouri had introduced a resolution in the House directing the Federal Trade Com-
mission to examine into the matter.

When the price of shoes goes up the National Boot and Shoe Manufacturers’
Association at least issues a statement deploring the situation, which they frankly admit
is unwarranted. In other words, they try to put themselves right with the consumer.
But to date neither the National Coffee Roasters’ Association nor the Joint Coffee
Trade Publicity Committee has expressed any regrets for coffee’s contribution to the
high cost of living; indeed, coffee consumers cannot be blamed if, judging by the public
utterances of the spokesmen of both these parties, they have gotten the idea that the
coffee men not only think present prices fully justified, but that higher prices would be
justified, too, for both ignore the fact that quantities of coffee are being withheld from
the open market and speculation is rampant. Why not issue a statement to the public
just as the shoe manufacturers did? Why not tell the consumer that the roaster and
dealer deplore any unnecessary advance and that they should not be blamed for the acts
of the Brazil Government, the Brazil planters and the speculators; also that everything
possible was going to be done to correct the situation in so far as in their power lay,
even if the best they could do would be to agitate against further advances?

ADDRESSED TO BRAZILIANS
To Brazil Coffee Planters and the Brazil Government

, Greetings

:

As you value the American market for your coffee and hope to retain the good wiof the American consumer, stop the coffee speculation orgy, release the 3,000,000 batyou have in store and restore normal market conditions. Do this while vet there
time. Selah

!



TEA AND COFFEE RESEARCH BUREAU
If A department of scientific research under the editors’ direction in which
will be found short, popularized reviews of current and older works of a phy-
siological-chemical character, fugitive paragraphs, references and articles dealing
with the history, pharmacology and technology of tea, coffee and spices.

COFFEE ROASTING

A Chemical Analysis of the Effect on Weight,

Color, Flavor and Aroma, with a Review

of Some Roasting Economies

O OASTING coffee accomplishes a triple pur-
* pose, namely, killing the enzymes of the

green bean, producing the color and developing

the flavor and aroma of the commercial product.

The destroying of the enzymes and molds of the

green coffee stops any changes which they may

induce, and thus prevents any alteration due to

this cause in the roasted coffee, provided it be

kept under proper conditions. The production of

the color, flavor and aroma is largely due to the

destructive distillation effect of the heat of roast-

ing, together with the contemporary oxidation,

reduction, polymerization and inter-reaction of

the constituents of the beans and of the products

formed by the destructive distillation.

The Chemical Results of Roasting

A loss of water is to be expected as the natural

outcome of the application of heat, and analyses

show that the moisture content of raw coffee

varies from 8 to 14 per cent, while after roasting

it rarely exceeds 3 per cent, and frequently falls

as low as 0.5 per cent. The loss of the original

water content of the bean is not the only moisture

loss, for many of the constituents of coffee,

notably the carbohydrates, are decomposed upon

heating to give off water, so that analysis before

and after roasting is no direct indication of the

exact amount of water driven off in the process.

If it be desired to ascertain this quantity ac-

curately, catching of the products which are

driven off and determination of their water con-

tent become necessary.

The carbohydrates both dehydrate and decom-

pose. The result of the dehydration is the forma-

tion of caramel and related products, which com-

prise the principal coloring matters in coffee in-

fusion. That portion of the carbohydrates which

is known as pentosans gives rise to furfuralde-

hyde, one of the important aromatic constituents

of roasted coffee.

The effect of roasting upon the fat content of

the beans is to reduce its actual weight, but not

to alter appreciably the percentage present, since

the decrease in quantity keeps pace fairly well

with the shrinkage. Some of the more volatile

fatty acids are driven off, and the fats break down
to give a larger percentage of free fatty acids,

some light esters, acrolein and formic acid. If

the roast be a very heavy one, or is brought up

too rapidly, the fat will come to the surface through

breaking of the fat cells, with a decided altera-

tion in the chemical nature of the fat and pro-

nounced expansion and cracking.

Decomposition of the caffein acid-salt present

in green coffee and considerable sublimation of

the caffein also occur. The majority of the

caffein undergoes this volatilization unchanged,

but a portion of it is probably oxidized with the

formation of ammonia, methylamine, dimethyl-

parabanic acid and carbon dioxide. This reaction

partially explains why the amount of caffein re-

covered from the roaster flues is not commen-

surate with the amount lost from the roasting

coffee, although incomplete condensation is also

an important factor. Microscopic examination

of the roasted beans will show occasional small

crystals of caffein in the indentations on the sur-

face, where they deposited during the cooling

process.

The compound or compounds known as “caf-

fetannic acid” are. probably the source of catechol,

as the proteins are of ammonia, amines and

pyrroles. The crude fiber and other unnamed

constituents react malagously to similar com-

pounds in the destructive distillation of wood,

giving rise to acetone, various acids, carbon

dioxide, and other uncondensable gases, and many

compounds of unknown identity.

During the course of roasting and subsequent

cooling these decomposition products probably

interact and polymerize to form aromatic tar-like

materials and other complexes which play an im-

portant role among the delicate flavors of coffee.
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In fact, it is not unlikely that these reactions con-

tinue throughout the storage time after roasting,

and that upon them the deterioration of roasted

coffee is largely dependent. Speculation upon

what complex compounds are thus formed offers

much attraction. A notable one by Sayre 1
postu-

lates the reaction between acrolein and ammonia

to give methyl pyridine, which in turn with fur-

fural forms furfural vinyl pyridine. This upon

reduction would produce the alkaloid, conine,

traces of which have been found in coffee.

Although furfuraldehyde is the natural decom-

position product of pentosans, furfuryl alcohol is

the main furane body of coffee aroma. This

would indicate that active reducing conditions

prevail within the bean during roasting, and the

further fact that carbon monoxide is given off

during the roasting makes this seem quite prob-

able. If one admits that caffetannic acid exists in

the green bean, that upon oxidation it gives

viridic acid, and that it is concentrated in the

outer layers of the bean, as certain investigators

have claimed, then there is chemical proof of the

existence of oxidizing conditions about the ex-

terior of the bean. In any event, however, the

fact that oxidizing conditions predominate on the

external portion of the bean is obvious. Accord-

ingly, our meager knowledge of the chemistry of

roasting indicates that while the external layers

of the roasting beans are subjected to oxidizing

conditions reducing ones exist in the interior.

Future experimentation will, no doubt, prove

this to be the case.

The Proper Roasting Heat

The most favorable range of temperature of

roasting for the production of a proper color and

a high quality caffeol is from 200 degrees to 250

degrees C. The desired color can be produced by

heating the coffee at a lower temperature for a

longer period of time, but the roast obtained will

possess the characteristics of an under-roast and

will be dead in flavor. The reason for this is

that the low temperature, no matter how long

maintained, is not sufficient to properly decompose

the various constituents of the bean. True, they

are destructively distilled to a certain extent, but

not with production of the same flavoring con-

stituents and gases responsible for the swelling

or popping of the beans during torrefaction, as

are formed at a higher temperature.

Should the temperature employed be too high,

then the decomposition will become too pro-

nounced, with the result that the bean will swell

1 Trans. Kansas Acad. Sci., 28, 136-141, (T918).

too much, the fat cells will become broken, the

fat will crack and expand, the beans will become
greasy, and an unpleasant empyreumatic mal-

flavor will be produced.

Air and Water Methods of Cooling

The beans being heated through when the

proper degree of roasting is attained, will con-

tinue to roast unless this heat be in some way re-

moved. Unless they are cooled promptly their

inherent heat will cause the roasting reaction,

and the alteration of the constitution of the aro-

matic caffeol to continue, with the strong prob-

ability of the production of an undesirable prod-

uct. Of the two general methods employed, load-

ing with water and cooling with a swift current

of air, the latter is by far the more preferable.

The air method, of course, does not accomplish

the cooling as rapidly as does the water, but its

action is to cool the surface of the bean first, thus

tending to contract it and to render it more im-

pervious to the escape of the aromatic constitu-

ents. The retention of the caffeol to a maximum
degree is obviously a desirable operation.

On the other hand, when water is added to the

coffee to effect the cooling, some of the water is

converted into steam by the heat of the beans,

and a portion of the caffeol content of the coffee

so treated is distilled out by the steam. The es-

caping steam also tends to leave the surface of

the beans in a more porous condition than the air

blast does. At first glance the loading procedure

has decided advantages, in that its employment
requires less .care in conducting the roast and
the resultant product has more weight when
sold by the roaster. However, to counterbal-

ance these favorable features is the greater initial

loss of caffeol and the rendering of the coffee

more susceptible to deterioration. In the pres-

ence of an excess of moisture, hydrolysis and
oxidation of the solid constituents and of

the aromatic materials of the beans proceeds

more rapidly, and with the occurrence of these

reactions the absolute value of the coffee de-

creases. Also, coffee treated with water is sus-

ceptible to attack by molds, although the

growth of these is materially retarded by the

use of a solution of borax in place of pure water,

this solution being capable of exerting an anti-

septic action.
2 However, the replacing of the

bactericidal action of the caffeol lost by steam dis-

tillation with that of borax cannot be considered

desirable, and may not lie included within the

limits of good practice.

2 G. Issoglio, Giorn. farm, chim., 64, 337-47.
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Because of the great extent to which the proper

“pulling” of a roast is dependant upon the human
factor, various persons have essayed to control

the roasting process automatically, but the ex-

treme variance in composition of different coffees,

the effect of changing atmospheric conditions, and

the lack of constancy in the calorific power of

fuels, have conspired to defeat the automatic

roasting machine. 3
It is even doubtful whether

De Mattia’s
4
process for roasting until the vapors

evolved produce a violet color when passed into a

solution of fuchsin decolorized with sulphur

dioxide is commercially reliable.

Treating Coffee to Improve the Roast

Many patents have been granted for the treat-

ment of coffees prior to or during roasting with

the object of thus improving the roasted product.

The majority of these depend upon adding solu-

tions of sugar,
5 calcium saccharate,

6
or other car-

bohydrates,
7 and in the case of Eckhardt

8

of small

percentages of tannic acid and fat. In direct op-

position to this latter practice, Jurgens and West-

phal° apply alkali, ostensibly to lessen the “tannic

acid” content. Brougier10
sprays a solution con-

taining caffein upon the roasting berries, and

Potter
11

roasts, the coffee together with chicory,

effecting a separation at the end.

The exact effect which roasting coffee with the

addition of sugars has upon the flavor is not well

understood, but it is known that it causes the

beans to absorb more moisture, due to the hygro-

scopicity of the caramel formed. For instance,

berries roasted with the addition of glucose syrup

hold an additional 7 per cent of water and give

a darker infusion than normally roasted coffee.
12

When the green coffee is glazed with cane sugar

prior to roasting, the losses during the process

are much higher than ordinarily, on account of

the higher temperature required to attain the de-

sired results. Losses for ordinary coffee taken

to a 16 per cent roast are 9.7 per cent of the

original fat and 21. 1 per cent of the original caf-

fein, while for “sugar glazed” coffee the losses

were 18.3 per cent of the original fat and 44.3 per

cent of the original caffein, using 8 to 9 per cent

sugar with Java coffee.

3 U. S. Pat., 703,508, July 1, 1902; U. S. Pat., 865,203,
Sept. 3, 1907.

4 U. S. Pat., 943,238, Dec. 14, 1909.
R U. S. Pat., 997,431, July 11, 1911.
* Ger. Pat., 253,419, Feb. 19, 1911.
7 Brit. Pat., 7,427, Mar. 24, 1910.
8 Rrit. Pat., 5,776, Mar. 19, 1895.
9 U. S. Pat., 832,322.
10 Brit. Pat., 8,270, April 2A, 1893.
11 U. S. Pat., 994,785, June 13, 1911.
12 Zeitsch. angew. Chem., 1, 630, (1888),

Experiments in Checking Roasting Losses

The fact that in roasting green coffee a loss of

from 14 to 17 per cent of its weight results, and
that the escaping products are possessed of a

very pleasing odor, has led to numerous attempts

to prevent or recover this loss, both from an eco-

nomical motive and also because of a desire to

improve the roasted product. The methods em-
ployed have been directed along two general lines,

roasting under pressure and recovery of the ma-
terials volatilizing from the roasting cylinders.

Although patents have been granted on machin-

ery and procedures for roasting under pressure,
13

it is not probable that any such operations will be

attended with notable commercial success. The
primary reason is that none of the pressure-roast-

ing procedures permit examination of the coffee

at all stages of the roast, nor do they allow ac-

curate determination of the point of completion

of the roasting. Also, the cost of machinery of

sufficient strength to withstand the pressures

(upwards of 200 pounds per square inch) pro-

duced in pressure roasting and the expenses of

operation are prohibitive. Another important ob-

stacle in the way of successful operation of such

processes is that practically all of the decomposi-

tion products produced in roasting, most of which

are of an undesirable nature, are retained in the

apparatus and subjected to the action of the heat

throughout the process. The result is undue

polymerization and inter-reaction of these ma-

terials, usually with the production of a coffee

having an unnatural and undesirable flavor and

physiological action.

The methods embodying condensation
14

or ab-

sorption
15

of the roaster gases offer more prom-

ise. However, the majority of these materials are

very difficult to condense, particularly when

mixed with large volumes of air, as in modern

practice. The recovery of the subliming caffein is

the only operation of this nature which offers

much attraction, and even here the caffein is so

contaminated with tars and other impurities as to

render it's purification commercially

non-lucrative and unremunerative.

13 U. S. Pat., 33,453, Oct. 8, 1861; U. S. Pat., 75,829,
March 24, 1868; U. S. Pat., 701,750, June 3, 1902.

14 U. S. Pat., 38,977, June 23, 1863; U. S. Pat., 339,114,
March 30, 1886.

16 U. S. Pat., 40,037, Sept. 22, 1863; U. S. Pat., 640,161,
Dec. 26, 1899.

IN A GLASS BY ITSELF
A. B. Sproat, of the Tuxedo Coffee & Spice Mills, Ltd.,

Calgary, Canada, writes: "We always look forward to
the arrival of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal and
consider it in a class by itself, no other trade journal
coming within gunshot of it. We wish you continued
success.”
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MISCELLANEOUS TRADE NEWS
*1 A department covering the activities

and developments of the manufacturing

tea, coffee, spice and fine grocery interests

and the supply trades.

INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE

Many Manufacturers Are Insuring Their Em-
ployees as a Measure of Mutual Protec-

tion—How One Roaster Does It

IN the past few years many manufacturers in

* the United States have adopted industrial in-

surance plans as a means of protecting themselves

and to assure employees that in case of death or

accident they will have money with which to

meet the bills.

There are different kinds of industrial policies

offered by the insurance companies. Probably the

most popular is the blanket policy, by which the

manufacturer covers every employee with a

single policy and pays the premium himself. In

case of sickness or accident the workman re-

ceives from the insurance company a specified

sum each week he is laid up, and when he dies

$1,000 or so is paid to whomever the workman
elects.

Another form is well illustrated by the policy

taken out by the A. J. Deer Company, Hornell,

N. Y. President Deer announced at the recent

convention of company employees held in Hor-
nell that the company had decided to take out

life insurance at its own expense for the factory

and home-office employees, also salesmen and

branch-office employees, regardless of age or

physical condition and absolutely without ex-

amination on the part of the insured. This will

cover both men and women employees.

The insurance is taken out in appreciation of

faithful service on the part of employees and
took effect on March i, 1919, and is payable to

whomever the employee designates as beneficiary.

A separate policy is issued to each employee.
Following is a schedule of amounts and applies

to those who have been in continuous service as

follows

:

Employees of six months to one year standing. . . . $500
One to two years 600
Two to three years 700
Three to four years 800
Four to five years 900
Five years and over 1,000

The dating of the insurance is made retroactive,

so that insurance will start in accordance with
past service records : i. e., those who have been
employed continuously for five years or over will

be insured at once for $1,000 and the others in

accordance with the foregoing table.

The increase of $100 for each year of service
up to five will be added automatically on each
anniversary of the date of employment until the
maximum of $1,000 is reached.
Insurance will cease upon termination of em-

ployment.
In the event of death at any time or place,

from any cause whatsoever, while in the employ
of this company, the heirs of the insured will

receive in a lump sum or distributed over a term
of years, as the insured may prefer, insurance in

the above amounts.
In the event of permanent disability, the

amount of insurance will be paid in annual in-

stalments in accordance with the terms of the
policy.

As above stated, the insurance is taken abso-
utely at the expense of the company, without con-
tribution or deduction of any kind from the in-

sured and without interference in any way with
any workmen’s compensation called for by law or
with any insurance now in force.

The action with regard to the insurance is

purely voluntary on the part of the company; it

does not constitute any contract with the em-
ployee and confers no legal rights upon him or
her. It does not change his or her freedom to

leave at any time nor take away the right of dis-

missal for cause.

The company hopes and expects to make this

insurance feature a permanent policy. For ob-
vious reasons, however, it reserves the right to

discontinue the insurance at any time without
liability to any employee or beneficiary, either or
both.

It may be added that it is not intended that

this insurance shall interfere with any just ad-
vancement of any employee or take the place of
any other advancement to which he or she might
be entitled.

SCHOTTEN ESTATE INVENTORIED
[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, July 29, 1919.—An inventory of the

estate of the late Julius J. Schotten, president of

the William Schotten Coffee Company, who was

killed in an automobile accident last February,

shows personal property valued at $265,340.22.

The inventory lists 1,996 shares of stock in the

coffee company. The bulk of the estate is left

to Mrs. Pauline C. Schotten, the widow; Jerome

Schotten, a son, and Miss Zoe L. Schotten, a

daughter. A. T. P.

TEA IMPORTER ISSUES BOOKLET
Herbert Osborn, of the E. M. Osborn Com-

pany, New York tea importing house, believes

that national prohibition offers an excellent op-

portunity to increase tea consumption in this

country. To help along the good work 1

2 has

prepared an eight-page booklet in
.

’.^cn in verse

and prose he links up the virtues of tea with the
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e drink, of „
intellectuals

ttWho among us can find words fittingly to portray the

extreme goodness of coffee,— its fragrance, its aroma,

—

its appealingly piquant and appetizing flavor?

It is the only flavor that is pleasing to everybody. It has
won the heart of a big nation,—it has become a part of

the daily life of millions of devotees. Truly a grand good
gift of Nature!

And now, coffee is destined to play a still greater part in

our national life. No other beverage has the smacking
goodness

,
the charm and the appeal of coffee. It is the

festive drink, the cheerful drink, the friendly drink, the

family drink—the healthful drink.??

ANOTHER example of the Big Coffee Campaign, now in full

Jtx. swing. The coffee advertisements have already appeared in

more than 300 papers in nearly 200 leading cities.

They are now running in a selected list of weekly and monthly
publications, including full pages in “The Saturday Evening Post.”

If you are interested in Coffee you must be interested in this

Campaign.

For the first time in the history of the Coffee Trade, a systematic
and concerted effort is made to boost the coffee “idea” and boom
coffee sales,—all up and down the line. This concerns you,

—

directly and emphatically.

What are you doing to uphold the movement? Are you posting
your salesmen? Are you co-operating with retailers? Are you
helping in every way possible ?

Ifyou want complete information—or advertising
material—write direct to this publication .

Copyright 1919 by the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee of the United States.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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departure of John Barleycorn. On page 4 ap-

pears this : Tea is certainly economical, as, fo-r

instance, this comparison :

One pound good tea cost 75 cents—256 tea cups

and much pleasure.

One bottle whiskey cost $3.75—256 hiccups and

some headache.

TEA BROKER OPENS BOSTON BRANCH
Macy Bros.’& Gillet, Inc., who recently started

a tea brokerage business at 98 Wall street, New
York, have expanded their organization by open-

ing a branch office in Boston. This office will take

in the entire fifth floor of 155 Milk street, and is

intended to cater to the needs of the Boston

market, one of the largest and most important in

this country. In the short time the New York

headquarters have been in operation, Macy Bros.

& Gillet, Inc., have developed a volume of busi-

ness far ahead of their original expectations.

TO FOSTER WEST INDIAN TRADE
C. Grand Pierre, of F. C. Luthi & Co., New

York, expects to leave August 22 for an extended

trip to the West Indies for the purpose of making

better arrangements for shipping coffee, cocoa

and spices to this country. Mr. Pierre has spe-

cialized in tropical agriculture, and expects to

help modernize and consolidate several planta-

tions there to increase production and standard-

ization of types and qualities.

N. Y. PORT INVESTIGATORS REPORT
The committee of investigation appointed to

inquire into New York port charges and delays

on coffee shipments submitted its report and rec-

ommendations on July 24 to the New York Coffee

and Sugar Exchange. Pending the action of the

Exchange’s board, no intimation of the nature of

the committee's findings or recommendations

could be obtained.

BUYS BIG MACARONI COMPANY
John C. Elbs, of the Star Egg Carrier & Tray

Manufacturing Company, Rochester, N. Y., has

announced the purchase of the Woodcock Maca-

roni Company, of the same city. For more than

twenty years the Woodcock brand of macaroni,

noodles and spaghetti has had a ready sale

throughout Eastern Middle Western States.

PEANUT BUTTER IN CHINA
Peanut butter is becoming known all around the

world. A shipment of two Burns mills to Hong

Kong was recently made by W. R. Grace & Co.,

August
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other machines of the same model being already

at work in that city.

MAINLY ABOUT PEOPLE

News About Men in the Trade at Work
and at Play

B. A. Liverato, of the Liverato-Kidde Com-
pany, coffee importer, New York, left the city

the iatter part of July for a three weeks’ sojourn
on the Maine coast.

C. H. Stuart, of the Mercantile Oversea
Corporation of Maracaibo, a subsidiary of the

Mercantile Bank of the Americas, was expected
by the New York office of the company, 32 Pine
street, to arrive in this country early in August.

R. C. Wilhelm, of R. C. Wilhelm & Co.,

coffee importers, New York, left his office on
August 1 for a three weeks’ vacation in the

woods of Maine, sixteen miles from -a railroad

and in the heart of the lumbering district.

Edward Aborn, of Arnold & Aborn, New
York coffee roasters, returned to his office the

latter part of July from a short vacation in New
Hampshire.

Charles H. Bain, of Hills Bros., San Fran-

cisco, coffee and tea importers, recently returned

to this country from a three months’ trip to the

Japanese tea districts.

W. A. Bush, of W’. J. Bush & Co., Inc., New
York, recently was discharged from the U. S.

Army with the rank of captain. Four years ago

he enlisted with the British forces. He was
transferred to the Gas Force Division a year later,

and then to the American Expeditionary Forces

as instructor in the Gas Defense School. Mr.

Bush was decorated with the Distinguished Ser-

vice Medal by General Pershing in the presence

of King George at Whitehall.

C. F. Blanke, president of the C. F. Blanke

Tea & Coffee Company, St. Louis, is one of the

incorporators of the Big Brothers’ Organization

which was recently organized to promote the wel-

fare of the younger people of the city.

Warren P. Sharpe, United States tea exam-

iner for the port of Boston, has resigned that

office to become associated with the Dwinell-

Wright Company, Boston.

Corbett L. Gullett, of the newly-organized De

Soto Coffee Company, coffee roaster for jobbers,

Savannah, Ga., paid a business trip to New York

the latter part of July.

THE TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL
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OBITUARY

Walter M. Gifford

Walter M. Gifford, coffee broker, Boston, died

suddenly at his home in Newtonville, Mass., on

July 23. Mr. Gifford was one of the best known
coffee brokers in Boston, where he had been in

business at 11 India street for several years. He
was born in Falmouth, Mass., and lived the

greater part of his boyhood in Dorchester, and

entered the employ of a Boston coffee merchant

at the age of 16. At 20 years of age he began

business as a broker under his own name.

James Albert Curley

James Albert Curley, vice-president of the

W. H. Crawford Company, spice miller and

flavoring extract manufacturer, Baltimore, died,

about the first of July at his home, 1512 John

street. He was 64 years old and for the past

fifteen years had been vice-president of the Craw-

ford Company. He is survived by his widow

and a son, Edgar L. Curley, who recently re-

turned from army service in France;

William C. Lowry
William C. Lowry, a member of the firm of

Alfred Lowry & Bros., wholesale grocers, and the

Lowry Coffee Company, Philadelphia, died June

29 at his home in Mooresto-wn, N. J. He was

born in Philadelphia fifty-nine years ago, enter-

ing partnership in 1882 with his brother Alfred,

who died last August. Mr. Lowry was well known
as a sportsman.

Clarence J. Reynolds

Clarence J. Reynolds, senior partner of W. T.

Reynolds & Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., died July

31 at his home in that city. Mr. Reynolds was

66 years of age, and all his life was active in the

management o-f Reynolds & Co., which this year

celebrated its hundredth anniversary.

DOMINICA’S CACAO CROP
Over 50,000,000 pounds of cacao are expected

to be harvested this season in the Puerto Plata

district of the Dominican Republic.

MARKETS OF THE WORLD

Latest News Letters from Staff and Spe-

cial Correspondents in Foreign and
Domestic Trade Centers

OUR LONDON LETTER

The Latest News From Mincing Lane and the

Continental Trade Centers

Office of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

34 Cranbourn Street, London, W'. C. 2

London, July 5, 1919.

C INCE the resumption of public auctions prices

^ of the- finer grades of tea have fluctuated on

the up-grade. This was clearly evident the last

week of June in spite of the approach of the bal-

lot of 13,000,000 pounds. Whether this will make
any impression on the market is rather doubtful,

although some people look upon current prices

in the wholesale market as unduly high in the

case of the better grades. The demand for the

latter has been brisk, and even the tendency of

the common and lower grades has become stead-

ier. Duty payments have continued at a heavy

rate. This week’s auctions embrace over 80,000

packages apart from the ballot, so that there is

an abundant supply to be relied upon for the

replenishment of supplies going on all over the

country, possibilities as to which were recently

rather underrated as a market factor.

One thing that stands out is that consumption

is very good in the country. Another is that the

public are very restive where they have to pay

'

higher retail prices for their tea than they think

are justified. Certainly very large stocks of tea

are also being held for export directly licenses

are issued, and these help towards maintaining

higher quotations. As to whether there is any

improper speculation in the business, information

is not available. The Government suspects some-

thing of this kind, however, and has been requir-

ing statements from different distributors as to

the amount of stock in hand on June 30.
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We BEAUTY OF FORESIGHT
With the coming of the Autumn, the Coffee World quickens

towards its maximum. The cooler weather turns the Con-

sumer’s mind to the steaming cup; in the Roasting and the

Packing Houses, executives return from vacations and take

up delayed programs of purchasing and supply.

Production rises to a peak in the Coffee World. And this

peak is mirrored even in Factories that make accessories for

the Coffee Trade. In our own plants, for instance, while the

Spring months frequently show a considerable unused margin

of equipment, late Summer and Fall are always characterized

by orders marked “ship immediately” or “please rush”.

Every worth-while coffee-package is a special job, requiring

the painstaking efforts of skilled 'workmen. To hurry such

work is to diminish its quality. To the manufacturer’s great

regret the Buyer often receives lower value on a “rushed” job.

Foresight is a splendid investment for everyone concerned.

The Buyer receives a better package and is happy in the

ability to supply his Retail Trade on time. And the Manu-
facturer deeply appreciates the consideration—as well as the

opportunity to serve at top efficiency.

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request

)

PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY
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Business in China tea has become quieter,

although buyers are pretty keen on good, clean,

common Congou and some descriptions like

Moning and Kintucks. All reports from China

point to a very late season.

The Coffee Market
Fairly large quantities of coffee are being of-

fered at the public sales. Brazilian is again

dearer in London, and the tone of trade in Brazil

itself is very strong. Central American has been

in fair supply and includes good quality, which

commands $34; Nicaragua, $29.36; Mexico, $34.50.

Guatemala, Colombian and tropical South Ameri-
can has realized $31.25 to $33.75. East African

has a very steady sale at $27 to $33 for Uganda,
and $30.50 for Mombasa. Some peaberry Nairobi

has realized $34 per hundredweight (112 pounds).

Business in coffee futures, on the basis of good
Brazilian as fair average quality, has extended

since “the turn of the year” to as distant a date

as May next, for which contracts can now be

secured at $29 per hundredweight.

Encouragement will be felt by those who be-

lieve in the future of British East Africa as a

coffee-producing country in the application of

what is called Imperial Preference (that is, easier

import duties) to imports of coffee into the

United Kingdom. Imports of coffee into the

United Kingdom from that Protectorate rose

from 30 tons in 1914 to 1,230 tons in 1917. Italy,

France, India and the Union of South Africa

were purchasers of Uganda coffee before the war
and are promising markets for the future. Egypt,

a large consumer of coffee, also offers a possible

market.

With regard to cocoa, in the absence of public

sales just recently, the .market has been qiliet,

with some business done on a private footing.

Venezuela continues the top grade, and fine qual-

ity can be secured under favorable conditions at

$40 per hundredweight. Good medium types of

cocoa are Bahia at $30 and Costa Rica at $29.50

per hundredweight. A gratifying feature is the

leveling up of the West African cultivation.

Accra, on its merits, should soon be reaching $25

per hundred. The market is steady for all the

leading types. Thomas Reece.

COFFEE AND TEA IN HOLLAND
Showing How the War Affected Trade in

Amsterdam and Rotterdam, With
Import Figures and Prices

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. G, July 20, 1919.D EPORTING on the coffee and tea trade of

Holland during the war, the American Con-
sul at Amsterdam writes

:

Large quantities of coffee are annually im-
ported into the Netherlands from South and
Central America, the Dutch colonies and Africa,
and disposed of at public auctions held periodic-
ally in Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Since the
war, however, imports have steadily declined,
and those of 1918 were so small that no transac-
tions took place on the local market. The decline
in 1916 and 1917 imports was due to existing im-
port restrictions, and during the greater part of
1918 there were no shipping opportunities.
The following table gives the quantity of coffee

imported from the various sources of supply dur-
ing the years 1915 to 1918:

1915 1916 1917 1918
Country Bags Bags Bags Bags

Brazil 2,060,988 428,100 76,820 2,924
Java and Sumatra. . 666,254 395,149 95,761 19,363
Cen. America, Af-
rica & West Indies. 771,734 450,615 54,247 32,326

Total 3,498,976 1,273,864 226,837 54,613

The stock of all coffee remaining in first and
second hands December 31, 1917, and December
31, 1918, was 156,171 and 39,467 bags, respectively.

These stocks, as well as the new arrivals, were
taken over by the Rykskantoor voor Thee en
Koffie. A number of Dutch vessels bound for

Holland and carrying no less than 146,615 bags
of coffee were requisitioned by the Allied Gov-
ernments in March, 1918. A special Dutch com-
mission, formed to protect the interests of the

owners of the cargo, succeeded in getting 42,000

bags released and shipped to Holland. There
were no coffee exports during 1918. The Dis-

tribution Bureau for Tea and Coffee, established

August 30, 1917, which fixes maximum prices for

importers, brokers, wholesalers and retailers,

raised the retail selling price from $0.48 per half

kilo in 1917 to $0.56 in 1918.

The Tea Trade

The total shipments of tea from the island

of Java average about 100,000,000 pounds a year,

the bulk going to the Amsterdam and London
markets. Since the war, however, the arrivals

NEW YORK BAKING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Com Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels.
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at this port have steadily declined. There were
no imports in 1917, and in 1918 the only arrival
was 9,888 chests of tea, via London, released from
the steamer Lombok, which was requisitioned by
the Allied Governments.
One public auction was held in Amsterdam

on January 25, 1918, at which 6,800 chests of
Java and twenty-four chests of Sumatra tea
(stock which 1 arrived in November, 1916, and
held over) were offered at the average price
of 97 Dutch cents ($0.39) per half kilo (1.1

pounds), the usual selling measure. The Dis-
tribution Committee fixed the retail price at 1.40

florins ($0.56) per half kilo. The Rykskantoor
voor Thee en Koffle permitted the sale of tea by
the retailers from January 1 to February 1, and
from July 1 to September 15, 1918; at all other
times tea was not available. In June, 1918, the
rest of the tea not sold at the first auction was
disposed of at an increase of 5 Dutch cents

($0.02) per half kilo. The shipment of 9,888
chests of tea received in 1918 was placed on the
market in January, 1919. Lamm.

THE TAPACHULA COFFEE TRADE

American Buyers Are Expected to Show
Greater Interest in This Product, Grown

in Chiapas, Mexico, and Formerly

Sent to Germany

By William A. Deverall
Guatemala City

IT is expected that greater interest in Tapa-
* chula coffee (grown in Chiapas, Mexico) will

be shown by American buyers in the future, be-

cause the abnormal shortage caused by the non-

receipt of the usual quantities of Brazilian coffee

has introduced Central American grades in Am-
erican markets and emphasized the merits of

milder coffee.

This coffee, like other mild coffees, such as the

Central American brands, was, prior to the war,

shipped almost exclusively to Germany, and

thence routed in considerable quantity to South-

ern Europe. However, upon the closing of the

European markets it was consigned to San Fran-

cisco houses, shipments being made from Salina

Cruz, as there were railroad connections between

that port and the coffee district. Some shipments

were made out of Puerto Mexico on the Atlantic

side, but the quantity sent from the latter part

was small.

The total annual production of coffee in

Chiapas is approximately 150,000 quintals (33,-

060,odo pounds). The coffee resembles Guate-
mala’s in its various grades, rather lower than

higher, yet may easily be substituted for it. This
is particularly true of the product of fincas whose
altitude is 3,000 feet or more.

The estimated production by nationalities of

planters is given in the order of importance

:

Quintals
German 60,000
Mexican 30,000
English 20,000
American 16,000
French 16,000
Spanish 8,000

CHINA’S TEA TRADE DECLINING

Last Year is Said to Have Been the Most
Calamitous on Record, Total Exports

Being Only 54,000,000 Pounds

[special correspondence]

Canton, June 13, 1919.

'THE tea trade of China in 1918 is officially

declared to have been the mos.t calamitous

011 record to both Chinese and European dealers,

says the Canton “Times.” There can be no doubt

also that there is little prospect of improvement.

While it is useless to expect that further reduc-

tion in duty and likin would ever raise China

teas to their former predominance, it would ap-

pear certain that the continued decline of the

trade might be arrested by the abolition of taxa-

tion and by more careful preparation for over-

seas markets. It is also a hopeful sign that the

Government has appreciated the advisability of

lightening the present load of duty and likin,

and a still more hopeful sign is the fact that

numbers of rolling machines have been pur-

chased and sent into the interior.

A glance at statistics, however, will show how
disastrous has been the decline of China’s ex-

ports of tea as a result of India’s competition.

In the four-year period 1888-1892 China’s average

exports of tea were round about 242,000,000

pounds, while for that period the exports from

British India reached only 150,000,000.

In the four-year period ten years later China’s
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exports of tea had dropped to about 192,000,000

pounds, while India sent out some 172,500,000.

Ten years later again India’s exports had risen

to 255,000,000 pounds, while China’s had dropped
to 202,000,000, and if we mistake not, these fig-

ures have been steadily dropping since that pe-

riod, last year’s being only 54,000,000 pounds.

The statistical secretary of the maritime cus-

toms in his report says: “It is encouraging to

learn of the early beginning of modern improved
methods in the preparation of the China tea for

the market." Among these are an experimental

and testing farm in Anhui, working under the

auspices of the Board of Agriculture; the Ning-

chow Tea Plantations, Ltd., which is the first

Chinese estate to adopt manufacture by machin-

ery, and the Chinese Model Tea Estate, Ltd.,

which also uses improved methods.

“The greatly altered conditions,” he adds,

“brought about by the war and by the eclipse of

Russia may not improbably lead to a change,

long contemplated and desired by many, namely,

the removal to Shanghai of the tea business

hitherto done at Hankow, Kiukiang and Foo-

chow. The market for all kinds of China tea

would then center in one place, which would

undoubtedly be of advantage to all concerned.”

PROTEST ITALY’S COFFEE MONOPOLY
[from a staff correspondent]

Rome, July 2, 1919.—The Milan Chamber of

Commerce, on the question of the coffee

monopoly, after a long discussion recently by

many of the leading members, approved an order

of the day deploring that the Government should

persist in its policy of monopolies, notwithstand-

ing the opposition manifested in the country. The
specific vote adopted on December 1 last was re-

affirmed, opposing the extension of the interfer-

ence of the State in the field of production and

commerse. T. R.

ABOUT JAPANESE TEA FREIGHTS
[special correspondence]

Yokohama, June 5, 1919.—There seems to be

tacit agreement among the leading shipping com-

panies here not to accept Japan tea for less than

$7 a ton to the Pacific Coast during the period

from June to November. G. H. S.

August, 1919

INDIA’S TEA TRADE LAST YEAR

Production was 5,000,000 Pounds Less Than
the Preceding Season, and Shipments to

the United States Were Insignificant

[special correspondence]

Calcutta, June 2, 1919.

[

AST season’s tea crop in Northern India was
some 5,000,000 pounds short of the preceding

season, the total being 345,000,000 pounds. Ship-

ments to the United States and Canada were ex-
ceedingly small

; the abnormal purchases for

these markets in the 1917-18 period resulted in

heavy stocks being held over, and to these were
added large quantities of Java teas. South
America showed a substantial increase in pur-

chases, taking some 6,000,000 pounds. As re-

gards the future there is hope that better trade

will follow prohibition in the United States.

Shipments from April 1, 1918, to March 31,

1919, are given below, but owing to a large

amount of the previous season’s teas being in-

cluded, the figures cannot be taken as indicative

of the disposal of this year’s crop. However,
they do show how distribution has changed in

the periods noted

:

1918-19 1917-18 1913-14
Pounds Pounds Pounds

United Kingdom... 270,000,000 252,000,000 196,000,000
Australia 7,000,000 8,000,000 10,000,000
North and South
America 9,000,000 39,500,000 8,000,000

Russia 750,000 11,000,000 45,000,000
Bombay and Persia. 23,000,000 18,500,000 7,250,000
Other ports 6,250,000 13,000,000 5,750,000

Bombay and the Persian Gulf were therefore

by far the greatest supporters of the local sales,

and at times buyers for these markets monopo-
lized competition, their operations having ex-

tended to nearly all classes of tea. During the

closing sales of the season competition from these

quarters was considerably less in evidence, and

this was reflected in prices to a marked extent.

Australia was handicapped by scarcity of ton-

nage, and in this respect Colombo was more

favorably situated.

Russia was almost entirely out of the market

throughout the season. A few orders for dusts

and Hankow were executed, and at the beginning

of the season some first flush Darjeelings were

PUREST AND BEST BAKING POWDERS
Cream of Tartar and Pure Phosphate

Buyers Private Brands at Attractive Prices
Also High Grade Cocoas under Private Brands

MANHATTAN BAKING POWDER CO., 264 Spring St., New York
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taken; but apart from this no business existed.

Consumption in India

It is more difficult than ever—in fact, impos-

sible—to obtain any accurate figures showing the

volume of consumption of tea in India. There is,

however, every reason t’o believe, not only from

'the reports of the commissioner appointed by the

Tea Cess Committee, but also from the fact that

a number of native buyers now operate in the

auction room who previously were unrepresented,

that considerable expansion has taken place in

the Indian consumption of tea. That this is due

in great measure to the efforts of the Tea Cess

Committee there can be no doubt. Now that a

substantial start has been made, it is not unreas-

onable to hope that the future may show a real

and general appreciation of tea as a beverage

amongst the people of India. Perhaps the greatest

problem in the achievement of this wish lies in

the difficulty of distributing a palatable tea at a

price within the means of the majority.

CHICAGO NEWS LETTER

Activities of the Trade in the Windy City and
Vicinity as Seen by Our Correspondent

Chicago, July 30, 1919.

J

ULY failed to show marked change in the

Chicago tea market. Prices remained prac-

tically unchanged in spit’e of the constant forcing

up of costs at production point. The late teas

are slightly weaker just now, but the second crop

is very strong and on a high price level. Since

retailers are still disposing of last year’s crop

there is some uncertainty as to the amount of new
teas they will absorb at the advanced level. Ar-

rivals during the month have been plentiful in

bulk, though restricted in style.

The coffee market also has been calm. There

is not the slightest doubt on the part of dealers

that the current quotations, which have remained

very firm during the month, are due for a de-

cided advance within the next thirty days. Just

now brokers are balancing the see-saw between

steadily rising costs in Brazil and the increase

of retail prices. Consumption is about seasonal,

in spite of the necessity of the retailers restock-

ing at unprecedented levels.

Wholesale coffee merchants of Chicago are

speculating upon the identity of a group in their

ranks who have written a letter to United States

District Attorney Clyne, protesting against the

“Big Five’’ packers. The letter states that the

packers are seeking to control the coffee market,

and are forcing the roasters and wholesalers to

the wall.

“One of the packers is just completing one of

the largest coffee houses in the country,” states

the letter. “It has hired away from a Chicago

coffee house its expert, paying him $2,500 more

a year. Unless something is done by the Gov-

ernment in this thing the packers will have con-

trol of every foodstuff in the country within the

next ten years.”

No action has yet been taken on the complaint,

since the grand jury is not in session, and most

investigators are away on vacations. Meanwhile

protest is coming from the public against the re-

tail prices of coffee.

The declaration on the part of several Chicago

premium house men that they are having diffi-

culty in keeping their customers as prices rise, is

discounted by Harry W. Meneley, secretary of

the National Retail Tea and Coffee Merchants’

Association. He maintains, to the contrary, that

adjustments are being made without the loss of

trade, and that the general public, far from com-

plaining of exploitation, fully understand the ex-

igencies surrounding the tea and coffee trade, and

are surprised that these commodities have not

advanced before. However the public feeling

may be analyzed, it is agreed that the advent of

prohibition has turned enough surplus trade into

tea and coffee channels to counteract a decrease

in consumption.

F. V. Skiff has resigned as president of the

Jewel Tea Company, and has been elected chair-

man of the board of directors. Raymond E. Dur-

ham, the newly-elected president of the company,

is vice-president of the Chicago Savings Bank &
Trust Company, and was prominently identified

with the Corn Products Company in connection

with the introduction of their grocery specialties.

E. J. Costello.

Thos. P. Monahan G. A. Schmidt

MONAHAN BROKERAGE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

DEPENDABLE BROKERS IN COFFEE
506 South 7th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

IF YOU WANT “SERVICE”,—command us.
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NEW ORLEANS LETTER

News of the Trade in the “Logical Port’’ as

Gathered by Our Correspondent

New Orleans, July 29, 1919.

nPHE coffee market here has remained prac-
A tically unchanged this month and with very

little that can be considered new in the situation.

Spot prices advanced again towards the end of

the month, but not enough to overcome the re-

cessions in prices that had occurred.

Demand was not great, but a fair trade was

reported throughout the month, both locally and

from the interior. There were very few Brazil

offers, and prices there were higher than the

parity, so that business was small.

Stock decreased to about 150,000 bags, then

advanced to around 200,000 bags towards the end -

of the month. A great part of this was already

sold to the interior, or imported by interior

houses, so that local stock is small. The amount

of coffee arriving during the month was only

about' 250,000 bags, compared with much larger

receipts the previous month. At this date there

are but 169,000 bags afloat for New Orleans.

Mild coffee prices are practically unchanged

and the stock is light.

Coffee roasters state that business has been

good during the month. No change in price has

occurred since June 23, but another advance is

thought not unlikely. Coffee that sold less than

a year ago for 25 cents a pound now is sold for

45 cents and some for 47P2 cents. This is the

standard grade that goes into local consumption

largely and contains chicory. There are fancy

grades of coffee put up which it' is stated are

being sold by the roasters as high as 60 cents a

pound and by retailers at 75 cents, but this is

declared to be above the average of prices.

While opinion among local coffee dealers is that

possibly there may be slightly more coffee in the

invisible supply than at some periods, it is said

that it is practically assured that the stories

of great' hoardings of coffee in the United States

are without foundation, as the statistical situation

precludes any such quantity being held.

Arrangements for better unloading facilities

for coffee are being made, but with the smaller

imports this month the difficulty that existed

before the army authorities gave up long stretches

of wharves and put their supplies in the great,

new Government warehouse is ended.

D. H. Hoffman, president of the local coffee

roasters’ association, is on a vacation and B. C.

Casanas is acting president temporarily.

—E. K. Pelton, Sr.

THE NEW YORK MARKETS

Special Market Reviews for “The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal’’

New York, Aug. 2, 1919.

DUSINESS in green Brazilian coffee during

July can best be described as “normal.” In

short, while the volume of business was small, it

was about in line with what is generally expected

during July. The quietude was especially notice-

able where buying by roasters was concerned,

and this created no astonishment, as it had been

generally conceded for some time past that de-

mand from that quarter would fall off sharply

as a result of the remarkably large deliveries in

April, May and June. July also started with

deliveries large in volume, but they dwindled

gradually, and the month’s total fell far short of

June and of July, 1918. Between importers and

jobbers a fair business was passing from day to

day, although the local stock became remarkably

small, and much of the trading simply consisted

of turning the same lot over and over again. In

the cost-and-freight market also moderate pur-

chases were reported late in the month, whereas

at the outset there was little animation.

The lack of interest among interior buyers was

traceable in part to the rapid and occasionally

violent price changes in Brazil as well as the

local market. As a consequence, considerable

irregularity prevailed at times, and especially

early in the month. As a rule, however, the pre-

vailing trend was upward, and particularly late

in the month. This was ascribed to a renewal of

strength in Brazil, especially Santos, where it

was rumored that another “bull” campaign was a
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Pack Your “Good Will” Right
The welfare of your business depends upon how you

make and pack your goods. Your product is judged by
the condition in which it reaches the consumer. Your
reputation and good will, as its maker, suffers or succeeds
accordingly. Let

PROTECTIVE
PAPERS

For the convenience of
Western Trade, we carry
a complete stock of Dia-
mond-F Protective Papers
at our Chicago ware-
house and factory; 1656
Besley Court.

Glassine— Vegetable Parchment— Grease Proof— Parchmoid

safeguard your product and good will on that journey from your
factory (over the counter) to the consumer.

Each one of these papers has distinctive qualities that make it

best for the purpose—all can be creased or folded without cracking.
They will improve a poor package and make a good package better.

Supplied in sheets, rolls or circles. Your jobber can supply you.

Write today for samples.

Diamond State Fibre Company
Bridgeport, Pa. (Near Philadelphia)

Also makers of Diamond Fibre—“A Remarkable Material.”

MILLER FIBRE CANS AND TUBES
FOR

AND WITH QUALITY ARE CROWNED

MOISTURE PROOF AND PARCHMENT LINED
ORDER TO-DAY WE SHIP TO-MORROW

MILLER FIBRE PRODUCTS CO.
350 WEST ONTARIO STREET CHICAGO
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possibility. As a matter of fact, Brazilian ideas

remained consistently firm most of the time, and

hence the irregularity was brought about almost

wholly by the eagerness of some cost-and-freight

buyers to secure profits on their purchases by re-

selling at prices below those current in primary

markets. Another disturbing factor, temporarily,

was the anxiety of interior buyers and roasters

holding excessive stocks to dispose of their sur-

plus, anticipating much lower prices as the new
crop movement expanded. It was stated, for ex-

ample, that weak holders at one time had been sell-

ing Santos 4s at 26^ to 27% cents, or a cent or

more below the “direct” market. That these

prices were not a fair criterion was speedily de-

monstrated, for as soon as these resale lots were

cleaned up the price quickly jumped to 28y2 cents,

and still later to 29J4 cents.

Because of the greater firmness, following the

early unsettlement, the general average of prices

is, roughly, ^4 to 1 cent higher than a month ago.

The firmer feeling was based in part on various

statistical features. For one thing, the Brazilian

crop movement was extremely small, the total

arrivals at Rio and Santos for thirty days being

only 545,000 bags, against 703,000 a year ago, and

858.000 two years ago. Moreover, the clearances

from Brazil were disappointing, especially in view

of the recent claims that about 1,500,000 bags had

been bought for July-August' shipment. Exports

to this country were about 361,000 bags. Arrivals

were small, roundly, 616,000 bags ;
and as de-

liveries were fairly good, the visible supply is still

small, being now only about 1,100,000 bags, against

1.947.000 a year ago. The decrease in supplies

was especially noticeable in New York, our stock

on August 1 being about 274,000 bags, against

347,642 on July 1, and 1,394,000 a year ago. It is

also interesting to note that the quantity en route

from Brazil is only about 554,000 bags, and of this

only 346,000 are headed for New York.

Milds Quiet But Firm

Early in the month trading in mild grades con-

tinued quiet. Demand was limited and the ten-

dency of prices was toward slightly lower levels,

owing to liberal arrivals and smaller deliveries.

Gradually the demand improved, and after a

period of irregularity a much firmer feeling de-

veloped, prices rising close to the top levels of

early June. This was largely a reflection of the

strong tone in producing countries where prices

were above our basis. Well informed dealers

believe that invisible supplies are small, and they

do not look for any relief in the near future, as

they do not expect offerings from primary sources

until late in the year, and then for future ship-

ment only. Hence they predict higher prices here

owing to legitimate conditions of supply and de-

mand. Arrivals during July were about 385,537

bags, and deliveries 300,250 bags. The New York
stock compares with 418,955 bags on July 1 and

834,129 on August 1, 1918.

Teas Active and Strong

Notwithstanding the hot weather, which or-

dinarily means a dull distributing business in tea

during July, the market has been extremely ac-

tive, sales being fully up to the gratifying vol-

ume of May and June. The strong tone has like-

wise continued, prices generally averaging about

2 cents higher for the month. While some kinds

are practically unchanged, Japans are up from 1

to 2 cents, Javas about 2 cents and Ceylons from

2 to 3 cents. All primary markets were open and

Far Eastern advices reported an extremely active

business, although only a small percentage was

bought for shipment to this country. The mar-

ket for green teas in Shanghai opened at about

3 to 4 cents over the spot market here. Prices

in Japan remain high, while Formosa was firm,

with standard Formosa at about 22 cents laid

down. Shipments from that country to the United
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Sprinkler Tops

Ask for Prices and Samples

WHITE METAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1006-12 CLINTON STREET

HOBOKEN, N. J.

Out in Ottumwa, Iowa, Samuel Mahon Company
roast coffee and then market.it in a thorough manner.

The sweet, little Golden Locks on the carton is

not permitted, because of her tender age, to drink
coffee, but she has learned what is “Mamma’s
Choice,” and one of the things she looks for is the
KVP waxed sealer around the carton.

This superlative coffee would not long remain
“Mamma’s Choice” if it were to lose its flavor from
standing on the shelves of a dealer. The KVP
waxed paper ipsures the goodness—and that’s what
keeps the stream of Iowa kiddies tramping paths
to the grocers’ for Mahon coffee.

Write for samples or wire for prices on KVP waxed
paper.

Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan

World’s Model Paper Mill

Makers of bond and waxed papers and vegetable
parchment

FIDELITY CAN CO.
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BALTIMORE, MD.
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CONTAINERS
22^° Manufacturers of Box Shooks and Boxes for All Containers
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Arksafe”ElasticPaper Linings
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and Spices.

Samples Upon Request

Arkell Safety Bag Co
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14 East Jackson Boulevard
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120 Broadway
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States are expected to be fully 60 per cent less

than they have been in previous years, while

Japan’s shipments will be about 50 per cent less,

with prices about 5 cents above the even date last

year. The recent domestic business included large

quantities of Java and Japan teas, while sales for

shipment included about 15,000 chests of Javas

and 3,000 of Congous.

Conservative authorities are convinced that be-

cause of extremely small receipts and light im-

ports prices will go higher. Notwithstanding the

much lower freight rates than those ruling a year

ago, the actual laid-down cost of tea will be in no

instance more than 5 cents under last year’s

levels, because of the tremendous rise in ex-

change rates. Costs will be fully 10 cents per

pound above those of two seasons ago. In the

silver countries of the Far East exchange is now
quoted at 138 to 139, against 118 to 120 a year ago.

Spices Quieter After Early Activity

Although business slowed down somewhat to-

ward the close, the month under review was said

to have been the best July seen in the spice trade

in years, and the heavy distribution was accom-

panied by a strong upward movement of prices.

During the first half of the month domestic de-

mand was extremely brisk, while export inquiry

was also active, certain descriptions being in es-

pecially urgent demand. Peppers, cloves and

cassias were generally particularly sought after.

As a consequence, first-hand stocks decreased

steadily, and supplies are now smaller than ever.

The reductions were especially marked in gingers,

red peppers and China cassias. Imports were

smaller, and there seems to be no hope of heavy

arrivals for the balance of the year. In spite of

the advances, prices here are still cheaper than

anywhere else on nearly all varieties. In the face

of higher Eastern quotations on Lampong some

business was done for August-October shipment,

but little was done in Singapore Black, Aleppy
or Tellicherry. Hence it is difficult to perceive

where noteworthy supplies are to come from, and
in the meantime it is expected that the demand
from domestic consumers, as well as from Europe
and South America, during August and Septem-
ber may be the widest ever known. Later in the

month trade among dealers was light, but de-

mand from grinders and exporters remained
brisk. C. K. T.

TEAS IMPORTED DURING JUNE
[special correspondence]

Washington, D. C., July' 18, 1919—Supervising
Tea Examiner Mitchell’s report for teas exam-
ined, rejected and passed during June shows a

net import of 2,661,261 pounds in all districts in

the United States, as compared with 1,739,413

pounds in May. He records 60,217 pounds re-

jected as being below the quality standard, and
no rejections under the head of impure teas.

The quantities of each variety passed or rejected

are given in the following:

Pounds Pounds
Variety Passed Rejected

Formosa Oolong 20,433
Foochow Oolong 125
Congou 540
India 216,960
Ceylon 817,978
Java and Sumatra 166,499 54,157
Ping Suey Green 229,628 3,293
Country Green 1,672
Japan 1,182,677
Japan Dust 6,980
Scented Canton 10,640
Canton Oolong 7,129 2,767

The month’s record of teas passed or rejected

in each inspection district is as follows

:

Boston

Pounds
Passed
506,074

Pounds
Rejected

Chicago 193,453
Honolulu 26,819 225
Puget Sound 797,028 80
St. Paul (no examinations)....
San Francisco 281,578 2,767
New York 856,309 57,145

^ggil|§Sll^
\
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FOR SALE BY MORE THAN
1

|;pg 20.000 DEALERS!

IpH New York’s old Favorite Brand
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Why the Mercantile?
The progress of the Mercantile in its

two years of existence is understood if you

read the accompanying list of Directors.

A service sponsored by such a Board proves

equally satisfying to the bank’s clients.

You are invited to study the list of Direc-

tors both as to the reputation of the indi-

viduals composing it and their important

business connections.

Your business will be appreciated at

this bank and given every attention.

115 Broadway New York

Member of Federal Reserve System

DIRECTORS
CHELLIS A. AUSTIN

President of the Company
ELLIOTT AVERETT

Vice-Pres. United Cigar Stores

Co.
EARL D. BABST

Pres. Am. Sugar Refining Co.
EDWARD J. BARBER

Pres. Barber Steamship Lines,

Inc.

HENRY S. BOWERS
Goldman Sachs & Co., Bankers

HARRY BRONNER
Pres. Missouri Pacific R. R. Co.

FRANK N. B. CLOSE
Vice-Pres. Bankers Trust Co.

J. S. COFFIN
Chairman Franklin Ry. Supply
Co., Inc.

DELOS W. COOKE
Associate Director The Cunard
Steamship Co., Ltd.

C. G. DU BOIS
Vice-Pres. Western Electric Co.

FREDERICK F. FITZPATRICK
President The Railway Steel
Spring Co.

WILLIAM GIBLIN
Pres. Mercantile Safe Deposit Co.
HARVEY D. GIBSON
Pres. The Liberty National Bank
THOMAS HILDT
Vice-Pres. Bankers Trust Co.
ALFRED R. HORR

Financial Vice-Pres. Equitable
Life Assurance Society

HERBERT P. HOWELL
Vice-Pres. National Bank of

Commerce

N. D. JAY
Vice-Pres. Guaranty Trust Co.

ELGOOD C. LUFKIN
President the Texas Co.

JOHN McHUGH
Vice-President Mechanics &
Metals National Bank

THEODORE F. MERSELES
Vice-President and General
Mgr. National Cloak & Suit Co.

ALBERT G. MILBANK
Masten & Nichols, Lawyers

SAMUEL H. MILLER
Vice-Pres. Chase National Bank

SHERBURNE PRESCOTT
Vice-Pres. Anglo-Am. Cotton
Products Corp.

JOHN J. RASKOB
Vice-Pres. E. I. Du Pont de
Nemours & Co.

JACKSON E. REYNOLDS
Vice-Pres. First National Bank

CHARLES S. SARGENT, Jr.

Kidder, Peabody & Co., Bankers
EUGENE V. R. THAYER

President Chase National Bank
EDWARD R. TINKER

Vice-Pres. Chase National Bank
F. T. WALKER
Agent Royal Bank of Canada

FIBRE
AND

CORRUGATED
BOXES

Ship your Coffee and Tea

in Fibre and Corrugated

Boxes and save freight,

weight and space.

We specialize in boxes

for the Tea and Coffee

Trade from folding car-

tons to shipping boxes.

Estimates and samples

if requested.

Hummel & Downing
Company

Milwaukee U. S. A.

DEPT. C-T.
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES

Charles Meehan, of P. C. Meehan & Co., and

T. J. Israel and Baker Stephens, of J. Aron &
Co., all of New York, attended the funeral of

Walter M. Gifford at Newtonville, Mass., on July

26.

John H. Patterson, head of the National Cash

Register Company, Dayton, left for Europe on •

July 19 for an inspection of the N. C. R. agencies

on the Continent and in England.

The C. D. Kenny Company, of Baltimore, long

known to the trade as operators of a highly suc-

cessful chain of retail tea and coffee stores, have

also been carrying on a lot of distribution at'

wholesale. This feature of the business has come
into particular notice lately in connection with

the company’s inauguration of branch plants at

Knoxville and at Cleveland, for supplementing

the work of the Baltimore factory in the produc-

tion of fresh roasted coffee. At Cleveland the

whole business of the Sprague-Monroe Coffee

Company was taken over, and the roasting equip-

ment is being enlarged by adding a 300-pound

Jubilee machine. At Knoxville a new Burns

plant is to be installed, having two No. 1 roasters

arranged for gas fuel. The green coffee treat-

ment and blending will continue to be done at the

Baltimore headquarters, where the cup-testing

equipment has recently been improved by the

addition of a five-cylinder Burns sample roaster.

The firm name of The Reily-Taylor Company,

coffee roaster, New Orleans, was changed on

June 5 to Wm. B. Reily & Co., Inc.

The new Chicago plant of the Dwinell-Wright

Company will begin with a capacity twice as great'

as originally planned, using space for initial equip-

ment which it was intended to leave for later

developments. There will now be four Jubilee

roasters, with a combined capacity of 5,000

pounds of roasted coffee per hour
;
and the re-

vised plans provide all the needed bins and con-

veying apparatus for sending the goods to the

desired point for final packing, either ground or

in the bean.

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company ap-

plied July 8 for a permit to erect a three-story

reinforced concrete warehouse at Peddie and

Locust streets, Newark, N. J. The estimated cost

is $200,000.

The Kamden Company, recently organized in

Cleveland for carrying on a wholesale coffee busi-

ness, has ordered a complete coffee roasting plant

from the Lambert Machine Company.

J. H. McLaurin, president of the Southern

Wholesale Grocers’ Association, was the principal

speaker at a recent meeting of the St. Louis

Wholesale Grocers’ Association. Mr. McLaurin’s

subject was “Economic Phases of American

Life.” Other speakers at the meeting were J. C.

Westfall, secretary of the St. Louis Retail Gro-

cers’ Association, and Harry Sloan, secretary of

the Missouri-Kansas Wholesale Grocers’ Asso-

ciation.

Hills Bros., of San Francisco, have ordered an-

other Jubilee coffee roaster, which will be the

tenth of these gas-fuel machines in their factory.

All are of the large size in which 500 pounds of

green coffee can be treated.

Groceries valued at $2,000 were recently con-

demned in the store of Frank Pfeifer, St. Louis,

as unfit for use.

The Kansas City Wholesale Grocery Company
is having constructed a modern peanut butter

plant of the very latest Lambert engineering type.

It' will cover portions of the fifth, sixth and

seventh floors, and when installed will be one of

the most complete peanut butter manufacturing

plants in the country.

A voluntary petition in bankruptcy was filed in

the United States District Court in St. Louis,

July 25, by A. H. Plumer & Co., coffee brokers.

F* A. F*ER CONTAINERS FOR
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa and Spices

Send for Samples and Particulars

Single Service Package Corporation of America
No. 1 Madison Ave., New York

p. . . \ Yonkers, N. Y.Factories
} Chicago ; ni

ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
CINCINNATI, O.
CLEVELAND, O.
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HARTFORD, CONN.
HOUSTON, TEX.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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ST. LOUIS, MO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
WE TAKE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING THE OPENING ON

AUGUST FIRST OF A BRANCH OFFICE AT 155 MILK STREET,
BOSTON, MASS. WE WERE FORTUNATE IN BEING ABLE TO
SECURE THE ENTIRE FIFTH FLOOR OF THIS BUILDING.
OUR TWO OFFICES WORKING TOGETHER WILL GIVE ALL
OF OUR CUSTOMERS, SELLERS AS WELL AS BUYERS, THE
ADVANTAGE OF BEING BROUGHT INTO CLOSE PERSONAL
TOUCH WITH TWO OF THE LARGEST TEA MARKETS OF THE
COUNTRY.

WE AIM TO GIVE BOTH BUYERS AND SELLERS A SERVICE NOT YET ATTAINED
IN THIS COUNTRY AND BELIEVE WE HAVE THE FACILITIES FOR DOING IT.

USE A

TRIC0LAT0R
and make better

TEA and

COFFEE
“ Endorsement ”

Roasters(now) send

TRICOLATORS
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complain. They
know that theclean,

sweet, fresh Paper

Filter and the fool

proof Aluminum
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Filter Paper.

THE TRICOLATOR CO.
64 E. So. Water Street

QHICAGO

Safepack is synonomous with de-

pendability. Sure-packing material

that positively prevents damage to

goods in transport.

Proof against all forms of moisture,

dust, dirt, mildew, rats and mice.

Meets U. S. Government specifica-

tions and is used extensively for

packing teas, coffees, spices, candy,

confectionery, etc., for domestic and
overseas shipments. Samples on re-

quest. Address Department C.

Safepack Mills
Boston USA
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The total liabilities are listed at $11,783.52 in un-

secured claims and assets at $6,122.80. The assets

include stock in trade valued at $2,418.59, an auto-

mobile truck valued at $500, and debts on open

accounts amounting to $2,924.53.

The roasting plant of the Spray Coffee &
Spice Company, Denver, is soon to- be entirely

reset and enlarged. New items include a 300-

pound Jubilee roaster and tiptop flexible arm
cooling and stoning apparatus. The entire work
will be taken care of by Jabez Burns & Sons,

New York.

St.' Louis creditors of the Nelson Co-operative

Association, Inc., recently received a dividend of

85 per cent from the association’s string of 65

retail grocery stores in New Orleans. The stores

were operated by N. O. Nelson, former St. Louis

millionaire. This is said to be a record dividend

in a bankruptcy proceeding.

The H. J. Heinz Company is ordering more

equipment for its peanut butter plant. Two of

the very latest and largest Lambert steel electric

mills, complete with filling devices and automatic

salters, have been ordered for early delivery.

, The Interstate Commerce Commission handed

down July 31 a decision in case No. 10,369 of the

Woolson Spice Company, of Toledo, Ohio, against

the Northern Pacific Railroad Company et al. In

their syllabus in this case the Commissioners say,

“Rate on pepper, unground, in carloads, from

Seattle, Wash., to Toledo, Ohio, found unreason-

able. Reparation awarded.”

A new coffee business has been started by

Busch & Spreckels at 91 Broadway, Brooklyn.

Mr. Busch was formerly connected with Sump &
Busch, of Brooklyn. Coffee grinding operations

are taken care of by a No. 11 Burns mill with

2-horsepower motor attached.

McCormick & Co., spice millers and manufac-

turers of flavoring extracts at Baltimore, took

their entire force, about 350 persons, on an outing

to Fairview Beach on July 29.

Gordon, Sewall & Co., wholesale grocers of

Houston, Tex., have been operating their coffee

roasting plant so successfully that increased

capacity is already required. Two more No. 1

Burns roasters have been ordered, to be bricked

up along side of the two original machines, with

another tiptop cooler box, etc.

Dan Talmage & Co., New York, have been in-

corporated to operate rice mills; capital $100,000.

The incorporators are E. E. Losee, Mayfield

Road, Hempstead, L. I.
;
M. Levitt, 1419 Carroll

street, and F. Levitt, 1650 Forty-sixth street,

Brooklyn.

S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., 83 Front street, New
York, wefl-known coffee dealers and trade roast-

ers, are installing new apparatus for testing cof-

fee samples. This includes a Burns machine with

five tilting cylinders and a motor-driven sample

grinder.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

Gem Food Products Company, Peoria, 111 . The

new firm will deal in teas, coffee, chocolate and

spices.

The Thomson & Taylor Spice Company, of Chi-

cago, is adding to its factory operations in the

manufacture of cocoa bean products. Burns ap-

The Scientific knowledge required to make good cans on a “LANGSTON”
unit is embodied in the machinery. You can do the rest.

Let us show
you how to

maKe your can
It's worth while

WRITE

Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N.J
,
U.S.A.
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FRANCIS PEEK & CO., Ltd.
Head Office: 20 Eastcheap, London, E. C.

SINGAPORE JAVA SUMATRA
Laidlaw Batavia, Soerabaja, Bandoeng Medan and

Buildings and Semarang Padang

EXPORTERS of JAVA TEA
and other Dutch East Indian Produce

TIN RUBBER SUGAR
COFFEE RICE TAPIOCA PEPPER CITRONELLA OIL, ETC.

WRITE TO OUR BATAVIA HOUSE AND ASK TO BE PLACED ON
MAIL LIST TO RECEIVE OUR JAVA MONTHLY PRODUCE REPORT

JAVA TEAS OF JAVA PLANTA-
DIRECT IMPORT TION RUBBER

ROWLEY DAVIES & CO., Limited

Exporters and Importers

BATAVIA
Java

or

Head Office: Fenchurch House, 5 Fenchurch St„ London, E. C.

Will Gladly Reply to Enquiries and Supply All Information.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Tournal
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paratus will be used for roasting and cooling, also

for cleaning the raw cocoa.

The John H. Fitch Company, well known whole-

sale grocery concern of Youngstown, Ohio, has

been reincorporated as the Fitch Company, with

$500,000 capital.

In the Canadian factory of the Hooton Choco-

late Company, located in Toronto, another No. 1

Burns roaster will soon be installed, arranged for

using gas fuel.

Articles of incorporation have been filed by the

St. Louis Food Products Company, of St. Louis

;

capital $25,300;

The cocoa bean roasting equipment of the

Frontier Chocolate Company, Inc., North Tona-

wanda, N. Y., will soon be doubled in capacity by

the installation of two more No. 1 Burns roasters

and additional cooler boxes. The feed hoppers

of the battery of four roasters will be supplied by

a drag conveyor and all the smoke pipes connected

into a suction fan.

A new brick warehouse will be established at

the Fort Mill, S. C., Wholesale Grocery Company
properties.

P. Margarella, manufacturing confectioner, 477

Broome street, New York, has recently installed

a No. 5 Burns machine for cocoa roasting work.

Plans for the erection of a new $150,000 steel

and concrete warehouse in Baltimore are being

completed by the General Coffee & Tea Company
of that city.

The Hershey Chocolate Company will soon

install six No. 1 Burns roasters bricked up in a

battery. Besides the necessary additional cooler

boxes, the improvements include also two more
Burns cleaners for raw cocoa, making six of

these cleaners in the Hershey plant.

The Interstate Wholesale Grocers’, Inc., Sidell,

La., will open a branch house at Hattiesburg.

Miss.

The Advance Vending Company, 554 Tenth

avenue, New York, will install one of the special

Burns suction coolers for treating peanuts after

kettle boiling.

The Knoxville Jobbing Company, wholesale

grocers, Knoxville, Tenn., have increased their

capital stock from $50,000 to $100,000.

The Durand & Kasper Company, wholesale

grocers Hf Chicago, have added to its finely

equipped department for the manufacture of pea-

nut butter another grinding mill, from the fac-

tory of Jabez Burns & Sons.

The Miner-Hillard Milling Company, Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., one of the oldest milling concerns in

Established 1880

C. M. SMITH & SON

Tea Packers
lor the Trade

236 Water St. New York
Phone Beekman 7928

“Service is a Science 99

Improved equipment and facilities place
us in a better position than ever before to

give the trade the right kind of service.

Packets are unquestionably the most
sanitary means of distributing tea and are
popular alike with consumer and dealer,

because more economically and easily han-
dled. Teas packed in tins, lead and cartons,

Vs, 34> 34 and 1 lb. sizes.

Qunaware
isthelbest
premium
because it

appeals
irresistibly
to the ->•

housewife

€lelfmodesChinaCo
Sebrin^P Ohio
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Caracanda Brothers
Established 1872

Merchants and Steamship Owners

280 Broadway New York

Direct Importers of

Coffee of Every Variety

Superior facilities for taking care of the

needs of green coffee buyers. Large stock

on hand and afloat.

Woods Ehrhard&Co.

GREEN
COFFEE
EVERY
WAY

New York
When Writing A ivertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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the country, is reported to be planning the addi-

tion of a wholesale grocery department to the

business.

The Wardway Food Factories of Chicago pro-

duce many of the articles required for the great

mail-order business of Montgomery, Ward & Co.

Roasted peanuts are in increasing demand, and

an installation is soon to be made of two two-bag

Burns roasters, using gas fuel, with a 4- by 6-foot

cooler box.

A new warehouse, costing $135,000, will be es-

tablished in South Richmond, Va., by the Cheek-

Neal Coffee Company, of Richmond.

The Kelly Peanut Company, Boston, will soon

move to new quarters, where a complete new
equipment of machinery is to be installed, spe-

cially arranged to suit the needs of the business.

The whole plant will be furnished by Jabez Burns

& Sons. Besides roasting and cooling apparatus

for pod peanuts, there will be special shelled-nut

machines connected by labor-saving devices for

all the operations in the manufacture of peanut

butter.

A new concern in the New York green coffee

district is the R. Lawrence Smith Export & Im-

port Company, located at 84 Front street. The
company is installing a three-cylinder Burns

sample roaster for coffee testing work.

EPPENS, SMITH COMPANY
Importers and Jobbers

COFFEES and TEAS
267-269-271 Washington St., 103-105-107 Warren St.,

124 Front St., New York

JAVA and SUMATRA
COFFEES
SPOT AND AFLOAT

Offering some choice lots . Ask for Samples

The George J. Johnson Coffee Brokerage Com-
pany, St. Louis, has leased the building at 318

South Seventh street, and will occupy it imme-
diately.

The National Tea Company, Chicago, is plan-

ning a new plant to be erected on Oak and Crosby
streets to cost about $275,000.

The Ideal Cocoa & Chocolate Company, Lititz,

Pa., is adding two more No. 1 Burns roasters to

the present battery of these machines, with an

additional cooler box, etc.

M. C. Shryack, C. A. Wright and C. C. Givens,

all of Kirksville, Mo., have formed a company
and opened a wholesale grocery and candy house

at Sedalia, Mo. It is incorporated for $75,000.

The Lance Packing Company, Charlotte, N. C.,

packer of peanut products, has acquired the Caro-

lina Coffee Company, and both properties are now
being run under one management.

REEVE & VAN RIPER
WAREHOUSEMEN

mJ7777777 Milling, Cleaning, Hulling,IsUrrnn Separating and Picking

Packers of Teas
Storage and Weighing

46-48 WATER ST. NEW YORK
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MURAI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
Tea Department

96 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

MEIJI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
(.Formerly Furuya & Nishimura)

TEAS JAPAN FORMOSA OOLONG INDIA CEYLON JAVA
BEANS, OILS, SPICES, CHILLIES, GINGER

%

Chicago Branch—Lake-State Building
Montreal Branch—55 St. Francois Xavier St.

SASCO COFFEE COMPANY
Importers
83 Front Street New York

Green Coffee Exclusively.

In Jobbing Lots Only.

ALBERT F. De PEAR, Manager

SEALRIGHT = CHARACTER
THE FINEST TYPE OF PAPER CAN FOR HIGHCLASS PRODUCTS

BUILT ON MERIT TO PACK PRODUCTS OF MERIT

THE SEALRIGHT GIVES DISTINCTION

SEALRIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY FULTON, N. Y.

General Can Company

Sixteenth & Canal Sts.

Chicago, 111.

Tin and Fibre

Cans
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COGOLLO
The mark of one of the highest Grade
Coffees Grown in Colombia, S. A.

A coffee noted for its mild and delicious flavor and unsurpassed
fragrancy. Carefully picked, hulled, selected and stored under sani-
tary conditions.

Whether you buy “Cogollo Lavado,” “Cogollo Selecto” or “Cogollo
Especial” you are certain of getting a coffee of uniform quality.
For particulars apply to M. Duran, 198 Broadway, New York.

ORDER BY THE NAME “COGOLLO”

COGOLLO & CO.
Cucuta Coffee Planters

Rep. of
Colombia,

S. A.

COFFEE SKY-HY???
DON’T WORRY—YOU CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM

WITH OUR SCIENTIFICALLY PROCESSED
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, COFFEE FILLERS AND

CHICORY SUBSTITUTES

BEST ON EARTH
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

AMERICAN CEREAL-COFFEE COMPANY
315-317-319 WEST CHICAGO AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW YORK WEIGHING CO.
SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT

WEIGHING, SAMPLING, COOPERING

AND BOX STRAPPING

ALL WEIGHT RETURNS
CERTIFIED

LET US QUOTE YOU OUR RATES

FULL PARTICULARS

CALL HANOVER 6296 or 4185 OR WRITE

70 WALL STREET

KICK
—that one word

tells the story

A delicious drink

COFFEE-COLA
Exclusive Agencies Now

Being Booked

Liberal Trade Discounts

SOLUBLE COFFEE CO.
OF AMERICA

97 Water St. New York

When Writing Advertisers Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Odd, Isn't It

jj —that some people think of advertising as a means of benefiting only the seller, when its basic
jj

^ function must be to render a necessary service to the buyer, else it could not exist? Merchan- fj

§| dise lives or dies as it does or does not meet a human need. Advertising is subject to the same g
§{ law of service. The real measure of its value is what it gives, not what it gets.

In the light of these truths, the marvelous growth of advertising in itself is an imperative g
H demonstration of its essential character in our economic system.

LIST OF MEMBERS
Each has subscribed to and is jp

maintaining the highest standards
||§

of practice in their editorial and m
advertising service. =
Advertising and Selling H
American Architect
American Blacksmith
American Exporter §i
American Funeral Director
American Hatter |p
American Machinist =
American Paint Journal
American Paint and Oil Dealer
American Printer
American School Board Journal
Architectural Record M
Automobile Dealer and Repairer =
Automobile Journal |p
Automotive Industries H
Bakers Weekly jp
Boot and Shoe Recorder
Brick and Clay Record ^
Buildings and Building Manage- n
ment

Bulletin of Pharmacy
j

Canadian Grocer M
Canadian Railway and Marine =
World M

Candy and Ice Cream =
Chemical & Metallurgical En- ||

gineering j=
Clothier and Furnisher H
Coal Age =
Coal Trade Journal
Concrete §§
Cotton M
Daily Iron Trade & Metal Market fp
Report

Domestic Engineering
Dry Goods Economist
Drygoodsman
Dry Goods Reporter

Electric Railway Journal
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical Record
Electrical Review
Electrical World
Embalmer’s Monthly
Engineering World
Engineering and Mining Journal =
Engineering News-Record
Factory jp
Farm Machinery—Farm Power
Foundry (The)
Furniture Journal
Furniture Manufacturer and

Artisan ^
Furniture Merchants’ Trade Jour- §|

nal

Gas Age
Gas Record
Grand Rapids Furniture Record

pitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

But you are not interested in

all advertising any more than
you are in all merchandise.
That is one big reason why you
have a highly specialized Busi-
ness Paper in your field as the one
carrying this advertisement. It

was born of your needs, not of

any man’s desire to be a pub-
lisher.

How It Works for You
What it does for you and your

field editorially is self evident,
but. its aditorial service is just

as vital. Instead of a buyer
having to depend upon gossip,

hearsay and driblets of informa-
tion from this or that source,
he gets it all between two
covers.

Timely, authoritative, com-
prehensive statements about
needed materials pass in re-

view as the advertising pages
are turned. Confident judg-
ments can be formed, and in-

telligent decisions made.

Yet advertising is NOT an
added expense, but an improved
distributive process, which takes
the place of slower, more costly
and less efficient methods.

That is why it pays to read
advertising even more than it

pays to advertise. Especially
if you read it in papers which
have met the exacting require-
ments of membership in The
Associated Business Papers,
Inc., for one of its standards of
practice requires that a paper
must decline any advertisement
which has a tendency to mislead
or which does not conform to busi-
ness integrity.

You are invited to consult us freely

about Business Papers or Business
Paper advertising

LIST OF MEMBERS
(Continued)

§§ Haberdasher
§1 Hardware Age
^ Heating and Ventilating Magazine
^ Hide and Leather
^ Hotel Monthly

H Illustrated Milliner

^ Implement and Tractor Age
§§ Industrial Arts Magazine
^ Inland Printer

|| Iron Age
H! Iron Trade Review

§1 Lumber
H Lumber Trade Journal

H Lumber World Review

^ Manufacturers’ Record
j—j Manufacturing Jeweler
= Marine Engineering

|§ Marine Review
= Metal Worker, Plumber and

Steam Fitter
= Mining and Scientific Press

HI Millinery Trade Review
H Mill Supplies
= Modern Hospital

^ Motor Age
M Motorcycle and Bicycle Illustrated

i| Motor Truck
H Motor World

H National Builder

H National Druggist
ip National Petroleum News
H Nautical Gazette
M Northwestern Druggist
= Nuge t’s, The Garment Weekly
= Power
p§ Power Boating
|p Power Plant Engineering
= Price Current—Grain Reporter

I§ Railway Age
H Railway Electrical Engineer
H Railway Maintenance Engineer
H Railway Mechanical Engineer
|§ Railway Signal Engineer
H Retail Lumberman
= Rubber Age

[p Shoe Findings
M Shoe and Leather Reporter
= Shoe Retailer

^ Southern Engineer
§H Southern Hardware and Imple-

ment Journal
H Sporting Goods Dealer
H Starchroom Laundry Journal
= Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
= Textile World Journal= Timberman
HI Transfer and Storage
M Twin City Commercial Bulletin

= Woodworker

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^

I THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, Inc. 1
JESSE H. NEAL. Executive Secretary

| HEADQUARTERS: 220 West 42nd Street NEW YORK CITY I
HiiiiiniiiiiiiiM iiiiinl
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THE PRACTICAL RETAIL GROCER
9 A department devoted to the discussion of problems which vex retailers;

telling how to arrange, display and sell goods; how to systematize; how to ad-

vertise, how to obtain the maximum efficiency in the grocery business.

STORE LIGHTING EFFICIENCY

Showing the Importance of Better Illumination

and the Types of Lights to Use in

Different Size Stores

By H. T. Spaulding*
Cleveland

No. 3. INTENSITIES AND UNITS

A LIGHTING installation serves a double pur-

** pose: it permits merchandise to 'Le • exam-

ined with comfort and it advertises the store.

Light is recognized as one of the least expensive

and most effective advertising mediums, and

hence intensities higher than absolutely neces-

sary for comfortable vision are almost universally

demanded. The three factors which govern the

selection of an intensity for any particular case

are: The nature of the merchandise, for dark

goods require a higher intensity than light goods

to appear equally well illuminated
;
the illumina-

tion standard of the immediate neighborhood,

and the amount which the owner feels it expe-

dient to apportion for the advertising value of a

high intensity. The lower values of intensities

should, therefore, be used cautiously and full

weight' given to local conditions.

The foot-candle, or unit of intensity of illumina-

tion, is the illumination on a surface one foot

away from a light source of one candlepower,

where the surface is at right angles to the light

ray. For the main floor of a large grocery store

an illumination intensity of 6- to io-foot candles

should be used. In medium-sized stores an in-

tensity of 3 to 5 are desirable, while small stores

require from 3- to 4-foot candles.

Uniformity

Uniformity is the term used to express the

evenness of illumination in a room or space. Ab-

solute uniformity is never necessary to practice

;

* Lighting engineer, National Lamp Works of the Gen-
eral Electric Company.

in store lighting a variation of 50 per cent may
be allowed.

Of the lamps which will supply the required

quantity of light, the size to be chosen depends
upon the ceiling height and upon the type of fix-

ture selected, i. e., whether the fixture distributes

the light' over a large or a small area. Enclosing
units and open reflectors should, as a rule, be

suspended as high above the floor as is consistent

with good appearance, in order that the light

sources may be as far removed as possible from
the range of vision. This allowable hanging
height determines the permissible spacing of units

of any given type for reasonable uniformity of

illumination. If greater spacing seems desirable,

it must be remembered that as the spacing is in-

creased the uniformity of illumination decreases.

The hanging height may in such installations be

chosen from considerations of convenience and

appearance, but it should be borne in mind that

if units are hung close to the ceiling, the areas

directly above the units will be brightly lighted in

contrast to intermediate areas
;
this effect may be

considered desirable or it may be considered un-

desirable, depending upon the effect which it is

desired t’o produce. Shadows cast by the bowl of

the unit, and by the suspension rods or chains,

may, if considered objectionable, be eliminated

by dipping the lamps in an etching solution. The
spacing distance is determined by the 'height of

the ceiling, since the ceiling acts as the light

source.

How far the unit’s should be suspended from
the ceiling would be determined largely by con-

siderations of appearance
; this would involve not

only the appearance of the unit with respect to

the store as a whole, but the appearance of the

ceiling with the units lighted.

Lamps

Mazda lamps embodying the gas-filled con-

struction should be used in practically alUcases,

for they are particularly adapted to store lighting.
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Hood for the Nation
The grocers are the great distributors of the Nation’s food.

The Nation depends upon the efficiency and integrity of

these distributors. During the war they made great sacri-

fices and stood for all sorts of regulation. They could not

supply the normal demand for

Shredded Wheat
but all restrictions on its manufacture are now removed
and you should have no difficulty in supplying the demand
for this product. It is the same Shredded Wheat you have
always sold—made of the whole wheat grain—clean, pure,

wholesome, nutritious. National advertising is now being

resumed on a large scale.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Their efficiency is high, their operation is simpje,

and the range of sizes is such that suitable lamps

may be secured for every requirement.

The filaments of Mazda C lamps operate at a

considerably higher temperature than do those

of Mazda B lamps. In consequence of this,

Mazda C lamps not only operate more' efficiently,

but give light of a whiter color quality. This dual

advantage has made practical the design of Mazda
C lamps to produce light' of afternoon sunlight

quality at an efficiency which is comparable with

the efficiency of Mazda B lamps. The simplicity

which ’has always characterized incandescent

lamps has not been sacrificed in any particular

August
, 1919

FOR BETTER GROCERY METHODS

Independent Retailers Should Adopt the Chain
Store’s Scientific Business Systems, Says

Dean of the School of Commerce,
Washington University*

By Prof. W. F. Gephart
St. Louis

Y

Y

J HILE it seems trifling to consider whether

the grocery clerk should balance the scales

exactly when weighing tea, coffee and other com-
modities, or whether he should fill the package

until the scale tips, that is one of the reasons for

Semi-Enclosed Unit Illuminating System, Used by Chandler & Rudd, Cleveland

in securing this result. Scientifically selected col-

oring element's, melted with the ingredients which

form the glass from which the bulbs are blown,

serve to filter out the excess red and yellow rays

emitted by the filament, leaving a light in which

the colors are found in the same proportion as

they are found in afternoon sunlight. These

lamps are known as Mazda C-2 lamps.

COFFEE PRICES IN ENGLAND
The retail price of good grades of coffee in

England advanced from 36 cents per pound in

June, 1914, to 49 cents in June, 1919.

the great success of the chain-store system. Great

sums are involved when it is taken into consid-

eration that thousands of pounds of tea, coffee

and other commodities are given away to the

public daily through overweight.

There are only two great divisions of business

—production and distribution. All other branches

of any business can be classified under these.

Advertising comes under the division of distribu-

tion or merchandising. The two branches, how-

ever, have not kept pace during the last seventy-

* Excerpts from an address read to the Advertising
Club of St. Louis.
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Put This Carton
On Your Counter

SANISPOONS is a profitable line

that sells on sight to everybody.

They all use spoons and they will buy

SANISPOONS.

This attractive carton, filled with

SANISPOONS, packed in sealed

packages, will make the sales for you.

Just put it on the counter where

people can see it.

SANISPOONS are fine for the

sick room and for home use generally,

especially at luncheons or entertain-

ments where a large number of

spoons are needed.

Mothers find SANISPOONS very

desirable and sanitary in feeding

infants. They are an absolute ne-

cessity in the sick room.

There is a big demand for them
among automobilists and travelers.

Just the thing for picnic parties.

SANISPOONS is a practical spoon

for every day use, anywhere a spoon

is needed.

Write today for samples and prices.

SANISPOON SALES CO., Inc.
““
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five years. The production end has forged ahead

of the distribution end, owing partly to the great

number of new methods of manufacture intro-

duced. Comparatively few new methods of dis-

tribution have been born during that time, and

consequently this side of business has remained

largely the same.

Another trouble with the method of doing

business employed by the average retailer is the

lack of co-operative spirit shown among the

tradesmen. We are afraid to divulge our busi-

ness secrets, because we feel that the other fellow

might profit by what we know.

The chain stores are successful because system

is their watchword, and everything they do is

done in an organized way. The most important

reason for their success is the national scope of

their advertising. There is too much individual

advertising carried on by merchandisers of all

food commodities, and too little national adver-

tising. If these merchants would extend their

campaign to include advertising over the entire

country they would more easily find a market

for their goods and at the same time they would

help their fellow tradesmen. The advertising end

of business as classified under the division of dis-

tribution is not given sufficient consideration.

The merchant pays too much attention to the pro-

duction of his article, and in so doing neglects to

inform the people, as he should, of the value of

his commodity.

Any person can be a “storekeeper” in the strict

sense of the word. In fact, that is what most

merchants are to-day—only storekeepers—and

the better men in most trades are connected with

the production end. For this reason the merchan-

dising or distributing side has lagged far behind

production. The business problem of the twen-

tieth century is the marketing of goods.

The first and last letters in the alphabet of all

business to-day is the rapid turning over of capi-

tal. The merchant should sell his goods as

quickly as he can or he will lose money through

deterioration.

Fewer fortunes are made in the production side

of business than the general public believes. In

the public’s opinion the grocer, the butcher and

August, 1919

the baker are profiteers, but in the last analysis

this is not true.

The merchant should try by legitimate means
to eliminate so-called “cut-throat” competition.

He should try to get together with his competi-

tor and work in co-ordination with him to elimi-

nate unfair trade practices.

SHORTER TERMS FOR DEALERS

What a Wholesale Coffee Roaster Thinks

About the Grocer’s Problems and
How They Can Be Solved

A T the recent convention of the National Re-

tail Grocers’ Association at Salt Lake City,

F. P. Atha, vice-president of J. A. Folger & Co.,

coffee roasters, Kansas City, and president of the

Southwestern Division of the National Coffee

Roasters’ Association, spoke about the national

coffee advertising campaign and the grocers’

present business problems. In regard to prob-

lems Mr. Atha said

:

“From my observation and study during the
past eleven years, I find that a retail merchant'
fails usually because of one of three things: 1.

Careless methods and lack of ability to conduct a

business. 2. Trying to do too large a business on
insufficient capital. 3. The careless and injudi-

cious extension of credit. The last by all means
the most common.
“You know that with the present high prices

of all food products, a great deal increased capital

is necessary in the conduct of a business. A stock

of groceries that a few years ago would have
represented an inventory and an investment of

$5,000 would represent to-day fully $8,000.

“A year ago 100 pounds of Santos coffee repre-

sented to you an invoice of $18.50. To-day 100

pounds of Santos coffee will represent an invoice

of at least $38—over 100 per cent' increase.

“One of two things must occur. You must
either bring increased capital into your business

or turn your capital more frequently. What
affects you in a retail way affects the wholesale
grocer and the coffee roaster in the same way.
Take our business as an ‘illustration. A year ago
1,000 bags of coffee represented an outlay of, we
will say, not' to exceed $15,000 to $16,000. A
thousand bags of the same grade of coffee to-

day means an investment of $37,000.

“A coffee roasting institution that must at all

THE TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL

Empire Hardware Company
STORE FURNISHINGS Bakers’

Restaurants
Grocers’
Butchers

SCALES, CANISTERS, SHOW CASES, REFRIGERATORS, Etc.
ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS

272-274 West Broadway New York City
Write for complete Catalogs*.
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY
and how

Gbe

ELECTRIC
COFFEE MILL

Will Help You Make the Most of It

THE National Coffee Advertising Campaign is offering the merchant a
remarkable opportunity to make his coffee business bigger and more

profitable than ever. It is influencing more people to drink coffee. It is con-

vincing those who “fancied” coffee injured them that it is the best drink in the
world after all—by telling the truth.

Are you getting your share of this new business? The Hobart Mill will not
only help you get it, but will help you hold it.

The Hobart Mill means attracted trade—by its appearance and aroma of grind-

ing coffee; freshly ground bulk coffee which carries full strength to the cup;

Illustration shows Hobart Electric Peanut
Butter Maker used in combination with
Hobart Coffee Mill. If you are one of the
thousands who already own Hobart units,
the Peanut Butter Attachment may be added
at small expense. Give serial number of
present model when writing.

ground in exactly the right grade for

customers’ methods of making; people
will buy Real Coffee—not containers

and fancy labels. The Hobart is neces-

sary equipment for taking care of your
trade.

Put up in attractive, inexpensive pack-
ages, your coffee will go out under your
own name. You will give your trade

better coffee more reasonably and will

make more money on every pound you
sell.

Write today for our booklet No. 30.

“How to Build and Hold a Retail
Coffee Business,” that is free.

Advertising Service Book Free

Our 27-Page Advertising Service Book,
free to purchasers of the Hobart Mill
during special period, gives many prac-
tical plans for grocers and coffee mer-
chants.

The Hobart Mfg. Co. 80 Penn Ave., Troy, Ohio
Pioneer manufacturers of Electric Coffee Mills

The largest manufacturers of Electric Coffee Mills

The Hobart—Always the Standard.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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times carry a stock of 10,000 bags had a green
coffee investment a year ago of approximately
$160,000. To-day that same stock of green coffee

means an investment of $370,000. What is the
answer? More money into the business or else a

quick turn-over.

“Twenty years ago I went to Texas to sell

coffee, teas, spices and extracts for the house with
which I am still connected. Our terms in those
days were go days on roasted coffee, 90 days on
spices and extracts, four months on teas, with
extended terms in quantity purchases. For ex-
ample : If a grocer bought $100 worth of coffee,

the coffee was invoiced on one-half the bill due
in three months and the other half in five months.
The same terms applied on spices or extracts
bo-ught in $50 quantities and the same on teas.

“Eastern coffee houses had terms of 60 days,

so you can readily ’see, gentlemen, that when it

came to terms I had a very attractive proposition.

So attractive that I am afraid in some cases I

sold the terms and threw in the merchandise. In
other words, I made a feature of the terms.

“It took about a year and a half for me to have
an awakening, and it took a Texas retail grocer to

tell me of the injustice that my house was perpe-
trating upon the retail grocers of Texas. At the
end of a year and a half I had a large outstanding
indebtedness with a number of bills past due.

“I remember going to one customer who was a
large buyer and owed us a matter of $1,200, all

overdue. For the first year this merchant paid his

bills promptly at maturity; the last six months
he began to lapse, and I asked him why he per-
mitted our bills to run past due when our terms
were so liberal and we favored him so much, and
he replied that that was just the trouble—our
terms had been so liberal that he overbought ; we
had been so liberal that we encouraged him in

being unduly liberal in his extension of terms to

customers, and he had taken credit chances which
he should not have taken ; that it was our own
fault that he owed us $1,200 past due and unpaid.

“I found that this was exactly the case with
the larger percentage of my past due accounts,

and I immediately asked my house for shorter

terms, and we went to a 60-day basis. About a

year ago our Kansas Citv house went to 30-day
terms on every commodity, and it was at that

time that I feel we began to be of real service am!

August, 1919

benefit to our customers. Let us review the re-
sult.

“On the thirtieth of last month we closed the
first of six months of this fiscal year. Our Kan-
sas City business showed the largest increase for
the first six months of like period in the history
of our business, and after we had. closed our
books, and charged out every account to profit
and loss that we considered doubtful, the trial

balance figures showed our bad debt account
standing at just $288 and some odd cents. The
bad debt loss was infinitesimal—a mere atom as
compared to our volume.
“Does not that show to you that our customers

were better merchants because of 30-day terms,
that they found that they could pay promptly our
invoices on 30-day terms? And they have paid
them promptly. Long terms, gentlemen, are a

menace to the retailer and to the wholesaler
;
they

make careless merchants and they make high
operating expenses.
“The majority of coffee houses in the East have

gone to 30-day terms with 2 per cent discount for
cash in 10 or 15 days, and it seems to me that the
only sane and sensible thing for retail grocers
to do at this time is to sell on shorter terms.
“There never was a time in the history of this

country when wages and salaries were as high as
they are at present, when the laboring man has
had as much money to spend, and if he draws his

pay every Saturday he should pay his grocery bill

every Saturday.
“The merchant who- operates his business as

close to a cash basis as possible is the merchant
that need have no fear of his comoetitor.

“This, gentlemen, is your problem and ours.

And as we work it out together we will nut both
the retail and the wholesale merchandizing of

food product on a safer, cleaner and more stable

basis.”

BRING YOUR IDEAS UP TO DATE
Use your ideas

;
any man can be a machine.

If your ideas are obsolete, discard them for

modern ones. What worked yesterday may not

work to-day. Some of us hug our old ideas so

long that we hate to part with them. When they

are shaken out of us we feel the wrench.

Largest selling brand in the United States

Seventeen highest awards for Purity, Strength and Fine Flavor.

THE C. F. SAUER COMPANY Richmond, Va.
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No. E9211

The Little Indicator on the
"UNIVERSAL” COFFEE MILL
Which Means Better Service to

Your Coffee Trade The Trade Mark Known

Line pointing to nun b rs

on the indi atcr #4-#5-#6-

#7-#8

UNIVERSAL Coffee Mills are always in demand
because of their added features in mechanical con-
struction.

By turning the knob on the dial you can regulate
the grinders which give the grades desired—coarse,

fine, or pulverized. Also another added feature, the
safety release clutch.

We have a Mill especially adapted for your busi-

ness. Save the salesman’s commission and buy
through your jobber.

Write for Catalog on UNIVERSAL Coffee Mills.

LANDERS, FRARY CLARK
NEW BRITAIN CONN.

Rows and rows of Yuban packages are continually going
on to the shelves of thousands of grocery stores.

At once off they go into the hands of hundreds of thousands
of customers.

These quickly moving packages tell the story of the demand
for Yuban.

You will find that Yuban repeats as no other coffee does.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS
Yuban Coffee Department

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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GINGER SALES TALKS

Wholesome Advice and Practical Suggestions

for Grocery Salesmen from “One
Who Knows”

By Wesley Williams
Philadelphia

TN these talks tea, coffee and grocery salesmen
A

will find inspiration, encouragement and as-

sistance in doing bigger things, in a better way.

Waiting upon, or rather trying to wait on two
customers at one time, is bad business. Neither

customer will be satisfactorily served, and both

will leave the store dissatisfied. The writer saw
a young clerk doing this recently, and he was a

victim. He entered the store in the proper frame

of mind to buy, but the clerk in his apparent

eagerness to get rid of a customer in the store

to wait on the newcomer made both peevish, and

the result was “no sale.” There was no reason

for this double work, for neither customer was in

a hurry. Either would have waited until the

other was through.

When you are waiting upon a customer give

that customer your undivided attention. Do not

allow anything to distract you
;
look him straight

in the eye, a good, clean, honest look, showing
that you are on the alert. When you talk about

your merchandise talk convincingly; know your
goods, and then you will be able to talk about

them intelligently.

If you have new goods to offer wait until the

customer has given her order or secured her re-

quirements. Then show the thing you are push-

ing. It is bad policy to break in otherwise. Keep
the law of suggestion in mind. If a purchase has

been made of a particular article and its use sug-

gests another, keep the thing in mind until the

proper time to make the suggestion.

One article properly presented and sold is bet-

ter than a running fire of suggestions that sell

nothing. These are days of salesmanship, and

there is a vast difference between clerking and

salesmanship.

And after the sale has been made don’t forget'

the little attentions that help to make for satis-

faction. The old-fashioned “Thank you” is not'

out of fashion. But when you say “Thank you,”

say it as though you meant it. Do not mumble it.

I have my old job back, saving Mrs. Housewife^all the trouble of

making her coffee. I serve her instantly.

I am not Denaturized, De-caffeinized nor de-anythinged. Oh! yes,

I am DE-LI CIOUS. I hope you will keep me well at the Front where I

can be welcomed. I saw the trenches at their worst, and I am glad to
be home.
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Get the Package Sugar Habit
Teach it to your customers. It means a saving for

both of you.

save time, space, paper bags and twine, and avoid waste.

Cust mers appreciate the cleanliness, convenience and
accurate weight of package sugars.

American Sugar Refining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino”

Baker’s Cocoa

and Chocolate

MAKE AND
KEEP GOOD
CUSTOMERS

They are most
reliable goods sold

witha positiveguar-

antee of purity and

superior quality;

put up in conformity with the

Pure Food laws of all the States

;

are readily sold, giving a quick

turnover of stock.

Registered
U. S. Pat. Off.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Say it out clearly and with proper intonation.

Courtesy is a great lubricant to business ma-

chinery.

When showing goods try to gauge the mind of

the buyer as to the priced article they want to

be shown. It is best, I think, if you have goods

of varying prices to begin on the lower priced

articles and work up rather than begin at the top

and frighten your customer or make him feel

uncomfortable in declining the larger priced

article. Tact is a necessary factor in presenting

merchandise. Customers will cheerfully ask to

be shown something better
;
very few like to ask,

“Have you something cheaper?”

l^ant gtoberttsementg

Classified want advertisements under regular heading $3

for twenty-five words or less. Additional words four cents

each. Payable cash with order.

J^elp &anteb

WANTED—Coffee roaster, competent and expert roaster
and blender, for permanent position with good pay and
advancement, with large concern in Washington, D. C.
State age, record, references and salary desired. Ad-
dress Casley, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade
Journal.

Situations; l^anteb

COFFEE BUYER, do you want a thoroughly capable
hustler who can take entire charge of your coffee de-
partment and do more than is ordinarily expected and
paid for? I have fifteen years’ experience in buying,
superintending, roasting and blending; “Guarantee
Uniformity in the Cup”; can build up your selling

force, put the right pep in them, handle correspondence
and get results. Am at present connected, making good
and more, with a large concern, but have reasons for
wanting a change. Married' man, age 39. Address
M. B. V., care of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

JfflitfceUaneous

WANTED—A reliable Central American coffee connec-
tion, either through New York, New Orleans or San
Francisco, cost and freight or ex-dock, wanted by a
well-known, long-established coffee brokerage firm in

St. Louis, Mo. ' Address Surico, care of The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal.

FOR SALE—One two-bag Burns gas or coal roaster,
cooler box, far. and stoner, in good condition. Ad-
dress Box 477, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade
Journal.

WANTED—Large manufacturer of high-grade flavoring

extracts wants a salesman familiar with bakery, ice

cream and confectionery trades. Must have ability to

teach other men. Also want man to act as assistant

sales tpanager in charge of bulk trade. Will buy small

business with established trade. State age, experience,

territory covered and salary expected. Address Box
476, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

“The

Survival

of the

Fittest”

To no field of endeavor is the old maxim
more directly applicable than to that of mer-
cantile striving. For nearly threescore years,

through fair weather and foul, merchants
have pinned their faith to SEAL BRAND
COFFEE and have successfully weathered
every storm. It is to-day what it was a
half century or more ago—THE LEADING
FINE COFFEE OF THE COUNTRY.

CHASE & SANBORN’S
Seal Brand Coffee

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL

FOR SALE—One No. 1 Burns granulator with chaff re-

mover; splendid condition; fair price. The Laurel
Mfg. Co., 627 N. Third street, Philadelphia.

COFFEE SUBSTITUTE for sale, entire rights, formula
and process for coffee substitute containing no caf-
fein; excellent aroma and flavor. Will install com-
plete plant. Address Jerome Ferguson, care of The
Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

Through 203 newspapers—in 176

cities—we are telling 11,500,000

people that

POMPEIAN
OLIVE OIL

—“always fresh”

is back again—of the same fine quality

and jsweetness as before the War.

Take advantage of this nation-wide

publicity by laying in a stock of

POMPEIAN—so you will be in a

position to supply the demand which

this advertising is sure to create.

Musher and Company
Largest Importers of Olive Oil in America

140 Liberty Street, New York
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Harvest

The Ideal

Summer Food
Nourishing and strength-giv-

ing, but non-heat producing.

Meat heats the blood. Urge

your customers to substitute

HARVEST Macaroni for

meat—these hot summer days.

The whole family will be

grateful.

If you are not a HARVEST
distributor now, write for our

price—resale price—introduc-

tory measures, or, better still,

send us a trial order for each

of the five HARVEST items

—

Macaroni, Spaghetti, Elbow
(short-cut) Macaroni, Broad
and Fine Egg Noodles—all

made from Durum Semolina,

the best we can buy.

The Foulds-Briggs Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

:s\

Break the Chain!
Yes, Mr. Dealer—break the chain

which binds you to sell some foods
in packages!

Of course—some products should
unquestionably be packaged—but
some not

!

Think how many items there now
are whose packaging costs the house-
wife —- and consequently you — a
real loss.

Cut loose from those items! Break
the chains of custom and habit!

Think of coffee in bulk and coffee in

packages ! Then ask yourself “Why
do I shove out the package?’’
Ask yourself constantly: “Why

is this item packaged?” And so on
—through the list.

Look over your stock. See the
numerous bulk items you keep
which give your trade 25%, 50%
and 100% more weight for the same
money! Get your customers to take
those bulk goods and save money!
And remember—when you save a

customer money, it adds to your
profits. What helps your customers
—always comes back and helps you

!

And then, if you keep your bulk
goods in the 31 drawered, handy,
and economical Sherer Food Con-
tainer, you give the housewife pure
and clean food, and at the same
time you make such savings out of

the values of the Sherer Counter
that it soon pays for itself.

Patented

Send for Catalog 37.

Sherer - Gillett Company
Patentees and Manufacturers of the

Sherer Sanitary Grocery Display Counter

1707 South Clark St. - Chicago

Canadian Factory and Office Address:
SHERER-GILLETT CO., Ltd. Guelph, Ontario

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The TeA and Coffee Trade Journal
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PRICES CURRENT
Wholesale and Retail

4s of August 1, 1919

Prices to Wholesalers

GREEN COFFEE
(250 Bags or Over)

Brazil Grades. Line or Grade Price. Cup Selected Price

Santos 7 2734 27
“ 6 2734 2754

5 2854 29
“ 4 2934 2934
“ 3 2954 30
“ 2 30 3034

Rio 7 23
“ 6 *
“ 5 *
“ 4 * (No Rio Cup
“ 3 * Selections)
“ 2 *

* No quotations are being made.

Green Coffee, Mild Grades—Line or Grade Prices—

(250 Bags or Over)

Maracaibo

—

Truxillos . ,26K@. •

Bocono ..27 @2734
Tovar . .27 @27J4
Merida .2734 @28
do washed .

.

.28^4 @2934
Cucuta

—

Ordinary .2654®.
Fair to good. . .

.

.27 34 @2734
Prime to choice

.

.28 @2834
Fancy. ....... .2934®. •

Laguayra

—

Caracas .2654 @27
do washed..

.

.28 34@29 34
Porto Cabello. .

.

.26 *4@2654
do washed. .

.

.28 @29
Colombian

—

Ocana .27 . @2734
JBucaramanga.

.

.27 34@30
jTolima .29 @30
JBogotas .25 @3034
fMedelin .25 @31
fManizales .25 @3034

Mexican

—

Cordoba .2634@2734
do washed... .29 @2934

tCoatepec .27 @28
tdo washed. .

.

.30 @31
tOaxaca .27 @28

tdo washed. .

.

.29 @30
Costa Rica

—

Common ..25 @26
Fair to good.. . .

.

.28 34@29 34
Prime to choice. .30 @3034

San Salvador— 28 @28 >6
do washed 29 @30

Nicaragua— 27 XA@28
do washed 28 34@29 34

Guatemala Coban

—

Common 24 @26
Fair to good 28 34@29 34
Prime to choice.. .30 @3034
do unwashed.. 27 34@28

Puerto Rico

—

Unwashed. .

Washed
Hayti

—

Unwas
Washed

Jamaica

—

Ordinary
G ’d ordinary.

Washed

26^@27 34
.28 @30

27 34@28
.28 @29

.25 @2534
25 34@26
27 34@28

East India

—

Padang Int •..30 @.

.

Corinche @. .

Kroe @. .

Timor.
Private Estate.

.

@’.‘

Fancies ..31 @33
Abyssinian
Mocha—small.

.

Liberian

—

. .39 @40

JStraits . .22 @23
tSurinam .23 @24
Pamanoekin . .24 @26

t Nominal because of small arrivals,

t Common to fancy.

TEAS
China and Japan—Line Prices

(75 or More Packages of One Number)

Foochow

—

Common. .

.

28 @..
Fair 29 @. •

Good .....2934®..
Superior

—

30 @.

.

Fine 3034@- •

Formosa

—

Fair 22 @23
Good 25 @26
Superior

—

28 @30
Fine 34 @36
Finest 42 @45
Choice 57 @62
Choicest.. .

.

70 @75
Fancy

COUNTRY green
Gunpowder

—

Extra @

.

.

Firsts 47 @48
Seconds @ . .

Imperial

—

Firsts 46 @50
Seconds @ . .

Thirds @ . .

Young Hyson

—

.

Extra 55 @65
Firsts .44 @48
Seconds 36 @38
Thirds 34 @35

Hyson

—

Seconds 32 @
Thirds @

PINGSUEY Japan

—

Gunpowder

—

Basket fired .34 @50
Pinheads ..50 @52 Pan fired .25 @50
Extra Firsts. .

.

. .45 @48
Firsts . .38 @42 Congou

—

Seconds ..32 @35 Common .21 @
Thirds .26 @27 Good . .26 @28

Imperial

—

Superior .30 @32
Firsts . .40 @41 Fine to finest .45 @50
Seconds .35 @38 Choice to choicest60 @75
Thirds .31 @33

India and Ceylon--Line Prices
Pekoe Souchong.. ..25 @36 Darjeeling

—

Pekoe @30 Fancy Orange. .

.

.90 @1.00
Orange Pekoe. . .

.

. .32 @35 Java

—

Ceylon

—

Pekoe Souchong. .22 @.

.

Pekoe Souchong. .28 @30 Pekoe @26
Pekoe ..32 @35 *

Orange Pekoe. .

.

.30 @35
Orange Pekoe.

.

. .42 @48
B. O. Pekoe. .

.

@.

.

SPICES—First-Hand Prices
Black Peppers

—

Cassia

—

Singapore ..2154 @22 Saigon rolls .51 @54
Acheen A @.. China, rolls .1934@20
Acheen B . do sel, bk .13 @14
Acheen C @.. Kwangsi .22 @23
Lampong . .20 34@21 Batavia, Ext .22 @23

White Peppers

—

do short stick

.

.21 @2134
Singapore . .34 @3434
Penang @. • Cinnamon

—

Muntok . .34 @3434 Ceylon .31 @32
Heavy

—

• Ginger

—

Aleppy . 23 @2334 Japan .15 @16
Tellicherry. . . . . .24 @2434 Cochin—ABC..

.

• 1634@18
Red Peppers

—

doD @.

.

Mombassa . .16 @17 Lemon @.

.

Japan . .19 @20 African .15H@16
Cloves

—

Jamaica, g’g .17 34@20
Zanzibar . .39 @40 Nutmegs

—

Amboyna . .47 @48 75s to 80s .27 @30
JPenang @ . . 105s to 110s .27 @28
Pimento .. 854@ 9 Mace .45 @52

COCOA

—

First-Hand Prices
Accra 22 34@23 34 Dominica
St. Thome @.. Grenada
Bahia 23j4©2532 Hayti........
Caracas 27 @29 Jamaica
Costa Rica 23 34@24 34 Maracaibo
Guayaquils— Porto Cabello.

Arriba 26 @27 Para
Machala 24 @25 Sanchez

Caraques 24 @25 Surinam
Cuban @ Trinidad

.24 @25

.25 34@26

.20 @2034

.1954 @2054
26 @34
.28 @29
.23 @2334
.23 @..
• 25 34@26
.26 @2634

Prices to Retailers

COFFEE
(Bag Lots—130 Pounds)

Kind of Coffee. Green Roasted.
From To From To

Santos . . . . 27 32 33 39
Santos Peaberry .

.

.... 28 32 34 39
Rio .... 23 26 28 32
Maracaibo .... 29 31 36 36
Caracas .... 30 32 37 39
Bucaramanga. . . .

.

.... 29 32 35 39
Bogotas .... 30 33 36 43
Mexican .... 29 35 35 43
Costa Rica .... 30 35 37 43
Guatemala
*Jamaica

. ... 29 33 37 43

Padang
•Mocha

.... 2934 3534 4334 4554

•Abyssinian
Java
*Porto Rico

.... 2834 3534 34 42 34

*No quotations are being made.

TEAS
(Single Package Lots.) From To

Formosa 38
Foochow 38
Congou 33
Japan P. F 38

“ B.F 38
India 43
Ceylon 48
Gunpowder 43
Young Hyson 36
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Lambert Peanut Butter Equipment

Lambert Peanut Butter Machinery excels
because it is scientifically, yet simply con-
structed. Because it is complete* in every
detail. Because it is substantial. The
Lambert Machine Company is the only
concern that manufactures complete peanut
butter plants.

Lambert peanut equipment consists
of suitable peanut roasting apparatus,
peanut blancher, picking
and stoning machinery,
one or more peanut but-
ter mills, complete with
automatic salter, auxil-

iary machinery (elevators,

conveyors, storage bins,

feed hoppers) and ap-
proved power transmis-
sion, such as will render
the plant as nearly auto-
matic as possible.

Plans designed accord-
ing to requirements.
Specifications and esti-

mates furnished.
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A LONDON TEA GARDEN IN THE LATE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
From an engraving entitled “Delights of Bagnigge Wells,” made about 1690. It illustrates the manners

and customs of the early British tea drinkers in one of the most popular public gardens of the period.



A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF TEA
No. 4—INTRODUCTION OF TEA INTO GREAT BRITAIN

9 This is the fourth of a series of historical sketches which trace the

story of tea from the days of mythology in the Far East to its intro-

duction into the homes of the Western World. <ITlie researches go

back to original sources and reveal the development of culture, prepa-

ration and brewing methods. The pictures are from rare engravings,

paintings and water colors, and show the old-t ;me manners and customs.

I T has been stated that the earliest evidence of

* tea having reached England is a notice in the

“Mercurius Politicus" in 1658; but it has recently

come to light that teapots had been brought to

England many years previously. In the Hard-
wicke accounts there is an item, dated 1583, by

the well-known Bess of

Hardwicke, Countess
of Shrewsbury, which

runs : “A note of my
plate,” under which is

included the surprising

article “A tee pott.”

This is noted also by

Gardner in his “Old

Silver Work,” where

he seeks to explain it

by suggesting that it

was used for other

sorts of herb tea with-

out considering that

the term tea itself came

straight from the Chi-

nese. This one item is,

on the face of it, proof

that teapots and prob-

ably tea had found

their way to Great Brit-

ain before 1583, but

they were, of course,

considered merely a

rarity and curiosity.

First Mention of Tea
Drinking in

English

Probably the first au-

thenticated mention of

tea drinking in the

English language is that contained in Jan
Huyghen van Linschoten’s “Navigatio ac itin-

erarium,” first published in Latin in 1595 or

1596, and translated into English and German in

1598. Linschoten, a celebrated Dutch traveler,

had voyaged with a Portuguese East Indian fleet

to the Far East, and recorded his discoveries and

the tales of other travelers in this book. In telling

of the island of Japan, on page 46, Linschoten

says about tea :
“ * * * and after their meat

they use a certaine drinke, which is a pot with

hote water, which they

drinke as hote as ever

they may i n d u r e,

whether it be Winter

or Summer. * * * the

aforesaid warme water

is made with the pow-

der of a certaine hearbe

called Chaa, which is

much esteemed, and is

well accounted of
among them, and al

such as are of any

countenance or hab-

stitie have the said

water kept for them in

a secret place, and the

gentlemen make it

themselves, and when
they will entertaine any

of their friends, they

give them some of

that' warme water to

drinke.”

Although the British

East India Company

was founded in 1590, it

was 1615, according to

Birdwood’s “Report on

the Old Records of the

India Office,” before

any term representing

tea appeared on the books of the company. On
June 27, 1615, R. Wickham, who was the com-

pany’s agent at Tirando, Japan, wrote a letter to

Mr. Eaton at Macao, China, in which he asked for

“a pot of the best sort of chaw.”

The Old East India House, London
The British headquarters of one of earliest tea-import

ing companies in Great Britain, as it appeared from 1638
to 1685. From a contemporary Dutch print now in the
British Museum.
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Seventeenth Century Tea Service in the Home in Great Britain

This is thought to be the earliest picture of a British home tea party. From an engraving appearing
on a broadside containing some verse on tea drinking; published about 1695 in London.

There is no evidence as yet discovered as to

just when the first tea was marketed in Great

Britain, but it was probably later than its intro-

duction into Portugal, Holland, France or Russia.

The earliest account of tea selling in England

thus far found is that' in the “Mercurius Politicus”

of September, 1658. This is an advertisement,

and runs : “That excellent and by all Physitians

approved China Drink, called by the Chineans

Tcha, by other nations, Tay, alias Tee, is sold

at the Sultaness Head, a cophee-house in Sweet-

ings Rents, by the Royal exchange, London.”

The next year Thomas Garway [Garraway],

the founder of Garraway’s Coffee House, issued

a pamphlet, “An Exact Description of the Growth,

Quality and Virtues of the Leaf Tea,” in which

he sounded its praises almost without limit.

Passages in this shop bill of Garway’s are very

important as evidence of the extent to which the

knowledge of tea had spread at that time. The
most significant parts of the leaflet, as given in

Ellis’s Letters, Series II, Vol. 4, follow: “And
that the vertues and excellencies of this Leaf and

Drink are many and great, is evident and manifest

by the high esteem and use of it (especially of

late years) among the Physicians and knowing

men of France, Italy, Holland and other parts

of Christendom
;
and in England it hath been sold

in the Leaf for £ six, and sometimes for £ ten

the pound weight, and in respect of its former

scarceness and dearness it hath been used only

as a Regalia in high Treatments and entertain-

ments, and Presents made thereof to Princes and

Grandes till the year 1657.”

Ellis’s account continues in this way : “The

said Thomas Garway did purchase a quantity

thereof and first publickly sold the said Tea in

Leaf and Drink, made according to the direc-
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tions of the most knowing Merchants and Travel-

lers into those Eastern countries. * * * Very

many Noblemen, Physicians, Merchants and

Gentlemen of quality have ever since sent to him

for the said Leaf, and daily resort to his House

in Exchange Alley aforesaid to Drink the Drink

thereof. * * * the said Thomas Garway hath

Tea to sell from sixteen to fifty shillings the

pound."

According to Rugge’s Diurnal, quoted in

Pepys’ Diary, “Coffee, chocolate, and a kind of

drink called tee, sold in almost every street in

1659.” On September 25, 1660, Pepys noted in his

Diary, “I did send for a cup of tee (a China

drink), of which I had never drank before." This

implies that the use of tea at that date was as yet

very rare.

England's First Tea Tax

Though tea was not in general use at the time

Pepys drank his first cup of it, the first parliament

of the Restoration thought fit to put a tax on

the beverage. In 1660 an Act imposed a tax on

“every gallon of chocolate, sherbet and tea made
and sold, to be paid by the maker thereof, eight-

pence.” (12 Car 11, c. 23.)

In 1662 Charles II married the Portuguese

Princess, Catherine of Braganza. She undoubt-

edly did much to introduce the use of tea, for the

poet Waller wrote of her

:

“Venus her Myrtle has, Phoebus her bays

;

Tea both excels, which she vouchsafes to praise.

The best of Queens and best of herbs we owe
To that proud nation which the way did show.”

Early Imports and Prices

The Queen’s taste for tea may account for the

fact that the East India Company, after their fac-

tors failed to send them tea from India, in 1664

purchased two pounds of tea on the Continent at

40s. per pound, which they presented to Charles

II. In 1666 their accounts show that they gave

him also 23 2/3 pounds, which had cost 50s. the

pound.

The directors of the company apparently found

tea valuable for presentation purposes, for in

1668 they ordered from their agents “100 pounds
of the best Tey they could procure to the amount
of £25 sterling.” From this orde|r they seem to

have received 143J/. pounds the next year. In

1677 the company imported 4,713 pounds, which,

according to contemporary accounts, glutted the

market for several years.

On February 13, 1684, the company wrote to

their agents at Madras, “In regard Thea is gro-wn

to be a commoditie here, and we have occasion

to make presents therein to our great friends at

Court, we would have you send us yearly five or

six canisters of the very best and freshest Thea

;

that which will colour the water in which it is

infused most of a greenish complexion is gen-

erally best accepted.”

The demand for tea in Great Britain grew

steadily. From 1700 to 1710 the annual imports

averaged 800,000 pounds. In 1721 more than

1,000,000 pounds were brought in.

HOW THE ARMY GOT ITS COFFEE

Former Head of the War Department’s Coffee

Section Tells How Supplies Were Ob-
tained and Sent to Our Soldiers

D Y request of the editor, E. F. Holbrook, for-,

merly in charge of the Coffee Section, Sub-

sistence Division, War Department, at Washing-
ton, and now back in civilian life as head of the

Holbrook Grocery Co., Keene, N. H., has written

for this paper a comprehensive review of how
the American Army got its coffee supply, both

in this country and abroad. Following is a digest

of his story, lack of space prohibiting publication

in full.

“The coffee trade of America,” writes Mr.
Holbrook, “undoubtedly feel proud of the prom-
inent position coffee took in the war, and are

equally interested in learning how some of the
problems of furnishing this important article

were met, and I am most glad to accept your
invitation to send in an article on this subject.

Coffee the Official Stimulant
“The American Army was probably the only

army of either our allies or our enemies that

discarded the use of intoxicating liquors, and in

their place used coffee as the official stimulant.

Never before had men' been called on to undergo
such hardships, such nerve-racking experiences,
and such exhaustion as in the recent war. and cof-
fee can well be cited as the one article of food that

restored courage and strength, and did so much
to help keep up the morale of our fighting forces.

And how the doughboy did drink it—literally

tons of it daily ! As one prominent high armv
official stated, ‘Coffee was as important as beef
and bread.’

”

The pre-war practice of buying ground coffee

in the open market was satisfactory for a small

army, states Mr. Holbrook, but was entirely in-

adequate when that army was suddenly increased

to millions of men. And coffee being the offi-

cial stimulant of the army, so to speak, it became

necessary that it be as freshly roasted and ground

as possible. The coffee trade still remembers
Mr. Holbrook’s strenuous endeavors to bring

about reforms in the manner of brewing coffee

in the army. He is still keenly interested, say-
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ing in a recent letter that he will not feel that

his work at Washington has achieved its ob-

jective until the Army definitely changes the

old coffee rule and substitutes the revised rule

suggested by the coffee division.

Roasting Coffee Overseas

One of the first problems was the fact that by

the time the coffee roasted on this side, as it

all was early in the war, reached the American

soldiers in France it had lost approximately 50

per cent of its original strength and freshness.

To overcome this, it was proposed to roast the

coffee “over there.” About roasting coffee over-

seas, Mr. Holbrook writes

:

“Cables were sent to Gen. Pershing asking
permission to erect coffee roasting and grinding
plants in France, and it can be safely stated that

his cable authorizing this change may be called

one of the victories of the war, as it made pos-

sible the issuing of fresh coffee for our fighting

forces. Gen. Pershing’s cable stated that a small
roasting plant had been leased in France, but as

it was in a precarious position, being located just

south of Paris, and consequently a target for

German bombs, it might not be possible to keep
it in operation. This cable further authorized
the sending of roasting and grinding machinery
over seas for a force of a million men, together
with the necessary supplies of green coffee, and
the men necessary to operate the factory. Plans
for the buildings to house this machinery were
drawn up on this side and sent over to France
by special courier. Contracts for the machinery
were placed on a rush order basis with Jabez
Burns & Sons, whose plant had been practically

taken over by the army, and these roasting and
grinding outfits especially designed for compact
army use were in operation before the signing of
the armistice. I have sometimes rather jocularly
remarked that after our boys got their coffee

freshly roasted and ground that the Germans
could not hold them back

!”

Mr. Holbrook tells of solving the difficulty of

obtaining men to man the roasting machines, by

transferring 40 men from the combat forces to

the Q. M. C. and giving them final training at

Camp Meade. This school was under the super-

vision of Lieut. Brundage, of Brundage Bros.,

Toledo, O. Later another school was formed

at Camp Jos. E. Johnston.

The Container Problem

In the matter of containers for ground coffee

it was found that by using a new liner of

crinkled paper of two plys with a thin sheet of

elastic asphalt between, ioo-pound cotton flour

sacks that had been emptied in France could be

used to better advantage than the expensive

drums or half barrel formerly used in France.

Tests of the new liner showed that it could be

left outdoors in all kinds of weather with no

appreciable damage to the contents.

While the supply of green coffee for overseas

use was furnished from the United States, it

would have been sent direct from Brazil to

France had the war continued much longer,

states Mr. Holbrook. Green coffee took up only

about 50 per cent of the shipping space required

for shipping the coffee roasted and ground.

Roasting in the Home Camps
The problem of coffee supply for the camps

in this country was simple as compared with

overseas service, states Mr. Holbrook. The spe-

cial Burns roasting and grinding outfit could

easily handle the requirements of from 40,000 to

60,000 men daily; and as most of the camps had

about 50)000 soldiers, one roaster was sufficient

for each. Several of the larger cantonments had

been equipped with roasters and plans had been

laid for equipping the others when the armistice

was signed. The camps that did not have roasters

were obliged to carry at least a thirty days’

supply, while in the more fortunate ones the

men got their coffee fresh almost daily. The
fresh roasted coffee was “shuttled” from roasting

plant to company kitchens in heavy steel 50-

pound containers.

The coffee supplied to camps without roasters

was prepared by certain neighborhood firms with

large capacity. They were licensed by the Gov-
ernment and were furnished with stocks. They
received, and stored the green coffee, and roasted,

blended, ground, packed and shipped it, all for

a small remuneration. Mr. Holbrook says these

firms gave splendid co-operation at all times. The
green coffee was chiefly obtained in the New
York and New Orleans markets, although one

large cargo of 140,000 bags was imported direct

from Brazil on the naval collier Orion. Santos

4s was used when available, and mild coffees of

superior quality when the supply failed. The
coffee found on several seized Dutch vessels was

also utilized by the army.

The Soluble Coffee Problem

“Before the war, soluble .coffee was compara-
tively a new product,” says Mr. Holbrook, “but
the use of mustard gas by the Germans made it

one of the most important articles of subsistence

used by the army.”

The extensive use of mustard gas made it

impossible to brew coffee by the ordinary

methods in the rolling kitchens. Consequently

in the summer of 1918 Gen. Pershing cabled to

the United States for a huge quantity of soluble

coffee. The army was then taking practically all

being produced by the three firms in the United

States. Gen. Pershing’s order required an in-

crease of approximately 2,100 per cent in produc-
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tion, and lie wanted it in ''a hurry. How to

meet this demand became one of the acute prob-

lems of the Subsistence Division.

It was discovered that to provide the necessary

new equipment for making the soluble coffee

by the ordinary drum method it would require

at least nine months, and would eat into the

precious supply of copper and brass. The prob-

lem was met by the discovery that the coffee

could be made satisfactorily by the “spoon” pro-

cess, and large factories were turned over to

its production. Soluble coffee occupied a notable

place in the front lines, and was also largely

used when combat troops were exchanged at the

front at night.

After trying to put the soluble coffee up in

sticks, tablets, capsules and other forms, it was

determined that the best method under the cir-

cumstances was to pack it in envelopes similar

to those used by Congressmen to distribute free

seeds to constituents. Mr. Holbrook pays a

compliment to the manufacturers of soluble

coffee, saying their co-operation was of the

highest order.'

When a Coffee Famine Threatened

If the war had continued much longer, the

public would surely have been put on limited

rations for coffee, declares Mr. Holbrook. The

army at the time the armistice was signed was

using 750,oco pounds of green coffee every day,

“a terrifying figure to contemplate when the

rapidly vanishing visible supply of green coffee

in this country was considered.” The daily ration

was 1. 12 ounces of roasted coffee per man, and

an army of a million men accordingly required

some 240,coo bags of green coffee yearly.

Mr. Holbrook says • the report of average

doughboy that the coffee he got was very poor

stuff is due to the way the army brews its coffee.

"The rule for making coffee,” he states, “dates

back to the early sixties, and has never been
changed. Its worse fault lies in the requirement
that the coffee grounds be left in the coffee pot

not more than three meals, and surely that is

fault enough ! A revised rule was recommended
by our Division, a rule which had the approval
of the National Coffee Roasters Association, and
which did away with the pernicious practice of

leaving the grounds in the coffee boiler for more
than a limited time, and thereby extracted the

goodness of the coffee only. When I left the

Subsistence Division, after the war was finished,

this rule was not definitely authorized, but had
been approved by different branches of the ser-

vice, and I certainly hope it will be finally

adopted.”

Trade Members in the Coffee Service

In conclusion Mr. Holbrook cites several of

his associates for meritorious service. He states

:

“I must refer to the splendid co-operation and
fine service rendered by my assistant in Wash-
ington, Lieut. Neal of the Cheek Neal Coffee
Company, Houston, Texas. Lieut. Neal was
also assistant to Capt. Krag, and without his

assistance my early days in the army’s service

might have been disastrous. Lieut. Owen of
Williams Russell & Co., New York, also gave
much needed assistance in the green coffee de-
partment, as also did Lieut. Isreal of J. Aron
& Company, New York, in the soluble coffee

department. Lieut. DeHoff (of Arbuckle Bros.,

Brooklyn), stationed in the New York Depot,
proved an invaluable man in connection with
the shipping and handling of overseas business.”

Mr. Holbrook succeeded Capt. W. W. Krag
as head of the War Department’s coffee section.

In civilian life Capt. Krag was a prominent

roaster and banker in Detroit ; he offered his

services to the Government early in the war.

About his predecessor, Mr. Holbrook says

:

“It should be stated here that the country had
no more devoted servant than Capt. Krag, who
threw himself heart and soul into the problems
of the coffee department, and did wonderful
work in starting many of the changes that were
instituted. In fact, such was Capt. Krag’s zeal

that he broke down physically under the strain,

as did many others who found that not all of

the problems of modern war are found on the
battlefield.”

BRAZIL’S COFFEE TREES AND CROPS
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Aug. 22, 1919.—According

to information made public by the Department

of Agriculture, the number of bearing coffee

trees in the State of Sao Paulo, Brazil, increased

from 735,coo,oco in the year 1914-15 to 834,000,coo

in 1917-18. The crop in 1017-18 according to

the Department was 1,61 5,coo,coo lbs., one of

the largest on record. However, the total ex-

ports from Brazil during the calendar year 1918,

were 983,000,000 lbs., and in 1917, were 1,403,-

000,000 lbs. The average yearly exports during

the five years before the war (in 1909 through

1913) were 1,672,000,000 lbs. Lamm.

ST. LOUIS WANTS COFFEE DIRECT
[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, August 22, 1919.—The Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce of St. Louis has organized a

Foreign Trade Bureau, with the object of pro-

moting direct shipping to and from South

America on the all-water route. Particular atten-

tion will be given to promoting closer relations

with the coffee markets of South America by

means of the all-water route. Darst.
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OFFICIAL ARMY COFFEE REPORT

A Review of the Operations of the Coffee

Branch, Subsistence Division, for

Overseas and Domestic Service

J
UST before he was discharged from the Uni-

ted States Army, Samuel S. DeHoff, 1st Lieu-

tenant, Quartermaster Corps, in charge of the

Coffee Branch, Subsistence Division, prepared a

history of the activities of the New York depot

for permanent file in the Historical Branch of

the War Department at Washington. Follow-

ing is a digest of Lieut. DeHoff’s report.

To the Zone Supply Officer of the New York

district fell the task of supplying practically all

the coffee for the American Army, both at

home and abroad. Prior to the present war, the

New York depot purchased approximately 20,000

pounds of coffee per month, which was sufficient

for the needs of the Zone. During the year just

finished (1918-1919) enough coffee was handled

to last the “Old Army” stationed in this Zone

over 250 years.

Telling about the Army’s decision to roast its

own coffee, Lieut. DeHoff says it was estimated

that by so doing many thousands of dollars

could be saved and a more uniform and better

coffee be given the soldiers. In describing the

Jewel Tea Company’s Hoboken plant, which the

Army took over to carry on its own roastin?

operations, he states that the plant contained 48

roasters with a capacity of 240,000 pounds per

io-hour day, and that supplies could be handled

in and out at a rate of 96 cents per ton.

But the Chief of Staff needed the building

for the manufacture of shells, so the coffee roast-

ing was transferred to the plant of Arbuckle

Bros., in Brooklyn, where the Army coffee was

roasted at night and packed both night and

day. The Arbuckle equipment included the three

largest coffee roasters in the world, each having

a capacity of 4,000 pounds every twenty-five

minutes of operation, and several batteries of

two bag roasters. A considerable amount of

coffee was roasted at other plants in New York,

those mentioned by Lieut. DeHoff as the prin-

cipal ones being the Dannemiller Coffee Com-
pany and the John W. Haulenbeek Company.

The depot officials believed it was mnfair to take

over any one plant complete and thereby cripple

the owners.

About the Camp Roasters

In March, 1918, it was decided to roast and

grind coffee at the more important camps if

proven satisfactory. A roasting and grinding

outfit known as the “Karoma Roaster” wias de-

signed by Jabez Burns & Sons, New York, and

shipped to Camp Upton. It was successful from

the start. Up to the time the armistice was
signed, roasters had been installed at eight camps,

each having a capacity of 4,000 pounds per day.

Under this arrangement fresh coffee was fur-

nished the troops every day, which was decidedly

advantageous, as well as saving the cost of pack-

ing material. The cost of these roasters was
from $2,100 to $2,400 each installed.

Thirty-two Karoma roasting outfits were

bought by the depot for less than $72,000, six-

teen being shipped overseas and the remainder

being held as a reserve supply in this country.

After the end of the war it was decided to use

the sixteen reserve outfits in the permanent do-

mestic permanent army camps. It was estimated

that for each million soldiers approximately 660,-

000 cubic feet of ship space, valued at about $660,-

000, could be saved each year by roasting and

grinding the coffee in France, states the Lieu-

tenant.

The Army’s Soluble Coffee

The “history” relates some interesting things

about the Army’s soluble coffee. The Army prac-

tically took over the entire output of the country,

raising the production from less than 1,500

pounds a day before the war to approximately

42,500 pounds per day when the armistice was

signed. “Soluble coffee,” states Lieut. DeHoff,

“while not considered as good as the coffee made

from the bean, was a very welcome factor.”

Early in the war soluble coffee was added to

the reserve ration, .75 ounces being considered at

first as the proper amount per ration. In May,

1918, the Army officials abroad ordered all sol-

uble coffee for reserve rations to be packed in

cakes of Vz ration size, wrapped in oiled paper

and put in sealed containers for protection against

mustard gas.

To meet the conditions of this order consul-

tations were held by Lieut. T. J Isreal, of J.

Aron and Co., New York, who was assigned to

the Coffee Branch from June until early in

October, 1918, with leading drug chemists of

New York. Many experiments were made to

put the soluble coffee up in tablet form, capsules,

etc., but no experiment was a complete success.

At last it was decided that the only logical way

to pack individual Vz ration units was in specially

prepared envelopes, and work was started suc-

cessfully along these lines.

“Too much credit cannot be given Lieut. Isreal

for the splendid work he did while iii this depot,”

states Lieut. DeHoff. “He proved himself a

tireless worker, who had a thorough knowledge
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of coffee, and the ability to do a large amount
of work in a short time. He was transferred to

the Chicago depot early in October (1918) to

look after the coffee requirements in that Zone.”

A month before the signing of the armistice,

the New York depot wras notified that after

January 1, 1919, the requirements of soluble cof-

fee was to be 25,000 pounds per day in addition

to quantities packed in reserve rations, bringing

the total daily output to ^2,500 pounds per day,

of which 30,000 pounds were allotted to the

New York depot. Early in November, 1918, the

New York zone had three plants producing sol-

uble coffee and a fourth ready to start within

a week, the total capacity of the four plants being

over 40,000 pounds per day. These plants work-

ing at full capacity would have consumed 300,-

000 pounds of green coffee daily.

‘‘Arrangements had been made,” states the
Lieutenant, “to have this entire amount packed
in J4-ounce envelopes, 24 envelopes to a sealed
can. To pack this large amount, practically

every seed-packing envelope machine in the Uni-
ted States was in the process of being requisi-
tioned. Endless time was consumed in getting
together facilities to manufacture this product,
and had the war continued, soluble coffee would
have been one of the most important components
in the ration.”

The largest contract issued by the coffee branch

was with the Charles E. Hires Company, for

1,080,coo pounds of soluble coffee, the total cost

to be not more than $2,160,000. Within three

weeks after the signing of the armistice, all con-

tracts for soluble coffee had been successfully

cancelled, at a cost of about $85,000. Lieut. De-
Hoff says this is a remarkably low figure and

was favorable in every way to the Government.

In the list of expenditures of the coffee branch,

it appears that $893,852 was spent for the follow-

ing soluble coffee: 818,137 four-ounce cans, 90,-

300 one pound cans, 59,516 special cans, 102,937

sixounce cans, and 110,506 four-ounce cans by

transfer from other zones. In this amount is

included $78,164 paid for cancellation. For 66,-

435.710 pounds of green coffee $8,676,526.01

was paid, making an average of 13.06 cents per

pound. Of the 493,423 bags of green coffee

bought, 253,964 bags were shipped overseas, the

remainder being roasted and ground in this

country or shipped to camps. The branch bought

266,361 one and two pound cans of sales coffee

for $118,025.57, and 11,635,860 pounds of roasted

coffee issue for $1,763,519.89, at an average cost of

15.2 cents per pound and all purchased prior to

April 1918. In addition to the foregoing the total

amount expended by the Coffee Branch for pack-
ing, labor, inspection, material, transportation,

storage, rent, leases, roasting and grinding and

sundries was approximately $556,010.89. About

$50,000 was realized from empty bags, coffee

waste, etc.

In conclusion Lieut. DeHoff wrote, “It is fitting

to express a word with reference to the manu-
facturers of supplies, to the green coffee trade
and to the roasting plants for the splendid co-

operation they gave in furnishing coffee to the

men who took part in the war. Always showing
the best spirit of loyalty and patriotism they
never failed to deliver in the fullest measure
that could be expected.”

Lieut. DeHoff was connected with Arbuckle

Bros, before joining the Army, and since his

discharge has returned to his old position with

the firm.

JAVA AND THE TEA CAMPAIGN

The Dutch East Indian Planters Do Not Fully

Approve of the Plan for Advertising

in the United States

'T'HE tea planters of Java and Sumatra did not
A greet the proposed American national adver-

tising campaign with the unqualified enthusiasm

expected by some of the more optimistic tea men
in this country, according to the editor of the

Dutch East Indian Archipelago-. The planters

discussed the plan, but decided to wait and see

what Japan, Formosa, Ceylon, China and British

India would do.

It was proposed in Java that the tea interests

there get behind the campaign with their money
contributions on the Condition that the names

“Java” and “Sumatra” teas be brought before the

American public. The aforementioned editor

says

:

“As a matter of fact these names, though the

Dutch East Indian tea exports to the U. S. A.
increased from 581,352 pounds in 1913 to 32,574,-

000 pounds jn 1918, have never been given any
prominence by the American dealers. The im-

porters, o-f course, knew the difference between
the various kinds and flavors, but the distributors

mixed them all up and blended them into their

special marks, and the retailers and, conse-

quently, the consumers, never learned the origin

of their tea. neither did they become familiar with

the names ‘Java’ and ‘Sumatra,’ which ought to

have become household words in the United
States long ago.

“Now, it is proposed that the tea exporting

countries pay to the advertising fund one-fifth

of one dollar cent per pound shipped to the

U. S. A.
“According to this scheme the Dutch East

Indies, being one of the biggest exporters to the

U. S. A., would have to pay the greater part of

the expenses.
“But the report of the Tea Trade Association
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of the U. S. A. contains a proposal worded as
follows

:

“
• even though no kind of tea is mentioned in

the “ads,” it might be well to insert in small type on the
larger ads at least the contributors covering the exporters
by using the name of the Tea Association of the U. S. A.
and foreign contributors by naming: . “The Tea Guild 1 of
Japan,” “The Tea Guild of Formosa,” “The Tea Guild
of China,” “The Planters of Ceylon,” “The Planters of
India,” “The Planters of Java.” ’

“So in this way Java will come last, and, of
course, this must convey the impression to the
American public—as Japan, being the biggest ex-
porter to the U. S. A., stands first—that Java teas
are only of little importance for the American
market.

“It will only be fair, we think, that Java planters
be mentioned in the second place. However, Java
planters should demand the right not only to be
printed in the proper place but to have their
teas specially named in the ‘ads.’

“It is about time that Java tea comes in its

own rights. We should not insist upon this if

Java teas had been treated by the American retail

trade according to its position and merits. We
know the Java tea exporters and planters did not
handle the American market with due care, and
thereby damaged their own interests, but, all the
same, the high merits of the many excellent
grades o-f Java teas as supplied to the American
market should have been recognized by the retail

trade, and should have procured the right of
Java tea to go by its own name.”

BLACK TEA VERSUS GREEN

There Is a Strong Tendency Toward the Use
of Black Teas in the United States and

Canada, Say Trade Experts

1 N discussing the increasing popularity of black

* tea in the United States and Canada, Macy
Bros. & Gillett, the New Yoik tea brokers, say

in their latest trade bulletin that neither loca-

tion, with respect to source of supply, or climatic

condition, has much to do with the kind of tea

used in different countries.

Following this assertion, the brokers say: “This

is evidenced by the actual facts, as for example

we find that in the New England States ninety

per cent of the tea used is black, while in the

adjacent State of New York, throughout the cen-

tral and northern parts, about ninety per cent

of the tea used is green. This shows that there

is no accounting for taste as to the character and

quality of tea which will appeal to the tea

drinker.”

There is a strong tendency toward the wider

use of black teas in tfie United States and Can-

ada, the brokers say, pointing out that at one

time green tea was used exclusively in these

countries. As for the future they state : “As

Ceylons, Indias and Javas have become better

known they have become more and more popular,

and we believe these teas will continue to make
more friends, and that their proportionate con-
sumption will continually increase, as well as the

per capita consumption of the country, which
has practically remained stationary for the past

twenty years.”

A NEW COFFER AGING PROCESS

Treating Green Coffee with Micro-Organisms
To Improve the Flavor and Increase

the Extractive Values

A PROCESS for treating green coffee with
** micro-organisms to enchance the cup qual-

ity has been patented by Floyd W. Robison, and

assigned by him to the hloyd W. Robison Com-
pany, of Detroit. The patent was published on

August 12, and is numbered 1,313,209.

In talking about the process, B. H. Calkin, of

the Floyd W. Robison Company, said to a rep-

resentative of this paper that the discovery has

long passed the experimental stage and thousands

of pounds of coffee are being daily treated and

sold under the patented process by some of the

most conservative coffee roasters in the United

States. Mr. Calkins said that at the time of the

interview six large concerns were operating the

Robison patent under license from the company.

In a prepared statement handed out by Mr.

Calkin it is said

:

“It is generally known that certain coffees

have a higher commercial value than others ow-
ing to the fact that they possess a more devel-

oped character, an instance of which is that Java
coffees have always commanded larger premiums
than other coffees. A general assumption is that

the difference in character of coffees has been
due to the different growing conditions, but this

scientific discovery establishes that such differ-

ences are due to the action of micro-organisms.
“The scientific world is well aware of the fact

that certain enzyms possess the quality of con-

verting useless substances into simpler and sol-

uble substances capable of diffusion. For ex-

ample, there are enzymS that split up albumens,
other enzyms that split up sugars, others that

split up fats, and still others that split up cel-

lulose, and still others that split up acids. The
foregoing scientific data afford the basis of the

discovery made by the company that coffee is

rendered a more desirabe product.”

The Robison process is described in detail in

the specification of letters patent. In his de-

scription Mr. Robison says he inoculates green

coffee with living micro-organisms so as to pro-

duce a coffee which will be found to possess

certain improved characteristics when roasted.

He prepares a culture by growing micro-organ-
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isms, particularly that class known as molds, and

then brings the coffee beans in contact with the

culture for inoculation and incubation of enzyms.

The period of incubation lasts for seven days,

when the growth of the organisms is arrested,

either by immediate roasting or by drying.

‘‘I recognize the fact,” says Mr. Robison, “that

micro-organisms may and do exist in a more or

less dormant condition in practically all green
coffee, but the conditions surrounding such cof-

fee may not be or are not favorable to the devel-

opment of such micro-organisms. Therefore it

is a part of this invention that such coffee shall

be brought into a condition which will effectuate

the propagation of such micro-organisms on the

coffee. Accordingly in coffees of this class I

have found it necessary to soften the coffee by
moistening the same so as to render active the
micro-organisms, and to establish the desired
temperature suitable for the incubation of the
micro-organisms.”

The treatment is carried on in a special room
or chamber through which the air is not per-

mitted to circulate freely, and where the tem-

perature can be maintained at from 25 to 30

degrees centigrade. First the coffee is softened

by spraying or moistening with clean water, or

by gently treating with live steam. The beans

swell and become soft and are in suitable con-

dition for the growth of the micro-organisms,

and to enable the enzyms produced by the organ-

isms to penetrate the beans.

Thus prepared, the culture of organisms is

sprayed, sprinkled or otherwise brought in con-

tact with the coffee. The coffee is then piled in

heaps or spread out to the depth of a foot and

closely covered to exclude currents of air and

preserve the desirable incubation conditions.

After two or three days the coffee is thoroughly

remixed and again covered and left undisturbed

for another three or four days. At the end of

the seven days of incubation the coffee is covered

with an active growth of micro-organisms.

Further growth is arrested by immediately roast-

ing the coffee, or by spreading it out' thinly and
drying it, and subsequently roasting it.

Mr. Robison claims in his patent that : “Coffee

produced as herein described is superior to such

coffee before treatment from the standpoint of

flavor, aroma, keeping qualities after being

ground or brewed, or both, and general drinking

properties. Likewise coffee produced as herein

described is superior to the coffee before treat-

ment in that it contains a decidedly increased

quantity of soluble constituents, thereby mater-
nally increasing the body of the resulting

beverage.”

Mr. Calkin claims that the process adds only

about 34 of a cent per pound to the cost of the

coffee, but enables a person to get approximately

15 per cent more extractive V.alue in the cup.

The treatment makes the bean slightly larger,

darker in color and easy to grind.

The cultures with wrhich the beans are inocu-

lated are prepared and sold by the Floyd W.
Robison Company to coffee roasters operating

the patent under license. Mr. Calkin says the

patent has been granted in twenty foreign coun-

tries and is fully protected.

TO COMPILE ROASTING COSTS

N. C. R. A. Has Arranged with Columbia
University to Analyse Data Supplied by

Members—Other Business Factors

May Be Studied Later

A S the first step in its plan to study the cost

of doing a coffee-roasting business, the Na-
tional Coffee Roasters Association announced in

Circular No. 31 that it had arranged with the

Department of Accounting, School - of Business

Columbia University, New York, to compile such

experience data as is supplied by N. C. R. A.

members. The first study will be devoted to

roasting costs.

A questionnaire sent to each member of the

association asks for certain “key" information

that will tell exactly wrhat his roasting costs are.

The data, which are to be kept confidential, will

be sent to the university accounting department,

where they will be compiled and averaged by

geographical districts and the results stated on

a per pound basis. In this way it is hoped to

supply member roasters contributing to the fund

of information with accurate and up-to-date fig-

ures representing the average experience of the

trade, by means of which he can gauge his own
costs.

In regard to the value of the work, it is stated

in the circular that:

“Only by the cordial co-operation of members
can the work be done which it is hoped will

prove of value in making possible the conduct
of business on the basis of known costs for each
member as viewed in the light of the average
costs of the trade as a whole, and of that portion
of the trade operating within his geographical
district. It is hoped that this study of roasting
costs may lead to a similar study of the other
operating costs incurred in the coffee business.
The great value of similar studies and investi-

gations has seen proven in other lines of busi-
ness, notably in the wholesale and retail grocery,
shoe, dry-goods and printing businesses, and it

is felt that the National Coffee Roasters Asso-
ciation is merely keeping abreast of the times in

this undertaking.
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A COFFEE PROBE IN CHICAGO

District Attorney Sends Questionnaires to

Roasters and Dealers Seeking to Uncover
Evidence of Profiiteering

[from a staff correspondent]

Chicago, Aug. 30, 1919.

HICAGO coffee dealers had expected the

Governmental investigation of the cause for

high prices to soon reach them, as it did on

August 27, when Federal District' Attorney Clyne

sent to every coffee roaster and dealer a ques-

tionnnaire to be filled out and returned within 48

hours. Since the information called for was of

the kind that could hardly be gathered in several

weeks’ time, the questionnaires were returned

rather incomplete.

There was no particular excitement among cof-

fee merchants about the move
;
in fact, there was

a feeling that the motive was mainly political, as

the makeup of the questionnaire showed. Some
speculation ' was indulged in as to whether the

coffee “probe” was the herald of similar “drives”

against teas, spices and groceries in general. The
questionnaire follows

:

1. Amount of imports, by months, and prices

paid during 1917, 1918 and 1919.

2. Amounts of spot purchases, by months,
prices paid and from whom purchased during

1917, 1918 and 1919.

3. Amount of futures bought in, by months,
and prices paid during 1917, 1918 and 1919.

4. Amount of green coffee sold, spots or

futures, price paid and price sold, by months,
during 1917, 1918 and 1919.

5. Highest amount carried in stock, by months,
and length of time each lot carried during 1917,

1918 and 1919.

6. Amount roasted, by months, during 1917,

1918 and 1919.

7. Sales of coffee, by months, during years

1917, 1918 and 1919:
a. Straight grades and prices sold at.

b. Blended brands, name of brand, grades
blended and prices sold at.

c. If to retail trade, wholesale jobbing
trade, wholesale consuming trade.

8. Amount of coffee jn stock now and where
stored

:

a. Green.
b. Roasted.

PERU ORDERS COFFEE EMBARGO
A dispatch from Callao, Peru, dated July 26,

191,9, states that for the purpose of reducing the

high cost of living there the exportation of coffee

is suspended from July 23 until the local price

is sufficiently reduced, when the export tax of

$1.46 per 101 pounds will be charged.
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GOLD COAST CACAO IN 1918

Though Exports Fell Off Forty-three Per
Cent in Value Prospects Are Bright

—

Speculators Harm the Trade

nPHE value of the cacao exported from the

Gold Coast in 1918 declined about 43 per

cent over the- preceding period, according to

O. Mitchell, the comptroller of customs for the

colony. Mr. Mitchell attributes the decline en-

tirely to the difficulty in geeting shipping accom-
modations. The Shipping Control Board of the

United Kingdom allocated a certain amount of

tonnage for Gold Coast cacao during the year,

but this was sufficient to take only a small frac-

tion of the product. France sent practically no

steamers, so that her purchases in the cacao

market dwindled to about one-tenth of what they

were in 1917* The result was that the greater

part of the 1917-18 crop remained on hand dur-

ing the greater part of the year; local merchants,

seeing no prospect of obtaining shipping facili-

ties, refused to buy except at ridiculously low

prices
;
these low prices in turn brought a horde

of speculative buyers into the market, with the

result that there was continual clamor for the

aid of the local Government in obtaining ship- j

ping—all the louder when the weaker speculators

found they were unable to hold their stocks any

longer.

The situation was eased somewhat about the

middle of the year, when it became possible to

charter schooners to take cacao to the United

Stages of America. Many of these came, but

they were chartered principally by speculators

who had little real knowledge of cacao, with the
j

result that the cacao was stowed in them any- 1

how, and often reached the United States of
,

America in an unmarketable condition. This
[

probably was one of the causes which led the

American* Government to close its markets to

the product about September, and so create a

further crisis.

Such was the position up to the time when

the armistice in November released shipping.

During November and December much of the

accumulated stocks were shipped—with enor-

mous profits to those who were lucky enough

to hold them, and the liberal supply of shipping

that has continued into 1919 gives ample room

for the belief that the colony’s staple industry

is at the beginning of another era of great pros-

perity. Very large stocks from the 1918-19 crop,

and even some from the 1917-18 crop and the

mid-season crop of 1918, however, still remained
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on hand at the end of the year—probably not less

than 80,000 tons.

‘‘It will take some time,’’ said Mr. Mitchell,

“for our cacao to recover in foreign markets the

reputation which was so badly damaged by the

ignorance and sometimes dishonesty of the spec-

ulator during the year under review,, but we
can hope for the best with the resumption of

normal conditions."

MESOPOTAMIA’S TEA TRADE

Late Facts About the Volume of Imports, the

Kinds Consumed, Duties, Prevailing

Prices and Re-exports

By Oscar S. Heizer
Bagdad

*

|

1EA is one of the most important commodities
* in the trade of Bagdad. It is usually im-

ported from India, and is principally of the Ceylon

and Calcutta varieties. The former, which is

imported from Calcutta or Bombay, is fine and has

white leaves with a special aroma. This is con-

sidered the first quality on the Bagdad market,

while the Calcutta ranks next.

Imports of tea through the port of Bassorah

were valued at $334,225 for 1917, and at $1,846,332

for nine months of 1918, high-grade varieties ac-

counting for 75 to 80 per cent of these amounts.

Local consumption is only 20 to 25 per cent, and
the remaining 75 to 80 per cent is exported to

Persia. It is usually packed in wooden cases,*

preferably of thin wood for the sake of economy
in weight, and covered with gunny sacking or

with skins and gunny. The weights are usually

80, 100, 120, 150 and 160 pounds per case, the last

weight being preferred, as it is easily carried to

Persia on camels.

Low-grade tea is sold in Bagdad for $0.44 to

$0-53 per oke (2.83 pounds), but prices depend

upon the Indian crop. Good Ceylon tea has in-

creased in value in the last six months from $1.46

to $2.52, and ordinary Calcutta from $1.08 to $1 80

per oke. The price in Persia has risen from 20

to 25 krans before the war (a kran at that time

was worth about $0.08) per tabrizi (about 6.6

pounds) to 50 to 75 krans (present exchange

$0,179). Low-grade tea brings from 30 to 45

krans per tabrizi (6.55 pounds).

Like most other articles, tea pays an .ad-

valorem duty of 10 per cent at the Bassorah cus-

toms, but in Persia it pays a fixed duty of 6

krans per tabrizi, or about $16.20 per 100 pounds.

Tea is carried from India to Bassorah by the

steamers running through the Persian Gulf,
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thence by river steamer to Bagdad, while camels

are used in summer and mules in winter for

transportation to Persia. The cost of transporta-

tion from Bagdad to Persia recently has been

very large, being about 550 rupees per 300 kilos

($178 per 661 pounds).

DUTCH RESUMING COFFEE TRADE

Business is Slowly Reviving, But Prices Will

Have to Come Down, Because Hol-

lan dis Unable to Pay Them

[special correspondence]

Rotterdam, Aug. 2, 1919.

ftOINCE war-time restrictions governing the

^ coffee trade were removed the business has

taken a new lease of life,” said one of the leading

coffee merchants of Holland. “The business is

gradually reviving. It is a very slow process, but

there is some discernible progress.. Differences

of quality are again being appreciated, which is a

reassuring sign. Formerly there was a steady

demand for any sort of coffee, no matter what

the quality and the origin. Now prospective

buyers are beginning to ask questions. Coffee

merchants are anxious to restore old trade con-

nections with producing countries, and, at the

same time, are trying hard to regain their trade

in Central and Eastern Europe.

“On account of the abnormal rate of exchange

and the unstable value of money, trading is diffi-

cult, but merchants are trying to overcome these

disadvantages by liberal credit arrangements.

Rather large shipments of coffee are coming in

and trade is again dealing in concrete realities in-

stead of in futures.

“Prices of Robusta stored in India have gone

up considerably on account of an increased de-

mand in the United States, I think, where this

brand seems to have become rather popular. The

force that drives the prices higher is operating in

the producing countries, which significantly char-

acterizes the whole situation. The markets of

the world are simply compelled to follow suit.

This condition will last until stores, sufficient to

supply the world for a time, will have been ac-

cumulated in the world’s markets ; in other

words, until the war-time from-hand-to-mouth

trade will have disappeared.

“As soon as we merchants have stored sufficient

amounts of coffee our power of resistance will

increase materially. In the meantime the matter

will hang in the balance, but one thing is certain :

present high prices will have to come down; if
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for no other reason it will be because Europe is

financially unable to pay them.

“If prices should remain too high for a longer

period it would not benefit the producers nor the

traders. It would merely restrict consumption,

which would mean a prolonged use of substitutes,

to which the public would become still more ac-

customed, ultimately resulting in a permanent

loss to the coffee business. Prices of coffee must

be reasonable enough to induce housewives and

proprietors of cafes to again invest in real beans.

Any other eventuality spells permanent injury to

the coffee business.” G. S.

SWISS TURN TO COFFEE AGAIN

Chicory Manufacturers Are Losing the Virtual

Monopoly They Held During the

War, and Are Reducing Prices

[special correspondence]

Basel, Switzerland, August, 2, 1919.
1

I *HE reappearance of real coffee in European

markets has had its effect upon the manu-
facturers of substitutes. Coffee, formerly a curi-

osity, is a again a commodity. In Switzerland

the real coffee bean has made such inroads upon

the manufacturers of chicory as to compel them

to reduce the price of their product one franc

per kilogram.

The manufacturers agreed to this reduction

voluntarily, they sa^, in order to retain the trade,

domestic as well as foreign, and for the purpose

of keeping their employees on full time. Al-

though raw materials have not gone down in

price, the manufacturers did not care to dis-

charge any of their employees, thereby making

the bad labor situation still worse.

But the real power that is forcing down the

price of chicory, no doubt, is the real coffee

bean, which has almost resumed its former pop-

ularity here.—S. G.

FOUR O’CLOCK TEA ABOARD TRAINS
[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, August 22, 1919.—Four o’clock tea

will be one of the features hereafter of the din-

ing car service of the New York Central’s St.

Louis-New York 24-hour train, according to an

announcement given out by the Traffic Bureau

of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce. The
tea will be served in the dining car or in the

Pullmans as desired. Coffee and other bever-

ages and ice cream will also be served.

Darst.
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THAT ST. LOUIS COFFEE HOARD

After Seizing 2,187 Bags Held In Storage, the

Department of Justice Discovers They
Are Legitimate Stocks and Orders

Their Release

[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, Mo., August 22, 1919.

T IBEL proceedings instituted under Federal
1 law against 2,187 bags of coffee, aggregating

281,340 pounds, which were seized in St. Louis
j

by agents of the Department of Justice on Aug-

ust 14, were dismissed five days later by the
j

United States District Attorney in St. Louis,

who issued a statement to the effect that the
j

owners had shown that they were not hoarding
j

the coffee in violation of the Lever law.

The coffee is the property of J. Aron and Com-
pany, New York, and was stored in the S. N..

j

Long Warehouse. The coffee had been kept
j

in the St. Louis warehouse since October, 1918,

and was among the very first stores of food-

stuffs seized by the Department of Justice

agents. H. H. Miller, St. Louis, agent of the

company, immediately wired the home office,

which answered that a strenuous protest of the

libel would be made to the Department in Wash-

ington.

Mr. Miller stated that the coffee was not

hoarded, the company having done an active busi-

ness in disposing of the stock in storage as fast r

as there was a demand for it. There were origi-

nally 8,000 sacks stored there and this had been

reduced to a little over 2,000. A few days

later, on hearing the facts from the Department

of Justice, District Attorney Hensley explained

his action in releasing the coffee in a statement

which concurred with that of Mr. Miller.

The District Attorney’s statement was as
'

.follows : “Aron and Company have taken the

matter up with the Department of Justice at

Washington and have brought to our attention

important facts which, from the very nature of

the case, we could not have known. It appears

that the coffee was not hoarded, but that the

owners have been among the heaviest sellers on

the market. It also developed that this coffee

constituted merely a remnant of a very large

quantity originally placed with the warehouse

for the market and that this coffee, with a large

quantity of other coffee, was at all times being

offered for sale and being sold on the market.

Under this statement of facts, it became clear to

the department and this office that the owners of

this coffee had no intention of hoarding it, but
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on the contrary they were making all reasonable

efforts to dispose of it. I have therefore dis-

missed the libel in order that the coffee may at

once be released on the market and that no in-

justice may be done to its owners.’’ Darst.

TO VISIT COFFEE PLANTATIONS

Mississippi Valley Importers and Roasters Ex-

pected to Go to Latin America This

Fall

[Special Correspondence]

St. Louis, August 22, 1919.

A l\ ANY Middle Western coffee importers,

brokers and roasters are expected to form a

part of the 300 commercial, financial and business

men of the Mississippi Valley who are plan-

ning to visit Latin American countries this fall

to investigate business conditions there. The
main purpose of the trip is to develop trading

relations for Middle West firms, and Chicago,

St. Louis, Cincinnati, Memphis and many inland

cities are expected to be represented.

The movement was started by the New Orleans

Association of Commerce, which has delegated

a committee to interest similar organizations and

which also has taken up with the United States

Shipping Board the question of obtaining a vessel

for the trip.

It is the intent to start about November 1, on

a tentative itinerary that will take the delegation

to Cuba, Jamaica, Santo Domingo, Haiti, Vene-

zuela, Colombia, Panama, Ecuador, Peru, Chile

and back through the Panama Canal.

The proposal is of especial interest in the

lower Mississippi valley because of recent an-

nouncement and assurance that river transporta-

tion is to be much improved as far north as

Memphis and St. Louis. W. R.

BRAZIL COFFEE CROP VERY SMALL
[special correspondence]

Washington, D. C, Sept. 5, 1919.—The Brazil-

ian Ministry of Agriculture is quoted in a Rio

de Janeiro cable message just received by the

Department of Commerce here as stating that

the 1919-1920 coffee crop of Sao Paulo, Minas
Geraes and Parana will yield only 3,818,750 bags.

All but 450,000 bags will be produced by Sao
Paulo. It is claimed that the frost of June,

1918, seriously damaged 400,000,000 of the 791,-

000,000 coffee-bearing trees, and that this accounts

for the short crop estimate. As for 1920-21, it is

thought likely that the crop will be good, as the

damaged sections are recovering. L. M. L.
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WHO’S WHO IN THE TRADE

An Appreciation of F. P. Atha, President of the

Southwestern Division of the N. C. R. A.
and Vice-President of J. A. Folger &

Co., Kansas City

INURING the past few months the name of

F. P. Atha has been prominently and fre-

quently mentioned in connection with affairs of

the National Coffee Roasters’ Association and

the national coffee advertising campaign as one

of the leaders in the drive to increase the use of

coffee in this country. Mr. Atha is well fitted

for this work, for he has been selling coffee in

large quantities for the past quarter century, part

of that time being spent on the road and in doing

considerable “pioneer’’ work in the Southwest.

Born in Middletown, Conn., May 25, 1869, Mr.

Atha started out to become one of the leading

lights in railroad circles, but instead has become

a prominent figure in the world of coffee roasters.

He is vice-president and .general manager of

J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City branch
;
charter

member of the. National Coffee Roasters’ Associa-

tion, and, by recent election, president of the

Southwestern Division of the N. C. R. A., a new
branch which takes in the States of Kansas,

Oklahoma and Western Missouri.

In 1881 the Atha family moved from Connecti-

cut to Cleveland, Ohio, where young F. P. Atha

started his business career with the Big Four

Railroad at 16 years of age and $15 a month.

After a year on that job he returned to school,

later starting again with Cleveland commission

merchants, Reynolds & Williams, as a salesman.

He entered the coffee roasting and wholesale gro-

cery field with Hulman & Co-., Terre Haute, Ind„

traveling their Southern territory for five years.

In 1899 Mr. Atha’s reputation as a coffee salesman

had taken him to San Francisco, on the selling

staff of J. A. Folger & Co., which firm sent him

into Texas the next year to introduce its prod-

ucts there. Mr. Atha is rather proud of having

sold the first pound of Folger’s coffee shipped

east of the Rocky Mountains. Doing considerable

pioneer work in Texas, Mr. Atha built up his

field, until in 1905 he had five salesmen assisting

him there and had established headquarters at

Fort Worth, with the title of southwestern man-

ager. From there it was but a step to Kansas

City, the great commercial door to the South-

west. Here Mr. Atha established his headquarters

in 1907, opening a big Folger branch. In the next

year he was admitted to the firm and promoted to
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general manager and vice-president of the com-

pany.

The Kansas City plant has now been in opera-

tion for eleven years, and has thirty-seven sales-

men looking after its trade in sixteen States.

FOR A ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL

Announcing a Campaign to Raise $ 5 ,000,000
to Perpetuate Theodore Roosevelt’s

Ideals

By Edwin Carty Ranck
New York

ITOW freely Theodore Roosevelt spent his
* * prodigious strength of brain and brawn

!

His fight for righteousness was life-long, and

in his closing years, driven as ever by his high

moral purpose, he pioneered for preparedness.

Undoubtedly he used up his force of vitality

many years before he otherwise would have de-

parted this life. But he succeeded in his purpose,

and for the ultimate victory America may well

allot Theodore Roosevelt a just portion of her

gratitude.

Americans should unite in tribute to his mem-
ory in the campaign of the Roosevelt Memorial

Association, 1 Madison avenue, Ne'w York, dur-

ing the week October 20-27 for a fund with which

to perpetuate his ideals. The Association will

raise five million dollars for national memorials.

These memorials will be a public park in Oyster

Bay—Colonel Roosevelt’s home twin—and a

great stone monument of a lion in Washington,

the scene of many years of his labors in behalf

of the nation. Colonel Roosevelt’s sons called

him “The Old Lion,’’ and an immense figure

created by an eminent naturalist and sculptur,

Carl E. Akeley, will give concrete reminder of

the fighting qualities and unexampled vigor of

this great leader. Men and women in all sec-

tions of the country should support this non-

partisan movement with their contributions, for

by so doing they will help preserve, as a stimular

for future generations of young Americans,

Roosevelt’s ideal of service.

Years before he had achieved the full glory

of his fame, Theodore Roosevelt, at the unveil-

ing of the Sherman statue in Washington in 1903,

said

:

“The living can best show their respect for

the memory of the great dead by the way in

which they take to heart and act upon the les-

sons taught by the lives which made these dead

men great.’’

A memorial will serve to remind 11s all of

the value of living in accord with such -high

ideals as those of the Great American.

A FAIR PRICE COFFEE LIST

New York Wholesalers Agree to Form a Com-
mittee to Co-operate With the Federal

Body to Reduce Living Costs

*

|
’HE wholesale coffee trade of New York was

represented at a conference with Arthur Wil-

liams, New York’s Federal Food Administrator,

on September 4, in which it was agreed to form

a trade committee that would co-operate in re-

ducing the cost' of living as far as coffee is con-

cerned. The New York branch of the N. C. R. A.

was represented by President Albert J. Danne- *

miller, the National Coffee Roasters’ Association
.

by Secretary Felix Coste, and the Joint Coffee

Trade Publicity Committee by Allan P. Ames.

A few days later the committee was announced

as consisting of T. O. Budenbach, of B. Fischer &
Co. ;

F. R. Seeman, of Seeman Bros.
;
S. A. Schon-

brunn, of S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., and Mr. Meyer,

of the Eppens, Smith Company. An organization j

meeting of this committee was scheduled for <

September 9.

The committee is expected to render soon a

report on the difference in the price of green !

coffee at' wholesale and the price of the roasted ,

coffee at retail. This difference will be taken as’

the fair margin at which coffee should be sold

in N.ew York. The committee, it is understood,

will also be expected to answer inquiries about
'

coffee prices received from the general public.

i

COFFEE RETURNED FROM RUSSIA
In the latter part of August, J. Aron & Co., «

Inc., New York, received 33,754 bags of Santos '

and mild coffees from Russian and Japanese ports.

The coffee had been consigned to those countries

in 1917 and 1918 for eventual shipment to Western

Russia, but owing to difficulties in transportation,

and the high prices in American markets, the

stocks there are being resold and reshipped to

this country and Europe.

TEA EXAMINER'S OFFICE MOVED
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Aug. 22, 1919.—The office

of George F. Mitchell, Supervising Tea Exam-
iner, which has been in the Bond building since

the United States went into the European war,
j

has been moved into the new Interior building,

corner of 18th and F Streets. Lamm.



TEA AND COFFEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES
<IHow the Renaissance of Tea and Coffee is being brought about, as

Illustrated by the Latest Developments in Advertising, Merchandising

and the Making and Serving of Our Most Popular Beverages.

TEA AND COFFEE IN THE NEWS

Fact and Fancy, Comment Wise and Frivolous,

Gleaned from the Press of

the Country

QIGNS of the times indicate an increasing

^ interest in tea and coffee among writers and

editors in all parts of the country. Here follow

some of the more notable items appearing in

the news during the month :

Greek Coffee Houses in New York

The one most noticeable characteristic of Greek
life in New York is the coffee house. In one
block in Madison street there are nine of them.

There are no front curtains or swinging glass

doors. Everything is conspicuous, almost as

if it were out on the street. There are a dozen
or more marble tables, where the Greeks gather

after dinner to talk and to play games.
Little cups of coffee are on every table. Noth-

ing else is served. It is thick brown coffee and
it comes already sweetened. Here men from the

factories, cigarette makers, workers in candy
'manufacturing establishments and other laboring

men assemble. They sit in little groups. Some
of them are playing cards. They mark the scores

on little slates furnished by the house. At other

tables dominoes are lying idle, or perhaps there

is a lively game between two expert players.

Some of the coffee houses have pool tables

in conjunction. They are little recreation rooms.
At the further end of the room is always a

little ornamental coffee bar where the coffee is

prepared. Here also can be found Turkish pipes

with long tubes and water jars resting on the

floor. These pipes, however, are not widely used
among the Greeks, but are to be had in case

Syrians or residents from Asia Minor are present.

In these coffee rooms will be found only men.
A few women can be seen in the restaurants and
in the single ice cream parlor of the Greek settle-

ment, which is half Greek coffee house, half

American ice cream establishment. There are

pictures on the walls of the coffee houses illustrat-

ing events of Greek history and famous Greek,

personages, and inevitably there are several long
mirrors on the walls.

The men who sit about at the tables are as a

rule shabbily dressed, in working clothes. The.
mirrors could hardly be there to satisfy the.

vanity of the customers nor could they be there,

as are the glasses in fashionable restaurants, to

reflect many ladies powdering their noses, for
there are no ladies in the coffee rooms. But

whatever the cause and purpose no coffee house
is without its mirrors—not one, but half a dozen
to each establishment, and all of the same long,
oblong pattern.

Talk in the coffee houses may be about, busi-
ness or about frivolities, but as a rule it centres
about matters in the fatherland—or is it “mother-
land’? Somehow one always thinks of god-
desses in connection with Greece. Of course,
there were gods among the ancient Athenians
and Spartans. Nobody will deny Jupiter’s power
or Apolo’s skill. But after all it is Minerva,
and preferably Venus, that strike deepest in

our imagination, and who has not a wistful rev-
erence for the moon goddess, Diana of the
hunt?—“New York Herald.’’

The Picnic Coffee Pot

What would a picnic be without coffee? The
very word “picnic” brings the entrancing odor
which gives the final sweetness 'to an air already
filled with the odors of woods or sea. Woe unto
the. hostess who is so misguided as to neglect to

provide coffee because the day is Warm and she
herself happens to prefer iced tea or lemonade.
I should surely find her guilty of false pretenses
if she invited me to a picnic and left her coffee

pot at home.
Speaking of coffee pots, why does the smoky

tin pot which comes out of its winter exile with
the first days of spring in any family inoculated
with the picnic habit make a beverage which is

indeed a nectar when propped between two stones
over the glowing coals. Would it taste the

same if one was bold enough to try it during the

winter over the kitchen range? But who would
dare treat the magic pot with such disrespect?

—

it is consecrated to outdoor service. Magic in-

deed it seems to one whose traditions tell him
that percolators and boiling water are necessary
to produce that clear and sparkling beverage
which does credit to the name of coffee.

—“New
York Evening Post.”

A Complaint About Coffee

The matutinal cup of coffee which is supposed
to put one in fine fettle for the day’s work is

at present one of the worst provocatives of dis-

turbing thought. “This stuff’s as weak as dish-

water,” says the head of the house. If the wife
has made the coffee herself, she has the answer
pat; but if there is a servant-girl in that house
an investigation is necessary. The answer, in

any event, amounts to this : “I made it as I have
always done.” And the wife might add: “I’m
paying nearly twice as much for this coffee as

I paid a month ago.” The price has gone up and
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the quality clown. The experience of many
housewives shows that it takes 25 per cent more

ground coffee to make a cup of desirable strength

than ever it did before. If there isn’t profiteer-

ing somewhere, it’s strange.—“Philadelphia

Record.”

Coffee the Man's Flavor

The grocery store men are looking for an in-

creased demand for coffee. It is just a logical

result of the fact that alcoholic stimulants are

not going to be available. It is predicted in

some hotels that pastries and sweets of all sorts

ure going to be much more popular, because it

has been shown often enough that when a man
accustomed to alcohol gives up that stimulant
he craves sugar and finds a certain amount of
satisfaction in sweet things. Then, too, it has
been predicted in the hotels that there would be
more afternoon tea drinking. The men that

habitually want a late afternoon bracer in the bar
of a hotel will have nothing else to do but to

go to the tea room and partake of the cup that^

cheers but does not inebriate. But for the man
who is accustomed to “just a little something”
with or after his dinner, it will be in coffee that

he will find his best friend. At least in this

country tea is more of a woman’s drink, and cof-

fee is a man’s drink. If you wanted to kee£
record of the number of pots of tea and coffee

ordered by men and women at luncheon in any
restaurant where men and women congregate
for luncheon you would see that the men are far
more devoted to coffee than to tea. The per-
centage of tea drinkers is decidedly higher among
the women than among the men.
So if you are wise "and if there are men in

your family who are not unused to alcoholic
beverages, just show your tact by introducing
after-dinner coffee, if it is not already an in-

stitution. Often it is a matter of just another
trouble in the preparation of a meal. If you
feel that you do not wish to bother cook with
this, start the custom of having coffee served in

the drawing-room, or on the veranda after- dinner
and you can quite easily attend to this yourself
if you have some clever sort of coffee-making
device.

—
“Philadelphia Press.”

Chicago Hotel to Sell Mate
As the mourners wail their lamentations about

the bier of John Barleycorn, cheering word co-mes
that alcohol is not the only beverage that will

produce a “kick” that boosts the imbiber out of his

troubles into a seventh heaven of delight, or if

already in the seventh heaven, t'o the eighth or
ninth.

The Hotel La Salle will soon begin the sale

of mate tea, a Brazilian drink that is guaranteed
to produce the desired effect. Manager Ernest
Stevens has a shipment of the joyous herbs en
route, and this afternoon he will serve a small

coterie of friends the first Chicago brew of the

tea.
—

“Chicago News.”

Coffee a Nutrient
Coffee is not a stimulant pure and simple, but

a very considerable nutrient. Justus Liebig
proved that, by taking equal lots of men, working
in the salt mines, feeding one lot on bread and

meat, the other bread and coffee, and comparing
results. The coffee squad did more work and
came out in better shape than the meat eaters.

—

“Woodridge (N. J.) Leader.”

WHAT DEALERS SAY

Catch Phrases and Arguments Used by Some
Advertisers of Tea and Coffee

rT,HE following catch phrases and arguments
* have been recently used to advantage by tea

and coffee men, in newspaper and magazine ad-

vertisements, circulars and other publicity me-,

diums :

COMPARE THIS COFFEE with what you

are using. We would not stint on the quality of

C. W. Brand, so we are using this moisture-proof,

parchment-lined carton, economical but efficient,

instead of expensive cans. We save on the pack-

age—you save on the price. Don’t say just “Cof-

fee”—say “C. W. Brand Coffee.” Buy it fresh

as .you need it. Stale coffee is expensive coffee,

no matter how much or how little you pay.—The

Widlar Company, Cleveland.

WITH COLD DISHES! Salads and cold

meats and fish dishes are always so much better

when accompanied with one of the numerous

appetising combinations of iced tea, Banquet Tea,

tasty tea for every taste.—McCormick & Co.,

Baltimore.

A KNOCK OR A BOOST? Each one of

the millions of cups of coffee served to-day was

either a knock or a boost for the merchant who

sold it. We suggest that you try French Coffee;

It’s guaranteed to please.—The Kroger Grocery

& Baking C‘o., Cincinnati.

TWO HUNDRED healthful drinks to the

pound—Nu-Ray-A tea—hot or iced. A break-

fast delight, the luncheon favorite, an afternoon

refreshment, the crowning achievement in dinner

beverages.—Closset & Devers, Portland, Ore.

YOUR DOLLARS COUNT big with Boscul.

It is a full-value coffee in every sense. A fas-

cinating blend of choice coffees, prefectly aged,

skillfully roasted.—Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden,

N. J.

SILVER SEA TEA—

I

4-Cent a Glass. The

best summer drink is the most economical. Costs

less than any other beverage. Yet, it is the most

delicious. No other drink is so exhilarating or

so quickly revives one during sultry, depressing

day§.—The J, Henry Koenig Co.
?
Cincinnati.
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BIG MEETING FOR WAGON MEN

A Record Attendance Is Expected At This

Year’s Convention of Retail Tea and

Coffee Merchants

'T’HREE weeks before the start of the fourth
* annual convention ' of the National Retail

Tea .and Coffee Merchants' Association, which is

to be held in St. Louis, September 16-18, Presi-

dent C. A. Smith said that he expected an atten-

dance of 125 members from all parts o'f the

country and an equal’ number of friends and rep-

resentatives of firms doing business with wagon
distributing companies. Since the fast conven-

tion the membership of the organization has in-

creased approximately 25 per cent.

Strong efforts are being made by New York

members of the association, aided by the Mer«

chants’ Association, to bring the 1920 convention

to New York City. Though other cities are

expected to put in their claims, many believe the

New York men will win.

The association never has held a meeting in

New York, and the results have been detrimental

to the membership in eastern territory. G. B.

Schorn, of Schorn & Brower, Jamaica, N. Y.,

is leading the movement, and is confident that a

session there next year will bring out the largest

attendance the association ever has had.

CORRECT POSTAGE TO JAPAN
Otis A. Poole, tea buyer at Shidzuoka, Japan,

has ap’pealed to the editors to help correct a prac-

tice that works a hardship on correspondents in

foreign countries. Mr. Poole complains about

American letter writers not putting five cents

postage on their letters, not so much on the score

of delinquent postage being collected double at

destination but because of the delay in delivery of

such letters. The delay is never less than one

day, and frequently much longer.

Even when an under-stamped letter is held only

a day the letter-writer’s interests suffer. For ex-

ample, to quote Mr. Poole : “In the American

mail which we got July 19, just in time to ac-

knowledge by the mail closing that day for the

Empress of Russia, due at the coast July 28, were

eight under-stamped letters which we did not

get until the 20th (Sunday). Answers cannot

leave quicker than by the Katori Maru, due at

the coast August 16, a difference of nineteen days,

just because of two cents short postage on each

letter.”

SPICES AND EXTRACTS
•I News items of interest to spice im-

porters, grinders and dealers, and to

manufacturers of flavoring extracts, per-

fumes and toilet preparations.

A WARNING TO EXTRACT MAKERS

Internal Revenue Office Issues Order To Pros-

ecute Vigorously All Violators of Non-
Beverage Alcohol Rules

I^LAVORING extract manufacturers using
* non-beverage alcohol are advised in a recent

bulletin by the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers

Association to give careful attention to the new
attitude of the Commissioner of Internal Rev-
enue, who has announced that all violators of

the 11011-beverage alcohol regulations will be

severely dealt with.

The bulletin contains a reprint of a letter

from the deputy commissioner at Washington to

R. H. Bond, the association’s legislative chair-

man, and a letter to the revenue collectors. In

both these letters it is stated in substance that

the genei’al abuses recently discovered of prep-

arations manufactured with 11011-beverage alcohol

make it necessary for the department to depart

from its old lenient policy. “Hereafter,” writes

Commissioner Roper, “all manufacturers of

preparations in which non-beverage alcohol is

authorized to be used will be uniformly held for

tax and penal liability where their products

have been found to be manufactured and mar-

keted otherwise than according to regulations.

This rule will be followed even though there is

no evidence indicating bad faith or neglect on

the part of the manufacturer or user of non-

beverage alcohol.

“The duty is also clearly upon them (the manu-
facturer), under the law, not only to assure

themselves that their products are being manu-

factured in a legal manner, but that they are

not distributed in such manner as to encourage

their use as a beverage.”

Commissioner Roper also states: “Manufac-

turers, wholesale and retail dealers will be sim-

ilarly held strictly accountable whenever it is

found that the preparations made or distributed

by them have been made or distributed under

such preventable circumstances as would have

assured them, had they cared to ascertain the

facts, that the preparations were to be distrib-

uted and used as beverages.”
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Each revenue collector is directed to send to

all persons in his territory handling non-bev-

erage alcohol with a copy of Treasury Decisions

2760 and 2788, and a letter directing attention to

the standards of the U. S. P., the National For-

mulary or Circular 19, of the Department of

Agriculture. The decisions and circular are pub-

lished in full in the association’s bulletin.

The association’s general counsel, T. E. Lannen,

makes some comments in the bulletin, saying

among other things that he believes the Internal

Revenue officials “mean business,” and advising

all members to adhere strictly to the regulations.

NEW EXTRACT CONCERN

Former Wine Manufacturers Enter the Flavor-

ing Extract Business on a Large Scale

—

To Utilize Grape Alcohol

r* ARRETT & COMPANY, who have been

making wine for about a half century, have

entered the flavoring extract business. This con-

cern has large capital, and is apparently going

after the extract business of the country on a

big scale. The outcome will be watched with

much interest by other extract manufacturers and

distributers aiid also the dealing trade.

There are few, if any, extracts now on the

market that have what can be truly termed

national distribution. Garrett & Company seek

to make their product nationally known and

distributed, and have to this end perfected a

national sales organization.

With the advent of prohibition the company
perfected a process for de-alcoholizing “Virginia

Dare” wine, and established the flavoring ex-

tract business to create an outlet for the alcohol

which is extracted from this wine.

Twenty different flavors will be marketed
under the trade-marked name “Virginia Dare.”

The vanilla extract is stated to be 50 per cent

stronger than is required by any of the standards.

The other flavors are claimed to be 100 per cent

stronger, and are labeled “double strength.”

Apparently the increased strength is to be the

principal talking point in the advertising of these

new extracts. An extensive national publicity

campaign is now under way.

The flavors are put up in attractively shaped

bottles, designed so that they will not tip over.

They will be sold exclusively through jobbers.

All are said to be true flavors and not synthetic

imitations.

The plant of Garrett & Company occupies sev-

eral floors in one of the large buildings at the

Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, where every modern
device has been installed for the efficient manu-
facture of flavoring extracts.

U. S. TAKES GUADELOUPE VANILLA
[special correspondence]

Basse Terre, July 31, 1919.—The entire vanilla

crop (45,000 pounds) has been shipped to America,

it is stated, with the exception of one lot of 5,000

pounds, which has been prepared after the Mexi-

can style. The preparer states it is difficult for

the eyes to detect in what respects his vanilla

differs from the Mexican, and that he recently

sold some o-f it at $3.50 per pound to a wholesale

house in New York City. His claim is that

Guadeloupe vanilla was grown from imported

Mexican vanilla vines, that climatic conditions

here do not differ much from those of Mexico,

and that his preparations, being Mexican, cer-

tainly should sell at Mexican prices. It will take

time, however, to establish such a market. This

preparer will send a consignment of his Mexican

preparation to France in August.

The prospects for a good vanilla crop for 1919

are excellent, with promise of 50 per cent more

than in 1918. E. S. L.

GROCERY TRADE DIGEST

<1 The most important news happenings

of the month boiled down for busy

readers.

New York Retailers Absolved #

New York City retailers, at least 97 per cent

of them, were recently declared by Federal Food
Commissioner Arthur Williams not to be profit-

eers. Mr. Williams arrived at this conclusion

after his investigators had examined the 15,000

of more retail stores in the city, and he reported

that “at least 97 per cent of the retail grocers

in New New York are selling food within the

marginal figures set by the Government. The
campaign against hoarders and profiteers must

be directed against those brokers and wholesalers

who have taken advantage of conditions to in-

flate prices.”

Wholesalers On the Fence About Licenses

The National Wholesale Grocers’ Association

will not go on record either for or against the

Kenyon or other bills looking toward the licens-

ing of packers until all members have had an

opportunity to express their opinions. This is
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according to President Arjay Davies’ recent

announcement on the subject. He reports that

a great many members have written their opin-

ions on the matter to him, and he finds clear

and honest differences of viewpoints and con-

clusions. It is felt in some quarters that the

association will remain neutral.

New York Dealers Against Chain Stores

At the recent convention of the New York

Retail Grocers’ Association at Albany it was

resolved that the association use every honorable

means at its command toward arresting the

growth of “this monstrous menace” (the retail

chain store system). A committee of seven,

with the title of "The Chain Store Committee,"

was appointed to devise ways of co-operating

with all organizations and individuals in favor

of preserving the entity of the independent

retailer.

Retailers’ Headquarters in Denver

The headquarters of the National Association

of Retail Grocers has been moved to Denver.

Leon M. Hattenbach, secretary of the associa-

tion and a grocer and publisher of Denver, re-

cently was in St. Paul, Minn., making arrange-

ments for the transfer of the office and records.

Kellogg Wins Suit In Canada

Justice Kelley recently refused to grant an

injunction to the Battle Creek Toasted Corn

Flake Company, Ltd., London, Ont., seeking to

restrain the W. K. Kellogg Cereal Company of

Toronto and the Kellogg Toasted Corn Flake

Company of Battle Creek, from producing manu-

facturing, selling, marketing, exhibiting or ad-

vertising packages or cartons containing or made
for the purpose of containing toasted corn flakes

similar to one used by plaintiffs.

Beech-Nut Ordered to Stop Price Fixing

The Beech-Nut Packing Company has been

ordered by the Federal Trade Commission to

discontinue its system of requiring dealers to

maintain standard fixed resale prices in the sale

of its products to the public.

The Commission found that the concern had

card-indexed thousands of jobbers, wholesalers

and retailers
;

listing those that decline to main-

tain the standard resale prices suggested by the

Beech-Nut Company.

Yeast Firms Cited for Unfair Trading
On various charges of unfair competition, in-

cluding enticement of competitors’ employes,

obtaining of valuable trade secrets, formulas and

methods of competitors through enticement of

their employes, circulation of false, misleading

and derogatory statements concerning the busi-

nesses and practices of their competitors, and

selling of goods below cost, the Federal Trade
Commission has issued formal complaint against

the United States Food Products Corporation

and its subsidiary, Liberty Yeast Corporation,

both New York manufacturers of yeast, and
The Fagan Company an Illinois corporation, and

Herman C’heifetz acting as their selling agents.

The concerns were cited to make answer before

the Commission in Washington, September 17.

Food and Drug Officials Convene

On September 8 the members of the Associa-

tion of the American Dairy Food and Drug
Officials opened their twenty-third annual con-

vention at the Commodore Hotel, New York.

The meeting was scheduled to close on the 13th.

The programme contained the names of many
speakers of national reputation, the titles of

their addresses indicating a thorough discussion

of pure food matters.

No National Sugar Shortage Imminent
There is no national sugar shortage imminent

in the United States, says the National Bank
of Commerce in New York, which also states

that in no year since the beginning of the war
has there been a country-wide shortage. Such

•regional scarcities as did occur were due, accord-

ing to the bank, to maladjustment of distribution.

Present prospects indicate that supply and con-

sumption will also be normal next year.

Beet Sugar Complaints in St. Louis

There have been numerous complaints that St.

Louis grocers are selling beet sugar in place of

cane sugar for jellymaking and preserving, and

that the beet sugar does not give good results for

those purposes. Sugar dealers assert, however,

the only difference is that the beet sugar takes a

little longer time to jell.

Specialty Men Change Convention Plans
This year’s convention of the American Spe-

cialty Manufacturers Association will be held

at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, November
20-21, instead of Boston as formerly announced.

ARBUCKLE MAN PRAISES THE “BLUE BOOK”
W. A. Williamson, of Arbuckle Bros., Kansas City,

writes: “Find enclosed my check for three ($3.00) dol-

lars to pay for The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal. 1

coud not afford to be without it. It is full of valuable in-

formation.”



TEA AND COFFEE RESEARCH BUREAU
If A department of scientific research under the editors’ direction in which
will be found short, popularized reviews of current and older works of a phy-
siological-chemical character, fugitive paragraphs, references and articles dealing
with the history, pharmacology and technology of tea, coffee and spices.

COFFEE’S DIETETIC VALUE

The Inclusion of Coffee in the Average Dietary

Is Warranted Because of Its Aid to Di-

gestion and Assimilating Power

r\RINKING of coffee by mankind may be at-

tributed to three causes—the demand for and

the pleasing effects of a hot drink (but a very

small percentage of the coffee consumed is taken

cold), the pleasing reaction which its flavors

excite on the gustatory nerve, and the stimulating

effects which it has upon the body. A point

aside from these three, which has been the sub-

ject of no little investigation and controversy, is

that of the dietetic value of coffee. This is par-

ticularly worthy of consideration in view of much
of the destructive advertising which has been

aimed at coffee.

Coffee's Rapid Stimulating Effect

When coffee is taken per os it passes directly to

the stomach, where its sole immediate action is to

dilute the previous contents, just as other ingested

liquids do. Eventually the caffein content is

absorbed by the system and from thence on a

stimulation is apparent. Considerable conjecture

has occurred over the difference in the effects of

tea and coffee, the most feasible explanation

advanced being one appearing in the London

“Lancet” i

1 “The caffein tannate of tea is pre-

cipitated by weak acids, and the presumption is

that it is precipitated by the gastric juice, and

therefore the caffein is probably not absorbed until

it reaches the alkaline alimentary tract. In the

case of coffee, however, in whatever form the

caffein may be present, it is soluble in both alkaline

and acid fluids, and therefore the absorption of

the alkaloid probably takes place in the stomach.”

This theory, if true, goes far toward explaining

the more rapid stimulation of coffee.

The statement has sometimes been made that

milk or cream causes the coffee liquid to become

coagulated when it comes into contact with the

acids of the stomach. This is true, but does not

carry with it the inference that indigestibility ac-

companies this coagulation. Milk and cream upon
reaching the stomach are coagulated by the gastric

juice, but the casein product formed is not in-

digestible. These liquids when added to coffee

are partially acted upon by the small acid content

of the brew, so that the gastric juice action is not

so pronounced, for the coagulation was started

before the ingestion, and the coaguable constitu-

ent, casein, is more dilute in the cup as consumed
than it is in milk. Accordingly, the particles

formed by it in the stomach will be relatively

smaller and more quickly and easily digested than

milk per se. It has been observed that coffee

containing milk or cream is not as stimulating as

black coffee. The writer believes that this is

probably due to mechanical inclusion of caffein in

the casein and fat particles, and also to some
absorption of the alkaloid by them. This would

materially retard the absorbing of the caffein by

the body, spread the action over a longer period

of time, and hence decrease the maximum stimu-

lation attained.

The Action on Digestion in the Stomach

Without enlarging upon his reason, Lorand 2

concludes that neither tea nor coffee is advisable

for weak stomachs. Nalpasse
,

3
however, believes

that coffee taken after meals makes the digestion

more perfect and more rapid, augmenting the se-

cretions, and that it agrees equally well with peo-

ple inclined to embonpoint and heavy eaters whose

digestion is slow and difficult.

Eder4
reported, as the result of an inquiry into

the action of coffee on the activity of the stom-

achs of ruminants, that coffee infusions produced

a transitory increase in the number and intensity

of the movefnents of the paunch, but that the in-

fluence exercised was very irregular.

An elaborate investigation of the action of tea

and coffee on digestion in the stomach was made

2 “Old Age Deferred” (1910).
3 Annales Politiques et Litteraires.
4 Zentr. Biochem. Biophys., 13, 504 (1912).
B
J. Anat. & Physi.1 Thru T. & C. T. J., 2G, 29-32 (1914).
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by Fraser,
5

in which he found that both retard

peptic digestion, the former to a greater degree

than the latter. The digestion of white of egg,

ham, salt beef and roast beef was much less

affected than that of lamb, fowl or bread. Coffee

seemed actually to aid the digestion of egg and

ham. He attributed the retarding effect to the

tannic acid of the tea and the volatile constituents

of the coffee—the caffein itself favoring digestion

rather than otherwise. Tea increased the pro-

duction of gas in all hut salt foods, whereas coffee

did not. Coffee is, therefore, to be preferred in

cases of flatulent dyspepsia.

Hutchinson, in his “Food and Dietetics,” opines :

“As regards the practical inferences to be drawn

from experiences and observations, it may be said

that in health the disturbance of digestion pro-

duced by the infused beverages (tea and coffee)

is negligible. Roberts, indeed, goes so far as to

suggest that the slight slowing of digestion which

they produce may be favorable rather than other-

wise, as tending to compensate for too rapid di-

gestibility which refinements of manufacture and

preparation have made characteristic of modern

foods.”

Regarding increase in secretory activity, Moore
and Allanston

6
report that in their experience

meat extract's, tea, caffein solution and coffee call

forth a greater gastric secretion than does water,

while with milk the flow of gastric juice seems to

be retarded. Cushing7 and others support this

statement. This action is partially explained by

Voit on the grounds that all tasty foods in-

crease gastric secretion, the action being partly

psychological, but Cushing observes the same ef-

fects upon introducing coffee directly into the

stomachs of animals.

In general, a moderate amount of coffee stimu-

lates appetite, improves digestion and relieves

sense of plenitude in the stomach. It increases

intestinal peristalsis, acts as a mild laxative, and

slightly stimulates secretion of bile. Excessive

use, however, profoundly disturbs digestive func-

tion and promotes constipation and hemorrhoids.8

It should be emphasized here that “excessive use”

and “moderation” are only comparative terms,

and that, as with other food materials, the toler-

ance of coffee varies with the individual. There

is much evidence which supports the view that

“neither tea, coffee, nor chicory in dilute solutions

has any deleterious action on the digestive fer-

ments, although in strong solutions such an action

8 Lancet, December 2, 1911.
7 “Pharmacology,” p. 258 (1913); Thompson, “Prac-

tical Dietetics (1911).
8 Butler, “Materia Medica, Therapeutics aprl Pharma-

cology,” p. 256 (1906),

may be manifest.”
0

After conducting exhaustive

experiments with various types of coffee, Leh-
mann10

concluded that ordinary coffee is without

effect on the digestion of the majority of sound

persons and may be used with impunity.

Coffee's Value in the Dietary

There are three things to be considered in de-

ciding upon the inclusion of a substance in the

dietary, palatibility, digestibility without toxicity

or disarrangement, and calorific value. Coffee is

as satisfactory from these viewpoints as any other

food product.
,

The palatibility of a well-made cup of coffee

needs no eulogizing; it speaks for itself. It adds

enormously to the attractiveness of the meal and

to our ability to eat with relish and appetite large

amounts of solid foods without a subsequent un-

comfortable feeling. Wiley11
says that the feeling

of drowsiness after a full meal is a natural con-

dition incidental to the proper conduct of di-

gestion, and that to drive away this natural feel-

ing with coffee must be an interference with the

normal condition. However, if by so doing, we
can increase our over-all efficiency without ma-
terial harm to our digestive organs (and we can

and do), the procedure has much in its favor both

psychologically and diet'etically.

The fact that coffee favofs digestion without

eventual disarrangement has been demonstrated

above. On the subject of the relative agreement

with the constitution of foods of daily consump-

tion, Dr. Englisht
12

said ; “It is well known that

there is no species of diet which invariably suits

all constitutions, nor will that which is palatable

and salutary at one time be equally palatable and

salutary at another time to the same individual.

I think the most natural food provided for us is

milk
;
yet I will engage to show twenty instances

where milk disagrees more than coffee.” Further,

in this regard, Hutchinson13
considers that 90 per

cent of the “dyspepsias” attributed to coffee are

due to malnutrition or to food simultaneously in-

gested, no disease known to the medical profes-

sion being directly attributable to it.

Food Value of Roasted Coffee Beans

No one cognizant of the facts will contend that

a cup of black coffee has any direct food value,

but not so with the roasted bean. This has quite

an appreciable content of protein and fat, both

9 K. Togami, Biochem. Zeit., 9, 453 (1908).
10 Munch. Med. Wochschr., 60, 281-5, 357-61

;
Naturwiss.

Umschau. d. Chem. Ztg. (1913), 4; Schweiz, Wochschr,,
51, 490-2.

11 Good Housekeeping.
12 Thru this Journal, 30, 443 (1916),
13 This Journal, 16, 271 (1909).
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substances of high calorific value. The inhabitants

of the Island of Groix eat the whole roasted cof-

fee bean in considerable quantity, and seem to*

obtain considerable nourishment therefrom. Also,

the Gallae, a wandering tribe of Africa, use food

balls to a large extent. Each1 ball is about the

size of a billiard ball, and consists of pulverized

coffee held in shape with fat. One ball is said to

contain a day’s ration, and because of it's food

content and stimulating power serves to sustain

them while on long marches of several days’

duration.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
<1 Subscribers and advertisers may con-

sult this bureau without charge except that

postage for reply must accompany all in-

quiries; there are no fees for trade-mark
searches.

Address all communications to Patent and Trade
Mark Service, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

PATENT OFFICE RECORD
The Effect of Sugar and Cream

When an infusion or decoction of roasted coffee

is made, about 1.25 per cent of the extracted

matter is protein, it being accompanied by traces

of dextrin and sugar. The same dearth o-f ex-

traction of food materials occurs upon infusing

coffee substitutes. This small amount can have

but little dietetic significance. However, upon ad-

dition of sugar and of milk or cream, with their

content of protein, fat and lactose, the calorific

value of the cup of coffee rises. Lusk and Gep-

liart
14

give the food value of the ordinary res-

taurant cup of coffee as 195.5 calories, and Locke15

gives it as 156 calories. Accordingly, the inclusion

of coffee in the average dietary is warranted be-

cause of its evident worth as an aid to digestion

and assimilating power, thus earning its char-

acterization of “adjuvant' food.”

14 F. H. Frankel, this Journal, 31, 446 (1916).
16 “Food Values,” p. 54 (1914).

NEW TEST FOR CAFFEIN IN COFFEE
A Parisian chemist, E. Vautier, tells in Annales'

de Chimie Analytique

,

Vol. XXIII, No. 10, Paris,

1918, how he was able to estimate the caffein con-

tent of coffee without using chloroform, as has

been the common practice. In describing his

method he said that the finely ground coffee

(5 gm.) was placed in a roll of filter paper closed

at both ends with cotton-wool and placed in a

Soxhlet apparatus with about 5cc. of ammonia.

Ether was added, the mixture extracted for four

hours
;
then the caffein having passed into the

solvent, the ether was distilled over the hot water

bath, and the residue treated with boiling water.

This was filtered, washed with hot water and

evaporated to dryness.

A series of comparative data shows the efficacy

of this method, and gives figures very near to

those obtained by the Philippe method for deter-

mining the caffein content of roasted coffee beans.

Patents Granted, Trade Mark Applications,

Certificates Issued and Labels and Prints

Registered During the Month

[staff correspondence]

Washington, D. C., Aug. 27, 1919.

jLJERE follows a complete record of the latest
* * activities of the United States Patent Office,

in so far as they apply to the tea, coffee, spice and
general grocery trade :

Patents Granted

Bag Holder for Coffee Strainers—Arthur D.
Barker, Yakima, Wash. (1,307,475.) A device
of the character specified comprising a ring hav-

ing a handle, a second ring

having a radio projection

adapted to- lap upon the

first named ring, said sec-

ond ring then hinged to

the first named ring to

swing toward and from
the same, and having a

handle registering with
the first named handle.

Food Composition and
Process of Preparing
Same. — Sydney Make-
peace Wood, Upper Mont-
clair, N. J. (1,311,843.)

The process of making a

food product which con-
sists of inverting sugar to such an extent that the
dextrose and levulose are substantially equal to

the sucrose, then mixing the invert syrup with
cocoa in the proportion of substantially one pound
of cocoa to eleven pounds of syrup, then heating
the mixture and maintaining said heat for at least

three minutes, stirring said mixture during the

heating, and then cooling the mixture.

Combined Tea and Coffee Pot—Aldric Picard,
Oldtown, Me. (1,312,203.) In a combined tea

and coffee pot, the combination, of a body, a

partition in the body divided into a plurality of

compartments, a spout including a plurality of
passage ways communicating with said compart-
ments, a support carried by said spout, a closure
member pivotally carried by said support and
adapted to be moved to form a closure for the
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outlet of either of said passage ways, and a

spring carried by said support and engaging said

closure member to maintain it in a firm closing

engagement with the outlet of the spout.

Coffee Roosters—Edward F. Schnuck, Green-
burg, N. Y., assignor to Jabez Burns & Sons,

New York. (1,313,020.) In a roaster, the com-
bination with means for dropping coffee or the

like in a vertical stream, of a heat generator
producing a downwardly directed continuous
sheet flame substantially parallel to the moving
material. ( I llustrated.

)

Process of Treating Coffee—Floyd W. Robi-
son, assignor to the Floyd W. Robison Company,
Detroit. (1,313,209.) In the art of treating cof-

fee, the process which consists in moistening cof-

fee to soften the same, propagating molds on
the softened coffee, and subsequently drying the

treated coffee to arrest further development of

the mold.

Tea Ball—Henry Cowan, New York. (1,313,-

579.) An article of the class described, compris-
ing a hollow perforated body, formed of two
parts detachably connected together, an exten-

Trade Marks Pending

sion on one of said parts extending through the

other part and projecting beyond the plane of

the same, and means engaging said projecting

part to hold the two parts of said body detach-
ably united.

Automatic Weighing-Scale—John L. Theobald,
New York, assignor to the Toledo Scale Com-
pany, Toledo, O. (1,313,614.) The combination
with pendulum scales, of an auxiliary weight
for the pendulum, mechanical operating means
for displacing and replacing the weight, compris-
ing manually-operated means for raising the

weight to an elevated position, holding means
for retaining the weight in such raised position,

and means slidable longitudinally of the pivot of
the pendulum for detaching the holding means
to permit the falling of the weight.

Trade Marks Registered

Here is a list of marks which have been reg-

istered and for which certificates have been

issued

:

“Pabst’s" and panel. (126,056.) Pabst Pure
Extract Co., Reading, Pa. Food flavoring
extracts. Registered July 22, 1919.

“Sunrise.” (126,190.) Minors, Read & T11I-

lock, New Haven, Conn. Canned vegetables and
fruits, coffees and spices

Registered July 22, 1919.

“Provincial (126,240.) G. Amsinck & Co.,
Inc., San Francisco. Coffee.

“Vicha.” (126,241.) G. Amsinck & Co., Inc.,

San Francisco Coffee.

“Andres” (126,242.) G. Amsinck & Co., Inc.,

San Francisco Coffee.

“Tomas.” (126,243.) G. Amsinck & Co., Inc.,

San Francisco. Coffee.
“Korona.” (126,307.) M. P. Kuczer & Co.,

Inc., New York. Whole, ground and mixed
spices.

“Reily’s” in handwriting of Wm. B. Reilly.

(126,340.) The Reily-Taylor Co., New Orleans.
Teas. Registered August 19, 1919.

TRADE MARKS PENDING
The following marks have been favorably acted

upon. Any person who believes he would be

damaged by the registration of a mark may
within' thirty days enter opposition to prevent

the proposed registration. All inquiries should

be addressed to The Tea and Coffee Trade

Journal, 79 W'all street, New York, N. Y.

Week Ending July 22, 1919
“Over-All.” (70,824.) John F. Cramer, Free-

port, 111 . For canned fruits and vegetables, teas,

coffees spices, flavoring extracts for food, and
certain other food products.
“Amsico Service" on a triangle. (113,999.)

Aahron S. Kohler, Savannah, Ga. For enameled
steelware, commonly known as enameled ware,
comprising coffee pots, saucepans, frying pans,

tea kettles, etc.

Week Ending July 29, 1919

“Maid of Orleans.” (118,681.) The Henry
Lochte Co., Ltd., New Orleans. For coffee.

Week Ending August 5, 1919

“Thrift.” (115,278.) The Basket Stores Co.,

Omaha, Neb. For canned evaporated milk,

canned salmon, peanut-butter, pickles, macaroni,
flavoring extracts for food, spices, corn syrup,

catsup, gelatine jelly powders, jellies, coffee, tea,

cocoa and chocolate.

Week Ending August 19, 1919

“Highland” and figure of Scotch Highlander.
(114,896.) D. E. Brooks & Co., Newburgh, N.
Y. For certain named canned vxegetables and
fruits

“Independent.” (119,387.) The Basket Stores
Co., Omaha, Neb. For coffee.
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FOR BETTER COFFEE COST ACCOUNTING
The recent announcement by the National Coffee Roasters Association that it has

arranged with Columbia University to conduct an inquiry into the cost of operating a

coffee roasting business is significant. The roasted coffee trade, as a whole, has been

handicapped because of inadequate information about the cost of doing business.

This paper, and a few progressive members of the trade, have long advocated better

cost accounting systems. It now appears that the roasters are about to take the first step

toward improving conditions in this regard. The present outcry against food profiteering

and the accusations being leveled at roasters and dealers in connection with coffee prices

illustrate the need of accurate profit finding methods. The trade might more easily

justify present selling prices if its spokesmen could convincingly demonstrate to the

proper authorities the basis upon which these prices are made, and show accurate figures

covering every expense entering into the cost of roasting and distributing coffee.

If, during the war, coffee roasters had possessed all essential cost figures they could

have more easily made the necessary reports to the Food Administration and would
have facilitated the work of the Government and themselves. The research into the

wholesale grocery cost accounting conducted by Harvard College under the auspices of

The National Wholesale Grocers Association is a concrete example of the benefit of

work of this character.

The N. C. R. A. is to be congratulated for beginning this important reform, and
deserves the cooperation of every member of the trade, to the end that the research

be complete and authoritative.—S.

THAT NEW YORK COFFEE “HOARD” REPORT
One day in August New York housewives were treated to a newspaper statement,

based on a report issued from their Mayor’s office, that some 44,000.000 pounds of coffee

had been discovered in warehouses in the city. In answering the charge, President Fair-

child, of the New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange, not only admitted that there was
that much green coffee stored in New York, but that the Mayor’s investigators had

overlooked some 45,000,000 other pounds of coffee in storage. The Exchange president
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pointed out that this quantity was but a small part of New York’s normal supply, there

being 207,066,990 pounds on August 25, 1918, 263,328,130 pounds on the same date of

1917, and 186,908,540 pounds on August 25, 1916. He explained that as the consumption

of coffee in this country is estimated at about 700,000 bags (91,000,000 lbs.) per month,

this supply of 762,561 bags in the principal distributing port is no more than a safe

reserve for the consumers of this country to draw from, in case the producing countries

demand higher prices for the major supplies of the world, which they now hold. As a

matter of fact this small reserve is an important factor in preventing the price of coffee

going still higher.

The moral of this tale seems to be that profiteer hunters should make sure of their

ground before rushing into print with inferences that do immeasurable harm to a legiti-

mate business. In light of the true facts of the case one wonders why the Mayor’s

investigators did not ask the Coffee Exchange for the truth of the matter before con-

demning the New York coffee trade without a hearing. Or any coffee man in Front

Street could have set them right and saved them from embarrassment. Similar reckless

charges have been made in other cities, as witness the libels against coffee, sugar and

other commodities in Boston, Chicago and St. Louis. Competent investigation of these

cases, after the accusations have been bruited around in the press, showed in most cases

that the charges were based on wrong premises.

By all means investigate suspicious cases, but let the investigators establish their

facts before trying their cases in the public prints.—B.

ABOUT BRAZIL’S SHORT-SIGHTED PRICE POLICY
The average yearly deliveries of coffee in the United States in the crop years of

1915-16, 1916-17, 1917-18 were 8,835,082 bags, of which mild coffees comprised 2,337,678

bags, or about 26 per cent. For the crop year of 1918-19 total deliveries were 8,994,604

bags, of which 3,536,575 were mild, or nearly 40 per cent of the total. July-August

deliveries for 1918 were 1,635,516 bags, of which 480,358 were milds, about 30 per cent.

Total deliveries for July-August, 1919, were 1,773,063 bags, of which milds comprised

735,0I 5, or say 42 per cent. Total deliveries in July-August, 1919, were 137,547 bags

greater than the same period in 1918, but Brazils were 117,110 bags less, while milds

were 254,657 bags more.

If the Sao Paulo Government is working with the idea of reducing the consumption

of Santos coffee in the United States, these figures must be gratifying to them, and

afford them further encouragement for holding their stock off the market, greatly to the

benefit of their neighboring producers. Milds are supplanting Santos to a large extent,

owing to the high price and scarcity of the former. Do the Brazilian interests realize

that the trade here is becoming accustomed to milds, and that, regardless of price, they

may never again use Santos in pre-war quantities? Also that the longer the present

price levels continue the greater will be the inroads into the popularity of Brazilian

growths? With an available stock for the next year of considerably more than consump-
tion, the wisdom of trying to push the market higher seems questionable.—T. E. B.

WHEN SPECULATION BECOMES GAMBLING
In law, speculation becomes gambling when the trading which it involves does not

lead and is not intended to lead to the actual passing from hand to hand of the property

that is dealt in. This applies to commodity transactions, like coffee, as well as to

securities. It is generally believed that the rules of the Coffee Exchange forbid gam-
bling, but they make so easy a technical delivery of coffee that the practical effect of

much recent speculation, in point of form legitimate, is not greatly different from that

of gambling. The problem is to eliminate the speculation which is wasteful and
morally destructive, while retaining and allowing free play to that which is beneficial.

We realize that the difficulty lies in distinguishing which is which, but some way ought
to be found to lessen speculation in coffee by persons not qualified to engage in it.—W. G.
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MISCELLANEOUS TRADE NEWS
9 A Department Covering the Activities and Developments of the Manu-

facturing Tea, Coffee, Spice and Fine Grocery Interests and the Supply Trades

ROASTER ASSOCIATION NEWS

N. C. R. A. Discusses Port Conditions, Local

and Sectional Branches and Legislation

TOURING the month a number of interesting

bulletins were issued by the New York office

of the National Coffee Roasters’ Association.

Among the matters touched upon were port con-

ditions in New York and New Orleans, the estab-

lishment of new local and sectional branches and

legislative activities as they affect the coffee and

allied trades.

Port Conditions

Early in the month the association sent out a
circular calling attention to the delay in receiving
and forwarding green coffee at New York and
New Orleans. The congestion due to heavy
traffic in war material made for delays at all

Atlantic seaports, states the circular, and, in

the case of coffee, threw an extra burden on
New Orleans, resulting in congestion at that port.

The association urged the city authorities of
New Orleans, the importers, the Chamber of
Commerce and various traffic officials to bring
about relief measures and requested N. C. R. A.
members receiving through New Orleans to
write their experiences to the same officials, point-
ing out that unless improvement is brought about
they would be compelled to change the routing
of purchases.

Results of the association’s action were made
public in circular No. 32, dated August 22,

which presented excerpts from letters by Charles
Dittmann, chairman of the New Orleans Board
of Trade coffee committee, the secretary to the
Mayor of New Orleans and Ben C. Casanas,
president of the New Orleans Association of
Commerce, and former president of the N. C.
R. A.
Mr. Dittmann wrote as follows:
“I will say that those making complaints of

doings at any port now-a-days do not consider
the continued abnormal conditions resulting from
the war. The ports are naturally congested by
out-going goods of all kinds, same called for by
the many nations which were deprived owing to

the want of transportation during the war; and
since, it has been a matter of rush, and on the
import of the coffee it has been the same.
“Our docks are being quite carefully looked

after by the Commission or Board in charge.
Again, the transhippers for interior coffees are
careful parties. I may, however, state that much

delay has been caused by the resales ex-ship.

With the advancing prices, I heard of resales

from all sides, and the consequent extra assort-

ing on the docks and weighing, blocking the

coffee to warehouses. I may mention that even
interior roasters, who never resold, have done
so. One of them I am told of having resold a

lot of five hundred bags to three different parties

;

hence the labor and consequent taking up of space
on the docks and retarding the delivery of others.

“Otherwise, the facilities will continue improv-
ing for the handling of coffee cargoes

;
and any

delay is only temporary.”
The secretary of the Mayor of New Orleans

wrote :

“The Mayor has been informed by Mr. Ben
C. Casanas, president of the New Orleans Asso-
ciation of Commerce, to whom a copy of your
letter was forwrarded, that he furnished you with
the information requested.”

In his letter Mr. Casanas said that a commit-
tee appointed by the New Orleans Association of

Commerce in the latter part of June, took evi-

dence during that time and the ninth day of

July, and that when the steamship ‘Manchurian
Prince,’ loaded with coffee arrived, this com-
mittee subjected the cargo to a test and compiled
data with a view to formulating a report and
making recommendations. This committee ad-
vised Mr. Casanas that before this report is filed

it will be considered in conference with the Board
of Commissioners of the Port of New Orleans,
and the representatives of the coffee interests,

to the end that all statements of fact can be prop-
erly checked, and the report be as reliable as

the committee can make it.

Mr. Casanas visited the New York office of
the N. C. R. A. on August 13, and stated that

port conditions were improving rapidly. He
said a great part of the annoyance to coffee inter-

ests was due to the arrival some time ago of

seven coffee steamers at one time when the

port was already congested with incoming and
outgoing merchandise.

For More Branches
In regard to local and sectional branches, cir-

cular No. 28 urges members to establish new
ones wherever they are needed.
The circular announces a new plan of forming

sectional division, such as that of the entire

Pacific Coast, with headquarters in San Fran-
cisco and branches in Los Angeles, Portland and
Seattle. Other sectional divisions are the South-
western, embracing the States of Kansas, Okla-
homa and western Missouri, with headquarters
in Kansas City

;
the Central Division, covering

southern Ohio, and Indiana, West Virginia, east-
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ern Kentucky and Tennessee, with headquarters
in Cincinnati : The Iowa Association takes in

all of that state. Roasters not included in the

foregoing territories are urged to form similar

divisions.

Legislation

Circular No. 29 deals with legislation. In re-

gard to premiums it is stated that the use of
manufacturers’ premium coupons redeemable in

merchandise is prohibited in Colorado, Idaho,
Kansas, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Washington
and Wisconsin.

“States regulating the manufacturers’ premium
tokens are : Connecticut, Georgia, Indiana, Mas-
sachusetts, South Carolina and Washington.

“States prohibiting, taxing, or regulating the

third party trading stamp systems are : Alabama,
Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Idaho,
Indiana, and Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Montana, New Hampshire, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Jersey New York, North Carolina,

North Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Washington,
West Virginia and Wisconsin.

“States having laws relating to the giving of
premiums without the use of redeemable tokens
are, Colorado, Nebraska, Montana.”
The New York office will give full informa-

tion on the foregoing laws to members who
apply for it.

The following bills now before Congress are

also listed in the circular

:

House Bill No. 2251 by Mason provides tax
where persons under fourteen years are em-
ployed.

House Bill No. 2855 by Barkley prohibits inter-

state shipment of misbranded articles as defined

in Federal Food Law, and includes articles which
are advertised in any medium, if said advertise-

ment is in any respect false, fraudulent, mislead-
ing or deceptive.

House Bill No. 1702 by Kelly. This bill relates

to fixing the resale price of articles under trade-
mark or special brand and roasters fixing the
price to consumers should secure a copy of this-

bill in full.

Copies of the above bills can be obtained by
addressing representatives in Congress. Be sure
to give the number of the bill when writing.

About Operating Costs

All members of the association are asked in

circular No. 33 to examine at once into their

ratio of expenses to volume of sales so that they

will be prepared to take part in the general

discussion which is almost certain to come up at

the next annual convention in November.

Roasters should not assume that because the

volume of sales has increased the ratio of ex-

pense has declined markedly. As a matter of

fact many members, the circular asserts, have

discovered no decrease in per cent of cost.

Price Regulation

The association counsel is quoted in circular

No. 34, as saying about the legality of exchang-

ing price lists with competitors that this can

be done if one is careful to tell what he is or

has been charging, and not what he expects to

charge to-morrow. To quote on the last phase:

“If a roaster * * * announced that he in-

tended to-morrow or thereafter to sell various

grades of coffee at certain specified prices, such

facts, taken with other evidence, might tend to

show that the two were reaching an agreement

or quiet understanding as to price maintenance

for the future.”

PREMIUM MEN ON STRIKE

In An Effort to Enforce a Higher Wage Scale

Jewel Tea Company Drivers Stop

Working

[from a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, August 26, 1919.

'
I "‘HE second strike within four months of em-

ployes of the Jewel Tea Company of St. Louis

began yesterday morning when a majority of

the drivers failed to report for work. Accord-

ing to Daniel J. Murphy, business agent of the

drivers’ union, all but six of the men have re-

fused to work.

. A similar strike occurred at the Jewel Tea

Company employed last May and is still in effect.

At that time the company employed non-union

men to work for $8 per day until volunteer

drivers could be obtained.

These volunteers receive $25 per week salary

with an understanding that they will receive 10

per cent commission oil sales that aggregate more

than $250 a week. Since the strike the

employes who are out claim that business has

fallen off to such an extent that commissions

could be considered negligible.

While the present strike is caused by the

same conditions, a demand for higher wages, it

has nothing to do with the strike of last May,

as an entirely different personnel is involved.

Martin Henry, manager of the company, said

that as yet no demands have been made to the

company officials. He attributes the cause of

the second strike to the fact that he recently

discharged three of the strikebreakers for loaf-

ing, who influenced the rest of the force to

quit. The wage scale they were receiving, he

said, is $2 per week more than the union scale.

HE NEEDS THE “LITTLE SCHOOLMASTER”
T. J. Prettyman, manager of the coffee department of

the Nebraska Mercantile Company, Grand Island, Neb.,

writes: “I need the Little Schoolmaster.” Always was
a subscriber at Louisville, Ky., where I was with the

Edwin J. Gillies Company and later the Prettyman Coffee

Company.”
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CAPITALIZING THE CONTAINER

How a Western Roaslei Features a New Fibre

Package in His Publicity

'
I TIE coffee publicity campaigns which the West-

ern Grocer Company, Marshalltown, la., will

shortly launch is interesting because it features

the merits of the container instead of empha-

sizing the drinking qualities of the coffee.

This concern recently adopted a new type of

fibre container made by the National Paper Can
Company, Milwaukee, known as the “Napacan.”
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Now You Get It

Ovett-Fresh!
Good old Chocolate Cream Coffee now reaches
you full of fresh-oven fragrance! Its roasting
room aroma is sealed within six walls of
paraffin— at the ovens. Our new ROUND"
canisters — a revolutionary improvement in

coffee packing— exclude air, heat and moisture
and retain all the famous “rich and mellow"
flavor for your cup. More delightful now
than ever! 1-, 2- and 3-pound packages.

WESTERN GROCER COMPANY
Marshalltown, Iowa

Advertising the Coffee and the Container

series indicates how the packer has played up

the advantages of the package.

“Henceforth—thanks to the revolutionary new
discovery of an element-proof package—Choco-
late Cream Coffee reaches you positively oven-
fresh!
“Our new Round p.araffined-walled canisters

absolutely protect the fragrant roasting-room
aroma of the famously fine coffee against the

inroads of air, heat land moisture.
“Six walls of paraffin guard the fresh-oven

fragrance and the ‘just-roasted’ flavor, from the
roasters to you.”

The phrase “oven-fresh” appearing in most of

the ads is effective and should signify much to

the average consumer familiar with the advan-

tages of oven-fresh bread.

The advertisement illustrated herewith is typ-

ical of one of the series to be published in the

states of Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and Minne-

sota beginning the latter part of September.

OLD NEW YORK COFFEE FIRM MOVES
A change of much interest in New York’s

green coffee district is the recent removal of

William H. Bennett & Co. from ioi Wall street,

where they have been located for a long period.

Perhaps no brokerage office has been better

known to the trade. These old Bennett quarters

are now used by Leon Israel & Bros., who con-

tinue also in their occupancy of the story above

it. The Bennett firm is located at no Front

street, in the office formerly occupied by George

E. Drury, who has retired from business. All the

Bennett equipment has been reset' in the new loca-

tion, including a five-cylinder sample roaster,

which was the first machine made of the Burns

tilting cylinder model. The testing apparatus

used by Mr. Drury, which was acquired by the

Bennett firm with the lease of the office, has been

sold in part to S. A. Levy, of New Orleans, for-

merly connected with A. C. Israel & Co., but now
starting a business of. his own in that city.

The publicity campaign for “Chocolate Cream”
brand coffee is apparently serving the double

purpose of familiarizing the consumer with the

new package, which differs in shape from the

old one, and at the same time capitalizing its

keeping qualities and indirectly laying stress

upon aroma and flavor.

In all the publicity copy the construction of the

package is illustrated and described, showing how
the top is double se.aled with replaceable outer

cover to retain the aroma. The following quo-

tation from one of the advertisements in this

LAMBERT OPENS SOUTHERN BRANCH
The Lambert Machine Co., Marshall, Mich.,

has opened a Southern branch with offices in

the Board of Trade building, New Orleans. M.

S. Kenney has taken charge, with territory em-

bracing Louisiana, Georgia, Alabama, Florida,

Mississippi, Arkansas and Texas.

A. P. Grohens, president of the company, says

Mr. Kenney needs no introduction to Southern

coffee men, because of his long experience in

connection with the sale and installation of coffee

find peanut roasting plants in the Southern states,
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SUGAR SEIZURE CASE SETTLED
[special correspondence]

Washington, D. C., September 5, 1919.—

A

conference to-day between C. B. Ames, assistant'

to the Attorney-General, and M. W. Feingold,

vice-president of J. Aron & Co., Inc., resulted in

the following agreement relative to the four car-

loads of sugar seized at Chicago on 'September 2.

The libel proceedings are to be dismissed at once.

The sugar will be sold by J. Aron & Co., Inc., at’

the margin of profit allowed by the Food Admin-
istration regulations. Mr. Feingold explained to

the satisfaction of the Department of Justice that

there was no intent on the part of his company

to do any act which might be regarded as hoard-

ing or profiteering, and the matter has been ad-

justed without reflection upon J. Aron & Co., Inc.,

and to the satisfaction of the Department.

MERGER OF TEA FIRMS DENIED
New York and Chicago tea circles were stirred

early in August by a trade rumor that Carter,

Macy & Company, the old New York tea house,

and J. C. Whitney & Company, another well

known tea firm, were planning an amalgamation.

Being the largest importers in their lines in this

country, tea men were naturally much interested.

However, J. F. Hartley, president of Carter, Macy
& Company, who was absent from the city when
the rumor first began to circulate, made haste to

deny the report on his return to his office. He
said that the matter of a merger had never been

given consideration. J. C. Whitney & Company
also said that the rumor was not true.

ST. LOUIS COFFEE FIRMS MERGED
P. J. Statton, a St. Louis coffee and tea broker,

with offices in the Railway Exchange building, has

announced the affiliation of his company with the

Bridge Coffee Company of this city.

GIVES AWAY MAP OF N£W EUROPE
The Blanke-Baer Chemical Company, St. Louis,

manufacturer of flavoring extracts and many foo-d

products, has published, and is distributing to its

friends in the trade, copies of a map of the new
Europe. In addition to showing the changes

made in national boundary lines by the war, the

map carries a summary of the terms of the peace

treaty.

MACARONI FIRM CHANGES NAME
The corporate name of the Foulds-Briggs Com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, macaroni, spaghetti and

egg noodle manufacturer, has been changed to

the Briggs Cereal Products Company, to avoid

confusion with the name of the Foulds Milling

Company. Colburn S. Foulds, one of the founders

of the old Foulds-Briggs Company, becomes
vice-president, and Templeton Briggs treasurer.

TEAS IMPORTED DURING JULY
[ Special Correspondence]

Washington, D. C., Sept. 2, 1919.—Supervis-

ing Tea Examiner Mitchell’s report for teas ex-

amined, rejected and passed during July shows

a net import of 6,634,725 pounds in all districts

in the United States, as compared with 2,661,261

pounds in June. He records 4,625 pounds re-

jected as being below the quality standard, and

no rejections under the head of impure teas. The
quantities of each variety passed or rejected

are given in the following:

Pounds
Variety Pounds Passed Rejected

Formosa Oolong 163,880 40
Congou 18,769
India 422,169
Ceylon 1,437,420
Java and Sumatra 213,574
Ceylon Green 5,400
Ping Suey Green 446,495
Country Green 8,904
Japan *480

Japan Dust 11,400
Scented Canton 26,070
Canton Oolong 6,675 3,958
Brick Tea 147

The month’s record of teas passed or rejected

in each inspection district is as follows

:

Pounds
Pounds Passed Rejected

Boston 849,744
Chicago 311,852
Honolulu 28,542 *240

Puget Sound 2,566,263 280
St. Paul 66.352
San Francisco 1,598,296 2,958
New York 1,213,676 147

OBITUARY

Frank C. Marshall

Frank C. Marshall, coffee roaster of Chicago

and New Orleans, died August 28, at his home
in Chicago. Mr. Marshall was born in West Vir-

ginia, and had been in the coffee business since

boyhood. He opened his New Orleans roasting

plant in 1908, and since that time divided his

time, between that city and Chicago, where his

pioneer business was located.

John H. Banta

John H. Banta, with the wholesale grocery

and coffee roasting firm of Jaburg Brothers,

New York, died August 5 in his forty-ninth year.

Mr. Banta was well known in the trade as a

thoroughgoing business man.
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WHOLESALERS
How are you Helping to Sell

COFFEE
$25,000 in good money each month,—this is being spent to

advertise Coffee. Not any special growth, or grade, or brand,

—but Coffee in general

.

This big advertising campaign is doing its part—right well!

It is influencing the public. It is creating consumer interest.

Now—let every man in the Coffee Trac^p do his part, also.

For the good of the movement, for the good of all, let us make
a general drive

.

Keep your salesmen enthused. Keep the campaign before

them—persistently. Point out the need of rousing their trade

—week after week!

Your salesmen must see that the Retailers are awake. Must
show them how to profit by this movement. Must impress

them with the importance of Coffee,—just now. It is their

best paying staple.

Mind you—the Retailers must get their “pep” from you
and your men. Show them what to do,—urge them to make
window displays, put up Coffee signs, post up the Coffee ads,

and distribute Coffee literature.

This is the biggest thing ever attempted in the Coffee Trade.

But it will lose much of its force unless we get on the Job!

There is much for all to do. Then—let us do it now!

You can get all facts and material
from this publication. Simply—write.

Copyright 1919 by the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee of the United States.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journai.
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William H. Kearney
William H. Kearney, of the tea and coffee im-

porting firm of J. and W. Kearney, Montreal,

Canada, died a few weeks ago. The business

will be carried on by his brother, John Kearney,

and Frank St. Amand, with no change in the

firm name.

Edwin H. Crampton •
.

Edwin H. Crampton, Brooklyn, N. Y., a retired

importer and miller of rice, died August 13. He
was 83 years old and had not been active in

business for the past twenty years. At one

time he was a member of the old firm of Cramp-

ton Bros., Jefferson and Monroe streets, New
York.

MAINLY ABOUT PEOPLE

News About Men in the Trade at Work
and at Play

w

Ben C. Casanas, former president of the N.

C. R. A., and now president of the New Orleans

Association of Commerce, visited New York
about the middle of August. While in town he

helped clear up some misunderstandings about

the congestion of coffee imports in New Orleans.

L. D. McDowell, of Ruffner, McDowell &
Burch, Chicago coffee brokers and importing

agents, recently returned from a month’s vaca-

tion with his family in Minocqua, Wis.

Charles Dittman, Jr., left recently for Brazil

with representatives of E. Johnson & Co., Santos,

which firm has been represented in New Orleans

for 47 years by Charles Dittman, Sr.

Seiichi Ishii, of the Fuji Company, arrived

in New York from Japan on August 10. This

is Mr. Ishii’s ninth annual visit to the United

States.

H. H. Mller, St. Louis representative of J.

Aron & Co., and Ruffner, McDowell & Burch,

was a New York visitor about the middle of the

month.

Ross W. Weir, the New York coffee roaster,

returned to his office on August 15, after a

month’s vacation at Moosehead Lake, Maine.

Mr. Weir has a camp in the Maine woods and

expects to make a fishing and hunting trip there

this fall.

John J. Thaden, of J. Aron & Co., will return

to Santos on September 10. He has been in

this country since June, making his headquarters

at the New York office of the company.

MARKETS OF THE WORLD

Latest News Letters from Staff and Spe-

cial Correspondents in Foreign and

Domestic Trade Centers

OUR LONDON LETTER

The Latest News From Mincing Lane and the

Continental Trade Centers

Office of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

34 Cranbourn Street, London, W. C. 2

London, Aug. 1, 1919.

0 OME weakness has developed in the tea mar-
^ ket here. Only the very superior descriptions

appear to be able to fight against this tendency,

but even in connection with some of the finer

parcels lately offered there has been irregular valu-

ation. The commoner descriptions suffer most,

especially Indian sorts, which relatively are in

quite large supply. A good deal of tea is being

traded in wholesale now at' less than 25 cents per

pound.

These remarks must not be read as indicating

a slump. They suggest a reduction in values,

which may be only temporary in view of the high

prices prevailing for practically all other food

and drink stuffs. It appears that this country

still possesses excessive stocks of tea, and that

until these accumulations are reduced by the free-

ing of export to the Continent and elsewhere not

much relief can be looked for. The equilibrium

between supply and demand in this country has

been upset
;

it can only be restored by widening

the area over which the equilibrium will operate.

There is a large quantity of tea in sight, with the

Indian crop to move shortly. Freights, of course,

for the time being operate here restrictively.

With stocks o-f tea very large the congestion

of warehouse space is occupying attention, and

there is great need for a speeding up of labor in

this connection. Finally, it must be remembered

that certain favored descriptions can still com-

mand good prices. Recent sales have included

Pekoe at 22 to 42 cents per pound, Orange Pekoe

at 28 to 50 cents, and some other lots of these

types, broken, at prices varying from 30 to 56

cents per pound, in bond. The inquiry for good

Assam and for the sorts grown on the Southern

slopes of the Himalayas is also well sustained

and satisfactory.
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The Balance Between Cost and Results

You can pay more for your clothes than the results justify.

And you can pay more for your food containers than is

.warranted by their ability to produce sales.

At the same time you can pay 50 little for those containers

that they cease to be a business asset and are entirely an

expense.

There is, then, a point in “package-building” where costs and

results balance each other—where the container is a real

“business getter”, a money maker, and costs are not destruc-

tively high nor destructively low.

^he UNION DUPLEX BAG and Vhe UNION DU-
PLEX SACK combine these two factors in perfect balance.

As a consequence they are steadily increasing in general use

by the country’s leading Coffee Roasters, Wholesale Grocers,

Millers and other Food Packers.

Won’t you let our staff of artists gratuitously reproduce your

present label design, or get up an entirely new one, on he

UNION DUPLEX BAG or Vbe UNION DUPLEX
SACK so that you may see what a truly economical

package is?

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request)
PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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An agreement appears to have been made be-

tween the Indian tea industry and what are

known as the ‘‘conference lines” in respect to

ocean freight to this country. For many years,

extending far into the war period, the Indian

growers paid an agreed flat rate, but when a

serious shortage of tonnage arose it had to be

adjusted in some degree to changed conditions.

The conference lines intimated some nine months

before the expiration of the agreement, in

September, 1917, that any new contract would

have to be on the basis of a premium over rough

cargo (rice, wheat, linseed and jute)
;
they would

not agree to any fixed rate. Negotiations were

not brought to a conclusion, the shipping of tea

having meanwhile passed into the hands of the

Government.

The new agreement provides for payment of a

premium of $3.75 per ton over rough cargo, with

a discount o-f $1.25 per ton, the net freight to be

payable in London on discharge of the steamer.

As to the method of arriving at the rough cargo

rate (a question which gave rise to frequent dis-

putes when such a sliding scale applied in former

years), the conference are agreeable to an in-

dependent accountant, abstracting from the

steamers’ manifests for each month the particu-

lars necessary. It has been agreed that the

freight on rough cargo for the purpose of arriv-

ing at the tea freight shall be the net freight,

and that it will be assumed that all rough cargo

will have the rebate arranged for by the Calcutta

conference, any necessary adjustments being sub-

sequently made. The tea is to be shipped in boxes

of sound wood, and the total weight of packages

is not to exceed the weight which the trade has

been in the habit of shipping during the last five

or ten years. The agreement is to be made
retroactive from the beginning of the current

seasonal year (May 15), and is in no case to be

terminated until it has been in operation three

years, and will thereafter continue until three

months’ written notice, to take effect at the end

of the seasonal year, is given by either party.

High Coffee Prices in London

A fairly active demand exists for coffee, al-

though prices rule high. Some price irregularity

has, however, supervened, for the market may be

said to remain firm at the finish. Stocks are

large, but are likely to be reduced substantially

as trading with the Continent is resumed and

transport facilities become available.

A strike at Santos delayed exports, but that

trouble appears to be now over. Some interesting

prices just now current are the following : Pea-

berry: $34-00, Indian; $29.60, Java; $37.00,

Nairobi. Bold greenish: $36.00, Indian; $36.75,

Costa Rica
; $35.75, Puerto Cabello

; $36.25, Vene-
zuelan. Medium: $35.75, Indian; $31.75, Bra-

zilian; $35.25, Nairobi; $35.25, Venezuelan. Small

sound : $25.25, Brazilian
; $33.12, Nairobi. Triage,

etc.: $31.85, Indian. The futures market in Bra-

zilian quotes $31.25 for September, $30.00 for De-
cember, and $29.75 for May delivery, so that

expectation points to a gradual price decline dur-

ing the next four months.

The Cocoa Market

The demand for cocoa has been slow, and only

part of the goods offered at recent auctions were

sold. Reserves are remarkable, 1,348,000 cwts.

(of 112 pounds each), against 404,000 cwts. a year

ago, and about half a million cwts. ordinarily be-

fore the war. The cocoa auctions last week did

not give a clear line as to fair average values, as

the lots varied greatly, and the sales on sample

cannot be called representative. Grenada at

$28.75 to $31.50 showed some hopeful quality, but

the most cheering feature is the excellent type of

cocoa which reaches this country from the

Cameroon. West African cocoa is quoted at

$27.50. Thomas Reece.

TO PROTECT COFFEE WITH SMOKE
The municipality of Itapahy, in Santa Catha-

rina, Brazil, has, according to a dispatch from Rio

de Janeiro, adopted a plan to protect coffee trees

in that neighborhood by laying down a barrage

of smoke similar to the method employed by or-

chardists in our Western States. The project

calls for the preparation of fuel for bonfires

around the coffee groves at distances of thirty

to forty meters, apart. This preparation must be

made early in the cool season and continued for

several months. Each planter must collect suf-

ficient wood and brush to keep fires burning three

nights in succession.

The idea is to create as much smoke as possible,

and hay and green leaves are to be thrown on the

fires. When the danger of frost appears the

planters will be notified by bombs.

EQUADOR’S COFFEE CROP SMALL
[special correspondence]

Guayaquil, July 17, 1919.—Ecuador’s coffee

crop this year is very small, *and at the most' but

5 to 10 per cent of last year’s crop will be real-

ized. In consequence the price has risen to about

30 cents gold a pound, f. o. b. Guayaquil.

F. W. G.
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SPICE CANISTERS

Made in Oblong and Round shapes with Tin

Tops and Bottoms and Waterproof Fibre Bodies;

With Dredge Tops and Plug Tops;

Slip Covers or Loose ends;

Parchment lined where necessary for Oily Spices;

Capacities from ounce to 10 pounds.

The 2 ounce size has a Deep Slip Cover which

makes it Easy to Label and Handle.

See our Improved Sifting Dredge Top,

The only Real Spice Container.

We will apply your Labels.

Write us about your requirements and give us

a chance to save YOU money.

Samples cost nothing.

The Canister Company of New Jersey

SALES OFFICE: FACTORY:

19 Battery Place, New York City Phillipsburg, N. J.

When Writing Advertisers. Kindlv Mention The Tea and Cofpef Tradf. Toijrnal
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BRAZIL COFFEE TRADE NOTES

About the New Rio and Minas Crops, Opening

a Curb Exchange in Rio, and

High Coffee Prices

[from a staff correspondent]

Rio de Janeiro, July 16, 1919.

IN the report just presented to ' the Minister
A of Agriculture, the Junta do-s Corretores

(Brokers), of this city, state that entries of new
Rio and Minas crop coffees so far do not author-

ize conclusions as to quality.

Open Air Exchange in Rio

In despair of the materialization of the long-

talked of coffee exchange, the Rio Curb have

taken matters into their own hands and estab-

lished an open air exchange at the corner of Vis-

conde de Inhauma and the Avenida Rio Branco.

The way it came about was as follows : A
couple of prominent coffee brokers, having rented

offices in the third story of the Produce & Warrant

Company’s building, this became, the Mecca to

which speculators bent their way, and so1

,
by a

natural process of attraction, a ring was formed

that is now arbiter of the speculative movement.

The motley crowd that infests the pavement

and the small cafe, in which the speculative fra-

ternity occasionally take refuge, counts all sorts

and conditions of men, from the humble, but

lately enriched Turk or Syrian, to the representa-

tivs of the biggest firms of the market.

About High Coffee Prices

Having passed the Rubicon of 20 cents, the

only limit to a further rise of prices will be the

inability of consumers to toe the mark. But with

wages as high as they are in the United States,

and the whole world flocking to France and Paris

regardless of cost, the demand for coffee in those

last countries, at least, seem unlikely to be much
abated, though, of course, the higher prices go the

more will chicory and such like substances be

mixed with coffee.

With a Santos crop of 5,ooo,oco bags at most,

unless the Sao Paulo Government sells liberally,

there won’t be coffee enough to go round, and

then prices could not he kept down.

The world, it is true, is short of coffee, and

might be forced to pay whatever producers might

choose to demand for it, were it not that every

rise in value makes it more costly and difficult

for owners to hold on. This is the factor that

may be ultimately counted on to regulate prices

and put a full stop to the rise.

Though plenty of coffee is available, prices have

been pushed too high, and so steamers go empty
away. The Dutch steamship Gelria, for Amster-

dam, with space for 15,000 bags, was withdrawn

from the Santos berth, and will fill up at Rio and

Bahia, and so far the steamship Goylan, with

space for 40,000 bags for same port, nothing has

been engaged; rate 115 florins.

What happened to the tramp steamship Gen.

Dcgoutte is still more characteristic. This

steamer has space for 60,000 bags, and was

berthed at in for Havre and Antwerp, the rate

being successively reduced to iio, and ultimately

to i8 per ton, at which she still requires 10,000

bags to fill. '
J. P. W.

COFFEE PRICES IN ENGLAND

London Reports a Distinctly Smaller Advance
During July Than in Any Other of

the World’s Markets

[special correspondence]

London, August 13, 1919.

O RICES in July, 1919, on the London market

for Santos coffee showed a distinctly smaller

advance over those current in July, 1918, than in

any other market. As against July, 1913, the only

market which compares favorably with London is

New York.

Percentage of Advance

London Havre N. Y. Santos
Tuly, 1919, against 1918... 82%% 109% 160% 195%
July, 1919, against 1913... 135% 238%% 135% 254%

During the war two factors operated tem-

porarily to increase^ the consumption of coffee

in the United Kingdom, viz., the inadequate ar-

rivals of tea to meet the home demand and the

very large number of Belgian and French (coffee

drinkers) who found a home of refuge in these

islands. The return to their homes of the visitors,

coupled with ample supplies of tea, has caused the

figures of consumption to revert nearer to pre-.

war level. •

The partial failure of the Brazilian crop result-

ing
1

from the frost of last year has created a most

interesting statistical position with regard to this

produce. Realizing that it is practically certain

that the world’s demand for non-alcoholic

beverages must increase, the effect of supply and

demand of the two principal items, tea and coffee,

will he such that any shortage in the one is likely

to affect all markets for the other in a very much

more intimate manner than was the case in pre-

war years. McMeekin.
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You Are Invited

Every man interested in the welfare of the

wholesale coffee roasting business is invited to

attend the Ninth Annual Convention of the Na-

tional Coffee Roasters 9 Association at the Hotel

Marlboro-Blenheim, Atlantic City, November 12-

14, 1919, both dates inclusive.

A particularly cordial invitation is extended to wholesale coffee

roasters, members or non-members.

At the coming meeting matters of vital concern to the coffee industry

will be discussed. Ever man 1vho has best interests of the coffee trade at

heart ought to attend.

If you are a wholesale coffee roaster or wholesale distributor of

Roasted Coffee your presence at this meeting will lend encouragement

to the officers of the Association in their efforts to upbuild the industry.

It will enable you to benefit by an exchange of views with some of the

keenest minds in the coffee business.

The convention sessions will be filled with helpful suggestions for the

man who seeks to make the most of his opportunities. Set speeches will

be eliminated, as much as possible, and there will be open discussion

on matters of general trade interest. Every man will have the chance

to present his views and benefit by those of his fellows.

These are times tvhen coffee men need to co-operate
, as never before.

The Atlantic City convention offers you the opportunity to help solve

present trade problems, to fraternize with the men of your craft, to

promote industrial stability and to bring increased prosperity to the coffee

business.

Let us make reservation for you at the coming meet-
ing. Bring the ladies. Ample provision will be made for

their comfort and entertainment

.

National Coffee Roasters’ Association
FELIX COSTE, Manager CARL W. BRAND, President

74 Wall Street New York

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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GUADELOUPE COFFEE AND CACAO

Planters of Coffee Are Expecting a Bumper
Crop This Season—The Cacao Produc-

tion Will Be About Average

[special correspondence]

Basse Terre, July 31, 1919.

’T'HE weather for growing coffee has been ex-

cellent, and planters are expecting crops to

increase 50 per cent over the yield of last year,

which was a very inferior crop. The coffee prob-

lem here is similar in some respects to that of

Porto Rico. The old idea that the trees would

continue to give fine yields twenty-five years after

planting is now discarded, and progressive

planters are constantly renewing with young trees

the moment the older ones show signs of

dwindling yields. Unfortunately, like Porto Rico,

many large plantations have an enormous number

of trees to replace, and with the high cost of

labor the expense is considerable.

Prices now ruling for Guadeloupe coffees are

said to be the highest ever known. The island has

mostly confined itself to Arabica coffee, which

has been shipped exclusively to France, where it

is known as a “cafe de luxe,” and sells at top

prices in Parisian markets. The trees are deli-

cate, and many planters prefer to grow more

sturdy Liberian coffee. Some plantations have

followed the example of Java and planted consid-

erable Robusta coffee. The latter, however, has

not been planted long enough to determine how
well it will be received in the French market.

Robusta, like Liberia, gives two crops a year

against one crop for Arabica coffee.

Reports about the cacao crops vary, but the

yield will probably not be mqye than average.

Heavy rains came at the blossoming period, and

fertilizers have been difficult to find—both of

which facts have militated against a large crop.

ROBUSTA COFFEE IN AMERICA
While K. F. van der Berg, special trade repre-

sentative of the Dutch East Indian Government

to the United States, was in this country a few

months ago he, according to the “Dutch East

September, 1919

Indian Archipelago,” sent the following telegram

to Java

:

“The prospects that Robusta coffee will find a

regular market in America are favorable. I

would strongly advise coffee producers to begin

advertising on a large scale and in the same man-

ner as tea producers generally do it.”

ITALIAN COFFEE MONOPOLY OFF
[special correspondence]

' London, August 2, 1919.—Two governmental

decrees issued lately in Italy indicate that the

coffee trade there has won its fight against the

proposed coffee monopoly. The first decree pro-

rogues the coming into force of the monopoly of

coffee, and the second prorogues the application

of the decree of May 18 to the abolition of the

tax on the manufacture and of the communal

customs on substitutes of coffee. B. T. B.

CHICAGO NEWS LETTER

Activities of the Trade in the Windy City and

Vicinity as Seen by Our Correspondent

Chicago, Aug. 30, 1919.

GREEN teas are cheaper on the Chicago mar-

ket this month and they are poor in style.

There has been an advance in blacks and Ceylon,

which is considered- only temporary and mainly

due to shipping difficulties. Retailers here are

buying on a hand-to-mouth principle in the hope

of lower prices. Consumption is fully up to*the

season.

A temporary reaction has developed in the

option market for coffee. Santos is no cheaper

here. Prices in Brazil declined late in the month,

due to heavier receipts, but higher prices are

looked for here within the next sixty days. In

spite of the present prices consumption is said

to have increased about 28 per cent since the

advent of prohibition. Local dealers estimate the

present supply in the country at half normal.

Prospective shortage in the market will keep

prices up in spite of Governmental activity, it is

thought. The present range is on the average 2

cents lower than that of the month previous, a

THE TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL

NEW YORK BAKING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Corn Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels.
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An Old House
at

A New Address
We wish to inform our friends in the

trade that after forty years at the corner

of Wall and Front Streets, we have secured

better accommodations at no Front Street.

Our new offices afford every facility for

taking proper care of the needs of buyers

of coffee and. spices.

Whenever you visit our market, drop in

for a social chat'. We are always pleased

to offer suggestions and review market con-

ditions with buyers. A request brings our

weekly market report and price list.

Wm. Hosmer Bennett & Son
Established 1878

Specialists Coffee and Spices

Acting Resident Buyers

110 Front Street New York
Member and Licensed Grader

New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange

Members American Spice Trade Association

PURE FRUIT
flavored

JELLY POWDER
3 packages in one carton

LEMON PIE FILLING
IN 16 oz. CANS

Your Brand or Ours

ARCADIA FOOD CO.
174 Hudson Street

New York City

ECONOMICAL
“HOME NEEDS”

are more in demand to-day than ever.

WASH DAY—is made easy with the

“JEWEL” WASHING MACHINE.
The “JEWEL” Electric Iron with

CUT-OFF switch has made Ironing

Day about half as long as it used to

be and taken away much of the

drudgery. Then the “STEINFELD”
FOOD CHOPPER saves Money,
Time and Energy and reduces the

cost of living.

Cleaning Day becomes virtually

“an Hour’s Play—with a

ELECTRIC VACUUM CLEANER

The machine sold

under a Bonded
Guarantee.

So Easy, Light,

Thorough.

These items are in

Demand Every-

where. If used as

PREMIUMS
can be made to

stimulate sales —»

to establish new
Brands and Create

a Timely source of

-‘Advertising

that will last.”

Why not try out

one of them?

116-120 West 32nd St.

NEW YORK
HEADQUARTERS FOR “USEFUL MERCHAN-

DISE OF MERIT”

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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condition directly caused by the furor of the high-

price investigation.

Governmental zeal in arousing the public

against the present level of prices has succeeded
in almost stopping tea and coffee trading. The
trade is waiting for the storm to blow over. The
unrest and unsettled conditions of the present

period have caused a wholesale retirement of the

smaller dealers from business, and a great num-
ber of retailers, small jobbers and wholesalers

have, literally been forced out of business in the

last month o-r two. Even those who are able to

weather the present storm of criticism and in-

vestigation declare that very serious days are in

store for the dealer and the public alike unless

business is allowed to regain its balance. Famine
in the necessary commodities will be the certain

result if the present course is protracted, is the

opinion of observers here.

Chicago Trade Notes
Attempts by tea and coffee merchants in Hay-

market Square to have their 1919 realty taxes

cut proved unsuccessful. A delegation headed
by Thomas J. Webb, the coffee roaster, visited

the Board of Equalization, of which Mr. Webb
was formerly a member, but were not able to re-

ceive adjustment.

An issue of $1,000,000 7 per cent cumulative

preferred stock of the National Tea Company is

offered in Chicago, following upon its reorgan-

ization some weeks ago. The tea company is tax

free in Illinois. Recent reports show that the

company operates a chain of 130 retail stores and
hi wagon routes, selling staple and fancy gro-

ceries. Sales are reported as running over

$12,000,000 a year, with net earnings five times

the dividend requirements.

A change in freight rates on coffee in carload

lots is under consideration by the Western Dis-

trict Freight Traffic Committee here. The pe-

tition, which was filed with the committee by the

Western Freight Tariff Bureau, concerns ship-

ments originating at Eastern points to points in

Iowa. It is proposed to eliminate the rule in

E. B. Boyd s Tariff 64, which provides that com-
modity rates on coffee shall not exceed class

rates. E. J. C.

NEW ORLEANS LETTER

News of the Trade in the “Logical Port” as
Gathered by Our Correspondent

New Orleans, Sept. 2, 1919.

POURING the month arrivals of Brazil coffees

have not been large, amounting to- about
183,000 bags, but with a fair stock to start on, the
visible supply here is better than the average con-
dition. There now are 202,000 bags afloat for this

port, with indications of increased loadings for

here.

The local trade has been fair, but it has been
checked by the recent drop in prices, as buyers
prefer to wait and try for still lower levels. Ap-
parently the firm offers received here and the spot

prices have held firmer than futures. At this date

Rio 7s are 20 cents in the spot market, and Santos.

4s 27JT It is expected there may be some further

small recessions.

Mild coffee prices here have remained almost
unchanged during the month, not more than 1

cent reduction being reported.

Roasters report generally no change in prices,

although some stated that they are revising prices

“up and down.” Sales to jobbers are at from about

45 to 60 cents, but some roasters are advancing

their fancy brands about 4 or 5 cents, they state.

The officials of the local Coffee Roasters’ Asso-

ciation stated that they are glad to- see decreasing

prices in green coffee, and will be glad to see

further drops, as it will facilitate sales and put

the people in a pleasanter mood for buying.

At the present writing there have been no
charges of hoarding against any coffee dealers or

importers at New Orleans. In fact, the stocks

held here are considered light in comparison

with those at many interior point's, a very large

proportion of the coffee imported here being for

interior houses or sold to arrive tc- interior

buyers.

United States agents this week visited the

plant's of coffee roasters, wholesale grocers and

other places where coffee might be held, but no-

report of any over-stock has been made to- date.

E. K. P.

PICKLING Quality that you are sure of

gp»| IT1 We guarantee our price against decline on orders placed for delivery up^ *— to August 30th.
Send your order now. In bulk or in attractive packages.

ARCHIBALD & LEWIS COMPANY, Importers and Grinders
18 DESBROSSES STREET Established 1890 NEW YORK
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THE NEW YORK MARKETS

Special Market Reviews for “The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal”

New York, Sept. 2, 1919.

/CONDITIONS in the market for green Bra-^ zilian coffee showed some improvement early

in the month, and with offerings generally small

prices temporarily rose to higher levels. Subse-

quently the widespread agitation against the high

cost of living, and the resultant vigorous efforts

on the part' of local and Federal authorities, made
themselves felt in this market, as they had in

practically all others. The majority of buyers

became extremely indifferent, and holders offered

substantial concessions, especially on Rios and

Victorias, in order to stimulate business. The
drop of about 6*4 cents in Rios and Victorias was
partly in keeping with a sharp break in future

contracts on the Coffee Exchange, which at o-ne

time were, roughly, 6 to 6^4 cents below the

high levels reached late in June. Moreover, quo-

tations from Brazil were also lower after early

firmness.

Frost Damage Again Reported

At one time firmness was created by reports

that frost in Sao Paulo-, just as the buds were
ready to burst open, had caused damage of from
20 to 30 per cent. Before long fears on this score

were allayed, as it was evident from the easier

tendency of Brazilian markets that no serious

damage had been done. In fact, the temperature
reports indicated that there had been frost in

low-lands only. It was pointed out that, while
frost may have destroyed or retarded the first

flowering no serious loss was likely as long as the
new growth of the trees was not injured, as there
is still opportunity for good flowering up to

October 15. Previously it' was reported that the

trees had been greatly benefited by unusually

heavy rains in June, leading to indications of a

favorable flowering. Moreover, the Brazilian

crop movement, while smaller than usual at this

season, was larger than many had' expected, and
did not bear out the many claims of an extremely

small crop, although it is conceded that the size

of the movement at this time is not an infallible

index of the size of the yield.

Expectations of lower offerings from Rio are

based partly on the fact that the crop there will

doubtless be a liberal one, and a recent ruling of

Santos merchants makes it impossible to deliver

anything but Santos coffee on their future con-

tracts. Moreover, recent export figures show thaf

Rio is shipping but little to Europe, and hence will

be forced to depend on this country to absorb the

bulk of her crop. The possibility that buyers

here will show a preference for the cheaper Rio

coffee, as they have been showing for mild

grades, because of the more attractive prices com-

pared with Santos, doubtless had something to do

with the declining tendency in Santos cost-and-

freight offers. At’ the outset 4s sold as -high as

31 !4 cents c. and f., but recently large quantities

0 were secured for prompt shipment at 30 cents, and

for shipment in September, October and No-

vember at 28*4 to 29 cents. Shipments from

Brazil have been large, chiefly to this country,

W. M. GIFFORD COMPANY
MILD Coffee Brokers BRAZIL

Boston, Mass.11 India Street

good^Coffee^tf £
^”^lect ^ons Coffee Shippers give us the opportunity of securing

need^o^Gree^Coff
SG

b^°
neCC* °Ur serv *ces * Superior facilities for taking care of the

Cost and Freight—Spot New York and Boston.

PUREST AND BEST BAKING POWDERS
Cream of Tartar and Pure Phosphate

Buyers Private Brands at Attractive Prices
Also High Grade Cocoas under Private Brands

MANHATTAN BAKING POWDER CO., 264 Spring St., New York
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Safeguard Your “Good Will”
Flavor and aroma—are delicate qualities. In tea, coffee and spices,

they are the essence of good will. The skilled producer develops
them to the utmost. Insecure packing permits them to escape.

• Why not safeguard your, good will by using

Protective Papers?

Glassine— Vegetable Parchment— Grease Proof— Parchmoid

Keep the goodness in and the tainting influences out. Each one
of these papers has distinctive qualities that make it best for its par-
ticular purpose—all can be creased or folded without cracking. They
will improve a poor package and make a good package better. Sup-
plied in sheets, rolls or circles. Your jobber can supply you.

Write today for samples stating the purpose for
which you wish to use Diamond-F Papers. Per-
haps we can help you.

Diamond State Fibre Company
Bridgeport, Pa. (Near Philadelphia)

For the convenience of Western Trade, we carry a complete stock of
Diamond-F Protective Papers at our Chicago Warehouse and
Factory, 1656 Besley Court.

Also makers of Diamond Fibre “A Remarkable Material.”W
\f Better Shipping Cases

Mean More Satisfied Customers
The good will of your trade depends largely upon the quality of your shipping service.

A broken shipping case, a crushed package, or a scratched label may destroy the good will
that it has taken years to build. Fortify yourself against destructive complaints caused
by poorly packed shipments. Use

H. & D. Corrugated Fibre Boxes
When sealed in these strong, resilient containers your shipment reaches your customer

in perfect condition.

Send for our FREE illustrated book “How
To Pack It.” It contains many suggestions
on improved shipping practice—or better still—
send us a sample shipment—collect—and our
Shipping Experts will design an individual ship-
ping box FREE and return the shipment pre-
paid.

THE HINDE & DAUCH PAPER CO.
851 Water Street Sandusky, Ohio

CANADIAN TRADE—ADDRESS TORONTO
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and there has been seme increase in arrivals.

Still, warehouse deliveries have been large, in-

cluding exports, and hence the visible supply is

still small, only about 1,275,000 bags, against about

2,215,000 a year ago.

Valorization Coffee to Be Released

At one time the indifference of buyers was
ascribed to reports that the large Government
holdings in Santos were to be sold, but subse-

quently it was stated that' only 820,000 bags wo'iild

be disposed of, and at a minimum price equal to

about 30% cents, cost-and-freight, for 4s, whereas

the regular market was about 30 cents. However,
most of the Government stock is well described,

while much of the regular trade offerings are said

to be of poor grade. The willingness of importers

to accept lower prices was largely traceable to the

remarkable drop in sterling exchange, which re-

duced importing costs fully 12 or 15 per cent on

coffee paid for with British drafts.

Milds Quiet and Slightly Lower

Early in the month there was a moderate im-

provement in the demand for mild coffees, espe-

cially for choice descriptions, all grades being

cheaper than corresponding Santos coffees and

more desirable in the drink. Although larger

arrivals were expected, holders were generally

firm at the outset owing to strong advices from

primary markets. The frost reports from Santos

stimulated business temporarily, but later demand
became extremely light, partly because .of the

subsidence of the frost scare, but principally be-

cause of the widespread fight against high prices.

The subsequent decline of 1 to \V2 cents was
largely a reflection of the severe breaks in other

commodities and the weakness in Brazilian

grades. There is, in fact, no disposition to press

mild coffees for sale, as prices in producing coun-
tries are higher than those prevailing here. More-
over, stocks here are still small, being about half

as large as at this time last year. Warehouse de-

liveries during the month were smaller, but the

arrivals showed a still larger diminution.

Teas Still Active and Strong

August repeated July’s feat of breaking the

time-honored precedent of mid-summer dullness

in the tea trade. Leading merchants report a

decidedly large business for both domestic and
export account in all varieties, but especially

black. It is true that the export movement has

not been as large as previously, but this is trace-

able almost wholly to the fact that supplies avail-

able for export have been extremely hard to

secure. Retail distributors report an unusually

brisk trade, and it is evident that the consumption

of tea has increased materially. Coffee, at,

roughly, half the price of tea, has enjoyed the

preference for many years, but now that the cost

in many cases is practically identical, consumers

seem more impressed by the fact that a pound

of tea will give about 250 cups, whereas only

about thirty can be secured from a pound of

coffee.

Primary markets have advanced sharply be-

cause of world-wide demand. Formosa is up

FOR SALE BY MORE THAN

20,000 DEALERS!

New York’s old Favorite Brand

Thos. P. Monahan G. A. Schmidt

MONAHAN BROKERAGE COMPANY
(Incorporated)

DEPENDABLE BROKERS IN COFFEE
506 South 7th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

IF YOU WANT “SERVICE”,—command us.
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Ritchie 9

s
ALL FIBER CANS

TIN TOP AND BOTTOM CANS
The ideal container in place of expensive tin cans, Ritchie'

s

Paraffined or Parchment lined cans
hold the aroma, are airtight and non-absorbing. The ideal package for Coffee, Tea, Spices, Cocoa-
nut and all dry foods.

Quotations and samples promptly forwarded.

VV. C. RITCHIE AND COMPANY
414 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

CORRUGATED CONTAINERS
FOR

TEA, COFFEE, COCOA AND SPICES
LET US FIQURE ON YOUR NEXT ORDER. FOR QUALITY SERVICE AND PRICE WRITE

STAR CORRUGATED BOX CO., Inc.
372 SOUTH STREET NEW YORK CITY
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from 2^to 5 cents, while high-grade teas in Japan
are 2 to 3 cents higher. Importers predict that

the movement in this direction will show a big

shrinkage this season, as large consuming coun-

tries in Europe, which have had inadequate sup-

plies for nearly five years, have bought heavily in

Formosa, Japan and Java. Therefore, experi-

enced and conservative merchants do- not antici-

pate any noteworthy decline in prices.

Spices Firm on Good Demand
In keeping with practically all other com-

modities, spices have displayed a great deal of

feverishness and unsettlement' during the month
because of labor unrest, the agitation against

high living costs, and the unprecedented foreign

exchange situation. In the main, however, a firm

feeling has prevailed among first-hand holders.

Because of the steady shrinkage of spot supplies

of practically all grades and the continued good
domestic and export demand, importers are not

pressing sales. Foreign markets have shown little

change, and as most of them are still above our

spot basis new import buying is limited. Only

small quantities are coming forward from pro-

ducing countries, and hence further depletion of

stocks is expected. At present they are generally

admitted to be inadequate—certainly not sufficient

to take care of the seasonable expansion in grind-

ing demands which is confidently expected dur-

ing September and October. Although there has

been little business between dealers, grinders have

kept the spot market fairly active, being con-

stantly forced to replenish supplies, which are

regarded as only fair at best. C. K. T.

AMERICAN SHIPS IN JAVA TRADE
[special correspondence]

Scerabaya, Java, June 26, 1919.—The most
interesting development in local shipping is the

interest now being manifested by Americans in

the Java trade. Two large American cargo
vessels recently sailed from Scerabaya on the

same day, after discharging general cargo from
America and loading local produce for the re-

turn voyage. One of these vessels is loading a

full cargo in Soerabaya, Samarang, and Batavia

for direct shipment to New York via the Suez
Canal. This cargo, consisting of crude rubber,

coffee, hides, tapioca, kapok, tea. and quinine,

will reach several millions of dollars in value and
should be most profitable for the shipping inter-

ests concerned. Another American ship has

arrived and is loading a full cargo at Scerabaya

for New York.

During the 15-year period, 1904 to 1918, inclu-

sive, only four American vessels called at Soera-

baya, of an aggregate net tonnage of about 6,500.

Seven American ships, aggregating over 15,000

tons net, called at Scerabaya for discharge and

loading of cargo during the first six months of

1919. Such a record not only indicates that the

hope of American ships carrying American car-

goes to the far corners of the globe is being

already realized even in the distant waters of

the Netherlands East Indies, but shows that

Americans have at last discovered a commercial

Java with whose importers and exporters a

direct exchange of products is resulting in im-

portant benefits to both countries. —H. C.

COFFEE—Roasted and Green
To Wholesale Dealers Only

W. LEE SIMMONDS & CO.
88 FRONT STREET Coffee Brokers new YORK

A thoroughly equipped office and efficient staff, together with thirty-one years’ experience
in all branches of the business, are at your service. Correspondence solicited.
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Over 2,000,000 Families
depend upon the Jewel Tea Company, Inc., for their supplies of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Cocoa and

other food products.
For their higher priced Teas, Coffees, Spices, etc., as illustrated above, they use exclusively

and have contracted with us for their requirements for a period of years.
What better indorsement could we have than the continued re-orders from so large and so

reputable a concern?
Write us for samples of Paraffined or Parchment-lined Containers to meet YOUR requirements.

THE FIBRE CONTAINER CORPORATION
160 WEST FRONT ST., MONROE, MICH.

MILLER FIBRE CANS AND TUBES

AND WITH QUALITY ARE CROWNED

FOR

MOISTURE PROOF AND PARCHMENT LINED
ORDER TO-DAY WE SHIP TO-MORROW

MILLER FIBRE PRODUCTS CO.
350 WEST ONTARIO STREET CHICAGO
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES
Edward I. Dannemiller, of the Dannemiller

Coffee Company, Brooklyn, who was mustered out

of army service with a second lieutenant’s com-

mission, helped organize a unit of eighty coffee

roasters for service overseas. The armistice was

signed just before the unit sailed, and not all of

the men got to the other side, although a few did

and are still roasting coffee at Bordeaux, France.

Owing to ^a mixup in orders Lieut. Dannemiller

did not get across.

The New Orleans office of Carter, Macy &
Co. is to be located in a new suite in the Maison

Blanc building upon the return of T. M. Milam,

the New Orleans manager and general Southern

representative, from a business trip he recently

started.

The Western Gro-cer Mills, Marshalltown, la.,

recently increased its equipment for producing

“steel-cut” coffee by installing two more Burns

granulators with chaff removers.

George B. Forrest, for several years manager

of sales promotion, export and other departments

o-f The H. W. Gossard Company, Chicago, has

become sales promotion manager for the Acme
Packing Company, Chicago, packers- of Red
Crown food products. He also becomes editor of

the “Red Crown” magazine, issued by the com-

pany in the interest of the wholesale grocer.

The entire business of Griggs, Cooper & Co.,

St. Paul, will soon be moved to a group of large

buildings which are being constructed near the

Minneapolis line at the railroad junction called

Minnesota Transfer. For the coffee-roasting de-

partment a good deal of the present machinery

will be moved and reset, but important new items

will be installed, including a four-bag Jubilee

roaster, cooling and stoning apparatus, including

three large flexarm cooler boxes, a Burns milling

machine for green coffee, tile collector for roaster

chaff, No.'S granulator, sample roasting equip-

ment, etc.

D. W. Ohlandt & Sons, o-f Charleston, S. C.,

are grocers who have been roasting coffee for

many years. Their factory equipment is soon to

be improved by the installation of a Jubilee

roaster of, two bags’ capacity.

Ross W. Weir & Co., coffee roasters, New York,

have bought the buildings at 56 and 60 Front

street, which with No. 58, a similar building-

bought in June, they have occupied for thirty-five

years.

The coffee-roasting plant of the Wm. Edwards

Company, the well-known wholesale grocery

SASCO COFFEE COMPANY
Importers
83 Front Street New York

Green Coffee Exclusively.

In Jobbing Lots Only.

ALBERT F. De PEAR, Manager

COFFEE ROASTING FOR THE TRADE
ONLY

No Spice Grinding COFFEE SEPARATED No Coffee Selling

JOHN W. HAULENBEEK CO.
(Established for 38 Years)

NO ACCOUNT TOO LARGE FOR US TO HANDLE.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING OUT OF TOWN ACCOUNTS.

393 GREENWICH STREET NEW YORK
’Phone Canal 217-218-219
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Established 1880

C. M. SMITH & SON

Tea Packers
for the Trade

236 Water St. New York

Phone Beekman 7928

“Service is a Science 99

Improved equipment and facilities place

us in a better position than ever before to

give the trade the right kind of service.

Packets are unquestionably the most
sanitary means of distributing tea and are

popular alike with consumer and dealer,

because more economically and easily han-
dled. Teas packed in tins, lead and cartons,

Y%, \i> K and 1 lb. sizes.

more ^than^ waterprooF

Safepack is synonomous with de-

pendability. Sure-packing material

that positively prevents damage to

goods in transport.

Proof against all forms of moisture,

dust, dirt, mildew, rats and mice.

Meets U. S. Government specifica-

tions and is used extensively for

packing teas, coffees, spices, candy,

confectionery, etc., for domestic and

overseas shipments. Samples on re-

quest. Address Department C.

Safepack Mills
Boston USA

FIBRE
AND

CORRUGATED
BOXES

Ship your Coffee and Tea

in Fibre and Corrugated

Boxes and save freight,

weight and space.

We specialize in boxes

for the Tea and Coffee

Trade from folding car-

tons to shipping boxes.

Estimates and samples

if requested.

Hummel & Downing
Company

Milwaukee U. S. A.

DEPT. C-T.
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house of Cleveland, will soon.be enlarged by the

installation of a No. 1 Burns roaster, especially

equipped for using gas fuel.

McCormick & Co., manufacturers of extracts,

essences and other products at Pratt and Concord

streets, Baltimore, have purchased a large lot at

Barre and Light streets, with the expectation of

building a large warehouse for storage purposes.

R. L. Gerhart & Co., wholesale tea and coffee

dealers of Lancaster, Pa., will soon enlarge their

coffee-roasting equipment by installing another

No. 1 Burns roaster.

Thomas J. Lipton, Inc., New York, have leased

the twelve-story concrete building known as Unit

D. Hoboken Terminal Buildings, Hoboken. This

building adjoins the Twenty-third Street Ferry

Terminal, and comprises 253,000 square feet of

floor space. Lipton’s will use this building as a

factory for teas, coffee, instant cocoa and jelly

powders. It is expected the quarters will be ready

for occupancy by September 1, and in addition

to a large force of male employees, Lipton’s will

use the services of 200 girls on the work to be

carried on in the new building.

The business of the Page Coffee Company, St.

Joseph, Mo., is now carried on as the Page-

Connell Coffee Company, the active management

remaining the same. Special attention is given to

cup quality, and the equipment for testing coffee

Has recently been improved by the installation of

a Burns motor-driven sample grinder.

The Stickney & Poor Spice Company has com-

pleted arrangements to operate a factory in Hali-

fax, N. S., to take care of their rapidly growing

Canadian business. William H. Moore, who has

recently returned from duty with the Red Cross

overseas, has been appointed manager of the new
branch.

The J. G. McDonald Chocolate Company, Salt

Lake City, recently installed a No. 5 gas-fuel

Burns machine which roasts 400 pounds of cocoa

beans at a time.

The Worden Grocery Company, Grand Rapids,

Mich., has taken over the business of Northrop,

Robinson & Carrier Company, of Lansing, Mich.,

including its formulas and trade marks. The

company has its branch in Kalamazoo, and the

main office in Grand Rapids.

Klim Distributers, Inc., Ridgewood, N. J., have

incorporated, with $125,000 capital, to manufac-

ture food products.

The Hershey Chocolate Company is equipping

a branch factory in New York City at Sixth ave-

nue and Twenty-first street. For the roasting

MURAl TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
Tea Department

96 FRONT STREET NEW YORK
Successor to

MEIJI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
{Formerly Fumya & Nishimura )

TEAS JAPAN FORMOSA OOLONG INDIA CEYLON JAVA
BEANS, OILS, SPICES, CHILLIES, GINGER

Chicago Branch—Lake-State Building
Montreal Branch—55 St. Francois Xavier St.

The Scientific knowledge required to make good cans on a “LANGSTON’’
unit is embodied in the machinery. You can do the rest.

Let us show
you how to

maKe your can
It’s worth while

WRITE

Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N. J
,
U.S.A.
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MACY BROS. & GILLET, INC.

OLIVER CARTER MACY
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T. RIDGWAY MACY
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TEA BROKERS
98 WALL STREET

NEW YORK

LOUIS ALLSTON GILLET
Treasurer
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BOSTON OFFICE: 155 MILK STREET

WE HAVE THE BEST OFFERINGS ON THE MARKET FROM DAY TO DAY.
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THE MARKET. IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING AND SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE AIM TO GIVE BOTH BUYERS AND SELLERS A SERVICE NOT YET ATTAINED
IN THIS COUNTRY AND BELIEVE WE HAVE THE FACILITIES FOR DOING IT.

EPPENS, SMITH COMPANY
Importers and Jobbers

COFFEES and TEAS
267-269-271 Washington St., 103-105-107 Warren St.,

124 Front St., New York

JAVA and SUMATRA
COFFEES
SPOT AND AFLOAT

Offering some choice lots . Ask for Samples
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department a complete equipment of Burns ma-

chinery has been ordered, including six No. 1

roasters with gas burners, three tiptop cooler

boxes with fan and pipe connections, and a cleaner

for the raw cocoa.

The Kay-en-Dee Corporation, Wilmington,

Del,, has been incorporated to deal in foodstuffs

;

capital, $25,000.

Steph’s Chocolate & Candy Company, Brooklyn,

N. Y., recently installed a No. 1 Burns roaster,

and another machine of the same size will soon

be added to the plant, with various bins, hoppers,

bucket elevator, conveyor and smoke-suction con-

nection.

The Ogden Wholesale Grocery Company,

Ogden, Utah, which has heretofore been con-

ducted as a partnership, has incorporated, with a

capital stock of $300,000, Ezra Richardson being

named president and general manager ; H. B.

Ames, vice-president; W. J. Rackham, treasurer;

L. M. Hinds, secretary, and J. K. Spiers, director.

The Menier Chocolate Company, Noisiel,

France, has ordered two No. 1 Burns cocoa

roasters.

The Sherer-Gillett Company, Chicago, manufac-

turer of store fixtures, has acquired the factory

building in Guelph, Out., formerly occupied by

Libby, McNeil & Libby. The Sherer-Gillett Com-
pany has a small factory in Guelph at' the present

time, but will move from this into the new fac-

tory and will greatly increase its output.

The business of Walter J. Hirsch, Chicago,

manufacturer of peanut butter and various peanut

specialties, will soon be moved from 360 West
Superior street to 1603 Laflin street. The new
premises will be specially arranged for an ex-

tensive equipment of machinery. The plant will

have four No. 5 Burns roasters, with tiptop cooler

boxes and complete apparatus for peanut butter

production on a large scale.

The Gooch Food Products Company, Lincoln,

Neb., and the Federal Soap Company, Columbus,

Ohio, have become members of the American

Specialty Manufacturers’ Association.

The Van Camp Packing Company, Indian-

apolis, does most of the roasting of the shelled

nuts in a small Burns machine with rocking

cooler, treating only one bag at each operation.

Seven more of these machines will soon be in-

stalled, making a total of sixteen used in this

plant.

The J. H. Wilkins Company, Washington,

D. C., wholesale grocer and coffee roaster, has

been reincorporated from $ioo,ccro to $300,000, and

Caracanda Brothers
Established 1872

Merchants and Steamship Owners

280 Broadway New York

Direct Importers of

Coffee of Every Variety

Superior facilities for taking care of the

needs of green coffee buyers. Large stock

on hand and afloat.
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is building another plant adjoining the present

quarters.

The Cechoslovak Importing Company, 1231

Third avenue, New York, has bought the corner

property at Eighth and Grand avenues, Long
Island City. The company is planning to open a

coffee roasting and tea business about September

15 .

T. J. Prettyman, formerly of the Prettyman

Coffee Company, Louisville, has joined the

Nebraska Mercantile Company, Grand Island,

Neb., as buyer and manager of the coffee and tea

departments.

Richard E. Eberhard, a St. Louis coffee mer-
chant, will soon open a branch office on Buenos
Aires. Mr. Eberhard recently returned from a

trip to Rio de Janiero, where he finished ar-

rangements for an office there.

REEVE & VAN RIPER
WAREHOUSEMEN

/'Vi J7ZTZ777 Milling, Cleaning, Hulling,
\j\jrrJZH separating and Picking

Packers of Teas
Storage and Weighing

46-48 WATER ST. NEW YORK

Chinaware
Isthe best
premium
because it

appeals^
irresistibly
to the -
housewife

{heJfimodesChinaCo.
§ebrim||, Ohio-^-4 ^

USE A

TRICOLATOR
and make better

TEA and

COFFEE
“ Endorsement ”

Roasters(now)send

TR1 COLATORS
when customers
complain. They
know thattheclean.

sweet, fresh Paper

Filter and the fool

proof Aluminum
and China will be

their best salesman.

Send for circular and prices on
Home or Hotel size TRICOLATORS and
Filter Paper.

THE TRICOLATOR CO.
64 E. So. Water Street

CHICAGO
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J.C. Whitney Company

CHICAGO and NEW YORK
437 WEST ONTARIO ST.

Canadi

70R
H
0
e“d

/0
uar,ers

82 WALL STREET
49 Wellington St , East

SALES OFFICES
156 STATE STREET, BOSTON
7 SOUTH FRONT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
714 EQUITABLE BLDG., ST. LOUIS
542 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

CANADA
Agency, 6 St. Sacramento Street, Montreal

BUYING AND SHIPPING OFFICES
SHIDZUOKA, JAPAN

SHANGHAI, HANKOW, FOOCHOW, CHINA
DAITOTEI, FORMOSA
COLOMBO, CEYLON
CALCUTTA, INDIA
BATAVIA, JAVA

LONDON, ENGLAND

PACKERS AND BLENDERS OF TEAS OF EVERY KIND IN
EVERY VARIETY OF CONTAINER FOR

PARTICULAR BUYERS

IN CONSTANT AND CLOSE TOUCH WITH ALL
BUYING AND SELLING MARKETS

SEALRIGHT = CHARACTER
THE FINEST TYPE OF PAPER CAN FOR HIQHCLASS PRODUCTS

BUILT ON MERIT TO PACK PRODUCTS OF MERIT

THE SEALRIGHT GIVES DISTINCTION

SEALRIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY FULTON, N. Y.

BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURERS OF

AND
TIN
CANS
ISf

*5 Manufacturers of Box Shooks and Boxes for All Containers

CONTAINERS
\\ hen Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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COGOLLO
The mark of one of the highest Grade
Coffees Grown in Colombia, S. A.

A coffee noted for its mild and delicious flavor and unsurpassed
fragrancy. Carefully picked, hulled, selected and stored under sani-
tary conditions.

Whether you buy “Cogollo Lavado,” “Cogollo Selecto” or “Cogollo
Especial” you are certain of getting a coffee of uniform quality.
For particulars apply to M. Duran, 198 Broadway, New York.

ORDER BY THE NAME “COGOLLO”

COGOLLO & CO.
Cucuta Coffee Planters

Rep. of
Colombia,

S. A.

COFFEE SKY-HY???
DON’T WORRY—YOU CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM

WITH OUR SCIENTIFICALLY PROCESSED
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, COFFEE FILLERS AND

CHICORY SUBSTITUTES

BEST ON EARTH
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

AMERICAN CEREAL-COFFEE COMPANY
315-317-319 WEST CHICAGO AYE. CHICAGO, ILL.

KICK
—that one word

tells the story

A delicious drink

COFFEE-COLA
Exclusive Agencies Now

Being Booked

Liberal Trade Discounts

SOLUBLE COFFEE CO.
OF AMERICA

97 Water St. New York

MALT CEREAL
The finest, purest Coffee substitute

We malt only the choicest care-

fully selected Barley. Shipments
in 100 pound double bags.

Special low prices to the trade.

Write for samples and quotations

Milwaukee Importing Co.
506 37th St. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Do You Want Help? State your needs in the Classi-
fied Ad Department of The Tea & Coffee
Trade Journal. Three Dollars is all it costs.

Do You Want a Job? Try the Want Columns of
The Tea & Coffee Trade Journal. $3.00 for
twenty-five words or less.

Do You Want to Sell Out? Advertise in the Classi-
fied Ad Department of “The Blue Book of the
Trade.”

Have You a Factory or Store Equipment to Sell?

Do You Want to Buy a Business?
Are You Looking for New Capital?

Are You Seeking a Business Opportunity?
No matter what you want, The Tea & Coffee
Trade Journal can help you. Give it a trial.

THE TEA & COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL
“The Blue Book of the Trade.”

79 Wall Street New York

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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COLLAPSI BLE
TUBES

of

Pure Tin and Composition

Metal

Both Plain and Decorated

Sprinkler Tops

Ask for Prices and Samples

W HITE METAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1006-12 CLINTON STREET

HOBOKEN, N. J.

Food Economy!
F’rinstance!—Son and I packed a

lunch with KVP waxed paper wrapped
sandwiches and went nine, miles out

in the country for a weinie roast.

Gastronomic capacities howled
“Enough” as we reached for the last

sandwich—so it was carefully tucked

up in the waxed paper, put back in

the box and slid in the car. Forgot

it for a couple days. Then unwrap-

ped it and ate it—still tasty and not

dried to a bone.

Multiply this a million times. Why,
waxed paper saves more food than

you or I can shake a stick at. Samples

on request.

Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Company

Kalamazoo, Michigan

“The World’s Model Paper Mill”

Makers of bond and waxed papers and vegetable
parchment

“Arksafe”ElasticPaper Linings
FUK BAGS AND oAKKLLa

Absolute protection to Coffee, Rice, Sugar
gy . SS

|arksafe||
and Spices.

Shipping b#| Samples Upon Request > 1

Rustic

EKTE Arkell Safety Bag Co.,
i. ~ Ian

i CHICAGO NEW YORK
• 14 East Jackson Boulevard 120 Broadway

F* A. F*ER CONTAINERS FOR
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa and Spices

Send for Samples and Particulars

Single Service Package Corporation of America
No. 1 Madison Ave., New York

Factories 1 Yonkers, N.
/ Chicago, 111.

Y.

ATLANTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
CINCINNATI, O.
CLEVELAND, O.

WAREHOUSES
DETROIT, MICH.
HARTFORD, CONN.
HOUSTON, TEX.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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and Fibre

Excellent for Reducing the Cost and Mixing with Coffees

HILLIS TRIUMPH CHICORY SUBSTITUTE
King Quality (Dark Draw) Best Blending
(Medium Draw) (Mild Draw)

Assures the Packer using them a satisfactory, profitable and permanent
Ground Coffee Business.

Now is a good time to start

Samples, prices and mixing information mailed on request.

HILLIS CEREAL MFG. CO. Rodney and Ainslie Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TO PROMOTE TRADE WITH THE DUTCH EAST INDIES
Java—Sumatra—Borneo—Celebes, Etc.

Subscribe to and advertise in

“Cfn Bute!) Cast fnbtan 9Lrcf)tprlago"
a fortnightly commercial review, the ONLY periodical issued in these parts in the ENGLISH
LANGUAGE.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: $5 per Volume of 24 copies. Advertising rates on application.

Kindly make remittances per cheque, payable to Mr. A. A. van der Kolk through the Chart-
ered Bank of India, Australia and China, Ltd., or The International Banking Corporation of New
York, Batavia Branches.

Publisher, A. A. van der Kolk Buitenzorg, Java

CHICO RY
HENRY FRANCK SONS, Inc.

FLUSHING, N. Y.

Growers, Dryers, Roasters and Manufacturers of Chicory

| TRADE-MARK. 1 in all its Various Forms

General Can Company
II Tin

Sixteenth & Canal Sts.

Chicago, 111.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Safeguard Your Business

Continued prosperity depends upon two things—the pro-

duction of more goods and ability to market this in-

creased production at a profit. Labor and capital must both be

profitably employed.

Advertising is being used, and will continue to be used in even

greater measure, toward the solution of those two problems.

That is why business men are interested in the great

Advertising Convention

New Orleans, September 21-25, 1919

At this meeting internationally known representatives of the

employer and the wage earner will discuss plans for uniting

capital and labor for greater production.

Advertising men understand the other fellow’s viewpoint.

When the right plan is suggested, they will do their part in

getting the message to the employer, the worker, the con-

sumer, in a language each understands.

In like manner, this great meeting will be directly helpful in

pointing ways toward new and larger markets.

All business men and women are invited to attend and partici-

pate. For further information, hotel reservations, etc., write

at once to

Associated Advertising Clubs
of the World

iio West 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal



THE PRACTICAL RETAIL GROCER
^ A department devoted to the discussion of problems which vex retailers;

telling how to arrange, display and sell goods; how to systematize; how to ad-

vertise, how to obtain the maximum efficiency in the grocery business.

THE GROCER’S ADVERTISING

Some Suggestions for Retailers on How to Build

and Maintain Trade Through
Intelligent Publicity*

By M. E. Smith
Omaha

No. 1 . ANALYSING ADVERTISING

/'AF late, especially in the big cities, grocery

advertising has, I believe, become about the

worst that is done to-day with the possible ex-

ception of banks and pianos.

Price advertising is one of the worst things

that a grocer can do. By “price advertising” I

mean, of course, the mere mention of an article

followed by a price. There is no ‘‘pull” to that

kind of advertising. So long as your price is the

lowest, you may get the business
;
but the moment

a competitor quotes a lower price your advantage

is gone. You have offered the women nothing at

all to hold trade after you have secured it. You
have not sold the women your store—you have,

so to speak, absolutely no string on the business

of your women customers.

Almost all our food is bought by women. This

should mean a lot to us, because if women buy

our goods we must advertise to the women, and

we must advertise in such a way that we will

hold their trade once we succeed in getting it. A
woman is, of course, a keen shopper

;
she is in-

terested in price, of course, but she is very much
more interested in several other things about

your store.

Anything that will help the women solve their

problem of what to buy for the next meal will be

deeply appreciated
; but it must be a very real

help, and our advertising must reflect that help

as much as possible.

Suppose, therefore, that first of all we analyse

our store and see if there is anything we can do

* Excerpts from an address read at the convention of the
National Association of Retail Grocers, Salt Lake City,

June 26, 1919,

to make the job of these purchasing agents a little

easier. For instance, have we the right kind of
goods from which she can select without difficulty

or loss of time?

It seems to me that if we can make our store

an easy place for the women to buy, that we shall

have solved one very difficult merchandising prob-
lem. If we can advertise that fact and show the

women why and how it is easy to buy in our store

we shall have solved also a difficult problem in

store publicity.

The mere printing of prices offers no help of
this kind. The shrewd merchant must seek
further and present to the women of his com-
munity real reasons' why it is easy to buy at his

store. Necessarily his prices must be right

—

that we will take for granted; for we all know
that without right prices no store can succeed, no
matter how perfect its other features may be.

So let us try, first of all, to get over to the

women this thought: “Here is an easy place to

buy foodstuffs,” and then back up the statement

with some real reasons why this is true.

Reliability a Big Asset

Besides ease in buying, what does the woman
look for at her grocer’s? I should say reliability

—and perhaps reliability is the biggest asset any
store can have.

If a grocer would adopt as a motto this phrase

:

“Here is a safe place to buy your foodstuffs,” and
then live up to it, that he would get rich more
rapidly than J. Rufus Wallingford.

The thought that “here is a safe place to buy”
is a big one to get to the women—and if you can

prove that your store is a safe place to buy—in

person or over the telephone—is one that will do
more,

, perhaps, to sell your store to the women
than any other one you could get across.

Then, again: Every woman is interested * in

economy. She is always willing to pay a fair

price for food, but she naturally desires to keep

her expenditures for the table as low as possible.

If follows, then, that if we can make them under-
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mm
coffee

ROSS W.WEIR 6.C0. NEWYORK
—

^

Now We Must Eat Wheat
During the war you had to sell “substitutes” with
wheat flour—now we are asked to eat wheat in

order to consume vast surplus stocks accumulated
during the war and which could not be shipped
from wheat-growing countries.

Shredded Wheat
comes out of the war clean, pure, wholesome, un-
adulterated—the same Shredded Wheat you have
always sold. All restrictions have been removed
and you can now supply the normal demand for

this product. It is 100 per cent, whole wheat,
nothing added, nothing thrown away.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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stand that “Here is an economical place to- buy

your foodstuffs,” it is a third big thought that

will go far in selling the store to 'the woman.
Once you have succeeded in lodging these three

thoughts in a woman’s mind, you have made a

customer whom it is very difficult for competition

to take away from you.

The Big Thought Behind Advertising

I believe that we have reversed the natural pro-

cess of our advertising. We have been accus-

tomed to advertising from our goods out to the

people. Should we not have advertised from the

people back to the goods ? If this is a new thought

to yotr* let it sink in a little bit. And when you

go home study this matter a little. I believe you

will agree with me if you do.

I say this because the real problem you have

to solve may be summed up in this simple ques-

tion :

“Why should I expect the people of my com-

munity to give me their business?”

When you have found a satisfactory answer

to that question you will have found the solution

to your problem.

Your answer will be evidenced by your adver-

tising; and I wish, I could induce you to analyze

that answer very carefully. We are not really

advertising foodstuffs from the average grocery

store—we are either printing mere price lists, or

printing some such absurdity as : “A full stock

of fruits and vegetables in season.”

If you will read the mail order catalogue you

will see how these master salesmen describe their

wares so vividly you can almost feel, taste and

even smell the things they advertise—and then

you will understand why the catalogue sells so

many goods.

OLD-TIME “SALESMANSHIP”
In the old grocery days the clerk used to rattle

off a string of things something like this : “Any-

thing else?- Allspice, cinnamon, cloves, pepper,

dried apples, peaches, pears, plums?” These men
thought they were salesmen. The customer evi-

dently thought they were fools.

A COFFEE MAN’S SUCCESS STORY

Bankrupt at 55 Years of Age, This Retailer

Became a Leading Coffee Merchant of

the Pacific Coast in Ten Years

*

I 'HE name of J. H. Long has become a house-
A hold word in the San Francisco Bay region,

where he is known as “Long the Coffee Man.”

Ten years ago, at the age of 55 years, he was

“flat broke.” To-day he is an example of suc-

cessful coffee merchan-

dising, selling 40,000

pounds a month and

ranking with the larg-

est coffee merchants on

the Pacific Coast.
' Along about 1909,

Mr. Long met with

serious business re-

verses that left him
practically “down” but

not “out.” He knew
the profits in coffee

when handled right,

and saw that a way out

of his difficulties lay

along that line. With
banks refusing him

credit, he mortgaged all the household furniture

he had in the world—at an exorbitant rate of

interest—and with the proceeds laid in a small

supply of coffee. He also bought a small coffee

grinder and a horse and wagon.
He knew coffee and worked with his jobber

to secure a good all-around blend. He also real-

ized the value of fresh grinding, and after his

daily house-to-house soliciting spent the evenings

in grinding sufficient to fill his orders. The
business grew steadily and soon Mr. Long opened
a store, which also grew with the years. From
these small beginnings he has built up the great

business he controls to-day—all in ten years.

Do not continue to urge customers to buy goods
when their attitude shows that they have bought

all they can. Continued urging causes resent-

ment.

Empire Hardware Company
Grocers*
Butchers* STORE FURNISHINGS Bakers*

Restaurants
SCALES, CANISTERS, SHOW CASES, REFRIGERATORS, Etc.

ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS

272-274 West Broadway New York City
Write for complete Catalogue
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The Flavoring Problem Solved!
INTRODUCING

Virginia Dare Extracts
WE believe we have solved the flavoring extract problem. We know we have

created a standard of strength and quali y never realized in flavoring extracts.

The natural flavors of the fruit, vegetables and spices, glorified by the most exacting meth-

ods of preparation.

Vanilla 150% Strength

All Other Flavors Double Strength

They are revolutionizing cooking. Domestic Science ex-

perts say they are a revelation. They banish all flavoring

troubles, housewives say. The trade is already thanking
us for stabilizing and standardizing a complete line of

flavoring extracts which they can positively guarantee for

quality and results. The profit? That’s the most sur-

prising and satisfactory part of it.

ASK YOUR JOBBER TODAY

21 Absolutely Pure Flavors

Vanilla
Lemon
Strawberry
Cherry
Orange
Pineapple
Raspberry

Peach
Peppermint
Wintergreen
Rose
O lion
Celery
Coffee

Almond
Mace
Cinnamon
Clove
Nutmeg
Allspice
Anise

Look for the Advertising

Consumer satisfaction guaranteed. Money refunded by us
on the slightest complaint.

GARRETT & CO., Inc.

Food Products Established 1835
Bush Terminal Buildings 9 and 10 Brooklyn, N. Y.

VANILLA
150% STRENGTH

THE BOTTLE THAT DON’T TIP OVBR

m
When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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TOO MUCH COMPETITION

A Student of Retail Merchandising Says
Licenses for Food Purveyors Would Give

Fewer and Better Grocery Stores

I

N a letter to the editor of the “New York
Times,” Emerson P. Harris, a well-known stu-

dent of retail merchandising methods and one of

the organizers of the Co-Operative Stores of

Montclair, N. J., recently said that competition

brings about conditions which make food pur-

veying to-day wickedly wasteful by causing ten

stores to exist where one is needed. He said that

licenses for retailers would give us fewer and

better grocery stores. His letter follows

:

“What are ‘exorbitant prices’ ? Attorney Gen-
eral Palmer and food reformers generally refer

to ‘exorbitant prices’ and ‘excessive profits’ as

though they could be recognized across the

street. The cocksureness of people in speaking
of exorbitant prices is in the inverse ratio to their

experience in the matter. How is an excessive
profit to be judged when the regular practice

of grocers is to charge all the way from no profit

at all up to 40 or even 50 per cent in order to meet
the expense of doing business and give, say, 5
per cent or less average net profit to the dealer?
“Sugar is the big item in a grocery store, and

for many years dealers have gotten no more for

it, on the average, above what they paid for it,

than enough to pay for paper and twine. They
have sold at a dead loss of the total cost of doing
business, say, 17 to 20 per cent. Now, when the
grocer gets a profit of, say, 40 per cent on teas
and spices, how can his prices be called exorbitant
until it is ascertained that the average gross profit
is more than enough to pay his expenses and
give him a small living? And now the chain
stores are compelling the sale of a lot of adver-
tised articles at cost, still further reducing the
volume of trade out of which to make profit to
pay expenses.

“This abnormal method of doing business is

vicious, but presents a ‘condition, not a theory,’
and was recognized by the food administration
during the war by the fixing of profits on a lot of
staples below the cost of doing business, leaving
the dealers to recoup on other articles and evi-
dently expecting them to do- so.

“Undoubtedly the ‘little gouger’ needs looking
after, though he is like the proverbial flea

; but the
fact is that where the consumer is cheated pennies
by the little gouger he is burdened dollars by the
present faulty system of distributing foods.
“The two outstanding facts are that competition

brings about conditions which make food purvey-
ing wickedly wasteful by causing t'en stores to

exist where one is needed, the expenses of the
duplicate shops being charged to the consumer.
The second fact is that competition utterly fails to
protect the consumer’s interests.

“The cfire is to be found in the adootion of a

The Secret
of

Good
Cooking

Colburn’s Spices are the "secret of good cooking”;

their skillful use saves dollars in the kitchen.

When you offer your customers Colburn's Spices

they know that you sell the best. Through years

of experience they have come to appreciate that

Colburn's Spices are the Supreme Seasoning.

THE A. COLBURN COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ESTABLISHED 1857

Colburn's Spices— ~
“A’A Red LabelBrand
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The Story
of a Coffee "Bean

Coffee interests are spending a million dollars to tell people that I make the

best drink in the world—eventually the leading social beverage; now the universal

“mornin’s mornin’

Retailers who handle me in the right way will make more money on me than

ever before.

I am at my best when freshly ground on a Hobart Electric Coffee Mill. Then
my strength is fully preserved; the oils which I contain do not evaporate as they

do when I am ground beforehand and put up in containers with meaningless

and expensive fancy labels. Ground exactly right for each customer’s method
of making, I produce the perfect coffee brew.

The merchant can put me up fresh in inexpensive paper packages under his own
name and make a reputation with me. He can sell me for less and still make
more per pound than before. I will give his customers better value and hold

them.

attracts trade by its appearance, purr of motor
and the aroma of grinding coffee. It is neces-

sary equipment today for taking care of your

trade. Write at once for our free booklet No.

30, “How to Build and Hold a Retail Coffee

attracts

and the

sary eqi

Business.

The Hobart Mfg. Co.
Pioneer manufacturers of Electric Coffee

Mills and the largest.

80 Penn Ave Troy, Ohio

Advertising Service Book Free

Illustration shows Hobart Peanut Butter Our 27-page Advertising Service Book,
Maker used in combination with Hobart free to purchasers of the Hobart Mill

Coffee Mills. If you are one of the thou- during special period, gives many prac-

sands who already own Hobart units, the tical plans for grocers and coffee mer-
Peanut Butter Attachment may be added chants.
at small expense.
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policy which recognizes that needless duplicate
plants cause an unmitigated burden to the con-
sumer and should be forbidden for the same rea-

son that duplicate gas, electric and water mains
are not allowed in the same streets.

“Let the food purveying franchises be limited to

the number needed and leased to bidders who will

perform the service at the lowest gross average
profit, cost to be figured on the basis of quota-
tions at sources or primary markets. This kind of
an arrangement, under proper safeguards, would
mean two things : distribution under such condi-
tions and in such volume as to make the utmost
economy possible

;
and, second, real competition.

“It would also avoid the turning over of the
highly technical business of food distribution to

the inexperienced—a thing which is often pro-

posed by theorists.”

A BLEND FOR EACH CUSTOMER
A Colorado grocer has practically cornered the

coffee trade in his town by specializing in blends

for each customer. He asks each new customer

what kind of coffee she likes, and then tries to

suit her palate by mixing up a half pound. If

the first attempt is not satisfactory he tries until

the right blend has been achieved. Then he re-

cords on an index card the name of the customer

and the kinds of coffee and the proportions of

each used in that particular blend. Thereafter
the grocer or his clerks only has to refer to the

card to make up a blend that is sure to be satis-

factory and keep the customer “tied” to his store.

In addition to “preparing blends to prescrip-

tion” coffee dealers could also discover the kind

of a grind for each customer, and when deter-

mined could include the information on the in-

dex card.

TRADE GETTERS

A Series of Business Winning Plans That Have
Been Tried and Found Successful in

Different Parts of the Country

By Frank Farrington
Delhi, N. Y.

'

|
*HESE business-getting plans are the result

A of ripe experience in the retail distributing

field. They have been tried out with signal suc-

cess in different parts of the country, and the

writer believes they will be of benefit to our

readers.

Peep-Hole Window
Arrange a long, narrow box with one end

ARE YOU GIVING YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE

No. E-9011—Counter Type

Height 38 in. Capacity 5 lbs.

Price each $210.00

By Using A

{universal);

Electric Coffee Mill?
If you are unable to supply your customer with

what he wants it is evident that he will trade
elsewhere.

Even the most particular can be satisfied if

you use a Universal Electric Coffee Mill as the
coffee can be ground coarse, fine or pulverized as

desired.

Save the salesman’s commission—buy direct

from your jobber.

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK New Britain, Conn.
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A DOMINO Syrup
DOMINO Golden Syrup is a pure cane prod-

uct and has a wonderful cane flavor.

DOMINO Golden Syrup is relished all the year
for it is just as good on ice cream and fruits as on
waffles, muffins, biscuits and hot cakes.

DOMINO Golden Syrup is made and sold every
day of the year. No need to order far in advance
or stock heavily.

American Sugar Refining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino 99

Granulated, Tablet, Powdered, Confectioners, Brown,
Golden Syrup.

Rows and rows of Yuban packages are continually going
on to the shelves of thousands of grocery stores.

At once off they go into the hands of hundreds of thousands
of customers.

These quickly moving packages tell the story of the demand
for Yuban.

You will find that Yuban repeats as no other coffee does.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS
Yuban Coffee Department

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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against the window glass at' the height of the eyes

of a person outside, and the other end at the same

level. Don’t get it too high. The box should be

long enough to reach the depth of the window.

Place a small article, to be shown, in the back end

of the box with a background behind it, and ar-

range a light to shine upon the object without

itself being visible. Place a card in front of the

open end of the box next the glass, leaving in it

just a small peep-hole so one person can look in

at a time and see the article displayed at the other

end of the box. Instead of putting some article

of merchandise at the back end of the box, it

may be desired to put a card there with a catchy

advertisement upon it. This could be made visible

by using a semi-transparent paper with a light

behind it.

Grab-Bag Plan

For the rapid disposal of a considerable stock

of old goods of many sorts, all to be sold well

below regular prices, closed out for what they will

bring, the plan of wrapping up each item in a

package by itself, using boxes and other means

of disguising the nature ,of the contents of the

package, is a tried and a practical one. This can-

not be advertised in the newspapers if run as a

lottery plan, but if the parcels wrapped up are

all shown in the window, and the customer is

allowed t'o choose any one of them on payment
of the price, 25 cents perhaps, they will attract

enough attention. You must see that there are

some big values, a few items which will tempt

the gambling spirit of the public, and tell what

those items are, perhaps exhibit duplicates. The
display should be made for a few days before the

sale begins.

Lucky Thirteen Sale

Hold a special sale on the thirteenth of the

month, and begin advertising it beforehand in the

newspapers with a “teaser” campaign. For in-

stance, start with a lot of reading notices in one

issue, saying simply, “Lucky Thirteen.” In the

next issue add, “Mark Lucky Thirteen!” and the

next time, “Mark September 13, the Lucky Day!”

If only weekly papers are available, two weeks

will be enough to run the “teasers,” and the third

week there should be a full announcement of the

sale in a large display advertisement, headed,

“Lucky Thirteen Sale !” going on to say that the

thirteenth of that particular month is to be a

I have my old job back, saving Mrs. Housewife all the trouble of

making her coffee. I serve her instantly.

I am not Denaturized, De-caffeinized nor de-anythinged. Oh! yes,

I am DE-LICIOUS. I hope you will keep me well at the Front where I

can be welcomed. I saw the trenches at their worst, and I am glad to

be home.
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Baker’s Cocoa

and Chocolate

MAKE AND
KEEP GOOD
CUSTOMERS

They are most
reliable goods sold

witha positiveguar-

antee of purity and
Registered . .

.

U. s.Pat. off. superior quality;

put up in conformity with the

Pure Food laws of all the States;

are readily sold, giving a quick

turnover of stock.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

ItKAFFEEHAG
IT’S PERFECT

COFFEE

KAFFEE HAG COFFEE does not in-
terfere with the sale of your own cof-
fees. It is a perfect caffeine freed
coffee, blended from choicest selected
coffees and is intended for those people
who are NOT at present drinking or-
dinary coffee. Instead they are now us-
ing numerous cereal substitutes which
in recent years have gained tremen-
dously in popularity, interfering with the
grocers’ coffee sales.

Sell KAFFEE HAG and increase your
coffee sales.

KAFFEE HAG CORPORATION
225 Fifth Ave. New York

A NECESSARY
ITEM

In the Tea and Coffee

Merchant’s equipment is

an accurate and reliable

Trip Scale.

QHaTILLON
TRIP SCALES
answer the particular re-

quirements of the tea mer-

chant in every respect.

They are compactly made,

durable and of first-class

workmanship throughout.

Write for particulars.

Our Catalogue No
19 gladly furnish-

ed on request.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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mighty lucky day for folks in your town, what-

ever it’ may be at other times. Make the bargain

prices all in thirteens or ending in thirteens. In

making up advance window and inside displays,

use calendars in each, with a red ring around the

13th of the month.

Why Not?

“This Scale at Your Service—Weigh Your

Packages if You Wish,’’ is the sign that greets

you as you enter the store of a Findlay, Ohio,

grocer. This merchant has an automatic comput-

ing scale set upon a table at the entrance and the

sign hangs down from the ceiling right beside

the scale. The sign reads alike on both sides, and

the customer can’t help but see it as he enters or

leaves the store.

^ant gtobertteemente

Classified want advertisements under regular heading $3
for twenty-five words or less. Additional words four cents

each. Payable cash with order.

J^elp &anteb

ROAD SALESMEN for large tea-distributing house.
Must have knowledge of tea business and be accus-
tomed to working retail trade. Address 911 Fidelity
Building, Baltimore, Md.

“The Brand That Brews
the Best”

“The

Survival

of the

Fittest”

To no field of endeavor is the old maxim
more directly applicable than to that of mer-
cantile striving. For nearly threescore years,

through fair weather and foul, merchants
have pinned their faith to SEAL BRAND
COFFEE and have successfully weathered
every storm. It is to-day what it was a
half century or more ago—THE LEADING
FINE COFFEE OF THE COUNTRY.

CHASE & SANBORN’S
Seal Brand Coffee

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL

WANTED—Large manufacturer of high-grade flavoring
extracts wants a salesman familiar with bakery, ice

cream and confectionery trades. Must have ability to

teach other men. Also want man to act as assistant
sales manager in charge of bulk trade. Will buy small
ousiness with established trade. State age, experience,
territory covered and salary expected. Address Box
480, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

££>ttuattons ^anteb

SITUATION WANTED—As factory superintendent for
tea and coffee plant. Experienced in manufacturing
and shipping and possesses executive ability sufficient to

control help. Address Chas. H. Drechsler, 101 Windsor
Avenue, Meriden, Conn

WANTED—A good house in the tea and coffee business
that desires to place their goods in one of the best cities

in this country—Pittsburgh district—by a man who has
trade of good standing and can give good references.
Address Salesman, Box 478, care of The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal.

ASSAM TEA—Released cavalry officer, over twelve years’
Assam experience, offers to take up land in Assam for
any large company for planting tea on a commission of
£4 per acre in shares at par. Advertiser will also pro-
cure labor and superintend the concern for a small pay
and commission. Capital required for tea, about £50
per acre. Address Box 479, care of The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal.

JHteceUaneous

FOR SALE—One seventy-five-pound Royal coffee xoaster
and grinder, motor attachment. Cheap. Good condi-
tion. Going out of business, Address Chas. H.
Drechsler, 101 Windsor Avenue., Meriden, Conn.

MACHINE FOR SALE—A green coffee separator in first-

class condition, No. 4T96, manufactured by Jabez
Burns & Sons. Will sell at a bargain. Address J. F.
Humphreys & Co., Bloomington, 111.

Through 203 newspapers—in 176

cities—we are telling 11,500,000

people that

POMPEIAN
OLIVE OIL

—“always fresh”

is back again—of the same fine quality

andjsweetness as before the War.

Take advantage of this nation-wide

publicity by laying in a stock of

POMPEIAN—so you will be in a

position to supply the demand which

this advertising is sure to create.

Musher and Company
Largest Importers of Olive Oil in America

140 Liberty Street, New York
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Dealers

—

Take advantage of the inevitable

cool weather increase in demand
for Macaroni Products. Introduce

HARVEST to your trade now and
profit by this addition of a live

product to your line.

HARVEST—in the big, attrac-

tive package, always represents a

better value to the consumer than

the small package which is pur-

chased from the grocer. The qual-

ity is second to none—manufac-

tured from choice Durum Wheat.

Write for more information and

prices on HARVEST or send us a

trial order for each of the five

HARVEST Products— Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Elbows, and Broad and

Fine Egg Noodles.

The Briggs Cereal Products Co.

Formerly

The Foulds-Briggs Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

—— - <

Farmer’s Corn in the basket $1.90 per
bushel.
Housewife’s Cornflakes in the package
$16.80 per bushel.

Tell Your Customers

-It Will Pay You to Do It!

“Profiteering” and the “H. C. of L.” are
breaking the heart of the Housewife!

Her income can’t keep up with her outgo.
Yet she could save here and there if only
someone would tell her! You—Mr. Grocer
—be that someone and tell her!

With corn in Chicago selling at $1.90 per
bushel the Housewife should know that the
same weight in cornflakes in the package
costs her $10.80 per bushel! (Figure it your-
self—the above statement is true). It is

good business to help out the Housewife!
Because she’ll turn around and help you!

Julius Barnes, Director of the U. S. Grain
Corporation, in his report to Pres. Wilson
dated Aug. 5th, 1919, said: “Bet us spend a
few millions in teaching housewives how
and what to buy to get food value at re-
duced expenditures, and without sacri-

fice of taste and palatability.”

So now is the time, Mr. Grocer, and your
store is the place to tell your Customer
Housewives how and on what to save
money. You can tell her your bulk goods,
kept clean, sanitary and wholesome in
your Sherer Food Container, can be bought
by her at a great saving.

The Sherer is a great saver for Housewives
and a great profit-maker for you. It silent-

ly advertises 31 articles—It saves labor,
hence clerk hire. It pays fbr itself. It’s an
all around antagonist of the high cost of
living. Install one or two Sherers immed-
iately. You’ll never regret it.

• PATENTED

Send for Catalog 37.

Sherer - Gillett Company
Patentees and Manufacturers of the

Sherer Sanitary Grocery Display Counter

17th and Clark Sts. - Chicago
Canadian Factory and Office Address:

SHERER-GILLETT C0-, Ltd. Guelph, Ontario

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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PRICES CURRENT
Wholesale and Retail

As of September 2, 1919

Prices to Wholesalers

GREEN COFFEE
(250 Bags or Over)

Brazil Grades. Line or Grade Price. Cup Selected Price

Santos 7 26 26
“ 6 26M 26M
“ 5 27)4 27)4
“ 4 27% 27%
“ 3 28 28)4
“ 2 28)4 28%

Rio 7 19
“ 6 *
“ 5 *
“ 4 * (No Rio Cup
“ 3 * Selections)
“ 2 *

* No quotations are being made.

Green Coffee, Mild Grades—Line or Grade Prices—

(250 Bags or Over)

Maracaibo—
Truxillos 27)4@ • •

Bocono 28 @28 )4
Tovar 28 @28)4
Merida 28 )4@29
do washed .. .29% @30)4

Cucuta

—

Ordinary 28 @ . .

Fair to good 28)4@28K
Prime to choice. .29 @29)4
Fancy 30M@- •

Laguayra

—

Caracas
do washed.

Porto Cabello.

do washed.

27V2@27H
29)4@30 )4

27%@27%
.29 @30

San Salvador— 29 @29 )4
do washed 39 @31

Nicaragua— 2ty2 @29
do washed 29)4 @30)4

Guatemala Coban

—

Common 26 )4 @27 )4
Fair to good 29% @30V2
Prime to choice.. .31 @31)4
do unwashed.. 28 )4@29

Puerto Rico—
Unwashed .

.

Washed
Hayti

—

Unwashed. .

Washed

.28)4@29

.30 @32

28 @28V2
.29)4 @30)4

Colombian

—

Ocana 27%@,‘i8%
fBucaramanga. . . 28)4@30M
fTolima 30 @31
fBogotas 27 @31)4
tMedelin 27 @32
fManizales 27 @3 1 24

Mexican

—

Cordoba 27 @28
do washed.. .30 @31

tCoatepee 28 @29
tdo washed.. . . 3014@32

tOaxaca 28 @29
tdo washed ... .30 @31

Costa Rica

—

Common 26)4@27 )4
Fair to good 29 x/2@30 )4
Prime to choice . . 31 @31

H

Jamaica

—

Ordinary . .25 @25 >4
G ’d ordinary. .

.

. . 25y2@26
Washed . . 28y2 @29y2

East India—
Padang Int. . . . , .30 @. .

Corinche @..
Kroe @..
Timor @..
Private Estate. .

,

@..
Fancies . .32 @34
Abyssinian @..
Mocha—small.

.

. .39 @40
Liberian

—

tStraits.. . .23 @24
tSurinam . .25 @27
Pamanoekin . .22 @25

t Nominal because of small arrivals,

t Common to fancy.

TEAS
China and Japan—Line Prices

(75 or More Packages of One Number)

Foochow

—

COUNTRY GREEN
Common . .

.

28 @.... Gunpowder

—

Fair 29 @.... Extra @..
Good 29)4@. • • • Firsts ...47 @48
Superior 30 @.... Seconds @. . .

Fine Imperial

—

Firsts . . .46 @50
Formosa— Seconds .@...

Fair 22 @23 Thirds
. @. .

.

Good 25 @26 Young Hyson

—

Superior 28 @30 Extra . . .55 @65
Fine 34 @36 Firsts . ,.44 @48
Finest 42 @45 Seconds . ..36 @38
Choice 57 @62 Thirds . ..34 @35
Choicest 70 @75 Hyson

—

Fancy . ,.1.00@1.20 Seconds . ..22 @
Thirds @

pingsuey Japan—
Gunpowder— Basket fired 34 @50

Pinheads ..50 @52 Pan fired .25 @50
Extra Firsts. .

.

. .45 @48
Firsts . .38 @42 Congou

—

Seconds . .32 @35 Common .21 @. .

Thirds .26 @27 Good .26 @28
Imperial

—

Superior .30 @32
Firsts . .40 @41 Fine to finest .45 @50
Seconds .35 @38 Choice to choicest60 @75
Thirds .31 @33

India and Ceylon—-LnsfE Prices
Pekoe Souchong.

.

..25 @36 Darjeeling

—

Pekoe ..28 @30 Fancy Orange. .

.

.90 @1.00
Orange Pekoe ..32 @35 Java-
Ceylon

—

Pekoe Souchong. .23 @25
Pekoe Souchong. 28 @39 Pekoe .26 @28
Pekoe .33 @36 Orange Pekoe .

.

39 @35
Orange Pekoe.

.

. .44 @50
B. O. Pekoe. .

.

@..

SPICES—First-Hand Prices
Black Peppers

—

Cassia

—

Singapore . .20)4@21 Saigon rolls .51 @54
Acheen A China, rolls .19 @20
Acheen B do selj bk .12%@13%
Acheen C @ . Kwangsi .21)4 @22
Lampong . ,19)4@20 Batavia, Ext .21)4@22

White Peppers

—

do short stick

.

.21 @21)4
Singapore . .33% @33)4
Penang @.

.

Cinnamon

—

Muntok . .33%@33% Ceylon .29 @37
Heavy— Ginger

—

Aleppy . .22)4@23 Japan 16)4@17
Tellicherry. . . . .23 @24 Cochin—ABC..

.

.17 @18
Red Peppers

—

doD @. .

Mombassa .15 @16 Lemon @..
Japan ..17 @18 African .15 @15)4

Cloves

—

Jamaica, g’g .22)4@23
Zanzibar . .42 @43 Nutmegs

—

Amboyna . .48 @49 75s to 80s .30 @32
tPenang @.. 105s to 110s .27)4@28
Pimento . . 9% @10 Mace .42 @50

COCOA

—

First-Hand Prices
Accra . . .19 @20
St. Thome ...24 @25
Bahia .. .21 @23
Caracas . . .26)4@28
Costa Rica .... . . .22 @24
Guayaquils

—

Arriba . . .26 @27
Machala . . .23)4@24

Caraques . . .24 @25
Cuban @

Dominica 24 @25
Grenada 25)4@. .

Hayti 1924 @20)4
Jamaica 19 @20
Maracaibo 26 @32)4
Porto Cabello 28 @29
Para 22)4@23
Sanchez 20 @21
Surinam 25 @25)4
Trinidad 2424 @25

Prices to Retailers
COFFEE

(Bag Lois—130 Pounds)
Kind of Coffee. Green

From To
Roasted.

From To
Santos 25 30 31 36
Santos Peaberry 28 32 34 39
Rio 20 23 25 28
Maracaibo 28 30 34 37
Caracas 30 32 37 39
Bucaramanga 29 32 35 39
Bogotas 30 33 36 43
Mexican 29 35 35 43
Costa Riqa 30 35 37 43
Guatemala 29 33 37 43
Jamaica

29)4 35)4Padang 43)4 45)4
*Mocha
’Abyssinian

28)4 35)4Java 34 42)4
Porto Rico

*No quotations are being made.

TEAS
(Single Package Lots.) From

Formosa 23
Foochow 30
Congou 21
Japan P. F 18

“ B.F 23
India 28
Ceylon 33
Gunpowder 23
Young Hyson 23

To
38
38
33
38
38
43
48
43
36
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COFFEES

of cup quality are offered to the wholesale trade

in jobbing lots either green or roasted.

Inquiries from large dealers especially solicit-

ed where guaranteed quality is first consideration.

OLD DUTCH MILLS
INCORPORATED

Importers and Jobbers of Coffees

65 Front Street New York

The Standard ol

Purity and Quality

MOCHA
L B Longberry Harrar

LIVIERATO-KIDDE CO.
Largest Importers of IVIoctia

106 WALL STREET NEW YORK
Cable Address, " MOCHA ”
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RETAIL
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AND
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ASSOCIATION



RETAIL PREMIUM COFFEE MEN CONVENE
(U, Wagon distributors hold a successful annual meeting at St. Louis,

dl. Address by President Brand of the National Coffee Roasters was a fea-

ture. CD. Present coffee market conditions were discussed. (H, G. B. Schorn

was elected president and New York chosen as the next meeting place.

A SPIRIT of unity and confidence in the

future of the wagon route method of

coffee distribution marked the fourth annual

convention of the National Retail Tea and

Coffee Merchants Association held at the Hotel

Statler, St. Louis, September 16-17-18. The

attendance was not quite as large as at last

year’s meeting but there was a greater num-
ber of exhibitors.

Present coffee market conditions formed a

live topic of discussion. President C. A. Smith

and other speakers sounded a note of warning

against the tendency to concentrate sales ef-

forts on more profitable side lines and to sub-

to its high price. The
members were urged to

redouble their efforts

to sell coffee on the

ground that the ulti-

mate success of their

business depended
largely upon their vol-

ume of coffee sales.

One of the features

of the meeting was the

address by Carl W.
Brand, president of the

National Coffee Roast-

ers Association. In the

opinion of many, the N.

C. R. A. president’s

presence at the meeting marked a significant

change in the relationship between the wagon
men and the wholesale coffee roasters. It was
the first time that a representative of the

older organization had met with the N. R. T.

& C. M. A. Mr. Brand delivered a forceful

address which was enthusiastically received.

An interesting feature of the meeting was
a discussion led by G. B. Schorn about an in-

stallment selling plan which he had instituted.

This concerns a straight sale of certain

merchandise on part cash payments.
The annual meetings of the N. R. T. & C.

M. A. are unique because exhibits of mer-
chandise sold by. the members form the most
important feature. Everything is subordinated
to the exhibits, definite portions of each day’s
program being set aside for the inspection and

ordinate coffee, owing

G. B. SCHORN
The New President

purchase of the merchandise displayed. At
this year’s meeting there were sixty-two ex-

hibitors, according to ex-president Smith’s

count, products shown ranging from near-beer

to lemon pie filling. The entire upper floor of

the Hotel Statler was given over to the con-

vention. A corner of the exhibit room was
used for the convention sessions and it was
necessary to pass all the exhibits in order to

reach it.

Election of Officers

Officers for the ensuing year were elected

on the last day of the convention. G. B.

Schorn, of Jamaica, N. Y., was chosen presi-

dent; W. M. Bartlett, of the Bartlett Tea and
Coffee Company, In-

dianapolis, first vice-

president; W. H. Brow-

er, of the Brower Cof-

fee Company, Passaic,

N. J., second vice-presi-

dent, and Norman Cas-

tor, of Castor Bros.,

Philadelphia, treasurer.

Six directors were
chosen, two to take the

place of directors who
had resigned. The di-

rectors chosen are: Geo.

F. Hellick, of the
Re,innK Presiden '

Geo. F. Hellick Tea Company, Easton, Pa.;
C. A. Smith, of the Great Eastern Coffee and
Tea Company, St. Louis; John W. Olson, of
the Superior Coffee Company, Chicago; P. C.
Monday, of the P. C. Monday Tea Company,
Milwaukee; Abe Cohn, of the Prime Tea Com-
pany, Cambridge, Mass., and A. J. Benner, of
the Benner Tea Company, Burlington, la.

New York City was chosen as the place of
the next convention.

The Proceedings in Detail

The convention was called to order at 10:40
a. m., September 16, with President Smith
presiding. After the invocation by Rev. Holt,
and an address of welcome by the Mayor of
St. Louis, to which past-president Nieman
gracefully replied, President Smith opened the
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G. H. HELLICK
Director

Easton, Pa.

W. H. BROWER
Vice-President

Passaic, N. J.

W. M. BARTLETT
Vice-President

Indianapolis

NORMAN CASTOR
Treasurer

Philadelphia

NEWLY ELECTED DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS FOR 1919-20

session by reading his annual message. His

address consisted largely of a review of busi-

ness conditions and association affairs during

the year. He dwelt at length upon the ad-

vance in coffee prices and his efforts to clear

members of the association of any suspicion

that they were responsible for the high prices.

He spoke of the circulars sent out by his office

explaining why consumers had to pay more
for their coffee. He said the circulars were
effective in disabusing the minds of the pub-

lic that the wagon distributors were profiteer-

ing.

That the organization is still young and had
much work to do is apparent to everyone, he
said, but the loyalty and enthusiasm display-

ed during the last year were evidence of the

great things that could be accomplished. He
spoke of the desirability of members establish-

ing cost systems, and the benefits derived from

the “Idea Exchange,” saying that every mem-
ber should be willing to pass along his trade

ideas for the benefit of fellow members and

the organization as a whole.

President Smith made a strong appeal for

more members, although expressing gratifica-

tion over the number of new associates gained

during the year. He also bespoke local or

branch associations, urging their formation in

every town where there are three or more

members of the N. R. T. & C. M. A. In clos-

ing his address, he said the most important

business before the association is to enlist

more members.

Vice-president W. M. Bartlett, of the Bart-

lett Tea & Coffee Co., Indianapolis, next de-

livered a few remarks on the coffee situation

and the future. The sense of his statments

was that if members stick together, keep down

( Continued on page 363)

JOHN OLSON
Director

Chicago

A. COHN
Director

Cambridge, Mass.

A. J. BENNER
Director

Burlington, la.

P. C. MONDAY
Director

Milwaukee

ACTIVE WORKERS IN THE WAGON MEN’S ASSOCIATION
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COFFEE ROASTERS CONVENTION

Many Interesting and Instructive Features

Are Scheduled For the Ninth Annual

Meeting at Atlantic City

B ETTER business practice, the coffee cam-

paign and unfair competition will be

some of the important subjects of discussion

at the ninth annual convention of the National

Coffee Roasters Convention, which is to be

held at the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, At-

lantic City, November 12-14.

The convention committee has arranged a

program that will benefit every coffee roaster.

The morning of the first day will be given over

to President Brand’s report and address, and

the selection of committees and similar busi-

ness. In the afternoon, Prof. R. B. Kester,

director of the School of Business, Columbia

University, will speak about the proposed in-

vestigation of roasting costs. At this session

it is hoped to agree on a plan for the inves-

tigation. Chairman F. J. Ach will also report

for the Committee on Packers’ Competition,

and W. B. Colver, of the Federal Trade Com-

mission, will talk about the proposed federal

legislation to regulate unfair competition.

At the Thursday morning session, Ross W.
Weir, chairman of the Joint Coffee Trade Pub-

licity Committee, will report on the progress

of the campaign. The committee’s motion pic-

ture film on coffee will be exhibited for the

first time, and a film manufacturer’s repre-

sentative will talk about film advertising. H.

H. Lee, of the Associated Advertising Clubs

of the World, will tell what his organization

is doing to improve the general tone of ad-

vertising. Several roasters are also expected

to give short talks about their advertising

campaigns on behalf of their own brands. In

the afternoon, F. C. Letts, president of the

Western Grocer Company, whiich owns the

Western Coffee Mills, and George Lichty,

wholesale grocer of Waterloo, la., will take

prominent parts in the discussions of shorter

terms and credits.

Cost and freight coffee contracts, port con-

ditions and excess wharfage charges at New
York will be the leading subjects for discus-

sion on Friday. In the afternoon Dr. Carl L.

Alsberg, chief of the Bureau of Chemistry,
will speak on pure food legislation.

While the convention proper opens on No-
vember 12, the golf enthusiasts among the
roasters will arrive in Atlantic City in time
to take part in the Association golf turna-

ment to be held on November 11. F. C. Rus-

sell, of New York, who managed the tourna-

ment in 1916, will have charge of affairs this

year. It will be a handicap event, and two

main prizes will be awarded, one by the asso-

ciation and another by President Brand.

The plans for the annual banquet, to be

held on the evening of the 13th, include ad-

dresses by Hon. Epanema Moreira, Charge d’

Affaires of the Brazilian Embassy; Th. Lang-

gaard de Menezes, representative in the United

States of the Brazilian Sociedade Promotora da

Defesa do Cafe, and Jarvis A. Wood, a mem-
ber N. W. Ayer & Son, advertising agents.

The Entertainment Committee recommends

that visitors attend a selected motion picture

show at one of the theatres on Wednesday
night and a cabaret show at the Blackstone

Hotel later in the evening. Friday evening

the committee recommends a comedy (not a

motion picture) at one of the theatres.

Though there was some talk of having in-

dustrial exhibits at the convention, the plan

was abandoned when it was learned that space

for that purpose was not available at the

Marlborough-Blenheim.

IS ROASTING MANUFACTURING?

In a Case Before the Kentucky Court of

Appeals Louisville Coffee Firms Claim

Tax Exemption

A QUESTION that is vital to the coffee

trade is involved in the appeal of the

City of Louisville to the Kentucky Court of

Appeals from a lower court decision that

Louisville coffee roasters are exempt from
municipal taxation on their machinery, raw
materials and raw product in process of manu-
facture. The case seems to hang on the point

of whether cleaning, roasting, grinding and

packing coffee can properly be called “manu-
facturing.”

In January, 1919, five coffee roasters

brought separate suits to enjoin the city from
levying and collecting the taxes. The city

appealed the decision, apparently selecting J.

Zinsmeister & Sons for the purpose of making
a test case.

The plaintiff’s petition to the Court of Ap-
peals goes exhaustively into the processes of

cleaning, roasting, cooling, grinding and pack-

aging and presents photographs of exhibits

that illustrate many of the operations. In the

summary of the petition these points are
brought out:
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“Does the appellee manufacture coffee? If

by this question is meant whether appellee

manufactures the green coffee bean, the

answer is no. * * * But while appellee

does not create the green coffee bean, yet ap-

pellee does manufacture coffee in the sense of

the tax exemption statute with which we are

dealing, in that it takes a raw material, which

is then absolutely unfit for use, and converts

it into a finished article of commerce.”
Much is made by opposing counsel of the

fact that the raw material, that is the green

coffee bean, is called “coffee” and that the fin-

ished product is also called “coffee.”

NEW COFFEE PUBLICITY PLANS

Joint Trade Committee Meets in New
York and Lays Out a Program for

the Fall and Winter Campaign

AFTER the meeting of the Joint Coffee Trade
Publicity Committee in New York on

September 24, to discuss plans for an aggres-

sive fall and winter coffee advertising cam-
paign, the Committee made public the results

of the session in these words:

The campaign launched last April, has pass-
ed the introductory stage, and in the future it

will require increased resources. A number
of prominent roasters and green coffee men in

various parts of the country have contribut-
ed to the American fund, and it is the Com-
mittee’s intention to solicit contributions from
others with the expectation of raising an
American fund in proper proportion to the
Brazilian appropriation.

The copy presented by N. W. Ayer & Son,
the Committee’s advertising agents, was ap-
proved in readiness for the fall and winter
magazines. Those who have seen this copy
say it has real teeth and will make a strong
appeal to the consumer public.

Detailed announcement of the Committee’s
plans along other lines is withheld until these
plans are nearer maturity. It is learned, how-
ever, that the Committee has arranged for the
preparation of a motion picture film which
probably will be given its first showing at the
annual convention of the National Coffee
Roasters Association, to be held in Atlantic
City, November 12, 13 and 14. The Committee
also plans to issue a series of educational
booklets which will be available at cost to deal-
ers. An appropriation has been made also for
the preparation and manufacture of a coffee
exhibit box for use in schools and colleges.

The basis of this will be the exhibit box issued
several years ago by the National Coffee
Roasters Association, but the exhibit will con-
tain a number of new and improved features.
While the committee itself will send the exhibit
to leading educational institutions that teach
cookery and domestic science, it is hoped that

roasters and jobbers will purchase a large
number of the exhibits for distribution to

schools in their own localities.

Reports received by the Committee show
that the attitude of the consumer public toward
the coffee trade, as indicated by the daily press,

has become decidedly more friendly. Success
has attended the efforts of the Committee to

show the consumer that the wholesaler and
retailer were not responsible for the present
price situation and received no unfair profit

from the same.

WHO’S WHO IN THE TRADE

An Appreciation of Oliver Carter Macy,

President of Macy Bros. & Gillet,

Inc., New York

F EW men in the American tea trade have

had the opportunity inherited by Oliver

Carter Macy to become thoroughly versed ip

all phases of the tea business. Mr. Macy is

the oldest son of the late George H. Macy, so

well known to tea men as head of Carter,

Macy &) Co., and grandson of Oliver S. Car-

ter, one of the pioneers in the tea trade of

this country.

Naturally Mr. Macy turned to the tea busi-

ness when graduated from St. Paul’s School

in New York. Under the tutelage of his

father he learned the various kinds and

characteristics of tea in the New York office,

and then went to the Far East in 1902 to get

first hand knowledge of tea production, manu-

facture and shipping while visiting the Car-

ter, Macy & Company foreign branches.

On his return to the United States Mr.

Macy was placed in charge of the sales de-

partment. In 1903 he was admitted to the

firm, and when his father, being in poor health,

went abroad in 1910 he was given full charge

of the company. Naturally he gained a com-

plete acquaintanceship with financing, as well

as buying and selling tea.

In 1916, Mr. Macy bought the firm of Car-

ter, Macy & Company and all its foreign and

domestic branches from his father, who con-

tinued in poor health. Incorporating the

company, he sold a block of stock to the

American International Corporation, which in

December, 1918, bought out the entire Macy
holdings in the tea company.

Mr. Macy had intended to retire from busi-

ness, but found he could not forget the lure

of the tea business. He decided to organize

a tea brokerage house on an unprecedented

scale in this country, and Macy Bros. & Gil-

let, Inc., with a paid-up capital of $100,000
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was the result. Headquarters were opened

in New York on February 1, 1919, and a

branch establishment in Boston on August 1.

Mr. Macy intends to organize other branches

in the tea centers of the country, with the

idea that support will be forthcoming from

those in the trade who would like to avail

themselves of the advantages of a large or-

ganization.

Mr. Macy is 38 years old. He resides at

Scarborough-on-the-Hudson, where he is one

of the governors of the Sleepy-Hollow Coun-

try Club. He is also a member of the Union,

South Side Sportsmans, Westbrook, Raritan

Valley and Automobile clubs, the Downtown
Association and India House.

OBITUARY

C. Walter Clifton

C. Walter Clifton, who has been buying tea

in Formosa since 1899, died at Taipeh, on Sep-

tember 9. Mr. Clifton was born in Jersey City

in 1875 and from 1892 to the time he went to

Formosa was engaged in the tea business

in New York. The first three years he

spent as sample clerk with Hamilton & Chol-

well (now Geo. C. Cholwell & Company). For
the next six years he traveled the United

States for Mourilyan, Heimann &! Co., going

to Formosa in 1899 when this firm opened a

branch there and appointed him manager and
buyer. In 1902 he helped organize the For-

mosa Mercantile Co. and was manager of the

firm’s foreign business. At the time of his

death Mr. Clifton was buying tea for Mitsui

& Company.

O. W. Chamberlain

O. W. Chamberlain, widely known among
American tea and coffee men, particularly

those in Southern States, died in New Orleans
the latter part of September. In recent years
he was a manufacturers’ agent, representing
among other interests Henry Franck Sons,
Inc., Flushing, N. Y.

Quirico Prosperi

Quirico Prosperi, wealthy coffee and cacao
plantation owner of Carupano, Venezuela, and
well known to New York importers, died Sep-
tember 20 in New York.

J. K. Laudenslager

J. K. Laudenslager, of the Philadelphia
spice firm of the same name, died late in Sep-

tember. He had been in the spice business for

25 or 30 years and was a member of the Ameri-

can Spice Trade Association. It is understood

that the executors of his estate will carry on

the business.

SPJCES AND EXTRACTS
dl. News items of interest to spice

importers, grinders and dealers, and

to manufacturers of flavoring extracts,

perfumes and toilet preparations.

EXTRACT MEN AGAIN WARNED

Treasury Department Repeats Its Threat to

Punish Violators of Its Non-Bev-

erage Alcohol Rules

S OME extract manufacturers are said not to

regard the Internal Revenue officials’

attitude toward the use of non-beverage alco-

hol in flavoring extracts with due seriousness

and the Treasury Department has issued an-

other warning. President Joyce of the Fla-

voring Extract Manufacturers Association

thinks it is a mistake to disregard the warn-
ings and in a recent bulletin calls the attention

of association members to his circular No. 92,

a digest of which appeared in the September
number of this paper.

The provision in Decision 2760 about label-

ing is said by President Joyce to be misunder-

stood by some manufacturers. This provision

reads:

“Where non-beverage alcohol is used in the

manufacture of U. S. P. or N. F. preparations,

such as aromatic elixirs, tincture of aromatica,

etc., the container must bear a label upon
which shall appear the following statement,

‘This preparation has been made with non-

beverage alcohol, and the sale or use thereof

for beverage purposes will render the vendor
or user liable to severe penalties.’ ”

Commenting on the provision, President

Joyce says: “Several of our members have
misinterpreted the provision, and seem to be-

lieve that the notice required must be stated

on flavoring extracts, etc. The notice is not
required to be stated on flavoring extracts and
preparations of that kind, but is only required
to be used on the containers of such products
as aromatic elixirs, tinctures of aromatica,
etc., which are used as vehicles for carrying
medicaments and disguising the taste, color,

etc., of such medicaments.”
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“MERCHANDISING A FLAVORS

This paper has recently completed an investigation into the coffee container situa-

tion with a view to finding out if fibre and paper packages are likely to permanently
supplant tin cans as coffee containers.

As a result of this inquiry it can be stated that the war-time emergency has con-

clusively demonstrated the efficiency of the improved types of fibre cans. Many former
staunch advocates of the tin can have been won over to the merits of either the fibre

can, the carton or the paper bag. A considerable difference of opinion prevails, how-
ever, as to the most satisfactory type of fibre package. Some favor the round or square

can, properly constructed, and others the square carton and the lined paper bag. It is

the consensus of opinion, that the tin can will survive as a container for the better

grade coffees. Chain stores and wagon route dealers feature fresh roasted coffee and
consumers are realizing more and more, just what fresh roasting means. There-

fore it behooves the wholesale coffee packer to send his product to the consumer in a

package that he knows to be flavor and aroma retaining. As one container manufac-
turer puts it, “In the final analysis the coffee business is not so much selling a food

product as a flavor.” The average coffee packer gives too much thought to the price of

his packages and not enough to their keeping qualities.—S. W. 0.

ROASTING IS A MANUFACTURING PROCESS

It is to be hoped that the Kentucky Court of Appeals will be impressed by the rea-

sonableness of the plea presented by the Louisville roasters in their argument that, as

coffee roasters, they are engaged in a manufacturing business and so are entitled to

exemption from municipal taxation under the Kentucky law. Undoubtedly the seven

or eight processes to which the raw green coffee product is submitted in the average

roasting plant before putting it on the market makes it “a finished article of commerce”
within the meaning of the statute and so it seems to us there can be no question that

the transformation can be properly called manufacturing.—U.
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PREMIUM COFFEE MEN CONVENE

{Continued from page 358)

overhead expenses, and make a drive for new

coffee customers, they can weather the present

situation and after the market prices go down

will still be able to sell fifty or sixty cent coffee

to forty or fifty per cent, of their customers.

By this Mr. Bartlett was understood to mean

that those customers will be willing to pay

fifty or sixty cents for a superior grade of

quality coffee. He explained: “The people

will be educated to high prices, and you will

be able to make more money in the coffee

business than you have ever made in your

life. Now is the time to get out and push and

get your business.”

Mr. Bartlett’s enthusiasm was duplicated by

G. F. Hellick, second vice-president of the as-

sociation, and head of the Geo. F. Hellick Tea

Co., Easton, Pa. He said his faith in the fu-

ture of the coffee business was so strong that

he had just bought a carload of delivery wag-

ons for future requirements.

The Second Day’s Sessions

After roll-call on Wednesday morning, Presi-

dent Smith announced Carl W. Brand, presi-

dent of the National Coffee Roasters Associa-

tion, as the next speaker on the program.

Mr. Brand’s paper was entitled, “Educating

the Consumer,” and naturally had much to do

with coffee and the national advertising cam-

paign. Declaring that coffee is a necessity,

Mr. Brand said its value should be emphasized

now, particularly, because of high prices which

make for a “hay-making” season for substi-

tute manufacturers. He declared that the

substitute fakirs naively acknowledge the

popularity and value of coffee even when try-

ing to undermine it. This is seen in their

slogan: “Here is something just as good as

coffee.”

On the subject of prohibition and coffee Mr.

Brand said that the trade has already seen an

increased demand for coffee. He spoke of the

many different ways in which coffee flavor is

being utilized in the home and public places,

and also bespoke the education of consumers
on the proper methods of making the “great
American drink.” In regard to the price sit-

uation, he said that coffee prices are not rela-

tively high. He was firm in his statement that

coffee roasters were not profiteers and that

there is no hoarding being done by the trade.

The last half of President Brand’s address
was devoted to explaining the salient features

of the national coffee advertising campaign,

closing with these statements:

“You members of the National Retail Tea
and Coffee Merchants Association come in

closer contact with the consumer than many
other distributors. Your relations with the

household coffee buyer are really personal
relations, your men come in personal touch
with the consuming public. You are there-

fore in position to secure benefit from this na-
tional campaign for an increased consumption
of coffee, and I take this opportunity of im-
pressing that fact, and of soliciting from you
that distributor interest upon which the na-
tional advertising campaign for coffee de-

pends.
“In addressing you, therefore, today, I have

a feeling that I can talk to you on a subject

upon which there cannot possibly be a division

of opinion. We have a great many interests

in common, but above them all stands this

mutual interest in making the national adver-
tising campaign for coffee a success, and I feel

assured that your co-operation can be fully

depended on.”

Following Mr. Brand came Sebastiao Sam-

paio, Brazilian consul at St. Louis, who hung a

part of his address on some remarks made the

day before by President Smith about the “con-

fiscation” of 3,000,000 bags of coffee by the

Brazilian government:

“Now I want to ask permission from Mr.
Smith to explain to you about the ‘confisca-

tion’ of coffee. * * * With the war re-
strictions during five years, with no steam-
ships, no coal for railroads, no transportation,
coffee took an artificial decrease, a terrible de-
crease in price. Like your Government did
sometime ago to help your cotton, the Sao
Paulo Government, under the Governor of

the State of Sao Paulo, Altino Arantes, did
not ‘confiscate’ the millions of bags of coffee,

but did “sell” this coffee to save the farmers
from the artificial decreases, that’s all.

“* * * I believe that after the conse-
quences of the last frost in Brazilian coffee
farms, in one year more the situation will be
normal, and with American steamships be-
tween Santos and New York and New Orleans,
you will have coffee at good prices.”

Mr. Sampaio let it be known that he was
not afraid that the high cost of coffee would
drive consumers to using substitutes. He told

his hearers that they should keep their coffee

fresh, and also quoted a part of an article of

his that appeared in the May, 1919, issue of

The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal on how to

make coffee.

The Third Day’s Sessions

G. B. Schorn, of Jamaica, N. Y., was called

upon to explain his method of selling small

articles of merchandise on the installment

plan, and his remarks brought about the

lengthiest discussion of the convention. It
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was gathered from Mr. Schorn’s statements

that the new business not only could be car-

ried on without materially adding to the over-

head but he was able to show a much better

profit at the end of a year. The discussion

was participated in by Messrs. Schorn, Nie-

man, Stewart, Cheetham, Benner, Hellick,

Brower, Castor, President Smith, Lipscomb,

King, Bartlett, Mueller, Kirk and Manning.

After a thorough canvass of the matter the

majority of members seemed to believe the

plan is practical if one deals only in low-

priced articles, such as those selling for less

than $10. Otherwise, it was feared the side-

line, so to speak, would interfere with tea and

coffee sales and the business would take on

the character of a furniture installment house.

Mr. Manning, an exhibitor, but a former tea

and coffee man who worked a similar plan

some years ago, summed up the matter in this

fashion: “Sell your coffees, teas, spices and

your good products, and I don’t think you will

get into as much trouble as you would with

the large pieces, such as chiffoniers, etc.”

Reporting for the Merchandise Committee,

Chairman Schorn said that the collective buy-

ing plan was working out satisfactorily, es-

pecially in the East where last year a num-

ber of members saved noteworthy sums by

using the plan. He recommended a uniform

label on certain items, the label to have an

association design with a blank space in which

to print the name of the individual concern

selling the product. The plan is intended to

cut down the manufacturers’ cost and thereby

the cost to the tea and coffee men. With such

a label the manufacturer would need but one

set of printing plates for the association de-

sign, and could print in the firm’s name as

ordered, which Mr. Schorn believes would

make for reduced expenses.

In the matter of freight rates, Chairman

Schorn recommended two committees, one for

the East and the other for the Western terri-

tory. He also said that the chain store com-

petition, the greatest the wagon men have, is

serious, and that instead of fighting, the

members should adopt the best chain store

methods. Mr. Schorn cited many instances in

which members taking advantage of the col-

lective buying plan had saved considerable

sums of money, and suggested methods where-

by the committee could enlarge its functions

to the benefit of all.

Next followed ^formal reports by the Busi-

ness System, the Grievance, and the Member-
ship committees. For the last-named, Chair-

man Benner said that twenty-nine new mem-
bers had joined during the year, making a

total membership of 126 to date.
*

The Resolutions

Three resolutions were offered and adopted.

The first agreed to lend every practical assist-

ance in furthering the national coffee advertis-

ing campaign, the second strongly condemned
the methods of the “Big Five” meat packers in

marketing grocery products and urged mem-
bers to ask their Congressmen to curb the

menace, the third praised the work of last

year’s officers and directors, particularly re-

tiring president Smith.

Report on Legislation

After the adoption of the resolutions, Harry
W. Meneley, chairman of the legislation com-
mittee and association counsel, reported on
legislative conditions. He touched upon the

biggest cases of the year, pointing out the

chief features for the benefit of the tea and
coffee men.

The business sessions came to an end with

the reading of reports of the next convention

and the nominating committees, with the re-

sults noted in the beginning of this story.

In accepting the election to the presidency,

Mr. Schorn begged for time to lay out a pro-

gram for the next year, promising to make a

statement at the banquet that evening.

SKETCH OF THE NEW PRESIDENT

In these days the president of a progressive

trade association must possess much execu-

tive ability, comprehensive knowledge of trade

factors, untiring enthusiasm for his work, and
unquestionable integrity. All these qualities

are to be found in marked degree in G. B.

Schorn, the newly elected president of the as-

sociation. Mr. Schorn knows the wagon dis-

tributing business thoroughly, as he has dem-
onstrated in developing his own enterprise to

the position of one of the most progressive in

this country.

Born in New York City on September 7,

1879, Mr. Schorn was left fatherless when
seven years of age. His mother, with seven

children and a small retail tobacco store, faced

the situation with a degree of courage and in-

telligence that became a model for the later

business life of G. B. Schorn.

During his early youth, Mr. Schorn helped

around the store, entering the employ of B.

Fischer & Company at sixteen years of age as

a general helper. When 19 years old, he start-

ed his own business of distributing coffee di-
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To Premium Buyers
The present outlook is that January next will find the getting of Premium

Merchandise as big a problem as it is today, so we council you to buy now for

January delivery. No one is making the amount of goods that is asked for, so

the buyer must anticipate his needs or be short of goods. We predict goods will

not be cheaper or more abundant for at least one year.

We can furm’sh you Staple White Crockery, Decorated Dinner Ware, Salads,
Cakes, Souvenir & Calendar Plates, Baby Plates, Rockingham & Yellow, all of

which are good Premium Lines. Order now. The first orders received are
the first shipped.

Ideal Dinner Line

THE D. E. McNICOL POTTERY CO.
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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rect to consumers in New York, grinding and
filling his orders at night in his mother’s store.

With this humble beginning, he built up an un-

usually successful business, later joining with

W. H. Brower in the firm of Schorn & Brower.

This partnership continued for a number of

years, but in 1918 the men separated, Mr.
Schorn opening up offices in Jamaica, N. Y.,

and Mr. Brower starting the Brower Coffee

^Company in Passaic, N. J.

THE CONVENTION EXHIBITS

Lack of space prevents a lengthy description

of the numerous exhibits which were a feature

of the convention. The exhibition room was a

market place for the visiting members, giving

them an opportunity to view and purchase the

newest things on the market and meet the

ONE OF THE MOST STRIKING EXHIBITS
AT THE CONVENTION

representatives of the various supply houses.

Some of the more notable displays are briefly

described in this article.

The Federal Pure Food Company

One of the most attractive exhibits, a view

of which is shown elsewhere in this issue, was
that of The Federal Pure Food Company of

Chicago, in charge of V. A. White and John M.
Kleppinger. The foreground comprised a

tasteful arrangement of the firm’s products

which include cocoanut creme custard, lemon
pie filler, baking powder, a summer drink call-

ed “cent-a-glass,” cocoa, soda, chocolate desert,

cero butter, and Jela Jam. The exhibit was
unique because it was the only one that had a

built-in background, which consisted of an

arch enclosing a tropical scene, the complete

design being the work of L. 0. Griffith, a well-

known Chicago artist. Samples of various

products were given away and the booth was
a center of attraction.

The D. E. McNicol Pottery Co.

The D. E. McNicol Pottery Co., East Liver-

pool, Ohio, was the only domestic manufac-
turer of china ware showing its products.

This company, like other earthenware manu-
facturers, is oversold, but J. C. Deens, who
was in charge of the booth, was there to ac-

cept orders for delivery as early as January,

1920. This firm has a large output, produc-

ing about a million and a quarter of finished

goods per year; another pottery will soon be

added to its equipment. The convention dis-

play included dinnerware, salad and cake dish-

es and baby plates.

National Flake Soap Co.

The National Flake Soap Co., a new comer,

did a thriving business. The exhibit was in

charge of W. T. Holt, president of the com-

pany, and P. A. Brokaw, general manager, and

consisted of a flake soap, called “Sno.” It is

produced by what is claimed to be an entirely

new soap making process which eliminates all

fillers and nonessentials, also all moisture,

producing a pure vegetable oil soap requiring

only about half the quantity of other flake

soaps. The manufacturers further claim that

every ingredient is highly refined and that the

soap cannot injure the most delicate fabric or

impair the color.

The American Pretzel Co.

It is not generally known that pretzels are

sold by coffee distributors, in large volume.

Charles G. Weber, sales manager for the

American Pretzel Co., St. Louis, one of the

convention exhibitors, states that he is now
selling 150,000 packages a month to members
of the National Tea & Coffee Merchants’ As-

sociation and that eighty per cent, of the mem-
bership are using his goods. The company
makes a specialty of packing under private

label.

Modern Food Products Co.

Tempting cakes, just from the oven, were

a feature of the Modern Food Products Co.

exhibit. The cakes were designed to prove

the superiority of the prepared cake flour made
by this St. Louis firm. Judging by the popu-

larity of the cake, the flour is a decided suc-

cess. Samples of lemon pie filler, chocolate pie

filler and cocoanut custard, ready for serving,

also formed a part of the exhibit which was
one of the most popular in the exhibit room.

Arcadia Food Co.

C. G. Hookway, of the Arcadia Food Co.,
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THE time to ascertain what the Importer of Green

Coffee can render in the way of service is before

you buy your supply— finding out afterwards from your

customer may be a costly education. There is but one

B. B. Service—the most complete that is possible to

render. No matter how your coffee is purchased—by
mail, by personal call, or by solicitation of our expert

representatives— you are assured of Cup Quality.

Biedermann Bros.
Importers, Roasters

727 West Randolph Street, at Halsted CHICAGO

A UNIQUE

COCOA PACKAGE
Here is a cocoa package that will find

immediate favcr with the American
housewife. Its ser-

viceability and gener-
al attractiveness as-
sure a ready demand.

OPLER
BROTHERS
COCOA

is put up in glass con -

tainers — preserving
jars and tumblers,
mcdern packages that
will build your cocoa
sales. Superior qual-
ity will bring you re-

peat orders.

PRIVATE LABEL COCOA
in all types of containers. All our cocoa
is packed by modern machinery under
sanitary conditions.

OPLER BROTHERS
Inc.

692 Greenwich St. NEW YORK

\ Premium to Get the Business

Convex

Kettle

Combination

FIVE ARTICLES

IN ONE

Can be arranged

and rearranged so

as to supply the

housewife who
uses your coffee

with at least

Twelve Differ-

ent Necessary
Utensils

Note the exclusive

feature of the

Strainer,

Self-locking Cover

SEND FOR SAMPLE

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
Dept. “A** La Grange, 111.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Tournal
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New York, demonstrated the sales and money-
making value of Arcadia jelly powder, lemon

pie filling and chocolate pie filling. Though
comparatively new to the coffee trade, this

being its first convention, the Arcadia Com-
pany is of long standing and has the facili-

ties for giving coffee distributors the right

kind of service. Mr. Hookway made many
friends at the convention. The products ex-

hibited are sold either under the Arcadia or

private brand.

St. Louis Food Products Co.

A few of the exhibitors served samples of

their products. One of these was the St. Louis

Food Products Co., St. Louis, which puts out

a line of compressed fresh soups, and steam-

ing samples were served to the visiting coffee

men by an attractive young lady. According

to the manufacturers it has already been

demonstrated that these soups can be sold by
the coffee dealer. They show a good profit and
appeal to the housewife because they lighten

the cooking burden. “Liberty” brand in seven

varieties is put up expressly for the coffee

trade.

Claflins Inc.

Claflins, Inc., the well known New York dry
goods house, had an extensive exhibit in charge
of T. H. Hochstrasser. This concern’s large

facilities have only recently been placed at the

disposal of premium buyers in the coffee trade.

Blankets, pillow cases, sheets, towels, bath
mats and table cloths were featured. Items
of this character are growing in popularity as
premiums with coffee and other food products.

ENEMY-HELD EXCHANGE SEATS SOLD
Eight memberships in the New York Coffee

& Sugar Exchange were sold at auction Sep-
tember 29 by the Alien Property Custodian
at New York. Max Mayer paid $7,800 each
for the seats of E. Ludwig Behrens, Paul M.
J. Ehrenbaum and C. C. F. Meyer, and $8,000
for that of F. S. Hassel. Otto T. A. Hassel’s
seat was sold to S. L. Rahaeuser for $8,000,
B. R. Cahn paying the same price for Emil
Sanders’ rights. H. T. Joswich’s seat brought
$7,900 from the New York and Pacific Com-
mercial Co., while Alexander Diebold’s was
auctioned off to John W. Kirkner for $7,850.

W. B. HARRIS BACK IN TRADE

Well Known Merchant Takes Charge of

Roasted Coffee Department for S. A.

Schonbrunn & Co., New York

AFTER an absence of almost three years

from Front street, William B. Harris,

the well known coffee roaster and former U.

S. Government coffee expert, has taken charge

of the roasted coffee department of S. A.

Schonbrunn & Co., New York.

In December, 1916, Mr. Harris sold his in-

terest in the Wim B. Harris Company and

since that time has not been active in the

trade. When the United States entered the

war he was appointed comptroller of the

Government Gas Defense Plant at Long Island

City, N. Y. After the plant was closed Mr.

Harris considered several business opportuni-

ties, finally settling on his new connection. S.

A. Schonbrunn & Company have been making
rapid strides of late and several important ad*

ditions have been made to the firm’s personnel.

The offices and factory have been entirely re-

modeled and now form one of the most at-

tractive and modern units in the New York
trade. The factory is thoroughly equipped

for roasting and handling coffee efficiently.

Mr. Harris’ long experience and wide ac-

quaintanceship in the trade is expected to be

an important factor in the continued growth

cf this business.

COFFEE ROASTERS GO ON STRIKE

Coffee roasters and grinders, as well as

other employees of Arbuckle Bros., Brooklyn,

N. Y., demanded a 16 per cent, increase in

wages and a nine hour day early in October,

and went on strike when their demands were

not met immediately. The employees belong

to a union that is affiliated with the Interna-

tional Longshoremen’s Union, which also

struck for higher wages.

The demands made by the strikers included

an increase from 27 to 33 cents an hour for

coffee roasters, 42^ to 50 cents an hour for

coffee grinders, 50 to 58 cents for sugar cooks,

and 23 to 28 cents for girls operating packag-

ing machines.

PUREST AND BEST BAKING POWDERS
Cream of Tartar and Pure Phosphate

Buyers Private Brands at Attractive Prices
Also High Grade Cocoas under Private Brands

MANHATTAN BAKING POWDER CO., 264 Spring St., New York
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We Pack Under Private Label for the Largest Mail Order Houses and Coffee

and Tea Stores in the United States

Used in Every Household--A Ready Seller

Positive Repeater and Big Money-Maker

AMERICAN PRETZEL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS CINCINNATI

CHARLES G. WEBER, Sales Manager

The Premium De Luxe
Hundreds of the livest Coffee Roasters and

Wholesale Grocers have

REVOLUTIONIZED THEIR SALES
by using Saxon Chinaware—“the premium
with no back-fire.” We have new and up-to-date
plans consistent with all rulings and statutes.

We can help you—will you
let us ?

rite Today.

THE
SAXON CHINA CO.

SEBRING, OHIO

“SNO”
The Perfect Flake Soap

“SNO” is the wonder of the world

—

an entirely new formula and process
—harmless to clothes as pure water
and requires half the quantity.
Write for information and sample.

National Flake Soap Co.
ST. LOUIS

PURE FRUIT
flavored

JELLY POWDER
3 packages in one carton

LEMON PIE FILLING
IN 16 oz. CANS

Your Brand or Ours

ARCADIA FOOD CO.
174 Hudson Street

New York City

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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MARKETS OF THE WORLD
Latest News Letters from Staff and
Special Correspondents in Foreign
and Domestic Trade Centers

TEA AND COFFEE MARKETS

A Digest of News About Conditions in New
York, Chicago, New Orleans, London

and Other World Centers

TTERE follows a digest of the most import-
ant trade news in the world’s leading

tea and coffee markets as gathered by our own
correspondents:

New York’s Brazil coffee market was dull
during September and the early part of Octo-
ber, cost and freight and spot prices showing
slight declines. Many roasters also reported a
poor demand in all parts of the country.
Whether prices will continue downward, or
will rise again, is a moot question in the trade.
Impressive arguments for both sides can be
had from generally dependable merchants.
Mild coffees also showed a general weakness,
price changes keeping pace with Brazils.

The tea market was very active during the
period, and prices advanced generally on an
average of two cents. This activity is expect-
ed to continue for some time. Europe and
Asia are in the market for good tea.

Chicago’s tea market was comparatively
quiet; imports have been coming in but there
have been no large spot transactions. Sellers
were asking higher prices than in August and
early September.

The coffee market showed considerable price
declines, owing to federal and local investiga-
tions and propaganda. Rios were selling on
Oct. 1 at nine cents below the August high
level, and Santos were down 3V2 to four cents.
New Orleans’ coffee market kept pace with

New York declines. Stocks on October 1 were
about 252,000 bags, showing a decrease of 100,-
000 bags in ten days. Importers claim that
some 200,000,000 pounds of coffee were divert-

ed to New York during the war because of

warehouse and wharf congestion. The roasted

coffee business during the period was active

with slight declines in prices to retailers.

London reported tea prices as hardening

during September and early October, with in-

quiry chiefly for pungent types. As a rule

lots at auction commanded prices a little

higher than buyers’ expectations. Domestic

consumption is increasing, but deliveries are

in arrears owing to warehouse and shipping

congestion, as well as industrial unrest. The

decline in sterling exchange in foreign coun-

tries has adversely affected tea conditions.

Java reports that while the tea traders have

many difficulties to contend with, they face the

future with much hope. One of the principal

troubles is lack of shipping space to Europe.

Exporters say that the quality of most grades

shows a decided improvement. A fair demand
from American interests is reported.

COFFEE ROASTER TRIPLES CAPITAL
The Widlar Company, Cleveland, already

one of the largest wholesale coffee roasting

and tea packing firms in the country, is plan-

ning further big expansions. Carl W. Brand,

head of the company, and also president of the

National Coffee Roasters Association, recently

announced an increase of capital from $700,-

000 to $2,250,000. A large part of the in-

crease will, it is understood, be spent in fac-

tory additions and new equipment.

STORE EQUIPMENT CO. EXPANDS
The Empire Hardware Company has moved

into new and larger quarters at 272 W. Broad-

way, New York, where it occupies an entire

building consisting of three floors and base-

ment. The plant is equipped with electric

elevator, has separate receiving and delivery

entrances and a large room on the street floor

for the display of the complete line of store-

furnishings manufactured by this growing
concern.

M. Levy’s Sons, coffee importers, have es-

tablished a branch in San Francisco. This

firm now maintains offices at all the coffee

ports of the United States.

NEW YORK BAKING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Corn Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels
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COFFEE

Where the “City Fellow” Gets the Jump

Why is it that the small Wholesalers in large cities and

large Wholesalers in small cities generally feel at

a disadvantage in competition with the Big Houses—particu-

larly with packaged lines?

i

_

They do, and they show it frequently by quoting lower prices

on exactly the same grades of goods.

Why is this?

For one thing, the large city Wholesaler pays more attention

to the style and “dress” of his containers ,
on the average,

than either his small rivals in town or his large ones outside of

town.

He knows, by experience, that the attractive, natty package

will give him a quicker turn-over and that the Consumer is

willing to pay a little more for an article got up in that way.

As manufacturers of ^he UNION DUPLEX BAG and
he UNION DUPLEX SACK, we are specialists in fancy

packages. Let us show you gratuitously, by a color-sketch,

how very attractive your Brands will look in these “economy”
containers.

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request)
PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES

R. G. Gallmeyer has left the Antoine Chiris

Company and is now connected with the Delphi

Products, Inc., New York, as salesmanager.

The George Rasmussen Company, Chicago,

will soon occupy a new building at 1000-1016

l^orth Crosby street, and will make additions

to its coffee-roasting equipment, which will in-

clude two four-bag Jubilee roasters, cooler and
stoner, a green coffee milling machine and
twenty-bag mixer, and grinding mills.

Bernard H. Smith, well known among flavor-

ing extract makers as a chemist and superin-

tendent of the Baker Extract Company,
Springfield, Mass., has resigned to accept a
similar position with Garrett & Co., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

The Olds Products Company, Chicago, has
purchased a large new building in which to

conduct its food manufacturing operations.

Extensive equipment for the manufacture of

liquid mustard was furnished and installed by
Paul Oehmig & Co. The manufacture of pea-

nut butter will be added shortly, and the Oeh-
mig mill will be used for the grinding opera-

tion.

B. Fischer & Co., New York, are planning

T IBERTY (compressed) Fresh
Soup is winning instant suc-

cess with the retail tea and coffee

merchants. Among the purchas-
ers at the St. Louis Convention
were

:

G. B.Schorn, President,Jamaica, N.Y.;
W. M. Bartlett, Jr., V. P., Bartlett T.
& C. Co., Indianapolis; W. H. Brower,
V. P., Brower Coffee Co., Passaic, N J.;
A. J. Benner, director, Benner Tea Co.,
Burlington, la. ;P.C. Monday, director,
P. C. Monday Tea Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; Geo. F. Hellick, director, Geo. F.
Hellick Tea Co., Easton, Pa.; C. A.
Smith, former president, Great East-
ern Tea Co., St. Louis.

You can safely follow their lead

St. Louis Food Products Co., St. Louis, Mo.

to add two more No. 5 Burns coffee granu-

lators with special elevators and cars.

Charles Gulden, Inc., New York; recently

installed two more Oehmig mustard grinding

mills. This makes a total of sixteen which

this firm operates, and gives a capacity larger

perhaps than that of any other mustard manu-
facturer in the world. The arrangement of

the entire plant was engineered by Paul Oeh-

mig & Co., Chicago.

Henry Horner & Co., wholesale grocers, of

Chicago, will soon add to their coffee-roasting

equipment by installing two of the largest size

Jubilee roasters, which treat 500 pounds of

coffee at a time, cooler boxes, complete stoner,

bucket elevators and additional grinding ma-
chinery.

The Van Camp Packing Company, Indian-

apolis, is now making liquid mustard, and re-

cently installed a battery of three Oehmig
mustard mills.

Joannes Bros. Company, Los Angeles, have
installed a complete plant for the manufacture
of liquid mustard. Paul Oehmig & Co., Chi-

cago, furnished the entire outfit.

Sehon, Stevenson & Co., wholesale grocers

and coffee roasters at Huntington, W. Va., are

Federal Products
Produce Profitable Dollars

Federal Pure Food Co., Chicago

Originators of Cero Butter, Cocoanut Creme
Custard, Cent a Glass, JEL’A’JAM.

Makers and Packers of Baking Powder, Soda,
Cocoa, Lemon Pie Filler, Chocolate Dessert.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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NATIONAL COFFEE ROASTERS ASSOCIATION
NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J., November 12-14, 1919

JOIN US

AT

Atlantic City

FOR

Pleasure and Profit

National Coffee Roasters Association

MOTi

the great sweet mother, mother and lover of

•men, tne Selt; -1
-

I will go cloven to her, I and none other, close with her, kiss

her and mix her with me;

I

dling to I^r. strive with her, hold her fast: 0 fair white

mother, in days Igng j>ast, __

Born without sister, bor|i..vyithout brother, set free my*s<ftl!

as thy sou! is free! A. C. SWINBURNE.
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again increasing their grinding capacity for

the production of “steel-cut” coffee. A fourth

Burns granulator is being added to the plant.

The Standard Trading Company, of Minne-
apolis, has installed the latest model, direct

motor drive, Oehmig buhr stone peanut grind-

ing mill.

The Beech-Nut Packing Company, Cana-
joharie, N. Y., has increased its capitalization

from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000.

The cocoa-roasting equipment which will

soon be installed by the Reed Chocolate Com-
pany, of Buffalo, N. Y., includes a No. 5 Burns
roaster, tiptop cooler box with flexible arm.

The Beacon Chocolate Company, Boston, is

adding another No. 5 Burns roaster and will

soon install four more of these machines, which
roast 400 pounds of cocoa beans at each op-

eration. The new installation will include also

a Burns cleaner for the raw cocoa, various
cooler boxes, etc.

The Stone-Ordean-Wells Company, whole-
sale grocer at Duluth, Minn., is an extensive
manufacturer of peanut butter. The com-
pany’s grinding capacity will soon be increas-

ed by the installation of another Burns mill.

The Oswego Candy Company, Oswego, N.

Y., has installed another Oehmig patented

buhr stone peanut grinding mill. This is the

second grinding unit which has been installed

in a year’s time, and is designed to increase

the capacity from 7,000 to 14,000 pounds of

peanut butter per day.

The Sterling Chocolate Company, 1013

Grand street, Brooklyn, N. Y., is operating the

equipment formerly used at this address by the

Elbee Chocolate Company. The plant is be-

ing improved by the installation of Burns ap-

paratuSv for cooling roasted cocoa beans.

The McNeil & Higgins Company, wholesale

grocer, Chicago, will soon install a plant for

the manufacture of peanut butter at Carpen-

tersville, 111. Complete apparatus for roasting

and cooling the shelled nuts, for blanching, and
for cleaning by air suction and hand-picking,

will be installed by Jabez Burns &i Sons.

Coffee-roasting machinery will soon be in-

stalled by the Gibson Commercial Company,
Salt Lake City. The equipment will consist

of a Karoma roasting outfit, arranged for gas-

fuel and a No. 1 granulating mill with bucket
elevator, etc., all from the shops of Jabez
Burns & Sons.

COFFEE—Roasted and Green
To Wholesale Dealers Only

W. LEE SIMMONDS & CO.
88 FRONT STREET Coffee Brokers new YORK

A thoroughly equipped office and efficient staff, together with thirty-one years’ experience
in all branches of the business, are at your servipe. Correspondence solicited.

PICKLING Quality that you are sure of

w—» w » w-j-i We guarantee our price against decline on orders placed for delivery up
^—' *—

j

to August 30th.

Send your order now. In bulk or in attractive packages.

ARCHIBALD & LEWIS COMPANY, Importers and Grinders
18 DESBROSSES STREET Established 1890 NEW YORK
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supremely
efficient”

wrote a customer about our

NEW FOIL LINED
fbod Product Containers

/"hey are triplicate square

bags, beautifully printed,

lined with parchment and tin

foil cemented together with

a film of best parafine.

Thomas M Royal aCo
BRYN MAWR
PENNSYLVANIA

*'•
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TELEPHONE—JOHN 4912-3-4.
CABLE ADDRESS—MACILLET.
CODES—BENTLEY’S, LIEBERS, ABC-5TH. EDIT.

CAPITAL—$100,000.

MACY BROS. & GILLET, INC.

OLIVER CARTER MACY
President

T. RIDGWAY MACY
Vice-President

TEA BROKERS
98 WALL STREET

NEW YORK
BOSTON OFFICE: 155 MILK STREET

LOUIS ALLSTON GILLET
Treasurer

HARRY E. HAYES
Secretary

WE HAVE THE BEST OFFERINGS ON THE MARKET FROM DAY TO DAY.

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE ONE OF OUR OFFICES WHEN YOU ARE IN
THE MARKET. IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING AND SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE AIM TO GIVE BOTH BUYERS AND SELLERS A SERVICE NOT YET ATTAINED
IN THIS COUNTRY AND BELIEVE WE HAVE THE FACILITIES FOR DOING IT.

Over 2,000,000 Families
depend upon the Jewel Tea Company, Inc., for their supplies of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Cocoa and

other food products.
For their higher priced Teas, Coffees, Spices, etc., as illustrated above, they use exclusively

and have contracted with us for their requirements for a period of years.
What better indorsement could we have than the continued re-orders from so large and so

reputable a concern?
Write us for samples of Paraffined or Parchment-lined Containers to meet YOUR requirements.

THE //*& FIBRE CONTAINER CORPORATION
160 WEST FRONT ST., MONROE, MICH.
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COFFEES

of cup quality are offered to the wholesale trade

in jobbing lots either green or roasted.

Inquiries from large dealers especially solicit-

ed where guaranteed quality isfirst consideration.

OLD DUTCH MILLS
INCORPORATED

Importers and Jobbers of Coffees

65 Front Street New York

The Standard ol

Purity and Quality

—IF—
MOCHA

L B Longberry Harrar

LIVIERATO-KIDDE CO.
Largest Importers of IVloctia

106 WALL STREET NEW YORK
Cable Address. “ MOCHA "
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CARL W. BRAND
fPresident
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HARD & RAND
Importers and Jobbers of Coffee

Head Office : Branch City Sales Office

:

107 Wall St., New York City 202 Franklin St., New York City

FOREIGN BRANCHES:

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Batavia, Java

Santos, Brazil Cordoba, Mexico

Sao Paulo, Brazil Guatemala City, Guatemala

Victoria, Brazil London, England

Venezuela

DOMESTIC BRANCHES:

Chicago, Illinois New Orleans, Louisiana

St. Louis, Missouri San Francisco, Cal.

Correspondents in all other principal markets
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Program
NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE

NATIONAL COFFEE ROASTERS ASSOCIATION
Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.

NOVEMBER 11-14, 1919

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1919

Evening Session—8:30 P. M.

Meeting Executive Committee.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER, 12, 1919

Morning Session—10 A. M.

Convention called to order by President
C. W. Brand.

Invocation, the Rev. Thomas J. Cross.

Address of Welcome^. Hon. Harry Bach-
rach, Mayor of Atlantic City.

President’s Report, C. W. Brand.

Appointment of Committees: Credentials,
Press, Resolutions, Nominating, and Next
Convention.

Afternoon Session—2 P. M.

Report of the Joint Coffee Trade Public-
ity Committee by Ross W. Weir, Chairman.

A Message from Brazil, by Th. Lang-
gaard de Menezes of the Sociedade Pro-
motora da Defesa de Cafe.

Merchandising the Campaign, by Felix
Coste, secretary-manager Joint Coffee
Trade Publicity Committee.

The Truth in Advertising, by R. H. Lee,
special counsel, Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World.

Evening Session—8 P. M.

The Coffee Film, by Harry Levey, man-
ager Industrial Department, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1919

Morning Session—10 A. M.

Business Research, by R. B. Kester,
School of Business, Columbia University.

Discussion, led by T. E. Jamis.on, chair-
man, Committee on Business Research, N.
C. R. A.

Executive Session

Afternoon Session—2 P. M.

, Shorter Terms and Uniform Discounts,
by F. C. Letts, president, Western Grocer
Company.

Discussion.

Cost and Freight Contracts, (“Descrip-
tion given in good faith, but not guaran-
teed”), by T. C. Budenbach, B. Fischer &
Company.

Discussion.

Trade Evils, (Guaranteeing prices
against decline, combination sales, advance
notice of changing prices), by A. J. Dan-
nemiller, Dannemiller Coffee Company.

Discussion.

Banquet

Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel, Thursday,
November 13, 1919, 7:30 P. M.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1919

Morning Session—10 A. M.

Packer Competition, by F. J. Ach, chair-
man, Committee in Charge.

The Packers and the Federal Trade Com-
mission, by William B. Colver, member,
Federal Trade Commission.

Discussion.

Legislation.

Reports of Association Counsel.

Food Measures, bv Dr. C. L. Alsberg,
chief, Bureau of Chemistry.

Discussion.

Port Conditions

—

“New York,” by W. H. Aborn.
“New Orleans,” bv S. Jackson.
“San Francisco,” bv J. A. Folger.

Discussion.

Afternoon Session—2 P. M.

Business Session

—

Roll Call
Reading of Minutes
Reports of Officers
Unfinished Business
New Business
Report of Nominating Committee
Report of Resolutions Committee
Election of Officers and Directors
Report of Committee on Next Conven-

tion.
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HEWLETT & LEE
IMPORTERS OF

Teas, Coffees,

Spices and Raw Sugar

79 WALL STREET NEW YORK

E. M. OSBORN COMPANY
Every Kind and Grade of

TEA
But Tea Exclusively

93 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

BENJ. LAHY EDWIN GROVES JOHN L. SIPP

James W. Phyfe & Co.
Brokers---Coffee, Spices, Tapioca, Cocoa

124 Front Street, New York

Edw. Boustead & Co., London
Boustead & Co., Singapore
Boustead & Co., Penang
Valente Peixoto & Co., Bahia
Heybroek & Co., Amsterdam
Veth Bros., Amsterdam
Veth Bros., Padang

AGENTS FOR
Veth Bros., Macassar
Boasson & Van Overzee, Batavia
Boasson & Van Overzee, Amsterdam

AmsterdamAmsterdam BataVia
Handelsvereeniging

Batavia
Soerabaia
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Grading Coffee at Santos

Proper grading is an essential in the marketing of green coffee. It

requires a keen and practiced eye, and correct lighting facilities.

In our grading room at Santos, a view of which is shown above, con-

ditions are ideal for efficient grading. This careful attention to the grading

of our coffee shipments, by men of our own staff, is just another feature of

Aron super service.

J. Aron & Company, Inc.

Importers COFFEE Exporters

New York New Orleans Chicago Santos, Brazil London
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Lambert Peanut Butter Equipment

Lambert Peanut Butter Machinery excels

because it is scientifically, yet simply con-
structed. Because it is complete in every
detail. Because it is substantial. The
Lambert Machine Company is the only
concern that manufactures complete peanut
butter plants.

Plans designed accord-
ing to requirements.
Specifications and esti-
tnafpc i ii-mi eVio/d

m. » a w;

J ATTM-S-:- :^AiX- «.
*

Lambert peanut equipment consists

of suitable peanut roasting 'apparatus,

peanut blancher, picking
and stoning machinery,
one or more peanut but-
ter mills, complete with
automatic salter, auxil-

iary machinery (elevators,

conveyors, storage bins,

feed hoppers) and ap-

proved power transmis-
sion, such as will render
the plant as nearly auto-
matic as possible. j| ,
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Lambert Electric Coffee

Roaster
mnn&z

Class A—Electric Coffee Roasting Outfit

m
. v.?.v.n

The Lambert
coffee roaster

excels because it

is the pioneer

indirect flame

(underneath)
gas roaster. Be-

cause it is the

most compact,

self - contained,

two bag roaster

on the market.

Because it re-

quires the mini-

mum of power
for operation.

Because it *1 is

easily installed.

Because it is

substantially
constructed.

A complete outfit designed for coffee,

peanuts, cocoa beans, cereals, etc., compris-
ing roaster, cooling apparatus, elevator, feed

hopper, electric motor, with geared connec-

tions and gas attachments; also stoning and
chaffing attachments for coffee. Built in

two standard sizes—three hundred pounds
and two hundred pounds capacity.

Plans for larger plants prepared on applica-

tion. Ask for catalog of complete line.

LFPTK

Machine(s

Marshall
Michigan-

;!

!
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Selling Tea is a Good Business

if you build up trade with people who know quality.

To hold this discriminating trade you must furnish goods which will

give unvarying satisfaction, which means that you must select suitable

teas from the market’s offerings and blend them into your cup-tested

product.

American firms who are doing this successfully have factories equip-

ped with the Burns Tea Mixer, the machine which really mixes, with-

out breaking the leaf, and which has an air-suction cleaning attachment

which improves the goods wonderfully as regards clear infusion.

The Burns Tea Mixer, with Suction Gate and Lever of Cleaner Attachment

Among the tea dealers in New York who use our

largest machine, mixing 1000 pounds of tea at each op-

eration, are B. FISCHER & CO., PEEK BROS. &
WINCH, JOSEPH TETLEY & CO., CARTER MACY
& CO., and THOMAS J. LIPTON, INC.

Another machine will soon be set up by the Lipton

company (making 3 machines in all) and they recently

installed one at San Francisco.

JABEZ BURNS & SONS IPAve. &43p
St.NEWYORK
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Jubilee Roaster
(Gas-Saving)

A Really Remarkable

Coffee Roasting Machine

When Once Adopted

Users Will Have No Other

Wherever conditions warrant the

installation of a coffee roaster for

the use of gas fuel only, we

recommend unreservedly the pur-

chase of our Jubilee.

Various “gas roasters” have been offered with sensational claims but with-

out gas-consumption statements. Emphasis has been put on merely using

gas. For our Jubilee we emphasize saving gas. It uses only the quantity

needed for the actual roasting work; and this, for average city gas, is less than

90 cubic feet per bag of green coffee.

Our Jubilee provides every feature that can be claimed for any strictly

gas-fuel roaster, and has many exclusive advantages besides this important

matter of fuel economy.

It is simply impossible to buy a coffee roaster wisely today without full

investigation of the Jubilee. Ask the man who runs one!

Many factors affect roaster selection, and we are sure to keep on selling our other

models also. They roast coffee to perfection with heat applied under the cylinder, arranged

either for coal only or for coal and gas interchangeably. Local gas-supply conditions, as

regards reliability, quality and price, must be considered; as well as the value placed on the

water-cooling treatment of roasted batches for which the inner-heated cylinder of the Jubilee

provides every facility.

JABEZ BURNS & SONS irAvE.&43
D
ST.NEWYORK
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Gas Coffee Roasters

More efficient

Occupies less space

No dust or dirt

Insurance rates unchanged

Thoroughly constructed

Operation inexpensive

Reliable at all times

Let us install a “Monitor’' Roasting Plant

and eliminate your coffee troubles.

Huntley Mfg* Co* Huntley Mfg. Co** Ltd*

Silver Creek, N. Y. Tillsonburg, Ont., Canada
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no hands touch
Domino

ff'rom
Boston Globe
April 4 1919

K. *

It flows into the machine loose— it comes

out packaged ! Every package is tight, dust-

proof and full Weight,

To be sure that yours are the first hands to

touch your sugar, order Domino—whether it’s

Granulated. Tablet, Powdered, Confectioners

or Old-Fashioned Brown— it is of the highest

quality, absolutely pure and clean.

American SugarRefining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino”

Granulated. Tablet. Powdered. Confectioners. Brown

g/i !»!&
—

.

T

^ Cane Sugar

p0w
Cane Sugar

’

^Granulated
Granulated ,

_
i

kS9 a^*saggir

^00°

Cane Sugars r

DustProofandFullWeight
Cant we help you package
Your Goods the same way P

PNEUMATIC SCALE CORPORATION,US
NORFOLK DOWNS , MASS.
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W.R.CRACE fCO.
NEW YORK-NEWORLEANS-SAN FRANCISCOCOP P EE
BUYING OFFICES IN ALL PRODUCING COUNTRIES
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Brazil is doing
its part in the

COFFEE
Campaign

The coffee interests of Brazil have proven most liberal

and progressive in the support rendered to the Coffee

Campaign. They have come forward in right royal

fashion. Shall it be said that we of this country are less

appreciative of enterprise,—less responsive to oppor-

tunity ? Are we going to permit our Brazilian friends

to blaze the path all the way ?

This coffee movement is not any little thing. It is

not conducted in the interest of any faction. It is a big

concerted effort to boost the coffee idea—to eliminate

some age-old bugaboos.

$25,000 a month is spent in big strong striking

publicity—in telling the truth about coffee—in putting

coffee right before the public.

This is bound to benefit every wholesaler and every

roaster of coffee in America. It will help you to sell

your brand,—to push your business. Because it deals

with coffee generally.

Are you holding up your end ? There are many ways
you can help,—by instructing your salesmen, by inter-

esting your retailers,—by getting behind the movement.

You will get a lot of good information
if you write this paper for further facts.

Copyright 1919 by the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee of the United States.
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PRODUCE & WARRANT COMPANY.-
(New York Agency)

78-80 Wall Street 433 Gravler Street
New York New Orleans

Export and Import Commission Merchants

COFFEES
ALL VARIETIES

Agents for several prominent and reliable shippers in Brazil.

COCOA, NUTS, BEANS, ROOTS
and SEEDS and other North,

Central and South American
Products

Head Office: Antwerp, Belgium

BRANCHES:
Amsterdam, Holland. London, England

Genoa, Turin, Milano and Trieste, Italy.

Rio deJJaneiro, Santos, Sao Paulo and Bahia, Brazil.

Buenos Aires, Argentine. Havana, Cuba.

San Salvador, Central America.

And represented in all the principal markets of the world .
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U/e nous mairil-aiM^&FF/c&s-m
NEW YORK-NEW ORLEANS - SAN FRANCISCO

IMPORTERS ANDJOBBERS OFGREEN COFFEE
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Member of the Coffee and Sugar Cable Address “Ruffwood” Members New Orleans
Exchange of New York Board of Trade, Limited

RUFFNER, McDOWELL & BURCH

COFFEE
IMPORTING AGENTS AND BROKERS

CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO
326 W. Madison St. 332 Magazine St. 153 California St.

Hi Wj V?V ) f

OLD WAY OF SERVING

tea brewed in this way is

insanitary and is not al-

ways of the same strength

,

also requires straining.

HOW TO SELL

MORE TEA
At Bigger Profits

Use our Sanitary Individual

Cotton Tea Bags

They get and hold Hotel
and Restaurant trade

NEW WAY OF SERVING

The use of our tea bag
eliminates the use of
strainer and produces a
brew that is sanitary, health-

ful and economical.

WE MAKE AND PACK THEM FOR THE TEA MERCHANT
WRITE US ABOU1 IT

We are the Oldest and Largest Firm manufacturing Urn Bags or
(Leacher Bags), Mailing Bags, Packing, Sanitary Individual Service
Tea Bags, etc., etc. Cotton Bags of every Description.

The name NATIONAL URN BAG CO. is a guaran-

tee for Service+quality+workmanship+ uniformity of
material = 100% for your $.

NATIONAL URN BAG COMPANY
Samples mailed Cotton Bags of Every Description

on request

URN BAG OR
LEACHER BAG

174-176 East 104th Street, New York City
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Carter, Macy&Company, Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1850

A WORLD-WIDE ORGANIZATION

SERVICE WITH SALES”
BRANCH OFFICES

ALBANY
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
HARTFORD
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MILWAUKEE
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
ST. PAUL
TOLEDO

FOREIGN BRANCHES
SHIDZUOKA, JAPAN
YOKKAICHI, JAPAN
SHANGHAI, CHINA
HANKOW, CHINA
TAIPEH, FORMOSA
COLOMBO, CEYLON
CALCUTTA, INDIA
BATAVIA, JAVA
LONDON, ENGLAND

Carter, Macy & Company
OF CANADA, Limited

Montreal
St. John, N. B.

Toronto
Winnipeg
Vancouver

OUR AIMS
IN GENERAL. To increase the consumption

of good Teas. Teas “bought
for price” will never en-
courage tea drinking.

IN PARTICULAR. To serve our customers so
that THEIR sales will in-
crease.

A well assorted stock of se-
lected SPOT teas in all

grades, available for prompt
shipment from principal
points or by DIRECT IM-
PORT is at YOUR service.

TO RENDER PRACTICAL AID in solving distribu-
tors’ problems.

The UNIFORMITY of our
grades and selections for CUP
QUALITY should prove help-
ful. Both are at your SER-
VICE WITH SALES.

MAIN OFFICES i42 pearl st. NEW YORK
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Quality Teas
a Specialty

We import and sell teas of all kinds and grades. Our special-

ty is teas of the highest quality.

The use of the best teas will increase the consumption of tea

in America.

Our foreign branch is always in touch with local and seasonal

conditions—we are in a position to import any kind or grade

of tea your trade wants.

THE A. COLBURN COMPANY
2228-42 NORTH TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA

WRITE FOR
SAMPLES

Established 1857

Colburn s Teas
Shippers of

CHARIOT
BRAND

HARP BRAND
Formosa Teas

Woods Ehrhard&Co.

GREEN
COFFEE
EVERY
WAY

New York
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FRESH OFFERINGS

High Grown, Flavory and

Rich Liquoring

JAVA TEAS
Are now available out of our re-

cently arrived shipments—includ-

ing some parcels of very tippy

handsome Orange Pekoes. All at

relatively reasonable prices; much

lower than other growths of

fermented tea of equal cup quality.

May we submit samples?

HANDELMAATSCHAPPY “TRANSMARINA,” INC.

( Trading Co. ** Transmarina ”)

62 William Street, New York City, N. Y.

Telephone 5727 John
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homas A\ Royal &_ Co
BRYN MAWR. PA

J. E. CARRET & COMPANY
Successors To

JOHN O’DONOHUE’S SONS

IMPORTERS—JOBBERS
I COFFEE

100 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

Jardine, Matheson & Co.,
LIMITED

Importers of all classes of tea, including

CEYLONSJNDIAS
and JAVAS

63 Wall Street, New York

HUNT & CO.
The Oldest Japan Tea Exporting House

in the Orient

JAPAN TEA :: CHINA TEA

90-96 Wall St., New York

CHICAGO MONTREAL
222 N. Wabash Ave. 3 St. Nicholas St.

Agencies in Important Cities

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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LET’S GO!
BUSINESS VICTORIES

LIKE
MILITARY VICTORIES

ARE AIDED BY THE USE
OF EFFICIENT AMMUNITION

WE RECOMMENj

A CRACK A JACK

SALAD DRESSING
UNDER YOUR OWN BRAND

AS EFFECTIVE AMMUNITION TO
START AN ORDER

OUR LABORATORY HAS DEVEL-
OPED ONE WHICH HAS ADDED
PRESTIGE TO OUR LINE BY CON-
SUMER APPROVAL.

WRITE TO

THE WIDLAR COMPANY
MANUFACTURING DEPT. CLEVELAND, OHIO

PRIVATE BRAND—EXTRACTS—SPICES
SALAD DRESSING OUR SPECIALTY
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SERVANT PROBLEM SOLVED
Your Own Brand with Pronounced Coffee Flavor

Reduced to Soluble Form—Is the Answer

“IT IS GROUND-LESS”

Soluble Coffee Company of America
97-99 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

COGOLLO
The mark of one of the highest Grade
Coffees Grown in Colombia, S. A.

A coffee noted for its mild and delicious flavor and unsurpassed
fragrancy. Carefully picked, hulled, selected and stored under sani-

tary conditions.
Whether you buy “Cogollo Lavado,” “Cogollo Selecto” or “Cogollo
Especial” you are certain of getting a coffee of uniform quality.

For particulars apply to M. Duran, 198 Broadway, New. York.

ORDER BY THE NAME “COGOLLO”

COGOLLO & CO.
Cucuta Coffee Planters

Rep. of
Colombia,

S. A.

“Arksafe’ElasticPaper Linings
FOR BAGS AND BARRELS

Absolute protection to Coffee, Rice, Sugar
and Spices.

Samples Upon Request

Arkell Safety Bag Co.,
CHICAGO NEW YORK

14 East Jackson Boulevard 120 Broadway

A. C. RICKS
COFFEE BROKER

Strict Attention paid to Cup Quality.

Samples sent on request.

Correspondence Solicited.

315 Board of Trade Bldg., New Orleans

Chas. Dittmann F. V. Attain Chat. S. Dittmann, Jr*
Member N. Y. Coffee Exchange

CHARLES DITTMANN CO.
Coffee Commission

New Orleans—223 Magazine St., P. O. Box 747
Chicago, 326 River St., Rooms, 215-216

AGENTS FOR:
Messrs. E. Johnston & Co., Ltd., London
Messrs. E. Johnston & Co., Ltd., Santos
Messrs. E. Johnston & Co., Ltd., Rio-de-Janeiro
Messrs. Norton Megaw & Co., Ltd., London
Messrs. Norton Megaw & Co., Ltd., Rio-de-Janeiro
Messrs. Carlo Pareto & Co., Rio-ae-Janeiro
Messrs. Arbuthnot, Latham & Co., Bankers, London
Messrs. Fred’k Huth & Co., Bankers, London
U. S. Branch of Thames & Mersey Marine Insurance

Co., Ltd., of London and Manchester
London Assurance Corporation (Fire Insurance)
Commercial Letters of Credit Issued
Our spot department makes a specialty of seleccing
and^ur^hasin^^offee^o^^h^jnterioi^radg^^^^^
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Geo. H. M^Fadden & Bro
25 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK

COFFEE MERCHANTS

MAC
Trade Mark— U. S. Regs. Applied For MAC

North American Agents For

COMPANHIA PRADO CHAVES
Santos & Sao Paulo, Brazil

We Prepare Our Own Coffees In

COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA and HAITI
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The THOMAS J. WEBB—Coffee Flavor
A—Packaged far more efficiently than any other brand of coffee flavor sold in the

City of Chicago.

B—Advertised more widely and persistently than any other brand of coffee flavor sold
in the City of Chicago.

C—The very best brand of coffee flavor sold in the great City of Chicago is Thomas
J. Webb.

Q. E. D.

Should some one ask the best brand of coffee flavor sold in the great City of Chi-
cago, a simple statement of the facts arranged in their proper order makes the answer
as simple as A, B, C, and as susceptible of proof as a problem in mathematics.

The Puhl-Webb Company have been manufacturing food products in Chicago for
the pqst 36 years. The pet of the house, however, is “Thomas J. Webb Coffee. ” On
every can over Mr. Webb’s signature appears the following, “A superior Blend so good
that I take pride in giving it my own name and personal endorsement.”

Thousands of dollars are expended each month in advertising. This makes cer-
tain that only the highest grade berries money can buy go into Thomas J. Webb coffee
and that the blend as it comes from the roaster is the best 36 years of coffee experience
can construct.

Now comes a vital point, the essential feature in packing and marketing a trade
marked coffee flavor—the package—as it is the package that controls the percentage
of original flavor and governs the amount of original oven freshness of flavor that is

to be delivered to the consumer. It is “flavor” and flavor only that the consumer
wants and trys to buy. In the honey comb of oil cells in the green berry nature effec-

tually seals in the embryo flavor, the hot roast quickens and brings to life all this

flavor, but how much of it there may be delivered to consumers depends upon the ef-

ficiency of the package confining it.

The Puhl-Webb Co. take pride in their Thos. J. Webb brand; we are likewise
proud of the fact that it is the Napacan Hermetic Seal Process of packing that enables
them to deliver to consumers, say 99 per cent, of the original fresh from the roaster
Thos. J. Webb coffee flavor. It is the Napacan that makes the advertising worth par

—

insuring permanent sales on the minds and palates of Chicago’s millions of lovers of

fresh, live, coffee flavor.

Protected by eight walls of paraffin no moisture can get through the Napacan to

affect the coffee, while the Hermetic Seal Closure (done mechanically and always ef-

ficient) makes the can absolutely air tight— original flavor can’t get out.

Until the event of the Napacan the best coffee package was a tin can and that is

the way T. J. Webb coffee was formerly packed. After an investigatioin extending
over several months the Puhl-Webb Co. became thoroughly convinced the Napacan
Hermetic Seal Process was superior to tin. This was some twenty months ago. They
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installed one of our sealing machines at that time and have used Napacans continu-
ously since. Recently a large coffee roaster in another city wrote them asking their
opinion of the Napacan. The worst they could think of to say about us was as fol-

lows:

Mr Chicago, Aug. 5, 1919.

care

St. Paul, Minn.

Dear Sir:

We have your letter of August 4th, relative to “Napacan”. We have only favor-
able comment for this style of container, and would not even, though the price of tin

were. materially reduced, return to that style of package.

The keeping quality of the coffee, both steel-cut and whole, in this style of con-
tainer—after many exhaustive tests under various temperatures—has proven in every
way satisfactory. We remain

Very truly yours,

Puhl-Webb Comnany
(Signed) C. H. Zimmerman, Secretary.

The Puhl-Webb Company has permanentlv solved the problem of packaging Thos.
J. Webb coffee and can look forward with confidence to a constant growth in sales.

Napacan catalogue, samples, etc., sent on request.

NATIONAL PAPER CAN COMPANY
576-598 Clinton Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Java-Holland-America Trading Company
(Java-Holland-Amerika Handelscompagnie)

Importers of Java Tea
AND OTHER DUTCH EAST INDIAN PRODUCE

DIRt CT FROM PLANTATIONS
ROTTERDAM NEW YORK JAVA

No. 8 BRIDGE STREET
Direct all correspondence to the New York Office

CATZ AMERICAN CO.
INCORPORATED

New York
Batavia, (Java)

Rotterdam (Holland)

Importers of

Spices Tea Coffee

Tapioca

and all Oriental Products

59 Pearl St. New York

J. HENRY YOUNG GEO. N. JESSEN

YOUNG & JESSEN
COFFEE

230 N. WABASH AVENUE

LONG DISTANCE PHONES

CENTRAL I™* CHICAGO

Aluminum Convex Kettles

(6 QUART SIZE)

Immediate Shipment
POLISHED OUTSIDE

Bail Handle

ALSO

Three-Piece Lipped Sauce Pan Sets

POLISHED OUTSIDES

Consists of 1 1-qt.pan, 1 1^-qt.pan, 1 2*qt. pan

Act Quickly, Merchandise Is Scarce

116-120 West 32nd Street, New York

“Pioneer Premium Headquarters”

The Laurel Improved

Coffee Granulator

and Chaff Remover

Cheapest and best ma-
chine on the market.
The machine you will

want to increase your
sales of clean ground cof-

fee. Write for photo
arid sample of the work
of machine.

Used Coffee-Roasting
and Grinding Ma-
chinery. Send for list.

TheLaureMfg.Co.
627 N. 3d St.,Phila.,Pa.
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Motional Coffee Roasters Association

Gentlemen of^ the Convention ;

You’re about to assemble in annual gathering to consider the present and future of

coffee merchandising. You’re going to deal largely in facts — the mainstays of good
business and we want to call your attention to a great truth , typifying the uttermost
present-day advancement in the interest of GOOD COFhEE.

We hold that the consumption of coffee will increase in proportion to the care
given the preparation of the product , and we insist that the grinding and pulverizing
are the two most important and vital details; and right here

THE COLES ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS
become determinant factors of promotion, for they have developed greater efficiency in

these two processes than any other machines built meaning that they’re unquestionably
THE MOST DEPENDABLE MILLS IN THE WORLD. They give quantity and uniformity
of output that is not equaled: and their simplicity of construction and ease of operation
are forceful arguments in their favor.

COLES MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Twenty-third and Turner Streets, Philadelphia

Braunling’s

Braunling Coffee Company
Importers and Jobbers of

COFFEE

96-98 Water Street

Members of New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange.

Bourbons
When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

New York
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A. W. BERDON, President B. MEYER, Vice Prest. F. R. WHITE, Secy, and Treas.

Stewart, Carnal &
LIMITED

Company

COFFEE IMPORTERS

430 GRAVIER STREET

i

NEW ORLEANS
• v VV

Cable Address: “STEWARTCAR

”

•• vh :•
.

•' ’ *
i-

- *

UNIQUE ATTRITION MILL

Ball Bearing, Motor Driven

Made with Belt Drive, also

For Grinding Spices and Other

Products

Feeders, Sifters and Mixers for Spices,

Cocoa, Baking Powder, etc.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Robinson Mfg. Co.
39 CORTLANDT STREET

New York City

OTIS A. POOLE
STRICTLY

COMMISSION BUYER

JAPAN TEAS
55 KITA BAN-CHO

SHIDZUOKA JAPAN

TRADE MARK SERVICE

We Have Standardized the Business

Can You Read Your Titles Clear?

Inquire of

Trade Mark Title Co.
FT. WAYNE, IND.

Washington, D. C.

Established 1905 New York, N. Y
#
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For the Manufacture of Liquid Mustard

We Are Prepared to Supply Machinery of Exceptional Merit

WE BUILD
Grinding Mills, either pulley or chain

drive.

Roller Mills and Seed Crushers.

Mixing and Storage Tanks.

Pumps.

Stone Crane Equipment.

Pneumatic Air Outfits to Dress Stones.

Paul Oehmig & Company
Builders of Specialty Equipment for

Manufacturers of Food Products

1948-1954 WEST OHIO STREET CHICAGO

100% EFFICIENCY
in your packaging department if you install the

DUPLEX
Automatic Net Weigher

Saves time, labor
,
and money

Unexcelled in

Accuracy, Speed, and Reliability

Weighs accurately all free flowing materials
such as coffee, sugar, rice, cornmeal, cereal,

seeds, salt, etc., at the rate of 35 packages
a minute.

THIRTY DAYS’ FREE TRIAL!

E. Edtbauer & Company
817 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago, 111.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Comores
Bourbon Vanilla Beans

We are direct receivers

from the Islands.

Tahiti
Vanilla Beans

White and Yellow Label

Shipments received at I

regular intervals.

ANTOINE CHIRIS CO.
|

18=20 PLATT ST.

§ NEW YORK
S E
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3 o'clock and the work all done. Nothing for the
foreman to do but loaf. There are no delays, no
overhead with Peerless Tubes, they slip on the
filling machine without running your finger

around the edges and Peerless Tubes are clean
tubes also. May we prove it?

PEERLESSTUBE C#

37 LOCUST AVE,,

BLOOMFIELD,

N, J.

S2 2IEII7TTTTrrrOJli.Ullli.Uil.lJ 1,1 1 L.nDimrdWIDmEIIJn-rimmm rrnTTTTTTn lTmTTTrTmrnimi™ JfJJ

VANILLAS Creole Tabasco Peppers
Packed in Casks and

of every variety Cured in Pure Brine

ESSENTIAL OILS ETHERS CREOLE PEPPER CO.

M. L. BARRET T & CO., Importers

LIMITED

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Oldest Vanilla Dealers in U. S. A. P. O. BOX 1473

233 W. Lake St. Chicago Contracts for 1919 Season , Now Ready
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VANILLA
BEANS

THURSTON & BRAIDICH
27 CLIFF STREET
NEW YORK

0

BULK COCOA*
IN BARRELS AND DRUMS
Also packed in tin cans under your

Private Label
We make American and Dutch

Process Cocoa.

Write for our Latest Price List

State Style of Packing and
Quantity Required Annually.

Tell us where you saw this

Advertisement.

Ambrosia Chocolate Co.

f
331-333-335 FIFTH STREET

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

^ THE PROGRESSIVE CHOCOLATE AND COCOA
MANUFACTURERS

Consolidated Fruit Jar Co.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

Manufacturers of

Plain and
Decorated

Collapsible

Tubes
for

Flavoring Extracts,

Etc.

Also Tin Rings for

Coffee Canisters

SALT AND PEPPER TOPS

Connoisseurs Use

UNGERER’S
VANILLA BEANS

VANILLIN

COUMARIN
AND

FLAVORING

INGREDIENTS

UNGERER 8c CO.
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Traoit Journal
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IS YOURS AN “AVERAGE” BUSINESS?
We are referring now to your COFFEE DEPARTMENT. An “average” Coffee Depart-

ment sells a few pounds of coffee each day—providing the customers are interested enough to
ask for it.

The Better-Than-Average—and paying—Coffee Department SUGGESTS coffee to passersby
as well as those who enter the store, because it is equipped with an up-to-date ROYAL Coffee
System such as' the one- shown below.

ADVERTISE!
is the watch-word of all successful merchants—and here’s the best method you could employ
for your coffee department—the installation of a ROYAL Coffee System of a size suitable for

your particular business. The handsome design and finish of the machines attract attention
and the aroma of the roasting coffee CREATES a demand through appealing to the appetite.

RESULT? Sales increased in most instances from one hundred to five hundred per cent!

A SAVING
of from five to fifteen cents a pound is realized through doing your own roasting and your service

is greatly improved, for FRESH ROASTED coffee goes further and therefore you are able to

pass a substantial saving on to your customers.

LOOK AROUND! You will see these machines in extensive use in your own neighborhood.
They’re all paying for themselves, because the idea is right and our complete service makes it

practically impossible for them to fail providing the business is given a little—comparatively
little—attention by the merchant.

WHY SHOULDN’T YOU HAVE A BETTER THAN AVERAGE COFFEE DEPARTMENT
and make these extra profits? It will cost you nothing to learn full details of our proposition.

Write for a copy of our new catalog today!

IHeMDeer (ft.

1127 WEST ST. HORNELL, N. Y.

{

Electrically operated, furnished with motors for alternating or direct
current.
Roaster has 25-pound capacity and uses gas or gasoline for fuel.

Mill is for either granulating or pulverizing—fitted with our patented
steel-cutting buhrs.

Other sizes to meet all demands.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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WHO'S WHO IN THE TRADE

FELIX COSTE
Manager of the National Coffee Roasters’ Association

and in Charge of Arrangements for the Atlantic City
Convention; Also Secretary-Manager of the Joint Coffee
Trade Publicity Committee of the United States, Which
Is Conducting the National Advertising Campaign.
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A New Kind of Coffee Roasting and Retailing Station in California

Close-Up View, Showing the Roasting and Grinding Equipment

AN INNOVATION IN COFFEE ROASTING AND RETAILING METHODS



A NEW KIND OF COFFEE SPECIALIST
dl. Cutting out delivery, premiums and solicitors, the Pacific Stores Company,
through its chain of fifty booths patterned after the little roadside gasoline

stations, sells daily fifty bags of coffee hot from the roaster. (U. This article

tells how E. E. Sellers has evolved a plan for distributing fresh roasted coffee

direct to the consumer from miniature manufacturing plants, and featuring

only two quality blends.

A NEW idea in coffee merchandising that

may have a revolutionary effect on the

entire coffee business, is being worked out on

the Pacifie Coast. The fundamentals of the

plan are not new, but there are certain phases

that are decidedly novel. While thus far the

execution of the plan has been limited to Cal-

ifornia, the originator says it is applicable to

other sections of the country, particularly the

Middle West.

About four years ago, E. E. Sellers, a man
of long experience in the wholesale coffee busi-

ness, conceived the idea of establishing what
he terms retail “coffee roasting stations,” lo-

cated in traffic centers and patterned some-
what after the familiar automobile gas de-

pots. The initial store was of this type, and
was designed to attract not only the neighbor-
hood trade, but also the custom of passing
motorists. Many stores of this character are
now being successfully operated, but the new-
est development is the leasing of window space
in public markets.

A Roasting Machine In Every Store

It is Mr. Sellers’ belief that coffee, as ordin-
arially distributed, has always been burdened
with too great an overhead expense. In work-
ing out his proposition, Mr. Sellers endeavor-
ed to eliminate every possible merchandising
cost, including the jobber’s profit, delivery,
premiums, expensive containers, high rents,
traveling salesmen, solicitors, and stale stock.

Instead of following the usual chain store
plan of roasting at a central point and dis-
tributing to the various units of the chain,
Mr. Sellers has installed a Burns half-bag
rocking-cooler type roaster in each booth or
store. The roaster is thrown to the fore, be-
ing placed in the window wherever possible so
as to get the greatest advertising value and
to emphasize the “fresh from the roaster”
talking point.

One of the salient features of this plan is
the avoidance of a multiplicity of blends, only
two grades being offered—Best and Good, thu*3

permitting of concentration on these two dis-

tinct qualities and their standardization. Be-
fore the advent of high prices the best coffee

retailed for twenty-five cents. It now sella

for forty-three cents.

All buying, testing and blending operations
for the present system of fifty stations are
conducted by Mr. Sellers and two assistants

at headquarters in Los Angeles, where two
small offices are maintained. Purchases are
made in the open market thus permitting of
a wide selection.

Each Manager a Trained Coffee Roaster

Every store manager is a trained coffee

roaster or salesman, receiving his or her
schooling at headquarters. Generally it re-

quires four weeks to train a man or woman.
The number of clerks in each station depends
on the volume of business. If the community
is small there is only one salesperson; if very
limited, a woman is placed in charge.

Profit sharing is another feature of the
plan. Every manager has a share in the
profits of his store in addition to his salary,
which is usually $20 to $25 per week to start.
As an example of how this system works out
there is the case of the lady manager of a
small station doing $900 worth of business a
month. On the basis of these sales she re-
ceives a salary of $15 per week and at the end
of the month her share in the profits total
$139 over and above her salary.

An incidental phase of the business which
runs into a considerable volume in the aggre-
gate are the sales by mail, each store con-
ducting its own mail order trade.
The local newspapers, as well as hand bills,

are utilized for advertising the stations.
“Satisfaction or your money back” is em-
phasized in this advertising. “Where the
roasting machine is in the window” and “Cof-
fee hot from the roaster” are also character-
istic phrases.

Real Tea and Coffee Specialists

Only two items are handled, coffee and tea.
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One Large Stand That, in a Space of 10 by 18 Feet, Does a $500 Business Daily

Typical Market Stand With Window Roasting Outfit in View of Passersby

THE SELLERS’ PLAN AS ADAPTED TO THE PUBLIC MARKET
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Teas are sold on the same profit margin as

coffees. The originator of the plan believes

it pays to specialize. In his opinion, if numer-

ous food products were carried the business

would soon develop into a grocery enterprise

and not a system of “coffee manufacturing

stations.” Also it is much easier to figure

definite profit percentages on two commodities

than on several. Furthermore, specialization

permits of concentration. In other words, Mr.

Sellers has revived the old time tea and coffee

specialty store idea with innovations that ap-

parently insure success. Perhaps the chief

distinction between the two plans is that in

the newer one fresh roasting is the keynote

and the number of blends is reduced to the

minimum.
The chain is operated under the name of'

the Pacific Coffee Stores Company, and has

fifty stations scattered throughout California.

Individual units transact a business as high as

$7,000 per month. The annual sales for the

entire system are now about $600,000. The
daily output is approximately fifty bags of

coffee.

Coffee Booths In Public Markets

It has been difficult of late to secure suitable

station sites at a reasonable cost, and to over-

come this condition booths are being located

in the large public markets which are rapidly

growing in favor in the West. Only small

space is required for the installation of the

equipment. The total sales of one of these

market booths runs as high as $500 per day
in a corner measuring only 10 by 18 feet.

The founder attributes the success of the

enterprise to two main factors—a uniform
quality product, and intelligent buying, test-

ing and blending. He believes that it is the
logical method for coffee distribution and that
it will work out successfully anywhere if the
coffee is bought right and the quality is main-
tained.

PERMANENT ARMY ROASTING PLANT
A coffee roasting installation for the U. S.

Army will soon be made at the Army Supply
Base, 59th street and 1st avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y. The plant will consist of four Karoma
outfits which were purchased last year for
shipment to France, and have since been stor-

ed on Governor’s Island. The Brooklyn instal-

lation is to be made by Jabez Burns & Sons,
completing the outfits with motor-drive at-
tachments which could not be prepared until
the location of the plant was decided.

JAVA’S COFFEE TRADE IN 1918

The Total Exports During the Year Were Less

Than Half of the Preceding Twelve

Months

[Special Correspondence]

Buitenzorg, Aug. 30, 1919.

T HE year 1918 was even less favorable in

respect to export of coffee than the pre-

ceding one. Through the licensing system in

America and the absence of part of our mer-
cantile marine, shipments were more restricted

than the previous year.

The total export decreased from 18,500 tons

in 1917 to 5,500 tons in 1918. Even now we
are left with enormous stocks on hand at the

end of the year. When the armistice was
signed, however, a revival of trade was exper-

ienced for all kinds, for a strong tendency to

buy was observed from all parts of the world.

The past year saw another Government auc-

tion.

The lowest and highest prices for Java
coffee, per picul, during the war period were:

1915 1916 1917 1918
Lowest f 50. f 49. f 35. f 38.
Highest 53. y2 83. 59.75 65.

For Robusta coffee, prime, the lowest and
highest prices (per picul) were

1915 1916 1917 1918
Lowest f 31.1/2 f 36. y2 f 20. f 15.
Highest 64. 100. 35. 39.

For Kroe coffee, the lowest and highest
prices (per picul) were:

1915 1916 1917 1918
Lowest f 43.

y

2 f 46.1/2 f 34. f 28.
Highest 60. 110. 51. 54.

Prime Liberia coffee sold at:

1916 1917 1918
Lowest f 49 f 40.

43.
f 30.

40.Highest

The final figures of the Governmental coffee

crop show 1916 , 1917 and 1918 to have been:
1916 1917 1918
Picul Picul Picul

Java coffee . .

.

4,428 5,381
Liberia 359 332
Robusta 26,186 39,045

49,134 30,973 44,762

Careful estimates of the coffee production in

1919 in Java, Sumatra, the Celebes and Bali
indicate total yield of 892,341 piculs, distribut-

ed as follows:

Liberia Java Robusta Sundries
West Java. 2,173 3 14,917 25
Mid-Java. .

.

4,557 1,085 49,440 1,410
EastJava . . 827 31,225 492,025 101,062

All Java. . 7,557 32,313 556,382 11,497
Sumatra .. . . 5,100 69,330 129,716 1,429
Celebes

and Bali 1,975 75,215 1,725 15

14,692 176,853 687,823 12,941
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COFFEE’S POSITION IN ITALY

Imports Have More Than Doubled in the Past

Nine Years, and the Drink is Now
Counted a Prime Necessity

[Special Correspondence]

Milan, August 21, 1919.

T HE increased importance of coffee in Italy

was emphasized in the coffee merchants’

recent protest against the proposed Govern-

ment monopoly of that commodity. In protest-

ing the scheme, many interesting things were
brought to light about the Italian coffee trade.

One of the most comprehensive statements

was printed in a leading Milan newspaper,

which had this to say:

“There is no need to repeat what has already
been said in order to demonstrate again the
inopportuneness of the coffee monopoly. It is

indisputable that coffee has now become an
article of almost prime necessity in all classes
of society, the more so as it is a hygienic
drink, as has been stated by reliable authori-
ties. It appears to us interesting here to re-
call what Mantegazza has said on the subject:
‘Who drinks coffee secretes less uric acid, etc.,

as Bocker, and after him Lehmann, have dem-
onstrated by a series of accurate experiments.
Who drinks much coffee does not require to
eat so much. The miners of Belgium, who
have to work in very inconvenient positions,
which make their digestion of many foods dif-

ficult, can do without a considerable quantity
of food by drinking much coffee. The intro-
duction of coffee into the diet of the French
soldiers in Algiers was a great triumph of hy-
giene.’

“On our part let us state that coffee is dis-

tributed amongst the Italian soldiers in the
morning, which they enjoy. Mantegazza also
observes that coffee rarely causes serious in-

jury and adds: ‘In the East and in Venice they
drink from 15 to 20 cups of coffee per day, and
many writers make an immoderate use of this
beverage without experiencing any serious in-

jury to their health.’ Naturally with all this
we are not going to maintain that coffee is al-

ways quite innocuous, for there are some cases
when the use of it must be limited. Still, ex-
cess in coffee is preferable to excess in certain
other things.
“American coffees are much appreciated, but

the African coffees are stronger. From the
following figures the increase in our importa-
tion is very obvious:
Year Quintals Year Quintals
mo 1915 399,662
1911 264,796 1916 489,615
1912 276,268 1917 448,270
1913 1918 516,379
1914 281,972

“The major quantity of coffee is imported
from Brazil. The figures show clearly how
the use of this aromatic beverage has ex-
tended and we are firmly persuaded that the
monopoly certainly can not stimulate the

consumption, and that it is injurious to the
Treasury, which cannot recover as much
revenue from this monopoly as it could other-

wise.” R. T.

INDIAN TEA IN AMERICA

Planters Advertising Committee Reports on

Expenditures and Discusses the Pro-

posed American Tea Campaign

[Special Correspondence]

Calcutta, Sept. 13, 1919.

AT THE recent annual meeting of the In-

dian Tea Cess Committee advertising in

America was an important topic of discussion.

In his report the secretary said:

“It was explained in the last report that, al-

though an allotment of £5,000 had been made
for expenditure in the United States during the

year 1917-18, no funds were actually remitted
to America, the conditions there having be-

come such as to make advertising unneces-
sary. No allotment was made for work in

America during the year under review, but
the Commissioner, R. Blechynden, was retained
on half-pay, his office expenditure being cur-

tailed to a minimum.
“With the conclusion of hostilities, the ques-

tion as to whether it is expedient to re-com-
mence the cess propaganda in America has
been the subject of discussion with the Indian
Tea Association (London). The Committee
feel that, in view of the large scale on which
advertising has now to be carried on, particu-

larly in America, if it is to have any real ef-

fect it is hardly any use continuing work there

on the old lines. An opportunity has, however,
occurred of co-operating in an extensive ad-
vertising propaganda which the Tea Associa-
tion of the United States of America are pro-

posing to undertake, for three years in the
first place, with a view of promoting the con-

sumption of tea.

“The idea of their campaign is that pro-

ducers, importers and jobbers should combine
in raising a cess, the sum so obtained being
administered by the United States Associa-
tion in a general campaign, not on behalf of

any particular country’s tea, but on account
of tea generally. The basis of subscription is

one-fifth of a cent per pound on imports, pro-

ducers contributing on a similar basis, and it

is reckoned that the total annual receipts will

be $440,000. Full particulars as to the amounts
to be contributed on this basis by the different

countries have not been received as yet, but
it is stated that the contribution of Ceylon,

India and Java together would be about £16,-

000 per annum; the contribution in respect of

India would probably be about £7,000 to

£8
,
000 .

“The scheme appeared to the Executive Com-
mittee as attractive, andA the contribution

from India being a small one, they have recom-
mended the consideration of the question by
the London Association, but only on the con-
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dition that all other advertising work in Amer-
ica should cease. The matter is now under
discussion with them.”—E. V.

JAVA TEAS IN AMERICA
At the annual meeting of the Nirmala Plan-

tations Company, controlling tea estates in

Java, Walter Hilliers, one of the directors, said

this about Java tea in America: “During the

war, when Java tea was not allowed entry into

this country (England) or into Australia,

markets were restricted, and a very large

quantity of Java tea was sent to America.

There is no doubt that this has proved to be

the best thing that could ever have happened

to the Java growers. They made losses, but

they have had a wonderful advertisement, and

Java teas to-day are very popular in America.

When Russia is again in the market the same
thing will happen there.”

NEW YORK TEA EXAMINER RESIGNS
[From a Staff Correspondent]

Washington, D. C-, Nov. 1, 1919.—George F.

Mitchell, Supervising Tea Examiner, has just

returned from New York where he has been

acting as tea examiner for the Port of New
York in place of John W. McCormick, who
recently resigned to engage in private busi-

ness. Emery C. Griswold is temporarily act-

ing as Tea Examiner at Boston in place of

Warren P. Sharpe, who recently resigned.

CANTON TEA TRADE IN 1918

More than half of the tea dealers in the Can-

ton district of China suspended business dur-

ing 1918. This was because of the high cost

of production with attendant high prices in

recent years, according to a Canton correspon-

dent. There are about fifty firms now engaged
in the tea trade. The total yield of the three

districts of Hock Shan, Ching Yuen and Ho
Yuen, which supply the Canton dealers, has
declined about fifty per cent, in the last quar-

ter century.

A SERIES OF TEA TALKS
The Chicago office of the J. C. Whitney

Company is sending to the trade a series of

“Tea Talks” which are designed to help the
distributer increase his tea sales. A hand-
some leather loose leaf binder is provided for

filing the “Talks” as they are received.

The first installment comprises ten pages.
There also is a map showing the main tea
routes from the Orient to America and a list

of the tea districts of China. In addition,

there is a ready made advertisement which

the dealer can reproduce over his own signa-

ture. Some of the subjects covered in the

first talk are: “Teas of the World as America

Knows Them”; “Suggesting New Ways for

Serving Tea”; “Gathering and Curing the

Leaf”; “Separation of Tea by Grades”; “Tea

and the American Man”; and “Tea Market

Report.”

A SLACK FILLED PACKAGE BILL

Congressional Committee and Trade Experts

Discuss the Haugen Bill, Proposing

Amendments to the Food Act

[From a Staff Correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Oct. 29, 1919.

T HE House Committee on Agriculture has

been holding open meetings on a bill (H.

R. 8,954) recently introduced into the House
by Representative Haugen, chairman of the

committee. This bill proposes amendments to

the food and drugs act, dealing particularly

with slack filled containers.

Among the men heard on the first day were
Fred R. Drake, of Drake & Co., represent-

ing the National Wholesale Grocers Associa-

tion; James Hewitt, of H. Kellogg & Sons; H.
W. Madison and Dr. S. May, of the Widlar Co.;

R. H. Bond, for the Flavoring Extract Manu-
facturers’ Association; A. N. Merritt, of Chi-

cago; Dr. Alsberg, of the Bureau of Chemis-
try, and John Newman, former food commis-
sioner of Illinois.

No serious objections were raised to the bill

itself by anyone appearing before the Com-
mittee, although many of the witnesses seem-
ed to favor certain amendments. It is be-

lieved that a number of suggestions received

during the course of the hearings will be in-

corporated into the Committee’s report when it

is made to the House.

A. N. Merritt suggested an amendment pro-
viding that packages should be filled “so far

as consistent with good commercial practices”

and that the Department of Agriculture should
be required to issue regulations providing for

reasonable tolerances. J. B. Newman approv
ed the bill with those modifications.

The request also was made by the grocers
and manufacturers that the law become effec-

tive at the end of 18 months in order to give
ample time to dispose of stocks on hand. It

was indicated that the committee might allow
a period of 14 months, which would carry it

past Christmas of 1920.—Lamm.
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SIXTY DAY COFFEE BOYCOTT

National Housewives League Starts a Move-
ment To Force Reduction in Price—Other

Organizations May Follow Suit

T>ROTESTING that good coffee should be

purchaseable in the United States by the

consumer at from 30 to 38 cents a pound,

Mrs. Julian Heath of the National Housewives
League on October 27th announced a sixty-day

(or longer) boycott on coffee, giving as her

reason, “the outrageous price now being ask-

ed, often for inferior coffee, at that.”

Mrs. Heath stated that the League had the

matter of a boycott under advisement for

some time, but action had been deferred await-

ing the results of the Government’s campaign
to lower the cost of living. Mrs. Heath said:

“Coffee is by no means a necessity or even

a food. It is a delicious beverage but it ceases

to be delicious, even, when the price is raised

beyond all reason. The living costs are so

high at this time that every penny spent for

the table by housewives must mean nourish-

ment and economy. Tea is refreshings—cocoa

and milk and coffee substitutes are nourish-

ing. Our local leagues throughout the country
will now study the value of coffee.”

Other organizations are considering a boy-

cott of coffee unless something is done to re-

lieve the situation. A New York league of

women originally organized for suffrage is

now studying the coffee question with a view
to determining if the beverage can not be
omitted from their dietary.

Federal Food Administrator Williams of

New York has had a fair price on coffee under
consideration since last August. A committee
of New York coffee men was appointed to co-

operate with the authorities in bringing about
lower coffee prices, but thus far nothing has
been accomplished.

CLEVELAND ROASTERS ORGANIZE
At a meeting of the coffee roasters of

Cleveland on October 27 the Fourth City Cof-

fee Roasters Association was organized, with
E. J. Siller, Jr., of The Weideman Co., presi-

dent, and Fred Nash, of the O’Donohue,
Knight & Gage Co., secretary. This organi-

zation is the outgrowth of the difficulty of se-

curing well attended meetings at the Tri City

Roasters Association from the three markets
it represents. The Tri City body will be con-

tinued, probably meeting semi-annually, while

the new association will hold regular monthly
assemblies. At the Cleveland meeting, the

H. C. Christy Co. and the C. D. Kenny Co. ap-

plied for membership in the National Coffee

Roasters Association.

AFTER COFFEE'S TRADUCERS

Coffee Men Resent Charge of Conspiracy to

Boost Prices and Ask Retraction of

One Newspaper Story

rp HE Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee
on October 25th announced that it had

asked for “prompt correction, retraction, or

the publication of an appropriate answer” to

a news story circulated by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association, which has appear-
ed in a number of newspapers served by that

organization under such headlines as “Brazil

for $1 Coffee”, “Brazil Backs Plot to Boost
Coffee Prices”, “American Dealers Join Brazil

in Coffee Price Hold-Up”, etc.

The article included a number of well known
facts in the coffee situation, but, according to

the publicity committee, they were presented

“in connection with inferences and sugges-
tions which are far from the facts, so that

altogether the coffee industry of this country
is presented in a false light.” Also, the com-
mittee claims, “the article goes so far as to

charge that the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity

Committe is conspiring with the Brazilian

Government to boost coffee prices.”

Briefly, the story recited that the Brazilian

Government was holding back from the mar-
ket 390,000,000 pounds of coffee for higher
prices in the United States, that certain

American coffee men were aiding, that coffee

at a dollar a pound is a probable result, that

a million dollar fund had been turned over by
Brazilian coffee growers to the Joint Coffee

Trade Committee for propaganda at the pres-

ent high prices, that green and roasted coffee

men were doing nothing to stop the plan to

force higher prices; the story linking the
present situation up to the valorization scheme
engineered by the late Hermann Sielcken and
quoting W. H. Aborn of New York as sug-
gesting a sixty-day boycott of coffee lo bring
Brazil to terms.

Secretary Coste of the Joint Coffee Trade
Publicity Committee says that the committee
has decided to no longer let pass unnoticed
statements derogatory to coffee.
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COFFEE-SUGAR PRICES COMPARED

A Government Report Makes An Interesting-

Comment on the Relative Production and

Cost of These Two Commodities

A GOVERNMENT comparison between cof-

fee and sugar prices points out that

Brazil dominates our American coffee im-

ports while Cuba controls our sugar imports.

The statement of comparison says:

“While the world production of sugar has

decreased constantly during the war, so that

it is now about 2,000,000 long tons below nor-

mal, the production of coffee increased. One

would normally expect, therefore, that sugar

prices would rise in the United States, while

coffee prices would fall, or at least remain

constant. But, strangely enough, the reverse

has been true.

“Average retail prices of coffee and sugar

make interesting comparisons. The retail

price of coffee, as given by the Department of

Labor, rose from 30.1c per pound on July 15,

1918, to 46.2c per pound, an increase of 53

per cent.—this increase in the face of no de-

cline in the world’s production. The retail

price of sugar rose from 9.2c per pound on

July 15, 1918, to 10.9c per pound on July 15,

1919, an increase of 18 per cent, only—in the

face of a world shortage of some 2,000,000

tons.”

JAPAN TEA EXPORTS HELD UP

Shipping Firms Are Trying to Avoid Tea
Cargoes and Stocks Are Accumulat-

ing in the Ports

(From a Staff Correspondent)

Washington, D. C-, Oct. 9, 1919.

I
N a report on the Japanese tea situation

recently received by one of the Govern-

ment’s executive departments it is said that

the exporters are in trouble because the steam-

ship companies are trying to avoid the ship-

ment of tea, as the freight rates thereon are

very low ($8 per ton) in view of those on

Pacific lines rising to $13 to $14 per ton. It

is reported that there are huge accumulations

of tea for export, and that unless the export-

ers are ready to pay $12 to $13, the steamer

companies will not take the tea.

The report also asserts that the Japanese
tea manufacturers are very much put out

over the irregularity of their transactions

with America, there being sometimes an

overwhelming demand and hardly any at other

times. Such being the case, the leading manu-

facturers in Hiye Prefecture are turning to

Korea and Manchuria, where they expect

steady and good markets.

Towards the middle of November, these

manufacturers will hold a committee meet-

ing at Kyoto, at which trade representatives

from Nara, Shiga, Kyoto and other Prefec-

tures are invited to be present. Various im-

portant matters relating to the opening of

markets in new territories will be discussed.

It is noted that there is a central tea asso-

ciation, called the Chuo (central) Tea Asso-

ciation. It is established in Tokyo and the

manufacturers in the Kwansai district will

ask for its assistance in their new endeavors.

It is said the project will be put into effect

immediately after the final decision at the

forthcoming meeting in Kyoto. Lamm.

TEA AND COFFEE IN THE NEWS

Fact and Fancy, Comment Wise and Frivolous,

Gleaned from the Press of

the Country

O IGNS of the times indicate an increasing
^ interest in tea and coffee among writers

and editors in all parts of the country. Here
follow some of the more notable items appear-
ing in the news.

Advertising the Cost of Coffee

Coffee has lately received much publicity. In
the flood of advertisements there are a number
which stand out boldly. Of this number there
is an interesting newspaper advertisement of
M. J. B. Coffee which appeared in San Fran-
cisco. In that particular advertisement the
cost of coffee per cup was given in compari-
son with the cost per portion of various every-
day foods. Coffee at one cent a cup, two cents
with cream and sugar, was cheaper than a por-
tion of vanilla ice cream, mashed potatoes,
spinach, spaghetti, lettuce or apple sauce. Of
course it put small steak, broiled mackerel,
Irish stew and Spanish omlet out of the low
cost race.

—“Printers’ Ink.”

Tea’s Position Among American Beverages

If one listened to conversation in some
places, about the question of beverages he
would gather that the American people craved
only the boon of alcohol. But even in the
years when alcohol in various forms could be
obtained for beverage purposes, there were
other drinks consumed in this great country
of ours. Tea, for instance, and tea in quanti-
ties that positively stagger the imagination;
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for the report of the supervising tea exam-
iner for the year ended June 30 shows that
113,338,535 pounds of tea were examined and
1,420,568 pounds were rejected for quality. A
pound of tea makes many cups. Think how
many cups a hundred and twelve million
pounds would make!—“Hartford (Conn.)
Courant.”

Boycott Urged in Brooklyn
Julius Chambers, speaking at a Rotary Club

luncheon at the Bossert Hotel, advocated the
boycott as the one effective weapon against
the prevailing high prices of necessities.

A TEA AND COFFEE SLOT MACHINE
One of the Sunshine Grocery Company’s booths

in a western city in which is a dispensing machine

that automatically delivers a package of tea or coffee

upon the deposit of a twenty-five cent piece in the slot

“The worst thing about the war that has re-
cently ended,” he said, “is not the 7,000,000 or
more dead, but the horrible injustice it has left

on the living. The world is almost impossible
to live in. Prices are so high that there does
not seem to be any recourse. Gasoline, coffee,

bread, are almost unobtainable. We have got
to appeal to the women of the country and
have them adopt the boycott. If anything is

unreasonably high, let’s quit it. It can be
done.”—“Brooklyn (N. Y.) Eagle.”

A Coffee Boycott a Century Ago
Essex County residents were paying high

prices for commodities 106 years ago, during
the war of 1812. “At a general meeting of the
inhabitants of the Township of Springfield and
its vicinity, convened at the house of Major
Aaron Hand, innkeeper at Springfield, on the
31st day of December, 1813, Caleb Woodruff
was chosen chairman,” reads an account of a

November, 1919

“conversation” meeting. Continuing, the re-
port states:

“After taking into view and discussing on
the subject of the advanced prices of certain
imported articles, the following were unani-
mously adopted:

“Resolved, That we will pay no more than
$1.50 for Hysoon teas during the war.

“Resolved, That we will not purchase sugar
if it costs more than 20 cents per pound.

“Resolved, That we will dispense with the
use of coffee unless it can be purchased for 30
cents.”

It was also resolved to ask all the citizens
of New Jersey to adopt the resolutions and
abide by them.

“Newark (N. J.) Evening News.”

A CHAIN OF COFFEE HOUSES
A. N. Salazar has established the Brazilian

Coffee House at 108 West 44th street, New
York, which is patterned after the Euro-

pean coffee houses. Steps have been taken to

incorporate the business under the name of the

“Cafe Paulista Co., Inc.” Mr. Salazar states

that Theodore Roosevelt’s sons are financially

interested in the corporation, and it is planned

to establish a chain of coffee houses.

SPJCES AND EXTRACTS
(H. News items of interest to spice

importers, grinders and dealers, and

to manufacturers of flavoring extracts,

perfumes and toilet preparations.

TABASCO PEPPER CULTURE

How the Tabasco Variety Is Grown
and Prepared For

the Market

HIS description of the methods pursued in

the cultivation and preparation of pep-

pers for the market refers to a particular type

of tabasco pepper grown in the Parishes bor-

dering the banks of the River Teche, in Louisi-

ana. The details are furnished by the Creole

Pepper Company, of New Orleans.

“The soil /along the banks of the Teche,”
says this grower and packer, “seems to possess
what is necesary to mature the ‘green’ flavor
which tabasco peppers alone possess.

“Attempts have been made to increase the
acreage by raising the peppers from the same
seed, in other Parishes, but while the peppers
were ‘attractive’ to the eye, and ‘hot’ to the
palate, they lacked the peculiar flavor of the
genuine tabasco, grown in the Teche country.

“Three varieties are cured, known as the
‘Green’, large and small, ‘Red’ tabasco pep-
rers. The ‘green’ are firm and will keep in-
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definitely when properly cured and constantly
covered with brine. Perhaps they possess
more of the bona fide tabasco flavor than do
the ‘red’ and they are not quite so pungently
hot. This ‘green’ tabasco is quite a favorite

with the Creole epicures, who use them on the
same plate with theu' dinners.
“The crop is a costly one and the plants are

delicate shrubs. Severe winds, which come
every now and then, excessive rains, or early
cold weather, all have an important bearing
on the annual crop, the gathering of which
begins in August and continues until Novem-
ber.
“The peppers are gathered mainly by women

and children. They are preferably picked in

the early morning and they must be at the
curing plant and in the brine within six hours
from the time they have been taken from the
bushes, and the peppers remain in this brine
solution, consisting of nothing but salt and
water, until they have been sufficiently cured.

This process takes from four days to a week,
according to the weather conditions prevail-

ing at the time.”

IMITATION EXTRACT STANDARDS
In a recent letter the Internal Revenue De-

partment stated that in the case of extracts

for which no standards exist, such as synthe-

tic pineapple, raspberry, etc., it would require

such etxracts to contain not less than 2 per

cent, of essential oils or ethers, and will expect

to find the amount of alcohol no more than

absolutely necessary in such products to hold

the oils in solution or to preserve the products.

Applicants for permits need not state the

names of the specific ethers or oils used, or

the exact amounts of each. A general state-

ment to the effect that the total amount of

such oils or ethers is not less than 2 per cent,

will be satisfactory.

AMERICAN MADE PERFUMERY OILS

Since the importation of essential oils from
Europe was interrupted by the war, American
chemists have been developing their manufac-
ture in the United States to an important ex-

tent, according to an exhibitor at the recent

national exposition of chemical industries in

Chicago. Of course there are some essential

oils which cannot be duplicated successfully in

this country as yet, but indications are that in

the future American-made oils will form the
base of a large part of the perfumes put on the
market in this country.

REUNION TO GROW MORE VANILLA
Though suffering somewhat from the war,

Reunion Island, east of Madagascar, still

holds its own as one of the greatest vanilla-

producing countries in the world. Steps are

being taken to improve the industry. Ex-
perts from Reunion recently visited Mauritius

to secure capital for the development of their

plantations, for the introduction of new ma-
chinery, and to arrange for new, practical

methods in packing their produce. The pros-

pects of the vanilla industry in Reunion are

bright.

BIG MEXICAN VANILLA CROP
[Special Correspondence]

Vera Cruz, Sept. 17.—Conditions of the
vanilla crop are excellent, the season having
been most favorable and a crop of 300,009
pounds of whole beans and 20,000 pounds of

cuts is expected as against last year’s crop of

210,000 pounds of whole and 40,000 pounds of
cuts. p. H. F.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
<1[ Subscribers and advertisers may con-

sult this bureau without charge except
that postage for reply must accompany
all inquiries; there are no fees for trade-

mark searches.

Address all communications to Patent and Trade
Mark Service, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

PATENT OFFICE RECORD

Patents Granted, Trade Mark Applications,

Certificates Issued and Labels and Prints
Registered During the Month

[Staff Correspondence]

Washington, D. C-, Oct. 29, 1919.

TTERE follows a complete record of the latest

activities of the United States Patent
Office, in so far as they apply to the tea, coffee,

spice and general grocery trades:

Patents Granted

Percolating Apparatus. Theodore Abtmeyer,
Winkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse
Electric and Mfg. Co. (1,317.256.) In a perco
lating element, the combination with an elec-
tric heater member comprising a base, of a
fountain tube, and resilient means for sup-
porting the weight of the said tube upon said
base.

Russian Tea-urn Heater. Ruben Tesher,
Brooklyn, N. Y. (1,317,403.) A burner com-
prising a body having a mixing chamber there-
in and provided with air inlet openings there-
through communicating with the chamber, a
comparatively long gas supply pipe connected
to the upper end of said body, burner tubes
projecting radially from the body and com-
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TEA AND COFFEE PATENTS GRANTED

municating with said mixing chamber, a sup-
porting base upon said body beneath the burn-
er tubes, a protecting cup surrounding the per-
forated portion of the body, and controlling
means for the burner carried by the gas sup-
ply pipe.

Reversible Coffee Urn—John D. Hendrix,
Bremerton, Wash. (1,315,198.) In apparatus
of the character described, an invertible coffee
urn comprising a vessel open at the top, a
cover for closing said opening, a foraminous
partition dividing the chamber within the ves-
sel into an upper and a lower compartment, a
casing surrounding said vessel and affording
space there between, a draw-off faucet com-
municating with the bottom of said lower com-
partment, and trunnions provided at diamet-
rically opposite sides of the urn, in combina-
tion with a support provided with journal bear
ings for said trunnions, and means extending
axially through one of said trunnions for the
admission of a heating medium into the space
inclosed by said casing.

Coffee Mill—Frederick G. Peck, Philadel-
phia. (1,315,152.) In a grinding mill, the
combination with a casing: of a milling cutter,
rotatable in said casing, and having teeth; a
cleaning roller; a carriage in which said roller
is journaled with its axis parallel with the axis
of said beam extension and the wheeled frame
forwardly of the rear axle of the latter, of a
draft bail pivotally connected roller to and
from operative relation with said cutter, in-

cluding a rod; and means arranged to hold said
rod in adjusted position.

Tea or Coffee Pot—Richard E. Peters, Provi-

dence, R. I., assignor to Gorham Manufacturing
Company, Providence, R. I. (1,316.106.) In a
tea or coffee pot, a body having a pouring
spout, a baffle extending downwardly within
the spout at the inlet end thereof, a second
baffle within the spout extending upwardly
and in advance of the first baffle, and a third
baffle at he outlet end of the spout and at sub-
stantially right angles to the first namedbaf-
fles.

Percolator—Benjamin F. Childress, Lynch-
burg, Va. (1,315,908.) A percolator for coffee
pots comprising a substantially spherical shap-
ed container adapted to be seated upon the top
of the coffee pot, a depending cylindrical flange
secured to said container and adapted to extend
into the coffee pot, said flange being diametric-
ally smaller than said container, said container
being provided relatively near said flange with
a plurality of grooves, each groove being adapt-
ed to receive the upper end of a coffee pot hav-
ing a corresponding circumference to snugly fit

in said groove, said flange being provided at its

lower end with a roughened peripheral face,

an annular ring encircling said flange, a strain-

er cloth having its peripheral edge confined be-
tween said ring and said roughened face, and
a reservoir removably mounted upon said con-
tainer, said reservoir having its bottom pro-
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vided centrally with an opening to permit the
contents thereof to flow from the reservoir
into the container, whereupon said contents
are permitted to pass into the coffee pot
through said strainer cloth.

Coffee Strainer. Samuel Edwin Holt, Ber-
nalillo, N. Mex. (1,317,447.) A coffee strainer
including a foraminous container formed of
upper and lower telescoping sections, the lower
sections being formed with double side walls
providing an annular space for the reception
of the upper section, means for clamping the
lower section, in an adjusted position upon the
upper section, and supporting hangers extend-
ing upwardly from the upper section for en-
gagement with the coffee pot.

Automatically Controlled Electric Coffee-
cooker. John F. Newsom, Palo Alto, Cal.

(1,318,168.) In a cooker, a receptacle, means
for heating the contents of the receptacle un-
til a predetermined temperature is obtained,
and means actuated by said temperature for
turning off and on the heat a predetermined
number of times.

Percolator. Jay E. Tone, Des Moines, Iowa,
assignor to Tone Brothers, Des Moines, Iowa.
(1,319,661.) ..In , a percolator, a substantially
cylindrical container for liquid having a plu-
rality of inwardly projecting spaced lugs on
its inner surface disposed in the same horizon-
tal plane, and a substantially cylindrical recep-
tacle of pliable porous material adapted to be
received within said container and having re-
silient distending wings at its upper and lower
ends, of substantially the same diameter as
the interior of the container, whereby the
lower ring may be distorted to enable it to be
forced past said lugs and the upper ring may
rest on said lugs to thereby support the recep-
tacle.

Trade Marks Registered

Here is a list of marks which have been

registered and for which certificates have been

issued:

Hermitage. (116,220.) Stoddard, Gilbert &
Co., New Haven, Conn. Coffee, peanut butter,
mustard, olives, maple syrup and mayonnaise.

Ship Brand. (116,603.) MacAndrews &
Forbes Co., Camden, N. J. Coffee.

Gcodynuflf. (116,820.) The Paquin-Snyder
Co., Inc., Jamestown, N. Y. Coffee.

Goodwill. (117,653.) James H. Forbes Tea
& Coffee Co., St. Louis. Coffee.

Registered September 30, 1919.

Mil-Ko-Ko. and rising sun in a design.
(113,198.) Mil-Ko-Ko Company, St. Paul,
Minn. Used with a preparation in powdered
form, composed of milk, sugar and cocoa. for
making a beverage food.
M Cocoa in heart design. (116.280*4.) C. C.

Mengel & Bro. Company, Inc., Louisville, Ky.
Cocoa beans intended for food purposes.
Faust and figure. (117,636.) C. F. Blanke

Tea and Coffee Co., St. Louis. Coffee, tea
and spices.

KeeneR. (118,667.) Howard & Casey Co.,

Mount Vernon, 111. Coffee.
Hilvilla. (116,159.) Hills Bros., San Fran-

cisco. Tea.
Luz. (116,511.) G. Amsinck & Co., San

Francisco. Coffee.
Registered October 21, 1919.

Prints Registered

Here is a record of prints which have been

registered:

The Coffee House is Coming Back. (5,172.)
Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee of the
U. S., New York. For coffee.

Registered October 21, 1919.

TRADE MARKS PENDING
The following marks have been favorably

acted upon. Any person who believes he would

be damaged by the registration of a mark may
«- within thirty days enter opposition to prevent

the proposed registration. All inquiries should

//£JbS~ /oi.obZ

TRADE MARKS PATENTED
be addressed to The Tea and Coffee Trade

Journal, 79 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.

Week Ending September 30, 1919

First National. (102,082.) Abraham M.
Malouf, Salt Lake City. Canned fruits, teas,

coffees, spices, canned vegetables, rice.

Rare Treat. (118,743.) Simon Bros. Co.,

Omaha. Coffee and canned goods.
Creole. (120,157.) Crescent Coffee Mills,

Inc., New Orleans. Coffee.

Leopard. (120,549.) Geo. R. Newall & Co.,

Minneapolis. Tea, peanut butter, mustard,
mince meat.

Week Ending October 7, 1919.

Sauer’s Fruitti Punch Flavor with wreath
and punch bowl in design. (119,135.) The
C. F. Sauer Co. Richmond, Va. Food-flavor-
ing extracts.

Chocolate Cream. (119,462.) Western
Grocer Co., Marshalltown, Iowa. Coffee.

Week Ending October 14, 1919.

Coffee United with shield design. (115,165.)
United Cigar Stores Company of America,
Jersey City. Coffee and coffee bars.
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SUGAR IS NEEDED IN COFFEE.
We think it a tactical blunder for the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee to

have issued that bulletin advocating the use of coffee without sugar. This ill advised

and most unfortunate circular, we understand, has been sent to nearly 1,000 dealers

throughout the country. It states:

—

“If the sugar shortage teaches a greater appreciation of sugarless coffee it

will benefit both coffee drinkers and coffee dealers. Coffee is one of the few
beverages which does not depend upon sugar to make it palatable. Good coffee,

properly made, especially when served without cream or milk, needs no sugar.

Coonnoisseurs know this, but the average coffee drinker loads his cup with sugar

and thereby loses the true coffee taste. The practice of making coffee excessively

sweet is due in part to faulty brewing which produces a bitter flavor. The wider

use of coffee without sugar, or with little sugar, will help correct the careless

and erroneous methods of preparation far too prevalent in American house-holds.”

There are comparatively few drinkers of coffee and tea who do not use sugar, or

milk or cream, or both. The Brazilian may drink his coffee black, the Frenchman
may prefer his mazagran, or his demi-tasse, but the American cup of coffee is first,

last, and always, coffee with sugar and cream.

Some people do not use any, it is true, while others use as much as four or five

lumps or spoons of sugar and an abundance of cream. A fair average, the country

over, would be two cubes of sugar and two tablespoonfuls of milk. In round num-
bers, one billion pounds of coffee are used per year in the United States, thus indi-

cating 40 billion cups of coffee made. With the very conservative estimate of only

one cube of sugar used per cup, the consumption of this commodity in this manner
alone amounts to 882 million pounds per year, quite an appreciable quantity. Ths
small calculation for milk, which contains an average of 4 per cent, fat, shows an

annual consumption of 88 million pounds of fat in this manner.

During the war one of our contributing editors suggested we advocate the non-use

of sugar in coffee as a war-time economy and sugar conservation measure. After

a thorough examination of the matter we decided it was false economy and poor con-

servation. Every coffee man we approached on the subject, without exception, thought

it would not only offend a powerful allied trade interest, but that it would also prove

a psychological boomerang.



The use of cream and sugar is anything but a useless practice, among coffee men
or others. Some coffee tasters use both sugar and milk or cream in cup tests and

some testers judge cup quality only after sugar and milk have been added. Other

testers consider a full judgment requires testing both in the black and with milk ano

sugar added.

As to these additions to coffee masking the flavor, there is more than one opinion.

Some testers claim it develops the flavor. It is evident that the cream and sugar,

especially the sugar, have a modifying influence upon the harsher elements in the

liquor. Just what the effect is upon the acids or tannins, or whatever these ele-

ments may be called, we cannot definitely state, but the natural preference of coffee

drinkers for sweetened coffee has undoubtedly a sound basis. Cream and sugar add to

the pleasure of coffee drinking for many who do not enjoy it otherwise. The taste

sensation produced by a good cup of coffee is one of the real satisfactions of life with

an important application to bodily and mental welfare. As a daily solace and comfort

it is of especial value in times of social unrest, when the morale of the people is a

vital element of national efficiency. Both sugar and cream, of course, add nourish-

ment to coffee and a cup of coffee offers a natural and pleasing method of taking such

nourishment. There is no waste, except where the sugar is not dissolved and is left

in the cup. Here is an opportunity for reform and there could be strong advocacy

of the proper stirring and dissolving of sugar. To this end also should the sugar be
added when the coffee is hot. Less sugar to suit the taste is necessary when the liquid

is not overdrawn, the correct milder and blander flavor requiring less sugar than the

sharp flavor of over extraction.

There are many more useless and less necessary forms of sugar consumption than

the coffee requirements. Icing on already sweet cakes, for instance, is an excessive use

of sugar, as are candies. It is also true that, for many sweetening purposes, other

sweets than sugar, such as honey, maple syrup, etc., may be substituted.

For sweetening coffee there is no substitute for sugar and in view of how coffee,

as a universal beverage, makes life itself sweeter, the required amount of sugar and
cream for it should be disallowed only as the last of extremities.—E. A.

TANNIN IN TEA AND COFFEE

A recent issue of The Table, a London paper devoted to discussions of the cuisine,

has an article on the “Effects of Tea and Coffee”, which presents a typical example of

confusion of facts. After stating that tea will warm or cool, show soporific or agryp-

notic powers, and that it is a great aid to digestion, the following statement is made:

“A cup of tea contains about the same amount of gallotannic acid as an equal quantity

of black coffee. * * * Tea and coffee should be avoided at meals where meat is

taken, since they are apt to produce the well-known effect of ‘tanning’ when brought

into contact with meat, thereby considerably reducing its digestibility.”

Insofar as roasted coffee contains no tannic acid, the inference is that gallotannic

acid is absent from tea also, whereupon the statement becomes superfluous. Tea does

contain a true tannin, the nature of which lies between gallotannic acid and quercitan-

nic acid. It is true that tea tannin reacts with meat and the stomach tissues to produce

che effects of tanning, thus slowing but not reducing its digestibility. The compound
thus formed with proteins is decomposed by further digestion, setting free active tannin,

which combines with the fluid of the alkaline intestine to form the non-precipitant alka-

line tannates. But in the case of coffee no such action occurs, in fact coffee is consid-

ered by some authorities to be an aid to digestion. To quote Sollman, “A Manual of

Pharmacology,” pp. 215 and 137: “It (‘caffetannic acid’ of coffee) differs from tannin

in that it does not precipitate proteins, and is therefore not astringent. * * * On
the whole, one may say that the small quantities of tannin ordinarily taken with the food

and drink are not injurious; but that large quantities (excessive tea drinking) are cer-

tainly deleterious. The tannin of coffee is scarcely astringent, and therefore lacks this

action.” But tea drinking in moderation cannot be said to be harmful. It is high time

that steps be taken to correct the erroneous conception, which the public possesses con-

cerning the presence of a harmful constituent, “caffetannic acid”, in coffee. This type

of misinformation is obsolescent in the present age of enlightenment, and if allowed to

persist can only have a harmful action on the coffee trade.—C. W. T.
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MARKETS OF THE WORLD
Latest News Letters from Staff and
Special Correspondents in Foreign

and Domestic Trade Centers

THE NEW YORK MARKETS

Special Market Reviews for ‘'The Tea and

Coffee Trade Journal”

New York, Nov. 3, 1919.

"DEARLY in the month under review buyers

of Brazilian coffee showed little interest.

They were especially apathetic toward Santos

grades owing to liberal clearances from that

port and larger arrivals. As a consequence

Santos prices were slightly easier temporarily,

while Rios and Victorias were higher, reflect-

ing a sharp advance in the former market.

This stronger tendency soon became general

and was accompanied by a striking expansion

in business. The increase was especially

marked in the volume of business between local

importers and jobbers, although there was
some improvement in the demand from local

and interior roasters and distributors as a re-

sult of the liberal arrivals and smaller de-

liveries, the visible supply shows a material

increase, being now larger than at this time
last year. This, however, has caused no weak-
ening of the spot position as it is estimated

that because of the longshoremen’s strike fully

400,000 bags of the local stock (roughly 664,-

000) is tied up on ships and is not available

for use. Warehouse deliveries have continued

large being chiefly ex-ship deliveries to In-

terior importers. Hence it is the general im-
pression that interior stocks are ample as a
rule, although supplies are doubtless unevenly
distributed. The improvement in the demand
from the interior is traceable largely to the
long delay in moving the cargoes that have ar-

rived. There has been a great deal of irregu-

larity in the cost-and-freight market, and this

checked trading for a time, but subsequently
a decidedly large business was done. In the

main the majority of Brazilian shippers re-

mained firm in their views, but on frequent

occasions conditions were greatly unsettled be-

cause of the willingness of some shippers to

accept lower prices and the eagerness of some

buyers to take in profits by reselling at dis-

counts under direct quotations. On some days

there was a discrepency of fully 2 to 3 cents

in quotations. The general firmness reflected

the strength which prevailed much of the time

in Brazil Owing to several strikes the crop

movement fell off materially and as exports

were large there was a marked reduction in

port stocks, notably at Rio. That port cleared

over 150,000 bags to Europe and various non-

American destinations, seemingly confirming

recent claims of heavy foreign buying. San-

tos reported that fully a million bags would

be exported in November, which would ma-

terially reduce the stock. Desirable selections,

especially of Bourbons, were said to be ex-

tremely scarce and frequently commanded a

premium of 1 to 2 cents. On several occasions

Rio spot prices advanced sensationally as sell-

ers who had sold “short” for October ship-

ment were covering.

Milds Active and Strong

The market for mild coffees has been active

at steadily rising prices, which have advanced

from 2V2 to 3 cents since our last review.

Medellins have sold at 32 cents, or only a half-

cent below the high mark reached last June,

whereas future contracts have been roughly

TY2 cents under the season’s top levels. As
arrivals and deliveries were about evenly bal-

anced, the local stock, roughly 570,000 bags,

is about the same as a month ago. Still, be-

cause of the freight tie-up, only about 100,000

bags are actually available for delivery. Some
cargoes have been tied up fully a month and

buyers who have been counting on the arrival

of these supplies have been forced to cover

in the open market. A heavy business has

been done in Bogotas for shipment, as prac-

tically nothing has been offered from other

sources. Traffic conditions in producing coun-

tries have been seriously congested »

Black Teas Active and Strong

A large business has been done in black

NEW YORK BAKING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Corn Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels
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Don’t “Let George Do It”

The National Coffee Roasters Association is

carrying out a definite program of trade

betterment that deserves the active support

of every trade factor.

It is lending its influence to the upbuilding

of the industry.

It aims to promote good fellowship among
the various trade factors.

It seeks by every legitimate means to

place the coffee business in the forefront of

American industry.

A cordial invitation is extended to wholesale

coffee roasters to join this Association and help

promote its objects. If you are not a member and

have faith in the future of your craft, back up the

leaders who are carrying out this important work.

Don't “Let George Do It."

Join forces with the 300 numbers who are now
enjoying the benefits of membership in this growing
organization. Every new member added, at this

important juncture in trade affairs, makes the work
of the association just that much more effective.

Now is the opportune time.

National Coffee Roasters Association
FELIX COSTE, Manager CARL W. BRAND, President

74 Wall Street, New York

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea add Coffee Trade Iournal
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teas, which have advanced roundly 2 cents.

Business in green teas has been restricted,

largely because the first cargo of Congous to

arrive, 30,000 half-chests, has been tied up and

in bad condition, there being many conflicting

reports as to damage. The prospect for fu-

ture business is regarded as poor as supplies

will undoubtedly be meager. Foreign markets

have been buying freely in producing countries,

and hence there will be a marked shortage in

the shipments in this direction. Probable ar-

rivals from Formosa are estimated at only

14,000,000 pounds, against over 20,000,000 last

year. Japan will probably ship us about 10,-

000,000 pounds less than last year, while ar-

rivals from Ceylon will show a drop of fully

75 per cent. It is thought that almost noth-

ing can be expected from India or Java.

CHICAGO NEWS LETTER

Activities of the Trade in the Windy City and
Vicinity as Seen by Our Correspondent

Chicago, Oct. 28, 1919.

T>LACK teas were stronger on the Chicago
"market this month because of the high
prices in foreign markets. Japans were quiet

because buyers were still receiving the ship-

ments previously contracted for. Retailers

were buying light in the hope that prices

would decline.

The coffee market was decidedly uncertain.

The government’s investigation of hoarding
rumors has had a detrimental effect on the

market here. The trade generally feels that

the government activities have had the op-

posite effect from what was expected to be
accomplished—stimulate competition. Brazil

exporters are said to be holding their coffee,

knowing that under the present system in

effect in the United States, the supply will

soon be exhausted and Brazil will be able to

demand any price.

The McKenney Importing Co., Inc., hand-
ling coffee, tea and spices, will open for busi-

ness on November 10. President G. E. Mc-
Kenney has been with the Grossfeld & Roe
Co., wholesale grocer, as manager of the cof-
fee department for the last eight years. O.

H. Goldstein, vice-president, had charge of the

Army’s coffee, tea and spice supplies in France,

with thirty warehouses under his command.

Mr. Goldstein held the rank of lieutenant

colonel.—E. J. C.

SAN FRANCISCO TRADE NOTES

Tea and Coffee Notes of the Pacific Coast

Centers Gathered by Our Own
Correspondent

San Francisco, Oct. 24, 1919.

T HE second annual meeting of the Green

Coffee Association of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce, recently held here, re-

sulted in the election of the following officers

for the ensuing year: Chairman, Frederick Ba-

ruch, of Baruch & Co., vice-chairman, C. B. La-

streto; executive committee, the foregoing of-

ficers, E. A. Kahl, of W. R. Grace & Co., Donald

Lindo, of the American Finance & Commerce

Co.; J. E. Duff, of Leon Israel & Bros.; E. A.

Canalizo, of G. Amsinck & Co., and J. H. Pol-

hemus, of Hamberger-Polhemus & Co. R. C.

Mason was returned to office as secretary-

treasurer.

In his report Secretary Mason said there

had been no change in the membership, which

consists of fifteen active associates. He also

stated that $4,950 had been contributed by

members toward the pro-coffee advertising

campaign as a result of a speech made to the

association by President Brand of the N. C. R.

A. last May. Certain members had previously

contributed $650.

The California Coffee Roasters Association

held its regular monthly meeting on October

6 and re-elected all the former officers. J. A.

Folger, president of the organization, and El-

liott M. Cofer, of Hills Bros., were selected as

delegates to represent California at the N. C.

R. A. convention in Atlantic City.

About thirty Pacific Coast roasters held a

trade conference on October 20 and 21 at

Portland, Oregon. Washington, Oregon and

California were represented. Among other

things the roasters decided to hold a similar

gathering annually, and selected Del Monte,

California, as the meeting place. It is thought

PUREST AND BEST BAKING POWDERS
Cream of Tartar and Pure Phosphate §

Buyers Private Brands at Attractive Prices
Also High Grade Cocoas under Private Brands

MANHATTAN BAKING POWDER CO., 264 Spring St., New York
|
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Where the “City Fellow ’ Gets the Jump

Why is it that the small Wholesalers in large cities and

large Wholesalers in small cities generally feel at

a disadvantage in competition with the Big Houses—particu-

larly with packaged lines?

They do, and they show it frequently by quoting lower prices

on exactly the same grades of goods.

Why is this?

For one thing, the large city Wholesaler pays more attention

to the style and “dress” of his containers ,
on the average,

than either his small rivals in town or his large ones outside of

town.

He knows, by experience, that the attractive, natty package

will give him a quicker turn-over and that the Consumer is

willing to pay a little more for an article got up in that way.

As manufacturers of ^he UNION DUPLEX BAG and
he UNION DUPLEX SACK, we are specialists in fancy

packages. Let us show you gratuitously, by a color-sketch,

how very attractive your Brands will look in these “economy”
containers.

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request)
PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY
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that out of these conferences a strong Coast

organization may grow.

The importers of coffee in this port have
been greatly handicapped the past month or

more by the strike of the longshoremen which
has seriously hampered the handling of marine
freight. At present there seems little likeli-

hood of a speedy settlement of the strike. The
Japanese steamship companies entering this

port have made their peace with the strikers

by granting their demands, and the importing
of tea has not suffered materially since that

agreement was made.
The G. W. Caswell Co., which suffered from

a severe fire in September has adjusted its

insurance so that it can rebuild and is making
rapid progress towards a resumption of busi-

ness at the old plant.—G. P. M.

AUSTRALIAN TEA BAN LIFTED
The Australian Government has revoked its

proclamation of September 11, 1918, which
prohibited the importation, except with the

written consent of the Minister of Trade and
Customs, of tea grown in other than British

possessions. B.

OUR LONDON LETTER

The Latest News From Mincing Lane and the

Continental Trade Centers

Office of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

34 Cranbourn Street, London, W. C. 2

London, Oct. 8, 1919.

L IKE all other lines of business, the tea

de here has been somewhat disturbed by
the general industrial unrest, though it weath-

ered the national railway strike without

much trouble by shipping supplies around the

country in motor lorries. Just before the

strike it looked for a time as though tea would

be included in the Act of Parliament directed

against profiteering. There was some public

clamor toward listing tea, but the government
refused to act on the ground that tea never

has had and cannot be under its present con-

dition a profiteering proposition. There are

ample stocks here.

Despite transport difficulties the general

auctions of tea have continued, attention being

devoted, however, to the large “breaks,” the

small “breaks,” which occupy much time in

W. LEE SIMMONDS & CO.
88 FRONT STREET Coffee Brokers new York

A thoroughly equipped office and efficient staff, together with thirty-one years’ experience
in all branches of the business, are at your service. Correspondence solicited.
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yTiey are triplicate square

bags, beautifully printed,

lined with parchment and tin

foil cemented together with

a film of best parafine.
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selling, being postponed. Prices generally

have been well supported. The bulk of the
offerings have been on merchants’ account and
have comprised a large proportion of new sea-

son’s tea.

The Tea Brokers’ Association of London has
issued this statement about the situation:

“The Board of Trade returns for the first
eight months of the year 1919 show that the
imports are $470,000,000 and the home
consumption $200,000,000 more than during the
corresponding period in 1914.

“From this large increase in home consump-
tion it would appear that the last budget re-
duction of 4 cents per pound in the duty on
British-grown tea is stimulating demand.
Higher wages are also a contributory factor,
and with all countries competing for the
world’s supply comparatively high prices must
rule if we are to maintain an adequate supply
of tea to this country.”

The Indian Tea Association has been assured

that every effort is being made to increase

shipping facilities for tea.

There have been public fears, independent

of the strike, that coffee would soar in price,

but there seems little chance of this happen-
ing. Coffee consumption in this country ap-

pears likely to diminish rather than advance,

and this diminution has been helped by the fact

that many hundreds of thousands of coffee

drinkers who were refugees from France and

Belgium have now returned home. On the

whole the market price is less than the rates

paid for coffee for export, and a reduction

may follow because the demand for export

goods is on the wane.

Thomas Reece.

BRAZIL COFFEE TRADE NOTES

Though There Is Little Buying and the Small-

est Stock on Record Is Predicted, Traders

Do Not Fear “Outside” Competition

[Special Correspondence]

Rio de Janeiro, Sept. 27, 1919.

C
l ONDITIONS in this market are practically

J unaltered—coffee piling up at all the

Leopoldina and some of the Central Railways’

stations, and buyers indisposed to make a move
until the S. Paulo Government’s policy is more
assured. Some buying for German account is

reported, though in the dearth of confirmed

credits, it is scarcely likely to amount to much,

though Ornstein here and Rodrigues Alves

Toledo at Santos are both said to be interested.

The most encouraging feature from the con-

sumer’s point of view is the slump in freight
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rates, provided that it is not neutralized by a

corresponding advance by producers or middle-

men.

As tonnage is likely to be offering in in-

creasing quantity and to very soon exceed any

possible requirements, another and even more
sensational cut may be looked for that will

eliminate all but the strongest competitors.

The only countries except Brazil in which

expansion of cultivation can be looked for are

Venezuela and Colombia, but labor there is

scarce and capital scarcer, and, as it takes six

years to bring coffee trees to maturity and by
that time Brazil should have recovered from
the frost, there does not seem much to fear

from that side.

The S. Paulo Government has again announc-

ed that no coffee has been sold or is likely to

be sold until the situation is clearer. This,

however, is too indefinite to inspire very much
confidence. The Government has evidently

made up its mind to hold on to i its stock as

long as it possibly can, in the hope that Ger-

man and Central European buying will put

some spirit into the market, and allow fazen-

deiros to get rid of the current crop at good
prices.

The profiteering of the S. Paulo Government

has been criticised, but, after all, is no worse

than the U. S. who insist on an upset price for

their wheat far above what it might be sold

but for fixation of prices by the U. S. Govern-

ment.

Efforts are being made to obtain the revision

of the decision of Dr. Cardoso de Almeida pro-

hibiting delivery of any kinds of Rio style or

“canudos” on the future market, on the ground

that a good deal of the coffees from the north-

ern districts served by the Central Railway

are Paulista in origin and though it would be

abnormal to prevent delivery of Rio style in

the future market, there could be no objection

to indirect deliveries so long as the coffee was
officially described in the certificate of the

Coffee Exchange as “Rio style.”

A Paulista planter places the available stock

at Santos at 651,000 bags. Commenting on

the situation, he says: “For years we have not

seen so small an available stock and the posi-

tion of coffee could not be better. Consuming
countries are in want of our coffees, but specu-

lation has demoralized the market. Consum-
ers had already accepted the price of $20,500

for 4s, when speculation forced prices down.

To restore confidence, the first thing to be done

is for the Government to categorically declare

DANIEL M. ENRIGHT

Importer and Jobber of

MILD COFFEES
(Exclusively)

112 FRONT STREET NEW YORK
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SPICE CANISTERS

Made in Oblong and Round shapes with Tin

Tops and Bottoms and Waterproof Fibre Bodies

;

With Dredge Tops and Plug Tops;

Slip Covers or Loose ends

;

Parchment lined where necessary for Oily Spices

;
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The 2 ounce size has a Deep Slip Cover which
makes it Easy to Label and Handle.

See our Improved Sifting Dredge Top,

The only Real Spice Container.
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Write us about your requirements and j|ive us

a chance to save YOU money.

Samples cost nothing.

The Canister Company of New Jersey
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that no coffee will be sold this year, so as to

allow for the sale of the small current crop at

good prices and afterwards the Government
stock.”—Fazenda.

PORTO RICO’S COFFEE CROP

Harvesting Has Begun and Outlook Is That
There Will Be a Record Production.

Some Trade Troubles

[From a Staff Correspondent]

San Juan, Oct. 6, 1919.

HP HE largest coffee crop in the history of the

island is now being harvested, but grow-

ers and dealers are discouraged because a de-

pression in prices has set in since the harvest

began. Sales have been made at $0.22 and
even lower, while only a few months ago the

price was around $0.32.

There are fewer inquiries from the Euro-

pean markets than had been expected, accord-

ing to local exporters. It is feared here that

Italy and Austria particularly will seek the

cheaper Brazilian coffee.

Exportation to Cuba has declined because

recently the exporters of coffee in Porto Rico

formed the Coffee Exporters’ Association of

Porto Rico, and the association at once adopt-

ed a ’standard form of contract with the idea

of eliminating losses due frequently to unjusti-

fied claims made by the importers. The con-

tract is similar to that established by the

Louisiana rice growers’ association last year

for the sale of rice in Porto Rico. The Cuban
importers are said to be dissatisfied with the

terms under which they are compelled to pur-

chase Porto Rico coffee and are making fewer

purchases than otherwise would reasonably be

expected. This is a temporary condition, how-
ever.

Last year’s crop for export was sold at an

average of $21.70 per 100 pounds, the highest

price ever reached for Porto Rico coffee. Last

year’s crop, which was the smallest in the past

ten years or more, nevertheless brought the

island more than $6,000,000 for that portion

of it which was exported. Exports amounted
to 27,897,971 pounds, which was the smallest

amount exported during the year since 1905.

The H. J. Heinz Company, Pittsburgh, has

installed a battery of four Oehmig 4-ft. iron

frame mustard grinding mills.

Ritchie ’s
ALL FIBER CANS

TIN TOP AND BOTTOM CANS
The ideal container in place of expensive tin cans, Ritchie's Paraffi aed or Parchment lined cans
hold the aroma, are airtight and non-absorbing. The .deal package for Coffee, Tea, Spices, Cocoa-
nut and all dry foods.

Quotations and samples promptly forwarded.

W. C. RITCHIE AND COMPANY
414 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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“EXACT WEIGHT” SCALES INCREASE THE

NUMBER OF PACKAGES FROM BULK
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Automatic Weighing

Machinery
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hand packing
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GOOD COFFEE CROP IN MEXICO
[Special Correspondence]

Vera Cruz, Sept. 17.—The flowering of the

coffee trees in this district is '"reported to

have been very good in the sense that it has
been scattered Over .a greater length of time
than usual, which will be of marked assistance

in gathering the crop. Last year 25 per cent,

of the crop was lostv on account of the short-

age of labor on the various plantations, and
this, of course, will be the deciding feature in

this year’s picking. The present estimate for

the crop in this district is that it will run from
150.000 to 200,000 quintals. The conditions of

the crop in the state of Chiapas have been
doubly as good, if not better than last year
and will be approximately from 200,000 to

250.000 quintals. P. H. F.

JAVA TEA CONGRESS POSTPONED
The date of the international tea congress

scheduled for early in 1921 and to be held in

Batavia, Java, has again been postponed, late

Dutch East Indian advices- stating that it will

be opened in 1922. The committee of arrange-
ments will meet this month (November) to

formulate definite plans.

INFORMATION FOR BUYERS

Pithy Suggestions as to Where and

How to Buy to the Best Advantage

BUYERS in all branches of the tea, coffee

and grocery business will find it to their

advantage to read this department every

month. Only items of legitimate trade news
intended to be informative and helpful to buy-

ers, and all carefully edited, will be published

here. ^
\

Attrition Mill For Spices

The Robinson Mfg. Co., 39 Cortlandt street,

New Ifork, has not, until recently, made a
systematic effort to sell its line in the coffee,

spice,Jfcocoa and baking powder trades, al-

though this firm has for some years been mak-
ing nfachinery suitable for use in these trades,
in addition to a complete line of flour mills.

Stifrce grinders will be particularly interested
in the attrition mills manufactured by this
concern. They are ball bearing machines, both
motor driven and belt driven. The Robinson
Co; also makes reels and sifters for bolting
or gifting spices, herbs, baking powder and
cocoa.

In addition this manufacturer makes mag-

Over 2,000,000 Families
depend upon the Jewel Tea Company, Inc., for their supplies of Teas, Coffees, Spices, Cocoa and

other food products.
For their higher priced Teas, Coffees, Spices, etc., as illustrated above, they use exclusively

(?C7ifa/sieiA>

and have contracted with us for their requirements for a period of years.
What better indorsement could we have than the continued re-orders from so large and so

reputable a concern?
Write us for samples of Paraffined or Parchment-lined Containers to meet YOUR requirements.

THE FIBRE CONTAINER CORPORATION
160 WEST FRONT ST., MONROE, MICH.
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328 Magazine Street

New Orleans OClVlCC
103 Front Street

New York

COFFEE

A. C. Israel Co., Inc.

IMPORTERS

103 Front Street 1^ 4-*T
New York l^Ucillty

328 Magazine Street

New Orleans

FROMM & COMPANY
82-92 BEAVER STREET NEW YORK

Members Selling Agents

New York Raphael Sampaio & Co,
Coffee & Sugar Exchange santos

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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netic separators for taking the metal out of
ground products, also mixers for all dry,
powdered substances, as well as bucket ele-

vators for coffee and any dry, granular or
powdered materials.

Solving Packing Problems

Packers of coffee, tea, spices, etc., are in-

vited to put their packing problems up to the
Safepack Mills, of Boston, Mass. This firm
makes a varied line of liners for every type
of package. Capt. H. N. Knowlton, of the
packing service department, is making a study
of the individual packer’s needs, not just to
create additional markets for Safepack liners,

but to find out if a different shape or kind of
crate, box or carton can effect economy for the
tea, coffee and spice packer. During the war,
Capt. Knowlton was packing chief for the
United States Ordnance Department.

Automatic Sugar Weigher
The Scott Weighing Machine Company has

been organized at Topeka, Kansas, with a capi-
tal of $100,000 to manufacture an automatic
machine for weighing sugar and other food
products in retail establishments. The opera-
tion of the machine is said to be extremely
simple. The salesman sets an indicator for
the desired amount, then presses a button, the
sugar flows from the supply hopper, under the
counter, and the machine weighs it in transit
and deposits it in the bag. Charles D. Scott,
of Topeka, Kansas, is the inventor.

A BRAZIL TRADE CHAMBER HERE
The American Chamber of Commerce of

Brazil has opened a branch office at 37 Liberty

street, New York, with Leslie E. Freeman,

lately arrived from Brazil, in charge. Mr.

Freeman will devote his attention to the de-

velopment of the Chamber and the promotion

of trade relations between Brazil and this

country.

The American Chamber of Commerce for

Brazil is rapidly extending its influence

throughout Brazil and the United States. A
chamber has been established in Sao Paulo

during the past year and other branches will

be organized in other cities. These chambers

are affiliated with the Rio de Janeiro chamber
and work together in all their campaigns.

COFFEE BUYER SEVERS CONNECTION
A. T. Ostrander, formerly coffee buyer for

Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, Inc., New York,

has severed his connection with that firm and

is now engaged in the coffee brokerage busi-

ness on his own account, making his head-

quarters at the office of Frederick J. West,

Inc., 101 Front street, New York.

Send all that Goodness to the Consumer!

For the convenience
of Western Trade,
we carry a complete
stock of Diamond-F
Protective Papers at
our Chicago Ware-
house, 1656 Besley
Court.

The quality of your product is the key note of your reputation.

The condition in which your goods reach the ultimate consumer is

the important detail that makes or mars your good-will.

Safeguard this vital asset by every care in packing.

Protective Papers
Glassine—Vegetable Parchment

Grease Proof—Parchmoid

safeguard your product and good-will on that journey from your

factory (over the counter) to the consumer.

Bach one of these papers has distinctive qualities that make it

best for the purpose—all can be creased or folded without cracking.

They will improve a poor package and make a good package better.

Supplied in sheets, rolls or circles. Your jobber can supply you.

Write today for samples.

Diamond State Fibre Company
Bridgeport, Pa. (Near Philadelphia)

Also makers of Diamond Fibre—“A Remarkable Material”
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Roasted Coffee Department
WILLIAM B. HARRIS, Manager

Selections, on cup value made from our own importation of green coffee

and set aside for the roasted trade. This insures the dealer the cream of

the importations and means not only cup quality but identical cup

characteristics.

Tea Department
C. E. WARTH, Manager

Proper selection will eliminate the larger part of your selling difficulties.

The Tea Buyer will find many Choice Garden Teas in our well assorted

stock, that will solve the problem.

Your inquiries will receive our prompt attention.

S. A. SCHONBRUNN & CO.
83 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

EPPENS, SMITH COMPANY
Importers and Jobbers

COFFEES and TEAS
267-269-271 Washington St., 103-105-107 Warren St.,

124 Front St., New York

JAVA and SUMATRA
COFFEES
SPOT AND AFLOAT

Offering some choice lots. Ask for Samples

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Tournal
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OBITUARY I
^
the world. He was a member of the Downtown
Business Men’s Association of New York, the
Essex County Country Club, the Masonic fra-

ternity and of the Crescent Athletic Club.

Surviving Mr. Purcell are his wife, Annie L.

Temple; a daughter, Mrs. Walter C. Hodgson;
two brothers, Charles and Alexander H. Pur-
cell, and a sister, Mrs. James B. Roche.

Manuel M. Clavizo

Manuel M. Clavizo, an importer of Colom-
bian and other mild coffees, died at his New
York home a few weeks ago. He was a native

of Colombia and had large property interests

in that country as well as in the United States.

NEW JOBBING HOUSE FORMED
George Peabody and Howard E. Mailler have

formed a partnership to engage in the im-

porting and jobbing of green coffee, under

the name of Peabody & Mailler, with offices

at 37 Front street, New York. Messrs. Pea-

body and Mailler were with Charles F. Blake,

coffee importer, New York, for a number of

years, and have a wide acquaintance among
coffee buyers.w

.
. i

\

/

Better Shipping Cases

Mean More Satisfied Customers
The good will of your trade depends largely upon the quality of your shipping service.

A broken shipping case, a crushed, package, or a scratched label may destroy the good will
that it has taken years to build. Fortify yourself against destructive complaints caused
by poorly packed shipments. Use

'

H. & D. Corrugated Fibre Boxes
When sealed in these strong, resilient containers your shipment reaches your customer

in perfect condition.

Send for our FREE illustrated book “How
To Pack It.” It contains many suggestions
on improved shipping practice—or better still—
send us a sample shipment—collect—and our
Shipping Experts will design an individual ship-
ping box FREE and return the shipment pre-
paid.

THE HlftDE & DAUCH PAPER CO.
851 Water Street Sandusky, Ohio

CANADIAN TRADE—ADDRESS TORONTO

Joseph Purcell

Joseph Purcell, senior member of Hard &
Rand, and one of the best known coffee im-

porters in the New York trade, died October

23 in a New York
hospital after a short

illness. Mr. Purcell

was a native of New
York and had been

closely identified with

the green coffee busi-

ness for more than

forty years, first

starting as a broker

and later becoming a

firm member of Hard
& Rand. Owing to

the death of the orig-

inal partners, he, in

late years, has been

Joseph Purcell virtual head of the

business. In Front
Street he was generally regarded as the best
informed man in the trade, much of his knowl-
edge having been gained by trips to practically
all the important coffee producing districts of
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J.C. Whitney Company
Ixp®rt@re TEA I

CHICAGO and
437 WEST ONTARIO ST.

Canadian Headquarters
TORONTO

49 Wellington St , East

NEW YORK
82 WALL STREET

SALES OFFICES
156 STATE STREET, BOSTON
7 SOUTH FRONT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
714 EQUITABLE BLDG., ST. LOUIS
542 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

CANADA
Agency, 6 St. Sacramento Street, Montreal

BUYING AND SHIPPING OFFICES
SHIDZUOKA, JAPAN

SHANGHAI, HANKOW, FOOCHOW, CHINA
DAITOTEI, FORMOSA
COLOMBO, CEYLON
CALCUTTA, INDIA
BATAVIA, JAVA

LONDON, ENGLAND

PACKERS AND BLENDERS OF TEAS OF EVERY KIND IN
EVERY VARIETY OF CONTAINER FOR

PARTICULAR BUYERS

IN CONSTANT AND CLOSE TOUCH WITH ALL
BUYING AND SELLING MARKETS

PEABODY & MAILLER
Importers and Jobbers of

COFFEE
85-87 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

COMPLETE PACKING ROOM EQUIPMENT
Present conditions in the coffee trade demand even closer attention to packag-

ing costs. The coffee packer who seeks to cut down his operating expenses should
investigate the “Johnson” line of automatic machinery.

We are manufacturers of complete packing room equipment, including auto-
matic carton making, filling, sealing and moisture proofing machinery.

Write for catalog.

JOHNSON AUTOMATIC SEALER CO., Limited
Battle Creek Michigan

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea ami> Coffee Trade Journal
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES

A. S. Brasen, of Bell, Conrad & Co., Chicago,

is planning a six months’ tour of Central and

South America, China and Japan, expecting

to start about the end of the year. Bell, Con-

rad & Co. are expanding their coffee roasting

equipment, installing Huntley machines.

A. P. Luhrs, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., who roasts

coffee in his store window with a Bums outfit,

including a revolving cooler and stoner, has

ordered a duplicate equipment to meet his

increased trade.

James Y. Tong, of the China Tea Co., Ltd.,

Shanghai, left New York early in November
for London. On his return to this country, in

about four weeks, he will establish connec-

tions for his firm in Boston and Chicago. Mr.

Tong makes his headquarters in this country

in the company’s New York offices.

The John H. Wilkins Co., Washington, D. C-,

recently installed a Bums coffee granulater

and chaff remover.

W. Lee Simmonds & Co., coffee brokers, 88

Front street, New York, have added a cocoa

department which is under the direction of

C. H. Parker.

William A. Kues, of M. Van Waveren &

Sons, a New York importing house, recently

returned to this country after a four months’

visit in Holland. M. Van Waveren & Sons are

United States representatives of S. & W. Birn-

baum, Amsterdam, handling coffee, pepper,

tapioca and other East Indian produce.

A new coffee roasting plant will soon be put

in operation in Cleveland by The Cleveland

Food Products Co. The machinery, to be in-

stalled complete by Jabez Burns & Sons, will

consist of one of their new Karoma outfits for

roasting and grinding.

Christopher F. Leuther, a tea and coffee

merchant in Bridgeport, Conn., for more than

forty years, died a few weeks ago.

The Warfield-Pratt-Howell Co., wholesale

grocery house at Sioux City, la., recently or-

dered another Burns No. 1 coffee roaster and

granulating mill.

The Stickney & Poor Spice Company, Bos-

ton, recently ordered an Oehmig liquid mus-

tard manufacturing outfit, including a battery

of four improved four-foot iron frame mills.

The coffee roasting plant of the Jellico

Grocery Co., of Jellico, Tenn., will soon be re-

set. Another Burns No. 1 roaster will be

added.

C. E. Bickford & Co., coffee brokers, have

bought the five-story building at 103 Front

TELEPHONE—JOHN 4912-3-4.

CABLE ADDRESS—MACILLET. CAPITAL—$100,000.

CODES—BENTLEY’S, LIEBERS, ABC-5TH. EDIT.

MACY BROS. & GILLET, INC.

OLIVER CARTER MACY
President

T. RIDGWAY MACY
Vice-President

TEA BROKERS
98 WALL STREET

NEW YORK

LOUIS ALLSTON GILLET
Treasurer

HARRY E. HAYES
Secretary

BOSTON OFFICE: 155 MILK STREET

WE HAVE THE BEST OFFERINGS ON THE MARKET FROM DAY TO DAY.

WRITE, WIRE OR TELEPHONE ONE OF OUR OFFICES WHEN YOU ARE IN
THE MARKET. IT WILL COST YOU NOTHING AND SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE AIM TO GIVE BOTH BUYERS AND SELLERS A SERVICE NOT YET ATTAINED
IN THIS COUNTRY AND BELIEVE WE HAVE THE FACILITIES FOR DOING IT.
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FRANCIS PEEK & CO., Ltd.
Head Office: 20 Eastcheap, London, E. C.

SINGAPORE JAVA SUMATRA
Laidlaw Batavia, Soerabaja, Bandoeng Medan and

Buildings and Semarang Padang

EXPORTERS of JAVA TEA
and other Dutch East Indian Produce

TIN RUBBER SUGAR
COFFEE RICE TAPIOCA PEPPER CITRONELLA OIL, ETC.

WRITE TO OUR BATAVIA HOUSE AND ASK TO BE PLACED ON
MAIL LIST TO RECEIVE OUR JAVA MONTHLY PRODUCE REPORT

JAVA TEAS OF JAVA PLANTA-
DIRECT IMPORT TION RUBBER

ROWLEY DAVIES & CO., Limited

Exporters and Importers

BATAVIA
Java

HEAD OFFICE: FENCHURCH HOUSE
5 FENCHURCH ST. LONDON, E. C.

Will Gladly Reply to Enquiries and Supply All Information.
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street, New York. The company is expected

to move from its present quarters on the same
street to the new location in the fall of 1920,

when possession will be delivered.

Roasting coffee in view of customers is a

feature of the new retail tea and coffee store

opened by Rene Benes at 397 Grand avenue,

Astoria, L. I. A Burns No. 7 outfit is used,

this machine roasting from 20 to 60 pounds

at one time.

The extensive coffee grinding equipment of

Austin, Nichols & Co., New York, will socn

be enlarged by the installation of another No.

5 Burns granulator connected to a No. 1 gran-

ulator with suction chaff remover in which

the coffee is first cracked and cleaned. Some
of the old grinders will be reset and addi-

tional elevating apparatus installed.

Core & Herbert, coffee brokers, recently

bought the five-story building they have been

occupying for some time at 99 Front street,

New York.

George Steiner & Co., Detroit, selling coffee,

tea, etc., principally to large consumers, re-

cently installed a Burns roasting outfit with

revolving cooler and stoner.

Improvements in the factory of Kidd &
Company, large manufacturers of peanut but-

ter in Chicago, include the installation of the

latest model direct motor drive Oehmig buhr
stone peanut grinding mill which has an hourly

capacity of from 650 to 700 pounds of peanut
butter.

The Peerless Tube Co., of Bloomfield, N. J.,

recently celebrated the opening of its new
factory addition with a dance and reception

to employees and friends.

The Durand & Kasper Co., Chicago., has

ordered another No. 1 Burns outfit for granu-

lating coffee and removing the chaff, with

bucket elevator. This will make the third

similar outfit used in this big wholesale groc-

ery house.

The name of the General Coffee and Tea
Company, Baltimore, was recently changed to

the General Wholesale Grocery Company. A
new five-story bulding is now under construc-

tion for this firm.

Schwabacher Bros. & Co., the Seattle whole-

sale grocers, completed fifty years of their

business history on October 11, and the Seattle

dailies made extensive mention of the fact,

reproducing newspaper items of October 11,

1869, concerning the opening of the original

store. Coffee roasting operations have form-

ed an important part of the Schwabacher busi-

iS

FOR SALE BY MORE THAN
Is

i\

n
IpS 20,000 DEALERS!
Is

§1111
New York’s old Favorite Brand

W. M. GIFFORD COMPANY
MILD Coffee Brokers BRAZIL

11 India Street Boston, Mass.

Our direct connections with Coffee Shippers give us the opportunity of securing
good Coffee at all times.

We work for those who need our services. Superior facilities for taking care of the
needs of Green Coffee buyers.

Cost and Freight—Spot New York and Boston.
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Established 1880

C. M. SMITH & SON
j! '‘Tv'

:

i

.
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Tea Packers
for the Trade

236 Wafer St. New York

Phone Beekman 7928

“Service is a Science 99

Improved equipment and facilities place

us in a better position than ever before to

give the trade the right kind of service.

Packets are unquestionably the most
sanitary means of distributing tea and are
popular alike with consumer and dealer,

because more economically and easily han-
dled. Teas packed in tins, lead and cartons,

V2 and 1 lb. sizes.

Safepack is synonomous with de-

pendability. Sure-packing material

that positively prevents damage to

goods in transport.

Proof against all forms of moisture,

.dust, dirt, mildew, rats and mice.

Meets U. S. Government specifica-

tions and is used extensively for

packing teas, coffees, spices, candy,

confectionery, etc., for domestic and

overseas shipments. Samples on re-

quest. Address Department C.

Safepack Mills
Boston USA

FIBRE
AND

CORRUGATED
BOXES

Ship your Coffee and Tea

in Fibre and Corrugated

Boxes and save freight,

weight and space.

We specialize in boxes

for the Tea and Coffee

Trade from folding car-

tons to shipping boxes.

Estimates and samples

if requested.

Hummel & Downing
Company

Milwaukee U. S. A.

DEPT. C-T.
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ness for many years, and a further enlarge-

ment of the plant will soon be made. A new
4-bag Jubilee roaster will be installed, with

cooler and stoner, also additional Burns grind-

ing machinery.

The Muskogee Wholesale Grocer Company,
Muskogee, Okla., recently contracted with the

National Paper Can Co., for Napacan con-

tainers, hermetic sealing machines, and other

equipment needed to pack its Sever’s blend

coffee by the Napacan process.

The Tetley Tea Company recently bought
the six-story warehouse building at 487 and

489 Greenwich street, New York.

The Shredded Wheat Co., Niagara Falls, is

planning a new addition to its plant which is

to cost about $500,000, and improvements to

its concrete wheat storage elevators at a prob-

able cost of $250,000.

McCormick & Co., the Baltimore spice, tea

and flavoring extract house, recently passed

final plans for its new $2,150,000 factory and
office building, nine stories high and contain-

ing 55,000 square feet of floor space.

W. H. Long & Co., New York, have been

incorporated at $100,000 to manufacture
flavoring extracts.

USE A TRICOLATOR
And Make Better COFFEE

Roasters (now) send TRICOLATORS to complaining custo-
mers. They know that the clean, sweet, fresh Paper Filter,

the fool-proof Aluminum Top and the China Urn will make
their coffee right.

Send for circular and prices on Home or Hotel size

TRICOLATORS and Filter Paper.

THE TRICOLATOR CO.
64 E. So. WATER STREET CHICAGO

COFFEE ROASTING FOR THE TRADE
ONLY

No Spice Grinding COFFEE SEPARATED No Coffee Selling

JOHN W. HAULENBEEK CO.
(Established for 38 Years)

NO ACCOUNT TOO LARGE FOR US TO HANDLE.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING OUT OF TOWN ACCOUNTS.

393 GREENWICH STREET NEW YORK
’Phone Canal 217-218-219

Qunaware
isthe beet
premium
Because it

appeals
irresistibly
to the -*•

housewife

CfieifmoteChinaGo.
Sebrin^P Ohio
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MILLER FIBRE CANS AND TUBES
FOR

AND WITH QUALITY ARE CROWNED

MOISTURE PROOF AND PARCHMENT LINED
ORDER TO-DAY WE SHIP TO-MORROW

MILLER FIBRE PRODUCTS CO.
350 WEST ONTARIO STREET CHICAGO

SEALRIGHT ^ CHARACTER
THE FINEST TYPE OF PAPER CAN FOR HIGHCLASS PRODUCTS

BUILT ON MERIT TO PACK PRODUCTS OF MERIT

THE SEALRIGHT GIVES DISTINCTION

SEALRIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY FULTON, N. Y.

.. BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURERS OF ppiVl

1 JIX 'I

AND
'

Vi,.

ISf
3 Manufacturers of Box Shooks and Boxes for All Containers
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S. PFEIFER & COMPANY
IMPORTERS OF

Brazilian and Mild Coffees

400 MAGAZINE STREET NEW ORLEANS

COFFEE SKY-HY???
DON’T WORRY—YOU CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM

WITH OUR SCIENTIFICALLY PROCESSED
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, COFFEE FILLERS AND

CHICORY SUBSTITUTES

BEST OINI EARTH
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

AMERICAN CEREAL-COFFEE COMPANY
315-317-319 WEST CHICAGO AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Excellent for Reducing the Cost and Mixing with Coffees

HILLIS TRIUMPH CHICORY SUBSTITUTE
King Quality (Dark Draw) Best Blending
(Medium Draw) (Mild Draw)

Assures the Packer using them a satisfactory, profitable and permanent
Ground Coffee Business.

Now is a good time to start

Samples, prices and mixing information mailed on request.

HILLIS CEREAL MFG. CO. Kodney and Ainslic Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

c HICORY
HENRY FRANCK SONS, Inc.

Y=

f

xii
FLUSHING, N. Y.

Growers, Dryers, Roasters and Manufacturers of Chicory

ITRADE-MARK.I in all its Various Forms
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Thos. P. Monahan G. A. Schmidt

Monahan Brokerage Company
(INCORPORATED)

Dependable Brokers in Coffee

506 SOUTH 7th STREET ST. LOUIS, MO.

If You Want “Service’ , — Command Us

CORRUGATED CONTAINERS
FOR

TEA, COFFEE, COCOA AND SPICES
LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT ORDER. FOR QUALITY SERVICE AND PRICE WRITE

STAR CORRUGATED BOX CO., Inc.

372 SOUTH STREET NEW YORK CITY
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MURAI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
Tea Department

% FRONT STREET NEW YORK
Successor to

MEIJI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
{Formerly Furuya & Nishimura)

TEAS JAPAN FORMOSA OOLONG INDIA CEYLON JAVA
BEANS, OILS, SPICES, CHILLIES, GINGER

Chicago Branch—Lake-State Building
Montreal Branch—55 St. Francois Xavier St.

The Scientific knowledge required to make good cans on a “LANGSTON’’
unit is embodied in the machinery. You can do the rest.

Let us show
you How to

maKe your can
It’s worthwhile

V RITE

Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N.J
,
U.S.A.

Plain and Decorated

TIN CANS—CONTAINERS
DEPENDABLE SERVICE. RIGHT PRICES

Republic Can and Metal Company, Inc.

260 Gold Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

General Can Company Tin and Fibre
Sixteenth & Canal Sts.

CansChicago, 111.

Coffee Cans a Specialty

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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7 Lav* had nn
j
txje

on fcfaif plant

Elbert Hubbard II landed from a

M. C. train at our shabby station in

Kalamazoo, and came out north of

the city where all things are spick and

span for the manufacture of clean

paper.

He saw the plant—which he had
visioned with the mind’s eye—and

rejoiced with boyish exuberance.

What he saw is set down in a mighty

meaty book. Cy said we could have

some of them soon. Do you want a

copy? Then please put in your bid.

It’s free.

Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Company

Kalamazoo, Michigan
"The World’s Model Paper Mill”

Makers of bond and waxed papers and vegetable parchment

COLLAPSIBLE
TUBES

of

Pure Tin and Composition

Metal

Both Plain and Decorated

Sprinkler Tops

Ask for Prices and Samples

WHITE METAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1006-12 CLINTON STREET

HOBOKEN, N. J.

J
T IBERTY (compressed) Fresh

Soup is winning instant suc-

cess with the retail tea and coffee

merchants. Among the purchas-
ers at the St. Louis Convention
were

:

G. B. Schorn, President,Jamaica, N.Y.;
W. M. Bartlett ,Jr., V. P„ Bartlett T.
& J. Co., Indianapolis; W. H. Brower,
V. P., Brower Coffee Co., Passaic, N.J.;

A. J. Benner, director, Benner Tea Co.,
Burlington, la. ;P.C.Monday .director,
P. C. Monday Tea Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; Geo. F. Hellick, director, Geo. F.
Hellick Tea Co., Easton, Pa.; C. A.
Smith, former president, Great East-
ern Tea Co., St. Louis.

You can safely follow their lead

St. Louis Food Products Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Federal Products
Produce Profitable Dollars

Federal Pure Food Co., Chicago

Originators of Cero Butter, Cocoanut Creme
Custard, Cent a Glass, JEL’A’JAM.

Makers and Packers of Baking Powder, Soda,
Cocoa, Lemon Pie Filler, Chocolate Dessert.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal



» THE PRACTICAL RETAIL GROCER
dL A department devoted to the discussion of problems which vex retailers;

telling how to arrange, display and sell goods; how to systematize; how to

advertise, how to obtain the maximum efficiency in the grocery business.

THE GROCER’S ADVERTISING

Some Suggestions for Retailers on How to

Build and Maintain Trade Through
Intelligent Publicity

By M. E. Smith
Omaha

NOW what is the real basis of your pub-

licity? I would say it is your mailing

list. Newspaper advertising is very valuable,

and should be used, of course; but the real

basis of your publicity will be found in your

mail list. And to get a real mail list you will

have to analyze your territory carefully.

Of course, you have the names of all the

women who trade with you; but get, also, the

names of all other women in your trade terri-

tory. Then see that they get a bit of real

news about your store as often as you have

anything of news value to them. You will

have to train your instinct for news, too; be-

cause there are a lot of things about your

store in which women are interested, but of

which you think now, because you are so

familiar with them, that they are of no inter-

est at all.

I will give you a very pointed example of

,the value of a mailing list when intelligently

used:

Several years ago a grain 'dealer in Nebras-
ka was forced to take over a general* store

—

principally a grocery stock—on a debt. The
store was situated in a little/iftland town of

but a few hundred people—no%fWspaper there,

no print shop. *The grain man Ipnew nothing of

advertising—nor of merchandf^g^ -either

—

and in despair he came to me and asked what
to do in order to make the store successful.

We spent a whole day analyzing the situa^

tion, and finally decided that a simple' mimeo-
graphed bulletin would he the best thing he
could try at first. So he wrote letters every
week to his women customers*; He wrote in-

terestingly and enthusiastically about hii

goods, because his very success depended on it.

Keeping Customers Informed

After a few weeks the women who came to

the store began to call attention to the things

he said in his news letter. Soon there came a

time when coffee had to be advanced. Three

weeks before the advance the bulletin told of

it, and told why the price had to go up.

The next week there was another coffee

story in the bulletin, and a warning that the

price would advance on a certain date. The
third week the warning was again repeated,

and the new prices given, which were to take

effect the following Saturday.

And that Saturday the women who came to

the store said: “Well, this is the day we have

to pay more for coffee, isn’t it?”

They had anticipated the rise in price, and

paid the advance without protest, simply be-

cause they had been educated to expect it, and

had been told why it was necessary.

And don’t forget the local newspaper. Use
it by all means. If you are in a large city, the

use of the local dailies will, of course, depend

on the location and size of your store. It

would be foolhardy, of course, for the small

grocer in the suburbs to use the daily paper,

as most of the circulation would be wasted.

But the big downtown grocery has an unusual

opportunity to use space in such a publication

to advantage.

The one thought I wish to get to you is that

in your advertising you should make service

the keynote instead of harping on price. Make
the people understand you want to give ser-

vice, and can give it, and you will have busi-

ness in an amount you never anticipated.

There is another very important element in

your service to which I believe too few grocers

give the consideration it deserves, and that is

your telephone service.

Your telephone is nothing more nor less than

a door to your store. It may easily happen to

be the principal door, too.

I wonder if you know that in the neighbor-
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.ARRIED 10 A
Great Height

,

NEW YORK

r— - —
1 ^

Don’t Waste Your Paper
The biggest lesson of theTwar is the lesson of

Thrift. The war cut out f wasteful habits in

merchandising. It taughDus to save and serve.

You don’t have to wrap

Shredded Wheat
It is already wrapped—save your paper for bulk
goods. Shredded Wheat is in dust-proof, bug-
proof packages, which require no wrapping. Don’t
cover up the carton—it carries good advertising

for the housewife. You can now supply the

normal demand for this product—the standard
whole wheat breakfast cereal of the world.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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hood grocery, by which I mean the smaller

store in the residence districts, that 95 per

cent, of the goods bought are purchased by
women and children? This is the fact the

country over. The other 5 per cent., of course,

is bought by mere men.

Telephone Service in the Store

Now, in the grocery that does a credit busi-

ness, it may astonish you to know that between

72 and 75 per cent, of all goods sold are or-

dered over the telephone. So you see that you2
'

telephone service is perhaps the biggest door

to your store.

Guard that door very carefully. If it is not

right it can easily keep out a lot of business.

The voice that smiles is the one that gets re-

peat orders from the housewife. It isn’t al-

ways easy to smile—it isn’t easy to be pleas-

ant when the ’phone rings and you are busy;

but remember that you are greeting a cus-

tomer when you or your salespeople go to the

’phone to answer a call, and that the way in

which you talk to that person may gain or

lose you a lot of business.

ONE WAY TO STOP PROFITEERING
If all manufacturers of food products adopt-

ed the Ryzon sales policy of standard adver-

Rows and rows of Yuban packages are continually going
on to the shelves of thousands of grocery stores.

At once off they go into the hands of hundreds of thousands
of customers.

These quickly moving packages tell the story of the demand
for Yuban.

You will find that Yuban repeats as no other coffee does.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS
Yuban Coffee Department

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

tised prices on the labels of packages, there

would be no opportunity to blame the retail-

er for profiteering when he sells such pro-

ducts at the standard advertised price, as-

serts F. W. Nash of the General Chemical

Co, He believes it would be easily ascer-

tained if a manufacturer were endeavoring

to profiteer—in fact it would be unprofitable

for any manufacturer under this plan to ask

more for his products in this open, public,

advertised way than justified by their value

or production and distribution cost under con-

ditions of efficiency.

CHAIN STORES GAINING

Recent Reports of Sales of Some of Biggest

Companies Show Marked Increases

in Business

C HAIN stores, mail order houses and wagon
route concerns are doing unprecedented

business, according to reports by leading finan-

cial statisticians of the country.

The Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company
shows an increase in the five months to June

of this year of 20.9 per cent, in sales as com-
pared with the corresponding period in 1918 .
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Have You Got Yours—Mr. Grocer?
If you haven’t got yours, Mr.
Grocer—If you haven’t installed a
Sherer Fond Container—you will

get left at the post

!

Housewives are being told by long-
headed Grocers they can greatly
reduce the high cost of living by
buying such-and-such goods in bulk
instead of the same article packaged.

And the housewives are almost
forming a line to buy certain items
in bulk heretofore bought in the
package. But they are buying those
items only of those Grocers who
deliver them clean!

And, Mr. Grocer, the only clean
way for you to sell bulk goods is to

sell them out of a Sherer Food Con-
tainer—because the “Sherer” al-

ways delivers them clean.

In fact so many Grocers have
“caught on" to what a “Sherer”
will do for their business, that the
long-headed Grocers who half ap-
preciate what a profit-producer a
“Sherer” is, are anticipating their
needs for a “Sherer” and ordering
it just as far in advance as they can !

All owners of Shererized grocery
stores emphatically say—A “Sherei ”

is great!

So again we ask—“Have you got
yours, Mr. Grocer?" If not—order
(or write us) today !

COUPON
The Sherer-Gillett Company

17th and Clark Streets, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen Please send, me without obligation your
catalog No. U5.

Remarks

Individual Name

Firm or Co

Street

City State

SHERER-GILLETT COMPANY
Patentees and Manufacturers of the

Sherer Sanitary Grocery Display Counter

17th and Clark Streets - • - Chicago

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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The total sales for the 1919 period were valued

at $69,370,825.

In the month of July, the Jones Bros. Tea
Company, Inc., sold $1,410,962 worth of food

products, which is an increase of 19.5 per cent,

over July, 1918. .This concern controls 244
stores, some of which are operated under the

name of subsidiaries, the Globe Grocery Stores

and the Grand Union Tea Company.

The Jewel Tea Company reported for the

twenty-eight weeks ending July 12 sales

amounting to $8,645,124, or a gain of 5.6 per

cent, over the same period of 1918.

The National Tea Company, which operates

130 stores and 111 wagon routes in Chicago

and vicinity, is reported to be making progress.

The company was recently reorganized, and in

offering stock to the public the brokers stated

that the net earnings for the past three years

have averaged over three times the dividend

requirements on preferred stock, while this

year the earnings are at the rate of over six

times these requirements.

A MODEL COFFEE ROASTING PLANT
The new four-story coffee roasting and of-

fice building which was opened with consid-

erable ceremony on September 1 by the Fort
Smith Coffee Co., at Fort Smith, Ark., is

claimed to be the most up-to-date and efficient

Largest selling brand in the United States

Seventeen highest awards for Purity, Strength and Fine Flavor.

THE C. F. SAUER COMPANY Richmond, Va.

UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS
Mean Better Service To Your Trade

|k |k ^universal};

If W When a customer sees an up-to-date

UNIVERSAL Electric Coffee Mill, he

safmmm* knows at once that he is going to get

quick, satisfactory service.

Keep pace with the times—with other

men in your line of business. No

No. E-9011—Each $275.00

Coffee Merchant’s line is complete

without a Universal Coffee Mill.

Height 38 in. Capacity 5 lbs. Write your jobber now.

LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK New Britain, Conn.
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folden Syrup

Sugar Refining Cn^'

Domino
Golden Syrup
DOMINO Golden Syrup is a

delicious golden-hued syrup
with a pure cane flavor and
bears the stamp of DOMINO

quality. It sells in all the four seasons because it

is just as delicious on fruits and ice cream as on
griddle cakes and waffles.

In sanitary cans— 18 02 . and 25 02 .

American Sugar Refining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino"

Granulated, Tablet, Powdered, Confectioners, Brown,
Golden Syrup.

The Secret
of

Good
Cooking

Colburn’s Spices are the "secret of good cooking";
their skillful use saves dollars in the kitchen.

When you offer your customers Colburn's Spices
they know that you sell the best. Through years
of experience they have come to appreciate that
Colburn’s Spices are the Supreme Seasoning.

THE A. COLBURN COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ESTABLISHED 1857

Colburn's Spices
“A'^ Red LabelBrand

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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in the United States. The plant occupies

30,000 square feet of floor space and is pro-

vided with the most modern roasting equip-
ment, including Burns Jubilee gas fuel roast-
ers and Monitor milling machines. The build-

ing cost $50,000 and the equipment another
$50,000. The annual output is expected to run
between 150 to 200 carloads of roasted coffee.

The officers of the company are John Wither-
spoon, president, B. D. Crane, vice-president,

and J. M. Riley, treasurer and secretary J.

M. Haberer is manager and Jas. H. Wilson
superintendent.

Want A&urrttamrttta

Classified want advertisements under regular
heading $3 for twenty-five words or less. Ad-
ditional words four cents each. Payable cash
v ith order.

Wantri

WANTED—A high-grade coffee machinery sales-
man. Must be well posted in the coffee line
and be able to lay out a roasting and cleaning
plant, figuring complete costs. Previous ex-
perience absolutely necessary. Apply, stating
salary required, to Box 482, care of The Tea
and Coffee Trade Journal.

WANTED—Competent spice miller to take com-
plete charge of Milling Department of thor-
oughly up-to-date plant in one of the largest
cities of the middle West. Must be familiar
with spices and grinds, and able to handle
men. If not thoroughly competent and a
hustler, useless to apply. Address Box 485,
care of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

g>Uuatimts Mantrii

COFFEE BUYER and department manager is
open for an engagement. Available January
1st. Twenty years executive and practical
experience. Address Box 483, care of The Tea
and Coffee Journal.

iHiarpllanrmta

FOR SALE—One slightly used Dictaphone Outfit;
in perfect order. Includes one latest model
dictating, one transcribing and one shaving
machine; also two dozen cylinders and other
equipment. Will sell for $200, f.o.b. New York.
Would cost $315 new. Address Box 484, care
of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE-
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUG. 24, 1912,

of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal, published
monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1919.
State of New York, County of New York, ss.

:

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared H.
DeC Ukers, who, having been duly sworn ac-
cording to law, deposes and says that he is the
Business Manager of The Tea and Coffee Trade
Journal, and that the following is, to the best
of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of
the ownership .management, etc., of the aforesaid
publication for the date shown in the above cap*
tion, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in Section 443, Postal Laws and Reg-
ulations, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher. editor, managing editor, and business
managers are:

Publisher, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
Co.; postoffice address. 79 Wall street, New York.

Editor, W. H. Ukers; postoffice address, 79
Wall street, New York.
Managing Editor, W. R. Bickford; postoffice

address, 79 Wall street, New York.
Business Manager, H. DeG. Ukers; postoffice

address, 79 Wall street, New York.
2 That the owners are: The Tea and Coffee

Trade Journal Co., 79 Wall street, New York; W.
H. Ukers, 79 Wall street, New York; H. DeG.
Ukers, 79 Wall street, New York.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages. or other securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and se.
cuiity holders, if any, contain not only the list of
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company, but also, in
cases where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two
paragraphs contain statements embracing af-
fiant’s full knowledge and belief as to the cir-
cumstances and conditions under which stock-
holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no rea-
son to believe that any other person, association,
or corporation has any interest, direct or indi-
rect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.

H. DeG. Ukers, Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 25th

day of September, 1919.
HERBERT GOLDMARK.

(My commission expires March 31, 1921.)

E. B. MULLER & CO.
Importers, Growers and Manufacturers of

CHICORY AND
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES

OF EVERY GRADE
211 FRANKLIN STREET. NEW YORK

Empire Hardware Company
Butchers’ STORE FURNISHINGS SJSrant*

SCALES, CANISTERS, SHOW CASES, REFRIGERATORS. Ftr.
ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS

272-274 West Broadway New York Citv
Write for complete Catalogs
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Baker’s Cocoa

and Chocolate

MAKE AND
KEEP GOOD
CUSTOMERS

They are most

reliable goods sold

witha positiveguar-

antee of purity and
Registered . ...

V. s. Pat. off. superior quality;

put up in conformity with the

Pure Food laws of all the States;

are readily sold, giving a quick

turnover of stock.

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

FKAFFEEHAG
IT’S PERFECT

COFFEE

B KAFFEE HAG COFFEE does not in-
terfere with the sale of your own cof-
fees. It is a perfect caffeine-freed
coffee, blended from choicest selected
coffees and is intended for those people
who are NOT at present drinking or-
dinary coffee. Instead they are now us-
ing numerous cereal substitutes which
in recent years have gained tremen-
dously in popularity, interfering with
the grocers’ coffee sales.

Sell KAFFEE HAG and increase your
coffee sales.

KAFFEE HAG CORPORATION
225 Fifth Ave. New York

A NECESSARY
ITEM

In the Tea and Coffee

Merchant’s equipment is

an accurate and reliable

Trip Scale.

{HAflLLON
TRIP SCALES
answer the particular re-

quirements of the tea mer-

chant in every respect.

They are compactly made,

durable and of first-class

workmanship throughout.

Write for particulars,

Our Catalogue No.

19 gladly furnish-

ed on request.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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I have my old job back, saving Mrs. Housewife all the trouble of
making her coffee. I serve her instantly.

I lam not Denaturized, De-caffeinized nor de-anythinged. Oh! yes,

I am DE-LI CIOUS. I hope you will keep me well at the Front where I

can be welcomed. I saw the trenches at their worst, and I am glad to
be home.

“The

Survival

of the

Fittest”

“The Brand That Brews
the Best"

To no field of endeavor is the old maxim
more directly applicable than to that of mer-
cantile striving. For nearly threescore years,
through fair weather and foul, merchants
have pinned their faith to SEAL BRAND
COFFEE and have successfully weathered
every storm. It is to-day what it was a

half century or more ago

—

THE LEADING
FINE COFFEE OF THE COUNTRY.

CHASE & SANBORN’S
Seal Brand Coffee

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL

Vanilla 150% Strength, 20 other Flavors Double Strength

AN IMMENSE SUCCESS! There

has never been anything in extracts

like the instant appreciation won by

Virginia Dare Absolutely Pure Flavor-

ing Extracts. But then— there has never

been anything like them.

Bigger business for you. Bigger

profits. Bigger demand for everything

used in preparing table delights.

21 Flavors. Ask your jobber. Con-

sumer satisfaction guaranteed. Money
refunded on the slightest complaint.

Garrett & Co., Inc.
Food Products Established 1835

Bush Terminal, Buildings 9 and 10, Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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A UNIQUE

COCOA PACKAGE
Here is a cocoa package that will find

with the American
housewife. Its ser-

viceability and gener-
al attractiveness as-

sure a ready demand.

OPLER
BROTHERS
COCOA

is put up in glass con -

tainers — preserving
jars and tumblers,
modern packages that
will build your cocoa
sales. Superior qual-
ity will bring you re-

peat orders.

PRIVATE LABEL COCOA
in all types of containers. All our cocoa
is packed by modern machinery under
sanitary conditions.

OPLER BROTHERS
Inc.

692 Greenwich St. NEW YORK

NEW ORLEANS
The Logical Coffee Port

Home of

Alameda Coffee
Sold only in 1 and 3-lb. Tins
Under Our Trad e-M ark

CAREFULLY SELECTED for

PARTICULAR TRADE

Mr. GROCER, put YOUR TRADE
WISE

MERCHANTS’ COFFEE CO.

OF NEW ORLEANS, Lid.

New Orleans

B C. CASANAS, Prest.

Dealers—

Take advantage of the inevitable

cool weather increase in demand
for Macaroni Products. Introduce

HARVEST to your trade now and
profit by this addition of a live

product to your line.

HARVEST—in the big, attrac-

tive package, always represents a

better value to the consumer than
the small package which is pur-

chased from the grocer. The qual-

ity is second to none—manufac-
tured from choice Durum Wheat.

Write for more information and
prices on HARVEST or send us a

trial order for each of the five

HARVEST Products— Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Elbows, and Broad and
Fine Egg Noodles.

The BriggsCereal Products Co.

Formerly

The Foulds-Briggs Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

When Writine Advertisers. Kindlv Mention The Tea and Coffee Traor Journal
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Franklin Package Sugars
Save Spillage

Save Overweight

Save Papei Bags
Save Twine
Save Time

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company
PHILADELPHIA

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use**

Granulated, Dainty Lumps, Powdered, Confectiorers, Brown,
Golden Syrup

We Pack Under Private Label for the Largest Mail Order Houses and Coffee

and Tea Stores in the United States

Used in Every Household---A Ready Seller

Positive Repeater and Big Money-Maker

AMERICAN PRETZEL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS CINCINNATI

CHARLES G. WEBER, Sales Manager

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Cofpee Trade Journai.
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The needs of merchants have guided

National Cash Register improvements

WHAT the merchant needs”

always has been—and al-

ways will be— our basic idea in

making cash registers.

This business, as it stands today,

is the result of constant study of

merchants’ needs.

Every suggestion that we receive

is investigated. The practical ones

are adopted and given very ex-

acting mechanical tests before

they are manufactured.

During the past 10 years we
have made 6,508 improvements

in our product.

These improvements were addeu

so that National Cash Register

users could be supplied with ma-
chines that would give them the

utmost possible service.

Modern National Cash Registers

are practical, useful, accurate,

and durable— the best we can

make.

Nationals are now used in 296 lines of business

The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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t.l°uu:
ALL WATER. ROUTE

BRAZ/L.

7/£e home of
the following
progressive coffee

roasting houses

Save money on your purchase

Write for our

MONTHLY PRICE BOOK
. «r7c» ^

Coffee and Spice Co.

OWL BRAND
iggjj||^ Coffee, Tea, Spices

St. Louis, Mo.

Salesmen Wanted

We solicit correspondence
“Settles The from dealers seeking to build a
Question” high grade coffee business.

Dealers !

WESTEN’S

COOKS’ PRIDE
COFFEE

Ask Us.

Since 1858

GOLD STAR BRAND
Highest Quality

Teas, Coffees, Spices
AND

Grocers’ Sundries

David G. Evans Coffee Co.
St. Louis

Established 1858

Back The National Coffee Publicity Campaign

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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American Greaiext Coffee

Roaytin£ Centre . ...

TO STLOU/S
Ofce brands of these

firms distributed

in a total
twentij-three states

WRITE TO THIS ADDRESS
IF YOU DESIRE TO BUY

COFFEE
Wm. Schotten Coffee Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Don’t wait. Write to-day

—

We have no salesmen

We will send you samples and prices in ac-

cord with our method of doing business—by
correspondence only.

FAUST INSTANT COFFEE
AND TEA

By C. F. Blanke Tea and Coffee Co.

Prop, of the World’s Famous

Faust Coffees and Teas

and the Celebrated New Seasoning

Faust Chili Powder

Consult us on Coffee Fillers.

JOHNSON - LAYNE COFFEE
COMPANY

Importers and Distributors of the

World’s Finest Coffees and Teas

Write for samples of CUP QUALI.Y
Rinds.

Salesmen wanted in all uncovered
territories.

STUDY THIS!

It will pay you to

pay us our price for

GOOD COFFEE.

NORWINE COFFEE CO.
ST. LOUIS

FOR
COFFEE

TEA
SPICE

or

EXTRACTS
OF QUALITY, write

Jas. H. Forbes Tea & Coffee Co.

ESTABLISHED 1853 ST. LOUIS, MO.

St. Louis Is Your Logical Coffee Market

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Dear to the Heart of the Housewife

Combination Percolator and Teapot in ornamental
panelled design. Two quart, nine cup capacity.
Perfect in operation and workmanship Pure alu-
minum, heavy guage, with strong, effective percola-
ing device. Designed for trade promotion in con-
nection with high grade teas and coffees. Samples
submitted for the approval of any rated firm.

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
DEPARTMENT “A” LaGrange, Illinois

The grocer who handles

Warnirs
MACARONI PRODUCTS

supplies his trade with a well known
advertised brand of quality. Its pop-

ularity is firmly established.

Warner Macaroni Co., Inc.

Syracuse, N, Y.

MALT CEREAL
The finest, purest Coffee substitute

We malt only the choicest care-

fully selected Barley. Shipments

.

in 100 pound double bags.

Special low prices to the trade.

Write for samples and quotations

Milwaukee Importing Co.
506 37th St. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Premium De Luxe
Hundreds of the livest Coffee Roasters and

Wholesale Grocers have

REVOLUTIONIZED THEIR SALES
by using Saxon Chinaware

—

“the premium
with no back-fire." We have new and up-to-date
plans consistent with all rulings and statutes.

We can help you—will you ^
let us ?

Write Today.

f<$axoiA THE /$axon^

Jl
iny SAXON CHINA CO.

SEBRING, OHIO

CHINAWARE
for PREMIUMS
More than ever in demand

Sets, Assortments or Open Stock

THE SALEM CHINA CO.
Salem, Ohio

An old established plant recently remod-
eled and enlarged.

EVERYBODY Likes SUMORE

EVERYBODY Wants SUMORE

REEVE & VAN RIPER
WAREHOUSEMEN

rTkTn?T7J? Milling, Cleaning, Hulling,LUrrJm Separating and Picking

Packers of Teas JjSjfrJiSf
Storage and Weighing

46-48 WATER ST. NEW YORK

Denison Coffee Company
IMPORTERS and ROASTERS

341-343 River St. CHICAGO
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The Quality
IN

granulated, cubes, confectioners
and soft sugars.

The sugar which makes
satisfied customers
WARNER SUGAR REFINING CO.

Office : 79 Wall St.. N. Y. C. Refinery : Edgewater, N. J.

m\\v

PURECANE
l SUGAR A

Hooton’s Cocoa and Chocolate
Insures Quick Sales and Repeat Orders

AMERICAN and DUTCH PROCESS COCOA POWDER
Packed In

Barrels, Half-Barrels, Fifty and Twenty-five Pound Drums

“MOGUL” Brand SWEETENED COCOA
Packed in 34 lb. tins—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand SWEETENED COCOA
Packed in 1 lb. tins—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand SWEET CHOCOLATE and PREMIUM CHOCOLATE
Packed in i

/2 lb Cakes—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand BREAKFAST COCOA
Packed in 14

.
lb tins—100 lbs. to case.

Samples and quotations furnished upon request.

HOOTON COCOA COMPANY
NEWARK NEW JERSEY

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Mitsui & Co.
LIMITED

Importers and Exporters of All Kinds of

TEA, SPICES
COFFEE

and PRODUCE
Japan, Formosa, China Green, Con-

gou, India, Ceylon and Java Teas,

Spices.

Rice, Dried Beans, Seeds, Canned
Goods, Dried Fish, Egg Albumen and
Yolk and all Principal Products of

the Far East.

Tea and Produce Department

87 Front St., New York City
Main Office, 65 Broadway, New York City

U. S. A.

Branches in All Principal Cities of the World
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Lambert Peanut Butter Equipment

Lambert Peanut Butter Machinery excels

because it is scientifically, yet simply con-
structed. Because it is complete in every
detail. Because it is substantial. The
Lambert Machine Company is the only
concern that manufactures complete peanut
butter plants.

Lambert peanut equipment consists

of suitable peanut roasting apparatus,
peanut blancher, picking

and stoning machinery,
one or more peanut but-
ter mills, complete with
automatic salter, auxil-

iary machinery (elevators,

conveyors, storage bins,

proved power transmis-
sion, such as will render
the plant as nearlyJauto-
matic as possible.

, \

Plans designed accord-
ing to requirements.
Specifications and esti-

mates furnished.
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THE CONVENTION IN A NUTSHELL
PLACE OF 1920 MEETING—PROBABLY ST. LOUIS

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED

President, CARL W. BRAND, Cleveland

First Vice-President, ' Second Vice-President,

Robert M. Forbes, St. Louis J. A. Folger, San Francisco

Treasurer, Lewis Sherman, Milwaukee

NEW DIRECTORS

Elected for a Three-Year Term, Succeeding Directors Whose Terms Expired:

Charles G. Burgess, Boston Charles H. Bain, San Francisco

J. O. Cheek, Nashville R. L. Halligan, Davenport, la.

R. W. McCreery, Marshalltown, la.

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE NINTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

r

y
THE statement by President Carl W.

Brand in his annual address that the

roasters are not responsible for present high

prices and do not wish them maintained,

and if it be found that they are the result

of crop manipulation no stone should be left

unturned to remedy the situation

;

The speech on “Business Research” by

Prof. R. B. Kester, and the resolution to

co-operate with him in determining scientific-

ally the cost of conducting a wholesale cof-

fee roasting business;

The announcement of a national coffee

week to be held probably in March of next

year;

The first showing of the coffee film, “The

Gift of Heaven,” and the decision to go on

with the film advertising idea after the pic-

ture has been improved and accepted by the

Joint Coffee Trade Committee;

The addresses attacking the packers’ in-

vasion of the coffee roasting and distribut-

ing trade, by William B. Colver and F. J.

Ach

;

The reports on the national publicity cam-

paign by Ross W. Weir and Felix Coste;

The paper on “Shorter Terms and Uni-

form Discounts,” by F. C. Letts, and the

resolution to continue the propaganda in

favor of their general adoption by all coffee

roasters

;

The recommendation to employ a travel-

ing field secretary who would hold periodical

meetings with local branches

;

The resolution to appoint a committee to

secure a universal guaranteed cost and

freight contract, or to place the membership

list at the disposal of such firms as sell on a

guaranteed contract;

The condemnation of “guaranteeing prices

against decline” and “giving advance notice

of change in prices”;

The addresses on “Truth in Advertising,”

by H. J. Kenner; “Trade Evils,” by A. J.

Dannemiller; “Cost and Freight Contracts.”

by T. O. Budenbach
;
“New York Port Con-

ditions,” by W. H. Aborn; “New Orleans’

Port Troubles,” by S. Jackson, and “Port

Conditions in San Francisco,” by J. A.

Folger.



BIG THOUGHTS FROM THE SPEAKERS
Here Are Some Worth While Ideas Culled from the

Addresses and Papers Presented at the Convention

LOWER PRICES FOR CONSUMERS
Roasters at least are not responsible for

present high prices, nor are they interested

in having them maintained. * * * I am sure

this convention will go on record as favor-

ing any action that has in it any hope of

securing lower coffee prices for the con-

sumers of this country.

—

President C. W.
Brand.

ON UNIFORM DISCOUNTS
The rate of discount allowed should ap-

proximate what money is worth for the un-

expired period, and when it goes beyond that

point it constitutes a charge against the over-

head of the business that must be reflected

in increasing selling prices by the roaster.
* * * Knowledge is power

;
but as applied to

costs it means in many cases the difference

between success and failure.

—

President C.

W. Brand,

A MENACE TO THE TRADE
A business man who is ignorant of his

costs is a real menace to the trade. Every
business failure is a shock, an unstabilizing

influence to the whole trade. Statistics show
that a lack of knowledge of the business is

by far the largest single cause of failures.

—

Prof. R. B. Kester.

EDUCATE THE CONSUMER
In my opinion, one of the most important

tasks before your publicity committee is the

education of the consumer in better coffee

making. * * * You roasters cannot do better

than to urge your retailers to impress upon
their customers the necessity of brewing their

coffee with greater care.—

T

h. Langgaard
de Menezes.

GOOD WILL FOR COFFEE
Advertising is an investment in public con-

fidence. Good will, the most precious com-
mercial asset, is built through winning the

confidence of the public. To build good
will for coffee as a beverage is the best in-

vestment which the coffee trade can make.

—

H. J. Kenner.

PUBLIC INTEREST IS SUPREME
We have just fought the greatest war in

history to the end that the world may be safe
for democracy. That is, that a rule of right

and of reason may be substituted, inter-

nationally, for the rule of might and force.

Shall not the same end be served in our
domestic affairs? Shall great business con-

cerns be permitted, in order to find invest-

ment for unwieldy surplus, to ruthlessly in-

vade other and unrelated lines of business,

and to trample the peaceful traders in the

market place like a herd of mammoths?
* * * Shall the organized wage earners, who
constitute so great and so important a part

of the public, for a moment disregard the

greater welfare of the public of which it is

a part? * * * It cannot be. The public in-

terest is paramount. The public interest is

supreme.

—

Wm. B. Colver.

CRITICISING COFFEE
Coffee is so universally used that some

writers have a notion they can criticise it

as carelessly as they discuss the weather, not
realizing that the question of the merits of

coffee is one of dollars and cents to thou-

sands of coffee dealers. Our position is that

writers and newspapers should exercise just

as much care in criticising any other food
product that is the basis of a great industry.

—Ross W. Weir.

SHORTER TERMS
If you don’t want to lose all your coffee

business and see it all go to the mail order
houses and peddlers, then, for heaven’s sake,
* * * shorten your terms and teach the re-

tailer to shorten his terms and to deal more
and more for cash in hand.

—

L. C. Letts.

HOW ADVERTISING WORKS
Advertising affects people in three ways

:

First, it actually sells the product advertised
to a certain number of readers, and brings
them to the point where they will go to your
store and ask for the goods.

Second, it brings other readers to the
point where they will decide to buy, but will

not take immediate action.

Third, it creates confidence in the product
in the minds of other readers, so that they
will accept it- without resistance if you offer

it to them and recommend it.

—

Felix Coste.

DEFINING ADVERTISING
I think of advertising as a target with

three rings, causing another to know—that

is the outside. The inner, causing another to

remember; and right in the middle, causing
another to do. And when you hit that you
ring the bell. That is what advertising is,

causing another to know, or to remember,
or to do.—J arvis A. Wood.
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EXECUTIVES, NATIONAL COFFEE ROASTERS’ ASSOCIATION, 1919-1920



ROASTERS DISCUSS TRADE BETTERMENT
<JThe Ninth Annual Convention of the National Coffee Roasters Associ-

ation was notable for suggestions made and adopted looking toward the

establishment of Scientific Roasting Costs and Accounting Methods, con-

tinued co-operation with the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Campaign, the

general adoption of Shorter Terms, and the correction of Trade Abuses.

rT,HE national coffee advertising campaign, sci-

entific roasting costs, shorter terms, and trade

abuses were the principal subjects discussed at

the ninth annual convention of the National

Coffee Roasters Association, held at the Marl-

borough-Blenheim hotel, Atlantic City, N. J.,

November 12-14. The meeting was practically a

joint conference of the wholesale roasted and

green coffee interests of the country, and matters

of much concern to both branches of the trade

were threshed out during the three days’ con-

vention.

Practically all the first day’s sessions were

given over to the advertising campaign, and the

reports of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee held the attention of the delegates from

start to finish. Secretary-Manager Coste’s report

was particularly interesting, dealing as it did, not

only with telling what had been done, but what

the Committee planned to do in the future.

Among the things promised was a “Coffee Week”
that would be unlike others of the past, in that

it would be linked up with the national advertis-

ing campaign and the Committee’s motion picture

film. These plans are described further on in

this issue.

Jt was clearly evident that roasters are keenly

interested in the subjects of shorter terms and

uniform discounts, research into the cost of

doing a wholesale roasting business, guaranteeing

prices against decline and advance notice of

changing prices. Practically no opposition devel-

oped against the principle of business research.

Some roasters did not appear to take kindly to

the shorter terms idea, but when a resolution en-

dorsing the proposition was presented to the con-

vention it was accepted without dissent. The
trade evils mentioned were condemned by an-

other resolution, and many delegates seemed to

think this action indicated better business condi-

tions in the near future.

Packer competition came in for strong attacks,

and the denunciation seemed to meet with the

unqualified approval of the whole convention.

Some relief from oppressive port conditions is

expected to come soon out of the frank discus-

sions of cost and freight - contracts and coffee

handling in the ports. That the roasters feel

strongly about the increased costs and the dimi-

nishing quality of service was made evident by

the general discussion that developed when these

matters came up at the meeting. It was suggested

that the roasters could protect the'mselves by
having the association engage an expert to inspect

incoming cargoes at the ports of outloading. One
delegate went further, suggesting that a capable

association inspector be established in Brazil to

watch coffee shipments as they came to the

wharfs to be loaded. The suggestions were re-

ferred to the Executive Committee.

After the Joint Trade Committee’s coffee film

was shown, the consensus of opinion among the

roasters seemed to be -that it was unsatisfactory.

They were told that there was* still much work to

be done upon the film before it was ready for

public showing. The Committee had not accepted

the picture, and tet it be known that they would

not until it had been improved. Under their con-

tract, the film makers are obliged, it is said, to

produce a film that meets with the approval of

the Committee. The producer began immediately

after the convention to revamp the film, and is

expected to have a satisfactory picture completed

before the end of the year.

Approximately 250 delegates and guests at-

tended the convention, about 90 being members,

no non-members, and 50 ladies. Being one of

the most important N. C. R. A. annual meetings

held in recent years, more members were ex-

pected to be present. It is thought that if the

tenth annual convention is held in St. Louis, as

was proposed by President Brand, there will be a

better representation among the members because

of the central location of thaCcity.

As evidence of their faith in President Brand,

as well as appreciation of his work during the

past year, the Nominating Committee would not

take “no” from him when he declined renomina-
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Charles H. Bain

San Francisco

R. W. McCreery

Marshalltown, la.

Charles G. Burgess

Boston

J. O. Cheek
Nashville

NEW THREE-YEAR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

tion on the plea that he had to give his time to

his own business. They overrode his arguments,

and after he accepted, the Committee’s chairman

placed his name before the convention with glow-

ing tributes, and he was re-elected unanimously.

THE MEETINGS IN DETAIL

A Chronological Record of the Important

Happenings at the Regular

Convention Sessions

ITERE follows a running story of the principal
* * happenings at the convention sessions open

to the press and public, arranged in sequence as

to their occurrence:

THE FIRST DAY’S MEETING
President Carl W. Brand, presiding officer,

called the convention to order at 10:40 Wednes-
day morning, November 12. After an invoca-

tion by the Rev. Thomas J. Cross, of the Chelsea

Baptist Church, City Clerk McNamee welcomed

the delegates and their guests to Atlantic City in

the name of Mayor Bacharach, who was scheduled

to greet the visitors but was unable to be present

because of other urgent business.

Following the address of welcome Felix Coste,

manager of the N. C. R. A., read telegrams from

Ben C. Casanas, New Orleans, and Charles Lewis,

Cincinnati, expressing regret because they could

not attend the convention this year.

President Brand next read his annual report, in

which he focused the attention of his listeners

on the big problems facing the trade and im-

pressed them with the necessity for co-ordinated

effort in meeting and solving these problems.

The report was greeted with unusual applause.

The gist of President Brand’s statements appears

with the convention reports and resolutions on a

following page.

The appointment of the following convention

committees was next announced by President

Brand

:

Nominating—Robt. M. Forbes, St. Lo-uis; C. H.
Hyde, Seattle

; J. M. McFadden, Dubuque
;
A.

S. Brasen, Chicago; G. A. Andreson, St. Paul;
D. H. Hoffman, New Orleans

; Wm. Host, Mil-
waukee

;
F. O. Field, Boston; Frank Ennis,

Kansas City; Frank C. Russell, New York; John
E. King, Detroit

; J. A. Folger, San Francisco
;

James Heekin, Cincinnati; A. H. Devers, Port-
land, Ore. Three additional members were nomi-
nated from the floor: J. O. Cheek, Nashville; T.

J. McCarthy, Little Rock; John Witherspoon,
Fort Smith

;
Mr. Cheek becoming temporary

chairman of the entire committee.
Resolutions—Robert Meyer, St. Louis ; B. L.

Halligan, Davenport, la.
;
F. R. Seelye, Chicago

;

W. K. Gill, St. Paul; J. Reily, New Orleans;
Lewis Sherman, Milwaukee; Geo. S. Wright,
Boston; R. E. Harvey, St. Joseph; S. A. Schon-
brunn, New York; John A. Brahney, Cleveland;
Elliot Cofer, San Francisco; F. J. Ach, Dayton.
From the floor

: J. E. Maury, chairman, Mem-
phis

;
L. C. Dome, Little Rock

;
Thos. Hale, McAl-

lister, Okla.
Credentials—Lewis Sherman, Milwaukee, and

Robert Meyer, St. Louis.
Press—Edward Aborn, New York; F. P. Atha,

Kansas City, and J. M. Mathes, Philadelphia.

Next Convention—Ross W. Weir, New York,
Wm. Fisher, St. Louis; T. F. Hinchman, Chicago,
and Elliot Cofer, San Francisco.

The morning session was brought to a close

at 11:40 by the announcement from the chair

that the Nominating and Resolutions committees

would meet in the convention hall, the West

Solarium, at 1 :30 in the afternoon. The dele-

gates from St. Louis were invited by Wm. Fisher

to hold a conference in the hall immediately after

adjournment of the morning meeting.

Afternoon Session

President Brand opened the afternoon session

at 2 :40 with the announcement that John W.
Bunn & Co., Springfield, 111

.,
had applied for
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F. P. Atha A. H. Devers

Southwestern Portland, Ore.

D. H. Hoffman
New Orleans

H. B. Cropper

Iowa State

SOME BRANCH ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS IN ATTENDANCE

membership in the association, which was put to

the vote immediately and accepted unanimously,

making the total membership 297. Following this

President Brand said the afternoon session was

to be given over entirely to a report of the Joint

Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, and therefore

asked Mr. Weir, chairman of the committee, to

act as chairman of the meeting.

Mr. Weir read his report for the committee,

which will be found in the reports and resolu-

tions on a following page. Next, Th. Langgaard

de Menezes, .of the Sociedade Promotora da

Defesa do Cafe, addressed the convention. His

message is printed in another part of this issue.

Naturally he devoted the greater part of his time

to talking about the national advertising cam-

paign as viewed by a Brazilian and a contributor

to the fund.

Following Mr. Menezes, Felix Coste reported

for the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee,

of which he is secretary manager. His subject

was merchandising the advertising campaign, and

a digest of it appears further on in this number.

During his talk he spoke of the new copy gotten

out for the second phase of the advertising cam-

paign. Portfolios of advance proofs were passed

out to the men in the hall. He described a plan

whereby roasters and retailers can use the illus-

trations appearing in the national campaign in

connection with their individual advertising copy.

He said the association was prepared to supply

electrotypes of the drawings in various sizes for

newspaper advertising, and also text suggestions

for retailer advertising to use in connection with

the electrotypes. It was proposed that the roast-

ers buy the electros of the committee at a nominal

price and supply them to their customers in the

retail trade. Mr. Coste asked the delegates to

consider the advisability of going ahead with the

plan, and later it was agreed upon. He also sug-

gested using the illustrations in coffee posters

and billboard displays.

H. J. Kenner, executive secretary of the Vigi-

lance Committee of the Advertising Clubs of the

World, spoke next, he taking the place of Special

Counsel R. H. Lee, who was scheduled to talk

but was unable to be present. Mr. Kenner talked

about the need for truth in advertising, and told

what his organization has been doing along those

lines. He asked the association to subscribe to

the committee’s fund and help it to carry on its

work in the coffee trade. A digest of his address

is printed in another part of this issue.

At this point Temporary Chairman Weir an-

nounced that a discussion of the committee’s

reports and the national advertising campaign

would be conducted in executive session, and

requested members of the press to retire.

At the executive session Mr. Weir submitted a

letter written for the press in reply to the recent

“A Dollar a Pound For Coffee” story that ap-

peared in several newspapers, as reported in the

November issue of this paper. After reading the

letter it was announced that it was being pub-

lished in every newspaper that printed the original

article, or would be ultimately. The letter ap-

pears on another page.

In the executive discussion of the national ad-

\ertising campaign, only one roaster is under-

stood to have answered the invitation to discuss

the committee’s activities. In general he en-

dorsed the work heartily, only saying in criticism

that he felt there should have been a little more

“pep” and aggression in the advertising.

After the executive session the meeting was

thrown open to the press, with President Brand
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presiding. A. H. Devers, of Closset & Devers,

Portland, Ore., advocated that members subscribe

to the fund of the Advertising Clubs of the

World. He said it would be a splendid invest-

ment for coffee men, because there has been a

great deal of untruthful advertising about coffee

substitutes. President Brand recalled that he had

recommended financial support of the clubs in his

annual address, and then recommended that the

resolutions committee take the matter under ad-

visement.

Mr. Cost'e next read an estimate of cost of the

electros he described in his report : Sixteen-inch

size, in 1,000 lots, 85 cents each
;
12 inches, 65

cents
; 7 inches, 44 cents

; 5 inches, 33 cents. He
afterward explained that the prices are only ap-

proximate.

President Brand favored the idea of supplying

the electros, saying: “They could be prepared in

large lots at a very nominal cost, and if this plan

is adopted many thousands of dollars going into

the American newspapers will be saved. Most

retailers in the small towns contract with their

weekly newspapers for space at a very low rate,

and they would be glad to get such cuts as this to

run in their spaces. A lot of them are at their

wits’ end to know what kind of copy to put in

the newspapers.”

When President Brand asked the delegates if

they wished to go ahead with the plan, M. H.

Gasser, of the Gasser Coffee Company, Toledo,

said that while he was impressed he would like

to give the plan a little thought before declaring

himself.

F. P. Atha, president of the Southwestern Sec-

tional Division, and vice-president of J. A. Folger

& Co., Kansas City, then turned in a check for

$1,730 toward the publicity fund which had been

subscribed by members of his branch. He ex-

plained that the roasters had pledged $2,000 a

year at their organization dinner, each volun-

tarily taxing himself at the rate of 1 cent per bag

per annum for the coffee roasted during each

year. He said the balance of $270 will be turned

in soon. He also declared that of the $2,000,

approximately $1,400 comes from Kansas City

proper.

President Brand next offered a resolution to

change Article VII of the association’s constitu-

tion, which was unanimously adopted. The arti-

cle has to do with amending the By-Laws and

Constitution, and the new resolution provides that

when an amendment is proposed it must be pre-

sented to the executive committee, signed by five

members, and if approved by the committee can

then be presented to the convention for its ap-

proval. It further provides that if the amendment

is presented to the convention and passed by it,

then it must be presented to the new executive

committee, and if they do not approve it the

amendment must be submitted to a referendum

by the entire membership.

Another resolution presented to the convention

related to changing the date of the annual meet-

ing, but after much discussion it was decided to

leave the date unchanged. May, June and Oc-

tober were the months suggested by several

members.

After this the session ended with President

Brand’s announcement of the Coffee Film Show

at 9 :oo o’clock that evening.

THE SECOND DAY’S MEETING
When President Brand called the second day’s

session to order at 10:45 a. m. he started pro-

ceedings by introducing Harry Levey, manager

of the Industrial Department of the Universal
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Film Manufacturing Company, who explained

the plan for showing the Joint Coffee Trade Com-
mittee’s coffee film in 182 towns of the United

States in one week. After telling how his com-

pany is organized to distribute its photoplays

and industrial pictures and bolsters up each film

with newspaper and house organ publicity, he

told how the roasters could buy prints of the

film for use in connection with their private

brands of coffee. He explained how they could

attach “trailers” to the Committee’s picture which

would show views of their individual plants,

coffee packages, brands or other publicity matter.

During the course of his talk, Mr. Levey dis-

closed that the film cost in the neighborhood of

$2,000, of which the Committee pays $1,000. He
said that prints of the film would cost the indi-

vidual roaster $110, and that his company would

book the films at local theatres at the rate $3.50

per day for each showing. He also made it clear

that while • the coffee film was being shown in

182 cities during “Coffee Week” no individual

“trailers” would be attached. Mr. Levey solicited

orders for prints of the film, and it was reported

that over fifty roasters had signed contracts be-

fore the convention ended.

In the discussion that followed, many roasters

showed much interest in the proposition and seem

to indicate their willingness to buy prints when
the picture is improved. Charles P. Wellman, of

the National Packaging Machinery Co., Boston,

told the convention how successful his firm had

been in exhibiting its motion picture in various

parts of the country. He said some of their

salesmen carried prints of the film in their grips

and easily gave showings to prospective customers

to demonstrate the value of the machinery made
by the company. Mr. Wellman heartily endorsed

this method of selling goods.

After further discussion of the possibility of

getting local theatres to show the individual films,

the cost of small projecting machines for use

outside of movie theatres, whether or not the

film is inflammable, what changes were needed to

improve the film, the cost of “trailers,” and similar

matters, Mr. Weir proposed that further discus-

sion be taken into closed session. The motion

was seconded, but President Brand proposed that

the executive session be held later, and that the

convention next hear T. E. Jamison, chairman of

the Committee on Business Research read his

report, a digest of which appears in this issue

under Reports and Resolutions.

Following Mr. Jamison’s report, President

Brand told how he had found on his Pacific Coast

trip during the summer a woeful lack of informa-

tion regarding the costs of doing business. Presi-

dent Brand has been one of the leaders in urging

the adoption of research in business costs and a

standard accounting system, and said he had

therefore great pleasure in introducing R. B.

Kester, of the School of Business, Columbia

University.

Prof. Kester made a most favorable impres-

sion on the roasters in explaining how his insti-

tution proposed getting the data necessary for a

research into the roasters’ costs of doing busi-

ness, and how these data would be analyzed so

as to establish a thoroughly workable business

practice system. A digest of his address is

printed in another part of this issue.

J. O. Cheek rose at the conclusion of Prof.

Kester’s paper, and suggested that the address

be printed by the association, and copies be sent

to every member so that those who were absent

could have the benefits of the ideas expressed in

the paper. The motion was unanimously accepted.

President Brand also paid his compliments to
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the speaker and the address, saying in part that

it “would be a tremendous object lesson to any

concern that was roasting coffee for 35 cents a

bag, if they continuously received monthly re-

ports (from the association) showing that the

average cost to roast coffee was a half cent a

pound.”

In the discussion that followed, F. J. Ach asked

if it would be proper to charge the cost of labels,

cartons, and packing cases as a part of the cost

of the merchandise, or as a part of the general

expense, to which Prof. Kester replied that that

was one of the many problems which would have

to be worked out later.

It developed from questions by L. C. Dome, of

the Plunkett Jarrell Grocer Co., Little Rock,

and answers by Prof. Kester, that the research

is to be confined wholly to coffee roasting, even

in wholesale grocery houses. At the conclusion

of this discussion, President Brand announced

an executive session to continue the talk on the

coffee film. It is understood that during the

closed meeting the discussion followed along the

lines of the talk during the open session on this

subject, and that many details were threshed out

to the satisfaction of the majority of roasters.

The morning session ended with the closing of

the executive session, at 1 130 p. m.

Afternoon Session

When the afternoon session convened at 3:15*

F. C. Letts, president of the Western Grocery

Company and the National Grocer Company,

spoke extemporaneously on shorter terms and

uniform discounts. In addition to telling the

delegates of the benefits of reducing the number

of days of credit, as well as discount rates, the

speaker said that his houses were billing all

coffee and tea at thirty days less two per cent in

ten days, and that generally their customers were
responding satisfactorily. He urged roasters gen-

erally to adopt shorter terms, saying: “Now, if

you don’t want to lose all your coffee business and

see it all go to the mail order houses and ped-

dlers, then, for heaven’s sake, gentlemen, I im-

plore you to shorten your terms and teach the

retailer to shorten his terms and to deal more
and more for cash in hand.” A digest of Mr.

Letts’ speech appears further on in this issue.

At the conclusion of Mr. Letts’ address, Presi-

dent Brand remarked that in the last few months

the coffee roasters had accomplished remarkable

results in shortening terms. He called on B. L.

Halligan of the Halligan Coffee Company to tell

of his firm’s experience.

Mr. Halligan said that though he had been

warned against changing his terms, he went ahead

with the plan, putting the new rates into effect

on May 1, 1919. At that time his bills receivable

outstanding averaged 189 per cent. In September

the rate had been reduced to 103 per cent, but in

November had crept up to in per cent. He also

said that since the change was made his firm

had shown an unprecedented gain in sales in

dollars and cents.

G. E. Diefenthaler, of B. Fischer & Company,

said his firm had reduced its terms to sixty days

in 1914, and to thirty days when the United States

went into the war in 1917. He reported that for

the past ten months his company averaged 70

per cent of outstandings.

F. P. Atha, of J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City

branch, said he had changed to thirty-day terms

in July, 1918. He explained that his business had

been showing a satisfactory increase, but even

then he could see the handwriting on the wall
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which meant increased capitalization to take care

of it, or else to borrow money from the bank, or

else shortening of terms. On October 16 the per-

centage of bills outstanding as much as fifteen

days was 11.2 per cent, said Mr. Atha. He
advocated reducing the discount rate from two

per cent ten days to one per cent ten.

J. A. Folger, president of J. A. Folger & Co.,

San Francisco, said he personally was in favor

of thirty-day terms for his form, but the Pacific

Coast conditions differed somewhat from those

of the East, because of the long distance ship-

ments into the Southwest, to which Mr. Atha

answered that he too was making long distance

shipments, but still he could carry out the thirty-

day plan satisfactorily.

At this point President Brand read a letter

from George Lichty, of Waterloo, la., who was

unable to be present at the convention. Mr. Lichty

said he was heartily in favor of thirty-day terms.

E. M. Cofer, of Hills Bros., San Francisco,

also spoke of the long distance delivery feature

as an objection to shorter terms.

A. H. Devers, of Closset & Devers, Portland,

Ore., said he was in favor of thirty days, and that

he had been trying to get others in his section

to adopt the plan.

F. R. Seelye, of Sherman Bros. & Co., Chicago,

and Albro Blodgett, of the Bour Company,
Toledo, also said they favored the plan.

T. O. Budenbach, of B. Fischer & Company,

next read his report on Cost and Freight Con-

tracts, with particular reference to “description

given in good faith but not guaranteed.” His

report was brief. In concluding it he recom-

mended the appointment of a committee investi-

gate the matter.

A. J. Dannemiller, of the Dannemiller Coffee

Company, sketched some of the objectionable

features of the contract and said that the trade

ought not to stand for it.

J. O. Cheek suggested that if justice could not

be obtained it might be a good idea to send some
good men to Brazil to buy coffee for the associa-

tion members.

C. F. Bonsor, of C. F. Bonsor & Co., Philadel-

phia, told about an argument his firm was having

over a shipment of 2,000 bags of described coffee

on a contract, and he endorsed Mr. Cheek’s sug-

gestion about sending a buyer to Brazil.

Wm. Fisher, of the C. F. Blanke Tea & Coffee

Company, stated his firm “is up against about the

same proposition as our friend from Phila-

delphia.”

President Brand said he was glad there were

so many green coffee men in the room to hear

the discussion on cost and freight contracts.

He declared : “I want to tell you gentlemen with

all seriousness, judging from the vast amount
of correspondence coming to my desk in the

last few months from roasters who have de-

livered coffees, this condition cannot continue.”

Robert M. Forbes suggested that members give

their business to green coffee houses who do give

guaranteed contracts
;

“then, the house itself is

doing its own advertising, and I don’t doubt but

what they would reap quite a business from

bringing the fact to the attention of the buyers.

Now I know that while there are a few houses

that do guarantee their contracts, their prices

may seem high, but generally, gentlemen, if you

buy from those houses you will be satisfied with

the coffee when you get it.”

Mr. Ach said he thought Mr. Forbes’ idea was
sound basically.

A. Van Rooy, of the Widlar Company, said he
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had been a coffee broker for fifteen years, and

that he did not know of any other line of business

in which a contract is written that he thought is

so foolish. He thinks it is about time the coffee

trade eliminated such a. contract.

President Brand called on some of the green

coffee men to present their side of the case.

Ed. Harrigan, of Hard & Rand, said that their

contract is issued subject to arbitration, and that

he considered that a guarantee covering grade,

drinking quality, description, roasting “and every-

thing else.”

W. E. Burch, of Ruffner, McDowell & Burch,

said that the position of his house in such matters

is, if they “can’t get adjustments out of the

shipper—don’t buy from him. So far we are

getting along very nicely.”

This ended the discussion on the contracts.

A. J. Dannemiller next read a paper on Trade

Evils, and his talk had to do with prices guaran-

teed against decline, the cancellation of contracts,

and advance notices of changing prices. His

speech is printed in another part of this issue.

John Witherspoon, of the Fort Smith Coffee

Company, told of his experiences with guarantee-

ing prices to retailers, and expressed the belief

that this trade evil should be corrected.

J. O. Cheek also said his firm suffered from

guaranteeing prices, and that while he could not

suggest how to correct the condition he would

be “awfully glad” to see a change for the better.

J. E. Maury, of the Maury Cole Company, said

that if members of the association would stand

pat on the proposition and refuse to guarantee

prices they could get by all right.

In introducing the next subject on the pro-

gramme, Advance Notice of Changing Prices,

President Brand said: “We have been doing

quite a lot of correspondence with the various

roasters to try to get that condition remedied.

A great many firms all over the country in

advancing markets send out a notice. For in-

stance, in January they will advise their salesmen

and their trade that their prices will advance a

cent a pound on January 15, and they will pro-

tect them for their requirements, as much as

they want to buy between the first and fifteenth,

for later shipment. It seems we can all do busi-

ness without sacrificing our profits as we do under

such a scheme.”

S. A. Riebel, of Arbuckle Bros, said that his

firm had for several years sold on a strict thirty-

day, one per cent in ten days’ basis, and that his

house does not guarantee prices against decline.

President Brand announced there was not

time to discuss the advance notice on changing

prices matter, and adjourned the session at 6

o’clock so that members could prepare for the

banquet in the evening.

THE THIRD DAY’S MEETING
The convention was called to order at 10:45,

F. J. Ach reported for the committee on outside

competition, saying that the committee’s achiev-

ments for the past year might be described by the

phrase “remaining in a state of masterly inactiv-

ity,” though the members had been quite active.

His paper dealt almost exclusively with meat

packer competition
;
a digest of it appears in the

Reports and Resolutions further on in this issue.

W. B. Colver, member of the Federal Trade
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Commission, spoke on the subject of the packers

and the commission. He arraigned the Big Five

in no uncertain terms as a menace to independent

food manufacturers and distributers in the Uni-

ted States. The high lights of his address are

published in another part of this number.

In thanking Mr. Colver, President Brand said :

“You may be sure the incoming administration

will do everything possible in helping you create

and mold public opinion on this vital question.”

Lunch time had come but President Brand

asked the delegates to conclude the convention

programme without adjourning. The next order

of business was Legislation Reports of the Asso-

ciation Counsel, which it was agreed to send out

in bulletin form to save time.

C. L. Alsberg, of the Bureau of Chemistry, was

scheduled to talk on food regulations, but was

unable to attend the convention. President Brand

said that matter also would be taken up by

bulletin.

Next S. Jackson spoke about port conditions

in New Orleans, telling how the war and labor

troubles had interfered with coffee handling, and

how improvements are being brought about so

as to increase New Orleans’ coffee distributing

facilities. A condensation of his talk appears on

another page.

J. A. Folger was called on to tell about port

conditions in San Francisco, which be did briefly.

He said that in his city cargoes are handled very

promptly and the coffee in warehouses is gotten

rid of without much delay. He handed to Mr.

Coste a memorandum of port charges with the

suggestion that a comparison be made between

San Francisco, New Orleans and New York and

sent out by the Association in bulletin form.

Mr. Folger said that interior merchants suffer

from and pay for the importers’ use of docks as

warehouses : “Of course, the dock people must

be paid for this and it is put upon the interior

buyer.” He said that in San Francisco the dock

companies do not give storage privileges and he

thinks that is a reason why port charges are

lower there.

In order to speed up the session, the roll call

and the reading of the minutes of the last meet-

ing were dispensed with, the convention next tak-

ing up the report of officers.

Lewis Sherman, treasurer, reported that there

was $4,100 in the treasury to start off the new
year.

The committee on nomination, J. O. Cheek,

chairman, presented the following names for offi-

cers for the next year : For president, C. W.
Brand, Cleveland

;
for first vice-president, Robert

M. Forbes, St. Louis
;
for second vice-president,

J. A. Folger, San Francisco
;
for treasurer, Lewis

Sherman, Milwaukee; for three-year members of

the board of directors to succeed those whose
terms expire in 1919 : R. W. McCreery, Marshal-

town, la.; Charles H. Bain, San Francisco,

Charles G. Burgess, Boston, and J. O. Cheek,

Nashville. B. L. Halligan was nominated to suc-

ceed E. G. Beeson, who is now in Paris as a

representative of J. Aron & Company.
President Brand was visibly impressed by the

enthusiasm with which he was received when he

rose to thank the delegates for re-electing him

to office. The burden of his remarks was that

he would do his best during the ensuing twelve

months, as he had in the past.

F. J. Ach, chairman, then presented the report

for the resolutions committee. It will be found
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printed with the Reports and Resolutions.

W. H. Aborn next read a paper on the port

conditions in New York, a digest of which ap-

pears on a following page. He explained the

cause for congestion and increased costs, and

then suggested that the association could obviate

much of its trouble by employing a capable man
to supervise the receipt of coffee cargoes in New
York. Mr. Weir proposed that the suggestion

be referred to the Executive Committee, which

President Brand agreed to do, also thanking Mr.

Aborn for “coming here with not only a report,

but a definite recommendation for correction.”

President Brand reported for the committee on

next convention, recommending the city of St.

Louis and referring the matter to the Executive

Committee.

No comments being made on the next con-

vention city, President Brand said

:

“It was my idea to bring up at this convention

to-day the matter of Brazil’s segregation of over

3,000,000 bags of coffee. It doesn’t seem, however,

with this small number present (many delegates

had left for home) that any expression we might
give here would be at all indicative of the senti-

ment of the association. It would seem that will

have to be left out. * * * As I pointed out

in my report, it has been our idea that the Na-
tional Coffee Roasters Association should adopt

a ‘hands off’ attitude as far as the market is

concerned.”

President Brand then adjourned the convention

at 2 :oo p. m.

THE ANNUAL BANQUET
“A pleasant time was had by all,” to quote a

co-ffee roaster attending the annual banquet held

in the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel on Tuesday

evening, November 13. Some 150 association

members and guests were seated at the tables,

among them being a goodly number of ladies.

President Brand acted as toastmaster, and

seated with him on the rostrum (at' his left) were

John Barrett, director-general of the Pan-Ameri-

can Union; Jarvis A. Wood, of N. W. Ayer &
Son

;
Th. Langgaard de Menezes, representative

of the Sociedade Promotora da Defesa do Cafe

;

Edward James Cattell, statistician of Philadel-

phia
;
Mart King, professional raconteur ;

the

Rev. Thomas J. Cross, of the Chelsea Baptist

Church; (at the right) F. C. Letts, president of

the Western Grocer Company
;
Robert M. Forbes,

N. C. R. A. vice-president; Ross W. Weir, chair-

man of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-

mittee; William B. Colver, member of the Federal

Trade Commission; J. A. Folger, second vice-

president of the association.

During the hour or so devoted to the good

things on the tables the diners aided their diges-

tions by singing popular songs. A professional

song leader kept things going, and himself be-

came one of the attractions of the evening by

reason of his antics and good voice.

John Barrett started the speech making. His

talk naturally had to do with the relations be-

tween the United States and Latin America. He

declared that the present enormous volume of

trade between the two continent's could not be

maintained unless there was close co-operation

between the business interests in North and

South America. He advocated improved steam-

ship service and urged the lending of money to

Latin-American governments, and, above all, he

bespoke a better knowledge of Latin Americans

by North Americans.

Mr. Menezes followed Mr. Barrett, reading a
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greeting to the coffee roasters from the Brazilian

Ambassador at Washington, which was received

enthusiastically. Next came Mr. Wood, of the

Ayer advertising agency, he speaking mostly

about the art of advertising, emphasizing his

points with witty and humorous stories. Ex-
cerpts from his address appear on a following

page.

E. P, Cattell made one of those optimistic

speeches for which he has won quite a reputation.

He mixed wit with pathos, and closed his talk

amid a burst of applause.

Mart King held the undivided attention of the

banqueters by his store of stories, most of which
had a war-time flavor.

Commissioner Colver arrived late, and was the

last formal speaker. He was caught unprepared,

he said, but was able to give a good account of

himself by telling some “inside” history about

how the United States procured and shipped war
material to the European front.

The closing feature of the banquet was the dis-

tribution by Frank C. Russell of prizes won at

the golf tournament held on Monday. The names
of the winners and the prizes are given below.

THE ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES
The entertainment schedule opened with a golf

tournament at the Seaview Golf Club on Tuesday
the nth, Frank C. Russell acting as chairman of

the golf committee. The president’s cup, pre-

sented by Carl W. Brand for low gross score, was
won by R. W’. McCreery, of the Western Grocers

Mills, Marshalltown, Iowa. The association cup
for the low net score was won by T. P. Hinch-
man, of Steele-Wedeles Company, Chicago.

These two prizes were open only to members.
The silver tray presented by the New York

branch for the low gross score, open to all, was
won by T. W. Satterthwaite, of Arnold, Dorr &
Co., New York. A salad bowl, presented by the

Chicago association for first prize low-net score,

open to all, was won by J. W. Lawrence, of Geo.
W. Lawrence & Co., New York. President Brand
captured the second prize, a sandwich tray, given
by the Portland association. The third prize, a
salad bowl, donated by the Washington asso-

ciation, was won by B. B. Peabody, of the T.

Barbour Brown Company, New York.
The cigarette box presented by the Tri-City

association for match play vs. par handicap,

open to all, was won by W. E. Burch, of Ruffner,

McDowell & Burch, Chicago.

The Central branch presented a mayonnaise
bowl for blind net score, open to all. This was
won by J. Edgar Lloyd, of Hard & Rand, Chicago.

The mustard pot given by the Omaha branch
for highest net score, open to all, was won by

C. F. Bonsor, of C. F. Bonsor & Co., Philadel-

phia. M. O. Tilden, of E. B. Millar & Co, Chi-

cago, won the cheese jar presented by the Wis-
consin association for highest gross score.

“AMONG THOSE PRESENT”
Among the members of the association present

at the convention were

:

American Coffee Co. (W. II. Ker), New Orleans.
Andreson-Ryan Coffee Co. (G. A. Andrcson), Duluth.
Antrim & Sons, C. W. (Emmett W. Thomas), Rich-

mond, Va.
Arnold & Aborn (Edward Aborn), New York.
Bell, Conrad & Co. (A. S. Brasen), Chicago.
Biston Coffee Co. (F. R. Biston), St. Louis.
Black Hawk Coffee & Spice Co. (H. B. Cropper),

Waterloo, Iowa.
Blanke Tea & Coffee Co. C. F. (Wm. Fisher), St.

Louis,
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Left to Right: T. P. Monahan, St. Louis Broker, “Looking Pleasant”; J. L. Kopf and Wm. G. Burns,

Coffee Machinery Experts; A. W. Berdon After a Holiday in New England; C. P. Wellman, the Package

Machinery Man.

ALL LOOK HAPPY AS THE SHUTTER CLICKS

Bleeker & Simmons (Harriman W. Simmons), New
York. *

Bonsor & Co., C. F. (C. F. Bonsor), Philadelphia.
Bour Co. The (Albro Blodgett), Toledo.
Bowers Brothers, Inc. (J. C. Bowers), Richmond, Va.
Bowers Bros., Inc. (W. R. Bowers), Richmond, Va.
Brown Merc. Co. The J. S. (William K. Brown), Den-

ver.
Brownell & Field Co. (Frank A. Buckhout), Provi-

dence.
Brownell & Field Co. (Frank O. Field), Providence.

Canby, Ach & Canby Co. (F. J. Ach), Dayton.
Cheek-Neal Coffee Co. (J. O. Cheek), Nashville.

Clark & Host Co. (W. F. Host), Milwaukee.
Climax Grocers Coffee Co. (A. G. Gates), Indianapolis.

Closset & Devers (A. H. Devers), Portland, Ore. %

Dannemiller Coffee Co. (A. J. Dannemiller), Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Dwinell-Wright Co. (Richard O. Miller), Chicago.
Dwinell-Wright Co. (Geo. S. Wright), Boston.

Edwards Co., Wm. (J. A. Brahney), Cleveland.
Ennis-Hanly-Blackburn Coffee Co., The (Frank Ennis),

Kansas City.
Eureka Coffee Co. (T. Cumpson), Buffalo.

Fischer & Co., Inc., B. (T. O. Budenbach), New York.

Fischer & Co., Inc., B. (G. Ed. Diefenthaler), New
York.

Fletcher Coffee & Spice Co. (T. J. McCarthy), Little

Rock.
Folger & Co., J. A. (F. P. Atha), Kansas City.

Folger & Co., J. A.. (J. A. Folger), San Francisco.

Forbes Tea & Coffee Co., Jas. H. (Robert M. Forbes),

St. Louis. .

Fort Smith Coffee Co. (John Witherspoon), Fort Smith.

Gasser Coffee Co., The (M. H. Gasser), Toledo.

Gerhart & Co., R. L. (R. L. Gerhart), Lancaster, Pa.

Gill Co., Jas G. (Jos. G. Fiveash, Jr.), Norfolk, Va.

Gill Co., Jas. G. (D. Frank Gill), Norfolk, Va.

Hale-Halsell Grocery Co. (Tom Hale), McAlester,

Okla.
s „

Hall Co., Martin L. (Chas. G. Burgess), Boston.

Halligan Coffee Co. (B. L. Halligan), Davenport, Iowa.

Heekin Co., The (Herbert S. Heekin), Cincinnati.

Hills Brothers (E. M. Cofer), San Francisco.

Inter-State Grocer Co. (F. A. Whipple), Joplin, Mo.

Jewett & Sherman Co. (Lewis Sherman), Milwaukee.

Johnson-Layne Coffee Co. (Benj. H. Johnson), St.

Louis.

King Coffee Co., John E. (John E. King), Detroit.

Levering Coffee Co., The (James M. Motley), Balti-

more.

Macgowen Coffee Co. (Clifford Macgowen), Jackson,

Miss.

Mahon Co., Samuel, (Paul R. Stoltz), Ottumwa, la.

Maury Cole Co. (J. E. Maury), Memphis.
McF'adden Coffee & Spice Co. (J. M. McFadden), Du-

buque. ^
Meyer Bros. Coffee & Spice Co. (Robert Meyer), St.

Louis.
Miller & Co., E. B. (Mason Tilden), Chicago.
Milliken, Tomlinson Co. (W. H. Woodbury), Portland,

Me.
Muskogee Wholesale Grocery Co. (R. S. Davis), Musko-'

gee, Okla.

Neff & Co., Geo. L. (Geo. L. Neff), Pittsburg.

Parsons & Scoville Co. (S. L. May), Evansville, Ind.

Parsons & Scoville Co. (B. F. Parsons), Evansville,

Ind.
Plunkett Jarrell Gro. Co. (L. C. Dome), Little Rock.
Puhl-Webb Co. (Thos. J. Webb), Chicago.

Reily & Co., Wm. B. (J. W. Reily), New Orleans.

Reynolds & Co., Wm. T. (E. D. Van Nosdall), Pough-
keepsie, N. Y. I

Roanoke Coffee & Spice Co. (T. E. Jamison), Roanoke,
Va.

Russell & Co. (Frank C. Russell), New York.
Rust, Parker & Co. (F. P. Simme), Duluth.

Schonbrunn & Co., S. A. (S. A. Schonbrunn), New
York.
Schonbrunn & Co., S. A. (C. E. Warth), New York.

Schonbrunn & Co., S. A. (Albert F. De Pear), New
York.

Schonbrunn & Co., S. A. (William B. Harris), New
York.

Scull Co., Wm. S. (L. Boardman), Camden, N. J.

Scull Co., Wm. S. (W. C. Scull), Camden, N. J.

Scull Co., Wm. S. (J. Carl De La Cour), Camden, N. J.

Scull Co., Wm. S. (Chas. H. Straub), Camden, N. J.

Seeman Brothers (F. R. Seeman), New York.

Sherman Bros. & Co. (Frank R. Seelye), Chicago

Smith Co., E. T. (Wallace T. Morley), Worcester, Mass.

Southern Coffee Mills, Ltd. (D. H. Hoffman), New
Orleans.

Steele-Wedeles Co. (T. P. Hinchman), Chicago.

Steinwender-Stoffregen Coffee Co. (Otto G. Stoff-

regen), St. Louis. I

Stokes Coffee Co., The (E. U. Neuenschwander), Balti-

more.
Swain Earle Co. (Douglass B. Foster), Boston.

Weir & Co., Inc., R. W. (Ross W. Weir), New York.

Weir & Co., Inc., R. W. (Edwin J. Gillies), New York.

West Coast Grocery Co. (Charles H. Hyde), Tacoma.
Western Grocer Mills (R. W. McCreery), Marshall-

town, la.

Widlar Co., The (C. W. Brand), Cleveland.
Widlar Co., The (A. Van Rooy), Cleveland.
Wiemann Co., Geo. F. (Geo. F. Weimann, Jr.), New

York.
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Left to Right: Louis Hasse and Ed. Harrigan, a Hard Green-Coffee Team to Beat; Chester Hartranft,

Understudying His Father; Benj. H. Johnson, Staunch “Quality” Coffee Advocate; L. N. Goll Discussing

the xvlarket with Sol Levy.

ANOTHER GROUP SNAPPED BETWEEN SESSIONS

Non-Members at the Convention

Among the non-member visitors at the con-

vention were

:

Aborn & Cushman (W. H. Aborn), New York.

American Can Co. (A. W. Langdon), New York.

American Can Co. (Louis J. Freundt), Chicago.

American Trading Co. (Grant Burns), New York.

Arbuckle Brothers (Samuel A. Riebel), New York
Arbuckle Brothers (Fred H. Faircshild), New York

and Brazil.

Arnold, Dorr & Co. (V. C. Cahill), New \ ork.

Arnold, Dorr & Co. (Thos. C. Halbert), New Y ork.

Arnold, Dorr, & Co. (Chas. McDougall), New York.

Aron & Co., Inc., J. (T. J. Israel), New York.

Aron & Co., Inc., j. (Baker B. Stephens), New York.

Aron & Co., Inc., T. (W. T. Callaghan), Chicago.

Aron & Co., Inc., T. (Harry Stern), New Orleans

Aron & Co., Inc., T. (Philip L. Stetzer), New York.

Aron & Co., Inc., J. (Walter T. Bown), New York.

Aron & Co., Inc., J. (D. D. Gordon), New York.

Ayer & Son, N. W. (Edward M. Powell), Philadelphia.

Ayer & Son, N. W. (Jas. M. Mathes), New York.

Bennett & Son, W. H. (W. H. Bennett), New \ork.

Bickford & Co., C. E. (Herbert R. Graf), New Orleans.

Bickford & Co., C. E. (F. E. Hillyer), San Francisco.

Bickford & Co.. C. E. (A. S. Mackey), New York.

Block & Co., Chas. J. (Wm. C. Block), Chicago.

Brown & Co., T. B. (H. A. Schwartz), New York.

Burns & Sons, Jabez (J. L. Kopf), New York.

Burns & Sons, Jabez (Wm. G. Burns), New York.

Burns & Sons, Jabez (Robert Burns), New York.

Carret & Co., J. E. (William K. Jacobs), New York.

Clarke, C. D., Pittsburg.

Continental Paper Bag Co. (J, S. Hartman), New \ork.

Draper Brokerage Co. (R. Drummond), Duluth.

Eiseman, Peter F., Toledo.
Enright, Daniel M., New York.
Eppens Smith Co. (Thos. H. Baker), New York.

Fidelity Can Co. (W. E. Wilson), Baltimore.

Gille Mfg. Co. (Harry S. Gille), Kansas City.

Good Co., M. S. (M. S. Good), St. Louis.
“Grocery World” (David Ezekiel), Philadelphia.

Hard & Rand (Chester Hartranft), New York.
Hard & Rand (Louis Hasse), New Orleans.
Hard & Rand (J. Eager Lloyd), Chicago.
Hard & Rand (Ed. Harrigan), St. Louis.
Harral, E. B. (A. L. Carpenter), New Orleans.

Israel Co., Inc., A. C. (A. C. Israel), New York.
Israel Co.. Inc., A. C. (II. L. Bloch), New York.
Israel & Bros., Leon (Lee Howard Nolte), St. Louis.
Israel & Bros., Leon (Chas. W. Walker), New York.
Israel & Bros., Leon . (William R. Comerford), New

York.

Israel & Bros., Leon (Bertram Francis), New York.
Israel & Co., Ltd., Leon (A. F. Israel), Santos, Brazil.

Jackson, S., New Orleans.
Johnson, Earl, Meyers Co. (O. Orringer), Pittsburg.
Johnson, Earl, Meyers Co. (Chas. Rieth), Pittsburg.
Jones Bros. Tea Co., Inc. (Gustav E. Kruse), New

York.
“Journal of Commerce” (S. B. Zane), New York.

Lambert Machine Co. (A. P. Grohens), Marshall, Mich.
Leonard & Co., T. E. (T. E. Leonard), Kansas City.
Levy’s Sons, M. (H. A. Geisert), New Orleans.
Levy’s Sons, M. (L. N. Goll), New York.
Levys’ Sons, M. (Otto J. Delfs), New York.
Levy’s Sons M. (Sol Levy), New Orleans.

Macy Bros. & Gillet, Inc. (F. Ridgway Macy), New
York.
Maes & Co., Inc., Jules (Francis J. Nettle), New

Orleans.
Marshall & Willey (E. H. Marshall), Kansas City.
Meehan & Co., P. C. (Charles Meehan), New York.
Mercantile Bank of the Americas (C. H. Courtright),

New York.
Miller & Co., H. H. (Thos. H. Hawken), St. Louis.
Monahan Brokerage Co. (T. P. Monahan), St. Louis.
McFadden & Bros., Geo. H. (Walter D. Stuart), New

York.

National Packing Machinery Co. (C. P. Wellman),
Boston.

National Retail Tea & Coffee Merchants Association (G.
B. Schorn), Jamaica, N. Y.
New Orleans Can Co. (A. J. Munch), New Orleans.

Old & Wallace (Benj. Old), New York.

Peck, E. H. & W. J. (Harry K. Grigg), New York.
Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd. (C. F. Doble), Norfolk

Downs, Mass.
Pneumatic Scale Corp., Ltd. (A. H. Axberg), Boston.
Produce & Warrant Co. (F. G. Varrelman), New York.

Pa.
Royal & Co., Thos. M. (Benj. C. Betner)^Bryn Mawr,

Royal & Co., Thos. M. (Thos. M. Royal), Bryn Mawr,
Pa.

Ruffner, McDowell & Burch (J. W. Blackburn), Chi-
cago.

Ruffner, McDowell & Burch (W. E. Burch), Chicago.

Santos, R., Brazil. •
Simmonds, W. Lee & Co. (W. Lee Simmonds), New

York.
Sociedade Promotora da Dafesa do Cafe (Th. Lang-

gaard de Menezes), New York.
“Spice Mill” (K. A. McCarron), New York.
Sprague & Rhodes (Geo. V. Kershaw), New York.
Sprague & Rhodes (Newton M. Rhodes), New York.
Steinwender-Stoffregen & Co. (C. M. Moore), New

York.
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B. L. Halligan
New Director

George S. Wright
Publicity Committee

T. E. Jamison
For Business Research

M. H. Gasser
Former Treasurer

SOME LEADERS IN ASSOCIATION BETTERMENT WORK
Steinwender-Stoffregen & Co. (Carl H. Stoffregen),

Steinwender-Stoffregen & Co. (H. M. Rodgers), New

Stewart, Carnal & Co. (A. W. Berdon), New Orleans.

Tea and Coffee Trade Journal '(Oliver W. Simmons),
New York.
Tea and Coffee Trade Journal (William H. Ukers),

Tea and Coffee Trade Journal (W. R. Bickford),

New York.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. (Harry Levey), New York.

Universal Film Mfg. Co. (Chas R. Cooper), New York.

McCarthy, Mrs. T. J., Little Rock, Ark.
McCreery, Mrs. R. W., Marshalltown, la
Mackey, Mrs A. S., New York City.
Meehan, Mrs. C. L., New York City.
Monahan, Mrs. T. P., St. Louis.
Morley, Mrs. W. T., Worcester, Mass.
Munch, Mrs. A. J., New Orleans.

Riebel, Mrs. S. A., New York City.
Russell, Mrs. F. C., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Russell, Miss, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Seeman, Mrs. F. R., New York City.
Sherman, Mrs. Lewis, Milwaukee.
Simmons, Mrs. H. N., New York City.

Walrath & Co., Fred W. (Fred W. Walrath), Syracuse,

. Y.
Wells, Livingston D., Philadelphia.

Whitney Co., J. C. (W. Bellman), Chicago.

Whitney Co., J. C. (Oscar Van de Water), New York.

Whitney Co., J. C. (Edwin M. Bell), Chicago.

Williams, Russell & Co. (W. Miles Ryan), New Or-

Williams, Russell & Co. (D. P. Hillson), New York.

Windels, J. H., New York.
Woods, Ehrhard & Co. (Thos. J. Woods), New York.

Ladies at the Convention

Among the visiting ladies were:

Ach, Mrs. F. J., Dayton.

Baker, Miss E., New York City.

Baker, Mrs. T. H., New York City.

Bennett, Mrs. W. H., New York City.

Blackburn, J. W., Chicago.
Block, Mrs. Wm. C., Chicago.
P.onsor, Mrs. C. F., Philadelphia.

Brand, Mrs. C. W., Cleveland.

Brasen, Mrs. A. S., Chicago.

Cofer, Mrs. E. M., San Francisco.

Coste, Mrs
s
Felix, New York City.

Dannemiller, Mrs. A. J.. New York City.

Delfs, Mrs. O. J., New York City.

Eiseman, Mrs. P. F., Toledo.

Field, Mrs. F. O., Providence.
Foster, Mrs. D. B., Providence.
Freundt, Mrs. L. J., Chicago.
Gerhart, Mrs. R. L., Lancaster, Pa.
Goll, Mrs. L. N., New Orleans.

Ilasse, Mrs. Louis, New Orleans.
Hoffman, Mrs. D. If., New Orleans.

Johnson, Mrs. Ben IL, St. Louis.
Ker, Mrs. W. IL, New Orleans.

Levy, Mrs. Sol, New Orleans.

Varrelman, Mrs. F. G., New York City.

Weir, Mrs. R. W., New York City.
Weir, Miss Eleanor B., New York City.
Witherspoon, Mrs. John, Fort Smith, Ark.
Witherspoon, Miss S., Fort Smith, Ark.
Wright, Mrs. Geo. S., Boston.

NEW ORLEANS BACKING CAMPAIGN
|

The New Orleans roasters’ organization, of

which D. H. Hoffman is president, is taking an

active interest in the publicity campaign, and

“Coffee Week” will be made a feature here, with

the showing of films in all the theatres and other

means of bringing the use of coffee to the atten- i

tion of the public. Local roasters have been
|

using some very attractive advertisements in the

newspapers, and the great billboards on the >

avenues of the city are also doing their part to

advertise it.

HOW TEA OIL IS MADE AND USED
Contrary to the popular belief, tea oil is not

obtained from the tea plant, but from Thea

Sasangua, a relative. The oil is produced by

pressing the seeds. It is. chiefly gotten from the

Hupeh and Hunan Provinces of China and mar-

keted at Hankow. The oil is used as an adul-

terant of colza oil, and by the Chinese Indies as

a hair dressing. The refuse cake is reported to

be a good fertilizer for rice fields.
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SOME WELL-KNOWN ROASTERS AT THE CONVENTION

REPORTS AND RESOLUTIONS

Salient Features of Recommendations and Re-

marks Made by Officers and Committees

and the Resolutions Adopted

IT ERE is a digest of the reports of officers and
* committees, together with ijie resolutions

adopted by the convention

:

The President’s Annual Address

President Brand said in his annual report that

since the last convention considerable advance

had been made in association effort. He re-

minded the delegates that it was during the past

year that permanent headquarters were estab-

lished in New York, and also said that though

the dues had been advanced upon the recom-

mendation of former President Casanas, the mem-
bership steadily increased during 1919 from 220

at the time of the Cleveland meeting to- 296 at

the opening of this year’s convention, showing a

gain of practically 33 per cent.

He told of the association’s successful work
with the Food Administration in having the war-

time restrictions removed before the beginning

of this year, which enabled the N. C. R. A. officers

to give their undivided attention to other matters.

President Brand next outlined the arrangement

made with the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee to jointly share the offices and expenses

of the present offices and staff at 74 Wall street,

New York. He said that the work of the com-
mittee is so intimately concerned with the asso-

ciation that the very closest co-operation should

exist.

President Brand’s report continues

:

“While the American fund of the advertising

campaign is contributed to by the roasted and

green coffee interests, it is to the roasting industry

that the campaign must look for its effective sup-

port, and if lacking will make for an ineffective

campaign.

“The importance of this campaign, unique as it

is among food advertising, so impressed your
president that it has been his constant aim to pro-

mote an interest in it among non-members and
members, not even second to association interest.

“The plan of organization of the Joint Coffee

Trade Publicity Committee makesvit, of necessity,

from a legal standpoint, practically a self-govern-

ing and self-perpetuating organization, entirely

independent of the National Coffee Roasters’

Association. Considering that the American fund

of the committee is derived from contributions

of only a portion of the member and non-member
roasters of the National Coffee Roasters’ Asso-

ciation, as well as from the green coffee interests

of the United States, it is to the best interest of

the fund that this committee be a continuing one.

instead of changing all or part of its personnel

each year. The successful administration of this

campaign depends on having a responsible perma-

nent committee during the entire campaign.

“With the inauguration of this national adver-

tising campaign the committee courteously ex-

tended an invitation to your president to attend

all their committee meetings, and accordingly,

your president has been cognizant of the plans of

the committee as they have developed. It is the

opinion of your president that such action on the

part of the committee makes for the most har-

monious relations between the National Coffee

Roasters’ Association and the members of the

Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee.

“As previously noted, some of the expenses of

our present headquarters are now jointly shared

by the National Coffee Roasters’ Association and

the committee. While this arrangement has been
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A QUINTET OF GREEN C OFFEE MEN AT THE MEETING
very desirable during the first year of our in-

auguration of permanent headquarters, it is the

opinion of your president that some change be

made if the association is to increase in member-
ship and usefulness, and if the funds of the com-
mittee are to be increased through greater par-

ticipation by roasters and others.

“A canvass of roasters of the United States

shows that there are still some 200 or more who
should belong to the National Coffee Roasters’

Association. Very urgent mail solicitation was
made to many firms that at this time last year

were outside the fold, and with considerable suc-

cess, as our record of present membership shows

;

but there remain a very large number whom we
shall only be able to secure by personal solicita-

tion.

“The success of personal solicitation was shown
through the results obtained by your president on

the occasion of a trip to the Pacific Coast in May
this year, when during a four weeks’ period about

thirty new members were secured,, large, new and

additional subscriptions to the advertising fund

secured, and a greater association interest awak-
ened in the sections visited.

“The results of this trip lead me to recommend
to the incoming executive committee that they

consider the employment of a traveling field sec-

retary of the National Coffee Roasters’ Associa-

tion, whose duties would be

:

“First: To increase the membership of the
N. C. R. A.. There is no reason why our mem-
bership should not include every representative

roaster in the United States, and number at least

five hundred, possibly more.
“Second, and equally important as the first: To

promote an interest on the part of roasters gen-
erally in the advertising campaign, and to secure

new and increased subscriptions to the American
fund.
“Third: To promote the organization of new

local branches and the reorganization of old
locals where interest has waned.

“Should the present arrangement with Mr.
Coste of representing both organizations—the

association and the committee—be continued, he

should be the one, at least at times, to come in

personal touch with members. This would neces-

sitate an addition to the New York staff so that

work in his office would be taken care of while

he is absent. Such an addition might be a happy
solution of the necessities of the association, par-

ticularly if the expense of providing such a capa- :

ble assistant would be jointly shared both by the
,

association afid the publicity committee.

“There is no gainsaying the value to the asso-

ciation in bringing its activities directly to the

attention of roasters in these sectional confer- .

ences, but the president of your association should

not be called upon to sacrifice his own affairs for

the furtherance of the association, as needful as

such effort is.

“It is also to provide opportunity for associa-
j

tion members to have brought directly to them
j

all the various association activities that cannot
'*

be covered by bulletins that I recommend the em-

ployment of a traveling secretary or the full-time
j

engagement of a secretary-manager.

“In regard to association office organization, for

a number of years George W. Toms has been

secretary under the former and present adminis-

trations. With permanent headquarters a change

seems desirable, and I recommend that the rank-

ing office executive be given the title of secretary

or secretary-manager, and that the position now
filled by Mr. Toms be given the title of assistant

secretary or assistant treasurer.

“In addition to the creation of the offices of

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, I rec-

ommend that an office of field secretary be created
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MEN IN ALLIED TRADES AT THE CONVENTION

to provide for the employment of an assistant

to Mr. Coste, if my recommendations above noted

are later adopted.

“Your president therefoje suggests to the in-

coming executive committee earnest consideration

of the recommendation that a traveling field sec-

retary of the association be employed, if the ex-

pense can be jointly shared by the National Cof-

fee Roasters’ Association and the committee, or

that a capable assistant be provided for Mr.

Coste if such expense can be shared by the asso-

ciation and the publicity committee, if either plan

appears to the committee to be desirable and

feasible.

- “At least an attempt should be made during*

, 1920 to not only increase the membership of the

association, but also to increase its usefulness to

its membership, under some such plan, or a better

one, if one there be. If some arrangement be not

possible, then I recommend that the present joint

[arrangement between the National Coffee Roast-

ers’ Association and the committee be discontinued

in so far as Mr. Coste’s services are concerned, so

that the association can then secure the full-time

services of a competent manager, instead of the

part-time services we now secure of Mr. Coste.

|

“The services rendered by Mr. Coste to the

association have been invaluable, and the very

fullest co-operation has been extended by him to

your president. I would be failing in my duty to

the association and its membership if I did not

state that I believe the best interests of the asso-

ciation necessitate the full-time activity of a com-

petent secretary-manager like Mr. Coste, instead

of part time as at present, unless the committee,

joining with the association, secures the services

of a field secretary to assist in the further develop-

ment of greater association and committee in-

terest.”

Speaking about the value of local branches,

President Brand said that the entire United States

should be zoned and organized into association

divisions, so that every roaster may have some
definite connection with a local or sectional

branch. Such a plan would also facilitate the

work of the traveling field secretary and keep
down traveling expense, enabling him to hold

conferences with the roasters of each section at

a central point. President Brand mentioned his

own trip to the Pacific Coast last May as an in-

stance of the value of personal contact. Including

the Western trip, President Brand traveled some
40,000 miles during the year in the promotion of

association and publicity committee welfare.

He next spoke erf the national coffee advertising

campaign :

“I believe that with a proper appreciation of the
advertising plan, and its importance to the coffee
industry, that roasters are willing to subscribe
more generously and fairly and in accordance with
their output.

“In every section visited by your president
where subscriptions to the American advertising
fund were solicited, roasters generally considered
a subscription of 1 cent per bag per year as being
a rate of participation that was fair to all, and on
that basis roasters in those sections practically

without exception extended their co-operation.
“That basis means that on an outturn of 10,000

bags per year a roaster would subscribe $100 per
year to the fund, a truly nominal participation in

an impressive movement whose importance to the
industry will be more fully appreciated as the
campaign gains momentum.”

In regard to the thirty-day terms campaign,

President Brand said that gratifying progress in

the general adoption of the principle is evident

throughout the country. He recommended to the

incoming administration that the proposition be

continuously and vigorously agitated.

Uniform and lower discounts have been adopted
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MORE GREEN COFFEE MEN IN ATTENDANCE

by many firms, said President Brand. He empha-

sized the desirability of general adoption in the

coffee trade of lower rates of discount with this

axiom: “The rate of discount allowed should

approximate what money is worth for the unex-

pired period, and when it goes beyond that point

it constitutes a charge against the overhead of

the business that must be reflected in increasing

selling prices by the roaster.'’

He stated that the association has been vigilant

in looking after favorable and unfavorable legis-

lation affecting roasters or the important specialty

lines that they carry. In this connection he com-

mended the work of Dana T. Ackerly, of Breed,

Abbott & Morgan, the association counsel. He

also told of the work of the Vigilance Committee

of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World,

particularly in connection with illegally branded

coffee products and “substitutes,” and recom-

mended that the association give financial aid to

the committee.

President Brand spoke highly in favor of the

business cost research work recently undertaken

for the N. C. R. A. by Columbia University, and

asked members to extend their full co-operation

so as to place the industry in a situation where

definite costs can be known and unseen losses

guarded against. While on this subject President

Brand presented this thought: “Knowledge is

power ;
but as applied to costs it means in many

cases the difference between success and failure.

In regard to the increased price of coffee, Presi-

dent Brand said

:

“The difficult market situations that we have

had during the past few months have resulted in

all sorts of recommendations being made to the

association, suggesting action to secure hoped-for

correction. Conferences and correspondence with

our executive committee members and other rep- j

resentative roasters evidenced a practically unani-
mous opinion that our association, as far as the
market was concerned, should adopt a ‘hands-off’ •

attitude.

“Roasters at least are not at all responsible for
present high prices, nor are they interested in

having them maintained, and it is unfortunate that

some sensational publications have endeavored to

blame present coffee prices on factors which are
not at all responsible. Opportunity will be offered
during the convention for a full discussion of the

market problem, and I am sure this convention
will go on record as favoring any action that has
in it any hope of securing lower coffee prices for

the consumers of this country.

“If, considering frost damage in 1918 and re-

sultant short crops, coupled with present world-
wide inflation of currency, there is evidence that

present coffee prices are too high, or are the re-

sult of manipulation of the world’s visible supplies,

then we should leave no stone unturned in the

endeavor to remedy the situation.

“Whatever is done, if action seems desirable,

should be initiated only after full and careful de-

liberation and not as the result of hasty action

that we may regret.

“Finally, your humble servant assumed the office

of president of the National Coffee Roasters’

Association with a thorough appreciation of the

responsibilities that thereto attached, and has en-

deavored constantly to advance the association in

prestige, in membership, and in usefulness to the

industry. While the duties in connection with the

office have been arduous it has nevertheless been

a great pleasure to serve you.

“It goes without saying that I am happy to be

able to turn over to the new administration a

membership that has considerably advanced in

numbers, and an association that because of the

good work of my predecessors and its present

officers and committees, including, of course, the

splendid work of Felix Co-ste, now commands a

prestige among trade associations, second it may

be to many in numbers, but second to none in its

present and future usefulness to the industry.”
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The Publicity Committee's Report

Ross W. Weir, chairman of the Joint Coffee

Trade Publicity Committee., reported that the na-

tional advertising campaign is to-day “a real live

going concern.” After speaking of the heavy

responsibility and the time involved in preparing

such a campaign, he said that the committee was

compelled to crowd a three months' appropriation

into a two months’ campaign, and “even then the

advertising was decidedly thinner than we liked.”

However, “much that the campaign lacked in this

respect was most satisfactorily made up in the

amount of individual advertising given out by the

coffee trade.”

Chairman Weir told about the committee's scrap

books containing advertising matter appearing in

this country, one of which was sent to Brazil and

another brought to Atlantic City for the conven-

tion delegates’ inspection. In explaining the na-

tional campaign he said

:

“The committee became satisfied that its appro-

priation would go farther and give better results

if invested in magazine advertising, and accord-

ingly entered contracts with popular weeklies and

a selected list of women’s, juvenile and farm pub-

lications. The total circulation of this list is about

sixteen million. Contracts with magazines must

be made far in advance, as many of the publica-

tions close their forms three months before pub-

lication. These contracts will carry us into next

spring, and have turned out particularly fortunate

because rates are very much higher now.

“The copy you have seen so far has by this time

all appeared. It was in my judgment dignified

and conservative copy and it was free from con-

troversy and argument. In the opinion of the

committee it was admirably fitted for the first or

opening stages of the campaign. We are figuring,

as you know, on a four years’ campaign, and it is

our purpose to make the copy as well as the cam-

paign progressive. The second instalment of copy

is now ready and will be shown you to-day. You
will see in this the second stage of the campaign.
You will find that this copy is more aggressive for
our product, that it is still dignified, and that with-
out becoming controversial it handles arguments
against coffee in a clever and forceful way.
“The new copy will appear in the same maga-

zines we have been using, and a new schedule of
the date of publication has just been distributed.
“Our use of trade papers has been very liberal.

These constitute our only means of reaching the
retailer and coffee salesmen for securing their
interest and support of the campaign, and it is

absolutely necessary to secure this in order that
our campaign may be complete. These trade
papers will be continued, and we shall endeavor to
include in our list of these publications all those
that have merit and the necessary circulation and
that also have the endorsement of the trade. The
copy to be used in the trade papers has not been
prepared in advance, but will be made to fit con-
ditions as we may find them at the time of pub-
lication.

“Plans are also under way for a limited cam-
paign to doctors, nurses, hospital attendants, etc.,

through the use of medical journals. We believe
it is absolutely necessary for many reasons, but
especially because as our general advertising
arouses interest in coffee, these professional people
will be consulted. We must try to secure their

good will for our product. The proposed medical
journal campaign will be financed out of the
Brazilian fund, and this is possible only because
the printers’ strike forces the cancellation of some
of the advertising that had been placed with the

popular magazines.
“At this point I feel I must remind you that our

Brazilian fund must be expended, under the con-
tract we have entered, for space in newspapers and
magazines. It cannot be used for any other pur-

pose. The entire fund, therefore, has been appro-
priated for the magazine, trade paper and medical
journal work. From the United States fund the

committee plans to announce a few new features

of advertising. A motion picture has been pre-

pared and will be shown during the convention.
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We have funds available only to cover the cost
of the film and possibly a national showing of the
film for one week. We are not able to finance a
general and widespread national motion picture
campaign. Therefore, a plan will be proposed at

this convention and on your verdict will depend
whether the film will receive the wide distribution

that is hoped.
“An educational coffee exhibit for use in schools

has also received the committee’s approval and
will be prepared with great care and given such
distribution as our funds will permit. A series

of booklets has been decided on, these to treat on
coffee and new uses of coffee. First limited

editions will be prepared and distributed, but a

liberal distribution must rest with the trade.

“A great many other
.
and good advertising

propositions have been presented, and all of these
have had the committee’s thorough consideration.

We hope as the campaign progresses to have the

funds to adopt those which have been found to

possess merit.”

At this point Mr. Weir mentioned the com-

mittee’s information department, which is in

charge of Allan P. Ames, and supplies coffee

articles to newspapers and magazines, as well as

having in hand the preparation of the educational

booklets.

Mr. Weir next spoke about unwarranted at-

tacks on coffee.

“The committee considers it an important part

of its duty to answer unwarranted attacks upon
coffee and upon the coffee trade in general, which
for many years have been allowed to pass un-

challenged. In a circular letter we have asked

the members of. the trade to refer to the New
York headquarters of the Joint Coffee Trade Com-
mittee all such public statements that come to their

attention. While the committee’s clippings service

brings us most of these articles, we ask you to be

on the alert for them, and refer them promptly to

the committee so that no time may be lost in

seeking retraction, correction or reparation when-
ever false or misleading statements are made
about coffee or the coffee business.

“Coffee is so universally used that some writers

have a notion they can criticise it as carelessly as

they discuss the weather, not realizing that the

question of the merits of coffee is one of dollars

and cents to thousands of coffee dealers. Our
position is that writers and newspapers should

exercise just as much care in criticising any other

food product that is the basis of a great industry.

It is only by dealing with all such cases promptly

and firmly, and with the backing of the entire

coffee trade, which this committee represents, that

we will eventually cause publishers to be more

careful about printing damaging statements.

“I want to' emphasize this request, particularly

since the price situation has given rise to certain

highly exaggerated and sensational statements

about coffee in its relation to the high cost of

living. Many of you have no doubt seen a syndi-

cated article, published by a number of news-

papers in different’ parts of the country, which,

in effect, charges the entire coffee trade of the

United States, green coffee men and roasters

alike, and this committee which represents them,
with conniving with the Brazilian planters in a

‘plot
-

’ to raise the price of coffee to a dollar a

pound. To the members of this association, who
have found it increasingly difficult to make a fair
profit under present prices, and who realize that
the price situation is just as unwelcome to the
coffee trade as it is to the consumer, I need not
emphasize the falseness and the absurdity of such
a charge. I refer to this particular article mainly
for the purpose of telling you that the committee
has acted promptly, and intends to use every re-
source to obtain full correction and reparation for
the injury both the committee and the trade have
suffered through the circulation of these unwar-
ranted charges. A case like this emphasizes the
value of an organization such as our committee,
which is in a position to accomplish results where
an individual would be virtually helpless.
“The opening of the national coffee campaign

has naturally caused the substitute manufacturers
to put forth special effort and to enlarge their
own advertising preparation. The marked in-
crease in coffee values may also have had some-
thing to do with it. Some of the copy recently
placed, by these interests has been particularly
objectionable, so much so that we have again in-
quired diligently into ways of stopping or at least
curbing them. During this convention you will
hear from special counsel of the Associated Ad-
vertising Clubs of the World what its Vigilance
Committee can and will do regarding this.

“I need hardly call your attention to the severe
handicap under which we have had to conduct the
campaign from the very beginning owing to the
course o-f the market. When we started it the
market was on a very much lower basis than has
ruled since then. Who among us dreamed at the
outset of this undertaking that coffee values would
undergo an approximate advance of 250 to 300
per cent? It was but reasonable to assume that
the market would follow the ordinary course with
such fluctuations as we had become accustomed to.

I assure you this situation caused the members of
this committee many conferences and much
serious consideration. We have been guided in

our conclusions by two absolute facts :

“First, we had sought and ultimately secured
the co-operation of the Brazilian planters

in conducting a campaign for the greater con-
sumption of coffee in the United States. In ac-

cepting their money we practically assumed a

trust, an obligation, and it was plainly our duty
to carry out’ this obligation whatever market con-

ditions and changes might take place.

“Secondly, the committee was created and exists

for but one purpose, namely, conducting a cam-
paign for greater coffee consumption in the

United States, and must confine itself to that pur-

pose, setting aside whatever inclination or tempta-

tion that may arise to deal with prices, market, or

any other condition affecting the product.

“Aside from these two hard and fast reasons,

it is also a fact that our campaign was and is very

young. Immediate large results cannot be ex-

pected from an advertising campaign like ours.

The large benefit's can only come later. It will

increase as the campaign progresses, and by the

time we can hope to bring it to its full strength
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it is likely that coffee production will have in-

creased to an extent that will more than match
the increased consumption.

“So far as can be judged, the campaign has
been successful. In the absence of positive statis-

tics your guess is as good as mine as to the rate

of consumption, whether it has increased or de-
creased. The records show that deliveries have
increased. Most of us have enjoyed a good busi-

ness, many a phenomenal business. Doubtless,
the channels of distribution have undergone a

change, and possibly that may account for the

heavier volume roasters have experienced. But I

am assuming the success of the campaign to one
other angle, namely, from the co-operation we
have had in many ways from the trade and from
the interest that is manifested in it by nearly all.

“In touching on co-operation, I desire to recall

that the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee
represents each and every interest in the coffee

business of the United States, its sole purpose is

to increase United States coffee consumption re-

gardless of the manner of distribution, and its

work is with the green and roasted coffee inter-

ests, with wholesale grocers, wagon and premium
men and mail-order houses. The very formation
of the committee indicates this, namely, three

members were selected by the National Coffee

Roasters’ Association and two members by the

green coffee trade. Vacancies in the committee
are filled, respectively, by the president of the

National Coffee Roasters’ Association and by the

president of the New York Coffee Exchange. It

is well to keep this always in mind. Our position

must be a broad one. On the one hand the cam-
paign is on behalf of all coffee factors, and on the

other in the interest of all distributors. Mani-
festly, we must maintain absolute independence of

anv particular trade factor, must treat all alike

and give each due consideration.

“I deem it right that you should know that our
-Brazilian friends have been prompt and regular

in their monthly remittances of the agreed amount,

and that we have assurances that these will be

continued for some time. This fund, however, is

derived from a fixed tax on every bag of coffee

arriving at the junction points of Sao Paulo, and
it follows that the reported shortage in the last

crop might in time be reflected in the advertising

appropriation. Strong efforts, however, are being

made to show the Sao Paulo planters as well as

the government of Brazil the wisdom of keeping

the campaign going and of taking measures for

securing the necessary funds in other ways in the

event the tax should not yield a sufficient amount.

“Our United States fund has grown as nicely as

can be expected under the circumstances. * * *

The unsettled conditions of the market have

limited our activities in securing further pledges

and canvassing the trade as thoroughly as was
intended. * * *

“You will be interested to know that subscribers

for the four-year period now number 203, a total

sum represented by these subscriptions is $31,348

per year. Of these four-year subscribers 184 are

members of the association and T9 are non-

members. As we now have about 300 members,

and carry on our mailing list the names of 300
non-member coffee roasters, you will see that the
possibilities before us are large.”

Here Mr. Weir asked for the hearty co-opera-
tion of all factors in the coffee trade, adding that
the roasters must keep up their enthusiasm for the
campaign and also rouse their customers. In
closing his report he commended the work of
Secretary-Manager Coste and Brazil’s representa-
tive, Mr. Menezes. He told of inviting the founder
of the Sociedade Promotora da Defesa do Cafe,
Numa de Oliveira, of Sao Paulo, to attend the
convention, and of that gentleman’s regret that

he could not at this time, but he may early in 1920.

Merchandising the Campaign

Felix Coste, secretary-manager of the Joint
Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, reported on
the plans for “merchandising” the advertising
campaign. He said that while the committee had
been able to secure a very thorough circulation of

its advertising matter, he believed that the coffee

trade during the first newspaper campaign had
spent several times as much money for individual

advertising as the committee spent in the general
campaign. In regard to the magazine campaign,
he said the committee felt they are reaching the

very best field for coffee, but it had been decided
to readjust the schedule to include a limited num-
ber of medical journals. “We should address the

doctor, nurse and hospital attendants,” he ex-

plained. His remarks on plans for the future

were eagerly received

:

“Copy for the general magazines, which is now
ready for distribution, clearly shows that our cam-
paign has moved up—has gone beyond the initial

stage. This is aggressive copy. Those who have
felt that there should be a little more ‘pep’ will
be satisfied, I am sure. The new copy is here on
display. * * * This series combines with con-
structive arguments showing the value of coffee,
a striking answer to the false notions, false alarms
and bugaboos raised by the anti-coffee propa-
ganda.

“One evidence of the beneficial effect of our ad-
vertising campaign is the increasing demand for
information about coffee in all its phases. To
take advantage of this demand and to furnish this

information in a systematic way, the committee
on the first of last June established an Information
Service. This department is in reality a bureau
of public relations. It handles communications
with the consumer and the dealer outside of the
advertising pages.”

Mr. Coste said the functions of the information

(Continued on page 578 )
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MEAT PACKER COMPETITION

A Menace to the Coffee Roasting and Distribut-

ing Trade, and a Suggestion for

Curbing the Invasion*

By William B. Colver
Member of the Federal Trade Commission

D EFORE reading his prepared paper on the

relations of the meat packers and the Federal

Trade Commission, Commissioner W. B. Colver

spoke extemporaneously, explaining the func-

tions and limitations of the Commission in its

proceedings against' the packers. In rebuttal of

the claim that the packers’ case had been better

presented in the recent hearings before the Agri-

cultural Committee of the Senate, he stated that

the packers had erected a great machine to fight

in a cause that meant very much to them, while

the Commission is limited simply to relating its

findings. He declared that there was a great

case to present against the packers, but “no one

comes forward to present it.”

“The fight isn’t a Federal Trade Commission
fight,” he stated. “If the Federal Trade Com-
mission is correct in the things it said in its

report, and the packers defeat that report and
defeat any legislation or regulation as suggested
in the report, the Federal Trade Commission has
not lost a fight, but you have and business in

general has. If what we have found, or believe
we have found and reported, is correct, and if

something sane, orderly, and reasonably proper
isn’t done, then American business has lost a
very big fight—will have lost a very big fight.”

Again referring to the Senatorial hearings,

Commissioner Colver said that the full proceed-

ings did not appear in newspapers. He explained

that before a man went on the stand for the

packers for examination, a mimeographejd copy

of what he was to say was furnished to the press,

sometimes in advance, and other times simul-

taneously with the man’s appearance:

“Those copies were made before the man went
on the stand, so that what was reported was what
he said, and, undoubtedly he said it all, but it

revealed nothing under the cross-examination
or the examination of the Senators. So, the wit-

nesses’ testimony as furnished to the newspapers,
and very largely as published in the newspapers,
has been like reporting the testimony-in-chief and
paying no attention to the cross-examination.

“Also, the hearings are not over, the other

side will be heard, and I hope and expect that

when the time comes the other side will realize

who they are
;
who the other side is—will realize

what their responsibility and their interest in

the situation is. And I hope that men represent-

*Excerpts from an address delivered at the Ninth
Annual Convention of the National Coffee Roasters Asso-
ciation, Atlantic City, November 12, 1919.

ing associations like this will come, not as parti-
sans, come not attacking or seeking to tear down
everything, but come with a knowledge of what
the tendencies of the times are, and what it means
to them and business men

;
what it means to

their industry, and what it means to other in-

dustries like them. And, if that is made clear to
the Congress of the United States, there is

bound to be a reasonable, sane remedy—not to
tear anything down, not to destroy anyone, but
to see to it that some reasonable limit may be
placed on what seems to me an almost insane am-
bition, an insane desire, to get everything in the
world, and then some.”

The Commissioner believes that the Kenyon
and Kendrick bills, as presented, as well as the

Sherman Law, are not wholly adequate to the

situation. He said the Commission had sug-

gested to the House Committee that the Clayton

Act be amended to fix these two principles of

law

:

First, whoever does business as a corporation

must have his name known
;

Second, that the plan to go into a single owner-

ship of competing commodities is just as much
against the public interests as the creation of a

monopoly in a single commodity.

“I believe,” Mr. Colver added, “those two prin-

ciples thoroughly fixed is about all we need.”

The Public Interest Is Supreme

At this point the speaker began to read his

prepared address, the first part of which dealt

with after the war business and social problems

:

“We have just fought the greatest war in

history to the end that the world may be safe for

democracy. That is, that a rule of right, and of
reason may be substituted, internationally, for the

rule of might and of force.

“Shall not the same end be served in our
domestic affairs? Shall great business concerns
be permitted, in order to find investment for un-
wieldy surplus, to ruthlessly invade other and
unrelated lines of* business, and to trample the

peaceful traders in the market place like a herd
of mammoths ? ,

“Shall a public service corporation—as in To-
ledo—be allowed to call its rolling stock out on
a general strike without regard to the public

interest or the general welfare and comfort of
the owners of the streets of that city?

“Shall the organized wage earners, who con-

stitute so great and so important a part of the

public, for a moment disregard the greater wel-
fare of the public of which it is a part? * * *

“It cannot be. The public interest is para-
mount. The public interest is supreme.”

Next Mr. Colver recited in detail the organ-

ization of the Federal Trade Commission. He
stated that Congress set out in careful detail an

orderly procedure for the Commission to follow

in the enforcement of the principle of law that,

“Unfair methods of competition in commerce are

hereby declared unlawful.”
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It would be a good thing if the excess profits

tax law could be repealed immediately, declared

the Commissioner, saying that experience seems

to demonstrate that this law is one of the founda-

tion stones upon which the present intolerable

price structure has been reared, and which works

such hardship both upon the consuming public,

and so, of course, upon the business public. Ffe .

said he understands that the excess profits law

was created as an equalizer in cases of price

fixation, and "since prices are no longer fixed

even that reason for its continuance is removed.”

Commissioner Colver next spoke about mod-

ern business combinations

:

“The law has opposed the combining into trusts

of the makers or sellers of the same commodity.
Quite as dangerous is the combining into one
ownership of scores and hundreds of unrelated
products. There is and should be competition,
in the public interest, between commodities.

Meat Packers in the Coffee Business

“It is not good news for you gentlemen to hear
that some of the big Chicago meat packers are
turning their attention to the coffee business.

“According to their own story these gentlemen
conduct their business at practically no profit and
often at a loss. Such competition will not be
easy for you to meet.
“Five of the great meat packers now operate

in scores of related and unrelated lines of business
through 574 separate corporations and trade
names. They went into canned tomatoes and pro-
gressed through vegetables to fruit, winding up
not only as the owners of pineapple plantations
in Hawaii, but as the manufacturers of canner’s
machinery at home.

“I have been charged with padding when I

said that these gentlemen dealt in 639 products,
and it has been shown that 52 of the articles

enumerated were duplications. Well, I copied
the table of contents from their own catalogs,

cutting out duplications as between catalogs. But
I am willing to withdraw the 52 complained of
and will substitute 434, the articles shown in the
index of the new 1919-1920 Sporting Goods Cata-
log of one of the Five. There may be duplica-
tions in that list—there are a lot of things.
There are nose guards and umpire protectors

:

sweaters and phonographs
;
bloomers and hand

grenades. There are duffle bags, and there may
be duplications.

“However, if any, or all of the packer gentle-
men select your industry as a place to dispose
of unwieldy surpluses you will come into con-
tact with something new.

“In 1904 these gentlemen told Commissioner
of Corporations Garfield, that they were really
operating on such a gossamer, thin margin that it

was hardly worth talking about. To-day they
say the same thing, only more so, and they spend
millions to prove how little they earn.

“Well, fifteen years ago when they told it to
Garfield, the combined net worth of the five

Chicago packers, as shown by their own books,
was $92,148,000. Operating, as they say, prac-

tically for nothing, their combined net worth this

year is $479,055*000. During the fifteen years

$87,930,000 new money has been put into the

business, and $105,938,000 cash dividends have
been drawn out.

“Because the Federal Trade Commission has
obeyed the order of the President and of Con-
gress to examine into these things, it finds itself

and not the packers on trial.”

SHORTER TERM AND DISCOUNTS

Reducing the Credit Period to as Near a Cash

Basis as Possble Means Better

and Safer Business*

By F. C. Letts
Chicago

rT",HE great tendency of the times is towards the

shortening of terms and getting near to a

cash basis, said F. C. Letts, in his address on

“Shorter Terms and Uniform Discounts.” He
told how his own
mills, the National

Grocer Company and

the Western Grocer

Mills, had shortened

their terms on coffee

to thirty days less 2

per cent in ten days,

and had lost practi-

cally no business
;
the

outstanding bills re-

ceivable were greatly

reduced.

Jhe great mail-

order houses furnish

an example of the

trend toward a cash basis, said Mr. Letts

:

“As you know, they sell strictly for cash, and
their business has grown by leaps and bounds,
showing that there is plenty of money in the
country, that people like to do business that way.
We feel that we are helping to build the retail

business if we teach and show him how it is neces-
sary to get his business as near cash as is pos-
sible. To my mind it is the only way. We feel,

and I am sure that you will agtee with us, that

if the retail merchants of the country would put
their business on a cash basis they would more
than hold their own.

“It is overhead that costs the retailer so much,
the matter of carrying accounts and the book-
keeping incident thereto, and all 'the minor details

and expenses connected with the carrying on of a

retail business when it is done on credit, and that

is what makes it almost impossible for the re-

tailers to meet on equal ground the great mail-

order houses. Hence the retailers of this country

*Excerpts from an address delivered before the Ninth
Annual Convention of the National Coffee Roasters As-
sociation, Atlantic City, Nov. 12-14, 1919.

F. C. Letts.
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How Coffee Ships Are Unloaded at the Port of New Orleans
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In Foreground: Loading Coffee on Government Barges for St. Louis

Another View Shown by Mr. Jackson to Illustrate Modern Handling Methods

COFFEE HANDLING SCENES ON THE DOCKS AT NEW ORLEANS
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are losing a vast amount of business that they

could otherwise enjoy if they would only shorten

their terms.

“Human nature is the same the world over.

If we, as manufacturers and jobbers, give to our
trade six months’ time, the retailer in turn will

give the same kind of terms to the consuming
public. * * * If we go to the cities or towns,
you will find that the working people are paid

daily, weekly, or at the least twice a month. Now,
if the consuming public get their money in this

way why should they not be taught to pay their

bills promptly to the retailer? But they cannot

be taught to pay their bills promptly unless we
pass it along down the line, showing the retailer

that we must have our money in a limited period

of time, and then the retailer will in turn teach

the consumer that the latter must settle his bills

promptly.”

Some Benefits from Shorter Terms

Mr. Letts stated that it is his firm conviction

that the best thing “we have to offer to the busi-

ness world is to awaken the trade to the great

benefits to be gained by spreading the doctrine of

shorter terms and prompt collections.” In illus-

tration of the already wide interest in the subject

he quoted from several association bulletins and

letters received from business men endorsing the

doctrine and relating the benefits they have de-

rived from shortening their terms. One said he

had reduced his outstandings from 268 per cent

to 95.2 per cent. Analysing this statement Mr.

Letts said

:

“Now let us stop for a moment and figure what
this does mean to the above concern. They sold

$700,000 in a month with 95 per cent on their

books
;
that would be $665,000 outstanding. Now

if they had had 268 per cent, as they used to on
their books, it would mean $1,876,000 as against

$665,000. Think of it, gentlemen, a difference of
$1,211,000! Now it does not take a Very smart
man to realize what that means to any business.”

Mr. Letts continued

:

“To my mind there is one sensible thing for
the betterment and safety of your business, and
the benefit and safety of the retailer as well, and
that is to notify your trade that your terms com-
mencing on a certain date will be thirty days, less

a cash discount in ten days. Don’t be a coward,
do it. even if your competitors will not join you.
You know businessmen don’t like to be licked in

good methods of doing business, and if your com-
petitors see in a short time that you are getting
by with it then they will be very glad to fall in

line. At the same time try an^ teach your com-
petitor, and the retailer as well, that this is the
salvation of all business.
“The nearer a’ retailer gets to a cash basis the

better shape he will be in and the nearer the re-
tailers will come to holding the trade in their own
territories and meeting any and all comers.”

Mr. Letts told of a merchant in North Dakota

who has to compete with mail-order houses and

peddlers which are selling 65 per cent of the coffee

sold in that State and on a cash basis. He asked

the roasters to think about this situation in con-

nection with shortening terms.

Here are some figures Mr. Letts quoted from

the books of his own companies to further em-

phasize the benefits of shorter terms :

“The Western and National Grocer companies,
combined, sold in July $4,337,726.02 ;

the average
percentage of outstandings in the two companies
on the first day of August was 71 per cent. .This

is the first and only month in the history of our
companies where the average percentage has been
exactly the same. They run along very closely,

but on August 1 (and that is the reason I am
quoting July business) the average was 71 per
cent in the Western and 71 per cent in the Na-
tional.

“Figure up what this means to us. Our total

outstandings, or 71 per cent of this business, was
$3,079,77! Now, suppose that we had what used
to be considered a fair percentage—150 per cent

of a month’s business—or 45 days—we would
have had on our books $6,505,000, as against

$3,079,771. a difference of about $3,426,000.

Doesn’t that tell you the tale, and with it all, as

I am contending to you now, and have contended
for so long a period of time, it is a good thing
for the retail trade. * * *

“I will say for your information that this matter
of shortening terms and collecting accounts
promptly is a continual round of pleasure. In
other words, we can never let up on it. We have
to keep everlastingly pounding on the subject, or
otherwise some of our managers and some of our
credit men and traveling men would become care-

less and drop back. * * *

“Now, mind you, it does no good to change
these terms unless you rigidly adhere to them.
You will be helping yourselves. It will give you
more money with which to conduct your business.

You will lose a great deal less in the way of bad
accounts. You will have more satisfaction in

doing business, but the big idea back of all this is

that you are doing the retailer a real service.”

COFFEE MEN HELP HOSPITAL FUND
A committee composed of George W. Lawrence,

George H. Pickslay and D. M. Enright, to raise

funds among the New York coffee trade for the

United Hospital Fund, secured contributions for

this worthy object amounting to $5,000. Those

subscribing to the fund were :

Hard & Rand, Steinwender Stoffregen, Leon Israel &
Bros., D. M. Enright, Arnold Dorr & Co., Wm. Bayne
& Co., J. Aron & Co., B. Fischer & Co., Geo. W. Law-
rence & Co., Williams Russell & Co., M. Levy’s Son,
Woods Erhard & Co., C. A. Mackey, Aborn & Cushman,
T. B. Brown & Co., Fromm & Co., Ross W. Weir & Co..
Mitchell Bros., E. H. & W. J. Peck, Christian Arndt, C.
E. Bickford & Co., Edw. Bleecker, Thos H. Baker,
Sorenson & Nielson, W. J. Donohue & Co., Sprague &
Rhodes, J. H. Windels, A. C. Israel, P. C. Meehan &
Co., J E.. Carret & Co., Chas F. Blake, Young & Griffin
Co.
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BUSINESS RESEARCH

An Explanation of the N. C. R. A. Plan

for Investigating Roasting Costs and

Other Expenses

By Roy B. Kester, Ph. D.
Assistant Professor of Accounting, Columbia University

DERHAPS never in the history of the world
* have political, social and business conditions

been more unsettled, more uncertain than at the

present time, said Prof. Roy B. Kester in open-

ing his address on business research. He re-

viewed the causes for uncertainty, mentioning

the points that the warring nations failed to

enter speedily into a contract of amity, that the

world has not yet restored its energies to a peace-

time basis, and that the price structure of the

world is all askew, that parties to contracts

made before the war are at cross purposes as

to adjustments. “All of these things have

brought about an unsettling of established order,

and have forced the realization that the channels

of business life must be made afresh to fit the

changing order,” summed up Mr. Kester. He
continued

:

“It has been largely out of these conditions

that the business community has awakened to

the need of a determination of the facts, and a

forecast of the future problems and conditions

which must be met. So long as life continues in

the same groove, varying scarcely a jot or tittle

from year to year, the business man can soon
develop an intuitive sense by means of which
his business can be carried on with a fair degree
of satisfaction and profit to himself. But as soon
as the many complex factors entering into busi-

ness life begin to change, or as soon as attempt
is made to enter new fields and depart from the

accepted course, he needs facts and the very best

judgment as to future possibilities in order to

guide him along the untraveled way.
“Only by building on the experience of the

past, only with as complete a knowledge as pos-

sible of the exact facts of business life, only by
means of securing the best possible forecast of
the new conditions tcf be encountered, can the

business man of this country hope to enter with
success into the new opportunities for expanding
business, or even to hold his former place in

the business community, since even that is being
threatened by a keener competition than he has
had to meet in the past.”

Demand for Business Research Growing
Out of this state of affairs has grown an in-

creasing demand for business research by indi-

vidual firms, stated Prof. Kester. He declared

that the trade associations can obtain better re-

sults than the individuals, because they can make
available the joint experience of the trade instead

of a single member of the trade. He said some

of the larger houses have taken up the work
because they realize that “a business man who
is ignorant of his costs is a real menace to the

trade, that every business failure is a shock, an

unstabilizing influence to the whole trade. Sta-

tistics show that a lack of knowledge of the

business is by far the largest single cause of

failures.”

Prof. Kester said that business has now reached

the period when it must be conducted on a sci-

entific basis, as distinguished from the haphazard

practices of the past, and that it is here that busi-

ness research must be called upon.

“It may be asked, “What is business research?”
continued the speaker. “Do not confuse the term
with that of ‘Efficiency Engineering,’ which has
had an unsavory notoriety within the last ten
years. The term is in disrepute because largely

its practice has been in the hands of charlatans,
instead of men who are really competent to

attempt the work which has been attempted.
What business research is can best be answered
by pointing out the way in which research has
been used and is being used in business at the

present time. Some business houses maintain
separate departments for the development of
processes and methods of manufacture which cut

down their cost by means of a simplification of
processes, or by means of the substitution of
mechanical methods for hand methods. The so-

called Taylor System of factory organization had
its origin in some research work which Mr.
Taylor did in an effort to reduce the tool-cutting

process to known standards.”

Some Phases of Research

In illustrating the scope of business research

and the channels that might be followed, Prof.

Kester cited specific examples of investigating

methods of cutting down manufacturing pro-

cesses (such as the Taylor System), marketing

problems with a view to increasing sales, raw

rubber market for the purpose of determining

how large a rubber plantation to start in view

of the ten years that must elapse before pro-

duction begins, and the organization of a busi-

ness, so as to increase the efficiency of operation.

Describing some of the problems to which some

trade associations have applied the principle of

business research, the speaker told of the National

Credit Men’s Association work during the past

five years, the work of the American Bankers

Association, the Federal Reserve Bank, the Na-

tional Retail Dry -Goods Association, the Retail

Research Association, the fruit and farm prod-

ucts associations, and the work- being done by

the Bureau of Business Research of Harvard

University.

Among some of the commoner business prob-

lems of which investigation may be made are,
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according to Prof. Kester, marketing methods

and practices, problems of personnel, manage-

ment organization, advertising and selling, stan-

dard systems of accounting and statistical

records, the relation of turnover to profits, the

problem of stock keeping, inventories, average

stock and pricing the inventory, the relation of

the volume of business to working capital, and

the determination of standard or average costs

of doing, business.

Research Into Roasting Costs

As to what sort of an investigation can be made

for the National Coffee Roasters Association,

Prof. Kester said the Division of Research of

the School of Business of Columbia University

is in a position to offer a service under- two

heads

:

First, an annual service that would include a

balance sheet, a statement of profit and loss,

statement of gross profits by departments, cost

of goods sold, cost of roasted coffee, cost of

trade roasting income, and trade statistics on

operating, and miscellaneous expenses. The

second proposition differs from the first only in

that all the above, except the cost connected with

the inventory, would be given monthly.

The foregoing statements would show the joint

trade experience of the year, and would give the

average for each phase of doing business for

the whole trade. Samples of these statements

were exhibited, and while the items of expense

were said by Prof. Kester to be hypothetical he

added that they approximated facts. He showed

by the itemized statement of the expense of

roasting coffee that it cost .467 of a cent to roast

a pound. The cost items were : superintendence,

labor, power, lighting, fuel, machinery and equip-

ment repairs and maintenance, building expense

(exclusive of depreciation), depreciation of ma-

chinery, equipment and building, insurance, rent

and sundry other expenses.

“Such an exhibit,” said Prof. Kester, “makes it

possible not only for the individual member to

compare his own costs with the average costs,

but also with the least and most efficiently oper-

ated concerns for the past year. This is much
more valuable than if he had merely the range
of costs of the various items. For example, a

salesmen salary cost in one concern might be
much higher, comparatively, in another concern,
but unless there were available the data as to

other selling costs for those same two concerns
it would not be possible to determine the reason.

Perhaps the increased cost in the one case has
been due to the low cost of advertising as com-
pared with the other concern.

“It will be noted that the second part of this

Exhibit C gives some miscellaneous statistics

covering the rates of inventory turnover by
departments, and for all departments, the ratio

of working capital to average inventory, and the

ratio of volume of business done to working
capital. Standards in these items are exceedingly

valuable guide-posts in determining the amount
of capital which should be tied up in merchandise
in order to secure the highest rate of return

therefrom.”

After telling about the monthly service propo-

sition, Prof. Kester continued:

“In connection with an investigation of this

sort there are always technical problems which
have to be met and solved. In the case of the

coffee dealer the situation is rather complex.
Every trade has its peculiar problems and these

have to be studied apart from the experience of

any other trade. Some of the problems requir-

ing the attention of our Division of Research
would be

:

The proper segregation of results as between
the wholesaler and the retailer.

The question as to the comparability of the

firm which deals only in high-grade coffees with
the one dealing in low-grade coffees.

“The treatment of the specialty house as com-
pared with the wholesale grocer who maintains
a department for coffee.

“The problem of including all concerns whether
large or small in the same set of statistics.

“The more technical problem as to the value of

statistics from houses which use a tin container

as compared with those which use a paper con-
tainer.

“The problem of the distribution of overhead
over the various departments.
“The investigation of a departmental business

is more complex, of course, than that of a busi-

ness dealing only in one kind of commodity.
These, however, are technical problems which the

accountant has to face in his everyday practice,

and of which, with your co-operation, we are
willing to attempt the solution.

“In return for this work which we are willing

to undertake, there will be some things which we
will ask of you. Our interest as an institution

of learning in this research work is, of course,

purely educational. Your interest and ours, in

its final analysis, are perhaps the same. Both
desire that business shall be conducted on a

scientific basis as distinguished from a haphazard
basis, and both desire that the young men who
enter the business world shall be trained to view
facts of business, and to use business data, in a
scientific way. It may be that occasionally we
shall desire to secure information as to trade
practices, marketing methods, and so forth, and
will ask your co-operation in securing this by
means of an occasional questionnaire.

“In conclusion let me say that if the work is

undertaken, you can be assured of an impartial

handling of the data reported, and a confidential

treatment of every bit of information furnished.
The students who will put the data in shape under
direction will have no knowledge whatever of
the names or places of the reporting parties.

The use of numbers instead of names makes the
data strictly confidential.

“It will, of course, be recognized that without
your hearty co-operation little of real value can
be accomplished, the chief value of the statistical

method resting on a large number of items going
to make up the averages used.”
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NEW ORLEANS’ PORT TROUBLES

Some War-Time Difficulties Which Hampered
Coffee Handling and How They

Are Being Overcome

By S. Jackson
New Orleans

'
I 'HE war played havo-c with coffee handling in

A New Orleans, according to S. Jackson, coffee

forwarder. He said that the Government restric-

tions on tonnage, the

city’s patriotic move
in turning over a

large part of the cof-

fee docks and ware-

houses to the War
Department, and simi-

lar war-time activities,

all had an adverse ef-

fect on coffee imports.

When the restrictions

were removed, roast-

e r s bought heavily,

and the frequently

incoming cargoes
brought about a serious congestion.

‘When the armistice was signed,” stated Mr.
Jackson, “those docks were crowded with over-
seas shipments and they were held there. We
tried to get relief from the Government by having
them stored in public warehouses, but they were
unable to do so. The best thing that we could do
was to wait until they completed a $15,000,000
supply base commodity warehouse. They didn’t

complete that until July, when they started to

move the war material. The result was that we
were crowded to take care of the great number
of steamers that arrived at once. We managed
to give them berths, but they were not at the

regular coffee docks. Some of them were placed

at the extreme lower end of the port, others at

the extreme upper end, and they were scattered

along the entire city front.

“The handling under those conditions was very
trying and hard, and resulted in a very consider-

able delay, due particularly to the very long haul.

The upper extreme end of the port and the lower
extreme end were quite a distance apart, and re-

sulted in a road haul by teams of about ten miles.

The result was that a team that could ordinarily

handle about six to seven hundred bags of coffee
a day could only handle about two hundred.”

The congestion on railroads running out of

the city also contributed to the general congestion,

said Mr. Jackson. He also stated that from
March, 1919, to the end of July, twenty steamers

arrived, carrying 1,227,562 bags of coffee. In

October, when the ’longshoremen were on strike,

six steamers brought in 415,681 bags. Mr. Jack-

son continued

:

"I don’t know as you gentlemen realize what a

volume such as that is, and what it means to sort

and discharge a volume of that kind by mark, in

accordance with bill of lading and the amount
of space required to do it properly. Due to lack

of space on a great number of the steamers, the

coffee was put out in bulk. * * * When cof-

fee is put out in bulk it means that yo-ur marks
and the other man’s marks are all piled together.

It is a physical impossibility for me to get your
coffee without handling that whole cargo and
picking it out, and the expense attached thereto

would be such as you couldn’t stand it, so we had
to wait.”

“That is where our troubles began,” declared

Mr. Jackson. “It explains the delays on the part

of the forwarder in moving the stuff during the

past six months.”

He said that they were making good headway

in clearing up the congestion when along came the

’longshoremen’s strike and tied up coffee handling,

more or less, for a month, the strike ending No-

vember 10. Matters were further complicated by

the Federal public health officials locating a case

or two of bubonic plague near the Quarter street

coffee docks, which were torn down.

Despite these troubles, Mr. Jackson finds reason

for being optimistic :

“This mean condition that was presented dur-

ing this awful congestion, I think is going to

prove a blessing, because when you get a condi-

tion of that kind it wakes people up. We have

had repeated conferences with the Board of Com-
missioners of the State Commission, who have ex-

clusive charge of the entire port of the city of

New Orleans. They are supreme. We had meet-

ings with them for a period of three weeks with

three different committees, one from the New
Orleans Board of Trade, one from the Chamber
of Commerce, and one from the coffee interest.

I had the good fortune to be a member. We

S. Jackson.
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worked with them with a view to helping the

congested condition, and we were making good
headway with them when over night the Gov-
ernor of the State, who was in opposition to the

regular organization, tired the whole board and
all our work went for naught. However, the

head of the new board I know personally, and
have known him all my life, and I anticipate no
trouble.

“Prior to my coming here I called on the presi-

dent' of the board, and discussed with him at great

length the possibility of getting better facilities.

I tried to put him on record, and I succeeded in

getting a letter from him that' I will read to you

:

“ ‘Confirming conversation had with you on the fifth

instant, with reference to facilities of the coffee trade,

we wish, to assure you that the Board of Commissioners
of the Port of New Orleans can be depended upon to do
their utmost to so arrange matters that the coffee trade
will not only be properly cared for at present, but also

future developments.
“ ‘As you are aware, it is only comparatively recent

that the Government has released the 3,728 foot frontage
which they were using to take care of their overseas ship-

ments. This will enable us to relieve the shipping very
considerably.

“ ‘The Board contemplates assigning the entire Quarter
Street landing, which is 700 by 200 feet, to the coffee

trade. Heretofore, they only had the use of half of said

space.
“ ‘The Board also contemplates extending the Poydras

Street shed, whereby its capacity will be increased almost
fifty per cent.’

”

The improvements contemplated by the Board

of Commissioners were shown on a large blue

print map which Mr. Jackson explained in detail.

He stated that the dock space may be increased

even more than stated by the president of the

Board, provided the coffee trade can be inter-

ested in financing such an improvement. He ex-

plained :

“That doesn’t mean that I ask for any money
for the city of New Orleans. But I believe with
a letter such as this, and the proper effort put
forth by the coffee interests of the city of New
Orleans itself, it is only a question of a short

time when we will be able to take care of any
condition that arises. The board at present asks
for assistance in that they have a big undertaking
on their hands. It can be worked but, it may
have to be worked out in a tax

;
they will have to

get some revenue out of it, and it may result

(I don't state this as a fact) in some dock tax
being put on your coffee. If any, it will be small,

and if it is put on I would like to assure you that

the tax will come back to you fourfold, because
one of the contemplated improvements is the cov-
ering of those docks in such a way that not a
single grain of coffee can be lost. My idea is to

have the entire dock floor covered with tongue
and groove plank, so any leakage can be gathered
up and it will be returned to you on sweepings.
I believe it will come back to you fourfold.”

ONE OF HIS BEST BUSINESS ASSETS
S. F. Harding, of the Grand Union Tea Co., Newport

News, Va., writes: “I consider this paper of yours one
of my best assets, and always look forward to it every
month ; and, believe me, I use it to very good advantage.”

PORT COSTS IN NEW YORK

Why Charges Have Increased and How
Coffee Men Can Offset the Advance

and Get Better Service

By W. H. Aborn
New York

YV 7 HEN it is realized that through the port of
** New York passed to the scene of the titanic

world struggle 82 per cent of all the war material

exported by this country, and that 87 per cent of

our entire oversea

military force went

out from this port,

the cause for much of

the delay, inconveni-

ence and increased

charges stand ex-

plained. No other

port in the world was

called upon to put

forth such a superhu-

man effort.

That abnormal con-

ditions developed as

a perfectly natural

product of this*
enormous pressure is

New Yorks business

man I am proud of the accomplishment. In com-

parison with that great outstanding fact that went

so far to help win the war, all local interruptions,

inconveniences and expense must stand as nothing.

When it became apparent that normal conditions

could no longer prevail with the country at war,

the New York jobbers, for self-protection, were

compelled to withdraw many of the time-honored

privileges in the handling and shipping of coffee

at this port. When the jobbers had an interest in

the shipping of coffee, a supervision was exercised

that produced good economic results. With the

jobber’s supervision eliminated, the man in the

country was offered up as a victim at the altar of

exploitation.

I appreciated the danger to all concerned, and

endeavored to arouse the trade to the dangerous

situation in course of development. My appeal

fell on deaf ears, the jobbers were fighting for

their own economic life and had no time to give

towards relieving even an intolerable situation.

Finally the situation became acute, charges were

mounting sky high, and there was a burden of

complaints pouring in that was appalling. I there-

fore resorted to the only weapon left to me to

use—that of publicity. My statement of condi-

W. H. Aborn

not surprising. As a
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tions and the necessity for some action was

treated sensationally to secure the necessary atten-

tion. A situation was created that had to be taken

in hand by the New York Coffee Exchange. A
committee was appointed, and on that committee

were three members belonging to your association.

The formation of this committee and its quick

getting into action produced a salutary effect.

Immediately increases in charges ceased, and some

of the exploitation was eliminated. The board

of managers of the New York Coffee Exchange

unwisely refused to publish the committee’s find-

ings as a whole, preferring to send o-ut extracts

from the report.

So much for the water that has passed over the

dam. What we are face to face with now is the

unique situation of having coffee handled and

shipped, with no check upon the charges except

through the medium of complaint.

A comparison of the pre-war charges of all

kinds with those now in force drives home the

necessity for creating the very best methods that

will serve to reduce the expense and facilitate the

handling and shipping of coffee.

Handling Costs in New York

The following detailed figures show the heavy

increase in the costs of importing, handling and

shipping of coffee at this port

:

Storage
Labor
Sampling
Cleaning
Dumping and mixing
Dumping and airing
Shoveling and airing
Transferring coffee from floor

to floor

Marking
Labor at vessel

Pre-War Present
Prices Prices

3c. to 4c. 8c. to 10c.

3c. to 4c. 8c.

lc. Ij4c.
15c. 20c.

10c. 15c. to 20c.

10c. 15c.

10c. 15c.

4c. 6c.

lc. 3c. and 4c.

$9 per M $15 per M
Cartage rates have increased from 100 to 300

per cent.

There was a reciprocal agreement among the

several warehouses having licensed stores whereby

they would cart a lesser quantity from their ware-

house to a warehouse having a greater quantity

in order to assemble a carload shipment. This

cartage was done free, but the agreement is no

longer in force.

Warehouse systems like the New York Dock
Company have rented many of their piers, making

it necessary for incoming coffee steamers to dock

at outside piers, causing a consequent cartage

charge to the importer.

The warehouses have practically abolished all

the free ’service which they formerly rendered,

and which was always considered as a part of the

storage charge. They charge 4 cents for loading

cars
;

also for trucking goods in store to the

weigher and for retiering.

The cost of weighing has increased from 2^4

cents to 3 cents and 3^2 cents.

Now all this is a sorrowful tale, and you are

wondering why it is related. Simply to create a

proper background to show you how simply some-

thing better can be done. For are you finding yet

any relief from these intolerable conditions? Are
your bills less stiff for shipping and handling your

coffees, are the delays less frequent or of a more

bearable nature? If not then what do you intend

to do, Mr. Roaster, to help yourself out of the

hole you have tumbled into ?

A Co-operative Shipping Bureau

I would not have consented to speak to-day if

it was simply to rehearse the unpleasantness of an

awkward situation. But I have a suggestion, one

submitted to competent judges and which has re-

ceived unanimous approval. I want you individu-

ally, collectively, or as an association, to create

your own shipping bureau in New York.

Someone has well said that Hell is not sulphur,

is not burning brimstone, but just simply lack of

interest. The roaster can have Hell or Heaven in

this matter of handling his coffee in New York.

Let me in the fewest possible words lay before

you the plan in mind. It is to engage an experi-

enced man, one brought up in the shipping and

handling of coffee, from the jobber’s angle—one

who has lived on the docks and knows its insides

and outsides, a virtual wharf rat. Give him two

assistants, a typewriter or two, a New York office,

telephone service, and that combination in three

months will make such a saving in time and money
for those backing it that the whole out-of-town

trade will be demanding the same service. I esti-

mate that at the outside the expense cannot be

over fifteen thousand dollars a year. This ex-

pense could be prorated among the subscribing

group according to the number of bags of coffee

each member shipped out.

By the establishment of such a bureau you

would have your own personal representative on

the spot handling your coffee. Some one to appeal

to for reliable information, to expedite shipments,

locate cars and start tracers for delayed ship-

ments. I would be glad to underwrite this proposi-

tion for fifteen thousand dollars a year and agree

to declare a hundred per cent dividend out of the

savings in six months.

Some action has become necessary
;
no return to

your former privileges is thinkable until the cof-

fee situation changes. Then intensive competition
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among the jobbers may restore to you your

former privileges. So now, my friends, I place a

workable remedy for your coffee shipping troubles

in your own hands; it is for you to inaugurate

a movement -that will do away with some of the

ills the coffee bag is heir to under the existing

state of affairs.

SOME TRADE EVILS

A Discussion of Guaranteeing Against Decline,

and Giving Advance Notice of

Changes in Prices

By A. J. Dannemiller
-New York

S
OME roasters give their buyers the guarantee

that the price on a future contract shall be

no higher than prices ruling on the day of sale.

If the market declines before the contract expires,

the buyer will be

given the benefit of

such decline, and

even goes further and

permits the buyer to

cancel such portion

of the contract as he

does not desire to

take.

Nothing is more
unfair to the trade

than this practice.

We all appreciate

that no one gives the

roaster any such

This matter was brought home to us very

severely during the decline which took place this

past summer and fall, and which amounted in

some instances to as much as seven cents per

pound.

Our buyers sent us circulars and letters from

competitors showing that they were guaranteed

against decline until goods were shipped, and we
were told that unless we reduced the price on

our contracts to meet prices ruling at that time

by our competitors, our coffees would not be

accepted. Fortunately for us, in most instances

our future sales contracts were signed, and

specifically stated that the price was not subject

to change, and that any dispute was subject to

arbitration.

Our contract is as specific as we can make it,

and protects both the buyer and seller. Even
in the face of these contracts we had several

instances of wholesale grocers who claimed that

every one of our competitors guaranteed against

decline, and that in the future they would look

elsewhere for their supplies.

For the past year, we have fought this prac-

tice and have refused business on this basis, and

lost a great many of our customers, in two states

particularly.

We did not think that during the enormous

advance which took place this spring that any

roaster would continue such an agreement

in the face of a large possible loss, and that the

practice might be abolished by our competitors.

But, it was not.

We are advised that some roasters selling the

retail trade direct, guarantee on their letter head

from the home office to protect the buyer against

advance and decline.

Our members must sooner or later realize this

situation, because it is a fast growing evil, and

the possibilities are that it will go as far as

the retail grocer, and that he will be protected

against decline on all unsold coffee on his shelves.

Some, houses make it a practice of notifying

the trade that on a certain day there will be an

advance, and that they can book orders in the

meantime at the old price.

“Description Given in Good Faith"

It seems to me that roasters are in a sad dil-

emma, as most of us accept contracts from Brazil

on green coffee description given in good faith,

but not guaranteed on green coffee. And, on

roasted coffee, many are willing to take a chance

of sacrificing profits and taking large losses

simply to put their goods on the market, and it

is a sorry spectacle to see a salesman begging

a customer to buy his goods, which we do when

we are ready to stand any possible decline, and

let him have all the advance. We should be mer-

chants enough to sell our coffees as other articles

are sold, on their merits, and at a stated price,

and the buyer should take the same risk on

coffee as on all other articles and not cheapen

ourselves, and turn in our article. We should

make it a high-class article that must be pur-

chased on a business basis.

The Federal Trade Commission has been ap-

proached on this subject, and they advised that

at the present time a case similar to this was

being tried where a milk company was guaran-

teeing on all unsold portion of the stock in the

retail grocers’ hands. But whether, or not, our

matter is a case for that commission is not the

nrestion.

There is no doubt but that this practice is a

poor business policy, and belittles the article we
are most interested in, and makes for an im-

A. J. Dannemiller

guarantee.
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pression that there must be extra good profits in

coffee to stand for such practices. As a matter

of fact, there are few lines of business in which

there are a greater number of competitors and

competition is more keen.

At a recent meeting of the New York Branch

of the N. C. R. A., a resolution was unanimously-

adopted as follows

:

RESOLVED : That the practice of booking
future coffee orders at ruling price, and guaran-
teeing such price against decline until date of
shipment is considered by us, to be wrong in

principle and contrary to general customs in other
lines of business, and unjust alike to seller and
buyer, and that steps to correct the abuse be
considered by the Executive Committee of the
Association.

ON ADVERTISING

A Good Definition Is, Causing Another To
Know, and To Remember,

and To Do

By Jarvis A. Wood
Philadelphia

\V 7 HEN a committee takes the greatest product™ of a great republic and sells it to another

republic by. means of the printed page, by means

of the modern methods that we call advertising,

that is national advertising, and it is a big job.

Now the result of that will be that it will

stabilize the coffee industry and that it will ex-
tend the coffee industry sure and positive. Just'

think of your job, friends, as a big one. National
merchandising is the thing you are on, as I see

it. It is a good sign that you are getting together,

a sign of a better understanding, a better feeling.

You know the story about the old gentlemen who
used to pray, “Oh, Lord bless me and my wife, my
son John and his wife, us four and no mare.
Amen.”

I have a friend who tells this story about Ver-
mont: “Two Yankees met one morning:
‘Mornin’, Si.’ ‘Mornin’, Josh.’

£

Si, what did you
give your horse when he had the heaves?’ ‘I guv
him turpentine.’ ‘Mornin’, Si.’ ‘Morning

,
Josh.’

About a week later they met again. (Mornin’,
Si.’ ‘Mornin’, Josh.’ ‘Si, what did you say you
guv your horse when he had heaves?’ ‘Turpen-
tine.’ Why, it killed my horse.’ ‘Did mine, to-o.’

‘Mornin’, Si.’ ‘Morning’, Josh.’
”

I bet you have seen something like that, and I

think it ought to be very unpopular. Thought of the

other fellow should prevail, here it is evidenced
in this association.

I read somewhere long ago. that in ancient

Rome—being economical—they used the same word
for stranger and enemy. If a man was a stranger
it went without saying he was an enemy. We don’t

want to be so economical as that. If he is a

stranger assume he is a friend, or if he is a com-
petitor, assume he is a friend—don’t be so eco-

nomical. Because a man is a stranger don’t as-

sume he is an enemy.

A Definition of Advertising

Now to talk about advertising. Advertising is

causing another to know. I think of it as a target

with three rings, causing another to* know—that

is the outside. The inner, causing another to re-

member
;
and right in the middle, causing another

to do. And when you hit that you ring the bell.

That is what advertising is, causing another to

know, or to remember, or to do.

Advertising is not like merchandise. You can’t

measure advertising. There are a great many
mistakes in advertising, but the greatest mistake is

never to advertise at all.

People try it for sixty days ancf then say it isn’t

any good ;
many try it for thirty days and say it

is no good. Now, Mr. Green, the president of the

National Biscuit Company, said this fine thing
about a firm who supplied him with the word
“Uneeda.” He said that little word was worth
a million dollars a letter to his corporation. That
was his way of expressing it, but he wouldn’t have
made such a remark if somebody had just said

it once and no more. It had to be repeated, and
repeated, and repeated, that is the only way it

got into the minds of the American people. That
is a very good illustration of that profound fact,

that keeping everlastingly at it brings results.

Are you dealing in an article that people really

want? Now you reply right away, “Yes, we are.

We don’t know when people are going to stop

drinking coffee, we are going to drink more and
more of it.” Why don’t you tell people about it?

There are a good many ways to tell them; the

best way would be for you coffee dealers to go
and tell them yourselves, face to face. I think

that is the best; and if you can’t do that, write

them a letter. That is a good thing, too. Write
them a letter, a personal letter. But if you can’t

write a letter, if you don’t know where they are

to write them, and you want to telj a good many
at once, go where they get their other information
—by means of the printed page.

If you took out of the minds of the people

knowledge that went in by means of the printed

page, we would have a vacuum there, wouldn’t

we ? That is the way we get our information, and
newspaper advertising is simply using that way,
giving the information of something that people

ought to have and at a time when their minds are

open and they are looking for information.

Business Men Need Good Trade Papers

I saw in the room where this association was
meeting this afternoon a number of trade papers.

This prompts me to say that the publications de-

voted to- trade and commerce have undergone a

great change in recent years. No man in business

to-day can afford to ignore the publications that

represent his line of business activity, for not

only the reading matter but the advertisements as

well present’s facts without which he will become
a back number—he will miss knowledge which
others in his line possess and use. I think it is

a fair assumption that a man who studies adver-

tising year in and year out will learn something
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about it—something that it will pay others to

know.
Advertising is destined to have a still wider use.

As witness, the national advertising campaign
which you gentlemen in the coffee trade are now
engaged in. This really is an international enter-

prise, and when you think in nations you must
speak in wide terms.
There is another very broad subject to which

advertising should be applied, namely, the rela-

tionship between employer and employee. It is

vitally necessary that a better condition be brought
about. A better understanding is the necessary
thing and advertising furnishes the way. Each
party must cause the other to know, to remember
his needs and limitations and to do what good
feeling and good will call for. Here’s a simple
little thing I came across the other day:

IF!
Says the business man to the working man
And the working man to the business man

:

If I knew you and you knew me
How different our case would be.

Says the business man to the working man

:

If you knew^all that troubles me
Our business needs you’d clearly see.

Says the working man to the business man

:

If you knew all that worries me
In better light my deeds you’d see.

*

Says the business man to the working man

:

If you but knew our trials and knocks
You'd help our biz keep off the rocks.

Says the working man to the business man

:

If you knew me my wife would tell

Our wrestles .with H C of L.

Says the public to these scrappy men

:

We see you are at it again.
Why do not you two men agree,

Why should you take it out on me?
If both are wise you’ll close your fists

And fight against the Anarchists.

Says the business man to the working man
And the working man to the business man

:

Since facts would make strife disappear
Why can’t we know each other here?
And till we know let’s credit still

The other man with some good will.

If I knew you and you knew me
A human being each would see

Anddirothers we would want to be.

If I knew you and you knew me
How different our world would be.

When people know about coffee—how good it

is
;
how cheap it is

; how it sustains strength
;
how

it relieves fatigue, more and more they will make
a good start on a good day with a good cup of
coffee.

Now, then, I want to congratulate you on hav-
ing set out to make the many in this country know
about coffee, and the way to tell them is by the
printed page, by means of which they get the other
information, and advertising until you get suc-
cess. Advertising is causing another to know,
and to remember and to do.

A MESSAGE FROM BRAZIL

Some Comments on the Value of Coffee as a

Drink, the Advertising Campaign
and So-Called Substitutes

By Th. Langgaard de Menezes
Representative of the Sociedade Promotora da Defesa do

Cafe of Brazil.

OMING from Bazil, the home of coffee, and^ having been brought up, I might say, on coffee

—I drink perhaps a dozen small cups a day—

I

confess a prejudice in favor of any man who
ministers to the well-

know n American

fondness for this

beverage. There is

something about the

coffee business which

has the same effect

upon the men in it

that a pot of coffee

has upon those who
sit around a small

table. It promotes

good fellowship and

friendship, and frank-

ness and cheerful-

ness, and—unlike cer-

tain other beverages the names of which most
of us have already forgotten—it has no—what
you call in this country—“come-back.”

That is the beauty of coffee—there is no “morn-
ing after.”

There never has been any temperance problem
in Brazil and there never will be any. We have
our wines and our spirits, and we drink them
moderately and enjoy them, but our great na-

tional drink is coffee. *[n Brazil, I am certain,

the abuse of alcoholic liquors which, I am told,

started the temperance movement here will never
be known.

As the representative of the Sociedade Promo-
tora da Defesa do Cafe, I am here in the United

States to help the American trade sell more coffee.

Before this can be done we must get rid of the

singular superstitions (I cannot think of any
better word) that some of your fellow-country-

men have about coffee. It seemed very strange

to me when I first arrived, and I still find it

hard to understand, that a large enough number
of Americans believe those old-wives’ tales to

support a flourishing business in -substitutes.-

When a delegation of coffee men from the Uni-
ted States first came to Brazil in 1912, to point

out the dangers that threatened the American
coffee industry, they found their chief difficulty

Th. Langgaard de
Menezes
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lay in convincing us Brazilians that any consid-

erable' number of people in the United States

drank the stuff which I see advertized in all your

newspapers, on your billboards, and in your

railroad trains and subway cars. We couldn't

believe it at first, and when we tasted the stuff

our doubts increased. But when you showed
us evidences of the propaganda work done by

the proprietor of a so-called coffee “substitute,”

we realized that any manufacturer who could

afford to spend more than a million dollars a

year in advertising must be doing a tremendous

business.

In New York I share office quarters with

Mr. Coste and the other workers for the Joint

Coffee Trade Publicity Committee. I am there

every day, and I know all that is going on. As
the representative of the Sociedade, I have been

consulted every time a new policy has been con-

sidered. So now that we have joined with you
in promoting the consumption of coffee, we feel

a bit philanthropic, because we know that in

showing up the claims of the substitute manu-
facturer we are doing the American people a

friendly turn for which they will thank us when
they come to know as much about the benefits

of coffee as we do.

The education of a nation is no small job. I

rejoice with you in the evidences we have seen

and heard to-day that the Joint Coffee Trade

Committee is branching out. This campaign

ought to be as widespread as the use of coffee is

widespread. The per capita consumption of coffee

in the United States is, I think, about ten pounds

a year, and, as you all know, three fourths of this

comes from Brazil.

I greatly regret that thus far none of the

other coffee-growing countries has joined us in

this effort. It is true that their interests are not

as large as ours. At the same time they would be

asked to make a contribution only in proportion

to the amount of coffee they raise. This is one

thing in which all coffee men must stand to-

gether. We must realize that differences in the

various grades of coffee are not so marked that

any of them can escape the injury being done by

the propaganda for substitutes. We are all in

the same boat.

In my opinion, one of the most important tasks

before your publicity committee is the education

of the consumer in better coffee making. The
fondness for coffee is a natural taste. Did you

ever meet a man or woman who didn’t like it?

If you have, it is because such a one has been

unfoftunate in getting coffee badly made. You
roasters cannot do better than to urge your

retailers to impress upon their customers the

necessity of brewing their coffee with greater

care. Tell them what they lose by using a dirty

coffee pot. The unwashed coffee pot is respon-

sible for more bad coffee than any other one
cause. Next to this comes the custom of re-steep-

ing coffee grounds. I am reliably informed that

before the war this was a regular custom of army
cooks, and that it became so bad the Commis-
sary Department had to issue definite regulations

against it. But your Commissary Department did

not learn the true value of coffee until you entered

the war. The war has demonstrated that nothing

equals coffee in helping a man to endure exposure

and hardships. As the result of this knowledge
the American soldier got the best coffee served to

any soldiers in the field—better, in fact, than is

served in many private homes.

I hope you will teach your customers the value

of fresh coffee. In Brazil, we roast it every few
days, and we do not grind it until just before it

is brewed. The rush of your American life makes
your people impatient of such things. Many con-

sumers are unwilling evefi to take the time to

grind their own coffee. Purely as a matter of

business, L believe it will be worth your while

to encourage the American consumer to grind

coffee at home, to buy it in small quanti-

ties and to get as fresh a roast as possible.

Every business should rest on a solid founda-

tion of service, and the best service the coffee

man can render to the consumer is to teach them
how to get better coffee.

CLAIMS COFFEE IS A NECESSITY
[special correspondence]

Paris, Oct. 29, 1919.—The Chamber of Com-
merce of Havre claims coffee is a necessity of

life, and demands that the Minister of Public

Works put it on the list of essential articles of

foo-d entitled to preferential shipment by railroads.

The national association of the coffee trade may
take up the matter in support of the Havre

chamber.

The Havre chamber appointed a committee of

four to join in a protest against a proposed gov-

ernment rule which would prohibit the storing of

coffee for more than six months. The ruling is

aimed at profiteering and hoarding. But the

chamber claims the prohibition would be ineffec-

tive and merely hamper the trade. S. G.

BRAZIL TURNING TO COTTON CROPS
Coffee planters in Brazil who suffered by the

1918 frost are said by a writer in the British

Chamber of Commerce Journal to be planting

cotton as a means of offsetting the losses by

decreased coffee crops.
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TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING

Coffee Roasters Should Prevent Misleading and

Deceptive Statements Appearing in

Their Publicity Matter

By H. J. Kenner
Secretary, National Vigilance Committee of the Asso-

ciated Advertising Clubs of the World

M ODERN advertising men do not emphasize

the salesmanship in advertising as much as

they do its helpmanship. In order for advertis-

ing to be helpful, it must be truthful. Modern
advertising is the art of telling the truth well.

Any fool can lie in advertising, but it takes brains

to make the truth attractive.

“Advertising is an investment in public confi-

dence. Good will, the most precious commercial

asset, is built through winning the confidence of

the public. To build good will for coffee as a

beverage is the best investment which the coffee

"trade can make.”

Mr. Kenner urged the coffee roasters to turn

their attention to eliminating from all coffee

advertising, misleading and deceptive statements

in order that public confidence might be protected

and good will for coffee increased. He men-

tioned several investigations which had been

made by Better Business Bureaus and by the Na-

tional Vigilance Committee in which misstate-

ments in coffee advertising had been found and

had been corrected through the constructive ef-

forts of the Bureaus and of the National Com-
mittee

Touching upon the advertising of so-called

coffee substitutes, Mr. Kenner said that he be-

lieved the manufacturers of such products were

making an advertising and marketing mistake

by referring to coffee in any manner in their

advertising because some of them, at least, were

not real competitors of coffee. He said the pro-

ducts should be advertised and sold on their own
merits. A certain amount of coffee substitute

advertising is unsportsmanlike, and even unfair,

was Mr. Kenner’s belief, and he pointed out that

the National Vigilance Committee was interested

in persuading the manufacturers to confine

their advertising to fair, factful state-

ments, and was interested also in investigating

and correcting any misleading advertising which

might occur in the coffee trade.

“Any business deceit practiced by any business

house is a blot on the escutcheon of commerce,”

said Mr. Kenner. “Public faith is not the prop-

erty of any one private business ; it belongs to all

business. Betrayal of confidence by any one con-

cern is a vital injury to all”

He urged that the coffee manufacturers give

particular attention to the subject of “Truth-in-

Advertising.” He said that in these times it is

particularly important that all classes of business

make sure that “honor" and “integrity” be words

of sincerity and not of hollow sound in the mar-

kets of America.

Mr. Kenner recommended that Standards of

Practice for advertising and selling in the coffee

trade be drawn up by the National Coffee

Roasters Association, and recommended to dis-

tributors and dealers everywhere. He suggested

that these standards be on the order uf standards

adopted by the various component groups of the

Associated Advertising Clubs, by the music trade

and other associations. He also asked the con-

vention delegates to render financial aid to his

organization to help carry on its work for

“Truthful Advertising.”

ABOUT THE COFFEE FILM

Trade Committee Tells Its Plans for Producing

a Suitable Picture, Linked Up With
a National Coffee Week

IN a special bulletin to the trade, dated November
A

26, Felix Coste said for the Joint Coffee Trade

Publicity Committee that the idea of a coffee film

and its national showing in connection with a

“coffee week” had been approved at the Atlantic

City convention, and that the committee there-

fore feels justified in going ahead with the matter.

He stated that the film shown at the convention

under the title “A Gift From Heaven,” was only

tentative and hurriedly prepared, and had not

been submitted beforehand to the committee for

correction and criticism. The film manufacturers

and the committee have since reached an under-

standing whereby a film that must meet the ap-

proval of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee and the Executive Committee of the N. C.

R. A. will be produced before the end of this year.

Mr. Coste dwelt in much detail on the benefits

to the trade of a suitable coffee picture and how
roasters can buy prints of the film for their pri-

vate uses in connection with their brands of coffee.

He used the same arguments as he did in his story

on “Merchandising the Campaign” at the Atlantic

City convention, which appears in this issue in

the Reports and Resolutions.

THE “BLUE BOOK” IN FRANCE
E. Barthelemy, of Barthelemy Fr&res, Orleans, France,

writes: “Please find enclosed an international money
order for $3.50 for subscription to your journal. It is

very interesting to us and we certainly find some excel-

lent ideas for our business in it.”
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Cafe-Cawfee

COFFEE
CFFEE is the fighting man's drink. It did its bit in the

zar right manfully. In the camp, on the march, at the

front, in the hut and hospital, wherever men fought and bled

and suffered and died,—there was coffee.

Ever and always the cry was—coffee! Because it gives

cheer and comfort, and courage. It is soothing, quieting, sus-

taining. The tired man calls for it Exhausted nature asks

for it After;the lesson of this war,—who shall say that coffee

is not healthful—and needful ?

Be thankful for coffee—for the delight of it, the benefit of it.

the real down-right goodness of it. There is nothing in the

world you would miss one-half so mui b as coffee,—if you were
suddenly deprived of, it I

Indeed—coffee is one of the truest and “realest” of friends that

Nature has given to men. Let us rejoice in it, and, revel in it

Let us glory in the charm and flavor and piquancy of it Let us

toast our friends in it
—

"Here’s to your health and happiness! ’ ’

Coffee— the Universaldrink.

Eight bells

in the mid watch-

COFFEE
for the wheel <L^ lookouts

Cold bloat* at.d

J
UST mention coffee to the men in the service and watch

them smile. These brave fellows have endured long hours

of hard labor with little rest They have forced nature to the

breaking point

Coffee helped them. It cheered them and comforted them.

Very often it actually sustained them. Its warmth rested and

steadied them, and so gave them new courage for the great

tasks ahead.

You men and women in every ddy life, waging the battle

of business, striving to maintain place and power and health

—you have great tasks, too. And you find coffee a real help

in the day’s work.

And the joy of it— the charm of it— the delight of it It

greets you at breakfast— it cheers you at luncheon—it revives

you at dinner. And very often regales you at the late supper.

Truly—what would your life be without coffee?

Coffee— the Essentialdrink

’iourUnde Sam
provided his boys with

COFFEE
1x:

BRAVE, clean, lithe, sturdy fellows, they were. Clear of

eye, steady of nerve, strong of heart,—splendid physical

specimens. “The finest soldiers in the world”,—has been said

of them. And they proved it!

Coffee lovers, they were—almost to a man. Coffee drinking

had been their habit all their lives. They were practically

Taised on it, in the true American fashion. And they were
not deprived of itl

A most careful diet was planned in order tomaintain health and
strength. While bread and beans and beef were needful, there

was one item recognized as absolutely indispensable

—

coffee.

So—whatever else they had, our boys had their coffee,—

plenty of it, four times a day! It cheered and comforted and
encouraged them. It helped them do theirjob.—and do it well.

Who shall say howgranda part coffee played in this great war ?

Coffee— the Essentialdrink

ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE FIRST PART OF THE COFFEE CAMPAIGN
These displays appeared in newspapers and magazines between April and September, 1919



ANALYZING THE COFFEE CAMPAIGN
CJ This constructive criticism of the “introductory” phase of the Joint

Coffee Trade Publicity Committee advertising says that its funda-

mental fault lies in the lack of popular news inter est, and tells how
may be injected.

By Walter Chester*

New York

COPY WITH “TEETH” IN IT

Owing to the delay in publishing this article (it was written irt August and planned for publication

in our September issue) it is proper for us to add that November 1st saw the start of new adver-

tising copy in the periodical press acclaiming the healthfulness of coffee and giving evidence of

“teeth.”—

T

he Editors

ft is so easy toget false notions

but ~

THIS is intended as a criticism of the coffee

campaign, but not of individuals or institu-

tions connected with that campaign, for the

reason that as so far unfolded it has all the ear-

marks of a compromise among conflicting

ideas and ideals. In fact, if you go through the

coffee trade you will

find that a majority of

the men think that

something is the mat-

ter with the campaign,

but you will also find

that there is a great

difference of opinion

among these men as

to what exactly is the

matter. And that, per-

haps, is the very thing

that is the matter.

In other words, it

does not require much

perspicacity on the

part of the unpreju-

diced observer to see

that this lack of agree-

ment, this vagueness

as to the general pur-

pose and function of

the campaign, is re-

flected in its very evi-

dent lack of definite-

ness and virility.

I have before me a portfolio of advertisements
sent out by the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee, on the front page of which is an “An-
nouncement Extraordinary,” calling the attention

of the coffee .trade to the campaign, and stating

that its purpose is “to increase the consumption

of coffee, to boost the

ofcourse

COFFEE
is Healthful

SIOJI IPICANT

Many, many good well-meaning

people used to think the world was flat

A Portuguese went out and sailed around

the earth. And we all know now they

were wrong.

Coffee was a popular beverage before

Magellan disproved the old foolish fal-

lacy. It is still popular the world over.

But many well-meaning people have

false notiona about it

Of course,—the world is round. And,

of course coffee is healthfuL It is

wholesome and nourishing. But too

much of anything isn’t good I

One may eat too much meat Or drink

too much milk. But nobody claims that

meat and milk are not healthful. It isn’t

the use of coffee that is harmful— it is

the abuse cf it

Coffee is good. It has proved goo

under every teat It proved so in thewar—

in the trenches—Jn the camp— in the

hospital—on the march—on the sea.

Soldiers and sailors know that coffee is

nourishing—auataining.

Drink coffee three times a day, if you

like. But be sure that you drink good *

coffee— real coffee. This is the only

way to get the genuine coffee ta»te.

COFFEE is Nature's Gift to Mankind

*Food Specialist of

The Erickson Co.

The First Advertisement in the Second
Phase of the Campaign

sale of coffee.” Mean-
ing, of course, in-

creased sales among
(a) non-coffee drink-

ers; (b) users of so-

called substitutes.

Now, if the cam-
paign as it has been

conducted to date is

wrong, then it is

either because the ob-

jective, as it is de-

fined, is the wrong
objective, or because

the method of ob-

taining the objective

is wrong.

Let us consider for

a moment whether or

not the sale of cof-

fee, to increase the

consumption, is the

legitimate objective

of the campaign at

this time.

The only other con-

ceivable object would

be a defensive cam-
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paign to protect the coffee trade against' ad-

verse legislation of some sort : for example,

prohibition laws and the liquor traffic. ‘Now,

it is true that there is more or less specula-

tive conversation as to where the prohibitionists

will let up. But I do not think that any man in

the trade will seriously consider that the consump-

tion of coffee or its sale will be in any way re-

stricted through adverse legislation of any sort.

Although such a contingency is conceivable, it is

too remote to receive practical consideration. But

in any event the same kind of advertising that

wins new users will win political power in the

process. Market expansion is political insurance.

Any way you look at it, then, it would seem

that the only legitimate object of the campaign

should be purely and simply to increase the con-

sumption of coffee, to boost sales. And under

this head would come all efforts put forth to

maintain consumption in face of a raise in

price or to offset advertising of so-called sub-

stitutes. Taking it all in all, then, the an-

nounced purpose of the campaign must be ac-

cepted as valid. Any criticism of it must be solely

upon the ground that it does not increase the con-

sumption of coffee, does not boost the sale of

coffee. In other words the success of the cam-

paign depends upon how well it convinces (a)

non-coffee drinkers that coffee drinking is a de-

sirable habit; (b) drinkers or believers in so-

called substitutes that properly made coffee is

harmless.

How the Ads Affect the Average Reader

Now, you who have read the foregoing para-

graphs may think this is merely a captious dis-

tinction that I have been making between an ag-

gressive campaign to sell and a campaign to de-

fend the trade. But if you will glance through the

consumer advertisements as they have appeared

to date, the same thought will probably occur to

you, as it has to many others with whom I have

discussed this campaign.

“Surely,” you will say to yourself, “these adver-

tisements are not intended to sell coffee. If I

were not a coffee drinker, surely these advertise-

ments would not make me desire to drink coffee.”

You would think, then, “the purpose of the cam-

paign is not to promote the sale of coffee, for it is

built as though the object* was simply to remind

people that coffee was something to drink and

that coffee deserved the approval of the public as

a product. There surely could be no reason for

such a defensive attitude unless coffee were threat-

ened with adverse political action or some sort,”

In fact, the whole feeling that develops as these

ads appear is that coffee is something that needs

defense.

But even this impression co-uld be gathered only

by reading the entire advertisements. With one

or two exceptions, however, the advertisements

that have appeared to date do not invite reading

by the person who is already a coffee drinker. He
might be attracted by the first few of the series of

ads, all of which consist principally of the word

“Coffee” displayed in large type, and a mass of

cold text following. But after he had read one

or two of the advertisements even a coffee drinker

would not be very apt to continue his reading. If

it caught his eye he would simply set it down in

a mental pigeon hole as “another coffee ad.”

To the non-coffee drinker the word “Coffee”

does not have any particular appeal. To him, in

itself, the statement that coffee is “the American

drink” is not very compelling. He is likely to

simply pass by the advertisements without reading

even the first of them. In short, with the excep-

tions already referred to, the series, as a whole,

not only in my opinion, but in the opinion of many
men in the trade, does not attract or interest either

the coffee drinker or the non-coffee drinker.

Of course, the sheer size and brute typographic

force of the advertisements will attract a certain

number of readers, and I do not want to maintain

that the advertisements to date have been wholly

without effect. Assuming, however, that a certain

number of non-coffee drinkers are sufficiently in-

terested to consider the claims set forth in the

advertisements, the question then is whether the

text of the advertisements as a whole is suffi-

ciently convincing to induce the consumption of

coffee. Here, of course, we come to a question of

opinion. Some people might say that non-coffee

drinkers who read these advertisements will have

a strong desire kindled within them to drink

coffee, and to keep on drinking. Some people

might say that the delights and pleasures, the

keenly delectable sensation, the great benefits de-

rived from drinking coffee, are so vividly pictured

that the non-coffee dinker is filled with an irre-

sistible desire to begin his indulgence.

But I do not think so, and I do not believe that

many of the reders of The Tea and Coffee Trade

Journal think so. Most people, I believe, will

say, as one man did, that the advertisements are

“cleverly worded essays in behalf of
”

Another man said : “My wife buys a certain rec-

ognized brand of coffee at regular intervals. All

the advertising in the world would not make her
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buy more or less. On the other hand, my mother

never drinks coffee in any form. She considers it'

injurious. As far as I know, it may or may not
! te. However, she is but one of thousands of peo-

ple who hold that same opinion, and I have yet to

see anything in the coffee advertising that would

tend to correct such an impression and to make
coffee drinkers out of those now opposed to it.”

What the Campaign Lacks

Summing up the whole thing, my opinion—and

the consensus of opinion, so far as I have been

able to get it—is that the coffee campaign fails in

two particulars

:

First. It does not attempt to make converts

of non-coffee drinkers.

Second. It is not very interesting, anyway.

These, however, are but the outward symptoms,

in my opinion, of the fundamental.lack in the cam-

paign

This lack is—NEWS !

The plain truth about the coffee campaign is

that it has no message to tell, nothing to say.

And the best writers of advertisements in the

world find it very difficult to say nothing in a

way that sustains interest.

Before the coffee campaign can seize upon the

attention of the public, fire its imagination, create

desire, induce action, the coffee trade must get

behind a movement of some sort—start a crusade,

and with crusading zeal put up some proposition

to the American public and put it over.

Now, it is the easiest thing in the world to criti-

cise, the easiest thing in the world to make formu-

las and panaceas, and I am well aware of the fact

that conditions in the coffee trade, with its various

factional interests, make it difficult to get behind

any one thing and push it. But there are a num-
ber of programmes broad enough in scope and

definite enough in appeal upon which it would

be possible, for the various interests in the trade

to unite, and just as an example I propose to cite

one.

This is not the only programme, and it may not

be the best programme, and it may not be at all

the programme to get behind at this time, but I

will cite it as an example of how some programme
might be gotten behind. It is my private opinion,

however, that the programme which I am about

to propose is the best possible basis for the coffee

campaign, for a year at least.

A Constructive Suggestion for the Advertisers

The programme is this

:

Teach the American public how to make good

coffee-
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There are many advocates of each of the three

or four good ways to prepare coffee, and I do not

propose that any one of these ways should be fea-

tured at the expense of the others. Neither do I

suggest that any one grind of coffee be featured

to the exclusion of any other. What I do propose,

however, is that the trade should get together and

agree upon the one best method of preparing each

grind, and then officially endorse and exploit' (and
explain) that method. Of course, I know that

with so many coffee men “sot” in their individual

preferences, this will be difficult, but it must be

done in order that' the coffee trade shall present

a united front to the public. Personally, I believe

that the filtration method is the best. I also think

that there are great possibilities in the use of pow-
dered coffee. Incidentally, in passing, I should

like to remark that it would pay a concern to get

behind some particular grind of coffee and the

best method of preparing that grind—for instance,

powdered coffee—and exploit that to the limit.

But for a joint campaign, of course the proposi-

tion must be one that all interests can get together

upon. And I think the best possible slogan to

adopt for this purpose would be

“DON’T BOIL YOUR COFFEE”
No matter what method of preparing coffee is

used or what grind is most favored by indivichial

concerns, I believe that the trade can get together

upon this proposition, at least, with the minimum
sacrifice of individual interests—or prejudice, if

you please.

If the trade could do this—if the trade could go

before the American public with the simple

proposition, “Don’t boil your coffee,” making that

the keystone of an educational campaign—and a

tremendous amount of real live news interest

could be injected into the campaign—the interest

of both coffee drinkers and non-coffee drinkers

would be aroused, and the consumption of coffee

would be greatly increased. Consider, for in-

stance, an ad, or series of ads, embodying a line

of argument something like this

:

Don’t boil your coffee !

You cannot know how good coffee can be until

you prepare it the right way.
Coffee made the right way is utterly delicious, a

delight forever.

It pleases the men -folks—makes every meal a

big success.

And coffee made the right way is good for you

;

benefits you in many ways. Your doctor will tell

you so.

Good coffee is good for you.

Or suppose you had an ad, or series of ads, em-

bodying this thought:
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There are three ways to brew good coffee.

They all agree in one particular—don’t boil your
coffee.

Letting coffee boil destroys its flavor, fragrance
and value.

Let us send you a book on the best ways to make
good coffee—a copy of which should be in every
up-to-date kitchen, etc., etc.

A campaign such as this, worked out in detail,

of course, developing specifically and intimately

the thoughts which I have stated in merely a

general way, would prove most interesting to all

housewives, for it' is real news. It would tell some-

thing. It would encourage the development of a

new thought, a new method of interest to men
and women. And it would lend itself to an effec-

tive display and arrangement of ads that would

attract interest, create desire on the part of the

maximum number of readers. Without appearing

to combat the insidious attacks of those who would

oppose the sale of coffee upon the grounds that

it is injurious, it would do that very thing far

more effectively than reams of defensive argu-

ment, however ably prepared.

In a word, if the coffee trade really wants to

increase the consumption of coffee, promote the

sale of coffee, the thing to do is to propagate the

fine art of making good coffee, thus making its

delights and benefits clear, not only to non-

drinkers but to those who are already using coffee.

Thus present drinkers would become active mis-

sionaries in your propaganda, and the question of

good coffee would become a live one in the eyes

of American housewives.

That is one way to put news into the coffee

campaign.

And news is undoubtedly what it lacks.

Author’s Note:—Notwithstanding the delayed

publication of the foregoing article, I still stand

pat on my criticism. My objections were two-

fold : partly as to attention value and partly as

to basic market influence. The first advertise-

ment of the second series does not meet the ob-

jection as to attention and interest values, and it

reveals the same fundamental lack of a real news

story. W. C.

N. C. R. A. AFTER SUGAR DEALS
In a recent association circular, Felix Coste,

manager of the National Coffee Roasters Asso-

ciation, asked members to send him full particu-

lars regarding the so-called combination sales

where sugar is delivered only when an equal

quantity of roasted coffee is purchased. The

data are to be placed before the Federal Trade

Commission.

THE NEW COFFEE AD OBJECTIVE

The Copy in the Second Part of the National
Campaign is Intended to Apeal to the

Sense of the Ridiculous*

By Allan P. Ames
Director, Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee’s

Information Service

THE national campaign to advertise coffee is

pre-eminently a campaign of education, not
to teach the consumer that coffee is good—his

own palate tells him that; not to teach him ap-
preciation—he has that already; but to empha-
size the unique and important' place that coffee

occupies in the human dietary.

Now coffee is not a dull topic. It is a false

notion that the public is not interested in familiar
things. Nothing gets attention quicker than a
familiar object, provided it is presented from a

new angle. The object of the joint coffee cam-
paign, therefore, has been, first, to throw a new
and interesting illumination on the familiar house-
hold beverage and attract the attention which
competitive publicity for private brands cannot
command, and, second, to show the individual

roaster how to get the benefit of this national

advertising for his own product.

Interesting the Dealer
To interest the dealer, the Joint Coffee Trade

Publicity Committee, which is handling this co-

operative advertising fund, has appealed to the

desire which animates every coffee roaster,

whether he specializes in Brazilian coffee or
‘‘mild” coffee, “steel-cut,” “vacuum packed,” or
soluble. ’ The committee and its advertising

counsel agreed that the first and most important
job was to emphasize the dietetic value of coffee.

For this purpose it has chosen as its principal

weapon the rapier of ridicule.

If there is any one thing the average man or

woman dreads above all else, it is the imputation

of old fogyism. Perhaps, as Mr. Barnum ob-

served, we like to be humbugged
; but we hate to

pose openly as victims. The keynote appeal of

the new coffee series is to our keen sense of the

ridiculous.
*

“It is so easy to get false notions,” says the first

of the series. “Many good, well-meaning people

used to think the world was fiat. A Portuguese

went out and sailed around the earth, and we all

know non

*

that they were wrong. “Coffee was a

popular beverage before Magellan disproved the

old foolish fallacy. It is still popular the world

*Excerpts from an article in “Advertising and Selling,”
November 20, 1919.
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over, but many well-meaning people have false

notions about it.”

The illustration with this text shows a fifteenth

century ship that has rashly sailed to the jumping-

off place on a flat ocean, and, in spite of the

frantic efforts of its panic-stricken navigator, is

about to plunge into vertical space.

“It isn’t the use of coffee that is harmful— it is

the abuse of it
* * * Too much of anything

isn't good. One may eat too much meat. May
drink too much milk. But nobody claims that

meat and milk are not healthful.”

A Four-Month Run
This appeal extends throughout the series,

which will run for four months in the national

magazines. Lesson No. 2 reminds us that people

used to be panic-stricken by the eclipse of the sun.

They thought it meant the end of the world; but,

“of course, we all know differently now.”

Another recalls the almost forgotten fact that

coal was once condemned as “injurious” and

burned openly in the market place as a public

nuisance.

Another speaks of witchcraft, that singular de-

lusion which caused the death of several thousand

innocent persons in the New England colonies;

others tell us of the strange fears aroused by the

first steam locomotive, and of the jeers and gibes

encountered by the first telephone.

Each piece of copy seeks to drive its lesson

home with a single authoritative medical opinion

of the value of coffee. These quotations are set

off by liberal white space distinct from the main
argument. The caption for each is the one word

Significant

For example

:

The “London Lancet,” that eminent medical authority,
states:

“The effect of coffee upon the vital centers after a meal
makes it valuable as an aid to digestion.”

This is the kind of publicity the average dealer

has longed for, but which he has been unable to

handle effectively as an individual. It required

co-operation and a joint appropriation large

enough to do the job on a big national scale.

Copy portfolios have been distributed to the

wholesale trade, with the expectation that the

roaster and jobber will hook up with it in their

own newspaper publicity. Dealer helps include

also a series of educational booklets. The com-
mittee realizes that to lay a firm foundation for

the future it must not only dissipate false notions

about the physical effects of coffee, but teach the

housewives of the country to make better coffee.

This is a task of no little delicacy. Nine out of
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ten cooks consider their own methods the last

word in coffee brewing and are inclined to resent

advice. It is the committee’s policy to let this

advice come, as far as possible, through the re-

tailer. Here is an opportunity for real service

which belongs distinctly to the grocer. One of

the committee’s dealer booklet puts it as follows

:

“It is highly important that we teach people to make
good coffee, because the more good coffee is made the
more will be drunk. Every dealer who comes in contact
with the cunsumer, either personally or through his sales-

men, should help educate the American housewife to the
knowledge that you can’t make a good cup of coffee out of
yesterday’s warmed-over grounds. The practice of steeping
coffee grounds and of using them over and over, with a

little fresh coffee added for each meal is still entirely too
prevalent in the American household and it is responsible
for most of the harsh things that are said about coffee.

There is no question that a cup of this beverage made by
boiling and re-boiling the grounds is not only distasteful,

but actually injurious.”

Until the hardships of actual service empha-

sized the need of first-class coffee in the army,

it was the regular practice of army cooks to reboil

the same grounds at least two or three times. No
wonder army coffee used to have a bad name

!

The committee is also laying plans for dealer

co-operation to encourage the wider use of coffee

as a flavoring agent for food dishes and beverages.

“Flavor It With Coffee” is the title of a booklet

containing receipts by well-known experts.

The committee’s plans include also the produc-

tion of a motion picture film and the preparation

of an exhibit to be placed in the 7,000 schools that

specialize in household economics.

AFTER SLACK CANS OF FOOD
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Nov. 12, 1919—Federal

food inspectors have been instructed to watch for

interestate shipments of canned foods which have

been slack-filled
;
that is, those cans which con-

tain too much water and too little solid food.

Officials of the Bureau of Chemistry, Depart-

ment of Agriculture, who are charged with the

enforcement of the Federal Food and Drugs Act,

say that action under the law will be taken

against violators. * Lamm.

WHY BLACK TEAS ARE HIGH PRICED
The advancing price of black teas in the last

few months has been a feature of the tea market

in New York. When asked why prices are higher

a leading New York importer pointed out that in

the last four months only 13,000,000 pounds were

brought into this country, as compared with ap-

proximately 30,000,000 pounds in each correspond-

ing period of 1918 and 1917. Compared with the

black varieties he stated that Formosas are still

relatively cheap, although this year’s crop is 25

per cent below normal.
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COFFEE CONSUMPTION BIGGER ROOSEVELT BOYS IN COFFEE

This Year’s Import Figures Indicate That the

United States Will Use Twelve Pounds
in 1919, as Compared With Ten

Pounds in 1918

They Open the Brazilian Coffee House in New
York, the First of a Nation-Wide Chain

For Men and Women

nPHE per capita rate of consumption of coffee
A

is running very high this year, despite the in-

creased cost of the beverage, and is expected to

reach 12 pounds per head as compared with 10

pounds in 1918. This conclusion is indicated by

import figures covering the first ten months of

1919, compiled by the National City Bank.

The statistics also indicate that this will be a

banner year in volume of imports, the figures being

1.140.000.

000 from January 1 to October 31, 1919,

as compared with 1,122,000,000 pounds last year,

the former high record year in importations. This

quantity is more than half the world’s coffee crop.

The statement continues

:

“The average consumption, which was slightly

less than 5 pounds per capita in the period 1861-

70; 8^2 pounds per capita in the period 1891-95;
about gV2 pounds per capita in the period 1906-12,

has averaged 10 pounds per capita since 1912, and
seems likely to average fully 12 pounds per capita

in 1919, irrespective of the question of cost.

“The stated value of coffee imported in the

eight months ending August, 1919, is $156,000,000,

against $76,000,000 in the corresponding months
of 1918. For the single month of August, this

year, the value of coffee imported was $26,431,000,

as against $8,096,000 in August of the preceding
year. Present conditions indicate that the value
of the coffee imported into the United States in

the year which ends with next month, will be

about $250,000,000, while the amounts paid by the

consumers will probably be double that sum.
“Brazil continues to be the chief source of the

coffee brought into the United States, the total

quantity imported from there in the eight months
ending with August being 493,000,000 pounds out

of 883,000,000 pounds imported during that period.

Central America is second with 116,000,000 pounds.
Colombia supplied 88,000,000 pounds, Venezuela

83.000.

000 and ^Mexico 26,000,000.”

Paper Bag Maker's Convention Stunt
At the Recent N. C. R. A. Annual Meeting the Conti-

nental Paper Bag Company Had This Large Billboard
Facing the Boardwalk, Where Visitors Could Not Miss It.

DHILIP, Kermit and Theodore Roosevelt, sons

* of the late President
;
Richard Derby, a son-

in-law, and A. M. Salazar, are named as the

directors of the Cafe Paulista, Inc., a New York
corporation formed November 24, to establish

a chain of coffee houses in the larger cities of

the country. Mrs. Derby is treasurer.

The first coffee house is doing business at 108

West 44th street, New York, under the manage-

ment of Mr. Salazar, as told in our November
issue. Here in the basement of an old New York
“brownstone front” one may be served with

coffee in Brazilian style, accompanied by sand-

wiches and pastry. The room, which seats about

sixty people, is decorated in green and gold. Six

panels, two of plantation scenes, two of the

harbor of Rio de Janeiro, one of a bust of

Shakespere, and one of a bust' of Voltaire, adorn

the walls. Two rows of small square golden oak

tables, and chairs line . the side walls. In wooden
racks over the tables are writing materials.

The coffee is roasted in a back room in a 25-*

pound “Royal” njachine and ground in a “Master”

cutter mill on the cashier’s desk, as shown in the

illustration. Mr. Salazar, who has his own ideas

about coffee-making, employs a full city roast,

and prefers a pulverized coffee grind. The pul-

verized coffee is placed in a canton-flannel sack,

and boiling water poured over it once. The result

is the typical Brazilian beverage so popular in

the cafes of Santos and Rio de Janeiro. It is

served to customers from nickel pots by men

waiters. Sugar is on the tables, and hot milk is

added, if one desires. Cafe noir, in demi-tasse,

costs ten cents
;
a large cup with hot milk is the

same price.

Coffee, either pulverized or in the bean, is sold

for fifty cents a pound at the desk. The filtra-

tion sacks also are on sale at ten cents each.

Mr. Salazar told a reporter for this paper that

this end of the business was not being pushed,

and was designed only to accommodate those

customers who wished to make coffee in Brazil-

ian style at home.

At present Mr. Salazar buys his green coffee

in New York, and personally superintends the

roasting. Eventually, the company expects to

import its own coffee. Philip Roosevelt stated

that, while Kermit Roosevelt’s present trip to

South America is not entirelv in the interest of
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the Cafe Paulista, he will arrange several matters

for them,

Mr. Salazar was at one time an attache of the

Brazilian Counsul General’s office in New York.

Several years back, being a coffee enthusiast, he

opened a tiny coffee shop in the subway basement

of No. 1 Wall street, where he catered especially

to business men. Outgrowing these quarters, he

moved to Broad and South William streets. The
Roosevelt boys, whom he had known at the con-

Inside the Brazilian Coffee House in New
York's Theatrical District

sulate, were constant customers. When, because

of the tearing down of the building, he was again

forced to move, the Roosevelts got together and

formed the Cafe Paulista, Inc., with Mr. Salazar

as manager.

Mr. Salazar believes that Americans need to

be shown what is really good coffee. In his opin-

ion, they do not roast it high enough, and they

do not know how to properly brew it.

The officers of the Cafe Paulista state that

their enterprise has no connection with fhe Brazil

coffee propaganda of the Joint Coffee Trade

Publicity Committee. New houses are to be

opened as conditions warrant. It is the hope of

the promoters to establish the next in the vicinity

of Stone and Whitehall streets.

A Brazilian on Coffee

Mr. Salazar has original ideas on coffee, some
of which will amaze American coffee men.

“We are not a restaurant
;

please make that

clear,” said Mr. Salazar. “The law required that

we incorporate as a restaurant, but we are a

coffee house, a real coffee house, like those in

London several centuries ago, and similar to the
ones at present in Paris and cities in Brazil. We
do not serve food enough to be classed as a

restaurant, only a little pastry and sandwiches
with our coffee. Every day, also, we have on the
menu a Brazilian dish for such persons as want
a light lunch.

“But it is coffee in which we are mainly inter-
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ested, and we will sell it to drink or to carry

home. In the first place, the American people

don’t really know how to appreciate good coffee.

They prepare it either in the percolator, or by
boiling. We make it like' tea, by pouring boiling

water over coffee through a specially prepared
strainer. We are willing to show anyone who
desires to learn how to roast and prepare the

coffee in the real Brazilian manner. In this

connection I would say that in America the

tendency is not to roast the coffee sufficiently.

To serve poorly roasted coffee is injurious to the

health.

“The charm of coffee,” says Mr. Salazar, “is

in its aroma, or essential oil, which is fully devel-

oped only by thorough roasting. Furthermore,
the longer coffee is roasted, the less caffein it

contains—dark coffee is not strong coffee. To
drink light roasted coffee is like eating a plate

of beans that is not sufficiently cooked. The sharp
pain you feel at the left of your heart is a sign

of indigestion, which often comes from drinking
improperly brewed coffee or from tea. Tea con-
tains ten times more tannic acid, and twice as

much theine, or caffein, as coffee. To boil coffee,

percolate coffee, or to let it stand longer than
thirty minutes is to make tannic-acid soup instead

of coffee.

“The coffee used in the Brazilian Coffee House

Entrance to the Cafe Paulista's First Unit
of Its Chain of Coffee Houses

is a Santos,” said Mr. Salazar to a reporter for
this paper, “but may be of any grade. I judge
coffee by taste, not looks. The trade grades by
looks. Some of my coffee is the worst looking
stuff you ever saw, but I’m not buying it to look
at. In making the coffee I use a Canton flannel

sack, which is my own idea, and is superior to

cheese cloth, or the wool cloth used in Brazil. I

call my coffee making method percolating, but it

is very different from what is commonly known
as percolating. I do not approve of milk in

coffee. Milk is an albuminous food and is hostile

to coffee,”
, ,

;

ifti
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ABOUT HIGH COFFEE PRICES

Joint Trade Committee Denies That Coffee

Dealers Are Responsible for Increases, and
Surveys the Price Situation

I N reply to the “Brazilian Coffee Plot” article

* which recently appeared in a number of news-

papers, the Joint Coffee Trade Committee of

the United States has sent the following state-

ment to those papers which published the original

article. The statement was written primarily for

the general public and not the trade, says Allan

P. Ames, director of the Committee’s Informa-

tion Service.

“New York, Nov.—The coffee dealers of the
United States are not responsible for the pres-
ent high prices of coffee, says a statement issued
by the Joint Coffee Trade Committee. American
dealers, moreover, are indignant over a story

recently sent out by a news feature syndicate
which accuses them, in effect, of conspiring with
the planters of Brazil to boost prices to an exor-
bitant figure. The Committee’s statement flatly

denies this accusation and gives a general survey
of the price situation. It says

:

“Even at present prices a cup of coffee with
sugar and a dash of cream costs only about one
cent and a half. Coffee makes the rest of the
meal more palatable and therefore more digestible

and nourishing. It glorifies the plainest fare.

“It is well to consider these facts when you
hear complaints about the increased price of
coffee and talk of a ‘coffee boycott’. If the
people of the United States were deprived of
their coffee for a month or two months, our food
bills would increase many millions, owing to the
inevitable demand for more expensive food to

fill the void.

“The suggestion that we stop drinking coffee
for a brief period in order to force down the
price is not taken seriously by those who under-
stand food psychology and economics.
“The joint coffee advertising campaign, which

has been referred to as evidence of a sinister

plot, is in no way different from any other adver-
tising effort in which business men buy space in

newspapers and magazines to popularize their
product. This campaign was first proposed seven
years ago, before anybody dreamed of the recent
general rise in food prices. It was about ready
to start when the war necessitated a long post-
ponement. The plan was revived after the sign-
ing of the armistice, and the first advertisements
appeared last April. The first advertising fund
was raised in the State of Sao Paulo, which
produces two-thirds of the coffee grown in the
whole republic of Brazil, and more than half of
all the coffee in the world. A tax amounting
to approximately one-sixty-sixth of a cent a
pound was levied on every bag of coffee delivered
at railroad stations in Sao Paulo. This provided
for a fund of about $250,000 a year, and the plan
called for the annual expenditure of this sum
during a four-year period.

“The planters turned this fund over to the
Joint Coffee Trade Committee, composed of five

prominent coffee dealers representing the coffee
trade of the United States. The committeee set

out to raise another fund among coffee dealers
of the United States on the ground that those
who grow coffee and those who roasted and sold
it would benefit equally by the advertising. This
fund is still in process of accumulation.

“This, in brief, is the history of the so-called

‘coffee propaganda’. Naturally, the coffee men
feel they have a right to protect their business,

and they sharply resent the charge that their

advertising campaign has anything to do with
the rise in prices. It is their misfortune that the

coffee advertising campaign and higher prices,

coming simultaneously, are connected in the
public mind as cause and effect.

“The consumer finds it hard to understand the

recent rise in coffee prices because he does not
know the extraordinary ramifications of the coffee

business. Few commodities are more susceptible

to the influence of world-wide conditions.

Although coffee is drunk in every part of the

world, and is the favorite beverage in many
countries, three-quarters of the world’s entire

supply comes from a comparatively small area
in South America. During the war the price

remained stationary, nothwithstanding the soar-

ing cost of other food staples. The reason for

this was that the Teutonic countries, all great

coffee buyers, were hemmed in by the Allied

blockade, and that exportations from Brazil to

the other European countries was sharply cur-

tailed by lack of ships. The planters of Brazil

found themselves with millions of pounds of

coffee on their hands and no purchasers. To save

them from ruin the Government bought this sur-

plus coffee, amounting roughly to 3,000,000 bags,

and put it in storage to wait until the war was
over and commerce returned to its normal
channels.
“When the signing of the armistice presaged

the opening of European markets, the price of

green coffee in Brazil quickly responded. Other
factors almost as important in raising prices were
the shrunken purchasing power of the dollar,

the high cost of labor, and the fact that Brazil,

being obliged to pay double for everything she

imported from the United States, had to raise

the prices of her own products to break even. In

addition to all this, during June, 1918, came a

frost in the state of Sao Paulo which, according

to the United States Consular Reports, reduced

the crop there from 10,000,000 to a little more
than 3,000,000 bags.

“These conditions account for the present high

price of coffee. The American coffee dealer is

responsible for none of them. When the Depart-

ment of Justice, aided by scores of local Fair

Price Committees, began to investigate the high

cost of living, the price of coffee made it a shin-

ing mark. The Government authorities, however,

soon satisfied themselves that there was neither
( hoarding nor profiteering in coffee. Two small

stocks of coffee seized in deference to public

clamor were quickly released, when the owners
proved that these stocks were less than the usual

coffee reserve. The figures of the New York
Coffee Exchange showed that the supply of coffee
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now on hand in this country is less than half
the normal reserve of the past five years.
“The Joint Coffee Trade Committee has no

interest in market conditions, and it has re-

peatedly emphasized this fact in its bulletin to

the trade.”

FIXING A FAIR COFFEE PRICE

New York’s Food Administrator Thinks It

Should be About 40 to 43 Cents. Mar-
ket Goes Off and Investigation Is Halted

HTHE belated investigation of alleged profiteer-

-*• ing in coffee, which was foreshadowed by

Federal Food Administrator Williams of New
York, 'September 4, when he called into confer-

ence a committee of local coffee men, and N. C. R.

A. officials, took place on November 26. At this

conference Mr. Williams learned a lot about

coffee. As a result he announced that Santos

coffee should be sold at retail in New York for

not more than 43 cents. It was brought out at

the hearing that dealers were asking as high as

55 cents for some coffees.

There were present, T. O. Budenbach, of B.

Fischer & Co., chairman of the trade advisory

committee; Felix Coste, manager of the National

Coffee Roasters Association and secretary-man-

ager of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee

;
F. R. Seeman, of Seeman Bros

; S. A.

Schonbrunn, of S. A. Schonbrunn & Co.; Charles

H. Meyers, of Eppens, Smith & Co.
;

A. J.

Dannemiller, of A. J. Dannemiller & Co., and

Stephen H. Dorr, of Arnold, Dorr & Co.

From these gentlemen, and others, Mr. Wil-

liams learned that 60 per cent of the coffee drunk

by New Yorkers is Santos 4. As this grade

was then being sold in the spot market at 27

cents green, and figuring it to cost 33^2 cents

roasted, 3^ cents for the wholesaler and six

cents as a fair margin for the retailer, Mr. Wil-

liams concluded that 43 cents was a fair price

for Santos 4s, or like grades. As soon as this

figure was published, Mr. Williams noted a gen-

eral softening in the retail price. He had it in

mind to turn the coffee investigation over to

some prominent citizen for further examination,

and it was intimated that 40 cents might be fixed

as a fair price, but, later, Mr. Williams stated to

a reporter for this paper that he was satisfied

with the manner in which the retailers had re-

acted to his fair price figure, and he had aban-

doned any thought of further investigation for

the present.

Bulk Coffee Purchases Urged

During Mr. Williams’ interviews with the coffee
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men it was suggested that New Yorkers be told

to drink Rio instead of Santos, because it was
much cheaper. The majority of those present,

however, were of the opinion that it would be

unwise to try to bring this about, because of

the flavor of the Rio coffees coming to this

market. The confreres told Mr. Williams that

housewives should be advised not to buy more
than a week’s supply of ground coffee at once,

because of the rapid deterioration of ground
coffee. Bean coffee, they said, lasted much
longer, and housewives should be urged to buy

it in the bean and in bulk whenever possible.

American Bankers and Brazil

At another conference Mr. Williams was told

that no coffee should cost the consumer more than

66 to 70 cents
;
also that it was a mistake to lay

all the blame for the present high prices on

Brazil. Mr. Williams’ informant said that before

the war the German banking houses were accus-

tomed to advance money to the Brazil planters

before the crop was ready to pick. Then when
the coffee was picked and on the docks, they

had a controlling interest in it. The war forced

out the German interests, and their place was

taken by American banking fitms, so that the

price of coffee in Brazil is to-day largely regu-

lated by these same American firms.

ILLINOIS HAS FAIR PRICE LIST

Coffee and other food products, containers, fuel,

clothing, feeds and fertilizers have been placed

on a fair price list in the state of Illinois.

Major A. A. Sprague, of Sprague, Warner &
Company, has been appointed director of the fair

price committee. Samuel B. Steele, of the Steele-

Wedeles Company, represents the Chicago grocery

wholesalers, and George B. McLaughlin, of W.
H. McLaughlin & Co., the Chicago retail coffee

merchants. D. H. Bethard, Joliet, president of

the Illinois Wholesale Grocers, represents Illi-

nois dealers outside of Chicago. Sol Westerfeld

is chairman of the state retailers’ committee.

COFFEE INDICTMENT QUASHED
Tfrom a staff correspondent]

St. Louis, Nov. 20, 1919.—An indictment

against Louis P. Christopherson, president of

the St. Louis Coffee and Spice Mills, this city,

and Charles J. Bauer, secretary-treasurer, charg-

ing the sale of short-weight spices and coffee

below the specified grade to the Government, for

army use, has been quashed by Judge Faris in

the Federal District Court because the indictment

was defective throughout. J. E. D.
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THOSE COFFEE-SUGAR PRICES

Sugar Equalization Board Stands Pat On Its

Comparison of Prices of These

Two Commodities

O HORTLY after the United States Sugar
^ Equalization Board’s comparison of coffee and

sugar prices appeared in the press (a digest of the

story appeared in our November number), C. A.

Fairchild, president of the New York Coffee and

Sugar Exchange, took exception to the statement

that “while the world production of sugar has

decreased constantly during the war, the produc-

tion of coffee has increased,” and in a letter to the

Board stated

:

“The official statistics published by the New
York Coffee and Sugar Exchange in their supple-

ment issued July 1, 1919, contradict this statement.

These statistics are as follows

:

WORLD’S CROPS OF ALL KINDS OF COFFEE
Av’ge per y’r.

July to July. Bags. Bags.
1909 to 1914 87,043,000 17,408,600
1913 to 1914 19,612,000
1914 to 1919 86,820,000 17,364,000

“Of this production from July i, 1914, to- July

1, 1919, the Santos crop has averaged 10,123,200

bags per year. It is generally conceded, and the

receipts from July 1 to November 1 indicate that

the destruction caused by the record frost of

June, 1918, has seriously reduced the current
Santos crop.

“As you apparently were misinformed as to the

world’s production of coffee, the above figures are

submitted with the belief that if you now find

these facts to be as stated you will correct your
statement, which, coming from a corporation or-

ganized by the United States Government, con-

veys an erroneous and unfortunate impression to

the public.”

In answering Mr. Fairchild’s letter, the chief

of the Board’s statistical department said the pro-

duction-comparison statement “was based on the

figures of world production of coffee as reported

by the well-known European expert, E. Laneu-

ville,” which figures are given here

:

Year Production Year Production

1913-

14... 19,543,000 bags 1916-17... 17,508,000 bags

1914-

15... 18,391,000 “ 1917-18... 20,970,000
“

1915-

16... 20,380,000
“

“As to the supplies for 1918, while no final fig-

ures are available, it is well known that at the

signing of the armistice there were large stocks of

coffee held in Brazil by the Government and also

in the interior. These stocks combined with the

1918-1919 Brazilian crop, although reduced by
frost, and with the mild coffee crops, bring about
a total available supply of coffee for the year 1919
of at least 26,000,000 bags. The largest of de-

liveries on record were in 1914-15, amounting to

21,658,000 bags, thus allowing for a large surplus

in supplies for 1919,

“It does not seem to us, therefore, that there is

any error in our statement. We realize that con-

ditions in the coffee world are different than con-

ditions in the sugar world, and we meant no
criticism of the coffee trade. Our comparison was
only meant as the indication of what might have
happened in the sugar world had there been no
Government control.”

HIGH HONOR FOR FRED MASON

The Most Popular Food Manufacturer in

America is Elected President of the

American Specialty Manufacturers

Association

By Sir Oracle

AT the ninth annual convention of the Ameri-

can Specialty Manufacturers’ Association,

held in Atlantic City, November 20-21, 1919,

Fred Mason, president of the Shredded Wheat
Co., was signally hon-

ored by being unani-

mously elected presi-

dent of what is gener-

ally accepted as the

most representative

body in the grocery

field.

Every man aspires

to be well thought of

by his fellows, and it

has for some time been

a subject of specula-

tion among Mr. Ma-
son’s friends and ad-

mirers in the grocery trade—they are legion,

and extravagantly fond of him—as to when
he would accept the position of president

of this important trade organization. They knew
he aspired to it—as who would not—for to be

chosen president of an association of one’s busi-

ness competitors is surely greater honor than to

be elected president of one’s own company.

At last year’s convention, Mr. Mason for the

fourth time accepted the position of first vice-

president with a kind of tacit understanding

between him and the members that if the organ-

ization was unanimous in wanting him for its

president in 1919 he would undertake the job.

.

FtfED Mason

Service and Responsibility

When this year’s meeting found William L.

Sweet, president for the last three years, firmly

resolved to step down and the members of the

same opinion regarding his successor, and with

no competitors in sight, there was only one

thing for Mr. Mason to do, and that was to
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yield gracefully, which he did, even though Mrs.

Mason viewed it somewhat ruefully, well know-

ing that it meant that she too would have to do

some of the sacrificing.

And so it came to pass that the most popular,

and by many people regarded as the greatest

food manufacturer in America, was chosen for

this most honored post by his fellows at the

most inspiring and by all odds the most con-

structive convention in its history.

There was a refreshing frankness about all the

sessions, and again and again emphasis was placed

upon the idea of service to the consumer, and

the responsibility resting on the food manufac-

turer to bring about a better understanding be-

tween capital and labor, to the end that the work

of reconstruction be pushed with greater vigor,

and by a thoroughly Americanized industry.

Notable addresses were made by Dr. J. S.

Goldbaum, on “Nationally Advertised Articles

the Most Profitable for Jobbers to Handle;'’

Dr. Lynn H. Hough, on “What the American

Business Man Should Know About England;”

F. D. Bristley, on “A Specialty Salesman ;” Hon.

W. B. Colver, on “Price Maintenance and Packer

Competition;" John A. Ulmer, president, Na-

tional Retail Grocers’ Association, on “A Square

Deal for the Retail Grocer ;” C. W. Dunn, on

“The Strength of American Institutions.”

At the annual banquet the speakers were : Hon.

Wm. N. Runyon, Governor of New Jersey; Geo.

W. Perkins of New York, and Dr. Chas. A.

Eaton, D D. In a graceful speech, Fred Mason

presented William L. Sweet, the retiring presi-

dent, with a set of embossed resolutions, done

by Tiffany, and a gold watch and chain, not

forgetting Mrs. Sweet, who received a huge bou-

quet of chrysanthemums.

Resolutions Adopted

Resolutions were adopted pledging the mem-
bers’ support to the Government in working out

its reconstruction problems
;

urging the fullest

co-operation between employer and employee

;

recording the Association’s emphatic disapproval

1 of distributers acting in concert and seeking to

1 improperly or unlawfully compel manufacturers

to merchandize their products through limited

[

channels
;
requesting that members aid in Stan-

ly dardizing trade practice by using official size

price lists, order blanks and invoices
;
recording

i that experience has successfully established the

specialty salesman as a necessary factor in the

I economic and successful merchandizing of gro-

1' eery specialties, and confirming the need to con-

tinue, without abatement, the employment of

specialty salesmen
;
and expressing appreciation

of the co-operation of the Philadelphia Manu-
facturers’ Representatives Association, as evi-

denced in its discontinuance of the use of its

former guarantee stamp, thus contributing

directly to the further increasing of the influence

of the Association guarantee stamp in the Phila-

delphia distributing center.

New Officers and Directors

The officers elected were as follows : Presi-

dent, Fred Mason, Shredded Wheat Co.; 1st

vice-president, W. W. Frazier, Franklin Sugar

Refining Co.; 2d vice-president, James M. Hills,

Hills Bros. Co.
;
3d vice-president, Louis McDavit,

Colgate & Company
;
treasurer, D. O. Everhard,

Ohio Match Co.

The following were elected members of the

Board of Directors to serve for a period of

three years : William L. Sweet, Rumford Chem-
ical Works; S. H. Small, Postum Cereal Co.;

Geo. H. Carter, D. O. & L. Slade Co.
;
R. H. Bond,

McCormick & Co. This makes the full Board of

Directors as follows :

President, 1st vice-president, 2d vice-president,

3d vice-president, treasurer, B. F. Amos, R. P.

Benedict, A. C. Monagle, J. S. Goldbaum, F. D.

Bristley, S. W. Eckman, J. G. Gilfillan, Newman
Hamlink, Wm. L. Sweet, S. H. Small, Geo. H.

Carter, R. H. Bond.

At the first meeting of the newly elected Board

of Directors, held immediately after the adjourn-

ment of the convention, Charles Wesley Dunn
and H. F. Thunhorst were re-appointed counsel

and national secretary respectively for the ensu-

ing year.

TEA LAW TO AGRICULTURE DEPT.?
[from a sxaff correspondent]

Washington, D1

. C., Dec. 5, 1919.—The Treas^

ury Department has just forwarded a letter to

both the House and Senate Committees on Agri-

culture, suggesting that the administration of the

tea law be transferred from the Treasury Depart-

ment to the Department of Agriculture. The

communication includes a draft of a provision to

be included in the Agricultural Appropriation Bill

for 1921, and which takes care of the proposed

transfer.

The reason given for asking the transfer is that

the administration of such laws as the tea law is

now entirely in the hands of the Department of

Agriculture with the one exception of tea. The

Congressional committees have not yet had time to

look into the matter, and therefore their opinions

of the transfer are not known. Lamm.
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THE YEARLY TEA REPORT

The Sixth Annual Review of the Supervising

Tea Examiner Shows That a Thousand

Samples Were Checked Against

Government Standards

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C, Dec. 4, 1919.

'T'HE sixth annual report covering the work of

* the office of George F. Mitchell, supervising

tea examiner, for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1919, has been made public by the Treasury De-

partment. The report is given herewith in full

:

Maintaining Uniformity of Inspection

During the year more than a thousand samples
of tea were secured from the different tea ex-

aminers and reviewed in comparison with the

Government standards. Samples of all rejec-

tions also were reviewed. From my study of

these samples I found the action of the tea ex-
aminers wonderfully uniform and in only a few
cases did I disagree with their decisions, and in

these cases they were notified regarding in what
particular I disagreed with them.

In many cases tea examiners sent in unusual
samples upon which to seek information as to

whether they should or should not be rejected.

In these cases, after an opinion was rendered,
the other examiners were informed of the de-
cision of this office, ..so that uniformity of action
on similar teas would be taken at all the ports of
examination.
My annual inspection trip was made during the

months of October and November, during which
all the tea-examining ports were visited, except-
ing Honolulu, for a period of one to two weeks
each. During my stay at the ports nearly all

samples then arriving were examined jointly with
the examiner at the port, thus standardizing the
technique of the different examiners and promot-
ing uniformity in the conduct of the service.
This being my first inspection trip since my re-
turn from my studies in the Far East, there was
much that was new to discuss with the examiners
that would aid in greater uniformity of inspection.

No Colored Teas
It is gratifying to report that during the fiscal

year just ended no teas whatsoever containing
impurities (artificial color, facing, etc.) were of-
fered for admission into the United States. This
shows that the campaign begun some years ago
against coloring, facing and other impurities in
tea has accomplished the object in view. This
result is. mainly due to the hearty co-operation
given this office by the tea trade in general and
its adherence to the simple test laid down by the
department which buyers used in the purchase
of teas in the Far East. I believe this reform
was aided very much by my visit to the Orient,
at which time the purpose and operation of our
“tea law” was carefully explained to producers
and exporters. All seemed to be interested in
what our Government was doing in this direc-
tion. It is gratifying to state that, although this

reform was undertaken solely for the protection

of the tea trade and the consumers of the United
States, it has been taken up by the producers

and exporters of the tea-producing countries, as

well as by their Governments, and has had a

world-wide effect.

Government Sampling Successful

The regulations put into operation May 1, 1918,

requiring that all samples for examination be

drawn by customs officials, have worked very
satisfactorily. Much time is saved in securing

samples for examination. Moreover, the sam-
pling at all ports is placed on a uniform basis.

Analysis of Statistical Tables

During the fiscal year 1919 there was examined
a total of 113,338,535 pounds of tea. Of this

amount, 1,4205568 pounds, or 1.25 per cent, were
rejected by the tea examiners for not being equal

to the Government standard in quality. Of these

rejections, 939,187 pounds, or 66 per cent, were
appealed to the United States Board of Tea Ap-
peals by the importers, and of the total amount
appealed, 898,450 pounds, or 95.8 per cent, were
rejected and 39,737 pounds, or 4.2 per cent, ad-
mitted. The 39,737 pounds admitted by the United
States Board of Tea Appeals brings the total

amount that was finally imported for human con-
sumption up to 111,957,709 pounds and reduces
the amount finally rejected to 1,380,831 pounds, or

1.2 per cent of the total amount examined.
The large percentage of rejections for India,

Japan Dust and Java teas was due to the fact

that much of these teas just slightly under the

Government standard were brought in for human
consumption with the hope that they would pass

the Government standard and escape the cent a

pound duty that is placed on teas when imported
for manufacturing purposes. However, upon be-

ing rejected they were re-entered for the latter

purpose. It is safe to say that more than 65 per

cent of the total amount of tea rejected was of

this class. As most of these teas were examined
at Chicago, that port naturally shows a very
large percentage of rejections.

It will be seen from the tables showing a com-
parison of the importations for the last three

3'ears that the total importations this year were
very much smaller than the total for last year.

This was due to the fact that during the war the

importers, fearing restrictions on tea, brought in

much more than in normal times, notwithstand-
ing higher insurance and freight rates. The
sudden termination of the war found the country
with a large surplus stock of tea.

It is interesting to note that the large impor-
tations of teas from the Dutch East Indies made
during the war when they had practically no mar-
kets other than the United States and Canada
have continued, while the importations from Cey-
lon, India and China have fallen off considerably.
The great reduction in the amount of our tea

importations from China during the last year was
caused mainly by the high rate of exchange. The
war seems to have affected the importation of
teas from Japan less than from any other tea-

producing country because of their stable rate of
exchange and to a low freight rate on their sub-
sidized ships.
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The great reduction in the examinations at St.

Paul, Minn., was caused mainly by the fears of

importers that a duty would be placed on tea

during transit to that port, so that most of the

tea which under normal conditions would be ex-
amined at St. Paul was examined at coast ports.

Now that the war is over it is expected that the

port of St. Paul will get its normal share of
business.

According to the report of the Department of

Commerce, during the fiscal year 1919 more than

1 5.000,000 pounds of tea have been exported to

foreign countries, largely to meet the demands
of European countries immediately after the

Report by districts of the various kinds and quantities passed and rejected, and why rejected, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1919.

BOSTON

Variety Examined Passed

1

Rejected
Rejected

for
Impurities

Rejected
for

Quality

Pounds
1,555,909

39,087
118,471

2,973,742

600,196

118,925
57,315

, 24,261
602,235
40,460
1,200
134

Pounds
1,555,909

38,983
108,410

2,973,642

600,196

118,925
57,315
24,261

602 235

Pounds Pounds Pounds

104
10,061

100

104
10,061

100

Sumatra t

40,460
1,200
134 . .

Total 6,131,935 6,121,670 10,265 10,265

CHICAGO

594,138
58,658

786,225
141,375

1,996,044

1,529,723
191,440

3,431,764
369,960
37,649
6,300

594,138
58,658
70,525
141,375

1,813,576

1,529,723
191,440

3,431,764
331,130
37,649
6,300

Congou
India 715,700 715,700
Ceylon
Java 5

Sumatra <

Ping Suey Green

182,468 182,486

Country Green ...
Japan/
Japan Dusjt 38,830 38,830
Canton Oolong
Japan Congou

Total 9,143,276 8,206,278 936,998 936,998

HONOLULU

Formosa Oolong 4
899

3,440
45,623

225
236,364
17,386
76,672
3,650

4
899

3,440
45,623

Foochow Oolong
Congou
Ceylon
Ping Suey Green 225 225
Japan 236,364

17,114
76,272
3,630

Japan Dust 272
400
20

272
400
20

Scented Canton
Canton Oolong

Total 384,263 383,346 917 917

NEW YORK

Formosa Oolong 3,445,489
1,500

554,025
3,588,413
9,230,146

15,015,870

1,000,782
360,084

1,392,879
34.560
85,040
75.560
5,400
523

3,445,489
1,500

551,272
3,588 413

Foochow Oolong
Congou 2,753 2,753

Ceylon 9,230,146

14,947,353

1,992,230
360,084

1,392,879
34.560
85,040
75.560
3,560

Sumatra >
68,517

8,552

68,517

8,552Ping Suey Green
Country Green

Japan Dust
Scented Canton
Canton Oolong
Formosa Black. • 1,840

523
1,840
523Brick Tea

Total 34,790,271 34,708,086 86,185 82.185
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Report by districts of the various kinds and quantities passed and rejected, and why rejected, during thefiscal year ended June 30, 1919—Continued

PUGET SOUND

Formosa Oolong
Congou
India
Ceylon
Java
Sumatra
Ping Suey Green..
Country Green
Japan
Japan Dus,t
Scented Orange Pekoe.
Scented Canton
Canton Oolong
Japan Congou
Brick Tea

Total

Variety Examined

Pounds
12,111,732

836,263
607,249
53,948

3,229 384

3,442,302
735,077

22,410,405
2,600,753

9,160
20,141
3,181
2,210
8,820

46,070,625

Passed

Pounds
12,002,367

836,203
607,249
53,948

3,195,774

3,440,314
734,312

22,207,459
2,593,923

9,160
20,141
2,948
2,210
8,820

45,714,828

Rejected

Pounds
109,365

60

33,610

1,988
765

202,946
6,830

233

355,797

Rejected
for

Impurities

Pounds

Rejected
for

Quality

Pounds
109,365

60

33,610

1,988
765

202,946
6,830

233

355,797

ST. PAUL

Formosa Oolong.
Congou
India
Ceylon
Java
Sumatra
Ceylon Green . .

.

Ping Suey Green
Japan
Japan Dust
Scented Canton

.

Canton Oolong.

.

Total ....

67,638
5,525
120

14,754

32,462

150
662,856
458,758
45,030
1.800
353

67,638
5,525
120

14,754

32,462

150
662,856
458,758
45,030
1,800
353

1,2891446 1,289,446

SAN FRANCISCO

Formosa Oolong
* oochow Oolong
Congou
India
Ceylon
Java
Sumatra
Ping Suey Green
Country Green
Japan
Japan Dust
Scented Orange Pekoe.
Scented Canton
Canton Oolong
Japanesje Congou

Total

2,472,544
479

204,706
259,375
519,705

2,472,544
479

204,706
259,375
519,705

5,278,345 5,278,345

443,075
332,314

5,667,731
82,440
13,874

181,662
72,399

70

443,075
332,314

5,667,197
82,440
13,874

181,662
38,527

70

534

33,872

15,528,719 15,494,313 34,406

534

33,872

34,406

war. Most of this tea was taken from the stock
imported during 1918.

After deducting from the total amount of tea

importations for the last three years the total

amount of teas exported for the same period, it

will be found that our average annual consump-
tion was about 116,000,000 pounds.

United States Board of Tea Appeals

It is gratifying to report that of the 26 protests
of the importers reviewed by the United States
Board of Tea Appeals during the year the tea
examiners were sustained in 16, partly sustained
in 5, and overruled in 6. The 26 protests repre-
sented a total of 9,039 packages. The tea ex-
aminers were sustained, in the case of 8,614 pack-

ages, or 95.29 per cent, and overruled as regards

only 425 packages, or 4.71 per cent.

Complaints

The number of complaints as to non-uniformity
of inspection at the ports of examination during
the last fiscal year was practically nil, and I think

is a good index as to the uniformity of the

service.

. Recommendations
I have no recommendations to make as to

changes in the regulations or in the administra-
tion of this law, but some means should be pro-

vided to increase the compensation of the exam-
iners and assistant examiners, who are experts

in tea, and most of whom have been working on
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I Report by districts of the various kinds and quantities passed and rejected, and why rejected, during thefiscal year • ended June 30, 19 19 Continued.

RECAPITULATION OF STATISTICAL TABLES

Variety

Formosa Oolong,

t Foochow Oolong. .

.

rSfaina Congou
India

ii>ylon

Fava and Sumatra.
Ifiylon Green
ISng Suey Green. .

|
Country Green
Japan
fapan Dust,
jcented Orange Pekoe.
Scented Canton

.

Canton Oolong.
Formosa Congou

.

fapan Congou.
"hina Brick Tea.

Total.

Examined

Pounds
20,247,454

2,878
1,701,704
5,359,853
12,979,293
26,152,301

119,075
7,136,276
1,643,176

34,200,136
3,190,589

23,034
366,515
192,926

5,400
8,5S0
9,343

Per Cent of
Total

Examined
Passed

17.86
.0025

1.50
4.73
11.45
23.07

.105
6.29
1.45

30.18
2.80
.02
.32
.17
.0047
.0075
.0082

Pounds
20,138,089

2,878
1,698,787
4,634,092
12,979,193
25,867,706

119,075
7,125,513
1,642,411

33,996,656
3,144,657

23,034
366,115
158,801

3,560
8,580
8,820

113,338,535 1 111,917,967

Rejected Per Cent
Rejected

Pounds
109,365 0.54

2,917 .17

725,761 13.54
100 .00077

284,595 1.09

10,765 .15

765 .046
203,480 .59

45,932 1.44

400 .11

34,125 17.69
1,840 34.11

523 5.59

1,420,568

BY DISTRICTS

6,131,935
9,143,276
384,263

34,790,271
46,070,625
1,289,446

15,528,719

.542

.806
.34

30.69
40.65
1.13

13.70

6,121,670
8,206,278
383,346

34,708,086
45,714,828
1,289,446
15,494,313

10,265
923,998

917
82,185
355,797

.017
10.11

.24

.24

.77

34,406 .22

113,338,535 111,917,967 1,420,568

: Boston

! Chicago
Honolulu
S
Tew York.
Puget Sound.
it. Paul
San Francisco

Total. .

NOTE;—The rejections recorded above indicate those made by the tea examiners and not the final rejections made by the United States

Board of Tea Appeals.

Table showing the varieties of tea and the countries of origin, as well as port of examination, of all teas entering the United States during the last

three fiscal years.

Kind of Tea Pounds,
1917

Per Cent
of Total,

1917
Pounds,
1918

Per Cent
of Total,

1918
Pounds

1919

Per Cent
of Total,

1919

ureen .

.

Oolong.
Black

45,333,340
21,317,813
39,330,005

42.77
20.11
37.11

46,665,737
19,062,635
82,956,012

31.39
12.81
55.79

Total

.

105,981,158 148,684,384

46,289,254
20,247,454
46,239,508

113,338,535

40.84
18.36
40.79

COUNTRIES

; Ceylon and India
China
Japan and Formosa
Dutch East Indies (Java and Sumatra).

Total

. 28,632,215

. 20,375,569

. 54,833,093
2,140,281

27.02
19.23
51.74
2.02

44,395,552
23,693,932
52,316,298
28,278,602

29.86
15.94
35.19
19.02

18,458,221
11,075,854
57,652,159
26,152,301

16.29
9.77
50.87
23.07

.105,981,158 .148,684,384 .113,338,535

Boston
Chicago
Honolulu
New York.

.

Puget Sound.

.

St. Paul
San Francisco

Total

EXAM INATIONS BY DISTRICTS

8,137,029 7.67 7,036,637 4.73 6,131,935 5.41
16,162,102 15.25 8,220,680 5.53 9,143,276 8.06

378,170 .36 290,280 .20 384,263 .34

31,837,763 30.04 43,643,914 29.35 34,790,271 30.69
32,107,891 30.30 45,586,944 30.66 46,070,625 40.65
.4,502,728 4.25 1,450,988 .98 1,289,446 1.13
12,855,475 12.13 42,454,941 28.55 15,528,719 13.70

148,684,384 .113,338,535
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the same base pay for years. The war bonus
which they now receive by no means meets the
advanced cost of living.

Respectfully submitted,
George F. Mitchell,

Supervising Tea Examiner.

JAVA AND JAPAN TEAS

Why the Former, After Sensational Gains in

1918, Lost Out With the

Latter in 1919

/'"'VNE of the sensations of the 1918 tea year in

America was the phenomenal 26,000,000,-

pound increase in the imports of Java teas and

the 3,ooo,oco-pound falling off in Japans and For-

mosas. This year’s statistics show, however, that

practically no consignments of Java tea. He also

said that the legitimate import business will prob-

ably be comparatively small owing to the residue

of the huge consignments still remaining undi-

gested in American warehouses. Batavia at the

present time quotes on an average of about eight

American cents above the spot New York basis

for all grades of Java tea.

There are enough Japans of last year’s crop here

to cause importers to go very slow after the first

crop of this year. These have been bought by

American importers at tremendously high prices,

but there is no disposition to continue that basis

for the new later crop Japans. This will unques-

tionably be reflected in lower prices for all Japan

teas except the finer grades.

Formosa Oolong .

Foochow Oolong .

Congou (China) .

India
Ceyloi.!

Java and Sumatra
Ceylon Green . . .

Ping Suey Green
Country Green .

.

Japan
Japan Dust
Capers
Scented Or. Pekoe
Scented Canton .

.

Canton Oolong . .

Japan Congou . . .

Formosa Congou .

China Brick Tea .

A COMPARISON OF TEA IMPORTS
f
— Pounds

1918 1919 Gain
17,932,889 20,138,089 2,205,200

339,071 2,878
10,397,375 1,705,087
17,344,605 4,634,092
26,719,049 12,979,183
28,205,898 25,867,706

178,221 119,075
8,372,371 7,125,513
3,733,268 1,642,411

30,183,590 33,996,656 3,813,066
2,172,675

876
3,144,657 971,982

19,649 23,034 3,385
425,552 366,115
305,018 158,801

2,280 2,280
3,560 3,560
8,820 8,820

146,330,107 111,917,957 7,008,293

Loss

336,193
8,692,288

12,710,513
13,739,866
2,338,192

59,146
1,246,858
2,090,857

876

59,437
146,217

41,420,443
7,008,293

compared with 1918 the imports of Javas dropped

over 2,000,000 pounds, while Japans increased

nearly 4,000,000 and Farmosas 2,000,000 pounds.

Seeking some explanation of these changes a

representative of this paper asked a well-known

Java tea dealer to what he attributed the falling

off in Java imports. He said it was probably due

to the fact that owing to the large consignments

in 1918 the regular import business this year fell

off just about that much. It was cheaper to buy

in New York than in Batavia. The year’s gain in

Japan teas was caused by the high prices they

commanded here and resulted in the importation

of an over-supply of this growth. The conse-

quence has been to restrict import orders for the

second- and third-crop Japan teas of the current

season.

By way of prediction the same authority stated

that the falling off in Javas will be even more

accentuated during the twelve months ending

June 30, 1920, during which period there will be

Net loss, 34,412,150

TEA SUBSTITUTES IN GERMANY
[special correspondence]

Berlin, Nov. 5, 1919.—The (government has

published new rules which forbid the sale and

advertising of substitutes for tea as “tea.” The
substitutes must be called “German tea,” a term

that came into general usage during the latter

part of the war when no real tea was to be had

in Germany. “German tea” is made of all sorts

of domestic leaves. Real tea being still very ex-

pensive, because its import is discouraged by Gov-

ernment measures, “German tea” is likely to hold

the fort for some time to come. G. S.

BAKING POWDER IN URUGUAY
The United States supplies about 26,000 pounds

of the 33,000 pounds of baking powder imported

annually into Uruguay. The market is relatively

small there, the housewives buying practically all

their bread from commercial bakeries which use

yeast made by the local brewers and distillers.
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One American brand has obtained such a hold

on the market that dealers believe it would be

difficult to introduce new lines. The present

prices at which wholesalers sell to retailers are

reported to be $4.03 for one dozen ^2-pound cans,

$2.17 for a dozen %-pound cans and $1.71 for

the same quantity of J^-pound cans.

SPICES AND EXTRACTS
<1 News items of interest to spice im-

porters, grinders and dealers, and to

manufacturers of flavoring extracts, per-

fumes and toilet preparations.

FEDERAL HEARING ON EXTRACTS

Internal Revenue Officials and Trade Leaders

Discuss the Enforcement of the

Prohibition Law

[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Dec. 5, 1919.

'T'HE Bureau of Internal Revenue will probably
1

issue regulations by the first week in January

covering the use of alcohol in the manufacture of

flavoring extracts, perfumes, medicinal prepara-

tions and soda water flavors, according to a state-

ment made to-day by Prohibition Commissioner

Kramer at a conference with representatives of

the trades who discussed the prohibition law that

becomes effective January 16, 1920.

Dr. A. B. Adams, chief chemist of the Bureau,

stated that they had adopted the standards which

had been promulgated for flavoring extracts by

the Bureau of Chemistry.

Thomas E. Lannen, attorney for the Flavoring

Extract Manufacturers’ Association, told the Com-
missioner that his organization now has a re-

search committee working to see how little alcohol

can be used in the manufacture of extracts.

R. H. Bond, chairman of the association’s legis-

lative committee, said that it was absolutely im-

possible to make flavoring extract without alcohol,

and gave it as his opinion that only degenerates

would drink extracts as beverages.

Among others who spoke on relative matters

were: Charles D. Joyce, president of the extract

association
;
D. W. Hutchinson and H. E. Har-

rispn, of the Soda Water Flavors’ Association, and

John Newman and Arthur C. Spencer, of the Na-

tional Wholesale Grocers’ Association.

Lamm.

NEW STANDARDS FOR EXTRACTS

Adopted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue for

Preparations in Which Non-Beverage

Alcohol May Be Used

/^\NE of the important features of the recent

Treasury Decision No. 2940 of interest to

flavoring extract manufacturers is the list of

new standards adopted by the Bureau of Internal

Revenue for alcoholic preparations in which non-

beverage alcohol may be used:

(.a*) U. S. P. and N. F. preparations, except such as may
be designated by the Commissioner as suitable for use as

a beverage or which have no legitimate use as a vehicle.

(b) Any medicinal preparation will be classed as a med-
icine, provided the same is unfit for use as a beverage,
and contains no more alcohol than is necessary for the
purpose of extraction, solution or preservation, and con-
tains in each fluid ounce a dose as a whole or in com-
patible combination of one or more agents of recognized
therapeutic value, and contains no agents either chem-
ically or physiologically incompatible with the active

medicinal agents upon which the medical claims are based.

(c) Tincture of Jamaica Ginger is held to be a medicinal
preparation and must be made according to the U. S. P.

It is held not to be a flavoring extract.

(d) Flavoring extracts must conform to the following
standards

:

A flavoring extract is a solution, in ethyl alcohol of

proper strength, of the sapid and odorous principles de-

rived from an aromatic plant, or parts of the plant, with
or without its coloring matter, and conforms in name to

the plant used in its preparation.

(e) Almond Extract is the i.avoring extract prepared
from oil of bitter almonds, free from hydrocyanic acid,

and contains not less than one per cent by volume of oil

of bitter almonds.
(f) Anise Extract is the flavoring extract prepared

from the oil of anise, and contains not less than three
per cent by volume of oil of anise.

(g) Celery Seed Extract is the flavoring extract pre-

pared from celery seed or the oil of celery seed, or both,
and contains not less than 0.3 of one per cent of volume
of oil of celery seed.

(h) Cassia Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of cassia and contains not less than two per cent
by volume of oil of cassia.

(i) Cinnamon Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of cinnamon, and contains not less than two per
cent by volume of oil of cinnamon.

(j) Clove Extract is the flavoring extract prepared from
oil of cloves, and contains not less than two per cent by
volume of oil of cloves.

(k) Lemon Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of lemon or from lemon peel, or both, and con-
tains not less than five per cent by volume of oil of lemon.

Terpeneless Extract of Lemon is the flavoring extract
prepared by shaking oil of lemon with diluted alcohol, or
by dissolving terpeneless oil of lemon in diluted alcohol,
and contains not less than 0.2 of one per cent by weight
of citral derived from oil of lemon.

Imitation Lemon Extract must show an analysis pres-
ence of 0.2 per cent by weight of citral.

(l) Nutmeg Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of nutmeg, and contains not less than two per
cent by volume of oil of nutmeg.

(m) Orange Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of orange, or from orange peel, or both, and con-
tains not less than five per cent by volume of oil of
orange.

Terpeneless Extract of Orange is the flavoring extract
prepared by shaking oil of orange with diluted alcohol, or
by dissolving terpeneless oil of orange in diluted alcohol,
and corresponds in flavoring strength to orange extract.

(n) Peppermint Extract is the flavoring extract pre-

pared from oil of peppermint, or from peppermin, or both,
and contains not less than three per cent by volume of oil

of peppermint.
(o) Rose Exeract is the flavoring extract prepared from

otto of roses, with or without red rose petals, and contains
not less than 0.4 per cent by volume of otto of roses.
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(p) Savory Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of savory, or from savory, or both, and contains
not less than 0.35 of one per cent by volume of savory.

(q) Spearmint Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of spearmint, or from spearmint, or both, and con-
tains not less than three per cent by volume of oil of
spearmint.

(r) Star Anise Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of star anise, and contains not less than three
per cent by volume of oil of star anise.

(s) Sweet Basil Extract is the flavoring extract pre-

pared from the oil of sweet basil, or from sweet basil, or
both, and contains not less than 0.1 of one per cent by
volume of oil of sweet basil.

(t) Sweet Marjoram Extract is the flavoring extract
prepared from the oil of marjoram, or from marjoram, or
both, and contains not less than one per cent by volume
of the oil of marjoram.

(u) Thyme Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from oil of thyme, or from thyme, or both, and contains
not less than 0.2 of one per cent by volume of oil of
thyme.

B
(v) Tonka Extract is the flavoring extract prepared

from tonka bean, with or without sugar or glycerine, and
contains not less than 0.1 of one per cent by weight of
coumarin extracted from the tonka bean together with the
corresponding proportion of the other soluble matters
thereof.

(w) Vanilla Extract is the flavoring extract prepared
from vanilla beans, with or without sugar or glycerine,
and contains in 100 c. c. the soluble matter from not less

than 10 grams of vanilla beans.
(x) Wintergreen Extract is the flavoring extract pre-

pared from oil of wintergreen, and contains not less than
three per cent by volume of oil of wintergreen.

Imitation Wintergreen Extract or methyl salicylate con-
tains not less than three per cent by volume of methyl
salicylate.

(y) All standard extracts must show upon analysis the
quantities of oils or flavoring bodies called for in the above
standards. It is not sufficient to add the quantities of oil

required and then in the process of preparing the extracts
separate part of the oil, because there is not sufficient alco-

hol to hold same in solution. Formulae submitted must
show the quantities of oil in the finished product which is

placed on the market.
(z) Flavoring extracts, perfumes, toilet waters, and

other alcoholic preparations for which no standards are
prescribed must contain only sufficient alcohol to effect
solution and preservation, and be of such a character as to
leave no doubt as to their non-beverage character. Where
standards are prescribed for extracts, perfumes, toilet

waters and other alcoholic preparations, no non-standard
strength preparations will be approved, except such as are
unfit for beverage purposes, and are to be used solely in
preparing soft drinks or for other manufacturing purposes.

Accompanying the standards are sample forms

of the new permits, bonds, applications for with-

drawal, etc., and instructions how to make out

and file the documents.

HONDURAN PEPPER TEA
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. C., Nov. 20, 1919.—C. C. Mil-

ler, the American vice-consul at Puerto Cortez,

Honduras, has the following to say about a tea

and coffee substitute used in that country

:

“
‘Te Pimienta,’ or pepper tea, deriving its name

from the marked similarity between this fruit and

the pepper bean, is the berry of a plant which grows

wild in Honduras, the extract of which enjoys a

wide usage among the inhabitants of this country

as a substitute for tea and coffee, and is by many

preferred to either. The beverage is very sooth-

ing, and should, if introduced on the American

market, enjoy a marked degree of popularity.”

Lamm.

PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS *

<1 Subscribers and advertisers may con-

sult this bureau without charge except that

postage for reply must accompany all in-

quiries; there are no fees for trade-mark

searches.

Address all communications to Patent and Trade
Mark Service, The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal

PATENT OFFICE RECORD

Patents Granted, Trade Mark Applications,

Certificates Issued and Labels and Prints

Registered During the Month

[staff correspondence]

Washington, D. C., Nov. 26, 1919.

T T.ERE follows a complete record of the latest

* * activities of the United States. Patent Office,

in so far as they apply to the tea, coffee, spice and

general grocery trades

:

Patents Granted.

Roaster for Coffee and Other Materials—
William Fullard, Beverly. N. J., (1,310,764.)

1. In a roaster of the character stated, a roast-

ing chamber, means for rotating said chamber,
a stationary manifold adjacent to said chamber,

a conductor for air connected with said manifold
adapted to direct the air from said manifold into

said chamber, a receiver for air in communica-
tion with said manifold, a heater for said receiver,

and means for supplying said receiver with atmos-
pheric air under pressure and preventing the

products of combustion of said heater from
entering said manifold and roasting chamber.

Percolator Eugene H. Osborn, Scranton, Pa.

(1,320,905.) 1. In a percolator, a bag, a holder

comprising a circular member, a handle, a hook
in said circular member, and an eye in said

handle for engaging said hook.

Trade Marks Registered

This is a record of prints which have been

registered and which certificates have been

issued

:

“Maid of Orleans.” (127,437.) The Henry
Lochte Co., Ltd., New Orleans. For coffee.

“AB.” (127,313.) Arbuckle Bros., New York
and Chicago. For coffee, tea, spices and food

flavoring extracts.

Registered Nov. 11, 1919.

“Dixie B Line,” scene of Dixie highway. (127,-

652.) Naas-Sanderson Co., Evansville, Ind.

Coffee.

“Old Judge” and figure of an owl. (127,639.)

Meyer Bros. Coffee & Spice Company, St. Louis.
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For teas, coffee, mustard, ground black pepper
and flavoring extract for foods.

“Amazing’’ and bust of child. (127,626.) John-
son-Earl-Meyers Company, Pittsburgh. For
coffee.

“King Constantine” and figure of king. (127,-

627.) Johnson-Earl-Meyers Company, Pitts-

burgh. For blended and roasted coffee.

“Our Choice” and seated figure of woman.
(127,628.) Johnson-Earl-Meyers Company, Pitts-

burgh. For roasted coffee.

Registered Nov. 18, 1919.

TRADE MARKS PENDING
The following marks have been favorably acted

upon. Any person who believes he would be

damaged by the registration of a mark may
within thirty days enter opposition to prevent

the proposed registration. All inquiries should

be addressed to The Tea and Coffee Trade

Journal, 79 Wall street, New York, N. Y.

Week Ending October 28, 1919.

“Old Glory.” (113,321.) Steinwender-Stof-
fregen Coffee Co., St. Louis. Flavoring extracts
for food and coffee.

“Olympic.” (118,319.) Musher & Co., New
York. Olive-oil, peanut-oil, sauces and dressings.

“Start the Day Right.” Solo. (119,382.)

American Standard Food Association, Milwau-
kee. Coffee.

“Pocono.” (120,345.) Globe Grocery Stores,

Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. Coffee, tea, spices, choco-

late cocoa, peanut-butter, salad oil made from
corn and certain other named products.

Week Ending November 4 1919.

“Sucoco.” (120,169.) The Lawden Co., New
York. Non-alcoholic, non-cereal maltless syrups

manufactured from cocoa and sugar.

“Shorty.” (120.498.) Stuttgart Rice Mill Co.,

Stuttgart, Ark. Rice.

Week Ending November 11, 1919.

“Seal Brand” with seal and crest on strip.

(108,339.) Chase and Sanborn, Boston. Tea.

“Ivy Way.” (1 14,339-) Flaherty & Urbanow-

ski Co., Peru, 111. Vanilla and lemon extract

for food-flavoring purposes, and certain named

canned goods.

Week Ending November 18, 1919.

“Drum.” (115,542.) Wm. A. Stewart, Chi-
cago. Coffee.

“Virginia Dare.” (119,344.) Garrett and Co.,

Penn Yan, N. Y. Food-flavoring extracts.

“Vikola.” (120,350.) Lyster Chemical Co.,

Augusta, Me. Concentrated extract consisting

of an extract of coca decocainized and cola con-
taining eleven per cent alcohol for use in the

making of soft drinks and syrup therefor.

“Prim.” (122,525.) De Soto Coffee Co.,

Savannah. Coffee and chicory.

“Fort Pitt” with figure of same. (122,563.)
Young-Mahood Co., Pittsburgh. Package tea.
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OUR BUSINESS CREED
We believe the basic principle on which a trade paper should build is SERVICE—service to readers and

service to advertisers, in a way to promote the welfare of the general public.
We believe in the application of the TRUTH to the editorial, news and advertising columns.
We believe in the utmost frankness regarding circulation.
We believe the highest efficiency can be secured through a CIRCULATION OF QUALITY rather than of

quantity—that character and not mere numbers, should be the criterion by which the value of a publication should
be judged.

We do net publish free reading notices or paid “ write ups.”
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FRUITS OF THE COFFEE MEN’S CONVENTION
The coffee roaster.s’ convention at Atlantic City accomplished many things worth

while. We congratulate the members upon their progressive spirit, as shown in the

resolutions adopted.. We are glad they turned down that coffee film (it was a weak-
kneed affair), but we are sorry no action was taken on President Brand’s recom-
mendation that something be done to examine into the price situation, with a view to

securing lower coffee prices for consumers. Evidently, the members do not share Mr.
Brand’s very proper concern over Brazil’s segregation of 3,000,000 bags of coffee.—H.

TEA AND COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL SERVICE
The test of any business paper is how it measures up in a crisis. If it is conducted

with an eye on the main chance and not with an eye single to service it may be expected
to fail its constituency in a given emergency. During the recent printers’ strike, when
it was practically impossible to get a trade paper printed in this big city, the trade paper
publisher who was anxious to fulfill his obligations to subscribers and advertisers,

was hard pressed to make good.

This paper’s keynote is SERVICE, and in living up to it we kept in close touch
with subscribers and advertisers by means of news bulletins, during the early days of
the strike, until such time as we were able to arrange for the manufacture of our
October issue outside of New York—an arrangement entered into at the suggestion
of the Associated Business Papers and the Printers’ League of the Association of Em-
ploying Printers, and with the full approval of our own printer. This enterprise was
made possible by the co-operation of a suburban print shop with our New York printer
and other local helpers on the one hand and our advertisers on the other. As a result,

our October issue, though late, was still published in October and our November issue
appeared on schedule and in time for distribution at the Atlantic City convention of
the National Coffee Roasters Association and the American Specialty Manufacturers
Association.

And now we have pleasure in presenting to our readers our December number,
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printed back at the old shop where we have been located for so many years, and con-

taining, as usual, the best and most readable report of the coffee trade s annual gather-

ing. Following a practice which we originated years ago, and which is even to-day

unique among trade papers (that is, printing the news of trade conventions and not

tedious verbatim reports), we have told the story of this years Atlantic City coffee

roasters’ convention simply, omitting the immaterial and irrelevant, carefully editing

all papers and speeches (treating them as separate articles when their importance

seemed to warrant it) and aiming to produce a faithful and serviceable report of the

proceedings, handy for ready reference.

To our subscribers and advertisers and others who stood by us so loyally during the

late unpleasantness, we wish to make this public acknowledgment of our appreciation.

To all friends, and to our enemies, if such there be, we extend hearty Christmas greet-

ings and all good wishes for peace and prosperity in the New Year.—W. H. U.

CAN THE COFFEE HOUSE COME BACK?
Can the coffee house of the 18th century come back, except in some modified form

suited to present-day requirements? We do not believe that it can nor is it wise that

it should. The gentlemen responsible for the coffee propaganda have maintained from

the start that the coffee house of colonial days (which was also a kind of tavern where

rum was sold) was bound to come back, and they have been encouraging the establish-

ment of coffee houses in their paid advertisements. The earliest coffee houses were

literary and news exchanges, where wit, oratory and good fellowship flourished be-

cause they had no other common meeting ground. But modern life has its schools

and colleges, its magazines, newspapers, theatres and moving pictures, to say nothing

of its hotels and restaurants, which, in a multiplicity of forms, have long since taken

the place of the literary, news, wit and wisdom features of the old coffee house.

The good fellowship item evolved into the modern club, which is everywhere legion.

True, for the masses the poor man’s club became the saloon, and this may yet emerge
from prohibition as a kind of tea and coffee palace with billiards and pool adjuncts.

But that the coffee house as it was known in Arabia, on the Continent, in England,
during the 17th and 18th centuries, or even as it was known in colonial America, will

ever come back we very much doubt.—W. G.

UNFORTUNATE COFFEE PSYCHOLOGY
There is another phase to this coffee house question. There are already hundreds

of so-called coffee houses in the foreign quarters of our large cities, and, owing to the

gambling and immorality found to exist there, it has been suggested that it is very
poor advertising psychology to talk about the coffee house taking the place of the
saloon. Again, the baking trade is equally certain that the pastry shop is going to re-

place the saloon, while the confectionery trade claims the candy shop is the logical

substitute. Perhaps there may be evolved a newer kind of cafe which will dispense
tea and chocolate, as well as coffee, and which might very properly sell pastry and
candy to its patrons. One thing is certain, the coffee men are not going to be per-
mitted any monopoly in providing a successor for the saloon, because tea and cocoa
also have authority,” not forgetting mate, which some people believe will eventually
prove a most formidable competitor.—W. G.

THAT ROOSEVELT COFFEE HOUSE
Everyone will wish the Roosevelts well with their Brazilian Coffee House enter-

prise. Indeed, it is fine testimonial to the late Colonel Roosevelt that the magic of his
name still has such an effect upon our emotions as to cause press and public to freely
advertise this enterprise as no such private enterprise for profit was ever advertised
before. Whether Brazil coffee served in Brazilian fashion is going to prove the suc-
cess its promoters hope for is, however, very much of a question. We have a feeling
that any good coffee, properly prepared and served in American fashion, is more likely
to appeal to American coffee drinkers. But, then, you never can tell just what we’ll
do in this country when some one gets after us with a “big stick.”—W. G.
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REPORTS AND RESOLUTIONS

( Continued from page 549)

Merchandising the Campaign

department are : To teach the consumer how to

make better coffee, to use it in a variety of ways,
and to appreciate it's true value, supplying the

information through the medium of newspaper
and magazine household departments. During
the past five months material for articles was sup-

plied to 21 general magazines with a total circula-

tion of more than 10,000,000. Syndicates and
Sunday newspapers have also been helped with

information. The household editors of some 220

daily papers received a regular semi-monthly ser-

vice of coffee recipes, hints, etc. The department

also supplies information to forty grocery papers.

The committee has been and will continue to- be

active against hostile newspaper and magazine

statements. Mr. Coste said, “The high price of

coffee has inevitably created a certain amount of

feeling against the trade which might result in

permanent injury if it were not met by an organ-

ized defense. In regard to the fallacies about the

dietetic effects of coffee, we cannot hope to re-

move in a few months the mountain of misin-

formation that has been piling up for many
years. Persistent and systematic- attention to

these misstatements, however, is bound to be

effective.”

Mr. Coste had an interesting message about the

Committee’s plans

:

“During the next few months the Committee
plans to publish several booklets which will give
dealers the kind of literature they have long
desired for distribution to the consumer.
“The first of these, which is now in the printers’

hands, is entitled, “Flavor It With Coffee.” It

will contain a number of recipes by one of the
foremost cookery experts in the country, show-
ing how coffee can be used to flavor a large

variety of food dishes. The enactment of Pro-
hibition broadens the field for the use of coffee

in this way because it is the ideal flavor to take
the place of wines and cordials. The Committee
has already made an appropriation for the print-

ing of this booklet and for the distribution of

10,000 copies to teachers of home economics and
dietetics. But we hope to distribute several hun-
dred thousand through the individual coffee

dealers. By printing it in large quantities, we
should be able to offer it at a very low price

bearing your own imprint or business card on
the title page. You can use it either for distribu-

tion to retailers, or for direct distribution to the

consumer. The details of this plan will be taken
up in a circular letter soon after this convention.

“We have good things in view for the booklet
series, which I shall not reveal at this time, but
which I am sure will deserve your interest and
co-operation. One of them I hope will be an

article by one of the most distinguished
physicians in the country, whose opinion of the
value of coffee will contradict and confound
those who have been trying to make the Ameri-
can people believe that coffee is the main cause
of everything that ails them.

In illustrating the desire of the Committee to

teach the American people a greater appreciation

of coffee, Mr. Coste told about a talk he and Ed-
ward Aborn had recently with a woman welfare

worker who asked how they could urge poor
people to drink coffee when it cost forty cents a

pound. Mr. Coste explained to her that even at

present prices, coffee is one of the cheapest ar-

ticles on the table, costing but 1 1/2 cents per cup.

Mr. Aborn took a different tack, telling the

woman how coffee “glorified the plainest fare,

furnished the one bright spot of color in thou-

sands of tenement homes, brought cheer to the

weak and gave new courage to the down and

out.” Mr. Coste added that “if the American

people were suddenly deprived of their coffee

their food bills would mount many million dol-

lars because they would insist upon buying some
luxury far more expensive and less beneficial

than coffee to take its place.”

Continuing his report, Mr. Coste said

:

“One important step in this campaign of educa-
tion is the preparation of a permanent exhibit

to be placed in schools. This exhibit will describe

in graphic form the cultivation, roasting, market-
ing, and brewing of coffee. Through the assist-

ance of Professor F. G. Bonser, of Columbia
University, one of the country’s foremost peda-
gogical experts, an exhibit has been outlined

which we believe will be a considerable improve-
ment upon the exhibit box issued by the Asso-
ciation several years ago. It will contain pic-

tures and charts mounted on cards for conveni-
ent display in the classroom. It will show micro-
scopic enlargements of a grain of coffee, and
describe the processes of grinding and brewing.
It will contain a map showing the principal coffee

producing areas, and statistics showing the per

capita use and imports of coffee in the United
States. Teachers will be instructed how to use
this exhibit as an adjunct, to the study of in-

dustrial and commercial geography and history,

in addition to its employment in the study of

foods and cookery. Thanks to the co-operation
of Professor Bonser, the pedagogical side of the

exhibit will be elaborately worked out.

“Dr. William P. Bawden, Assistant United
States Commissioner of Education, informs us

that every one of the 280,000 elementary and
secondary schools in the United States could
make profitable use of such an exhibit. Of
course, we have not funds to reach all this great

field. Our purpose however, is to distribute it

first to the 7,000 colleges, normal and high schools

which offer instruction in home econmics. We
will look to you roasters for further distribution

among the schools in your own territory. To
those of you who wish to be known as bene-
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FLOYD W. ROBISON COMPANY
DETROIT

Deoenfcer 1st, 1919.

Mr . W « H • Uker s

,

Tea & Coffee Trade Journal.
79 Vail Street, New York.

Lear Mr. Ukers,

As you know a prooess for treating Green Coffee
has lately been- perfected whereby Micro-Organisms play a very
important and beneficial role. This Cultural Prooess is not
an aging process nor a ripening prooess, but a process wherein
Enzymes, superinduced through the activity of Micro-Organisms,
actually produce certain definite and desirable changes in the

Coffee, which after roasting is reflected in enhanced body, flavor
and general drinking qualities. These changes are positive, unmis-
takable and to a scientist entirely to be expected when one under-
stands just what is being done.

1 propose through this medium to explain month by
month all about "Cultured Coffee" The series will be numbered
so if your readers will preserve these by numbers, at the close
of the year quite a comprehensive understanding of this whole
Cultural Process will be reached.

It is entirely safe to say that the word "Cultured"
as applied to Coffee will soon be a word well and favorably known
to Coffee men and we expect to prove to them, if any further
proof is necessary, that we believe in Coffee and stand ready to
do our full share to give the American Puhlio the best cup of
coffee that can be produced.

1 beg to remain

Very truly yours.

FiVRjGO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Teade Joubnal
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factors of your local educational institutions, this

will furnish an opportunity.
“Our main objective, of course, is the con-

sumer. But there are two ends to an advertising
campaign—consumer and distributor. They rnust

be hooked up, so to speak, for much of the con-
sumer interest and desire our copy may create
will only become results when someone comes
forward and says

—
‘I have the coffee you have

been reading about. Let me show it to you.’

“Advertising affects people in three ways : First,

it actually sells the product advertised to a

certain number of readers, and brings them to

the point where they will go to your store and
ask for the goods.
“Second, it brings other readers to the point

where they will decide to buy, but will not take
immediate action.

“Third, it creates confidence in the product in

the minds of other readers, so that they will

accept it without resistance if you offer it to

them and recommend it.

“You can see from this that advertising does
not always create consumer demand. In fact,

often advertising merely creates consumer accept-

ance; and there are retailers who lose business
day in and day out because they do not realize

this, and fail to co-operate with advertisers. Re-
tailers are not to blame for this, however

;
adver-

tisers themselves are to blame, because they have
laid so much stress on the power of advertising

to ‘create consumer demand’ that many retailers

make no effort to sell because they believe that

the advertising will do it for them. These
dealers fail to get their share of the benefits to

be derived from advertising.”

How to secure the retailers’ co-operation in

the campaign was a constant problem, stated

Mr. Coste, who urged roasters to develop dis-

tributor interest through their salesmen. Several

subscribers to the campaign had early taken ad-

vantage of the opportunity of the campaign by

starting private advertising, linked up with the

Committee’s national displays, but in the opinion

of Mr. Coste only the surface of the possibilities

for this kind of work has been scratched. Hav-

ing been both salesman and sales-manager he said

he could appreciate the difficulties of keeping the

sales force keyed up; nevertheless it is essential,

in his opinion, that they are kept on the job.

“Our advertising as at present conducted may
readily be forgotten by both Coffee Salesman and
Retailer. Remember it is directed to the Con-
sumer. It reaches the Consumer all right, but

your salesman and your customer do not have
much occasion to see it. They are not likely to

read women’s farm or even household magazines.

They will hardly know the campaign is going on
unless you keep it before them constantly.

“We have been depending on the use of trade

journals for reaching both salesman and retailer,

and our trade paper copy is directly addressed

to them. You are in a better position than I

to know to what extent it has been effective—but

to me it seems that we should no longer rely on
this alone. Lately we have keyed these ads and

thereby brought in a good many inquiries
;
in fact

I have had to resort to form letters to keep up
with this work. The only other means we have
of keeping in touch with salesmen and retailers

is by means of portfplios, circulars and schedules
which we supply and intend to supply even more
frequently, but the value of these is entirely

dependent on the use you make of them.
“The problem has been to find some better ways

of capturing the salesmen—to hit upon some-
thing to arouse new interest and to let it be
something tangible and definite. It should be
something in which your salesmen and your cus-
tomers can see more definitely, personal benefit

and advantage than they have been able to see in

general advertising. It.must be sufficiently strong
to lead to universal featuring of coffee by the
retailer in the ways that are known to all of us.

I believe you fully realize both. The industrial

manager of the Universal Film Mfg. Co. will tell

you this evening what has been accomplished for

other industries, will show you our coffee film

and will explain to you just how it can, with
your co-operation, hook up every retail store

with the big coffee campaign. My purpose is to

suggest how it may be counted upon to supply

that medium which is so needed to enthuse your
salesmen and to keep them enthused long enough
to secure active support and intensive selling

efforts from a large part of the retail distributors.

“The plan is to announce a “Coffee Week”
for the end of January, or first half of February.
Not such a coffee week as we have had before but
one connected with a national and simultaneous
showing of a coffee film, and the large publicity

connected with it, and supported by a national

advertising campaign. These new features will

make a very great difference. The kind of “Cof-
fee Week” we have in mind will offer the sales-

man the very widest opportunity and will give

both salesmanager and salesman something very

tangible to work on. You can make it very clear

that the benefits of “Coffee Week’”—coffee film

—

coffee campaign, in the case of every retail mer-
chant will either revert to your brands or some
other, all depending on who secures the dealers

show-window—whose show cards go up—whose
coffee is featured and pushed.' There will be

plenty to do to secure full benefit for both man-
ager and salesman for a full period of sixty or

ninety days
;
and yet that period is long enough

to enable you to make your plans and secure any
needed advertising material.

“After “Coffee Week,” there is offered you the

opportunity in the purchase of prints of the film

supplied with trailers o-f your own brands for

conducting a more thorough distribution of the

coffee picture throughout your territory, thereby

practically appropriating the benefits of the cam-
paign to your own brands.

“I want now also to propose to you another

method of hooking up your own advertising with

the general campaign. The illustrations used in

our new copy are striking. Once seen in the mag-
azines they are not likely to be forgotten. These
illustrations may be used in featuring your own
brands, and if so used, will connect your brands
with the large and national coffee advertising.

“We are thinking of supplying to coffee

roasters several sizes^ of electros of these illus-
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In behalfof the officers and directors of the

National Coffee Roasters Association, we

extend to the coffee roasting fraternity
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The constructive trade betterment program being carried

out by the National Coffee Roasters Association should add

to the prosperity of every coffee roaster during the year

before us—if the individual merchant will give this associ-

ation and its objects his active and whole hearted support.

Every coffee roaster can and should play a part in the suc-

cess of our campaign for greater coffee sales, increased mer-

chandising efficiency, the correction of trade evils and the

fostering of good fellowship.

You can help place the coffee business in the forefront of

American industry. Let’s get together.

Yours for a better coffee business

74 Wall Street

New York City

j&lI' President

Manager

National Coffee Roasters Association
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trations complete with only the connecting let-

tering—the sizes covering, say, from one to four
column spaces in the ordinary newspaper. By
the use of these, filling in your own copy and
possibly a reproduction of your package, you
will undoubtedly connect your product with a
large amount of coffee advertising.

“We also propose to supply an assortment of
similar electros to our members for the use of
retailers, these, however, to be practically com-
plete and ready for use and requiring only the
insertion of a brand and the dealer’s name and
address. The salesmanager will easily appreciate
that any number of ways are open for the dis-

tribution of these electros, some as a merchan-
dising, and some as an advertising proposition.
The cost is small and the opportunity for making
use of the national campaign in this way should
be attractive. It should also be remembered that
the placing of these electros furnishes something
tangible to hold the salesman’s interest. The
Committee must, of course, depend on you and
your salesman for securing the liberal use of this

material.

“Another very forceful way of making use of
the striking illustrations in the present series of
our copy is by incorporating them in posters and
bill boards in connection with your own brands.
I have brought with me a lay-out prepared by our
agency which I would like to have you consider
with me. The plan of distributing electros, as
well as the idea of posters, has not been definitely

decided on. Its adoption depends entirely upon
how you receive the idea and whether a sufficient

number show a willingness to adopt either or both
means of co-operation.”

Committee on Packer Competition

Reporting for the committee on investigation

of packer competition in the coffee roasting trade,

F. J. Ach, chairman, said that as far as achieve-

ment goes not much was accomplished, although

there had been considerable interchange of corre-

spondence between members of the committee and

officers of the association. One meeting was
held during the year.

Feeling that its sole province was in relation

to problems arising from packer competition, Mr.

Ach said that they thought it the part of wisdom
in view of the power of the packers to make com-

mon cause with others interests adversely affected

by the packers entering fields unrelated to meats

and meat by-products. He continued :

“The wholesale grocers’ association had already

mapped out a line of procedure, attacking in the
courts the advantages of the packers in control-
ing private refrigerator cars. This litigation is

still pending, the wholesale grocers’ case being
in charge of Mr. Thorn and Mr. Ackerly of
Breed, Abbot & Morgan, the latter the regu-
larly retained attorneys for our association.

“Mr. Ackerly advised us to attempt the forma-
tion of an independent group or committee, or-

ganized somewhat along the lines of the Joint
Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, in which might
be represented all the affected trades. Efforts

to perfect such organization have thus far for

various reasons failed of success, although it

still appears that that is the proper course to

pursue.”

Mr. Ach summarized the outstanding happen-

ings in this field during the year by quoting sal-

ient points from Food Administrator Hoover’s

letter to President Wilson, dated September 18,

1918

:

“The packing houses centered at Chicago constitute a

growing and dangerous domination of the handling of the
nation’s foodstuffs.”
“They have it in their hands to fluctuate prices by

mere refusal to buy.”
“Their facilities contribue to the centralization of in-

dustry.”
“Control of cold storage warehouses, branch offices, etc.,

resulted in a large elimination of wholesale trade.”
“Control of banking and other facilities threaten fur-

ther inroads against wholesalers of other foodstuffs.”

“Their advantage in marketing equipment, capital and
organization, must tend to further invasion into trades

outside of animal products.”
“The worst result in the domination of trades is the

tyranny which necessarily follows in the commercial
world.”
“The solutions propounded by the Trade Commission

will not entirely solve the problem of the invasion of

many other lines of food handling, besides animal prod-

ucts. This portion of their business is more largely sup-

ported by their larger credits and their elimination of the

wholesale grocer, rather than upon railway privilege. As
to whether such goods can be vended more economically
direct than through the wholesaler is a matter of much
contention. It seems to me, however, that this whole
phase of absorption of other food industries requires con-

sideration.”
“It appears to me at least worth thought as to whether

these aggregations should not be confined to more narrow
and limited activities, say those involved in the slaughter
of animals, and preparation and marketing of the prod-

ucts therefrom alone. Such a course might solve the

branch house problem, and it is not an unknown legisla-

tive control, as witness our banks, railways and insurance
companies.”

The committee is of the opinion that if the

packers are deprived of the privilege of control-

ling refrigerator cars the situation can be cor-

rected, and believes they should be confined by

legislation to handling meats and meat byprod-

ucts. Mr. Ach said that he and the association

counsel, and others, did not believe the Kenyon

and Kendrick bills are likely to pass.

NEW YORK BAKING POWDER CO., Inc. (of Delaware) ALBANY, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE BAKING POWDERS
PACKERS of Cocoa, Corn Starch, and Soda

PRIVATE BRANDS OUR SPECIALITY. Largest assortment of Stock Labels
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Referring to such a committee as suggested by-

Mr. Ackerly, Mr. Ach said its mission would be

to propose and assist, if possible, in formulating

legislation to curb the packers’ tendency to con-

trol the handling of foodstuffs.

Here Mr. Ach quoted from recent Federal

Trade Commission reports on the packer in-

dustry :

“Armour, Swift, Morris and Wilson are directors in

banks affiliated closely with those who are strong at the
sources of credit in the United States.’’

“Armour is a prominent factor in the American Inter-

national Corporation, with its import and export com-
panies in various lines, and its control of a large tea im-
porting company.’’
“They control 762 companies producing or dealing in

775 commodities, largely food products.’’
“Recently the big packers began dealing in various

groceries and vegetables such as rice and coffee, and in-

creased their sales at such a rate that in certain lines

they have become factors of great moment. Here again
their selling organization, built up in connection with
their meat business, assures them almost certain suprem-
acy in any line of food handling that they may wish to
enter.
“Armour in their first year in rice, 1917, sold upwards

of 16,000,000 pounds, thus becoming the greatest rice

merchant in the world.’’

Mr. Ach referred to the packers’ activities in

condensed milk, cheese and pineapples as an indi-

cation of what they will undoubtedly attempt

in “those commodities which constitute the very

vitals of our business.” He added :

The commission found that the independent
jobbers fear the manipulation of market condi-
tions through the large buying power which comes
from large control of capital and credit, and
through the speculative buying which often char-
acterizes packer dealings ; they fear the packers’
control of storage facilities, the superior trans-
portation service which they have been permitted
to build up for themselves, the power which comes
from numerous controlled outlets and markets
reached by this peddler-car system, their branch
house organization and kindred selling agencies.
“Any one of these factors,” the report continues,
“would—other things being equal—make the
packers, strong competitors : the combination of
them gives to the packers such a power in the
marketing of food as will, in the opinion of the
best informed jobbers, make them masters in

any field they may choose to enter, if that power
remains unchecked.”
And here are a few conclusions reached by the

Federal Trade Commission

:

“An approaching packer domination of all important
foods in .this country and an international control of meat
products with foreign companies seems a certainty unless

fundamental action is taken to prevent it.’’

“A fair consideration of the course the five packers
have followed and the position they have already reached
must lead to the conclusion that they threaten the free-

dom of the market of the country’s food industries and
of the by-product industries linked therewith.’’

“The meat packer control of other foods will not re-

quire long in developing.”

Mr. Ach said it was not going to be easy, enact

legislation to curb the packers :

The practically unlimited financial resources,

the affiliation with hundreds of corporations,

financial and commercial, that wield a tremen-
dous power in every line of business endeavor,

the hundreds of thousands of employes directly

dependent upon them, the horde of politicians

ready to bend thenr energies in the direction of

blocking any effort to interfere by legislation,

with their plans, their emissaries, known and un-

known, present wherever discussion of this sub-

ject is apt to arise (and there may be repre-

sentatives of some of these hostile interests in

this very convention itself, these constitute a

bulwark of evil that is going to be mighty hard

to overthrow.
In conclusion Mr. Ach expressed the hope that

the roasters were impressed with the necessity

of some virile measures that will curb the

“growing menace” and that whatever plans were

decided upon by the convention would receive

vigorous and militant support and co-operation.

Business Research Committee

T. E. Jamison, of the Roanoke Coffee & Spice

Co., Roanoke, Va., and chairman of the Com-

mittee on Business Research, reported for his

body, which in addition to himself consists of

A. J. Dannemiller, of the Dannemiller Coffee

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
; S. A. Schonbrunn, of S. A.

Schonbrunn & Co., New York; Felix Coste, R. B.

Kester and R. C. McCrea, the last two being from

88 FRONT STREET
W. LEE SIMMONDS & CO.

Coffee Brokers NEW YORK

A thoroughly equipped office and efficient staff, together with thirty-one years’ experience
in all branches of the business, are at your service. Correspondence solicited.

PUREST AND BEST BAKING POWDERS
Cream of Tartar and Pure Phosphate

Buyers Private Brands a! Attractive Prices
Also High Grade Cocoas under Private Brands

MANHATTAN BAKING POWDER CO., 264 Spring St., New York II
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A S the old year ends

** and the new year

begins, we extend our

compliments to coffee

roasters and express the

wish that the year before

us will add to the pros-

perity and happiness of

every man identified with

the coffee business.
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the School of Business, Columbia University.

Sketching the organization of the Committee
on February 13, 1919, and some of its subsequent

work, Chairman Jamison then said that other

trade associations and manufacturers were giv-

ing much careful study to uniformity in cost

finding and are achieving marked success in

strengthening their industries. He continued :

“It is being demonstrated that a knowledge of
cost determined by uniform practice can improve
trade conditions to a remarkable degree—I mean
a common classification of costs, both manufac-
turing and selling—a uniform method of dis-

tributing overhead expense, and a uniform
method of providing for depreciation, which will

inform and guide the whole industry. Manufac-
turers will be in a position to profit by each other’s

experience, can conduct their plants more effi-

ciently and establish prices more intelligently.

“It has been estimated that 90 per cent of the
manufacturers in some foreign countries know
absolutely what their goods cost to manufacture
and sell, whereas in the United States our figures

show, according to estimates, that only about 10
per cent of our manufacturers and merchants
know what it costs them to manufacture and sell

their products. That is somewhat of a reflection

on the manufacturer in this country, and I believe

it is about time we were getting down to actual
figures.

“In view of these statistics, it is absolutely

necessary that the manufacturers in this country
know more about the cost of conducting their

businesses. Better business methods usually begin
with better methods of cost accounting—I mean
scientific cost accounting. The Federal Trade
Commission has recommended that manufacturers
and merchants study the actual cost of doing
business in order that they may develop better

accounting systems.

“It will be necessary, however, for Mr. Kester
—now remember, I want to point this out, gentle-

men—if this work is to be successful to have the

full co-operation of the members of the National
Coffee Roasters Association to enable him to

work out a complete analysis of the cost of con-
ducting the coffee roasting business. It is, there-

fore, necessary that you forward to the Bureau
of Business Research, Columbia University, your

trading statements in order that they may tabu-
late the actual cost of conducting the coffee roast-
ing business in the various sections of the United
States.

“The Columbia University is an old and re-
liable educational institution, and will treat strictly

confidential any trading statement furnished them
by any member of the National Coffee Roasters
Association, as they are not interested in the
financial standing of any firm or corporation, but
simply interested in determining the actual cost
of conducting the business. All members of the
association will be furnished with a serial num-
ber—mark it, that if you wish to conduct your
correspondence in serial number, you have that
privilege—and all correspondence will be con-
ducted under this number.
“Your Committee, therefore, wishes to recom-

mend and urge every member of the Association
to forward immediately to the Bureau of Business
Research, Columbia University, a copy of this

last trading statement. If your business closes
*

on a fiscal year, send your statement since last

July, then after the first of the year all firms or
corporations whose business is conducted on
the calendar year should send their trading state-
ments as soon as possible after their books have
been closed. Now a great many firms conduct
their business on a fiscal year and a great many
firms conduct their business on a calendar year,
so you will have an opportunity to send your
statements—those who conduct their business on
the calendar year, I should say, to send them
along about the twentieth of next January.
“The Bureau of Business Research will take

your trading statements, figure out the cost of
conducting the business, show you the percentage
of cost for every department, tabulate your state-

ment, and show the highest cost, the lowest cost,

and the common average, for conducting a coffee

roasting business. It will also show you the num-
ber of times you have turned your stock during
the year. * * *

“If any member f this Association is familiar

with the Bureau of Business Research of Har-
vard University, how it has worked out a uni-
form accounting system for the wholesale
grocers, he will be able to appreciate the value
of a similar system for the National Coffee
Roasters Association. I am reliably informed
that the Bureau of Business Research of Harvard

W. M. GIFFORD COMPANY
MILD Coffee Brokers BRAZIL

11 India Street Boston, Mass.

Our direct connections with Coffee Shippers give us the opportunity of securing
good Coffee at all times.

We work for those who need our services. Superior facilities for taking care of the
needs of Green Coffee buyers.

Cost and Freight—Spot New York and Boston.
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University is now tabulating data for five differ-
ent trades as a means of enabling them to secure
accurate and reliable figures on their cost of
operation. I am informed also that the allied
printing trades have worked out a similar account-
ing system which has proved to be very valuable
to the printing trade. If any of you gentlemen
have had any experience in the printing trade you
will know what that means.

“I am engaged in the wholesale grocery busi-
ness, and have been sending my trading state-
ments for several years to the Bureau of Busi-
ness Research, Harvard University, and am in
a position to appreciate the value of their service.
Your Committee, therefore, wishes to impress
upon you and to urge you to send your trading
statements to the Bureau of Business Research
of Columbia University in order that you may
have them work out in a scientific manner, an
accounting system that will enable the coffee
roaster to determine the actual cost of conducting
his business.

The Treasurer's Report
Lewis Sherman, association treasurer, reported

that there was a balance on hand of more than

$4,100. His detailed statement was:

Receipts

December 12, 1918, Received from H. M. Gasser,
former treasurer $ 574.61

Receipts from all sources Dec. 12, 1918, to Oct.
31, 1919, inclusive 20,518.27

Total receipts . 21,092.88

Disbursements
Dec. 12, 1919, to Oct. 31, 1919, inclusive 16,945.60

Balance on hand 4,147.28

Cost and Freight Contracts
T. O. Budenbach, reporting on Cost and

Freight Contracts, particularly in regard to

Description Given in Good Faith, But Not Guar-
anteed,” said

:

“Gentlemen, as you all know there was no
committee appointed last year to go any further
into this cost and freight contract. No progress
has been bade on account of the conditions that
existed during the war, and I think that the asso-

ciation should have another committee appointed
to bring this matter about, if they possibly can.

“I understand, from what I learn in the trade,
that there are some shippers who are willing to
guarantee contracts, or give a guarantee descrip-
tion. The point has been made, of course, that
they did have a premium for this description,
and that is up to the individual whether they
want to pay those premiums or not. But, with
the difference existing to-day between the prices
of Santos and the price of Rio coffees, it would
seem to me it is absolutely necessary for some-
thing to be done along those lines. I haven’t any
report to make further than the suggestion that
our president appoint another committee.”

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
Here are the more important resolutions re-

ported by the resolutions committee and adopted

unanimously in open convention

:

ON MAINTAINING LAW AND ORDER
Resolved, That the Convention pledge its support in

all efforts on the part of Executives, State and National,
to maintain respect for the laws and rid the country of
alien agitators who fail to appreciate the privileges of
a purely democratic form of government. That we as a

body and as individuals will lend our fullest co-operation
in the endeavor to foster Americanism in its best sense.

JUSTICE FOR LABORER AND EMPLOYER
Resolved, That we hope in all present controversies such

solution may be found as will do full justice to both
laborer and employer to the end that the country may
continue in its era of prosperity, and that the advantages
of such prosperity may inure to every class of law abiding
citizens.

THANKS TO MESSRS. BRAND, COSTE AND TOMS
Resolved, That the members of the National Coffee

Roasters Association desire to express their sincere
thanks to their president, Carl W. Brand, who has so un-
selfishly sacrificed his own interests in serving this Asso-
ciation during the past year. They feel that it is through
his efforts and the able assistance of the secretary-man-
ager, Felix Coste, and the secretary, George W. Toms,
that the past year has shown such great achievements and
the beginning of many movements that will eventually
tend to improve conditions for the coffee roasters of this

country.

COMPLIMENTING SENHOR DE MENEZES
Resolved, That the sincere thanks of the entire mem-

bership are due and are hereby offered to Senhor Theo-
dore Langgaard de Menezes and the members of the Joint
Coffee Trade Publicity Committee, for their earnest and
arduous labors in behalf of the coffee interests of the
country, and, last but not least, to the Sociedade Promo-
tora da Defesa do Cafe.

PEABODY & MAILLER
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

COFFEE
85-87 FRONT STREET NEW YORK
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APPRECIATION OF PRESS COURTESIES
Resolved, That the National Coffee Roasters Associa-

tion extend a vote of thanks to the press for the valuable
assistance rendered the Association during the past year.

THE TRUTH IN ADVERTISING
Resolved, That the Executive Committee be authorized

to co-operate with the Vigilance Committee of the Asso-
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World, and contribute to

that organization an amount not exceeding $&00.

INVESTIGATION OF CAN PRICES
Resolved, That we refer to the Executive Committee

without recommendation the following resolution pres-
sented to this committee for consideration, namely,
that a committee of three or five be appointed to investi-

gate the contract system of the Can Companies and to
ascertain what price discriminations, if any, they are mak-
ing and in what territories. It is also moved that they be
given the assistance of the Association Counsel in their
investigations and that the profiteering laws recently
passed by Congress, applying to food containers, be looked
into with the idea of running down any profiteering that
may be practiced by the can companies.

GUARANTEEING PRICES AGAINST DECLINE
Resolved, That the practice of booking future coffee

orders at ruling price and guaranteeing such price against
decline until date of shipment, is considered by us to be
wrong in principle and contrary to general customs in

other lines of business and unjust alike to seller and
buyer, and that steps to correct the abuse be considered
by the Executive Committee of the Association.

DEPLORING CERTAIN TRADE PRACTICES
Resolved, That we deplore the following bad practices:
First: The selling of future deliveries at guaranteed

prices.
Second: The selling of coffee for long delayed delivery,

because experience proves that even though there be no
specific guarantee, a large proportion of buyers will find
means to evade their contracts on an unfavoraole market,
so that it becomes a one-sided transaction. It is the judg-
ment of the Committee, that future sales should not cover
longer than a thirty day period, excepting, of course, in
the case of contracts for periodical shipments at price
based on market at time of shipment.
Third: The custom of giving notice days or weeks ahead

of an intended advance in roasters’ prices. It is against
the best interests of the trade generally, if for no other
reason than that it encourages dealers to buy beyond
their normal requirements. Roasted coffee is a perishable
article, and a temporary advantage for some individual
roaster is more than overcome by the injury to the entire
interest resultant upon the sale of coffee, which has been
damaged and depreciated by age.
We urge the incoming administration to devote a por-

tion of its efforts in the direction of correcting these
abuses.

ENDORSING SHORTER TERMS
Resolved, That the convention strongly endorses

shorter terms, and commend and approve President
Brand’s successful propaganda in this direction, and sug-
gest the continuation of these efforts so that our entire
membership be converted to this progressive policy.

APPOINTING A COST AND FREIGHT COMMITTEE
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to continue

the effort for guaranteed cost and freight contracts, and
if the committee cannot secure the adoption of such form
generally, that they use their best efforts with individual
importers so that the small number of houses now making
such guarantees be increased. That such houses be en-

couraged to advise our members that such form of con-

tract is available, and that our membership list be placed
at the disposal of any importer who will sell on guar-

anteed contract.

ON THE DEATH OF FIVE MEMBERS
Resolved, That we report with deepest feelings and

sorrow the death, during the current year, of these mem-
bers: W. J. Jones of New Orleans, Julius J. Schotten
of St. Louis, Frank C. Marshall of Chicago, Clarence J.
Reynolds of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and also the death of
Phillip A. Small of York, Pa., who died in the preceeding
year, but notice of whose death did not come to our
officers in time for action at last year’s convention. In
the case of all these members, we sincerely regret that

the Association must be deprived of their co-operation
and good fellowship.

It is in our judgment entirely proper to make especial
mention of Julius J. Schotten, the first president of the
Association and one of the potent factors in the organiza-
tion of our Association. His genial personality and his

valuable advice will be sadly missed in our councils.

FOR A FIELD SECRETARY OR ASSISTANT
Resolved, With respect to the employment of a field

secretary, we make the following recommendations to

the Executive Committee, effective only if approved by
them:

First: That a field secretary or assistant to Mr. Coste
be* employed;

Second: That such field secretary or assistant be under
the direction of Mr. Coste;

Third: That the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Com-
mittee be requested to share the expense of such em-
ployee, whose activities shall be directed in the joint in-

terest of the Association and the Publicity Committee;
Fourth : That details governing such employment be

arranged by the President of the Association, the Chair-
man of the Joint Coffee Trade Publicity Committee and
Mr. Coste. We recommend a continuation of the present
joint arrangement governing Mr. Coste’s services, and
the general office expense contingent upon the joint ar-

rangement aforesaid concerning a field secretary.

TO FOSTER BUSINESS RESEARCH
Resolved, That it is the sense of this National Coffee

Roasters’ Association that it avail itself of the re-

search service offered by Columbia University; and be it

further
Resolved, That the Association co-operate by furnish-

ing the information asked for, viz., the trading and profit

and loss statement and such other data as may become
necessary for a scientific handling of the information,
with the understanding that every bit of individual data
is to be treated in strict confidence and only the sum-
marized results made available for members; and be it

further
Resolved, That the Association place itself on record

as willing to foster in this way the educational features
of this work, believing it will be to the direct benefit
financially of every member of the Association.
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MISCELLANEOUS TRADE NEWS
•I A department covering the activities

and developments of the manufacturing
tea, coffee, spice and fine grocery interests

and the supply trades.

THE SPECIALTY SALESMAN

One of the Most Potent Factors in the World
of Finance, Commerce

and Labor*

By F. D. Bristley
New York

r
T'

,HE specialty salesman, as we are wont to

know him, is the man we employ as a go-
between, or, as we might say, the connecting link

between our house and those who distribute our
product. His duties are to sell, and to create and
maintain friendly business relations between the

manufacturer and the distributor. He is, in a

sense, one of the most important spokes in the

wheels of industry; he must possess not only the

ability to carry out the instructions of his em-
ployer and to send in orders, but he must be one

capable of analyzing trade conditions and give to

his employer information obtained from the dis-

tributors as well as information gathered from
various other sources relative not only to the trade

he calls upon, but the trade conditions in the

territory which he covers. He is the medium
through which the sales executive plans and car-

ries out the selling policy of his house.

There is one indispensable requirement in the
relation of the specialty salesman to the merchant.
The salesman’s customer must have confidence in

* Excerpts from an address by the vice-president of the
Royal Baking Powder Company at the eleventh annual
convention of the American Specialty Manufacturers
Association, Atlantic City, November 17 -21

,
1919 .

him. Once that is established their dealings reach
a pleasant and what should be a mutually profit-

able stage. The successful salesman does busi-
ness to-day on the basis of what he has to sell

and through his ability to present it in an attrac-

tive way. The time has passed, and I hope for-

ever, when the salesman conducted his trade on a
social basis. Now it is a question of personality

—

not one of good fellowship. Merchants are busy
men

;
they have but a few minutes to grant callers,

and no interest whatever in the salesman’s opinion
regarding domestic affairs and whether it rained
in the last town on his route. The old days of
entertaining and story telling with liberal orders
to follow are no more.
Salemanship has become a science—a profes-

sion ;
an established entity in the science of trade.

Personality is the most valuable thing that a

salesman can have and perhaps the most unde-
finable. But we never have any doubt of a man’s
possessing it who really has an individualism of

his own. It is something that reaches out and
convinces the other fellow of the power to make
men see things through his own eyes. Not all

salesmen can be so endowed. But this does not
mean that a man of intelligence and ambition who
is without a special mark of character cannot be-

come a salesman—he can
;
hard work will do it,

and the harder he works the sooner he will de-

velop a personality. The desire to do a thing is

a long step toward the goal, and the man who sets

himself to sell goods and who puts hisVhole being
into the job must make progress.

Salesmen are learning more about their busi-

ness every day, and are coming to occupy a posi-

tion of constantly increasing importance in the

world of trade. The opportunities for the man
who can sell merchandise are drawing a higher

type of man to the vocation, and the specialty

salesman of to-morrow is going to be one of the

best-equipped men in any line of trade. His
ethics and methods are growing better all the time

and his profession has assumed a large signifi-

cance in business affairs.

If it were my privilege I would have the Ameri-
can Government place American specialty sales-

men aboard every war vessel and aboard every

craft carrying the Stars and Stripes that entered

foreign parts importing American ideals and sell-

ing American goods in the farmost corners of the

^ttwiuiiiiaiMiiiiiiaiiiiiuiiiifuiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiii^

= iiiiiaaijiiiaiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii aiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiaaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiaiiiiiiiaiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiLr E

CHARLES F. BLAKE
E E iiaiiiiiiaiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiaiaiia = =
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EPPENS, SMITH COMPANY
Importers and Jobbers

267-269-271 Washington St., 103-105-107 Warren St.,

124 Front St., New York

JAVA arid SUMATRA
COFFEES
SPOT AND AFLOAT

Offering some choice lots . Ask for Samples

Woods Ehrhard&Co.

GREEN
COFFEE
EVERY
WAY

New York
When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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earth. What greater service could an American
warship perform in its cruise to different shores
than to land American specialty salesmen to ex-
tend the “glad hand of fellowship” and to cement
the friendship of other nations with business re-

lations ? I would appoint as consuls to the ports

of foreign nations none other than trained and
qualified American specialty salesmen, and their

reports would be accessible to every American
manufacturer and producer.
The United States could well afford to maintain

in connection with every consulate office through-
out the world sample rooms for American
products.

The American specialty salesman is destined to

become in finance, in commerce and in labor one
of the world’s greatest factors.

COFFEE FIRM CHANGES NAME

Jules Maes & Co., Inc., Takes Over New York
Agency of Produce & Warrant

Company

THE New York agency of the Produce & War-
rant Co., Inc., has been discontinued and a

new corporation to be known as Jules Maes &
Co., Inc., has been formed under the laws of

the State of New York to take over and con-

tinue the business. This change of name affects

only the United States branches of the Produce

& Warrant Co., and does not apply to the Euro-

pean and Brazil offices.

The reorganized corporation maintains offices

in New York and New Orleans, represents a

number of prominent Brazil coffee shippers, and,

in addition to coffee, handles all other products

of North, Central and South America.

F. G. Varrelman continues as general manager

of the coffee business, which department he

started for the Produce & Warrant Co. F. J.

Nettle left New York recently to assume charge

of the coffee department of the New Orleans

office.

December, I919.

Jules Maes, president of the reorganized com-^

pany, has been the agent for the Produce &
Warrant Co. in the United States ever since the

firm was established here, about three years ago.

25,000 AT A PICNIC

National Cash Register Employees Enjoy

an Outing That Is Unique in

Industrial History

/^\N one of those recent fall days when just^ to be alive was worth while, 7,100 em-

ployees and executives of the National Cash

Register Company shut up shop and spent the

day with their families in a glorious get-together

picnic. From President John H. Patterson, just

back from a business trip to Europe, down to the

tiniest tot of the humblest worker in the factory,

it was a day of pure play—races, polo match, ball

games, golf, tennis, quoits, baby show, daylight

fireworks, clowns, airplane “stunt” exhibition,

side-shows, concerts, dancing—everything that

could be thought of to amuse and interest the

big crowd.

The entire affair was in the hands of the

employees. The N. C. R. Company paid the bills,

amounting to more than $50,000, but made no

attempt to say what should or should not be done.

The picnic was held in the 294-acre park given

to the people of Dayton by Mr. Patterson about

a year ago. Seventeen extra main buildings and

tent structures were erected by the N. C. R. Com-

pany for the day, one of these being a grandstand

with a seating capacity of 65,000 people.

NEW BROKERAGE FIRM ORGANIZED

William V. Smith and James G. Davies, both

well known in the New York green coffee trade,
J

have formed a co-partnership, operating under
>

the firm name of Davies & Smith, with offices at

BENJ. LAHY EDWIN GROVES JOHN L. SIPP

James W. Phyfe & Co.

Brokers—Coffee, Spices, Tapioca, Cocoa

124 Front Street, New York

AGENTS FOR
Edw. Boustead & Co., London
Boustead & Co., Singapore
Boustead & Co., Penang
Valente Peixoto & Co., Bahia
Heybroek & Co., Amsterdam
Veth Bros., Amsterdam
Veth Bros., Padang

Veth Bros., Macassar
Boasson & Vail Overzee, Batavia
Boasson & Van Overzee, Amsterdam

, . 1 Amsterdam
Amsterdam Eatavia l gatavia
Handelsvereeniging

j Soeral)aia
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DANIEL M. ENRIGHT

Importer and Jobber of

MILD COFFEES
(Exclusively)

112 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

A. W. BERDON, President B. MEYER, Vice Prest. F. R. WHITE, Secy, and Treas

Stewart, Carnal & Company
LIMITED

COFFEE IMPORTERS

430 GRAV1ER STREET NEW ORLEANS

Cable Address: “STEWARTCAR”

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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87 Front street, New York, specializing in coffee

and cocoa.

Mr. Davies was for many years the buyer for

Francis H. Leggett & Co. For the past five

years he has been engaged in the coffee brokerage
business on his own account. Mr. Smith has
been a successful Front street broker for a num-
ber of years.

COFFEE PRICE WAR ON THE COAST
California grocers are considerably agitated at

the price-cutting in well known brands of pack-

aged coffee being indulged in by several cash-and-

carry groceries. They claim that whereas the

profit on coffee used to pay a great deal of the loss

in the distribution of sugar, flour, etc., packaged

coffee itself has now become an actual loss to the

retailers. The price of leading branded packages

is 48 cents a pound to the grocer. Some brands

have recently been offered as low as 46 cents to

the consumer, while most retailers are endeavorin

to sell it at from 58 to 60 cents.

The roasters say they are powerless to dictate

the resale price of their coffee. Their only re-

course is to refuse to supply any dealer who may
be selling the goods in a manner that does not
meet with their approval.

ANALYSIS OF GROCERY EXPENSES
“Methods of Paying Salesmen and Operating

Expenses in the Wholesale Grocery Business in

1918” is the title of the latest bulletin of the

Harvard Bureau of Business Research. The dis-

cussion covers policies used by firms selling in

strictly local districts and those having national

distribution of their products. The investigation

shows that the commission plan is generally con-

sidered more satisfactory in the larger businesses

covering more than local territories, while local

businesses pay fixed salaries.

Fifty-seven wholesale grocers furnished profit

and loss reports that could be compared for the

years 1916, 19 1 7 and 1918. Almost every one of

these firms showed an increase in volume of sales

in 1918, the largest being about 50 per cent over

1917. For all but three firms gross profit was
lower in percentage of net sales in 1918 than in

I9 I 7; 53 firms showed a lower net profit in 1918.

Stock turn—5.2 times a year—was lower for 40
firms in 1918 than in 1917. A detailed summary
of each item of expense and profit in 1918, based
on the reports of 145 grocers, is published in the

bulletin.

CELEBRATES 68TH ANNIVERSARY
The Sherer-Gillett Company, Chicago, is cele-

brating this month its 68th anniversary, having
been founded in the year 1851. This December
also marks the twenty-fifth year since the first

Sherer sanitary counter was built, and the firm

is commemorating this event. The company
claims to be one of the oldest food product houses

doing business continuously in Chicago.

PITHY TRADE NOTES
E. L. Carr, of the Franklin Coffee Company,

Columbus, Ohio, visited New York during the

month, making his headquarters with W. H.

Aborn, of Aborn and Cushman. This was Mr.
Carr’s first trip to New York in a number of

years.

J. C. Wirtz, who spent two years in Japan as

special agent in charge of Carter Macy & Co.’s

tea business in that country, has severed his

connection with that firm to become manager of

the import department of Irwin Harrisons &
Crosfield, Inc. He will make his headquarters

in New York, and his department will handle

numerous Far Eastern products in addition to

tea.

Frank S. Shea, now with the Murai Trading

Co., Ltd., New York, will become associated with

S. PFEIFER & COMPANY
IMPORTERS OF

Brazilian and Mild Coffees
400 MAGAZINE STREET NEW ORLEANS
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supremely
efficient"

wrote a customer about our

NEW FOIE EINED
Ibod Product Containers
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yhey are triplicate square

bags, beautifully printed,

lined with parchment and tin

foil cemented together with

a film of best parafine.

Thomas m RoyalsCo
BRYN MAWR
PENNSYLVANIA
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Leon Isreal & Bros, on January 1. Mr. Shea

entered the employ of Furuya & Nishimura (now
the Murai Trading Co.) about five years ago.

Previous to that time he was with the E. M.
Osborn Co. He will represent Leon Isreal &
Bros, at Shidzuoka, Japan.

John T. Pollard, formerly of Chicago, is re-

turning there the first of the year in charge of

Leon Israel & Bros.’ Chicago tea department.

OBITUARY

Seymour S. Smith

Seymour S. Smith, one of the oldest tea

brokers in the New York trade, died November

2, 1919, at his home in Ridgewood, N. J. Mr.

Smith was 73 years of age, and had been in the

tea business for 55 years. Born in Hartford,

Conn., he moved to Brooklyn, N. Y., when a boy

and first engaged in the tea trade with Geo. W.
Lane & Co., New York, in 1864. In 1881 he

joined with J. H. Labaree, in the firm of J. H.

Labaree & Company, withdrawing in 1894 to

start a tea brokerage business for himself. Mr.

Smith was a well known figure on Front street,

New York, where he had spent all his business

life.

Anthony B. Gilligan

Anthony B. Gilligan, for 25 years with the

Murai Trading Co., 96 Front street, New York,

died at his home in Jersey City on November 7,

1919. Mr. Smith was 40 years old, and was well

known in New York produce circles as a sales-

man of unusual ability.

Charles B. Platt

Charles B. Platt, a member of the board of

directors of J. A. Folger & Co., San Francisco,

and one of the oldest ex-members of the United

States Tea Board, died November 24. Mr. Platt

had been connected with Folger & Co., since 1881,

and for many years was head of the tea depart-

ment. • He was vice-president from 1887 to

November 30, 1916, when he resigned because

of ill health, though he continued to act as a

director.

MARKETS OF THE WORLD

Latest News Letters from Staff and Spe-

cial Correspondents in Foreign and

Domestic Trade Centers

THE NEW YORK MARKETS

Special Market Reviews for “The Tea and

Coffee Trade Journal’’

THE local market for Brazilian coffee for

-* the first half of November was featured bv

moderate activity and higher prices and in the

second half by dulness, irregularity and unsettle-

ment, accompanied by falling prices, especially

for Rios and Victorias.

At the outset demand was generally good,

especially for such lots as could be moved im-

mediately. The longshoremen’s striks was still

in force, and with a decidedly large part of the

local stock tied up on ships many interior buyers,

who had been awaiting the unloading of these

cargoes in order to replensh supplies, were forced

to cover their requirements in the open market.

Naturally they found sellers scarce and strong

in their views. This attitude was encouraged

partly by the firmness prevailing much of the

time in Brazil, where, in addition to higher

prices for actual coffee as well as for future

contracts, there was a remarkable advance in
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Where the “City Fellow’’Gets the Jump

Why is it that the small Wholesalers in large cities and

large Wholesalers in small cities generally feel at

a disadvantage in competition with the Big Houses—particu-

larly with packaged lines?

They do, and they show it frequently by quoting lower prices

on exactly the same grades of goods.

Why is this?

For one thing, the large city Wholesaler pays more attention

to the style and “dress” of his containers , on the average,

than either his small rivals in town or his large ones outside of

town.

He knows, by experience, that the attractive, natty package

will give him a quicker turn-over and that the Consumer is

willing to pay a little more for an article got up in that way.

As manufacturers of 'Cfhe UNION DUPLEX BAG and
he UNION DUPLEX SACK, we are specialists in fancy

packages. Let us show you gratuitously, by a color-sketch,

how very attractive your Brands will look in these “economy”
containers.

UNION BAG & PAPER CORPORATION
( Name of the Nearest Selling Agent upon request)
PRINCIPAL OFFICES - WOOLWORTH BUILDING - NEW YORK CITY

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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the exchange rate on London. At this writing

the rate i9 i8-9/l6d., which compares with about

I5d. early in Nov., and is the highest figure

reached since the quotation of i8-i3/i6d. in July,

1891. This action of primary markets, coupled

with the reports of large shipments to Europe,

naturally caused buoyancy in the local market

for future contracts, prices being at the highest

levels reached since the year’s top records were
established on June 23, and from 3^2 to slightly

over 4 cents above the low marks touched at the

culmination of the mid-year break on Sept. 16th.

This advance was abruptly terminated on Nov.

12, the day of sensational crashes in various

other markets, notably in stocks and cotton,

originating principally in the tight money situa-

tion and resulting in phenomenally high loaning

rates. Thereafter coffee markets here and in

producing countries were to a larger extent dom-
inated by the world-wide pessimism, unsettle-

ment, and general lack of confidence growing

out of the wide-spread political unrest, fresh out-

breaks in various quarters, and the remarkable

weakness in European exchange rates, all of

which were to a large degree traceable to the

failure to definitely re-establish peace. These

factors combined with fears of undesirable

deliveries to cause a sharp break in the Santos

futures market, while there was a substantial

drop in actual coffee values, with various shippers

accepting prices much below the general market

for forward shipments. Once again the local

futures market responded and in slightly over

two weeks prices had fallen from three to three-

and-a-half cents.

In view of the wide-spread weakness, the great

majority of buyers withdrew from the market

almost entirely, and to some extent this policy

was encouraged by the termination of the harbor

strike, which made it possible to proceed with

unloading of cargoes, to relieve shortages ex-

isting at interior points and to increase offerings

in this market. As stated above, the weakness

was especially marked in Rios and Victorias,

Santos descriptions, and especially choice Bour-

bon grades, being relatively steady. Owing to

wide variations in drinking qualities, prices fre-

quently showed discrepancies of several cents.

The same conditions prevailed in large degree in

the cost-and-freight market. While shippers in

Rio and Victoria were accepting lower prices,

the majority of Santos houses were firm, owing

to the great scarcity of choice selections and

reiteration of the official announcement that none

of the Government holdings would be sold before

1920, and then at a minimum price of 20 milreis

for No. 4 Santos, or appreciably above general

quotations.

Milds Become Dull and Reactionary

As far as broad general conditions are con-

cerned, the local market for mild coffees has been

an exact duplicate of the market for Brazilian

grades.. Early in the month demand was good

and prices averaged about a half-cent higher,

carrying some varieties to a premium over Santos,

whereas they had been at a discount for a long

time. The strength was not astonishing, inas-'

much as prices here, despite the advance, were

still below a parity with producing countries.

:

Subsequently this market shared the reactionary

movement of many other commodities and de- .

mand became extremely indifferent. As a result J

prices reached levels about D/2 and 2 cents

below those ruling a month ago. The selling
j

pressure and weakness were noticeable especially
j

in the lower grades, higher grades of washed
j

coffee displaying relative steadiness. It is pointed i\

out by traders of long experience and good judg- j

ment that the new season will start with condi- J

tions exactly opposite to those prevailing a year
|

ago. At that time, it is argued, buying of coffee
|

offered good chances for profit, but now, with

prices far above normal, with large crops in

WESTFELDT BROTHERS
528 Gravier Street

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
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Weis all Fibre—
Parchment Lined Containers

LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO GET THE

Highest Quality “Can”
AT A PRICE THAT

Won’t Make You Squirm

TESTS by particular packers show WEIS
containers compare most favorably with
any style can.

Send for our catalogue and sample. We
will be pleased to give you information
about a real high grade “can” sold at a

low price.

For coffee, tea, spices, cocoa, etc. Also

manufacture paraffined containers for

liquid and semi liquids.

THE ^ FIBRE CONTAINER CORP.

101 FRONT STREET
MONROE, MICH., U. S. A.
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sight, and with Europe poverty-stricken, the OUR LONDON LETTER
chances are thought to be all on the other side.

Teas Active and Strong

With advances averaging from two to three

cents the local tea market enjoyed a decidedly

active month. Some merchants report that the

business done in the last few days of November
exceeded anything known in a similar period in

many years. Fully 20,000 packages of Formosa
tea were sold, some of it for export, although

exact details as to the latter were not available.

Substantial quantities of Indians, Ceylons, and

Javas were also taken for domestic distribution.

The Formosa market is practically closed with

indications that the total shipments to this coun-

try will be between 14,500,000 and 15,000,000

pounds, compared with about 20,000,000 pounds in

each of the two preceding seasons. For this rea-

son, some shrewd traders regard Formosas as

the cheapest black tea available. In fact, they

look for higher prices on all varieties, as stocks

are steadily decreasing and little is coming for-

ward. Europe is still a decidedly large buyer

in the Far East and exchange there has gone

to such remarkably high levels as to bring busi-

ness with American buyers almost to a complete

standstill. Exchange in China, for example, ad-

vanced from 144 to 177 in one week, reaching the

highest point ever known. C. K. T.

The Latest News From Mincing Lane and the

Continental Trade Centers

Office of The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal,

34 Cranbourn Street, London, W. C. 2

London, Nov. 4, 1919.
*

I 'HE position of tea in this country is very
A curious at the present time. For one thing,

the difficulties that impede distribution seem to

be increasing, and with their aggravation some
traders advocate an increase in the retail price.

Huge supplies exist in the bonded warehouses,

but they cannot be made readily available to the

trade owing chiefly to labor and transport troubles.

With an eight-hour day and an absence of over-

time, the labor obtainable is said not to be han-

dling the stocks quickly enough to keep pace with

an increasing consumption. Representations on

the subject have been made to the Government by

members of the now non-existent Tea Control

Committee, but the view attributed to the Food
Ministry is that the Government cannot conveni-

ently interfere in what is a domestic matter be-

tween employers and employed. •

The wholesale market is exceedingly strong.

Common leaf has been selling at 34 cents per

DO YOU KNOW?
That RIO coffee can be shipped into SANTOS at a comparatively small additional cost.

That RIO can then be mixed with SANTOS, or shipped, without mixing, from SANTOS,
and can be sold to us as SANTOS. The premium commanded by SANTOS, over RIO,
has been as high as 10c per pound. If you want SANTOS, you want a sweet drinking
Coffee. If you want RIO, you want the benefit of the low price.

DO YOU KNOW?
That one bag of RIO, mixed with nine bags of SANTOS, makes all ten bags cup RIOY.

DO YOU REALIZE?
How important expert cup testing is to the success of fancy blends.

One touch of Rio makes the whole pot poor.

W. H. BENNETT & SOM HO Front St., N. Y. City.CUR SPECIALISTS
Member and Grader Members

N. Y. Coffee and S gar Exchange, Inc. American Sp ce Trade Association

Thos. P. Monahan G. A. Schmidt

Monahan Brokerage Company
(INCORPORATED)

Dependable Brokers in Coffee

506 SOUTH 7th STREET ST. LOUIS, MO.
If You Want “Service”—Command Us
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pound, duty unpaid, and 35 cents, the lowest that

some leading holders will take, is indicative of a

very strong market. Altogether auction prices

are distinctly on the upgrade.

With regard to finer teas, whilst there has been

some irregularity of late, still further records

have also been achieved. For 1,380 pounds of

certain Assam Golden Tips $2.08 a pound has been

paid. Quite lately as much as $2.26 a pound for a »

fine grade was paid in the London market. The
teas bought at these high prices will, it is be-

lieved, be used entirely for blending, and much,

if not all of the teas, will be shipped to Ireland.

Consumers in Ireland, including the peasantry,

insist on having the best teas.

Some of the best of the Indian teas were being

sold before the war at from 84 cents to $1.00 a

pound, but, in the opinion of dealers, the present

high prices are justified by the rise in values and

working expenses and the cost of buying exchange

on India, the rupee now being worth about 48

cents, as compared with 32 cents before the war.

Generally the supply of Ceylon tea on the

wholesale market is not equal to the demand, and

prices here again are decidedly on the upgrade.

Statistically the tea position has undergone no

notable alteration. The big surplus stocks have

remained much the same as they were a month

ago, the continuous heavy deliveries during last

month being offset by much larger arrivals as

compared with the same month last year. The
total quantities held in bond in the country

amounted on September 30 to 156,000,000 pounds,

which compared with 76,000,000 pounds and 34,-

250.000 pounds at the same date in the two pre-

vious years, respectively. The home consump-

tion for nine months reached the record of 292,-

500.000 pounds, an excess of close on 6o,ooo,oco

pounds against the same period last year. Arrivals

from India lately have been considerable, and it

is probable that as soon as tea can be secured in

larger quantities from the docks and warehouses

the catalogues will be increased to more liberal

proportions, and presumably this will eventually

have an effect on prices.

The Coffee Market

The coffee market is steady, with moderate

supplies at auction and fair competition prevail-

ing. At auction on October 28 the second con-

signment (32 bags Nairobi) made by the Coffee

Planters’ Union of Nairobi, and under the aus-

pices of the Coffee Trade Association of London,

was sold at $37.50 to $40.00, the proceeds of which

are to be given to the British Red Cross Society.

This year’s crop in Ecuador is the smallest

within living memory. England gets little coffee

from this South American State, but the influence

Hooton’s Cocoa and Chocolate
Insures Quick Sales and Repeat Orders

AMERICAN and DUTCH PROCESS COCOA POWDER
Packed in

Barrels, Half-Barrels, Fifty and Twenty-five Pound Drums

“MOGUL” Brand SWEETENED COCOA
Packed in p2 lb. tins—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand SWEETENED COCOA
Packed in 1 lb. tins—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand SWEET CHOCOLATE and PREMIUM CHOCOLATE
Packed in lb. Cakes—100 lbs. to case.

“HARVEST” Brand BREAKFAST COCOA
Packed in lb. tins—100 lbs. to case.

Samples and quotations furnished upon request.

HOOTON COCOA COMPANY
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
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THE SIGN OF
BETTER CANS

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY
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of the news will be, so far as it extends, to

strengthen the market for fine South American
types. Brazilian is a very steady trade at $31

for a good spot sample, $27 for July delivery.

Between these prices there is a great range, but

the speculative offers to deliver coffee next sum-
mer at $4 under current rates, ex store, are risky,

and with only 106,000 bags in stock, against 215,-

000 a year ago, argue a somewhat remarkable

confidence in ability to get the staple shipped from
Santos and Rio. Thomas Reece.

SAN FRANCISCO TRADE NOTES

Tea and Coffee Notes of the Pacific Coast

Centers Gathered by Our Own
Correspondent

San Francisco, Nov. 22, 1919.

’’"THE business of local coffee houses does not

usually show the same growth as is noted in

other sections of the country, as winter

approaches and the cold weather causes people

to long for hot drinks. In normal times the winter

business shows but little variation from that of

other seasons. This year, however, a good in-

crease is noted, not only as compared with a

December, 1919.

month or two ago, but also, and one might say

especially, as compared with a year ago at this

season.

Looking for a reason for this increase it is

practically agreed that prohibition, which but re-

cently began to be felt in its full effects here, is

the cause. People who previously drank light

wines or beer with their meals are turning to tea

and coffee, and the big cafes which lived on the

sales of all kinds of drinks are now advertising

their “teas.”

Another factor in the increased demand for

tea and coffee is undoubtedly the national adver-

tising campaign conducted by the Joint Coffee

Trade Publicity Committee. This campaign is

being backed up by the local men, who are adver-

tising in the newspapers more freely than ever

before.

Among the clever ads recently appearing was
one for A. Schilling’s tea. It shows a hand pinch-

ing a “buffalo” nickel until the beast seems to

roar with pain
;
the words explain that paying too

little for tea means poor tea.

In the discussion of the high cost of living

there have not been many attacks made against

local coffee dealers. It is recognized that coffee

was one of the last food products to advance in

Always On the Market

Never Over the Market

Often Under the Market

We have the largest stock of the finest roasting and drinking coffees of all description,

from which to make your selections.— Bogotas, Santos, Guatemalas, Maracaibos, Bourbons, etc.

We offer teas of every variety,— Formosas, Ceylons, Indias, Javas, Chinas (Green and

Black), bought to please the consumer. All of fine cup quality.

JONES BROTHERS TEA COMPANY, Inc.

107 Front Street, New York
GUSTAVE E. KRUSE JOHN J. MC NAMARA

Manager Manager
Coffee Department Tea Department
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FRANCIS PEEK & CO., Ltd.
Head Office: 20 Eastcheap, London, E. C.

SINGAPORE JAVA SUMATRA
Laidlaw Batavia, Soerabaja, Bandoeng Medan and

Buildings and Semarang Padang

EXPORTERS of JAVA TEA
and other Dutch East Indian Produce

TIN RUBBER SUGAR
COFFEE RICE TAPIOCA PEPPER CITRONELLA OIL, ETC.

WRITE TO OUR BATAVIA HOUSE AND ASK TO BE PLACED ON
MAIL LIST TO RECEIVE OUR JAVA MONTHLY PRODUCE REPORT

JAVA TEAS OF
DIRECT IMPORT

JAVA PLANTA-
TION RUBBER

ROWLEY DAVIES & CO., Limited

Exporters and Importers

BATAVIA
Java

HEAD OFFICE : FENCHURCH HOUSE, 5 FENCHURCH ST.

LONDON, E. C.

Will Gladly Reply to Enquiries and Supply All Information.
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price, and the public is fairly well informed as
to the cause of present shortages. However, U.
S. District Attorney Annette Adams of San
Francisco now announces that speculators alone
are responsible for the present price of coffee.

The beans are resold many times before the coffee

reaches the breakfast table, she asserts, and in this

way about 100 per cent is added to the price the
importer pays before the coffee reaches the
public. Miss Adams does not give the source
of her information.

G. Amsinck & Co., Inc., moved their head-
quarters to much larger offices at 60 California

street this month. Some enlargements of depart-
ments of the company are contemplated.

G. P. M.

NEW ORLEANS LETTER

News of the Trade in the “Logical Port” as

Gathered by Our Correspondent

New Orleans, Nov. 29 1919.

’T'HE coffee market in the past month has been
A only moderately active, but inquiries from the

interior have been fair; and as stocks have been

well maintained, dealers have been able to supply

their trade with grades desired.

Large cargoes which had been tied up in port
by the longshoremen’s strike, now are being un-
loaded. There are about 140,000 bags afloat for
this port and the local stock December 1 is about
400,000 bags. A week ago it was 355,000 and at

the same time last year only 101,932 bags.

A Brazil grower wrote a leading importer here
that he thinks 6,000,000 bags is a fair estimate
for the 1920-21 crop, as trees are weakened by
the frost of 1918. He also figures that, as trees

that bear heavily in this coming season are old

ones, the crop of 1921-22 will be small. He says

he does not believe the Government of Sao
Paulo has any intention of selling at present, and
certainly not under an equivalent of 30J/2 cents

for well described 4s.

Roasters say that the trade here has been

good, and buyers are taking large quantities of

the fancy package goods. There has been no

change in prices of roasted coffee, since the

reduction of 2 cents a pound, October 10, though

many persons think that with the continued drops

in the price of green, further reductions in

roasted are inevitable. No complaint seems to

be made, however, as to the price of coffee.

Leading tea trade experts stated this week that

the November market was very active with all

kinds of tea in good demand, especially black teas,

Pack YOUR Goods
The Better Way

Hundreds of the nation’s largest shippers are
now packing their products in these better boxes.
They have learned the economy, facility and protec-
tion of strong, resilient H & D Corrugated Fibre Boxes
for their goods. You too will find them ideal con-
tainers for your products. Get the facts about

CORRUGATED
FIBRE BOXES

H & D packing experts will design a shipping box for your every product, free of charge.
Merely send them a sample shipment of your goods—collect—and they will return it to you pre-
paid and packed in a specially designed container of H & D Corrugated Fibre Board. Our FREE
illustrated book “How to Pack It” is yours for the asking. Write today.

The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company
Water Street, Sandusky, Ohio

Canadian Trade—Address Toronto



We take this opportunity to wish

our friends the compliments of the

season and to thank them for their

contribution to the growth of this

business during 1919.

We hope that 1920 will bring you

increased happiness and prosperity.

S. A. Scbonbrunn fk? Co.
81-83 Front Street New York

WM. B. HARRIS
Manager

Roasted Coffee Department

C. E. WARTH
Manager

Tea Department



May Christmas Joys and the New
Year’s Happiness be yours in

abundance and may the coming

year bring to your business un-

bounded prosperity.

Sasco Coffee Company
83 Front Street New York

Green Coffee Exclusively
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Ritchie ’s
ALL FIBER CANS

TIN TOP AND BOTTOM CANS
The ideal container in place of expensive tin cans, Ritchie’s Paraffined or Parchment lined cans
hold the aroma, are airtight and non-absorbing. The ideal package for Coffee, Tea, Spices, Cocoa-
nut and all dry foods.

Quotations and samples promptly forwarded.

W. C. RITCHIE AND COMPANY
414 SO. GREEN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Send all that Goodness to the Consumer!
The quality of your product is the key note of your reputation.

The condition in which your goods reach the ultimate consumer is

the important detail that makes or mars your good-will.
m

Safeguard this vital asset by every care in packing.

Protective Papers
Glassine—Vegetable Parchment

Grease Proof—Parchmoid

safeguard your product and good-will on that journey from your
factory (over the counter) to the consumer.

Each one of these papers has distinctive qualities that make it

best for the purpose—all can be creased or folded without cracking.

They will improve a poor package and make a good package better.

Supplied in sheets, rolls or circles. Your jobber can supply you.

For the convenience
of Western Trade,
we carry a complete
stock of Diamond-F
Protective Papers at
our Chicago Ware-
house, 1656 Besley
Court.

Write today for samples.

Diamond State Fibre Company
Bridgeport, Pa. (Near Philadelphia)

Also makers of Diamond Fibre—“A Remarkable Material'*

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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India, Ceylon and Javas. Large blocks of these

teas changed hands here at advances. E. K. P.

CHICAGO NEWS LETTER

Activities of the Trade in the Windy City and
Vicinity as Seen by Our Correspondent

Chicago, Nov. 28, 1919.

D RICES for coffee have shown a decline dur-
A ing the last thirty days, according to big local

dealers, who say this is due to the financial condi-

tions now obtaining rather than to industrial or

political conditions. Therefore, it is believed to

be somewhat more of a lasting condition. Some
dealers here expressed the belief that there may
be further decilnes in the near future.

The tea market, on the other hand, has shown
some strength, being considerably more active.

Big traders say that buyers are beginning to

realize that there is a shortage of imports as

compared with last season. Early first crop teas

are much asked for, at prices considerably higher

than those of last month. Basket fired tea is in

good demand.

One of the leading tea men said that a letter

from Japan, which has just been received, de-

* dares that the market there is quite bare. Very
little lead tea is being offered, and what is avail-

able is held at stiff prices, he added.

The sugar shortage has been causing great un-

easiness in Chicago. So serious has the situa-

tion become in the last two weeks that sugar is

sold to consumers only in half-pound lots, and

even this is not always available at many of the

retail stores. For several days there has been

promise of relief, but just how soon . seems to

be very much of a question. E. J. C.

FOR HIGHER COFFEE FREIGHT RATES
[from a staff correspondent]

Washington, D. G, Dec. 1, 1919.—J. H. Glenn,

a shipping agent, has applied to the Interstate

Commerce Commission for increases in com-
modity freight rates on green coffee in single and

double bags, carload and minimum weight of

30,000 pounds from New Orleans and points

taking the same rates to various destinations, to

restore the former relationship as existed between

New York and same destinations. He has also

asked for an increase in the estimated weights

on Brazilian coffee as follows: In single bags

from 131 pounds to 132 pounds per bag, in double

bags from 132 to 134 pounds per bag. Lamm.

FOR SALE BY MORE THAN

20,000 DEALERS!

New York’s old Favorite Brand

The Scientific knowledge required to make good cans on a “LANGSTON”
unit is embodied in the machinery. You can do the rest.

Let us show
you how to

make your can
It’s worth while

JWRITE

Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N.
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MILLER FIBRE CANS AND TUBES
FOR

AND WITH QUALITY ARE CROWNED

MOISTURE PROOF AND PARCHMENT LINED
ORDER TO-DAY WE SHIP TO-MORROW

MILLER FIBRE PRODUCTS CO.
350 WEST ONTARIO STREET CHICAGO
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SALIENT TRADE NOTES

L. G. Robbins, general sales and advertising-

manager of the A. J. Deer Company, Hornell,

N. Y., has been made an officer and director of

the company.

Thomas Lipton, New York, tea packing firm,

has moved its entire equipment to Hoboken, N. J.,

and in addition to other machinery has added

another 1,000 pound Burns tea mixer.

Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago wholesale gro-

cery house, is installing a complete Lambert
coffee roasting plant.

F. W. Gotch, tea buyer in Japan for Jardine

Matheson & Co., arrived at Vancouver on

November 18, and was expected in New York
about the first of December. He plans a trip

to England before returning to the Far East.

The Northwestern Distributing Co., Billings,

Mont., will soon engage in coffee-roasting opera-

tions. The equipment selected consists of a

Burns Karoma outfit, arranged for gas fuel, and

a No. 1 granulator with chaff remover.

Eldred Roy Nolte has been made a firm mem-
ber of the Nolte Brokerage Co., St. Louis.

The Olds Products Co., Chicago, is installing

a complete peanut butter plant specially designed

by the Lambert Machine Co.

The Crescent Manufacturing Co., Seattle, will

soon install one of the latest type Burns coffee

cooling and stoning machines.

A. L. Carpenter, who has been identified with

the coffee business for thirty-five years, has

joined E. B. Harral, coffee broker, New Orleans.

He was with Hard & Rand for fifteen years, and

for the last five years has been with the Stein-

wender-Stoffregen Coffee Co. For a time he

was associated with J. S. Dollar & Co., coffee

broker, St. Louis.

A new coffee business is being started in Macon,

Ga., by J. H. Bailey, a well known tobacco man.

The roasting equipment which will be installed

early next year will include a Burns Jubilee

roaster, with cooler and stoner, No. ii grinding

mill, bucket elevator, etc.

Opler Bros., Inc., cocoa manufacturers, New
York, will open a branch office in Chicago about

January 1.

The Hogue Mercantile Co., Kansas City, is

adding to its peanut butter equipment a roasting

apparatus and blancher of Lambert design and

construction.

The Pennsylvania Coffee Co. has been granted

a Delaware charter, capital $200,000. Edward
Stockslager, Pittsburgh

;
Robt. T. Purcell, Craf-

ton, Pa., H. A. Depp, Oakmont, Pa., and E. C.

USE A TRICOLATOR
And Make Better COFFEE

Roasters (now) send TRICOLATORS to complaining custom-
ers. They know that the clean, sweet, fresh Paper Filter,

the fool-proof Aluminum Top and the China Urn will make their

coffee right.

Send for circular and prices on Home or Hotel size

TRICOLATORS and Filter Paper.

THE TRICOLATOR CO.
64 E. So. WATER STREET CHICAGO

SEALRIGHT = CHARACTER
THE FINEST TYPE OF PAPER CAN FOR HIOHCLASS PRODUCTS

BUILT ON MERIT TO PACK PRODUCTS OF MERIT

THE SEALRIGHT GIVES DISTINCTION

SEALRIGHT COMPANY, Inc.
MAIN OFFICE & FACTORY FULTON, N. Y.
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CORRUGATED CONTAINERS
FOR

TEA, COFFEE, COCOA AND SPICES
LET US FIGURE ON YOUk Nf XT OR ER. FOR QUALITY SERVICE AND PRICE WRITE

STAR CORRUGATED BOX CO., Inc.
372 SOUTH STREET NEW YORK CITY

PLAIN DECORATED

TIN CONTAINERS
— for the—

Tea Coffee Trade
LET US QUOTE ON YOUR 1920 REQUIREMENTS

FEDERAL TIN CO., Inc.
BALTIMORE, MD.

SPICE CANS DRUG SPECIALTIES
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Trott, Carrick, Pa. are the incorporators.

The Kaffee Hag Corp. has ordered a new
coffee roasting plant to be installed at Cleveland.

The equipment will be furnished by Jabez Burns

& Sons and will include a No. i roaster, cooler

and stoner.

The Bel-Car-Mo Peanut Butter Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., is adding to its equipment a new
roasting plant made by the Lambert Machine Co.

J. R. Beck has sold his Blue Front Groceries in

Kentucky to Chambers, Rowland & Chambers,

and has become active vice-president of the Cen-

tral Trust Co., Owensboro, Ky.

The Wagstaff Coffee Coffee Co., Detroit, has

installed another Burns coffee granulator with

chaff remover.

The McGowan Coffee Co., Jackson,’ Miss., is

installing peanut butter equipment of the Lam-
bert type.

The Frank Tea and Spice Co., Cincinnati,

plans to increase its operating facilities by 200

per cent, and recently purchased real estate worth

$125,000 in that city. The capital of the company
is to be increased from $150,000 to $500,000.

The A. J. 'Kasper Co., Chicago, has ordered a

500-pound Burns tea mixer for its tea department.

The Canada Nut Co., Vancouver, B. C., is in-

creasing its plant and has ordered an additional

roasting apparatus of the No. 1 type from the

Lambert Machine Co.

The California Macaroni Company has con

solidated with the Pioneer Paste Company. Of-

fices will be maintained in San Francisco.

A building is being erected on West Side

avenue, Jersey City, by the American Grocers’

Society, in which machinery will be installed for

coffee roasting and other manufacturing opera-

tions. The roasting plant, to be furnished by

Jabez Burns & Sons, will include a 4-bag

roaster, and a cooler and stoner.

The firm’ of Brown & Haley, Tacoma, Wash.,

has ordered a complete roasting plant and other

Plain and Decorated

TIN CANS—CONTAINERS
DEPENDABLE SERVICE. RIGHT PRICES

Republic Can and Metal Company, Inc.

260 Gold Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

General Can Company Tin and1 Fibre
Sixteenth & Canal Sts.

Chicago, 111. Caiis
Coffee Cans a Specialty

ARCHIBALD & LEWIS CO.
Importers and Grinders

SPICES, SEEDS AND HERDS
Three Hundred percent increase in our business is proof of the striking superiority of our goods

Quality assures success. We have solved the quality problem for others. Let us co-operate with yotfi

18 DESBROSSES STREET Established 1890 NEW YORK
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more ^than^ waterproof*

Safepack is synonomous with de-

pendability. Sure-packing material

that positively prevents damage to

goods in transport.

Proof against all forms of moisture,

dust, dirt, mildew, rats and mice.

Meets U. S. Government specifica-

tions and is used extensively for

packing teas, coffees, spices, candy,

confectionery, etc., for domestic and

overseas shipments. Samples on re-

quest. Address Department C.

Safepack Mills
Boston USA

j^IBERTY (compressed) Fresh
Soup is winning instant suc-

cess with the retail tea and coffee

merchants. Among the purchas-
ers at the St. Louis Convention
were:
G. B.Schorn, President,Jamaica, N.Y.;
W. M. Bartlett.Jr., V. P., Bartlett T.
& J. Co., Indianapolis; W. H. Brower,
V.P., Brower Coffee Co., Passaic, N.J.;
A.J. Benner, director, Benner T ea Co.,
Burlington, la. ;P.C. Monday, director,
P. C. Monday Tea Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; Geo. F. Hellick, director, Geo. F.
Hellick Tea Co., Easton, Pa.; C. A.
Smith, former president, Great East-
ern Tea Co., St. Louis.

You can safely follow their lead

St. Louis Food Products Co„ St. Louis, Mo.

Your Banking Interests

I
T is pleasanter to demonstrate the celerity

and thoroughness of the Mercantile

service to customers than it is to talk

about it—and more convincing.

This bank understands what is expected

from a banking connection and leaves noth-

ing undone that will contribute in any degree

to its customers’ satisfaction.

115 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

(Member Federal Reserve System)

DIRECTORS
CHELLIS A. AUSTIN

President of the Company

ELLIOTT AVERETT
Vice-Pres. United Cigar Stores

Co.

EARL D. BABST
Pres. Am. Sugar Refining Co.

EDWARD J. BARBER
Pres. Barber Steamship Lines,

Inc.

HENRY S. BOWERS
Goldman Sachs <fc Co., Bankers

HARRY BRONNER
Pres. Missouri Pacific R. R. Co.

FRANK N. B. CLOSE
Vioe-Pres. Bankers Trust Co.

J. 8. COFFIN
Chairman Franklin Ry. Supply
Co., Inc.

DELOS W. COOKE
Associate Direotor The Cunard
Steamship Co., Ltd.

C. G. DU BOIS
Pres. Western Electric Co.

FREDERICK F. FITZPATRICK
President The Railway Steel

Spring Co.

WILLIAM GIBLIN
Pres. Mercantile Safe Deposit Co.

HARVEY D. GIBSON
Pres. The Liberty National Bank

THOMAS HILDT
Vice-Pres. Bankers Trust Co.

A. R. HORR
Vioe-Pres. Equitable

Life Assuranoe Society

HERBERT P. HOWELL
Vice-Pres.National Bank of

Commerce

N. D. JAY
Morgan, Harjes & Co., Paris

ELGOOD C. LUFKIN
President the Texas Co.

JOHN MoHUGH
Vice-President Mechanics &
Metals National Bank

THEODORE F. MERSELES
Vice-President, General
Mgr. National Cloak <fe Suit Co.

ALBERT G. MILBANK
Masten & Nichols, Lawyer*

SAMUEL H. MILLER
Vice-Pres. Chase National Bank

SHERBURNE PRESCOTT
Treasurer Consolidated Textile

Corp.

JOHN J. RASKOB
Vice-Pres. E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co.

JACKSON E. REYNOLDS
Vice-Pres. First National Bank

CHARLES S. SARGENT, Jr.

Kidder, Peabody & Co., Banker*

EUGENE V. R. THAYER
President Chase National Bank

EDWARD R. TINKER
Vioe-Pres. Chase National Bank

F. T. WALKER
Agent
Royal Bank of Canada
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peanut machinery of the Lambert type and con-

struction.

R. S. Neff, formerly with the Shear Co.,

Waco, Tex., is now in charge of the coffee depart-

ment of the National Grocers Company Mills,

Detroit.

The Jones-Thierbach Co., San Francisco, will

soon make changes in its coffee grinding depart-

ment, and will also install two Burns No. 1

granulators.

The H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, has added a

Lambert electric steel mill to its peanut butter

plant.

Established 1880

C. M. SMITH & SON

Tea Packers
for the Trade

236 Water St. New York
Phone Beekman 7928

“Service is a Science 99

Improved equipment and facilities place
us in a better position than ever before to

give the trade the right kind of service.

Packets are unquestionably the most
sanitary means of distributing tea and are
popular alike with consumer and dealer,

because more economically and easily han-
dled. Teas packed in tins, lead and cartons,

Vi,
XA, and 1 lb. sizes.

The McNeil & Higgins Company, Chicago, has

ordered the Oehmig buhr stone mill for its pea-

nut butter department which will be installed in

its plant at Carpentersville, 111.

Edward M. Baker, who has been associated in

advertising work with the Quaker Oats Co., the

Union Match Co., the Corn Products Co., and

other big national distributers, recently returned

to advertising agency work, joining the Philip

Kobbe Co., Inc., New York, as vice-president.

The Postum Cereal Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,

will soon install four more Burns No. i roasters.

The Mrs. Porter’s Products Co., Seattle, has

COLLAPSIBLE
TUBES

of

Pure Tin and Composition

Metal

Both Plain and Decorated

Sprinkler Tops

Ask for Prices and Samples

W HITE METAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

1006-12 CLINTON STREET

HOBOKEN, N. J.

«J. E. CARRET & COMPANY
Successors To

JOHN O’DONOHUE’S SONS

IMPORTERS—JOBBERS
• COFFEE—

100 FRONT STREET NEW YORK
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a buriket

of
<

c$a4oline

Out on a shady road, two miles

north of Kalamazoo, is the “World’s

Model Paper Mill”. Thence went

Elbert Hubbard II and Freddie,

astride a bucket of gasoline,” one

gay summer forenoon.

What they saw is now in type

—

readable type, too! Cy, who runs

the Roycroft Print Shop, told us

the book would be ready— well,

soon after YOU read this!—which

is good for a printer, eh! Please

speak for a copy now.

Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan

“The World’s Model Paper Mill”

Makers of waxed papers and vegetable parchment

-</ KyPW-

Federal Products
Produce Profitable Dol ars

FEDERAL PL RE FOOD CO., Chicago
Originators of Cero Butter, Cocoanut Creme

Custard, Cent a G1 .ss, JEL’A’JAM.
Make's and P ckers of Baking Powde*, Soda,

Cocoa, Le on Pie F lie*, Ch>c<>l.te Desse't.

FIBRE
AND

CORRUGATED
BOXES

Ship your Coffee and Tea

in Fibre and Corrugated

Boxes and save freight,

weight and space.

We specialize in boxes

for the Tea and Coffee

Trade from folding car-

tons to shipping boxes.

Estimates and samples

if requested.

Hummel & Downing
Company

Milwaukee U. S. A.

DEPT. C-T.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Iournal
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ordered one of the new French buhr stone pea-

nut butter mills made by the Lambert Machine
Company.

The Old Dominion Peanut Corporation, a

large manufacturer of peanut butter in Suffolk,

Va., will install the Oehmig buhr stone mill in its

grinding department.

The Meguiar Co., Greenville, O., recently added
to its peanut butter plant one of the Lambert
buhr stone mills, a No. 6 steel mill and a new
model blancher.

The Van Camp Packing Co., Indianapolis, is

equipping its peanut butter plant with additional

machinery; Two electric steel blanchers knd one

electric No. 8 steel mill are being furnished by

the Lambert Machine Co.

The Bertch Market & Grocery Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich., is installing additional Lambert
coffeeroasting machinery.

"EXACT WEIGHT” Scales represent
NINE PARTS SCALES AND ONE PART
UNSKILLED LABOR. Any fool can
draw a straight line with a rule.

Skilled, experienced operators can
produce accurate weights on ordinary
scales.

Coffee Roasting Plant
For Sale

A complete four cylinder coal burning
coffee Roasting Plant in first class condition.

Made by Jabez Burns & Sons, N. Y. Was
used for a short time only by the U. S. Navy.

W. RUDNICK & CO.

594 Hart Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

dunaware
Is tii© best
premium
because it

appeals-*-*
irresistibly
to the - t*--

housewife
€3heiliii0de§ChinaCo,
Sebringr Ohio

OTIS A. POOLE
STRICTLY

COMMISSION BUYER
JAPAN TEAS
55 KITA BAN-CHO

SHIDZUOKA JAPAN

FIDELITY CAN CO.
TIN
CANS

BALTIMORE, MD.
MANUFACTURERS OF

TIN— CONTAINERS
13^* Manufacturers of Box Shooks and Boxes for All Containers
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COMPLETE PACKING ROOM EQUIPMENT
Present conditions in the coffee trade demand even closer attention to packag-

ing costs. The coffee packer who seeks to cut down his operating expenses should

investigate the “Johnson” line of automatic machinery.

We are manufacturers of complete packing room equipment, including auto-
matic carton making, filling, sealing and moisture proofing machinery.

Write for catalog.

JOHNSON AUTOMATIC SEALER CO., Limited
Battle Creek Michigan

COFFEE SKY-HY???
DON’T WORRY—YOU CAN SOLVE THE PROBLEM

WITH OUR SCIENTIFICALLY PROCESSED
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, COFFEE FILLERS AND

CHICORY SUBSTITUTES

BEST ON E4RTH
SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST.

AMERICAN CEREAL-COFFEE COMPANY
315-317-319 WEST CHICAGO AVE. CHICAGO, ILL.

Excellent for Reducing the Cost and Mixing with Coffees

HILLIS TRIUMPH CHICORY SUBSTITUTE
King Quality (Dark Draw) Best Blending
(Medium Draw) (Mild Draw)

Assures the Packer using them a satisfactory, profitable and permanent
Ground Coffee Business.

Now is a good time to start

Samples, prices and mixing information mailed on request.

HILLIS CEREAL MFG. CO. Rodney and Ainslie Sis., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHICO RY
I FRANCK I

Itbade-markI

HENRY FRANCK SONS, Inc.

FLUSHING. N. Y.

Growers, Dryers, Roasters and Manufacturers of Chicory
in all its Various Forms

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal



THE PRACTICAL RETAIL GROCER
<1 A department devoted to the discussion of problems which vex retailers;

telling how to arrange, display and sell goods; how to systematize; how to ad-

vertise, how to obtain the maximum efficiency in the grocery bus ness.

A GROCERY TRADE ANALYSIS

An Investigation of the Trend in Grocery Mer-
chandizing Methods by the Bureau of

Business Research, Harvard University

P ACKAGE foods are fast crowding out bulk
1 goods in retail grocery stores, -according to

the Bureau of Business Research of Harvard
University in Bulletin No. 13. Coffee, tea, sugar,

butter, dried fruit, crackers, breakfast foods and

four show a decided increase in favor of the

package.

The bulletin is the result of five years' research

irto the management problems and other business

factors of retail grocery merchandizing in this

country, and presents a comprehensive review of

present-day conditions. It is issued in pamphlet

form, 48 pages, and is sent upon application to the

Bureau for one dollar a copy.

It is pointed out in the bulletin that there is

a growing tendency among customers to specify

a certain brand when ordering. Therefore many
retail grocers have put up private brands, espe-

cially on coffee, tea, and canned goods, in order

to better hold trade. Most stores, however, carry

an unnecessarily large number of brands.

Where Grocers Buy Their Stocks

Under “Sources of Supply” the bulletin informs

us that: “Coffee was purchased only from whole-

sale grocers by 29 per cent of the retailer. In

addition to those who purchased all their coffee

from wholesale grocers, 10 per cent purchased

over one-half of their coffee, and 13 per cent

purchased less than one-half from wholesale

grocers. Forty-eight per cent * * * pur-

chased coffee exclusively from coffee roasters

and specialty wholesalers.”

Thirty-six per cent of the retailers bought tea

from wholesale grocers only, while 15 per cent

purchased a part from that source and the re-

maining 49 per cent from importers and specialty

wholesalers.

Four-fifths of the retailers ordered their cocoa,

sugar, 'dried fruits, nuts, and breakfast foods

exclusively from the wholesale grocers. In con-

trast to these articles, 85 per cent bought all their

crackers from the manufacturer.

About one-third of the retailers purchased ex-

tracts and essences only from wholesale grocers,

while 15 per cent reported that part, but not all,

of their purchases of these articles were made
from wholesale grocers. Thirty per cent of the

grocers bought their entire supply direct from the

manufactures.

Only a few stores got their canned fruits and

vegetables direct from the canners, over two-

thirds purchasing entirely from wholesale grocers.

“The average retail grocer,” proceeds the bul-

letin,
“ * * * buys his merchandise from not

more than ten wholesalers.” A few bought from
more than that number, but “there was a marked
tendency to concentrate purchases,” an arrange-

ment which should be beneficial to both retailer

and wholesaler.

Grocery Advertising

The most popular form of advertising and, in-

deed, among many retailers, the only form of

publicity used, was window displays, usually

made up from matter furnished by wholesalers

and manufacturers. Samples supplied to the re-

tailer to be distributed to his trade rank next in

importance. The trading stamp system rank is

becoming less common.
“About one-half of the grocers * * * stated

that they advertised in newspapers. * * *

nnwspapers were more extensively used for ad-

vertising by grocers in cities of less than 25,000

inhabitants than in large cities.”

Premiums are still used to some extent, and it

is interesting to note that the advertising expense

for stores using premiums was practically the

same as for stores which did not use them.

Concluding the remarks on advertising: “Few
of the grocers stated that they had found circular

letters a good form of advertising for their busi-

ness. Those that used circular letters were chiefly

the grocers who carried high-priced goods.”
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“Quick Turnover,” the Grocer’s Friend

The grocer’s profit is in “quick turnover.” Goods in fancy

packages with gilt labels are pretty shelf ornaments, but if

they don’t move there is no money in them.

Shredded Wheat
does not stick to the shelves. We move it by promotion work

of a far-reaching character. The manufacture of Shredded

Wheat is now relieved of all war restrictions. We are re-

suming advertising on an extensive scale. You can now
supply the normal demand for this product. It is a real

whole wheat food—clean, pure, wholesome, nutritious—the

same Shredded Wheat you have always sold.

The Shredded Wheat Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea anp Coffee Trape Journal
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The average annual sales to each regular cus-

tomer has jumped from $175 to $200 in 1914 to

$250 to $300 in 1918. A regular customer is usu-

ally one whole family. -

Grocery Store Expenses

During the last five years the ratio of total

expense to sales has fended to decline. The ratio

of gross profit to net sales has fallen off at about

the same rate. In analyzing expenses the report

states : “The items of expense that seem to show
the most contrast between 1914 and 1918, in per-

centage of sales, are selling, delivery, and buying

and management expense. Expenses for supplies

and also for most of the fixed charges, such as

heat, insurance and taxes, on the other hand, ap-

pear to have increased as' much as the retail prices

of groceries, for the percentages of expense for

these items do not seem to have undergone much
change.”

The various items entering into the expense

account and their relation to each other are pre-

sented in tabular form

:

Expenses In Grocery Stores, 1918

Lowest Highest Common
P.C.

Wages of sales force
Advertising
Wrappings and other selling ex-

penses
Total selling expenses
Wages of delivery force
Other delivery expenses
Wages of delivery force
Other delivery expenses
Total delivery expenses
Buying, management and office

salaries
Office supplies, postage, other buy-

ing and manage expenses
Total buying and management ex-

penses
Total interest
Rent
Heat, light and power
Taxes (except income and build-

ings)
Insurance (except on buildings) . .

Repairs of setore equipment
Depreciation of store equipment. .

Total fixed charges and upkeep ex-
penses

Miscellaneous expenses
Losses from bad debts
Total expanses

Gross qnd Net Profit

Lowest Highest Common
P.C. P.C. P.C.

Gross profit 26.04 10.5 16.9
Profit Loss Profit

Net profit (or loss) 9.29 6.05 2.3

P.C. P.C. P.C.
3.0 8.7 4.7

0.01 2.82 0.2

0.11 2.26 0.55
3.41 9.94 5.8

0.26 2.84 1.4

0.04 2.37 1.0

0.26 2.84 1.4

0.04 2.37 1.0

0.66 4.36 2.4

0.58 5.97 1.6

0.01 1.18 0.1

0.78 ’ 6.38 1.7

0.15 2.28 0.9

0.33 3.45 1.1

0.07 0.98 0.25

0.01 0.49 0.13
0.02 0.62 0.14
0.01 0.43 0.08
0.07 2.17 0.25

1.35 6.82 3.0

0.19 1.97 0.5

0.04 3.31 0.4

9.0 22.8 14.0

Sales Methods
The practice of soliciting orders at residences

is losing favor. The other two selling methods,

at the counter and by telephone, have therefore

increased. There is little difference in the sales

force expenses of any of these three mthods.

“There is probably opportunity for an increase

ip the average sales per sales person,” observes

the bulletin. “A high volume of sales per sales

person is obtained through the economical ar-

rangement of merchandise and the layout of the

store. The conclusion has been reached that the

vital points in the successful management of a

retail grocery store are

:

“i. To keep accurate accounts, taking stock at

least once a year.

“2. To secure a high stock turn, avoiding over-

buying and confining purchases to goods for which

there is a ready demand from customers.

“3. To obtain a large volume of sales per sales

person.

“4. To arrange the merchandise and fixtures

in the store in such a way as to facilitate rapid

service to customers.

“5. To secure a minimum delivery expense,

employing co-operative delivery service where

possible.

“6. To avoid serious and heavy losses from bad

debts.

“It is by these means that the most successful

retail grocers are developing and strengthening

their businesses.

“In conclusion, it should also be pointed out

that there are few, if any, retail trades in which

the average operating expenses and the average

gross profits are lower in percentage of sales than

in the retail grocery business.”

OVERHAULING THE OVERHEAD

How to Separate a Business Into Its Basic Parts

and Intelligently Examine Each so as

Cut Down Leaks and Expenses

By Elliot Church
Auburn, R. I.

'T'HE overhead expense in many a grocery busi-
A ness is too high simply because it has not been

overhauled recently. You should overhaul the

overhead in exactly the same manner you would
an automobile. You should take it apart and

carefully examine each part.

This is the way to do it. First divide the^over-

head up into the following eighteen parts

:

1. The taxes paid on the business and prop-
erty used by the business.

2. All insurance paid on the business.

3. Cost of all fuel used.

4. Rent paid or rental value of space used.

5. The salary the business pays you.

6. Salaries paid to employees.

7. Money invested in advertising.

8. Telephone rental.

9. General bookkeeping and other expenses
that may be classed as office expenses.
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The Start of the Line!

The Start in 1893

The other day a bang-up new Sherer Food Container was uncrated by Uncle John and put into his old grocery
store at a cross-roads town away up in Michigan.

The Shere' Food Container rubbed the cinders of travel out of his eyes, took a look at the dirty boxes and barrels

standing around, and then—as he spied a strange-looking fixture at the other end of the store, exclaimed:

“Hey, you antique, you look like a good start at something!
What are you? and how did you get up in this neck of
the woods?”

“Well, Mr. Sherer,” replied the antique, (“for I see you’re
Mr. Sherer Food Container), it’s a wonder you don’t know
your own kin! I’m your progenitor ! I’m your own grand-
father! I’m the first Sherer counter! If it hadn’t been
for me, Mr. Food Container, you wouldnt’ be here with all

your fine looks and improvements.

“You don t say so,” answered Mr. Sherer Food Container.

“You—-my grandfather? Begpardon! Glai to come across
the old gentleman I’ve heard tell of so often down in
our factory! But say—when you started our line you sure
started a good thing. Did you know there’s almost 100,000
of your descendants living today?”

“Well, well, well! You don’t tell! 100,00 ') in 25 years! You
see I’ve been up in these woods nigh onto that time and
you’re my first grandson I ever see! 100,000 of you—my,
what a blessing to Grocers and Housewives!”

“Put her there—Mr. Ancestor! —Mr. Sherer Food Container
replied. “My apologies for all my rough language! You
sure were the best counter then—just as I’m the best
counter now! You kept out most of the dirt; also the
rats and the mice and the cats and the dogs and the flies

and the soiled hands of the samplers. And I’ve put on
a ‘glass front’, and I silently advertise the Grocer that owns
me and save him big money to boot! Oh yes—most of the
up-to-date Grocers have already caught on! And I’ll soon
be in the stores of the whole bunch. They all just have to
have us! Some of them own two or three of us. Did you
know we are thinking of changing our name to the indis-
pensable Sherer? ******And then the two counters, the old
and the new, snuggled up to each other, and chuckled, and
talked about how one grew out of the other—as is shown
by the photographs on the side of the page.

And if you Mr. Grocer, are one who realizes that the growth
of this counter has been going on all these years while you
were asleep you will wake up and sign the coupon below—
and know from experience how indispensable a Sherer

The 1898 Evolution really is!

A Radical Change in 1895

Sherer-Gillett Company, 17th & Clark Sts., Chicago

The Up-to-date Sherer Food Container

• The Sherer-Gillett Company
[ 17th and Clark Sts., Chicago, 111.

1 Gentlemen:—Please send me without obligation your Cata-
log 37.

Remarks

Individual Name

Firm or Co

Street

City State
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10. Money invested in office machinery.
11. Depreciation of buildings and equipment.
12. Money invested in equipment.
13. Repairs to equipment and buildings.

14. Shrinkage, spoiled goods, etc.

14. Donations made to charitable and patriotic

societies.

16. Bad debts.

17. Interest on capital invested in business.

18. Your insurance payable to the business.

A study of t'he taxes paid on the business will

show whether there is too much property being

used in connection with the business and if it

would be wise to sell or rent part of it.

A „ study of the insurance policies shows how
closely they fit the business, and also reminds the

dealer of the importance of inventories in con-

nection with insurance policies. If the amount of

insurance is not based upon careful and frequent

inventories there is grave doubt about being able

to collect the maximum amount in case of fire.

The fuel bills may suggest a change in the heat-

ing system to reduce expenses. At least they will

show the magnitude this part of the overhead

now assumes.

Where the property is owned outright it is only

fair to the business to charge it with its rental

value. If you were not occupying it yourself

you could rent it to someone else, so charge the

business with as high a rent as you could collect

from some other business man.

Some business men never draw a regular salary

from the business. This is bad fof them and for

the business. It makes it hard to determine the

actual profits at the end of the year. Unless all

the legitimate charges are figured into the over-

head the business man is likely to pay a larger

income tax to the Government than is actually

due from him.

The salaries paid the employees form a very

vital question. There is a salary point beyond

which it does not pay a business to go, and there

is a point below which they cannot with profit be

allowed to drop. It is not the amount that is paid

that counts
;
what does count is the returns

secured for what is paid out in salaries. If that

return is the maximum then this part of the over-

head is just right.

It will pay every dealer to examine very care-

fully the advertising mediums used, the quality

of the copy and the amount of money spent.

Most retail advertisers can increase the returns

from their advertisements by putting more real

information into the advertising space. Put into

it exactly what you find most effective in selling

goods face to face.

It is not usually possible to cut down the cost

of telephone service, but with the exception of

stores which do all their order-taking over the

telephone its productivity can usually be very

materially increased. Make out a card list of

customers who can be reached by telephone. Call

them up at regular intervals. Compare the cost

of making sales to them in this way and in the

old way and the difference it makes on the total

sales, and you will probably find that your tele-

phone can be used much more effectively.

Every office should keep all records required

to increase the profits of the business, but not a

single record more. Some of the records re-

quired in every store are the customer accounts,

accounts payable to creditors, inventories, profits

and loss accounts, etc.

Always charge the depreciation of all buildings

and equipment to the cost of doing business. This

includes store fixtures and machinery, delivery

equipment, etc. It is very easy to overlook this

item and fool one’s self on actual profits.

Study your equipment carefully. It is so easy

to get loaded up with a lot of unnecessary equip-

ment that it pays to give this feature of the over-

head careful attention.

Repairs should be made to equipment and build-

ings the moment they are needed. Unnecessary

delay usually increases the bill.

There is nothing like close acrounting to cut

down the leaks due to shrinkage, spoiled goods,

etc. Prompt action will usually result in collect-

ing a goodly proportion of the loss from the job-

bers, manufacturers and railroads.

Donations are often a stumbling block. It is

easy to give more than the firm can stand. It is

not always possible to do away with them alto-

gether, but it is wise to make provision at the

beginning of the year for giving a certain per-

centage of the sales as donations to various local

organizations or else determine to make no dona-

tions at all.

If bad debts loom very large and it is not pos-

sible to collect them and keep them collected,

.change to a cash basis. •

Always charge to overhead the interest on the

capital invested in the business. This is not part

of the profit and should not be figured as such.

Every dollar you have invested in the business

should bear interest just as much as it should if

invested in bonds or mortgages.

Some men carry a certain amount of life in-

surance payable to the business. The object is to

keep the business running until another guilding

hand can be found. The premiums for such in-
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ESTABLISHED 1887

TO THE TRADE:

Recently we celebrated the 32nd anniversary of the founding of the C. F. Sauer Company
by introducing into full participation in the business C. F. Sauer, Jr., son of the founder, who on this

occasion broke ground for an addition to our present factory, to double our capacity.

Since the beginning of 1887 the business has been under active control and management of

the founder, C. F. Sauer, and it is a matter of pride to us that many customers have been doing
business with us continuously for all these years.

Adopting at the outset QUALITY as our ideal, our standard has always been so high that

when the Pure Food Laws were passed in 1906 we did not have to change a single formula to con-

form to those standards.

A great many of our goods have been double strength for years, some have
been considerably higher than this, depending upon the class of goods and the
needs of the trade. We have never advertised this fact, and only mention it now
because some other manufacturers are claiming credit for putting out double
strength goods, which statement is more or less misleading.

Take Vanilla, for instance, we have tried different methods, but still stick to our original

method, which requires about two years from the time the beans are bought until put out' in form
of extract. We believe this gives us best results.

Vanilla is a most delicate flavor. It is FLAVOR that counts, and it is FLAVOR that we
sell; not laboratory analysis. Chemists cannot isolate and weigh such an intangible, ethereal

thing as flavor.

If better flavors could be made, Sauer would have made them—but

Sauer’s process and Sauer’s quality have stood the tests of every pure food standard and
expert; but best of all, have stood the test of the final authority, the American housewife.

Sauer’s is the largest selling brand in the U. S., because of the quality, and is the “One Best
Bet” for the wide-awake retailer.

It is this QUALITY that has won for us at Seventeen Great American and European Exposi-
tions, Seventeen Highest Awards for Purity, Strength and Fine Flavor.

We take this opportunity to thank our friends and customers for their confidence, and to
express the hope that we may continue to have their patronage and to promise that the quality
of Sauer’s Extracts will always be the highest it is possible to produce.

THE C. F. SAUER COMPANY.

President.

WE OWN AND OPERATE TWO CLASS

FACTORIES, WHICH FACILITATE THE HAND-
LING OF OUR BOTTLES.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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surance are a part of the fixed charges of the

business.

Taking the overhead apart and examining each

part in this way always results in some useful

information. It will pay every business man to

go over his fixed expenses in this way at least once

a year. It may be found convenient to keep a

permanent record of the fixed charges classified

according to these eighteen heads. In any case

the expenses for the past year should be entered

at the right of each item at the time of each over-

hauling. In another column to the right of this

one enter your budget for these items during the

following year, and in a space farther to the right

make notes on methods of readjusting the ex-

pense of these items or of making them increase

the business. Comparing these sheets from year

to year will furnish ideas and suggestions as well

as information that will make it possible to get

better results from a given overhead. The dealer

who has never analyzed his overhead or fixed

expenses in this way will find many surprises

awaiting him. He will probably find some leaks

he can stop. He surely will be able to discover

ways of making the fixed expenses result in more

business and more profit. Comparison of records

from year to year will help increase these profits.

We Promise Nothing for our teas that they do

not deliver. They are teas you will enjoy—that

you can depend on—that you will buy again and
again.—Chase & Sanborn, Boston, Mass.

The<re is no quick and easy way to master the

fine art of selecting and blending different

growths of coffee. Actual experience and lots

of it, is the only method. You get the benefit

of 77 years’ experience in every carton of Lord
Calvert Coffee.—Levering Coffee Co., Baltimore,

Md.

For Weak Digestion. A very delicately fla-

vored tea from Keemun, the choicest tea district

of China, particularly suited for those suffering

from weak digestion. Try it without cream or

milk.—Ridgways, Inc., New York.

You, Too, Will Want a second cup. Red Can
brand coffee.—Hills Bros., San Francisco.

That Delicate Permeating flavor is all yours in

the wax sealed package. Wood’s Primrose teas

appeal to those who know fine teas.—Berry,

Dodge Co., Boston, Mass.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

WHAT DEALERS SAY

Catch Phrases and Arguments Used by Some
Advertisers of Tea and Coffee

rT,HE following catch phrases and arguments

have been recently used to advantage by tea

and coffee men, in newspaper and magazine ad-

vertisements, circulars and other publicity me-

diums :

There’s a Good Reason why so many people

serve Wag tea, iced or hot. Its rich flavor dis-

tinguishes it as a highly palatable tea—one that

meets the approval of the most exacting critics.

—

Wag Foods, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

When You Order from your grocer to-day

don’t say Coffee—say C W Brand Coffee, and

you’ll not be disappointed. You owe it to your

family to get C W Brand quality with saving.

—

The Widlar Co., Cleveland, O.

The Only Genuinely Honorable Business

Transaction is That in Which the In-

terests of All Are Advanced*

By Dr. Frank Crane
New York

YY 7HEN you get right down to the bottom of

** the question, the only out and out honest

business transaction is the one in which both

parties are profited.

If I sell you a horse for a hundred dollars, the

horse ought to be of more value than the money

to you, and the money ought to be of more use

than the horse to me.

This is the underlying law of all trade, from

swapping jack-knives to selling a million dollars’

worth of bonds.

The complications of the business world are so

great that it is often hard to tell whether a given

deal, or a given line of money making, is ethical

* Copyright by the Associated Newspapers.

Empire Hardware Company
SB&> STORE FURNISHINGS SKS-t.

SCALES, CANISTERS.SHOW CASES, REFRIGERATORS, Etc.
ELECTRIC COFFEE MILLS

272-274 West Broadway New York City
Write for complete Catalogue
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Domino Golden Syrup
Customers recognize the name Domino as represent-

ing a quality product. Domino Golden Syrup measures

up to the standard in every respect— it is a product of

cane sugar, clean, pure and wholesome.

Housewives use Domino Golden Syrup at the table

over waffles, griddle cakes and fried mush, and in their

cooking for cookies, candies, cakes, muffins, puddings,

sauces and baked beans.

American Sugar Refining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino 9 *

Granulated, Tablet, Powdered, Confectioners, Brown,
Golden Syrup.

The Secret
of

Good
Cooking

Colburn’s Spices are the "secret of good cooking";
their skillful use saves dollars in the kitchen.

When you offer your customers Colburn’s Spices

they know that you sell the best. Through years

of experience they have come to appreciate that

Colburn’s Spices are the Supreme Seasoning.

THE A. COLBURN COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ESTABLISHED 1857

Colburn’s Spices
“A* Red LabelBrand

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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or not. But it is an excellent idea to keep in

mind the basic rule that the only genuinely hon-

orable deal is where the interests of both buyer

and seller are advanced.

It is plain enough that betting is immoral, for

my gain is your loss. So in a lottery what I win

represents the losings of others, even if the win-

ning be concentrated in a large sum and the losses

be distributed in sums so small as to bear hard

upon no one person.

When we get' into other affairs, however, the

issue becomes confused. The safest method, for

one who cares for his self-respect, is to ask one's

self, “Have I rendered any sort of service com-

mensurate with the money or goods or favors I

have received?”

GINGER SALES TALKS

Wholesome Advice and Practical Suggestions

for Grocery Salesmen from “One
Who Knows”

By Wesley Williams
Philadelphia

I N these talks tea, coffee and grocery salesmen
* will find inspiration, encouragement and as-

sistance in doing bigger things, in a better way.

Selling goods is not the only duty of a clerk.

Keeping stock replenished, and, above all, keep-

ing counters, shelves and stock clean, is a very

important duty. A dirty, untidy counter, with

goods scattered around, is bad and it makes a

poor impression on a customer.

Study the goods you are to sell and learn

which pay a good profit. If the store advertises

a few things as a leader, keep in mind that these

are made to attract customers in order that

profitable merchandise may be sold. This is the

salesman’s jobMto sell profitable goods.

Endeavor to sell in quantity. In many instances

a customer will buy half a dozen cans of a fruit

or vegetable as readily as one can. There is a

double reason for quantity buying. First, the

larger sale. Second, the customer has a larger

stock on hand and becomes accustomed to the

taste, and if good wants to continue using that

particular brand or variety. Housekeepers are

getting into the habit of buying in smaller quan-

tities than they did formerly. A good salesman

should use the quantity argument.

Some storekeepers price their goods at so

much a can or package, with a penny or so reduc-

tion if taken in lots of six or a dozen. The

housekeeper likes to save the penny. I stepped

BETTER SERVICE TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

UNIVERSAL COMBINATION MILLS

{universal}

Customers do not complain about your service -

—clerks are in good humor and feeling fit for a

busy trade, when you use a UNIVERSAL Electric

Combination Mill. You will consider it the best

paying help ip your business.

NO. E9341 Each $310.00

Granulating Capacity 3 lbs. per minute. Chopping
Capacity 500 lbs. per hour. Floor space 38 x 22% 'n *

Height 63 Lj in.

Sold exclusively through the jobber

LANDERS, URARY CLARK
NEW BRITAIN CONNECTICUT
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KNOWN HIGH QUALITY

The reputation of

Baker’sCocoa

and Chocolate

6
preparations for

flavor, purity and
excellence is such

that they are the

favorites with

consumers and
pat. off. are easily sold.

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.

Established 1780 Dorchester, Mass.

fKAFFEEHAG
IT’S PERFECT

COFFEE

KAFFEE HAG COFFEE does not in-
terfere with the sale of your own cof-
fees. It is a perfect caffeine-freed
coffee, blended from choicest selected
coffees and is intended for those people
who are NOT at present drinking or-
dinary coffee. Instead they are now us-
ing numerous cereal substitutes which
in recent years have gained tremen-
dously in popularity, interfering with
the grocers’ coffee sales.

Sell KAFFEE HAG and increase your
coffee sales.

KAFFEE HAG CORPORATION
225 Fifth Ave. New York

COFFEE
With prices ascending steadily and many
grades of uncertain quality, why don’t you
seize your opportunity to sell your own
special brand?

Select a good blend; grind it fresh from
the bean as wanted; wrap it in inexpen-
sive packages and price it cheaper than
canned coffees. You can give a better grade
at a lower cost and still make more per
pound.

Moreover, good coffee attracts more trade

now than ever before because of the prev-

alence of poor grades. Grind your coffee

with

Uhe

ELECTRIC
COFFEE MILL

It grinds it just as people prefer it—medium,
fine or pulverized. Its appearance, soft

purr of motor, and the aroma, make added
sales. A fine investment; it lasts a life-

time.

Send for booklet No. 30, which contains
practical suggestions for building a
coffee business.

The Hobart Manufacturing Co.
Pioneer manufacturers of electric

coffee mills and the largest.

80 Penn Ave. Troy, Ohio

Hobart Electric Coffee Mill
with Peanut Butter Attachment.

When Writing AdverPsers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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WHY HE WASN’T PROMOTED

Twenty-three Reasons Why the Average Un-
successful Clerk Has Not Bettered

His Position in Life

TIE grumbled.
* * He watched the clock.

He was stung by a bad look.

He was always behindhand.

He had no iron in his blood.

He was willing, but unfitted.

He didn’t believe in himself.

He asked too many questions.

His stock excuse was “I forgot.”

He wasn’t ready for the next step.

He did not put his heart in his work.

He learned nothing from his mistakes.

He felt that he was above his position.

He was content to be a second-rate man.

He ruined his ability by half doing things.

He chose his friends from among his inferiors.

He never dared to act on his own judgment.

He did not think it worth while to learn how.

Familiarity with slip-shod methods paralyzed

his ideals.

Rows and rows of Yuban packages are continually going
on to the shelves of thousands of grocery stores.

At once off they go into the hands of hundreds of thousands
of customers.

These quickly moving packages tell the story of the demand
for Yuban.

You will find that Yuban repeats as no other coffee does.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS
Yuban Coffee Department

NEW YORK PITTSBURG CHICAGO

into a cigar store the other day and found all

cigars priced at so much apiece, or so many for

50 cents. It bought in the larger unit, and most

men who deal there do the same. This is making

two sales grow where there were only one.

“Oh,” says a clerk, “what is the use, they will

not use any more and will come back and buy as

they need.” My answer to this is that when in

need of an article they may not find it convenient

to come to your store, and the nearer grocer will

perhaps get the business.

When a customer elects to carry the purchases

home see that they are properly bundled and

securely tied. A good, tidy bundle is a good ad-

vertisement for the store
;
a badly put together

and insecurely tied package reflects no credit on

the store or the clerk who did it up. It is just

as easy to make a neat bundle as it is to put it

up indifferently.

I bought several packages in a store recently

and requested that they be done up in one bundle.

The clerk used twice as much paper was neces-

sary, and twice as much string, and I got a

bundle that I was ashamed to carry. It necessi-

tated my returning to my office and rewrapping it.
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A UNIQUE

COCOA PACKAGE
Here is a cocoa package that will find im-
mediate favor wdth the American housewife.

Its serviceability and
general attractiveness

1 jjL

|

assure a ready demand.

OPLER
1

BROTHERS
|

! - COCOA
is put up in glass con-
tainers — preserving
jars and tumblers,
modern packages that
will build your cocoa

1
sales. Superior qual-

y I ity will bring you re-

peat orders.

LABEL COCOAprivate
in all types of containers. All our cocoa
is packed by modern machinery under
sanitary conditions.

OPLER BROTHERS
Inc.

692 Greenwich St. NEW YORK

“The Brands That Brew the Best”

Some merchants achieve a maximum of

result with a minimum of effort.

Little EFFORT is required to sell Chase &
Sanborn ’s teas and coffees, but the RESULT
is something more than increased sales of

Chase & Sanborn merchandise.
Shrewd merchants profit by augmented sales

of general groceries stimulated by the trade-

building qualities of

CHASE & SANBORN’S
High Grade Teas and Coffees

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL

Dealers

—

Take advantage of the inevitable

cool weather increase in demand
for Macaroni Products. Introduce

HARVEST to your trade now and
profit by this addition of a live

product to your line.

HARVEST—in the big, attrac-

tive package, always represents a

better value to the consumer than

the small package which is pur-

chased from the grocer. The qual-

ity is second to none—manufac-

tured from choice Durum Wheat.

Write for more information and

prices on HARVEST or send us a

trial order for each of the five

HARVEST Products — Macaroni,

Spaghetti, Elbows, and Broad and

Fine Egg Noodles.

The BriggsCereal Products Co.

Formerly

The Foulds-Briggs Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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He tried to make bluff take the place of hard

work.

He thought it was clever to use coarse and

profane language.

He thought more of amusements than of get-

ting on in the world.

He didn’t' learn that the best of his salary was

not in his pay.

^ant gfobertteemente

Classified want advertisements under regular heading $3
for twenty-five words or less. Additional words four cents
each. Payable cash with order.

SMp &anteb

SALESMAN, experienced in selling mild coffee and cocoa
from South and Central America and the West Indies.
This is a splendid opportunity to connect with leading
Import concern. Address, stating salary and full par-

ticulars, Box 488, care of The Tea and Coffee Trade
Journal.

E. B. MOLLER & CO.
Importers, Growers and Manufacturers of

CHICORY AND
COFFEE SUBSTITUTES

OF EVERY GRADE
211 FRANKLIN STREET, NEW YORK

JfltsiceUaneous;

WANTED—Second-hand mill for grinding Pepper, Cin-
namon, etc., and force feed attachment for Scott Auto-
matic Weigher. Address Box 487, care of The Tea and
Coffee Trade Journal.

FOR SALE—One complete Cox Process Spice Grinding
Equipment, including Spice Cracker. Has never been
used. Address Box 486, care of The Tea’ and Coffee
Trade Journal.

FOR SALE—Burns Granulator. In first-class condition.
No reasonable offer refused. We need the room. Ad-
dress Alexander Sheppard & Sons, Eighth and Walnut
Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Do You Want Help? State your needs in the Classi-
fied Ad Department of The Tea & Coffee
Trade Journal. Three Dollars is all it costs.

Do You Want a Job? Try the Want Columns of

The Tea & Coffee Trade Journal. $3.00 for
twenty-five words or less.

Do You Want to Sell Out? Advertise in the Classi-
fied Ad Department of “The Blue Book of the
Trade.”

Have You a Factory or Store Equipment to Sell?

Do You Want to Buy a Business?
Are You Looking for New Capital?

Are You Seeking a Business Opportunity?
No matter what you want. The Tea & Coffee
Trade Journal can help you. Give it a trial.

THE TEA & COFFEE TRADE JOURNAL
“The Blue Book of the Trade.”

79 Wall Street New York

Franklin Golden Syrup
A Cane Sugar Product of high quality.

Its taste, color and smoothness give-
general satisfaction.

A pure blend of syrup, made by the

refiners of

Franklin Package Sugars
In Four Sizes

The Franklin Sugar Refining Company
PHILADELPHIA

“A Franklin Cane Sugar for every use”
Granulated, Dainty Lumps, Powdered, Confectioners, Brown,

Golden Syrup
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I have my old job back, saving Mrs. Housewife all the trouble of

making her coffee. I serve her instantly.

I am not Denaturized, De-caffeinized nor de-anythinged. Oh! yes,

I am DE-LICIOUS. I hope you will keep me well at the Front where I

can be welcomed. I saw the trenches at their worst, and I am glad to
be home.

NEW ORLEANS
The Logical Colfee Port

Home of

Alameda Colfee
Sold only in 1 and 3-lb. Tins
Under Our Trade-Mark

CAREFULLY SELECTED for

PARTICULAR TRADE

Mr. GROCER, put YOUR TRADE
WISE

MERCHANTS’ COFFEE CO.

OF NEW ORLEANS, Ltd.

New Orleans

D. C. CASANAS, Preat.

A Tremendous Hit!

The biggest hit on record ! These remark-
able new Virginia Dare Flavoring Extracts
are Absolutely Pure and as great an advance
in the Extract business as are aeroplanes and
wireless messages in science.

Vanilla 150% strength

20 other Flavors double strength

Vanilla 50% stronger—Lemon,
and 19 other flavors 100%
stronger than old-fashioned
extracts—Real trade builders.

21 Flavors. Test them your-
self. Ask your Jobber.
Consumer satisfaction guaranteed. Money
refunded on slightest complaint.

Garrett & Co., Inc.
Food Prodacts Established 1835

Bush Terminal — Bldgs. 9 and 10,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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PRICES CURRENT
Wholesale and Retail

As of Deceember 4, 1919

Prices to Wholesalers

GREEN COFFEE
(250 Bags or Over)

Brazil Grades. Line or Grade Price. Cup Selected Price

Santos 7 21% 22
“ 6.\ 23% 23%
“ 5 24% 24%
“ 4 25% 25%
“ 3 26% 26%
“ 2 27 27%

Rio 7 15%

4 . ......... * (No Rio Cup
3 * Selections)

2.:: *

* No quotations are being made.

Green Coffee, Mild Grades—Line or Grade Prices—

(250 Bags or Over)

Maracaibo

—

Truxillos 24%@ . .

Bocono 25 @25%
Tovar 25 @25%
Merida 26 @27%
do washed ... 28 @28%

Cucuta

—

Ordinary 25 @ . .

Fair to good 25%@26
Prime to choice .. 26%@27%
Fancy 29%@ • •

Laguayra

—

Caracas 24% @25
do washed.... 28 @29%

Porto Cabello. . . .24%@24%
do washed. ... 27%@28

Colombian

—

Ocana 24% @26
fBucaramanga.. .25%@27%
fTolima 29 @30
fBogotas 24 @30
fMedelin 24 @31
tManizales 24 @30%

Mexican

—

Cordoba 24 @24%
do washed.. . .27%@29

JCoatepec 25 @26
tdo washed.. . .28%@30%

JOaxaca 25 @26
tdo washed.. . ,27%@29%

Costa Rica

—

Common 22 @23
Fair to good 28 @29
Prime to choice. .29% @30

San Salvador— 25%@26%
do washed 27%@28%

Nicaragua— 25 @26
do washed 27%@28%

Guatemala Coban

—

^UIIIIIIUU

Fair to good .28 @29
Prime to choice.. .29%@30
do unwashed..24%@25%

Puerto Rico

—

Unwashed • 25%@26%
Washed . 28 @30

Hayti

—

Unwashed .23 @23%
Washed .27' @28%

Jamaica

—

Ordinary .21%@22
G ’d ordinary .22 @22%
Washed .26%@27%

East India

—

Padang Int . . . @.

.

Corinche . . . @.

.

Kroe . . . @.

.

Timor ... @..
Private Estate. .

.

... @..
Fancies .33%@34%
Abyssinian . . . @.

.

Mocha—small. .

.

.36% @37
Liberian

—

tStraits .17 @18
JSurinam .17 @19
Pamanoekin .20 @23

t Nominal because of small arrivals,

t Common to fancy.

TEAS
China and Japan—Line Prices

(75 or More Packages of One Number)

Foochow

—

Common @..
Fair @..
Good @..
Superior @. .

Fine @.

.

Formosa

—

Fair ...23 @25
Good. . . . .26 @27
Superior ....28 @30
Fine ....36 @37
Finest . . . .42 @45
Choice ....57 @62
Choicest . . . .70 @75
Fancy .1 00@1.20

COUNTRY GREEN
Gunpowder

—

Extra ...65 @70
Firsts . . .47 @48
Seconds . . .42 @44

Imperial

—

Firsts . . .40 @41
Seconds . .35 @38
Thirds ..31 @33

Young Hyson

—

Extra ...55 @65
Firsts @48
Seconds ...36 @38
Thirds ...34 @35

Hyson

—

Seconds . ..25 @
Thirds @

pingsuey Japan—
Gunpowder

—

Basket fired .34 @50
Pinheads ..50 @52 Pan fired .25 @60
Extra . .45 @48
Firsts . .38 @42 Congou

—

Seconds . .32 @35 Common .25 @26
Thirds . .24 @25 Good .28 @30

Imperial

—

Superior .32 @34
Firsts .40 @41 Fine to finest

—

.45 @50
Seconds .35 @38 Choice to choicest60 @75
Thirds .31 @33

India and Ceylon--Line Prices
Pekoe Souchong.

.

..30 @31 Darjeeling

—

Pekoe ..32 @35 Fancy Orange. .

.

.90 @1.00
Orange Pekoe ..36 @40 Java

—

Ceylon— Pekoe Souchong. .26 @27
Pekoe Souchong. . 30 @.. Pekoe. . . . . .'i . .

.

.30 @32
Pekoe . .33 @35 Orange Pekoe. .

.

.33 @36
Orange Pekoe.. . .44 @50
B. O. Pekoe. .

.

SPICES—First-Hand Prices
Black Peppers

—

Cassia

—

Singapore ..18%@19 Saigon rolls .45 @46
Acheen A @.

.

China,- rolls .16 @17
Acheen B @ • do sel, bk . 12% @13
Acheen C @.. Kwangsi ,18%@19
Lampong ..16 @16% Batavia, Ext .20 @21%

White Peppers

—

do short stick

.

.19 @20
Singapore . .31 @32
Penang @.. Cinnamon

—

Muntok . .30 @31 Ceylon .39 @54
Heavy

—

Ginger

—

Aleppy . .21 @22 Japan ,14%@15
Tellicherry. . . . . .24 @24% Cochin—ABC..

.

.17 @18
Red Peppers

—

doD @.

.

Mombassa ..16 @17 Lemon .17 @17%
Japan . .27 @28 African .13% @14

Cloves— Jamaica, g
T

g .24%@25
Zanzibar . .54%@56 Nutmegs

—

Amboyna ..54% @55 75s to 80s .30 @31
JPenang @.

.

105s to 110s . .27 @28
Pimento .. 9%@9% Mace .42%@49

COCOA

—

First-Hand Prices
Accra ...18%@19
St. Thome ...23 @24
Bahia ...20 ©22
Caracas ...25 @26
Costa Rica . . . . ...21 @22
Guayaquil

—

Arriba ...25 @26
Machala .. 23%@25

Caraques ...24 @25
Cuban @

Dominica @ .

.

Grenada @..
Hayti 18%@18%
Jamaica 18%@19%
Maracaibo 26 @32
Porto Cabello 25 @26
Para 21 @21%
Sanchez 18% @19
Surinam 23 @24
Trinidad 23 @23%

Prices to Retailers
COFFEE

(Bag Lots—130 Pounds)
Kind of Coffee. Green Roasted.

From To From To
Santos 25 30 31 36
Santos Peaberry 27 33 33 40%
Rio 16% 21 20% 26
Maracaibo 28 30 34 37
Caracas 30 32 37 39
Bucaramanga 29 32 35 39
Bogotas 30 33 36 43
Mexican 29 35 35 43
Costa Rica 30 35 37 43
Guatemala 29 33 37 43
Jamaica
Padang 33 40 40% 48%
Mocha 37 40 45 48%
Abyssinian
Java 33 40 40% 48%
Porto Rico 29 32 35% 39

*No quotations are being made.

TEAS
(Single Package Lots.) From

Formosa 24
Foochow 30
Congou 25
Japan P. F 25

“ B.F 28
India 28
Ceylon 35
Gunpowder 23
Young Hyson 23

To
38
38
33
43
47
43
50
50
36
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COFFEES
#

of cup quality are offered to the wholesale trade

in jobbing lots either green or roasted.

Inquiries from large dealers especially solicit-

ed where guaranteed quality isfirst consideration.

OLD DUTCH MILLS
INCORPORATED

Importers and Jobbers of Coffees

65 Front Street New York

The Standard ol

Purity and Quality

MOCHA
L B Longberry Harrar

LIVIERATO-KIDDE CO.
Largest Importers of IVloctia

106 WALL STREET NEW YORK
Cable Address. “MOCHA”
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The Lambert
coffee roaster

excels because it

the pioneer

indirect flame

( underneath)
gas roaster. Be-

cause it is the

most compact,

self - contained,

two bag roaster

on the market.

Because it re-

quires the mini-

mum of power

for operation.

Because it is

easily installed.

Because it is

substantially
constructed.

complete outfit designed for coffee,

peanuts, cocoa beans, cereals, etc., compris-

ing roaster, cooling apparatus, elevator, feed

hopper, electric motor, with geared connec-

tions and gas attachments; also stoning and
chaffing attachments for coffee. Built in

two standard sizes—three hundred pounds
and two hundred pounds capacity.

Plans for larger plants prepared on applica-

tion. Ask for catalog of complete line.

!=i!

I
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Machine0>
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Currents of Air

and Streams of Coffee

If you are a large producer of roasted coffee, your factory must have various

devices for controlling movements of air and of coffee.

Accurately controlled air is needed for burning fuel, removing chaff, cooling the

roasted coffee, and removing stones by gravity.

Accurate control of streams of coffee, passing from one operation to another, is

an essential element of good production. Correct bins and chutes are of vastly

more importance than poor factories have ever learned
; and when the desired flow

of coffee cannot be accomplished by gravity, special elevating and conveying ap-

paratus is essential.

In most modern plants, this needed control of air and coffee is secured by a well-

engineered arrangement of dependable Burns apparatus.

The BURNS UNIVERSAL FAN comes apart as

shown, and can be assembled to suit rotation in either direc-

tion and with the outlet turned to any position. Clean-out

covers permit the easy removal of chaff deposits.

The BURNS BUCKET ELEVATOR, with sectional

metal casing, adjustable bearings, convenient inspection

doors and belt take-up device, is adaptable to all plant con-

ditions.

Has your plant good equipment for controlling

the Currents of Air and Streams of Coffee?

These cuts show two pieces of Burns equipment which

progressive coffee-roasting firms are well acquainted with.

lfAv &.43° St. NEWYORKJABEZ.BURNS & SONS TRADE MARK

EQUIPMENT
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A Small Plant

For Roasting Coffee

This is our NO. 7 ROASTING OUTFIT, for batches of 50 or 60 pounds

of green coffee (or any smaller amount) . It performs the three operations of roast-

ing, cooling and stoning, in a surprisingly small space and with as perfect results as

any big plant.

The No. 7 roaster is the only size we manufacture between a 2-bag factory

machine and a sample roaster. It is used with the utmost satisfaction by a variety

of users who require an output of 50 to 1000 pounds of roasted coffee per day.

Some of them retail all the coffee over the counter
; some trade mostly with larger

consumers ; some are themselves the large consumer
;
and some are owners of large

roasting plants who like the No. 7 outfit for special small lots.

We never undertake to assure people that it would pay them to engage in coffee

roasting. Success always depends to some extent on factors which are no part of

our business. But it is very much our business to provide anyone who desires to

roast coffee with equipment such as will enable him to get perfect results in the

most simple and economical manner; and this No. 7 outfit is one of the best

machines we have ever built.

Perhaps it will pay you to learn more about it.
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Coffee Roaster

The ‘‘Monitor” continues to demonstrate its worth

in hundreds of America's coffee-roasting establish-

ments. Its popularity is steadily increasing. It is

scientifically constructed, efficient and economical.

Be independent of the coal shortage. Roast the

modern and efficient way—with gas. Use the most

dependable roaster made—the “Monitor.”

Huntley Mfg. Co., Silver Creek, N. Y.
Canadian Plant: Huntley Mfg. Co., Ltd., Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada

COFFEE-ROASTING PLANTS COMPLETELY EQUIPPED
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rrom
Boston Globe
April 4, 1919

out packaged ! Every package is tight, dust-

proof and full Weight,

To be sure that yours are the first hands to

touch your sugar, order Domino—whether it’s

Granulated. Tablet. Powdered, Confectioners

or Old-Fashioned Brown— it is of the highest

quality, absolutely pure and clean.

American SugarRefining Company
“Sweeten it with Domino”

Granulated. Tablet. Powdered. Confectioners. Brown

Cane Sugars

1

DustProofmdFuIlWeight
Cant we help you package
Your Goods the same way P

PNEUMATIC SCALE CORPORATION,W
NORFOLK DOWNS , MASS.
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How Brazil has helped
the cause of

COFFEE
Addressed to Sales Managers and Coffee Salesmen

Hats off to the planters of Brazil ! Credit is due to

them in full measure for the hearty manner in which they

have sponsored and furthered the big movement in behalf

of coffee.

Quick to grasp the importance of the campaign, and
keenly alive to the need for prompt and efficient support

—

they have entered into the spirit of the thing in right manly
fashion.

The coffee interests of the United States might well

bestir themselves a bit for the good of a cause that con-

cerns the entire industry. Let it not be said that we are

laggards and trailers

!

Now is the time to come forward. The campaign is

in its second stage—a big, strong, striking series that takes

up some of our serious problems—and handles them with-

out gloves.

This is for the good of all. It concerns everybody in

the trade. It means more good will, more demand, more
sales of coffee—more impetus all up and down the line.

Aside from purely commercial reasons, every distrib-

utor in this country should join in the big drive, as a matter

of pride. Let us hold up our end

!

Write the
.
editor of this paper.

He will tell you how you can help.
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George W. Lawrence & Co.

COFFEE
87 Front Street New York City

SOLE NORTH AMERICAN AGENTS
NAUMANN GEPP & CO., Ltd.

Santos

Vivacqua & Irmaos M. Ries

Victoria, Esp., Santos Aden, Arabia

Braunling's

Braunling Coffee Company
Importers and Jobbers of

COFFEE
Genuine Bourbons are scarce and can be
bought in small quantities only from Brazil.

We have them for particular buyers.

96-98 Water Street New York City
Members of New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange.

Bourbons
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CARTER, MACY & COMPANY, Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1850

A WORLD-WIDE ORGANIZATION

BRANCH OFFICES

ALBANY
BALTIMORE
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
HARTFORD
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MILWAUKEE
NEW ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURG
PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
ST. PAUL
TOLEDO

SUCCESS
comes to

Wholesale Tea Merchants

as a result of their ability to select

and maintain certain Tea Standards

AS IMPORTERS

FOREIGN BRANCHES

we are prepared to afford

our customers

SHIDZUOKA, JAPAN
YOKKAICHI, JAPAN
SHANGHAI, CHINA
HANKOW, CHINA
TAIPEH, FORMOSA
COLOMBO, CEYLON
CALCUTTA, INDIA
BATAVIA, JAVA
LONDON, ENGLAND

Carter, Macy & Company

of Canada, Limited

Montreal
St. John, N. B.

Toronto
Winnipeg
Vancouver

REAL SERVICE
in this particular respect.
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J.C. Whitney Company

CHICAGO and NEW YORK
437 WEST ONTARIO ST.

Canadian Headquarters
TORONTO

49 Wellington St., East

82 WALL STREET

SALES OFFICES
156 STATE STREET, BOSTON
7 SOUTH FRONT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
714 EQUITABLE BLDO., ST. LOUIS
542 SANSOME STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

CANADA
Agency, 6 St. Sacramento Street, Montreal

BUYING AND SHIPPING OFFICES
SHIDZUOKA, JAPAN

SHANGHAI, HANKOW, FOOCHOW, CHINA
DAITOTEI, FORMOSA
COLOMBO, CEYLON
CALCUTTA, INDIA
BATAVIA, JAVA

LONDON, ENGLAND

PACKERS AND BLENDERS OF TEAS OF EVERY KIND IN
EVERY VARIETY OF CONTAINER FOR

PARTICULAR BUYERS

IN CONSTANT AND CLOSE TOUCH WITH ALL
BUYING AND SELLING MARKETS

JARD1NE, MATHESON & CO., Ltd.

Tea Importers and Exporters

Complete line of teas with
special attention to quality.

63 Wall Street New York
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Mitsui & Co.
LIMITED

Importers and Exporters of All Kinds of

TEA, SPICES
COFFEE

and PRODUCE
Japan, Formosa, China Green, Con-

gou, India, Ceylon and Java Teas,

Spices.

Rice, Dried Beans, Seeds, Canned
Goods, Dried Fish, Egg Albumen and
Yolk and all Principal Products of

the Far East.

Tea and Produce Department

87 Front St., New York City
Main Office, 65 Broadway, New York City

U. S. A.

Branches in All Principal Cities of the World

J
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Quality Teas
a Specialty

We import and sell teas of all kinds and grades. Our special-

ty is teas of the highest quality.

The use of the best teas will increase the consumption of tea

in America.

Our foreign branch is always in touch with local and seasonal

conditions—we are in a position to import any kind or grade

of tea your trade wants.

THE A. COLBURN COMPANY
2228-42 NORTH TENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Established 1857

Colburn's Teas
MURAl TRADING COMPANY, LTD.

Tea Department
96 FRONT STREET NEW YORK

Successor to

MEIJI TRADING COMPANY, LTD.
{Formerly Furuya & Nishimura)

TEAS JAPAN FORMOSA OOLONG INDIA CEYLON JAVA
BEANS, OILS, SPICES, CHILLIES, GINGER

Chicago Branch—Lake-State Building
Montreal Branch—55 St. Francois Xavier St.

Java-Holland-America Trading Company
(Java-Holland-Amerika Handelscompagnie)

Importers of Java Tea
AND OTHER DUTCH EAST INDIAN PRODUCE

DIRECT FROM PLANTATIONS
ROTTERDAM NEW YORK JAVA

No. 8 BRIDGE STREET
Direct all correspondence to the New York Office

WRITE FOR
SAMPLES
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FORMOSA OOLONGS
at present prices show relatively

much better value than any other
variety of tea.

Today’s purchases will look tre-

mendously cheap next month.

Current values are quite out of

line in comparison with other
black teas.

They cannot long remain so be-

cause one of the chief factors in

keeping Formosa prices down—

JAVA TEA
is now in scant supply and—

THE FORMOSA CROP
of this season is actually over 20%
below normal.

We offer jobbing lots or invoices—spot

or afloat—of YOUR character of tea.

Send us your “standard”—we can match it.

HANDEIMAATSCHAPPY “TRANSMARINA,” INC.
( Trading Co. “Transmarina”)

62 William Street, New York City, N. Y.

Telephone 5727 John
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SEASON’S GREETINGS
To our many customers in the tea and coffee

trades we wish the compliments of the Season,

and trust that the coming year will bring you

increased prosperity.

We hope for a continuance of the agreeable

business relations of the past year.

NATIONAL URN BAG COMPANY
Cotton Bags of Every Description

174-176 East 104th Street, New York City

CATZ AMERICAN CO.
INCORPORATED

New York
Batavia, (Java)

Rotterdam (Holland)

Importers of

Spices Tea Coffee

Tapioca

and all Oriental Products

59 Pearl St. New York

Aluminum Convex Kettles
(6 QUART SIZE)

Immediate Shipment
POLISHED OUTSIDE

Bail Handle

ALSO

THREE-PIECE LIPPED SAUCE PAN SETS
POLISHED OUTSIDES

Consists of 1 1-qt. pan, 1 lj^qt. pan, 1 2=q t. pan

Act Quickly, Merchandise Is Scarce

dWvwfew.
116-120 West 32nd Street, New York

“Pioneer Premium Headquarter#"
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rooting and best wishes
both now and for the years

to come

Wkllar Company
Carl 'W! Brand, President

Cleveland, Ohio
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HUIMT & CO.
The Oldest Japan Tea Exporting House

in the Orient

JAPAN TEA :: CHINA TEA

90-96 Wall St., New York

CHICAGO MONTREAL
222 N. Wabash Ave. 3 St. Nicholas St.

Agencies in Important Cities

COFFEE ROASTING FOR THE TRADE
ONLY

No Spice Grinding COFFEE SEPARATED No Coffee Selling

JOHN W. HAULENBEEK CO.
(Established for 38 Years)

NO ACCOUNT TOO LARGE FOR US TO HANDLE.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF HANDLING OUT OF TOWN ACCOUNTS.

393 GREENWICH STREET NEW YORK
’Phone Canal 217-218-219

The Laurel Improved

Coffee Granulator

and Chaff Remover

Cheapest and best ma-
chine on the market.
The machine you will

want to increase your
sales of clean ground cof-
fee. Write for photo
and sample of the work
of machine.

Used Coffee-Roasting
and Grinding Ma-
chinery. Send for list.

TheLaureMfg.Co.
627 N. 3d St.,PhiIa.,Pa.
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TASt-fc

Are You Getting Service?

Our Large Manufacturing Facilities

Enable us to make Prompt Shipments

Often From Stock
grain
DEAlS.it

MM

‘

''

M
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The THOMAS J. WEBB—Coffee Flavor

A—Packaged far more efficiently than any other brand of coffee flavor sold in the City of Chicago.

B—Advertised more widely and persistently than any other brand of coffee flavor sold in the
City of Chicago.

C—The very best brand of coffee flavor sold in the great City of Chicago is Thomas J. Webb.

Q. B. D.

Should some one ask the best brand of coffee flavor sold in the great City of Chicago,
a simple statement of the facts arranged in their proper order makes the answer as simple as
A, B, C, and as susceptible of proof as a problem in mathematics.

The Puhl-Webb Company have been manufacturing food products in Chicago for the past
36 years. The pet of the house, however, is “Thomas J. Webb Coffee”. On every can
over Mr. Webb’s signature appears the following, “A superior Blend so good that I take pride
in giving it my own name and personal endorsement.”

Thousands of dollars are expended each month in advertising. This makes certain that
only the highest grade berries money can buy go into Thomas J. Webb coffee and that the
blend as it comes from the roaster is the best 36 years of coffee experience can construct.

Now comes a vital poimt, the essential feature in packing and marketing a trake marked
coffee flavor

—

the package—as it is the package that controls the percentage of original
flavor and governs the amount of original oven freshness of flavor that is to be delivered
to the consumer. It is “flavor” and flavor only that the consumer wants and tries to buy.
In the honey comb of oil cells in the green berry nature effectually seals in the embryo flavor,

the hot roast quickens and brings to life all this flavor, but how much of it there may be delivered
to consumers depends upon the efficiency of the package confining it.

The Puhl-Webb Co. take pride in their Thos. J. Webb brand: we are likewise proud of the
fact that it is the Napacan Hermetic Seal Process of packing that enables them to deliver to
consumers, say 99 per cent, of the original, fresh from the roaster Thos. J. Webb coffee flavor.

It is the Napacan that makes the advertising worth par—insuring permanent sales on the
minds and palates of Chicago’s millions of lovers of fresh, live, coffee flavor.

Protected by eight walls of paraffin no moisture can get through the Napacan to affect

the coffee, while the Hermetic Seal Closure (done mehanically and always efficient) makes
the can absolutely air tight—original flavor can’t get out.

Until the advent of the Napacan the best coffee package was a tin can and that is the
way T. J. Webb coffee was formerly packed. After an investigation extending over several

months the Puhl-Webb Co. became thoroughly convinced the Napacan Hermetic Seal Process
was superior to tin. This was some twenty months ago. They installed one of our sealing
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machines at that time and have used Napacans continuously since. Recently a large coffee

roaster in another city wrote them asking their opinion of the Napacan. The worst they could
think of to say about us was as follows:

Mr ... Chicago, Aug. 5, 1919.

care

St. Paul, Minn.

Dear Sir:

We have your letter of August 4th, relative to “Napacan.” We have only favorable
comment for this style of container, and would not, even though the price of tin were materially
reduced, return to that style of package.

The keeping quality of the coffee, both steel-cut and whole, in this style of container

—

after many exhaustive tests under various temperatures—has proven in every way satisfactory.

We remain

Very truly yours,
Puhl-Webb Company

(Signed) C. H. Zimmerman, Secretary.

The Puhl-Webb Company has permanently solved the problem of packaging Thos. J. Webb
coffee and can look forward with confidence to a constant growth in sales.

Napacan catalogue, samples, etc., sent on request.

NATIONAL PAPER CAN COMPANY
576-598 Clinton Street Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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SERVANT PROBLEM SOLVED
Your Own Brand with Pronounced Coffee Flavor
Reduced to Soluble Form

—

Is the Answer

“IT IS GROUND-LESS”

Soluble Coffee Company of America
97-99 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

COGOLLO
The mark of one of the highest Grade
Coffees Grown in Colombia, S. A.

A coffee noted for its mild and delicious flavor and unsurpassed
fragrancy. Carefully picked, hulled, selected and stored under sani-

tary conditions.

Whether you buy “Cogollo Lavado,” “Cogollo Selecto” or “Cogollo
Especial” you are certain of getting a coffee of uniform quality.
For particulars apply to M. Duran, 198 Broadway, New York.

ORDER BY THE NAME “COGOLLO”

COGOLLO & CO.
Cucuta Coffee Planters

Rep. ol
Colombia,

s. A.

“Arksafe” ElasticPaper Linings
FOR BAGS AND BARRELS

Absolute protection to Coffee, Rice, Sugar
and Spices.

Samples Upon Request

Arkell Safety Bag Co.,
CHICAGO NEW YORK

14 East Jackson Boulevard 120 Broadway

A. C. RICKS
COFFEE BROKER

Strict Attention paid to Cup Quality.

Samples sent on request.

Correspondence Solicited.

315 Board of Trade Bldg., New Orleans

J. HENRY YOUNG GEO. N. JESSEN

YOUNG & JESSEN F

CO£FE£
230 N. WABASH AVENUE

LONG DISTANCE PHONES
CENTRAL “44 CHICAGO
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FOREIGN BANKING

CANAL-COMMERCIAL TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK, NEW ORLEANS

Capital and Surplus .... $ 5,500,000

Total Resources of over - - 70,000,000

Have full, facilities for caring for all foreign

transactions. We invite the Coffee Trade

to make full use of our facilities, especially

in reference to Letters of Credit covering

imports.

CANAL-COMMERCIAL TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK, NEW ORLEANS
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is work performed; and the COLES mills have devel-

oped such wonderful and unequaled efficiency in the

proper grinding and pulverizing of coffee, and in the

volume of output, that we’re nearing the end of the

very busiest year we’ve ever had.

The New Year can be made the right sort of a year

with the right sort of equipment; and 1920 demands
THE VERY BEST.

COLES MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Twenty-third and Turner Streets, PHILADELPHIA

UNIQUE ATTRITION BILL

Ball Bearing, Motor Driven

Made with Belt Drive, also

For Grinding Spices and Other
Products

Feeders, Sifters and Mixers for Spices,

Cocoa, Baking Powder, &c.

MAGNETIC SEPARATORS

Robinson Mfg. Co.
39 CORTLANDT STREET

New York City

Write us for prices on your next order.

One to four colors.
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For the Manufacture of Liquid Mustard

We Are Prepared to Supply Machinery of Exceptional Merit

WE BUILD
Grinding Mills, either pulley or chain drive.

Roller Mills and Seed Crushers.

Mixing and Storage Tanks.

Pumps.

Stone Crane Equipment.

Pneumatic Air Outfits to Dress Stones.

PAUL OEHMIG & COMPANY
Builders of Specialty Equipment for

Manufacturers of Food Products

1948-1954 WEST OHIO STREET CHICAGO

The Patented Iron Frame Mill which the

entire trade has found so satisfactory

100% EFFICIENCY^
in your packaging department if you install the

DUPLEX
Automatic Net Weigher

Saves time, labor
,
and money

Unexcelled in

Accuracy, Speed, and Reliability

Weighs accurately all free flowing materials
such as coffee, sugar, rice, cornmeal, cereal,

seeds, salt, etc., at the rate of 35 packages
a minute.

THIRTY DAYS’ FREE TRIAL!

E. Edtbauer & Company
817 W. Washington Blvd. Chicago, 111.
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Comores
Bourbon Vanilla Beans

We are direct receivers

from the Islands.

Tahiti
Vanilla Beans

White and Yellow Label

Shipments received at

regular intervals.

ANTOINE CHIRIS CO.
18=20 PLATT ST.

NEW YORK
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HERE’S HOW!
With no bad after effects, “Here’s How” to make your
market—pack your preparation in Peerless Tubes,
made of pure tin by skilled workmen in a factory
absolutely clean—Peerless Tubes are clean tubes also.

May we prove it?

37 LOCUST AYE.,

BLOOMFIELD,

N. J,

i mmnrm iii mTTm a

VANILLAS
of every variety

ESSENTIAL OILS ETHERS

M. L. BARRETT& CO., Importers
Oldest Vanilla Dealers in U. S. A.

233 W. Lake SI. Chicago

TRADE MARK SERVICE

We Have Standardized the Business

Can You Read Your Titles Clear?

Inquire of

Trade Mark Title Co.
FT. WAYNE, IND.

Washington, D. C.

Established 1905 New York, N. Y.
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VANILLA
BEANS

THURSTON & BRAIDICH
27 CLIFF STREET
NEW YORK

BULK COCOA
IN BARRELS AND DRUMS
Also packed In tin cans under your

Private Label
We make American and Dutch

Process Cocoa.

Write for our Latest Price List

State Style of Packing and
Quantity Required Annually.

Tell us where you saw this

Advertisement.

Ambrosia Chocolate Co.
1

331-333-335 FIFTH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

THE PROGRESSIVE CHOCOLATE AND COCOA
MANUFACTURERS

Consolidated Fruit Jar Co.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.

Manufacturers of

Plain and
Decorated

Collapsible^

Tubes
for

Flavoring Extracts,

Etc.

Also Tin Rings for

Coffee Canisters

SALT AND PEPPER TOPS

Connoisseurs Use

UNGERER’S
VANILLA BEANS

VANILLIN

COUMARIN
AND

FLAVORING

INGREDIENTS

UNGERER & CO.
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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IS YOURS AN “AVERAGE” BUSINESS?
We are referring now to your COFFEE DEPARTMENT. An “average” Coffee Depart-

ment sells a few pounds of coffee each day—providing the customers are interested enough to
ask for it.

The Better-Than-Average—and paying—Coffee Department SUGGESTS coffee to passersby
as well as those who enter the store, because it is equipped with an up-to-date ROYAL Coffee
System such as the one shown below.

ADVERTISE!
is the watch-word of all successful merchants—and here’s the best method you could employ
for your coffee department—the installation of a ROYAL Coffee System of a size suitable for

your particular business. The handsome design and finish of the machines attract attention
and the aroma of the roasting coffee CREATES a demand through appealing to the appetite.

RESULT? Sales increased in most instances from one hundred to five hundred per cent!

A SAVING
of from five to fifteen cents a pound is realized through doing your own roasting and your service

is greatly improved, for FRESH ROASTED coffee goes further and therefore you are able to

pass a substantial saving on to your customers.

LOOK AROUND! You will see these machines in extensive use in your own neighborhood.
They’re all paying for themselves, because the idea is right and our complete service makes it

practically impossible for them to fail providing the business is given a^ little—comparatively
little—attention by the merchant.

WHY SHOULDN’T YOU HAVE A BETTER THAN AVERAGE COFFEE DEPARTMENT
and make these extra profits? It will cost you nothing to learn full details of our proposition.

Write for a copy of our new catalog today!

IhEAJ.DEER 0.
1127 WEST ST. HORNELL, N. Y.

{

Electrically operated, furnished with motors for alternating* or direct
current.
Roaster has 25-pound capacity and uses gas or gasoline for fuel.
Mill is for either granulating or pulverizing—fitted with our patented
steel-cutting buhrs.

Other sizes to meet all demands.
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Our business doubled this year

W'E did twice as much
business this year as

we did during any other

year in our history.

This shows that merchants

realize more than ever be-

fore that they should get

their store records quickly

and economically by ma-
chinery instead of by the

slow, expensive hand
method.

It shows in the best way
possible that up-to-date

National Cash Registers are

helping merchants solve

their problems most satis-

factorily to themselves, their

clerks and their customers.

It is the very best evidence

that our efforts to build a

labor and time-saving ma-
chine are appreciated by

merchants everywhere.
It shows that up-to-date

National Cash Registers

are meeting the needs of

retail stores in every
country in the world.

Up-to-date National Cash Registers are a business

necessity

The National Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio
Offices in all the principal cities of the world

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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T.L°UIj:
ALL WATER ROUTE

BRAZ/L.

g home of
the following
progressive coffee

roasting houses

Save money on your purchase

Write for our

MONTHLY PRICE BOOK
-jOHjl

St. Louis, Mo.

Salesmen Wanted
‘Settles The

Question”

Meyer Bros.

Coffee and Spice Co.
St. Louis

OWL BRAND
Coffee, Tea, Spices

We solicit correspondence
from dealers seeking to build a
high grade coffee business.

Dealers !_

WESTEN’S

COOKS’ PRIDE
COFFEE

Ask Us.

Since 1858

GOLD STAR BRAND
Highest Quality

Teas, Coffees, Spices
AND

Grocers’ Sundries

David G. Evans Coffee Co.
St. Louis

Established 1858

Back The National Coffee Publicity Campaign

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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American GreatertG)ffee

Roasting Centre

_

TO ST.LOU/S
Ofie brands of these

firms distributed

in a total
twenty-three states

WRITE TO THIS ADDRESS
IF YOU DESIRE TO BUY

COFFEE
Wm. Schotten Coffee Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Don’t wait. Write to-day

—

We have no salesmen

We will send you samples and prices in ac-

cord with our method of doing business—by
correspondence only.

FAUST INSTANT COFFEE
AND TEA

By C. F. Blanke Tea and Coffee Co.

Prop, of the World’s Famous

Faust Coffees and Teas

and the Celebrated New Seasoning

Faust Chili Powder

Consult us on Coffee Fillers.

JOHNSON - LAYNE COFFEE

COMPANY
Importers and Distributors of the

World’s Finest Coffees and Teas

Write for samples of CUP QUALITY
kinds.

Salesmen Wanted in all uncovered
territories.

X

/

STUDY THIS!

It will pay you to

pay us our price for

GOOD COFFEE.

NORWINE COFFEE CO.
ST. LOUIS

/ FOR
COFFEE

TEA
SPICE

or

EXTRACTS
OF QUALITY, write

Jas. H. Forbes Tea & Coffee Co.

ESTABLISHED 1853 ST. LOUIS, MO.

St. Louis Is Your Logical Coffee Market

When Writing Advertisers. Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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Dear to the Heart of the Housewife

Combination Percolator and Teapot in ornamental
panelled design. Two quart, nine cup capacity.
Perfect in operation and workmanship. Pure alu-
minum, heavy gauge, with strong, effective per-
colating device. Designed for trade promotion in
connection with high grade teas and coffees. Sam-
ples submitted for the approval of any rated firm.

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY
DEPARTMENT “A” LaGrange, Illinois

The grocer who handles

Warners
MACARONI PRODUCTS

supplies his trade with a well known
advertised brand of quality. Its pop-

ularity is firmly established.

Warner Macaroni Co.. Inc.

Syracuse, N, Y.

MALT CEREAL
The finest, purest Coffee substitute

We malt only the choicest care-

fully selected Barley. Shipments

in 100 pound double bags.

Special low prices to the trade.

Write for samples and quotations

Milwaukee Importing Co.
506 37th St. MILWAUKEE, WIS.

The Premium De Luxe
Hundreds of the livest Coffee Roasters and

Wholesale Grocers have

REVOLUTIONIZED THEIR SALES
by using Saxon Chinaware

—

“the premium
with no back-fire.” We have new and up-to-date
plans consistent with all rulings and statutes.

We can help you—will you A
let us ?

Write Today.

^§axon\ THE /Saxon

^liny SAXON CHINA CO.
SEBRING, OHIO

CHINAWARE
for PREMIUMS
More than ever in demand

Sets, Assortments or Open Stock

THE SALEM CHINA CO.
Salem, Ohio

An old established plant recently remod-
eled and enlarged.

EVERYBODY Likes SUMORE

EVERYBODY Wants SUMORE

REEVE & VAN RIPER
WAREHOUSEMEN

V) T77777 77 Milling, Cleaning, Hulling,
C PHJl separating and Picking

Packers of Teas
Storage and Weighing

46-48 WATER ST. NEW YORK

Denison Coffee Company
IMPORTERS and ROASTERS

341-343 River St. CHICAGO

When Writing Advertisers, Kindly Mention The Tea and Coffee Trade Journal
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The Quality
IN

granulated, cubes, confectioners
and soft sugars.

The sugar which makes
satisfied customers
WARNER SUGAR REFINING CO.

Office: 79 Wall St.. N. Y. C. Refinery : Edgewater, N. J.

PURECANE
l SUGAR A

We Pack Under Private Label for the Largest Mail Order Houses and Coffee

and Tea Stores in the United States

Used in Every Household—A Refldy Seller

Positive Repeater and Big Money-Maker

AMERICAN PRETZEL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS CINCINNATI

CHARLES G. WEBER, Sales Manager
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Serve Your Coffee
at its best

You encourage the drinking of Coffee by pre-

serving its full rich flavor till served. You can

boost your Restaurant and Lunch Room Sales

by using one pound units of

SPARTAN BAGS
(Kraft Outside Lined with Glassine)

Not made for
4

4

show”

—

made to keep Coffee

good at a minimum cost.

WRITE TODAY

Continental
Paper Bag Co.

Executive Offices

17 Battery Place New York
“ There*e a Warehouee Near You 99
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Packages?

Years of experience

underlie our service,

and our prices are

—

WRITE

!

Our machines glue them up, from flat

sheets or knock-down cartons; pack them

with a net weight of coffee, tea, spices,

rice, salt, sugar, flour, meal, rolled oats,

corn flakes, etc.; seal and hermetically

wrap them, at from 30 to 60 per minute,

with a minimum of labor and waste.

National Packaging Machinery Co.
sole: manufacturers and distributors

PACKING ^ ROOM

172*186 Green St., Jamaica Plain. BOSTON, MASS.

COFFEE
THE WH/TEBAG

WfTM THE RED STR/PE

“Has’em all beat"
WRITE FOR SAMPLE

'
. , i I,, i i

—

>

International Coffee Co.
NEW YORK

lr you are very par-

ticular about your cof-

fee, nothing will quite

satisfy you like

WHITE HOUSE














